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To all, whom it may concern:

Be it known that we, Walter H. Miller,
residing at Orange, and Jonas W. Ayls-
wortii, residing at East Orange, in the county

5 of Essex and State of New Jersey, both citi-

zens of the United States, have invented a cer-

tain new and useful Improvement in Edging-
Machines for Phonograph-Records, of which
the following is a specification,

to Our invention relates to an improved ma-
chine for trimming the edges of phonograph-
records, and particularly duplicate phono-
graph-records made by a casting or allied

process in a mold. With such duplicate rec-

15 ord it is inexpedient to properly mold more
than one of its ends, and when a dipping proc-

ess is used, as we describe in our Patent No.
683,615, dated October 1, 1901, both ends of

the duplicate are left unfinished and require
20 to be trimmed to form.

Our improved machine has been designed
especially for the edging of duplicate records
made by our process; but obviously the ma-
chine can be employed in connection with
phonograph-records obtained in other ways or
in connection with blanks.

Our object is to provide a simple and effi-

cient machine for the purpose.
In order that our invention may be better

understood, attention is directed to the accom-
panying drawings, forming a part of this speci-

fication, and in which—
Figure 1 is a plan view of the machine,

showing the cutters in their retracted position

35 away from the record; Fig. 2, a side view of
the same; Fig. 3, an end view showing in dot-

ted lines the position of the cutters in engage-
ment with the record, and Fig. 4 a sectional

view of the swinging cutter-carrying frame.
4° In all of the above views corresponding

parts are represented by the same numerals of
reference.

The base 1 is formed with two bearings 2 2,

in which is mounted a shaft 3. The shaft is

45 formed with shoulders 4, which take against
thrust-collars 5 5, so as to prevent longitudi-

nal movement of the shaft. Mounted on the

shaft 3 is a loose pulley 6, to which power is

applied. This pulley constitutes one element
of a friction-clutch, the other or cone clement, 50

7, being formed with collars 8 8 and being
splined to the shaft 3. A forked lever 9 op-

erates the cone 7 to engage the same with the

pulley 6 when the shaft is to be rotated. The
shaft is provided or formed with a tapered 55

mandrel 10 for receiving the record or blank.

The base 1 is formed with an extension 11,

in which is mounted a rock-shaft 12. Mount-
ed upon this rock-shaft are ears 13, formed
on the cutter - carrying frame. The latter 60

frame is provided with a. downwardly-extend-
ing lug 14, through which extends an adjust-

ing-screw 15, engaging within the base 1,

whereby the turning of the adjusting-screw
will adjust the cutter-carrying frame longitu- 65

dinally with respect to the mandrel 10. 'The

cutter-carrying frame is formed with a pro-
jecting rib or bead 16, on which are mounted
blocks 17, held in position by a top plate 18
and by bolts 19, passing through slots 20 in 70

the two blocks. These blocks are provided
with racks 21, which diametrically engage a
pinion 22 on a shaft 23. On the end of this

shaft is a lever 24 for partially rotating the

same. In order to limit the operative move- 75
ment of the lever 24, we make use of a sta-

tionary stop 25, secured in place to the bear-

ing 26 of the shaft 23 by a split collar 27,

whereby said stop may be adjusted. The
blocks 17 are formed with openings 28, which 80

receive the shanks 29 of cutters 30 of the

proper shape. These cutters, as shown, are

made preferably circular in form, so that as

they become dulled they may be cut away to

present fresh surfaces to the wax-like mate- 85

rial and will require merely a radial adjust-

ment to bring the sharpened edge again in

the proper relation to the record. The cutters

or knives 30 arc maintained rigidly in posi-

tion within the blocks 17 by clamping-screws 90
31. In order to prevent fine particles of the

wax-like material from being projected up-
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wardly, so as to inconvenience the operator,
we provide the cutter-carrying frame with a
shield 32, formed with slots 33 therein, in

which the shanks of the cutters work. The
5 swinging- movement of the cutters toward the
record or blank is limited by an adjusting-
screw 34 passing through the cutter-carrying
frame and adapted to come into engagement
with a lug 35, secured to one of the bearings

io 2, as shown.
The operation of our improved edging-ma-

chine is as follows: The friction-clutch being
released and the mandrel 10 being stationary,

the blank or record is inserted over the latter

15 and frictionally engaged therewith, after

which the lever 24 is operated to engage the
friction - cone 7 with the pulley 6, through
which power is applied, whereby the record
or blank will be rotated at high sx>eed. The

20 handle 24 is now grasped and without being
moved to turn the shaft 23 is merely elevated
to swing the cutters toward the rotating blank
or record until the adjusting-screw 34 engages
the stop 35. In this position the cutters are

25 in proper line to operate on the article. The
handle 24 is now swung radially, so as to turn
the shaft 23, causing the pinion 22 to advance
the cutters toward each other into simultane-
ous engagement with both edges of the record

30 or blank. The latter rotating at high speed
will have its edges smoothly and cleanly
trimmed, according to the form of the cut-

ters. When the records or blanks are of

standard length and diameter, no special ad-

35 justment of the cutters with respect to the
same requires to be made when the cutters

are once adjusted by the adjusting-screw 15.

If, however, the record varies in length or in

its position on the mandrel, due to any varia-

40 tions in its diameter, the adjusting-screw 15

may be operated so as to shift the cutters lon-

gitudinally with respect to the record or blank
in one direction or the other until the proper
relation between the two is secured.

45 Having now described our invention, what
we claim as new therein, and desire to secure
by Letters Patent, is as follows:

1. In an edging-machine of the character de-

scribed, the combination with a rotating man-
50 drcl, of a non-rotating cutter, means for lat-

erally moving the cutter and mandrel rela-

tively to each other, and means for longitudi-

nally moving the cutter and mandrel rela-

tively to each other, the cutter when in its op-

55 erating position presenting one portion of its

cutting edge substantially parallel to the axis

of the mandrel, and another portion of its

cutting edge extending inward from said first

portion toward the body of the mandrel, sub-
60 stantially as set forth.

2. In an edging-machine of the character de-
scribed, the combination with a rotating man-
drel, of a pair of non-rotating cutters, means
for effecting a relative lateral movement of

65 the cutters and mandrel, and means for effect-

ing a relative longitudinal movement of the

cutters and mandrel, the cutters when in their

operating position presenting one portion of

their cutting edges substantially parallel to

the axis of the mandrel, and another portion 70

of their cutting edges extending inward from
said first portion toward the body of the man-
drel, substantially as set forth.

3. In an edging-machine of the character de-

scribed, the combination with a rotating man- 75
drel, of a pair of non-rotating cutters, means
for simultaneously moving said cutters to-

ward and away from each other, and means
for moving the cutters laterally toward and
away from the mandrel, the cutters when in 80

their operating position presenting one por-

tion of their cutting edges, substantially par-

allel to the axis of the mandrel, and another
portion of their cutting edges extending in-

ward from said first portion toward the body 85

of the mandrel, substantially as set forth.

4. In an edging-machine of the character de-
scribed, the combination with a rotating man-
drel, of a frame pivoted to swing laterally

with respect to the same, a non-rotating cut- 90
ter carried by said frame, means for moving
the cutter longitudinally with respect to the

mandrel, and a single handle for swinging
said frame on its pivot and operating said

means, substantially as set forth. 95
5. In an edging-machine of the character de-

scribed, the combination with a rotating man-
drel, of a frame pivoted to swing laterally

with respect to the mandrel, a pair of non-
rotating cutters carried by the frame, and 100

means for moving said cutters toward and
away from each other longitudinally with
respect to the mandrel, substantially as set

forth.

6. In an edging-machine of the character dc- 105

scribed, the combination with a rotating man-
drel, of a frame pivoted with respect to the

mandrel and swinging laterally toward and
away from the same, means for adjusting the

frame longitudinally of the mandrel, anon- no
rotating cutter carried by the frame, and
means for moving the cutter longitudinally

with respect to the mandrel, substantially as

set forth.

7. In an edging-machine of the character de- 1
1

5

scribed, the combination with a rotating man-
drel, of a frame pivoted to swing laterally with

respect to the mandrel, means for adjusting

the frame longitudinally of the mandrel, a

pair of non-rotating cutters carried by the 120

frame, and means for simultaneously moving
said cutters toward and away from each other
longitudinally of the mandrel, substantially

as set forth.

8. In an edging-machine of the character de- 125

scribed, the combination with a rotating man-
drel, of a frame pivoted to swing laterally with
respect to the mandrel, adjustable means for

limiting its lateral movement, a non-rotating

cutter carried by the frame, and means for J 3°
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moving said cutter longitudinally of the man-
drel, substantially as set forth.

9. In an edging-machine of the character de-

scribed, the combination with a rotating raan-

5 drel, of a frame pivoted to swing laterally with
respect to the mandrel, adjustable means for

limiting the lateral movement of said frame,
means for adjusting the frame longitudinally

of the mandrel, a non-rotating cutter carried
io by the frame, and means for moving said cut-

ter longitudinally with respect to the mandrel,
substantially as set forth.

10. In an edging-machine of the character

described, the combination with a rotating

1 5 mandrel, of a frame pivoted to swing laterally

with respect to the mandrel, adjustable means
for limiting the lateral movement of said

frame, means for adjusting the frame longi-

tudinally of the mandrel, a non-rotating cut-

20 ter carried by the frame, means for moving
said cutter longitudinally with respect to the

mandrel, and means for limiting the longitu-

dinal movement of said cutter, substantially

as set forth.

25 11. In an edging-machine of the character
described, the combination with a rotating
mandrel, of a swinging frame movable later-

ally with respect to the mandrel, a cutter car-

ried by said frame, and a shield inclosing said

30 cutter, substantially as set forth.

12. In an edging-machine of the character
described, the. combination with a rotating
mandrel, of a frame movable laterally with
respect to the mandrel, a non-rotating cutter

35 carried by said frame, and means for moving
said cutter longitudinally of the mandrel, the

cutter when in its operating position present-

ing one portion of its cutting edge substan-
tially parallel to the axis of the mandrel, and

4° another portion of its cutting edge extending
inward from said first portion toward the body
of the mandrel, substantially as set forth.

13. In an edging-machine of the character
described, the combination with a rotating

45 mandrel, of a frame movable laterally with re-

spect to the same, a pair of non-rotating cut-

ters carried by the frame, and means for si-

multaneously moving said cutters toward and
away from each other longitudinally of the

50 mandrel, the cutters when in their operating
position presenting one portion of their cut-

ting edges substantially parallel to the axis of
the mandrel, and another portion of their cut-

ting edges extending inward from said first

55 portion toward the body of the mandrel, sub-
stantially as set forth.

14. In an edging-machine of the character

described, the combination with a rotating

mandrel, of a frame pivoted to swing laterally

toward and away from the same, a pair of 60

slide-blocks carried by said frame, a non-ro-
tating cutter mounted in each block, means
for simultaneously moving said slide-blocks

toward and away from each other, and a sin-

gle handle for swinging said frame on its pivot 65

and operating said means, substantially as set

forth.

15. In an edging-machine of the character
described, the combination with a rotating

mandrel, of a frame pivoted to swing toward 70

and away from the same, a slide-block in said

frame, a non-rotating cutter adjustably mount-
ed in said slide-block, means for moving the

slide-block longitudinally of the mandrel, and
a single handle for swinging said frame on its 75

pivot and operating said means, substantially

as set forth.

16. In an edging-machine of the character
described, the combination with a rotating

mandrel, of a frame movable laterally with 80

respect to the same, carrying a circular non-
rotating cutter having a recess whose edges
form cutting edges within the body of the cut-

ter, and means for moving said cutter longi-

tudinally of the mandrel, substantially as set 85

forth.

17. In an edging-machine of the character
described, the combination with a rotatable

mandrel and a friction-clutch for connecting
the same with a source of power, of a frame 90

pivoted to swing laterally with respect to the

mandrel, a non-rotating cutter carried by the

frame, means for moving said cutter longitu-

dinally of the mandrel, and a single handle for

swinging said frame on its pivot and operat- 95
ing said means, substantially as set forth.

18. In an edging-machine of the character
described, the combination with a rotatable

mandrel and a friction-clutch for connecting
the same with a source of power, of a frame 100

pivoted to swing laterally with respect to the
mandrel, a pair of non-rotating cutters car-

ried by said frame, means for simultaneously
moving said cutters with respect to the man-
drel, and a single handle for swinging said 105

frame on its pivot and operating said means,
substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

9th day of March, 1903.

WALTER H. MILLER.
JONAS W. AYLSWORTH.

Witnesses:
Frank L. Dyer,
Jno. Robt. Taylor.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I,George Albert Moore,
a citizen of the United States, residing- in the

borough of Manhattan, in the city of New
5 York, in the State of New York, have invented

certain new and useful Improvements in An-
nouncing-Machines, of which the following is

a specification, reference being had to the ac-

companying drawings, forming a part hereof.
to This invention relates to machines of the

general character of that shown in Letters
Patentof the United States No. 718,500, dated
January 13, 1903, in which some one of a pre-

viously-prepared series of announcements is

15 expressed through the operation of suitable

mechanism, which may be actuated by the
weight or height of a person or other means
and may be rendered operative, if desired, by
a coin-controlled device.

20 The object of the present invention is to

simplify and improve in various particulars

the construction and operation of machines of
the character referred to, as more particularly
explained hereinafter with reference to the

25 accompanying drawings, in which, for the
purposes of such explanation, a convenient
and practical embodiment of the invention is

illustrated.

In said drawings, Figures 1 and 2 are views
30 in front elevation and rear elevation, respec-

tively, showing those portions of the mechan-
ism of a phonographic weight-announcing or
weighing machine in which the invention is

more particularly concerned. Fig. 3 is a plan

35 view of some of the parts shown in Fig. 2.

In the embodiment of the invention illus-

trated in the drawings the machine is adapted
to give audible expression to a weight imposed
upon a scale-platform, as the weight of an in-

40 dividual who may stand thereon, a previously-
prepared phonographic record, having im-
pressed thereon a series of weight announce-
ments being arranged to be brought into opera-
tive relation with a sound-reproducer, while the

45 selection of the particular weight-announce-
ment with which the reproducer is brought
into operative relation is determined by rela-

tive movement of the record and the repro-
ducer under the influence of the weight on the

scale-platform, and provision is made where- 50

by the machine, normally locked against op-
eration, shall be brought into operation
through the action of a coin-controlled device.

In this machine the phonographic record 1,

supported upon a plate 5, and the phono- 55
graphic sounder or reproducer 10 may be ar-

ranged and operate as shown and described
in said Letters Patent No. 718,500. The rec-

ord-plate 5 is fixed upon a shaft 11, which is

mounted in suitable bearings supported by the 60

frame of the machine, said shaft also bearing
a gear 12 for engagement with a pinion 13 of

a suitable governor 14, which may be con-
structed as shown in Letters Patent of the
United States No. 702,985, dated dune 24, 65
1902. Loosely mounted on the shaft 11 is

a pinion 15, which carries a spring- pressed

pawl 16, adapted to engage a notch 17 in the
shaft 11, whereby the pinion 15 rotates the
record-plate with it when moving in one di- 7c

rection and moves idly on the shaft in the op-
posite direction. The pinion 15 is engaged
by a segment 18, which is moved in one di-

rection by hand-operated devices and is re-

turned in the opposite direction to impart ro- 75
tation to the record-plate by suitable means,
such as a spring 19. The gear-segment 18 is

mounted loosely upon a fixed shaft 19 and car-

ries a pin 20, which is engaged by a lever 21,

also mounted on the shaft 19 and arranged to 80

be operated by hand, being connected in the

machine represented by a link 22 with a suit-

able handpiece. The link22isheld normally
in its elevated position by suitable means,
such as a spring. (Not shown.) It will be 85

understood that when the handpiece is de-

pressed the gear-segment 18 is swung upon
its bearing through the contact of the pin 20
with the end of the lever 21, the pawl 16,

which is carried by the pinion 15, then mov- 90
ing idly over the notch 17 in the shaft 11; but
when the segment is released by the spring 19
the pawl then engages the notch or shoulder
on the shaft 11 and the record-plate receives

a complete rotation. To insure complete 95
movement of the handpiece, the hub 27 of the

lever 21 is provided with a notch 28, (shown
in dotted lines in Fig. 6,) which is adapted to
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be engaged when the lever has been moved
the required distance by a latch 29, which may
be pressed normally toward the hub 17 by a
suitable counterweighted arm 30. The arm

5 21 and its hub 27 are movable longitudinally
upon the fixed shaft 19 against a suitable

spring 31, and the hub or the lever carries a
projecting stud 32, which cooperates with a

cam 33, formed on a collar 34, fixed to the
to shaft 19 to thrust the lever 21 away from the

collar 34 us the lever approaches the limit

of its proper movement, and thereby to dis-

engage the lever from the pin 20 of the seg-

ment IS. This device not only permits the
15 segment to be returned at the proper time in-

dependently of the movement of the hand-
piece, but prevents excessive movement of

the segment and breaking of the teeth of the
segment or of the parts connected therewith

20 by reason of violent movement of the hand-
piece. The lever 21 is held in its abnormal po-
sition by the latch 29, as described, until the

segment 18 is released and returns to its nor-
mal position,when the pin 20, carried thereby,

25 makes contact with a finger-piece 35, secured
to the latch 29, and throws the latch out of en-
gagement with the notch 28 of the hub 27, per-

mitting the lever and its connected parts to be
returned to normal position by the spring 26.

30 The record-plate 5 is held until the proper
time against rotation by the spring 19 by the
engagement with a notch 6 in its edge of a
detent 40, which is fixed upon a shaft 41,

mounted in a suitable bearing carried by the

35 frame of the machine, and is held normally
away from engagement with the record-plate

by a suitable spring 42. A lifter-cam 43,

carried by the record-plate 5, picks up the

detent 40 as the record-plate completes its

40 rotation and brings it into engagement again
with the notch or shoulder 6, where it is

held by devices about to be described. On
the shaft 41 is adjustably secured a collar 44,

having a notch or shoulder 45 for engage-
45 ment by a spring-pressed latch 46, secured to

a sleeve 47, mounted loosely on a fixed spin-

dle 48, carried by the frame of the machine.
The sleeve 47 is also provided with a finger

49, which is projected into the coin-chute 50,

50 so that when a coin falls through the chute
and strikes the finger 49 the latch 46 will be
disengaged from the shoulder 45 of the col-

lar 44, and the shaft 41 will be permitted to
turn under the influence of the spring 42,

55 and the detent 40 will thereby be disengaged
from the record-plate 5 and the latter per-
mitted to make one rotation under the influ-

ence of the spring 19.

In the machine shown in the accompanying
60 drawings, as in that shown in the above-

mentioned Letters Patent of the United States
No. 702,985, the reproducer 10 is movable
with respect to the record 1 and is connect-
ed with the scale - platform through a link

65 drawn normally upward by counterbalancing-

springs 57 and an adjustable rod or bar 58,

which is suitably guided in the frame of the
machine and may be counterbalanced by a

spring 59, having an adjustable stop 60 to

limit its upward movement. As described 70

in said Letters Patent No. 702,985, the rod
or bar 58 maybe provided with rack-teeth to

be engaged by a pinion, which is mounted
loosely on the fixed spindle 48 and has se-

cured thereto a ratchet-wheel 63. The latter 75
is engaged by a pawl 64, mounted loosely on
the shaft 41 to thereby hold the bar 58, and
therefore the reproducer 10, in the position de-

termined by the weight on the scale-platform

without possibility of vibration, which would 80

cause the stylus of the reproducer to injure

the record when -the latter has been set in

motion. In the present case the pawl 64 is

disengaged from the ratchet-wheel 63 by
means which are somewhat different from the 85
means shown in said .Letters Patent No.
702,985 and are better adapted to the changed
organization of the machine. The hub of

the pawl 64 is provided with a pin or projec-

tion 65 in the path of a similar projection 90
66 on a collar 67, which is secured to the

shaft 41, so that when said shaft is rocked
in one direction, as hereinbefore described,

the pawl will be lifted from the ratchet-

wheel to permit the necessary movement of 95
the reproducer; but when the shaft is rocked
in the opposite direction to release the record-

plate 5 the pawl is permitted again to engage
the ratchet and thereafter hold the reproducer
from movement. 100

In the operation of the machine shown in

the drawings it will be understood that when
a person stands upon the scale-platform the

reproducer will thereby be moved with rela-

tion to the record to an extent determined by 105

the weight of the person. The handpiece is

then depressed to move the gear-segment 18

from its normal position of rest. The gear-

segment is released from the lever 21, oper-

ated by the handpiece as soon as the latter has no
completed its movement, but is held from re-

turn in response to the tension of the spring

19 through the engagement of the pawl 16 on
the pinion 15 with the shaft of the record-

plate 5, which is still held by the detent 40. 115

The proper coin being introduced through
the coin-slit and falling through the chute
strikes the finger 49 and rocks the sleeve 47,

thereby disengaging the latch 46 from the

notch 45 of the collar 44 and permitting the 120

shaft 41 to be rocked by the spring 42 in a

direction to release the record-plate. Just
previous to the release of the plate 5 the stop

66 on the collar 67 moves away from the stop

65 on the pawl 64 and permits the latch to en- r "5

gage the ratchet-wheel 63, thereby through
the pinion 62 and the rack-teeth 61 holding

the bar 58 and the reproducer 10 in the posi-

tion determined by the weight of the person

on the scale - platform. The release of the 13°
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25

plate 5 by the detent 40 permits the latter to

receive a complete rotation through the re-

turn of the segment 18 by the spring 19, and
as the rotation of the plate is completed the

5 pick-up 43 again lifts the detent 40 into posi-

tion to stop the further rotation of the rec-

ord-plate. The lifting of the detent in this

manner rocks the shaft 41 to an extent suffi-

cient to permit the shoulder 45 to be engaged
io by the detent 46 and at the same time lifts the

pawl 64 from the ratchet-wheel 63, again leav-

ing the bar 58 and the reproducer 10 free to

be moved at another operation. As the seg-

ment 18 returns to its normal position under
15 the influence of the spring 19 its pin 20 acts

upon the linger 35 to disengage the latch 29
from the hub 27 of the lever 21, thus permit-
ting the handpiece to rise again to its normal
position.

20 It will be understood that the improvements
herein described are not restricted in their ap-

plication to a machine for announcing weights,

but are applicable to other machines of like

general character—such, for example, as the

height-measuring machine shown in said Let-
ters Patent No. 718,500. It will also be under-
stood that the details of construction and ar-

rangement of the parts can be varied as may
be necessary to adapt them to different ma-

30 chines without departing from the spirit of

the invention.

I claim as my invention—
1. In a machine of the character described,

the combination of a movable record, a recip-

35 rocating gear-segment, a device intermediate
said gear-segment and record to effect move-
ment of the record in one direction only
through the reciprocation of the segment and
means for reciprocating said segment, sub-

40 stantially as described.

2. In a machine of the character described,

the combination of a movable record, a recip-

rocating gear-segment, a device intermediate
said gear -segment and record to effect the

movement of the record in one direction only
through the reciprocation of the segment, an
operating-lever for said segment and means
to disengage said segment from said lever,

substantially as described.

3. In a machine of the character described,

the combination of a movable record, a gear-

segment in operative relation therewith, an
operating-lever adapted for engagement with
said segment, and means to disengage said

55 segment from said lever, substantially as de-
scribed.

4. In a machine of the character described,
the combination of a movable record, a recip-

rocating gear-segment in operative relation
60 therewith and having a projecting pin, an op-

45

5°

erating-lever mounted in proximity to said

segment and adapted to engage said pin, and
a fixed cam cooperating with said lever to

move it out of engagement with said pin, sub-
stantially as described. 65

5. In a machine of the character described,

the combination of a movable record, a recip-

rocating gear-segment in operative relation

therewith, an operating-lever adapted for 'en-

gagement with said segment, means to dis- 70
engage said lever from said segment, a latch

to hold said lever in abnormal position and
means to disengage said latch, substantially ,

as described.

6. In a machine of the character described, 75
the combination of a movable record, a recip-

rocating gear-segment in operative relation

therewith, an operating-lever adapted for en-

gagement with said segment, means to disen-

gage said lever from said segment, a latch to 80

hold said lever in abnormal position, and
means operated by said segment to disengage
said latch, substantially as described.

7. In a machine of the character described,

the combination of a movable record, a recip- 85

rocating gear-segment having a projecting

pin, an operating-lever mounted concentric-

ally with said segment for engagement with
said pin and movable laterally from said seg-

ment and having a lateral projection, and a 90
fixed cam cooperating with said projection to

disengage said lever from said pin, substan-
tially as described.

8. In a machine of the character described,

the combination of a movable record, a recip- 95
rocating gear -segment, having a projecting
pin, an operating-lever adapted for engage-
ment with said pin, a latch adapted to hold

said lever in abnormal position, and a Hnger-
piece secured to said latch and arranged to 100

cooperate with said pin to disengage said

latch, substantially as described.

9. In a machine of the character described,

the combination of a movable record, a recip-

rocating gear -segment having a projecting 105

pin, an operating-lever mounted concentric-

ally with said gear-segment for engagement
with said pin and movable laterally, means to

disengage said lever from said pin, a latch to

hold said lever in abnormal position and a no
linger -piece carried with said latch for co-

operation with said pin to disengage said latch

from said lever, substantially as described.
This specification signed and witnessed this

18th day of August, A. D. 1903.

GEORGE ALBERT MOORE.
In presence of—

John M. Scoble,
W. B. Gkekley.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, George Robertson, a
resident of Toledo, in the county of Lucas and
State of Ohio, have invented certain new and

5 useful Improvements in Sound-Boxes; and I

do hereby declare the following to be a full,

clear, and exact description of the invention,

such as will enable others skilled in the art to

which it pertains to make and use the same.
io This invention relates to sound-boxes for

disk talking-machines, and particularly to the

supporting means for the needle -arm, the
object being to improve and simplify such
means.

15 In the accompanying drawings, Figures 1

and 2 are side views at right angles to each
other of a sound-box having the improve-
ments. Fig. 3 is an enlarged side view of a
modification of the bearing for the needle-

20 arm. Fig. 4 is a front view of the sound-box,
and Fig. 5 is a partial sectional view on line

5 5 of Fig. 3 on an enlarged scale.

Numeral 1 denotes the sound-box body, 2
the diaphragm, and 3 the needle-arm. This

25 arm is connected to the center of the dia-

phragm and extends radially beyond the pe-

riphery of the box, where it is supported by a
tension-spring 4' and screw or pin 4, which
screw or pin is held loosely in a hole in the

30 projection 5 of box 1, and the projection is

either integral or non-integral with the box,
preferably the former, as it is safer. In said

hole is the spiral tension-spring which presses
against the head of the screw and against a

35 ledge 4" in the hole. Thus the screw (and
hence the needle-arm) is supported by the
tension of said spring.

Just outside of the box needle-arm 3 is pro-
vided with side wings or bearing parts 6 6,

4° the smooth flat inner side of which rests on
the hard smooth rounded parts, preferably
polished steel balls 7, which are in depres-
sions in the extension or which are in sockets
5", screwed into holes in part 5. The balls

45 are held securely in place by overlying mate-
rial extending outward beyond the centers of
the balls, so as to hold the balls from falling

out when they are not under wings 6. The
balls may thus be held stationary or they may

5° be sufficiently loose in their sockets to allow
them to turn.

The screw or pin 4 draws the wings 6 of

the needle-bar against balls 7. When arm 3

is vibrated by a record, wings 6 move slightly

on the round parts 7 where said parts touch. 55
Evidently the balls may be fixed to wings 6

instead of to part 5. The balls can bear di-

rectly against the flat inner side of wings 6

without the formation of special bearing
places. The balls wear the opposing surface 60

so little as to be negligible. The reproducer
is therefore not interfered with.

It will be seen that there is but one tension-

screw used and that but one is necessary,

owing partly to the cooperating action of the 65
wings and balls.

I have shown, Fig. 4, the screw 4 located

below the centers of balls 7; but this is not
essential. The action is, however, better when
said screw is at one side or the other of a line 70

through the center of the balls.

In order to lower the arm 3 to a plane quite

near to the plane of the diaphragm, a notch 3"

for said arm is formed in the outer edge of the
sound-box. In this way arm 3 is brought 75
down nearly to the wire ring 2', which holds

the diaphragm.
What I claim is

—

1. A talking-machine sound-box having a
suitable case, diaphragm, and a needle-arm op- 80

eratively connected at one end to the dia-

phragm, a single screw adjustably supported
in the needle - arm and extending loosely

through an extension from the box, a spring
between the extension and the head of the 85

screw, the rounded bearing against which the

arm presses normally, said screw engaging the
arm at a point at one side of a plane trans-

verse to the arm and passing through the cen-

ter of the rounded bearing, whereby adjust- 90
ment of said screw changes the tension of the
arm on the diaphragm.

2. A talking-machine sound-box having a
suitable case, diaphragm, and needle -arm,
means for securing said arm outside of the case 95
consisting of a projecting part 5, and a single

screw extending therethrough into said arm,
and balls on opposite sides of the axis of said

needle-arm against which the arm bears and
on which it can move. 100

3. A talking-machine sound-box having a
suitable case, diaphragm, needle-arm with op-
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posite side wings, a.single screw for securing
said arm, and balls on opposite sides of the
axis of the needle-arm against which said wings
bear and on which they can move.

4. A talking-machine sound-box having a

case, diaphragm, and needle - arm, a single

screw for securing said arm, and balls on op-
posite sides of the axis of said needle -arm
against which the arm bears on opposite sides

of said axis of the needle-arm and also at one
side of a plane transverse to the needle-arm
and passing through the axis of the screw.

5. A talking-machine sound-box having a

suitable case, diaphragm, and needle-arm, a
notch in the case for the arm, a part 5 pro-

jecting from the case at the rear of said notch,

and means in part 5 supporting the arm.
6. A sound -box case having a projecting

part, a diaphragm and a needle-arm in said

box-case, the arm connecting with the dia- 20

phragm and extending over the projecting

part, and means consisting of a single screw
extending through the projecting part into

the needle-arm, and a spiral tension-spring be-

tween the screw and the projecting part for 25

adjustably securing the needle-arm thereon,

and balls forming a bearing for the needle-

armr
In testimony whereof I have signed this

specification in the presence of two subscrib- 30
ing witnesses.

GEORGE ROBERTSON.
Witnesses:

Clem V. Wagner,
L. M. Williamson.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Wilburn N. Dennison,
a citizen of the United States, and a resident

of Camden, State of New Jersey, have in-

vented certain new and useful Improvements
inTurn-Tables for Tal king-Machines, of which
the following is a full, clear, and complete
disclosure.

The object of my invention is to provide a

connection between the turn-table used in the

disk type of talking-machines and the driv-

ing-spindle therefor such that said spindle or

shaft will not be bent or thrown out of aline-

ment when the turn-table is subject to undue
pressure or strains upon any portion thereof

by reason of heavy articles being placed there-

on or by reason of being pressed upon heavily

by a person's hand while winding the motor.
To attain this object, I employ a turn-table

20 that tilts freely and independently of the bear-

ing upon which it rotates, so that when it is

pressed upon it will yield, but will upon the

removal of the pressure resume its normal
position. This construction is made desirable

25 because of the fact that many persons in wind-
ing a talking -machine motor, especially in

the smaller sizes of machine, carelessly place

one hand upon the turn-table with consider-

able pressure in order to hold the casing in

position while the motor is being wound by
the other hand. Said construction is also de-

sirable because of the fact that often in ship-

ping machines from one place to another the

turn-table spindle is liable to become bent by
careless or rough handling.
For a full, clear, and exact description of

my invention reference maybe had to the fol-

lowing specification and to the accompanying
drawings, forming a part thereof, in which—
Figure 1 represents a plan view of the ball-

carrier for the balls of the yieldable connec-
tion; Fig. 2, a transverse central sectional

view of a turn-table and the upper part of

the motor-casing, showing the parts in posi-

45 tion;and Fig. 3, an elevation, partly in section,

showing the hub portion of the turn-table and
its driving connection with the motor-spindle
of shaft.

Referring to Fig. 2 of the drawings, the

numeral 1 indicates the top or cover of the 50
box or casing containing the motor. 2 is a
flanged plate which is slightly countersunk
into the inner surface of the casing 1, so as to

cover the circular opening 3 therein, and is at-

tached to said casing in any suitable manner, 55
such as by the screws 4. To the under side of

the plate 2 is attached the support 5 for the
parts of the motor, the driving-spindle 6 of

which projects through a central opening 7 in

said plate. The upper side of said plate 2 is 60

provided with a ring or flange 8, upon which
the balls 9 are adapted to revolve around the

central spindle. The turn-table 10 is also pro-
vided with a corresponding ring 11, which rests

upon the top of said balls 9, and thereby sup- 65
ports the turn-table 10. The ball-carrier 12
comprises a ring 13, having a series of radial

arms 14, which project therefrom in pairs, and
having openings 15 registering with each other
in the

v
respective arms, so as to form sockets 70

for the balls 9, which project at opposite sides

beyond the outer surface of said arms. The
openings 15 in said arms are not all the same
distances from the center of the ring 13 or
its axis of rotation; but each is placed farther 75
out on the arms, beginning with the inner-

most one, a slight distance in order that none
of said balls will follow in the same track
upon the rings 8 and 11. In Fig. 1 the dot-

ted lines represent the tracks of the inner- 80

most and outermost of the balls 9 and also

the relation of the centers of said balls as they
revolve about the axis of the spindle 6. The
difference between the distances of any two
consecutive balls between their centers and 85

the axis of rotation of the spindle is about fif-

teen one-thousandths of an inch, which makes
the bearing-space for the nine balls shown
slightly over one-eighth of an inch. The ball-

carrier is preferably formed of two similar 90
plates of metal stamped out in the usual man-
ner and fastened together by the rivets 16;

but I do not wish to be limited to this method
of forming the ball-carrier.

The lower side of the turn-table 10 is provided 95
with a boss or hub IT, which projects slightly

below the plane of the centers of the balls 9

and is provided with the vertical slots or re-
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cesses 18. The opening 19 through this hub
and the turn-table 10 is made tapering in two
directions, as indicated in Fig. 2, and when
said turn-table is in position fits loosely about

5 the motor-spindle 6. Said spindle 6 is pro-
vided with a pin 20, which engages the slots

18 and provides means for giving the table a
rotary motion as said spindle is rotated by the
motor. The central opening 21 of the ball-

io carrier 12 tits loosely about the hub 17 and
retains said ball-carrier in actual position, so

that the balls will follow the requisite paths
on the rings 8 and 11. It will now be seen
that when one side of the turn-table 10 is

15 forced downward the balls 9 adjacent there-

to will form a fulcrum for said turn-table,

whereby the opposite side thereof will be
raised and the hub 17 will be moved longitu-

dinally a slight distance on the spindle 6,

2c thus preventing any undue strains coming
upon said spindle. When said pressure is re-

moved, the parts will immediately assume
their normal positions, and the pins 20 will

reenter the slots 18 if they have been re-

25 moved therefrom by the tilting movement of
the turn-table.

I do not wish to be limited to the exact
form and proportion of parts shown in the
drawings, for the same may be varied to ac-

3° cord with different choice of designs with-
out departing from the spirit of my inven-
tion. In Fig. 2 for convenience I have shown
the diameters of the flanges 8 and 11 some-
what larger in proportion to the diameter of

35 the turn-table than is adopted in practical

use, the present portions being shown merely
for clearness of description.

Having thus described my invention, what
I claim, and desire to protect by Letters Pat-

4° ent of the United States, is

—

1. In a sound recording or reproducingma-
chine, a record-support, means for rotating
the same, and a bearing independent of said

means, said record-support being rotatably

45 mounted upon, and tiltable away from and to-

ward said bearing, and independently thereof.

2. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, a record -support, a driving -spindle
therefor, and a bearing independent of said

5° spindle, said record-support being rotatably
mounted upon, and tiltable away from and to-

ward said bearing, and independently thereof.
3. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-

chine, a part thereof forming a support for

55 antifriction devices, antifriction devices
mounted upon said support, and a record-sup-
port mounted upon said antifriction devices,
said record-support being tiltable away from
and toward said support, and independently

60 thereof.

4. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, antifriction devices, and a record-sup-
port mounted thereon, said record-support be-
ing tiltable away from and toward said anti-

65 friction devices, and independently thereof.

5. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, antifriction devices, and a record-sup-

port rotatable thereon, said record-support
being freely movable away from and toward
said antifriction devices, and independently 70

thereof.

6. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, antifriction devices, and a record-sup-
port rotatably mounted thereon, said record-
support being tiltable away from and toward 75

said antifriction devices, and independently
thereof.

7. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, antifriction devices, the members of

which are secured in fixed relation, and arec- 80

ord-support rotatably mounted thereon, said

record-support being tiltable away from and
towai^d said antifriction devices, and inde-

pendently thereof.

8. In a sound recording or reproducing ma- 85

chine, antifriction devices, a support there-

for, and a tiltable record-support mounted
upon said antifriction devices, and means in-

dependent of said support and record-support
for holding the members of said antifriction 90

devices in position and relatively fixed.

9. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, a driving -spindle, a record - support
loosely connected therewith, and antifriction

devices upon which said record-support is ro- 95
tatably mounted, said record-support being
tiltable away from and toward said antifric-

tion devices, and independently thereof.

10. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, antifriction devices, a carrier therefor, too

and a tiltable record-support mounted upon
said antifriction devices, and engaging said

carrier, and serving as the sole means for re-

strainingdateral movement thereof.

11. In a sound recording or reproducing ma- 105

chine, antifriction devices, a carrier therefor,

a tiltable record-support mounted upon said

antifriction devices,and aprojection upon said

record - support engaging said carrier, and
serving as the sole means for restraining lat- 1 10

eral movement thereof.

12. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, antifriction devices, a carrier therefor,

a tiltable record-support mounted upon said

antifriction devices, and a downwardly -ex- 115

tending central projection upon said record-
support, engaging said carrier, and serving
as the sole means for restraining lateral move-
ment thereof.

13. Inasoundrecordingorreproducingma- 120

chine, antifriction devices, a carrier therefor

having a central opening, a tiltable record-sup-

port mounted upon said antifriction devices,

and a central downwardly -projecting boss
upon said record - support situated within 125

said opening in the carrier, and serving as the

sole means for restraining lateral movement
thereof.

14. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, antifriction devices, a record-support 130
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tiltably mounted thereon, and means inde-

pendent of said record-support for holding the

said devices, said means being engaged and
held laterally by said support.

5 15. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, a driving- spindle, a record -support
loosely connected therewith and having an
opening to receive said spindle, said spindle

fitting loosely within said opening to permit
io said support to tilt, and a bearing, said record-

support being rotatably mounted upon said

bearing and tiltable relative thereto.

16. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, a driving- spindle, a record -support

15 loosely connected therewith, and having a

downwardly - extending central projection,

said spindle passing loosely through an open-
ing in said support and projection to permit
the support to tilt, a carrier having an open-

20 ing receiving said projection, and antifriction

devices carried by said carrier, and upon which
said support is relatively tiltable.

17. In asound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, a casing having a circular track, a car-

25 rier having antifriction devices resting upon
said track, and a record-support having a cir-

cular track engaging said antifriction devices,

said record-support being tiltable upon and
relative to said antifriction devices.

30 18. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, a casing having a circular track, a car-

rier having arms carrying antifriction devices
resting upon said track, said antifriction de-

vices projecting above and below said arms,

35 and a record-support resting upon said anti-

friction devices and tiltable relative thereto.

19. In a sound recording and reproducing
machine, a record-support, means for rotating
the same, and a bearing independent of said

40 means and forming the sole support for said

record-support, and said record-support be-

ing tiltable away from and toward said bear-
ing, and independently thereof.

20. In a sound recording and reproducing
45 machine, a part thereof forming the sole means

for supporting a record-support, the record-
support rotatably mounted thereon, and a
driving- spindle independent of said means
and loosely engaging said record -support.

50 21. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, a casing having a circular track, anti-

friction devices resting upon said track, a rec-

ord-support rotatably mounted and relatively

tiltable upon said antifriction devices, and
55 means for holding said antifriction devices at

different radii from the axis of rotation of said
record-support.

22. In a sound record ing or reproducing ma-
chine, a driving-spindle, a turn-table loosely

60 mounted thereon so as to revolve therewith, a
motor-casing, a part carried by said casing and
having a circular track thereon, a correspond-
ing circular track formed on said turn-table
and antifriction devices located between said

65 tracks, said turn-table being tiltable inde-

pendently of said part having the circular

track supporting the antifriction devices.

23. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, a driving-spindle, a turn-table loosely

mounted thereon so as to revolve therewith, a 7°

motor-casing-, a part carried by said casing
having a circular ball-track thereon, a corre-

sponding circular balbtrack formed on said

turn-table and antifriction-balls located be-

tween said tracks, said turn-table being tilt- 75

able independently of said part having the

circular ball-track supporting said balls.

24. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, a turn-table, a spindle on which said

turn-table is mounted so as to revolve there- 80

with, a motor-casing, a part carried by said

casing forming a flat circular ball-track, a cor-

responding flat circular ball-track formed on
said turn-table, antifriction-balls between said

tracks and means independent of said turn- 85

table for holding said balls in position be-

tween said tracks.

25. In asound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, a driving-spindle, a turn-table or rec-

ord-support loosely mounted thereon so as to 90
revolve therewith and having a flat circular

ball-track on its under side, a motor-casing, a
part carried by said casing forming a flat cir-

cular ball-track, antifriction-balls located be-

tween said tracks and means for holding said 95
balls between said tracks at different radii

from the axis of rotation of the spindle.

26. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, a driving-spindle, a turn-table loosely

mounted thereon so as to revolve therewith 100

and having a flat circular ball-track on its un-
der side, a motor-casing, a part carried by
said casing forming a similar flat circular ball-

track, antifriction-balls located between said

tracks and a ball-carrier held loosely in posi- 105

tion by said turn-table and having sockets for

holding said balls between said tracks at dif-

ferent radii from the axis of rotation of the
spindle.

27. In a sound recording or reproducing ma- no
chine, a driving-spindle, a turn-table loosely

mounted thereon so as to revolve therewith
and having a flat circular ball-track on its un-
der side and also provided with a central hub
or boss, a motor-casing, a part carried by said 115

casing having a second flat circular ball-track,

antifriction-balls located between said tracks
and a ball-carrier held loosely in position by
said hub or boss.

28. In a sound recording or reproducing ma- 120

chine, a driving-spindle, a turn-table loosely
mounted thereon so as to revolve therewith
and having a flat circular ball-track on its un-
der side and also provided with a central hub
or boss, a motor-casing, a part carried by said 125

casing having a second flat circular ball-track,

antifriction-balls located between said tracks,

and a ball-carrier having ball-sockets at dif-

ferent radii from the axis of rotation and held
loosely in position by said hub or boss. 13°
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29. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, a driving-spindle, a turn-table loosely
mounted thereon so as to revolve therewith
having a flat circular ball-track on its under

5 side and also provided with a central hub or
boss, a motor-casing, a part carried by said

casing having a second flat circular ball-track,

antifriction-balls located between said tracks,

annular ball-carrier held loosely in position
io by said hub or boss and having arms provided

with ball-sockets of different radii from the
axis of rotation.

30. In a sound recording or reproducing ma-
chine, a turn-table having a ball-track on its

15 under side and also provided with a central

hub or boss, a double inwardly-tapering open-
ing being provided in said turn-table and boss,

said boss having slots in its lower end, a clriving-
spindle having transverse projections adapted

20 to engage said slots, a motor-casing, a part
carried by said casing having a second ball-

track, antifriction-balls located between said

tracks and means for holding said balls in po-
sition.

31. In a sound recording or reproducing ma- 25

chine, a driving - spindle having transverse

projections thereon, a turn-table having a flat

circular ball-track on its under side and also

provided with a central hub or boss having
an opening therethrough through which said 30
driving-spindle is adapted to pass loosely and
also having slots in its lower end adapted to

engage said transverse projections, a part car-

ried by said casing having a second flat cir-

cular ball-track, antifriction-balls located be- 35
tween said tracks, and a ball-carrier surround-
ing said hub or boss and held loosely in posi-

tion thereby.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my

hand this 20th clay of August, A. D. 1903. 40

WILBURN N. DENNISON.
Witnesses:

Joitn B. Rutherford,
Edw. W. Vaill, Jr.
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No. 765,522. Patented July 19, 1904.

United States Patent Office.

ABNEE G. TISDELL, OF BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.

MACHINE FOR REPRODUCING SOUND.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 765,522, dated July 19, 1904.

Application filed October 20, 1903. Serial No, 177,772. (No model.)

'To ail whom it may concern:

Be itknown that I, Abxer G. Tisdell, a citi-

zen of the United States, and a resident of

Brooklyn, in the county of Kings and State

5 of New York, have invented certain new and
useful Improvements in Machines for Repro-
ducing Sound,ofwhich the following is a speci-
fication.

My invention relates to machines for repro-
io during sound.

It has for its object to provide an attach-

ment for sound-reproducing machines—such,

for instance, as the Edison phonograph or
similar machines—to adapt them to play disk

15 records as well as the usual cylindrical record.

It has for a further object to provide a de-
1 vice of the character described possessing ad-

vantages in point of simplicity, cheapness,
perfect operation, and general utility.

20 In the drawings. Figure 1 is a plan view of
an Edison phonograph having my device at-

tached. Fig. 2 is a front view, one end being
broken away. Fig. 3 is an end view, one end
being broken away. Fig. 4 is a bottom plan

25 view of my attachment, and Fig. 5 is a rear
view.

In referring to the drawings, as I have
shown my device attached to an Edison pho-
nograph, the construction and operation of

30 which is well known, it will only be necessary
to mention certain parts and in ageneral'way.

1 and l
a
designate the base of the phono-

graph; 2, the mandrel mounted on an operat-
ing-shaft 3, having a pulley 4 for the trans-

35 mission of power thereto; 4
a

, the reciprocal
carriage mounted on the guide 5, and 6 the
arm thereon carrying the diaphragm 7.

Referring now particularly to my attach-

ment, 10 designates a bracket secured on the
40 base of the phonograph by lugs 11, which rest

on the part l
a
of the base, and a forked arm

12, which straddles the guide 5 and is pro-
vided with a clamping -screw projecting
through a screw-threaded hole 14 in one arm

45 thereof in engaging with said guide. A cir-

cular plate 15 for supporting the disk records
is rotatably mounted on said bracket 10 by
means of a spindle 16, projecting from the un-
der side thereof and journaledin a bearing 17

5° thereon, and said plate is also provided with

a spindle 18, projecting from the upper side

thereof, arranged to engage a hole in the disk
records to hold them on the plate 15.

For the purpose of rotating the plate 15

from the mandrel 2 a friction- wheel 20 is 55
journaled on a spindle 21 on the outer end
of an arm 22, pivoted on the bracket 10 at 11
in engagement with the under side of the plate

15 and held in engagement with the surface
of one end of the mandrel 2 by a leaf-spring 60

23, engaging a nose 24 on the inner end of the
arm 22. ,

It will be seen from the drawings that the
friction-wheel 20 is wedged between the cir-

cular plate 15 and spindle 2 by the spring 65
23 when the spindle is revolved to the right,

and thus transmits motion to the plate 15, and
that said spring allows the friction-wheel to
be forced out of contact with the plate 15 by
the spindle 2 when said spindle is revolved in 70
the reverse direction, thus allowing said plate

to remain still.

An arm 30 is secured to the front part of
the bracket 10 and receives the outer end of
the arm 31, on the inner end of which the dia- 75
phragm is mounted, and also receives one end
of a support 32 for the outer end of the horn,
the inner end of the horn slipping over the
sleeve 33 on the diaphragm.
The operation is as follows : AVhen the man- 80

drel 2 is revolved to the right, the friction-

wheel 20 is drawn thereby between it and the
plate 15. transmitting rotary movement to

said plate, and consequently to the disk-rec-

ord plate; but when the mandrel is revolved 85
in the reverse direction it forces the friction-

wheel away from the circular plate 15, allow-

ing it to remain at rest and consequently the
disk-record plate remains at rest. As the at-

tachment is removable, if it be desired to 90
play the cylindrical recozxl instead of the disk
record the screw 13 is loosened and the de-

vice taken off.

I do not desire to be understood as limiting
myself to the details of construction and ar- 95
rangement as herein described and illustrated.

as it is manifest that variations and modifica-

tions maybemade in the features of thatcon-
struction and arrangement without departing
from the spirit and scope of my invention 100
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and improvements. I therefore reserve the
right to all such variations and modifications

as properly fall within the scope of my inven-
tion and the terms of the following claims.

S Having thus described my invention, I claim
and desire to secure by Letters Patent

—

1. A machine for reproducing sound having
a rotary disk-record-supporting plate, a ro-

tary cylinder, and means supported inde-
10 pendently of said rotary cylinder and in con-

tact therewith and with the record-supporting
plate for rotating said record - supporting
plate, substantially as described.

2. A machine for reproducing sound having
15 a rotary disk-record-supporting plate, a ro-

tary cylinder, and a rotary wheel supported
independently of the rotary cylinder and in

contact therewith and with the record-sup-

porting plate for rotating said record-sup-
20 porting plate, substantially as described.

3. A machine for reproducing sound having
a rotary disk-record-supporting plate, a ro-

tary cylinder, and a rotary spring -pressed
wheel supported independently of the rotary

25 cylinder and in contact therewith and with
the record-supporting plate, for rotating said

record-supporting plate, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. A machine for reproducing sound having
30 a rotary disk-record-supporting plate, a ro-

35

tary cylinder, and means supported inde-

pendently of said rotary cylinder and in con-

tact therewith and with the record-supporting
plate adapted to rotate said record-supporting
plate when the cylinder is turned in one di-

rection and to allow said record-supporting
plate to remain at rest when the cylinder is

turned in the reverse direction, substantially

as described.

5. A machine for reproducing sound having 40

a rotary disk-record-supporting plate, a ro-

tary cylinder, a pivoted reciprocatory arm
and a wheel journaled on said arm and in con-

tact with said cylinder and with the record-

supporting plate for rotating said record-sup-

porting plate, substantially as described.

6. A machine for reproducing sound having
a removable bracket a rotary disk-record-sup-

porting plate mounted thereon a rotary cylin-

der, a reciprocatory arm pivoted on said

bracket, and a wheel journaled on said arm
and in contact with said cylinder and the rec-

ord-supporting plate, for rotating said record-

supporting plate, substantially as described.

In testimony whereof I have signed my name 55

in the presence of the subscribing witnesses.

ABNER G. T1SDELL.
Witnesses:

J. C. Pybas,
L. E. Duane.

45
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 765,635, dated July 19, 1904.

Application filed July 29, 1903. Serial No. 167,410. (No model.)

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Harm C. Rose, a citizen

of the United States, residing- at Rosemont,
in the county of Webster and State of Ne-

5 braska, have invented new and useful Im-
provements in Transmitters, of which the fol-

lowing is a specification.

My invention relates to new and useful im-
provements in transmitters; and its object is

io to provide a contact adapted to be vibrated by
sound-waves whereby a series of sounds of
different volume may be accurately indicated

to a deaf person, thereby producing sensations
which can with practice be used to interpret

15 the sounds producing the vibrations.

With the above and other objects in view
the invention consists in providing a drum
having diaphragms within it, from which pro-

ject pins or other suitable contacts adapted to
20 touch the skin of the person using the device,

so that when the pins are vibrated correspond-
ing sensations are produced upon the skin.

The invention also consists in the further
novel construction and combination of parts

2 5 hereinafter more fully described and claimed,
and illustrated in the accompanying drawings,
showing the preferred form of my invention,

and in which

—

Figure 1 is a section through my improved
3° transmitter, and Fig. 2 is an inner elevation

thereof.

Referring to the figures, it will be seen that

the device comprises a drum 7, divided, by
means of partitions 8, into circular compart-

35 ments9. Within each of these compartments
is arranged a diaphragm 10, and these dia-

phragms are of different sizes, and each has a
pin 11 extending therefrom through an aper-
ture 12, formed in the rear face of drum 7.

4° Apertures 13 are formed in the front faces of

the drum and in alinement with the dia-

phragms, and these apertures are of different

sizes, according to the diaphragms adjacent
thereto. The series of apertures 13 are in-

45 closed by a frusto-conical flange 14. By em-

ploying the device herein described the dia-

phragms will not be vibrated unless the sound
produced is sufficiently strong; otherwise
only a portion of the diaphragms will be vi-

brated, and it will thus be seen that the vol- 50
ume of the sound produced will be indicated

by the number of diaphragms vibrated.

In using this device the same is strapped or
secured in any other suitable manner, prefer-

ably to the temple of the person using the 55
same, and when a sound is produced adjacent
the transmitter the diaphragms will be vi-

brated thereby and cause the needles to vi-

brate upon the skin. It will be obvious that

the number and character of the vibrations 60

will change according to the character of the
sounds produced, and it will therefore be un-
derstood that with practice these differences

in the vibrations can be distinguished and the
sounds interpreted. 65

In the foregoing description I have shown
the preferred form of my invention; but I do
not limit myself thereto, as I am aware that

modifications may be made therein without
departing from the spirit or sacrificing any 7°

of the advantages thereof, and I therefore re-

serve the right to make such changes as fairly

fall within the scope of my invention.

Having thus described the invention, what
is claimed as new is

—

75

1. A transmitter of the character described
comprising a drum having inlets and outlets

in opposite faces thereof, partitions interposed
between the said faces and forming independ-
ent compartments, each having an inlet and 80

an outlet, a diaphragm within each compart-
ment and interposed between the inlet and
outlet thereof, a contact secured in each dia-

phragm and projecting through the outlet,

and a flange inclosing the inlets and project- 85

ing from the drum.
2. In a transmitter of the character de-

scribed, the combination with a drum having
compartments therein; of a diaphragm within
each compartment, said diaphragms being of 90
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different diameters, and a contact extending
from each diaphragm and projecting from the
drum.

3. In a transmitter of the character de-
scribed, the combination with a drum having
compartments therein, and each compartment
being provided with an inlet and an outlet;
of a diaphragm within each compartment, said
diaphragms being of different diameters, and

a pin extending from each diaphragm through
the outlet adjacent thereto and a flange inclos-
ing the notches.
In testimony whereof I affix my signature in

presence of two witnesses.

HARM C. ROSE.
Witnesses:

John C. Rose,
L. B. Quiggle.

10
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No. 766,115. Patented July 26, 1904.

United States Patent OfficEo

ADEMOR N. PETIT, OF WATERLOO, NEAR LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND.

PHONOGRAPH.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 766,115, dated July 26, 1904.

Application filed December 19, 1903. Serial Ho. 185,786, (No model.)

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Ademor Napoleon
Petit, a citizen of the United States of Amer-
ica, residing at 1 South View, Waterloo, near

5 Liverpool, in the county of Lancaster, Eng-
land, have invented a certain new and useful

Improved Phonograph, of which the follow-

ing is a specification.

This invention refers to an improved con-
io struction of phonograph in which the travers-

ing carriage is carried upon a longitudinally-

fixed rod, while it is guided by that rod and
also by a portion of the carriage entering a

slot in the bed-plate, these means for carry-

15 ing and guiding the carriage being effective,

and by reason of the two bearings at a dis-

tance apart the movement of the carriage is

rendered easy and not subject to irregular

motion. The carriage is further fitted with
20 an improved adjustment device for the stylus

by which the latter can be placed into and
out of operation with great ease and accuracy
and without any special practice or skill or
any liability of damage being caused to the

25 diaphragm, while the mechanism operates in

such a manner that the carriage is brought
into engagement with the lead-screw simul-
taneously with the bringing of the floating

stylus-lever into operation. The lead-screw

30 is provided with a screw-thread of coarser
pitch than that of the record, which is advan-
tageous in view of the ease of manufacture
of the screw. While it enables this to be
done, the invention comprises a gearing be-

35 tween the screw and the mandrel of the ma-
chine for reducing the speed of the screw-
shaft to counteract the difference in pitch be-

tween the thread of the latter and the thread
of the record-cylinder.

40 The improved phonograph further presents

a better arrangement of the speed-regulating
gear than has heretofore obtained, a lever be-

ing provided and means for regulating the

position of that lever so that the speed can

45 be controlled by a simple adjustment, and,

further, the motor driving mechanism is con-
structed in such a manner that a wheel or
other part which may be required to be re-

paired or renewed can be very readily re-

moved from the framework of the motor 50
without separating that framework, and there-

by enabling parts which require to be renewed
or repaired to be taken away from the frame-
work by persons having but small amount
of technical knowledge in such matters. 55
The invention consists in the construction

and combinations of parts hereinafter de-

scribed and claimed.

The improved phonograph is illustrated in

the accompanying drawings. 60

Figure 1 is a plan view of the machine,
Fig. 2 being an irregular transverse sectional

end view to illustrate the carriage and the
mechanism for connecting the latter with the
lead-screw and for bringing the stylus-lever 65
into operation, this view showing the carriage
thrown out of gear. Fig. 3 is a similar view
to that shown at Fig. 2, but illustrating the
same parts when in gear. Fig. 4 is a detail

view showing in horizontal section the means 70

by which the positions of a lever, hereinafter
described, which is carried by the carriage are
defined. Fig. 5 is a sectional end view of the
machine to illustrate the devices for control-

ling the speed of the machine and to show 75
also the general arrangement of the clock-

work-motor which is arranged beneath the
machine. Fig. 6 is an inverted plan view
showing the said clockwork-motor beneath
the bed-plate. Fig. 7 is a sectional front view, 80

and .Fig. 8 a side view, showing detail con-
struction of the devices hereinafter described
for permitting of the removal of the arbors
from the clockwork mechanism without re-

moving the supporting-brackets or disturbing 85

that mechanism the removal of which is not
called for.

Upstanding from the bed-plate 1 of the ma-
chine, Fig. 1, is a bracket in which is pro-
vided a bearing to support a cantaliver-shaft 90

3, upon which is fixed the usual taper mandrel
4, which receives the record-cylinder 5. The
mandrel-shaft 3 is fitted with a pulley 6, driven
by a belt from a suitable motor located be-
neath the bed-plate 1. 95

Parallel with the axis of the mandrel-shaft
3 I provide a fixed rod 7, supported by up-
standing brackets 8 from the bed -plate 1, and
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the rod 7 supports the carriage 9 by passing
through its body, while it also forms one of

the guides of the said carriage in its traverse.

The second guide of the said carriage is formed
5 by a longitudinal slot made in the bed-plate 1,

as will be seen at Figs. 2 and 3, and a pro-
jecting part or roller 10 on the base of the

carriage|9 takes into that slot, and so completes
the guiding means for the carriage.

io The carriage 9 is formed of an inverted-L-

shaped casting, the upper horizontal arm be-

ing formed with a circular perforation to re-

ceive the vibrating diaphragm and the float-

ing lever 11 with receiving-dome 12, from
15 which the trumpet is carried, the aforesaid

arm of the carriage being so arranged, as

shown, that the vibrating disk is held approxi-
mately vertically over the record in a hori-

zontal position, while the downward arm ex-
20 tends to the base-plate, where it carries the

roller 10, and this downward arm is some-
what channel-shaped in its lower part to re-

ceive the mechanism for controlling the posi-

tion of the stylus. The stylus-lever is car-

25 ried on the usual weighted hinge-plate 13,

which when free keeps the stylus up to its

work on the surface of the record 5 and en-

ables it to follow the irregularities of the cyl-

inder, as well as the undulations of the rec-

30 ord-grooves.
On the inner side of the carriage 9 I pro-

vide a bell-crank lever 14, which is pivoted

to the carriage 9 at 15, one of its arms termi-

nating beneath the weighted hinge-plate 13,

35 while about the extremity of the other arm a

portion of a screw-nut is fixed or formed
which is adapted to engage with the lead-screw
16 when the said lever 14 is in such a position

that the stylus is in contact with the record-

40 cylinder. The lead - screw is of course ar-

ranged parallel to the axis of the mandrel 4
and of the guide-rod 7 and is carried in the

bearings 17, rising from the surface of the

bed-plate. It will thus be seen that the rock-

45 ing of the lever 14 not only causes the screw-
nut to be brought into mesh with the surface

of the screw, but that at the same time and
by the same movement the weighted hinge-
plate 13 is allowed to descend and to bring

50 the stylus into contact with the record-sur-

face.

The lever 14 must be caused to assume either

of two positions—namely, that at Fig. 2 or

that at Fig. 3—and in order to define those

55 two positions two indents are formed in the

surface of the lower end of the lever, -one or
other of which is entered by a pointed pin

18, Fig. 4, which is carried by a spring 19 on
the framework of the carriage, and in order

60 to actuate the lever 14 it is formed with a

curved slot 20, Figs. 2 and 3, the slot being
entered by a pin carried upon a lever 21, ful-

crumed upon the guide-rod 7 and adapted to

be rocked thereon by hand, so that when in

65 an upper position, as at Fig. 2, the machine

is thrown out of operation, and at the lower
position, as at Fig. 3, the upper arm of the

lever 14 is drawn away from the weighted
hinge-plate 13, while the nut 22 is simultane-
ously brought into engagement with the lead- 70

screw 16. The thread-pitch of the lead-screw

16 being twice as great as the thread on the

record-cylinder, the speed of rotation of the

said lead-screw is reduced relatively to that

of the mandrel by means of toothed gearing, 75

there being a toothed wheel 23 on the man-
drel-shaft, driving an intermediate toothed
wheel 24, mounted on a stud-axle supported
by a bracket 25 on the base-plate, the latter

wheel driving a toothed wheel 26 on the lead- 80

screw, as is shown at Fig. 1 and by dotted
lines at Figs. 2 and 3.

The motor, located beneath the bed-plate 1,

(see Figs. 5 and 6) is of the "spring-motor"
type, which can be wound by a key-shaft 27, 85

as with ordinary clock mechanism, and the

various wheels and working parts—such as

the spring-drum 28, the gearing 29 30—be-

ing carried by inverted brackets 31, fixed to

the said bed-plate. 90

In such motors, as before stated, it is ad-

vantageous to permit of the removal of any
single arbor, together with the wheel or wheels
which that arbor carries, without disturbing
or taking to pieces the framework 31, which 95
carries the arbors, and without disturbing any
of the other arbors or wheels which it is not re-

quired to remove at the time. In order to

permit of this being done and referring to

Figs. 7 and 8, each arbor is made of less length 100

than the distance between the two brackets

by which it is supported. Thus in the in-

stance illustrated in the latter figures the ar-

bor 49 is less in length than the distance be-

tween the two brackets 31 31, and the ends of 105

the arbor 49 are carried in bushes 32, (see also

Fig. 5,) which bushes are capable of being
slid longitudinally in the brackets composing
the framework of the motor, so that on slid-

ing two of such bushes 32 apart the arbor is no
left entirely free and can be removed from
the bracket without giving the arbor any end-

wise motion and without disturbing the re-

mainder of the mechanism.
The bushes 32 are made of such length as 115

to slide onto the ends of the arbors, and thus
form the bearings, and they are retained in

position, as shown at Fig. 7, by any suitable

means—such, for instance, as by set-screws,

one of which is shown at Fig. 8. This mode 120

of removal of the arbors which carry the wheels
is very important—that is, being able to with-

draw the arbor without giving it any endwise
motion whatever—because where such an ar-

bor carries several wheels if it had to be given 125

any endwise motion it would sometimes be
necessary to remove an adjacent arbor, for in-

stance, which carried engaging wheels, and so

defeat the object which has been had in view
in this construction—namely, that of remov- '3°
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ing an arbor without giving it endwise mo-
tion and without disturbing adjacent parts or

the framework by which it is carried.

The governor of the motor is arranged above
5 the bed-plate 1 of the machine and may be

of usual type, consisting of a shaft 33, the

upper end being carried in an arched bearing-
bracket 34, while the lower end passes through
the bed-plate, is supported on a bracket 35,

io and is formed with a screw-thread 36, gear-
ing with a worm-wheel 37 on the driven shaft

of the motor, by which the governor-shaft 33
is revolved. To the upper end of the shaft

33 is fixed the ends of two springs 38, carry-

1 5 ing governor-balls 39, the lower ends of the
springs being attached to a sleeve 40, free to

rise and fall, as the balls vary in their distance
from the axis of the governor-shaft according
to the speed of rotation. The sleeve 40 has a

20 flanged disk 41 fixed or formed with it, and this

disk is acted upon frictionally by the bearing-
point 42 of the bracket-lever 43. The bracket-
lever 43 is fulcrumed at 44 on a bracket from
the base-plate 1, and that end of the lever be-

25 yond the fulcrum and opposite to the bear-

ing-point or friction-pad 42 extends over a
distance-screw 45 in the bed-plate, by which
the amount the outer end of the lever 43 can
be depressed is regulated.

30 46 represents two finger-keys by which the
lever 43 may be rocked, and the latter is

formed with adownwardly-extending arm 47,

against which a spring 48, beneath the bed-
plate, acts, and the spring is so bent as to

35 cause the lever 43 to either press against the

friction-plate 41 of the governor or against
the head of the distance-screw, according as

to which way the lever is rocked. By de-
pressing the outer end of the lever, and so

40 causing it to be brought against the distance-

screw 45 and held there by the spring 48, the
friction-pad 42 is removed from the friction-

disk 41, and the latter is free to rotate. As it

rotates the governing-ways 39 separate from
45 the center and lift the friction-disk 41 until

its surface is again in contact with the fric-

tion-pad 42 on the end of the lever. The fric-

tion between the friction-disk and friction-

pad varies according to the amount the pad
50 is depressed, so that by altering the angle of

the lever by means of the regulating-screw 45
the speed of the motor can be varied at will.

To set the machine in operation, supposing
the carriage parts to be in the position as at

55 Fig. 2 and the governing-lever 43 in the po-
sition as at Fig. 5, the lever 43 is rocked on
its fulcrum 44 until its outer end is in contact
with the distance-screw 45, which will allow
the motor to commence working, so revolv-

60 ing the mandrel-shaft and through the wheels
23, 24, and 26 the lead-screw 16. At the same
time the lever 21 should be turned from the
position shown at Fig. 2 to the position shown
at Fig. 3, causing the lever 14 to be rocked

65 from one position to the other and the regu-

lating-point 18, Fig. 4, to pass from one in-

dentation to the other, and thereby accurately
define the position of the lever 14. The ma-
chine being thus in operation, the speed can
be regulated with the greatest nicety by ad- 70

justing the distance-screw 45. Upon the sty-

lus having reached the end of the record the
machine is instantly stopped by pressure of

the finger upon that finger-key 46 which is

on the record side of the lever 43, causing that 75
lever to be rocked into the position shown at

Fig. 5, and so allowing the bend of the spring
48 to press the friction-pad 42 of the lever

against the friction-disk 41 of the governor,
which it does with sufficient strength to stop 80

the machine, and this stoppage, if desired, may
be effected at any point of the working.
AVhat I claim as ray invention, and desire to

secure by Letters Patent, is—
1. In phonographs the combination with a 85

horizontal bed-plate, having a longitudinal

guideway therein, a horizontal revoluble man-
drel-shaft for carrying the record-cylinder, a
bearing-bracket from. the bed-plate to carry
the said shaft by one of its ends, a motor lo- 90
cated beneath the bed-plate, means for driv-

ing the mandrel-shaft from the motor, a hori-

zontal screwed traversing shaft carried in

bearings from the bed-plate, means for re-

volving the latter shaft from the mandrel- 95
shaft, and mechanism for stopping or freeing
the motor and for regulating its speed; of an
inverted-L-shaped traversing carriage having
an aperture in its upper horizontal arm ex-

tending above the mandrel for carrying the 100

receiving-dome, vibrating diaphragm, weight-
ed hinged plate, floating lever and stylus,

brackets upstanding from the bed-plate, a
fixed guide-rod supported by the said brack-
ets and passing through the downward arm of 105

the carriage to form one longitudinal guide
for the latter, a projecting part on the down-
ward arm of the carriage to enter the guide-
way in the bed-plate to form a second guide
for the carriage, a bell-crank lever pivoted to no
the carriage, one arm terminating beneath the

weighted hinged plate, and a screw-threaded
half-nut at the extremity of the other arm of

the lever to engage with the traversing screw,
and means for rocking the bell-crank lever to 115

simultaneously move the screw half-nut from
engagement with the traversing screw and to

raise the hinged plate and stylus-lever away
from the record, or vice versa, substantially

as set forth. • 120

2. In phonographs, the combination with a
horizontal bed-plate, a longitudinal guideway

I

therein, a horizontal revoluble mandrel-shaft,

a bearing-bracket from the bed-plate to carry

j

the said shaft, a tapering mandrel carried by 125

the mandrel-shaft to receive the sound-record

{

cylinder, a motor located beneath the bed-
plate, means for driving the mandrel-shaft

! from the motor, a horizontal screwed travers-

! ing shaft carried in bearings from the bed- 130
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plate, means for revolving the latter shaft
from the mandrel-shaft, and mechanism for

stopping or freeing the motor and for regu-
lating its speed ; of an inverted - L - shaped

5 traversing carriage having an aperture in its

upper horizontal arm extending above the
mandrel for carrying the receiving-dome, vi-

brating diaphragm, weighted hinged plate,

floating lever and stylus, brackets upstanding
10 from the bed-plate, a fixed guide-rod sup-

ported by the said brackets at each end and
passing through the downward arm of the

carriage to form one guide for the latter, a
projecting part on the downward arm of the

1 5 carriage to engage in the guideway in the bed-
plate to form a second guide for the carriage,

a bell-crank lever 14 pivoted to the carriage,

one arm terminating beneath the weighted
hinge-plate, and a screw-threaded half-nut at

20 the extremity of the other arm of the lever to

engage with the traversing screw, an operat-

ing-lever 21 pivoted on the carriage, a curved
slot in the lever 14 and a pin on the lever 21 en-

tering the said slot for rocking the lever 14 by
25 the operation of the lever 21 to simultaneously

lift the stylus-lever away from the record and
the half-nut away from the screw-shaft, or

vice versa, and a spring-pin carried by the
carriage and bearing on the face of the lever

30 14, and two indentations in the said face of the

latter lever into the one or the other of which
the pin may enter to define the two positions

of the said lever, substantially as set forth.

3. In phonographs, the combination with a

35 horizontal bed-plate, a horizontal revoluble
mandrel -shaft, a bearing -bracket from the

bed-plate to carry the said shaft by one end
thereof, a tapering mandrel carried by the
mandrel -shaft to receive the sound -record

40 cylinder, a horizontal screwed traversing
shaft carried in bearings from the bed-plate,

gearing for revolving the latter shaft from the

mandrel -shaft, a traversing carriage, a re-

ceiving-dome, vibrating diaphragm, weighted

45 hinged plate, floating lever and stylus carried

by the traversing carriage, longitudinal guides
for the said carriage, and mechanism for

engaging or disengaging the carriage from
the traversing screw and for engaging or

50 disengaging the stylus-lever to or from the
record-cylinder; of a motor located beneath
the bed-plate, a pulley on the driven shaft of

the motor, a belt from the said pulley pass-

ing over a pulley on the mandrel-shaft for

55 revolving the latter, a vertical governor-shaft
passing through the bed-plate, gearing con-
necting the vertical shaft with the driven
shaft of the motor for revolving the governor-
shaft, a sleeve on the governor-shaft above

60 the bed-plate, and connections from the sleeve

to the centrifugally-acting balls to lift the
sleeve on the shaft as the speed increases, a
disk on the sleeve, a three-arm lever pivoted
on the bed - plate, a friction - stud 42 on one

65 arm of the lever to act on the upper surface

of the sleeve friction-disk, an adjustable dis-

tance-screw in the bed-plate beneath the tail-

arm of the lever 43 to regulate the distance

to which the friction-stud 42 may be removed
from the friction-disk, and a bent spring on 70

the bed-plate to act against the third arm of

the lever to cause the friction-stud 42 to be
pressed on the friction-disk or to cause the
tail - lever to be pressed upon the distance-

screw 45, substantially as described. 75
4. In phonographs, the combination with a

hinged bed-plate having a longitudinal guide-
slot therein, a horizontal revoluble mandrel-
shaft to receive the sound-record cylinder, a

bearing-bracket from the bed-plate to carry 80

the said shaft by one end thereof, a motor lo-

cated beneath the bed-plate, means for driving
the mandrel-shaft from the motor, a horizon-

tal traversing shaft carried in bearings from
the bed-plate, a screw-thread on the traversing 85

shaft of greater pitch than the thread of the

record-cylinder, toothed gearing connecting
the traversing shaft with the mandrel-shaft
and calculated to reduce the speed of the trav-

ersing shaft proportionally to the difference 90

of pitch of thread between the traversing shaft

and the record-cylinder, and mechanism for

stopping or freeing the motor and for regulat-

ing its speed ; of a traversing carriage, a receiv-

ing-dome, weighted hinged plate, floating 95
lever and stylus, carried by the traversing car-

riage, a fixed horizontal guide-rod carried by
brackets from the bed - plate and passing
through the carriage to support the latter and
to form one longitudinal guide therefor, a 100

roller mounted on a vertical axis at the base of

the traveling carriage and entering the guide-

slot in the bed-plate to form a second guide
for the carriage, and mechanism for engaging
or disengaging the carriage from the travers- 105

ing screw and for engaging or disengaging
the stylus-lever to or from the record-cylin-

der, substantially as described.

5. In phonographs, the combination with a

horizontal bed-plate having a longitudinal 1
1 o

guide -slot therein, a revoluble horizontal

cantaliver-shaft, a bearing-bracket upstand-
ing from the bed-plate to support the canta-

liver-shaft by one end thereof, a tapering
mandrel carried by the cantaliver-shaft to re- 115

ceive the sound-record cylinder, a motor lo-

cated beneath the bed-plate, a pulley on the

driven shaft of the motor, a pulley on the

mandrel-shaft, a driving-belt connecting the

two pulleys for revolving the mandrel-shaft, 1 20

means for governing the speed of the motor,

a traversing screw-shaft parallel to the man-
drel-shaft, and means for rotating the said

screw-shaft; of an inverted-L-shaped travel-

ing carriage, a receiving-dome, a vibrating 125

diaphragm, weighted hinge -plate, floating

lever and stylus carried by the horizontal

arm of the carriage, and located vertically

above the mandrel, a fixed guide-rod sup-

ported from the bed-plate parallel to the 13°
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screw-shaft and passing through the down-
ward arm of the carriage to form one guide
for the latter, a projecting part on the down-
ward arm of the carriage to enter the guide-

5 slot of the bed-plate, a bell-crank lever 14
pivoted to the carriage, one arm thereof ter-

minating beneath the weighted hinged plate

and a half screw-nut carried at the extremity
of the other arm of the lever to engage with

to the traversing screw, and mechanism carried

by the carriage for adjusting the position of

the lever 14 to simultaneously move the half

screw-nut from engagement with the travers-

ing screw and to raise the hinged plate and
15 stylus-lever away from the record, or vice

versa, substantially as set forth.

6. In phonographs, the combination with a

rnandrel-shaft to carry the sound-record cyl-

inder, a traversing carriage for carrying the
20 recorder or reproducer, guides for the car-

riage, a traversing screw for the traversing
carriage, gearing connecting the traversing

screw with the mandrel-shaft for operating
the latter, and a bed-plate above which the
aforesaid parts are supported and carried; of 25

a spring-motor located beneath the bed-plate,

a metal framework fixed beneath the bed-
plate, pendent arms from the framework,
arbors to carry the gearing each of the said

arbors being of less length than the distance

between the pendent arms between which it

is carried, an aperture in the end of each of

the arms, an adjustable bush located in each
aperture to receive the ends of the arbors
and to form bearings therefor, the said

bushes being capable of endwise adjustment
to permit of the arbors being removed and
replaced in a direction parallel to their axes,

and means for securing the bushes in position,

substantiallv as set forth.

ADEMOR N. PETIT.
Witnesses:

Clarence H. Wimshurst,
John J. Callin.

3°
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, John C. English, a
citizen of the United States, and a resident of

the city of Camden, State of New Jersey, have
invented certain new and useful Improve-
ments in Sound-Boxes for Talking-Machines,
of which the following is a full and complete
disclosure.

This invention relates to certain improve-
ments in sound-boxes for talking-machines,
and has for its object to provide a construc-
tion which will decrease the cost of manu-
facture and improve the volume and quality
of the reproduction. In sound-boxes of this

class it is usual to make the diaphragm of

mica, and heretofore to obtain the best re-

sults it has been the practice to employ only
selected pieces of mica and to confine the
same at the peripheral portion between wash-
ers, this arrangement being found to produce
the best results in reproducing sounds. Owing
to the fact that only selected pieces of mica
were found available in the construction of
sound-boxes of this class, it is obvious that
there has been considerable waste of material;

and one of the objects of this invention is

therefore to provide a construction whereby
pieces of mica heretofore found unavailable
for this purpose may be employed with equal

30 success, and thus lessen the cost of the sound-
box.

While the above is one of the main features

of my invention, it also consists of the general
arrangement and structure to improve the

35 volume and quality of the reproduction, as

hereinafter described.

In the accompanying drawings, which show
a preferred embodiment of my invention,

Figure 1 is a sectional elevation of a sound-
4° box embodying my invention and taken about

on the line 2 2 of Fig. 2. Fig. 2 is a rear

elevation of the front section of the sound-box
frame with the diaphragm removed and the

front washer in place. Fig. 3 is a perspective

view of the diaphragm and the front and rear

washers grouped in the relation they occupy
when assembled. Fig. 4 is a perspective view
of another form of washer that may be em-

15

20

25

45

ployed. Fig. 5 is a plan view of still another
form of washer that may be employed. 50

Referring to said drawings, 1 and 2 desig-

nate the sections of the sound-box, 3 the stylus-

bar, and 4 the diaphragm joined to the stylus-

bar by pins 5, said parts, with the exception
of the manner of mounting the diaphragm, 55
being of ordinary construction. The section

1 is provided interiorly with an annular seat or
shoulder 6, between which and the end of the
section 2 the washers and diaphragm em-
ployed in the embodiment of my invention 60
illustrated are situated.

In accordance with the broad principle of

my invention I employ a support for the side

of the diaphragm that contacts circumferen-
tially with only a portion of the face thereof, 65
as distinguished from an unbroken or contin-

uous support. The support for sound-box
diaphragms are usually at the edges thereof
and are circular, so that the diaphragm is sup-
ported and clamped around its entire edge, 70

whereas by my invention the diaphragm is

clamped so that a portion or portions of its

edge is free and unsupported. I have found
it convenient to have a support of this kind
on opposite sides of the diaphragm and also to 75
employ a plurality of sets of such supports, al-

though my invention is not limited thereto, as

it embraces, broadly, supporting a diaphragm
by a clamping face or support that contacts

with only a portion of the side face thereof, 80

that another portion or portions are free and
unsupported instead of having the clamping
faces or supports unbroken and extend en-

tirely around the diaphragm. By thus sup-
porting the diaphragm I have found that I 85

may not only employ a grade and quality of

mica heretofore unavailable for the purpose,
but that independent of the material of which
the diaphragm is composed the clearness, dis-

tinctness, and naturalness of the volume and 90
quality of tone is improved.
The preferred embodiment of my invention

is one in which the edges of the diaphragm
are clamped and supported at intervals, so

that portions of the edges are unsupported, 95
and it is manifest that various constructions
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may be employed for this purpose; but as a

simple and convenient arrangement I have
shown washers 7, having raised portions or
faces 8. The washers 7 are arranged between

5 and seated on the shoulder 6 and end of sec-

tion 2, with the raised portions 8 opposing
and adjacent each other and with the dia-

phragm interposed and clamped between the
latter.

io InFigs. 1, 2, and 3 the washers 7 are each pro-

vided with four raised portions or clamping-
surfaces 8, and, as shown by Figs. 1 and 3,when
assembled in operative position these portions

8 are opposite each other to clamp the edges

15 of the diaphragm between them, although the
number of raised portions may be varied—
for instance, by Using two, as shown in Fig.

4. The clamping portions 8 alone may be
made of paper and of a separate piece at-

20 tached to the washer 7 proper, as shown, al-

though other material may be employed, or

obviously the washer and clamping portions

may be made integral.

Fig. 5 shows another construction of washer
25 for supporting the diaphragm in accordance

with my invention and comprises a ring 10,

fitting within the diaphragm-chamber formed
between the seat 6 and the end of the section

2. This ring is provided with a plurality of

30 lugs or projections 9, extending inwardly in

the plane of the ring 10 from the inner edge
thereof. The diameter of the diaphragm
used in connection with this form of washer
is about equal to the inner diameter of the

35 ring 10, so that the edge portion of the side

faces thereof are clamped between the lugs or
projections 9. In thus mounting and clamp-
ing the diaphragm in position the sides of
the same are held and supported at its edge

40 portion at intervals only, and I have found in

practice that not only by this arrangement am
I enabled to employ with equal results a grade
and qualtity of mica heretofore discarded and
retain in a high degree the clearness, distinct-

45 ness, and naturalness of the volume and quality

of tone, and thereby effect a saving in the cost

of making the sound-boxes, but in addition
this construction in itself improves the volume
and quality of tone in this regard, and there-

50 fore except in the claims, wherein the em-
ployment of a different grade of mica is made
a feature of this construction, my invention is

not limited thereto, as diaphragms of selected

pieces of mica and of other material may
55 be mounted in accordance herewith with im-

proved and advantageous results.

My invention is to be distinguished from
that class of sound-boxes in which the dia-

phragm is supported from its edges as clis-

60 tinguished from its sides, for instance, as it

has been proposed, by employing teeth or
serrations extending outwardly from the outer
edge or boundary of and in the plane of the
diaphragm proper, which teeth or serrations

65 are suitably clamped. In this class of sound-

box the supports do not contact with the sides

of the diaphragm, but merely clamp these
projecting teeth or serrations, whereas in my
invention the sides of the diaphragm proper
are clamped between the supports. 70
Having thus described my invention, what

I claim to be new, and desire to protect by
Letters Patent of the United States, is

—

1. In a sound-box, a diaphragm, and means
for supporting circumferentially, as distin- 75
guished from radially, only a portion of the
side face thereof, and leaving the remaining
portion of said diaphragm free and unsup-
ported.

2. In a sound-box, a diaphragm and a sup- 80

port therefor, contacting circumferentially, as

distinguished from radially, with only a por-
tion of the side face thereof, and leaving the
remaining portion of said diaphragm free and
unsupported. 85

3. In a sound-box, a diaphragm, and sup-
ports situated on opposite sides thereof and
contacting circumferentially, as distinguished
from radially, with only a portion of the side

faces thereof. 90
4. In a sound-box, a diaphragm, and oppos-

ing supports situated on opposite sides there-

of and each contacting circumferentially, as

distinguished from radially, with only a por-
tion of the side face thereof. 95

5. In a sound-box, a diaphragm, and oppos-
ing supports of substantially the same area
situated on opposite sides thereof, and con-
tacting circumferentially, as distinguished

from radially, with only a portion of the side 1 00

faces thereof.

6. In a sound-box, a diaphragm, and means
for supporting at the sides and circumferen-
tially, as distinguished from radially, only a
portion of the edge portion thereof. 105

7. In a sound-box, a diaphragm, and sup-

ports situated on opposite sides thereof and
contacting circumferentially, as distinguished

from radially, with only a portion of the edge
portion thereof

.

no
8. In a sound-box, a diaphragm, and means

for clamping circumferentially, as distin-

guished from radially, only a portion of the
side faces thereof.

9. In a sound-box, a diaphragm, and means 115

for clamping at the sides and circumferen-
tially, as distinguished from radially, only a
portion of the edge portion thereof.

10. In a sound-box, a diaphragm, having
its side faces supported at intervals. 120

11. In a sound-box, a diaphragm, and seg-

mental supports contacting with the side faces

thereof.

12. In a sound-box, a diaphragm, and a plu-

rality of supports contacting with each of the 125

sides thereof.

13. In a sound-box, a diaphragm, and a plu-

rality of opposing supports situated on oppo-
site sides of the diaphragm, and between which
the latter is clamped. 130
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14. The combination with the sections of

a sound-box, of a plurality of clamping-faces
on opposite parts thereof, and a diaphragm
situated and clamped between said faces.

15. In a sound-box, washers having pro-

jecting clamping-faces, and a diaphragm sit-

uated and clamped between the same.
16. In a sound-box, washers having raised

portions located adjacent each other, and a
diaphragm clamped between said raised

portions.

17. In a sound-box, a diaphragm, and means
connecting said sound-box and diaphragm and
contacting circumferentially, as distinguished

from radially, with only a portion of the side

face thereof.

18. In a sound-box, a diaphragm, and means
for supporting circumferentially, as distin-

guished from radially, only a portion of the

side face thereof, said means forming the sole

connection between said sound-box and dia-

phragm.
19. In a sound-box, a diaphragm, means for

supporting circumferentially, as distinguished
from radially, only portions of the opposite 25

side faces thereof, said means forming the sole

connection between said sound-box and dia-

phragm.
20. In a sound-box, a diaphragm, and por-

tions of said sound-box on opposite sides of 30
said diaphragm engaging circumferentially,

as distinguished from radially, only portions
of the side faces thereof, and forming the
sole connection between said sound-box and
diaphragm, 35

21. In a sound-box, a diaphragm having a

portion of its edge free and unsupported, and
means for supporting circumferentially, as

distinguished from radially, the remaining
edge portion thereof. 4°

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
hand this 15th day of October, 1903.

JOHN C. ENGLISH.
Witnesses:

Harry Cobb Kennedy,
Fredk. C. Eberhardt.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Elam Gilbert, a citizen

of the United States, residing at Portland,
county of Multnomah, State of Oregon, have

5 invented certain new and useful Improvements
in Attachments for Graphophones; and I do
hereby declare the following to be a full, clear,

and exact description of the same.
The present invention comprises means

io hereinafter claimed for attachment to an or-

dinary graphophone, phonograph, or other
cylinder-record-reproducing machine by the

use of which the record may be repeated or

replayed any number of times during the
f 5 working of the machine without requiring an

attendant to throw or place the reproducing
means into operation when the same has to be
restored to its starting position after having
reproduced the record, the invention involv-

20 ing means whereby the reproducer mechanism
is automatically raised or lifted clear of the

record after having traversed the length there-

of, returned to its starting-point, and auto-

matically lowered when returned to its nor-

25 mal position, in order to proceed immediately
to move inward for the purpose of repeating
the record.

In order to comprehend the invention, ref-

erence should be had to the accompanying
30 sheets of drawings, wherein—

Figure 1 is a front view in elevation, partly
broken away, of an ordinary graphophone,
illustrating the position of the slide-plate as

raised to lower the reproducer mechanism or

35 place the needle of the said reproducer onto
the record, the device for the slide or shift-

able plate being about to disengage itself from
the disk which elevates the same to raise the

said slide or shiftable plate. Fig. 2 is a ver-

4° tical cross-sectional end view disclosing the
parts as positioned in Fig. 1 of the drawings,
said section being on line ,/' a? of Fig. 1. Fig.

3 is a similar view taken on line y y. Fig.

1 of the drawings, the reproducer-head be-

45 ing illustrated by dotted lines as resting upon
the supporting-arm which receives the same
when lowered to place its needle onto the rec-

ord for the repeating thereof.- Fig. 4 is an
enlarged detail cross-sectional view through

5° the carrier for propelling the reproducer, the

sleeve which supports the carrier, and the

worm feed-shaft, said view illustrating the

pawl for engaging with the worm feed-shaft.

Fig. 5 is a broken top plan view of the mech-
anism contained in Fig. 1 of the drawings. 55
Fig. 6 is a vertical cross-sectional end view
taken on line z 0, Fig. 5 of the drawings, illus-

trating the position of the parts when the re-

producer mechanism is raised to lift its needle
clear of the record; and Fig. 7 is a similar 60

view taken on line a a of Fig. 5 of the draw-
ings.

The numeral 1 designates the bed of an or-

dinary "graphophone," and 2 the usual rec-

ord-shaft, which shaft carries the mandrel 3 65

for the record 4 to be reproduced. This shaft

is driven from the operating mechanism (not

shown) located within the case 5 by means of

the belt 6, which works over the belt-wheel 7,

attached to the outer end of the said shaft 2. 70

To this shaft is also secured the pinion 8,

which pinion meshes with gear 9. This gear
meshes with the gear 10, which in turn en-

gages with the gear 10
3
, engaging with the

gear 10
2
, attached to the worm feed-shaft 10', 75

Fig. 3 of the drawings. The worm feed-

shaft works within an inclosing sleeve 11, se-

cured between the brackets 12.

Upon the fixed sleeve 11 is slidably mounted
the traveler 13, which carries the reproducer- 80

arm 14. To said arm is connected by a uni-

versal joint 15 the reproducer-head 16. The
traveler 13 is moved longitudinally by means
of the pawl 17, carried thereby, engaging with
the threads of the worm feed-shaft, which 85

pawl works through a longitudinal opening
18 in the under face of the sleeve 11 and is

thrown into and out of engagement with the
worm feed-shaft by means of the lever 19.

The pawl-actuating lever 19 works within the 90
slotted portion 20 of the slide-plate 21, which
plate is supported by the brackets 22 22',

loosely mounted upon the sleeve 11. By rea-

son of the loose connection between the brack-
ets 22 22' and the sleeve 11 the plate 21 is not 95
only permitted longitudinal play, but also ver-
tical movement—that is, it may be raised and
lowered by the hereinafter-described mechan-
ism.

At the outer face of the bracket 22 is lo- TO°
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cated a shoulder 23, which shoulder works
against the incline 24 of the collar 24', rigidly

secured to the outer end portion of the fixed

sleeve 11.

5 To the collar 24' is hinged a depending cam
25, the projecting finger 25' of which when
the said cam is in its normal position lies im-
mediately beneath the fixed sleeve 11. This
cam is engaged by a pin or stud 26, secured

to to and projecting from the outer face of the

bracket 22, the purpose of the cam being to

hold the slide-plate 21 in its raised position

until the said plate is moved inward to release

the pin or stud 26 from its engagement there-

1 5 with. The moment the pin or stud 26 is re-

leased from engagement with the cam 25 the

plate 21 is lowered by the tension of the spring
27, which spring forms connection between
the bed 1 of the machine and the head-block

20 27', secured to the projecting portion 28 of
the bracket 22. To this block 27' is connected
one end of a supporting-plate 28', the oppo-
site end of which is secured to an upright 28

2

,

projecting upwardly from the bed 1. The
25 plate 28' has attached thereto an inwardly-ex-

tending arm 29, which when the traveler 13

is returned to its starting position receives

and upholds the reproducer -head 16 when
thrown downward by the uplifting of the

30 plate 21. By this means the reproducing-
needle 16' is held in line with the surface of

the record 4, so as to enter thereon as the
head is moved inward by the action of the
traveler 13, being thus prevented from being

35 damaged by impinging against the end edge
of the record. This supporting-arm is neces-

sary inasmuch as the records vary as to in-

side diameter, which variation of diameter
prevents the records slipping onto the man-

4° drel the proper distance

—

i. <?., some records
will slip farther onto the mandrel than others.

Were it not for this supporting-arm the head
of the reproducer would drop or fall too low
in case of a record not going onto the man-

45 drel the proper distance or far enough for the
needle of the head to bear onto the surface of

the record when the head is lowered, the re-

sult being in such case that as the reproducer-
head is moved inward for the reproduction of

50 the record the needle will be brought against
the edge of the record and the strain or pres-

sure thereon will tend to break the needle or
stop the working of the machine. With the
employment of the supporting-arm such oc-

55 currence is prevented, as the head is held in

proper position for the needle to move onto
the surface of the record as the reproducer-
head is moved inward. To lessen the impact
blow of the reproducer-head onto the arm 29,

60 there is secured to the inner end portion of

the said arm a rubber cushion or pad 29'.

The plate 28' has hinged thereto a lever 30,

the depending tail portion 30' of which is en-

gaged at times by a stud 31, inwardly pro-

65 jecting from the inner face of a disk 32, se-

cured to the outer end of the worm feed-shaft
10'. When the tail portion 30' is so posi-

tioned as to lie in the path of the stud 31 dur-
ing rotation of the disk 32, the stud engages
with the lower end thereof and exerting an 70
upward strain thereon and raises the same in

order to lift the plate 21 through its connec-
tion therewith. As thus lifted the arms 22 22'

turn upon the sleeve 11, causing the shoulder
23' of bracket 22 by riding upon the inclined 75

face 24 of the fixed collar 24' to gradually
force the slide-plate 21 inward a slight dis-

tance sufficient to enable the tail of the lever

30 to clear the stud or pin 31.

When the slide-plate 21 is in its raised po- 80

sition, the pin or stud 26 is engaged by and
the plate 21 upheld by the finger 25' of the

cam 25 bearing upon the upper face thereof,

or, in other words, the said finger 25' rests

upon the said pin or stud 26 and holds the 85
plate 21 locked against downward movement.
Inasmuch as portions of the records to be re-

produced vary in length, the terminal point
of the wave-lines is not the same with differ-

ent records. The purpose is to restore the 90
reproducer mechanism to its starting-point the

moment the record has been played in full.

To accomplish this, means must be provided
to throw into operation the return mechan-
ism as the record playing finishes. A simple 95
device for doing this comprises a gage-block
32, adjustably secured to the plate 21. From
this block projects a gage-finger 32', which
finger enables the operator to so regulate the

position of the gage-block as to prevent the 100

traveler 13 moving beyond the point required.

The gage-block is moved until the finger 32'

is brought to the stopping or terminal point
of the record, when the said gage-block is se-

cured by the set-screw 32
3
to the slide-plate. 105

During the operation of the machine the re-

producer-head is propelled over the record by
the movement of the traveler 13, which is

driven inward by its pawl 17 engaging with
the worm feed-shaft 10'. As the reproducer no
mechanism reaches the end of its travel the

lever 19 bears against in the present case the

gage-block 32 and gradually forces the plate

21 inward to remove the pin or stud 26 from
off the cam-finger 25'. The moment the said 115

pin or stud is disengaged from the cam-finger
25' the tension of the spring 27 draws upon
the arm 22 and throws the plate 21 down-
ward, causing the upper portion of the slotted

plate 21 to act upon the lever 19 to move 120

same therewith to release the pawl 17 from
engagement with the worm feed-shaft. This
movement of the lever 19 actuates its con-
nected lever 19' to raise the reproducer-head
16 in order that its needle may clear the rec- 125

ord 4.

With the release and lowering of the plate

21 the action of the counterbalancing-weight
33 draws the traveler 13 to its starting-point.

This weight 33 is connected to the downward 130
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extension 33' of the traveler 13 by means of

the chain or cord 34. With the return move-
ment the traveler 13 is brought against the

inner face of arm 22 with sufficient force to

move the plate 21 outward, so as to place the

pin or stud 26 immediately above the finger
25' of the cam 25, at the same time moving
the lever 30 outward in order that its tail por-

tion 30' may be in the path of the stud 31 of the

disk 32. As thus positioned the said stud 31 of

the rotatingdisk 32 engages the tail 30' of the

lever 30 and raises same to lift or raise the plate

21, which as lifted is moved slightly inward to

permit of the depending tail 30' clearing the

stud or pin 31 by the shoulder 23 working
against the inclined face 24 of the collar 24'.

During this upward movement of the plate 21

the lower portion thereof bears against the un-

der face of the lever 19 to actuate the same so as

to place the pawl 17 into engagement with the

worm feed-shaft. As the arm 22 turns with
the raising of the plate 21 the pin or stud 26

bears upon the cam-finger 25' in order to throw
the same in order that its finger will clear the

pin or stud 26. As the said stud or pin passes

below the finger 25' the cam 25 swings back
into place by gravity, its finger moving above
the pin or stud 26 in order to hold the plate

21 locked in its raised position. It will be

understood that as the plate 21 is lifted the

reproducer-head 16 is lowered onto the arm
29, which holds the same so as to maintain its

needle clear of the record until the inward
movement of the traveler 13 removes the re-

35 producer-head from off the said arm.
The chain or cord 34 works over a pulley

34', working in bearing of an arm or bracket
342

, hinged to the bed 1. When the machine
is not in use, the arm or bracket 34

2
is swung

40 upward so as to be out of the way. and the

weight 33 placed upon the bed 1.

The slide-plate and its coacting parts for

raising and lowering the reproducer-head, re-

turning the traveler to its starting-point, and
shifting the said slide -plate are readily at-

tached to any of the machines now in use
and may be placed thereon at a nominal ex-

pense.

Having thus described the invention, what
is claimed as new, and desired to be protected

by Letters Patent, is

—

1. The combination with the worm feed-

shaft, asleeve within which same works, means

-5

3°

45

5°

for driving the said shaft, a traveler longitu-

dinally movable upon the sleeve, a pawl car- 55
ried by the traveler which engages with the
feed-shaft, a vertically-movable plate slidable

upon the sleeve, means for automatically low-
ering the plate when the traveler has moved
its full inward distance, connection between 60

the slide-plate and the traveler's pawl for ac-

tuating the same with the vertical movement
of the slide -plate, means for returning the
traveler to its starting-point with the lower-
ing of the slide-plate, and devices actuated by 65

the drive means for automatically lifting the
slide-plate with the return of the traveler in
order to cause the traveler's pawl to engage
with the worm feed-shaft and holding the said
plate in its raised position until released by 70

the traveler at the completion of its inward
movement.

2. In a machine of the described class, the
combination with the longitudinally-movable
traveler, means for driving the same, of the 75
reproducer mechanism carried by the trav-

eler, of a device for regulating the inward
movement of the traveler, means for automat-
ically raising the reproducer mechanism when
the traveler completes its inward movement 80

and restoring the traveler and said mechan-
ism to its starting position, devices actuated
by the driving means for automatically low-
ering the reproducer mechanism upon the
completion of the traveler's return movement 85

and holding the same so lowered until the said

traveler completes its next inward movement,
and an arm or receiving device onto which
the head of the reproducer mechanism is re-

ceived when lowered. 9^

3. In a machine of the described character,

the combination with the reproducer mechan-
ism, of means for raising and lowering the

said mechanism for the described purpose,
and means for receiving the reproducer-head 95
when lowered and supporting the same in line

for its needle to enter onto the surface of the
record with the inward movement of the re-

producer mechanism.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my 10c

hand.

ELAM GILBERT.

Witnesses:
N. A. Acker,
D. B. Richards.
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To nil whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Louis Steinberger, a

citizen of the United States, and a resident of

the city of New York, borough of Brooklyn, in

5 the county of Kings and State of New York,
have invented a new and Improved Support for

Sound Records or Blanks, of which the follow-

ing is a full, clear, and exact description.

My invention relates to supports for sound
io records or blanks, and admits of general use,

but is intended more particularly for sound-
records having cylindrical or substantially

cylindrical form.
My invention embodies quite a number of

15 improvements hereinafter described, and
pointed out in the appended claims.

First among these improvements is the mak-
ing of the record spool or support in compos-
ite form, so that the same may be transferred

20 from one record to another, and thus used re-

peatedly; second, to prevent the spool or anal-

ogous support from rolling; third, to keep the

record-cylinder out of contact with a table or
other support upon which the device may

25 chance to rest; fourth, to cushion the cylinder

portion relatively to the spool portion of the

record, and, fifth, to provide for packing and
shipping the blanks or records. These and
other advantages are attained by a structure

30 described in the accompanying drawings.
It is a fact well known that blanks or rec-

ords made of ordinary wax or wax-like ma-
terial are very fragile and are frequently
cracked or broken in the act of placing them

35 upon a recording or reproducing machine.
The ordinary cylindrical blanks or records
are very frequently cracked or broken by
merely falling from a vertical to a horizontal

position. Even if not cracked the delicate

40 surface is destroyed by the least degree of

violent usage. By usingmy support or holder
the blank or record is practically rendered so

durable that it may be thrown over with con-
siderable force and yet without injuring the

45 delicate blank or record portion or marring
the record-surface thereof.

It is broadly stated that my invention com-
prises a sound record or blank support or

holder made of any suitable material and con-
structed, preferably, as shown and claimed. 50

Reference is to be had to the accompanying
drawings, forming a part of this specification,

in which similar characters of reference indi-

cate corresponding parts in all the figures.

Figure 1 is a plan view of the complete rec- 55
ord or blank. Fig. 2 is a vertical central sec-

tion through the same on the line 2 2 of Fig.

1. Fig. 3 is a horizontal section through the

same on the line 3 3 of Fig. 2 looking toward
the bottom of the drawings, and Fig. 4 is a 60

perspective view showing a number of my
spools or supports as nested for shipping.
The revoluble cylinder 1 is provided inter-

nally with flanges 2 3 for engaging a mandrel
and has an external flange 4 at one of its ends. 65

The other of its ends is engaged by a ring 5

having angular facets 5
a and which is screwed

upon the end of the sleeve or cylinder 1 by
means of a thread 6, as indicated more par-

ticularly in Fig. 2. The facets 5
a prevent the 70

support from rolling upon the surface; on
which the support may lie. A cylindrical

sleeve 7 of yielding material, preferably of

felt or of any felt-like substance, encircles the
greater part of the cylinder 1. Disposed at 75
either end of the sleeve 7 are washers 8 9 of

yielding material. These washers are clamped
against the ends of the record portion 10 of

the cylinder proper by means of pressure
from the clamping-ring 5 when the same is 80

screwed into position.

In Fig. 4 is shown another purpose for the
angular facets 5

a
. A convenient number of

spools 5 are packed in a box 11, the facets 5
a

being fitted against each other and against the 85
sides of the box, as indicated. By this means
the several record-surfaces do not touch, and
yet no packing material is required as between
the supports and the box. Even when packed
in this shape the yieldable. members 7, 8, and 90
9 serve to protect the record portion 10 against
breakage by violent shocks. It will thus be
seen that one feature of my invention is quite

valuable for shipping records or blanks to a

distance. The expense of packing records in 95
cotton or other inside packing material is con-
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siderable; but this expense will be saved by
packing the records as indicated in Fig. 4.

Should the record be dropped or struck a
blow for any cause, the resilience of the sleeve

5 7 prevents undue shock to the fragile material
of which the record portion is composed. The
washers 8 9 also tend to lessen the effect of
shock; but the action of these washers is

slightly different from that of the cylinder-
i o sleeve 7 for the reason that they cushion shocks

in a direction at right angles to that of the

cylindrical sleeve.

It will be understood, of course, that the
material of which the delicate record 10 is

1 5 made is quite frail and that the record-lines are
very easily obliterated by contact of the record
portion with ulterior objects.

By the use of the sound-record or support
above described the same spool or support

20 may be used indefinitely, and the structure of

the spool or support is such as to permit the
surface of the record portion to be turned off

and used again without removing the record
portion from the spool.

2 5 I do not limit myself to the particular form
of spool or support shown, nor to facets of
the kind described, nor in every instance to

the use of facets. Neither do I limit myself
to the exact construction of any part or parts

3 C shown.
Having thus described my invention, I claim

as new and desire to secure by Letters Patent

—

1. A support for sound records or blanks,

comprising aspool-like member provided with
35 facets for preventing the same from rolling,

and also provided with means for supporting
and retaining sound records or blanks.

2. A support for sound records or blanks,

comprising a spool-like member, a cylindrical
4° member of resilient material encircling the

same, a record or blank portion of substan-
tially cylindrical form encircling the cylin-

drical member of resilient material, and a pair

of washers of resilient material disposed
45 against the ends of said spool-like member.

3. As an article of manufacture, a support
for sound records or blanks, comprising a sub-
stantially cylindrical sleeve provided at one
of its ends with a flange integral therewith

5° and at its other end with a thickened portion
and with a thread, a ring provided with a
thread for engaging said thread upon said

thickened portion, and a record or blank por-
tion encircling a portion of said sleeve and

55 disposed intermediate of said flange and said

ring.

4. In a device of the character described, the
combination of a record portion or blank, and a
supporting member therefor, said supporting

6° member being provided with portions extend-
ing beyond the surface of said record, and
provided with facets for engaging a fixed sur-

face and for preventing rolling motion of the
device.

65 5. As an article of manufacture, a support

for sound records or blanks, comprising a sub-

stantially cylindrical portion provided at one
of its ends with a flange rigidly connected
thereto, said flange being provided with sur-

faces of arbitrary conformity for engaging a 70

fixed surface and thereby preventing rolling

motion of said support.

6. A support for sound records or blanks,

comprising a member provided with a surface

for engaging a sound record or blank, and 75
also provided with facets for engaging a fixed

surface, thereby preventing said sound record

or blank from rolling.

7. A sound record or blank, comprising a

substantially cylindrical member provided 80

with a sound-recording surface and also pro-
vided with means whereby said member may
be mounted, said member being further pro-

vided with surfaces of arbitrary conformity
for engaging fixed surfaces, thereby prevent- 85

ing said member from rolling.

8. A support for sound records or blanks,

comprising a longitudinal sleeve provided at

one of its ends with a flange, a ring for de-

tachably engaging its other end for the pur- 90

pose of supporting and retaining sound records

or blanks, and means for cushioning said sound
records or blanks relatively to said flange and
said ring.

9. In a device of the character described, 95

the combination of a sound record or blank,

a support therefor, and washers engaging the

ends of said sound record or blank, and also

engaging said support for the purpose of

causing indirect engagement between said ends 1 00

of said sound record or blank and said sup-

port.

10. As an article of manufacture, a spool-

like member provided at its ends with a plu-

rality of resilient cushioning-washers engag- i°5

ing the same for the purpose of clamping a

record cylinder or blank upon said spool-like

member and out of immediate contact with
said ends.

11. As an article of manufacture, a support nc
for sound records or blanks, comprising a
longitudinal spool-like portion, a substantially

cylindrical sound recoixl or blank disposed ad-

jacent thereto, and mechanism disposed inter-

mediate of said spool-like member and said 115

sound record or blank so as to space the ends
of said sound record or blank from the ends
of said spool-like portion.

12. A support for sound records or blanks,

comprising a longitudinal member provided 120

with a flange, a sound record or blank encir-

cling said longitudinal member, resilient mem-
bers engaging said sound records or blanks,

one of said resilient members also engaging
said flange, and detachable clamping mechan- 125

ism engaging one of said resilient members
and also engaging said longitudinal member
for the purpose of clamping said sound record
or blank.

13. A support for sound records or blanks, 130
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comprising a spool-like member provided with
flanges, a sound record or blank portion par-

tially encircling said spool-like member, and
means for cushioning said sound record or

5 blank portion relatively to said flanges.

14. As an article of manufacture, a support
for sound records or blanks, comprising a
spool-like member provided with means for

preventing the same from rolling, and also

io provided with means for supporting and re-

taining sound records or blanks thereupon.
15. In a device of the character described,

the combination of a sound record or blank
portion and a supporting member therefor,

1 5 said supporting member being provided with
a portion extending beyond the surface of said

sound record or blank portion, and further
provided with means for engaging a fixed sur-

face, and thereby preventing said supporting
20 member from rolling.

16. As an article of manufacture, a support
for sound records or blanks comprising a longi-
tudinal member provided with flanges, said

flanges having surfaces of arbitrary conform-
25 ity for engaging a fixed surface and thereby

preventing rolling motion of said support
when resting upon said surface, said support
being further provided with means for engag-
ing a sound record or blank.

30 17. As an article of manufacture, a support
for sound records or blanks comprising a mem-
ber provided with means for sustaining a sound
record or blank, said member being further
provided with means for preventing rolling

35 motion of said support when resting on a fixed

surface.

18. As an article of manufacture, a support
for sound records or blanks comprising a spool-
like member provided with means for prevent-

40 ing the same from rolling when resting on a
fixed surface, said spool-like member being
provided with means for securing a sound
record or blank thereupon.

19. The combination of a sleeve-like member
45 provided with a portion of comparatively small

diameter and with a flange, a clamping mem-
ber engaging said portion of comparatively
small diameter, and a sound record or blank
encircling said sleeve-like member, said sound

50 record or blank being of proper length to be
held firmly in position by pressure exerted
upon its ends by said flange and said clamping
member.

20. A support for sound records or blanks,

55 comprising a longitudinal sleeve having a
flange integral therewith, said sleeve having
a portion of comparatively small diameter
provided with a screw-thread, and a clamping
member engaging said screw-thread for the

60 purpose of securing sound records or blanks
between said clamping memberand said flange.

21. A support for sound records or blanks,

comprising a longitudinal revoluble member
provided with a flange, a sound record or blank

disposed adjacent to said revoluble member, 65

and mechanism for forcing said sound record
or blank toward said flange for the purpose
of securing said parts firmly together.

22. In a device of the character described,

the combination of a sound record or blank, 70

a member provided with a flange adapted to

support said sound record or blank, resilient

members engaging said sound record or blank
and said flange, and clamping mechanism for

locking said sound record or blank relatively 75
to said member provided with said flange.

23. In a device of the character described,

the combination of a sound record or blank
portion, and a supporting member therefor,

said supporting member being provided with 80

portions extending beyond the surface of said

sound record or blank portion, and also pro-
vided with means for engaging a fixed sur-

face, and thereby preventing rolling motion
of the device. 85

24. In a device of the character described,

the combination of a sound record or blank,

a support therefor, and resilient members en-

gaging the ends of said sound record or blank,

and also engaging said supporting member. 90
25. In a support for sound records or blanks,

the combination of a spool-like member, and
a member of resilient material, said spool-like

member and said member of resilient material

being provided with surfaces independent of 95
each other for supporting sound records or
blanks.

26. In a device of the character described,

the combination of a sound record or blank,

a supporting member therefor, said support- 1 00

ing member being provided with flanges, and
resilient members disposed intermediate of

said sound record or blank, said flanges and
said supporting member.

27. As an article of manufactu re, a substan- 1 05
tially cylindrical member provided with a

sound - recording surface and with means
whereby said member may be mounted, said

member being further provided with surfaces

of arbitrary conformity extending outwardly no
therefrom for engaging a supporting-surface
and preventing said substantially cylindrical

member from rolling.

28. An an article of man ufacture, a substan-

tially cylindrical member provided with a sur- 115

face for recording sound-waves, and also witli

means whereby said member maybe mounted,
said member being further provided with sur-

faces of arbitrary conformity for engaging a

supporting -surface and thereby preventing 120

said member from rolling.

29. As an article of manufacture, a longi-

tudinal member of substantially cylindrical

form provided with a recording-surface and
with means for preventing said member from 125

rolling when resting upon a supporting-sur-
face.

30. As an article of manufacture, a substan-
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tially cylindrical member provided with a re-

cording-surface and with facets for engaging
a supporting-surface, thereby preventing said

substantially cylindrical member from rolling.

31. As an article of manufacture, a substan-
tially cylindrical member provided with a sur-

face for recording sound-waves, and also with
means whereby said member may be mounted,
said member being further provided with
means for preventing said substantially cylin-

drical member from rolling when resting in a
longitudinal position on a supporting-surface.

In testimony whereof I have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub-
scribing witnesses.

LOUIS STEINBERGER.

Witnesses:
Walton Harrison,
Everard Bolton Marshall.
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To all whom if- may concern:

Be it known that I, Julius Wellner, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing in the city

and county of Philadelphia, State of Pennsyl-

5 vania, have invented certain new and useful

Improvements in Sound-Reproducing Appa-
ratus, of which the following is a full, clear,

and exact description, reference being had to

the accompanying drawings, of which

—

io Figure 1 is a side elevation of a sound-re-
producing apparatus equipped with my in-

vention. Fig. 2 is a front elevation, partially

in section, of the portion of the apparatus
equipped with the invention. Fig. 3 is a plan

1 5 view. Fig. 4 is an enlarged detail of the outer
end of the stylus-lever, showing the clutch

for retaining the stylus therein. Fig. 5 is a
section on line x x, Fig. 4.

This invention relates to improvements in

20 sound-reproducing machines.
The invention consists in providing a novel

and efficient means whereby the stylus may
be automatically ejected from its position in

the apparatus when the sound-box is returned
25 to the starting position after having repro-

duced a record.

The invention also consists in providing
means whereby a new stylus may be inserted

into the apparatus to take the place of the

30 ejected stylus after the sound-box has been
returned to the starting position.

The invention further consists of certain

details of construction hereinafter described.

In the drawings I have illustrated a well-

35 known type of sound-reproducing machine to

which my invention may be applied similar

to that shown in United States Letters Pat-

ent No. 734,206, issued to me July 21, 1903,

but have omitted many parts that are well

4° known and not necessary to an understanding
of my present invention.

In said drawings, 1 is the frame of the ap-
paratus, in which is journaled the usual rec-

ord-carrying shaft 2, adapted to be rotated

45 from a suitable source of power in any well-

known manner. On said shaft is mounted
the turn-table 3, carrying the record-disk 4,

provided with the usual helical groove 5, be-

ing the composition to be reproduced. The

sound-box 6 is mounted in a support or stand- 50

ard 7 in such manner that it will be radially

movable into and out of operative position

with reference to the record-disk and also ro-

tatable on its own axis similarly to the sound-
box illustrated in said patent or in any other 55
well-known manner. The sound-box, as usual,

comprises a tube 8, having secured to its outer

end the frame 9, carrying the diaphragm 10
and the stylus-lever 11, pivoted to said frame
and connected at its inner end to the dia- 60

phragm.
The outer end of the stylus-lever is pro-

vided with a hole or recess 12, into which is

adapted to be inserted and retained a stylus

,13. Said hole 12 is made of somewhat larger 65
diameter than the stylus, as seen in Fig. 5,

for a purpose hereinafter appearing. Car-
ried by the stylus-lever is a rod 14, which
passes through a transverse hole in the stylus-

lever and intersects the hole 12, into which 70

the stylus is inserted. Said rod 14 is pro-

vided with a triangular notch 15, Fig. 5, one
edge of which is adapted to engage the pe-

riphery of the stylus in the hole 12 and by the

stress of a spring 16 on said rod to press the 75
stylus against the opposite side of the said

hole, and so to frictionally hold the stylus in

place.

The outer or free, end of the rod 14 is pro-

vided with a head 17, between which and the 80

side of the stylus-lever said spring 16 is adapt-

ed to bear.

After the stylus has traversed the rotary
groove of the record-disk it is disengaged
from the record-disk and the sound-box is 85

moved radially outward to the inoperative po-
sition. This may be done either manually or
by suitable mechanism—such, for example,
as that shown in my previous patent herein-

before referred to. As the sound-box reaches 90
the limit of its outward movement the head
17 of rod 14 impinges against a suitable stop

19, and thereby said rod is pushed slightly in-

wardly, causing the notch 15 thereof to reg-
ister with the hole 12, and so to free the stylus, 95
which is thereupon free to drop from the hole
or may be ejected by a spring-controlled plate

or disk 20 within the upper part of the hole 12.
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In order that the said notch 15 shall continue
to register with said hole until a new stylus
has been inserted therein, I usually provide a
means for retaining the rod 14 in such posi-

tion. In this instance the following device is

employed : Secured to and projecting from the
side of the stylus-lever is a spring-dog 21,
whose free end is adapted (when pressed in-

wardly to the position where its notch regis-

ters with said hole 12) to engage a depression
or groove 22 in said rod, thus locking the lat-

ter in such position until said spring-dog is

released from engagement with said groove.
The spring 16 on rod 14 would usually be

of such resistance that when the sound-box is

retracted to the starting position after having
completed a record the head 17, coming against
the stop 19, would cause the rod to be pushed
forward with a slight bump, causing the groove

20 to be brought into registry with said spring-
dog, which of course immediately engages the
same and locks it in that position; but when
said spring-dog is released from the groove
and the parts seek equilibrium the said spring

25 will press the rod backwardly to cause the side
of the notch to bind and hold the stylus in the
hole.

The stop 19 is made yielding in order to

permit the ejection of the stylus 13 just be-
3° fore the sound-box 6 reaches the limit of its

outward movement.
As a convenient means for inserting a new

stylus into the hole 12 after the ejection of
the old one I provide the following construc-

35 tion: Mounted on the frame of the apparatus
is a hopper or magazine 23, adapted to con-
tain a number of styluses 24, as seen in Fig.
2. The latter lie therein in such position that
the lower one thereof is in axial alinement
with an exit-opening 25 of the magazine and
also with the hole 12 when the stylus-lever
occupies its outermost position. In line with
and in front of the lowermost stylus in said

magazine is a spring-controlled plunger 26,
havinga suitable handle or head 27. By press-
ing the plunger inwardly by hand a stylus is

caused to be projected into the hole 12 against
the stress of the spring-controlled plate 20 to

its position in said hole, and at the same time
50 the spring-dog 21 is released from engagement

with the groove, thus causing the rod 14 to
be retracted by its spring and engage said
stylus, as above described. As a ready means
for effecting this release of the. said spring-
dog I provide the plunger 26 with an arm 28,

that is adapted (at or after the moment the
stylus has reached its position in hole 12) to

engage the under side of said spring-dog and
elevate its engaging end from said groove.

I do not wish to be understood as limiting
myself to the precise means for releasably se-

curing the stylus in the stylus-lever, as other
automatically-released clutches may be used
without departing from the essence of the in-

40

45

55

60

vention, nor do I wish to be understood as 65
being limited to any particular means for in-

serting the stylus into its position.

I claim

—

1. In a sound-reproducing apparatus, the
combination with the rotary grooved record, 70
the stylus, and stylus-support movable into

and out of operative position, of means for
automatically discharging the stylus from its

support when said support is moved to the
inoperative position, substantially as and for 75
the purpose set forth.

2. In a sound-reproducing apparatus, the
combination with the rotary grooved record,

the stylus, and stylus-support movable into

and out of operative position, of a clutch de- 80

vice carried by said support and adapted to

engage and retain said stylus, and means for
automatically operating said clutch device to

release the stylus when said support is moved
to the inoperative position, substantially as 85

and for the purpose set forth.

3. In a sound-reproducing apparatus, the
combination with the rotary grooved record,

the stylus, and stylus-support movable into

and out of operative position, of a clutch de- 90
vice carried by said support and adapted to

engage and retain said stylus, means for au-

tomatically operating said clutch device to re-

lease the stylus when said support is moved
to the inoperative position, and means for dis- 95
charging the stylus from said support when
released by said clutch device, substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

4. In a sound-reproducing apparatus, the
combination of a rotary grooved record, the too

sound-box provided with the diaphragm, sty-

lus-lever and stylus, the latter adapted to en-

gage and traverse the groove in said record,

said sound-box being adapted to be returned
to a predetermined non-engaging position, a 105

clutch device at the free end of said stylus-

lever adapted to receive and temporarily re-

tain said stylus, together with means for au-

tomatically releasing said clutch device and
thereby permitting the discharge of the sty- no
lus, when said sound-box is retracted to said

non-engaging position, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

5. In a sound-reproducing apparatus, the
combination of a rotary grooved record, a 115

sound-box provided with a diaphragm, sty-

lus-lever and stylus, the latter adapted to en-

gage and traverse the groove in said record,
said sound-box being adapted to be returned
to a predetermined non-engaging position, the 120

outer end of the said stylus-lever being pro-

vided with a hole to receive said stylus, a
clutch device comprising a spring-controlled

rod intersecting said hole and provided with
the notch adapted to engage said stylus and 125

press the same against the wall of said hole,

together with means for automatically caus-

ing said rod to release the stylus when the
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sound-box is retracted to said non-engaging
position, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

6. In a sound-reproducing apparatus, the

5 combination of a rotary grooved record, a

sound-box provided with a diaphragm, stylus-

lever and stylus, the latter adapted to engage
and traverse the groove in said record, said

sound-box being adapted to be returned to a
T o predetermined non-engaging position, a clutch

device on said stylus-lever adapted to receive

and temporarily retain said stylus, means for

automatically releasing said clutch device and
permitting the discharge of the stylus when

IS said sound-box is retracted to said non-engag-
ing position, together with means for insert-

ing a stylus into said grasp of the clutch de-

vice when said device is released, substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

20 7. In a sound-reproducing apparatus, the

combination of a rotary grooved record, a

sound-box provided with a diaphragm, stylus-

lever and stylus, the latter adapted to engage
and traverse the groove in said record, said

25 sound-box being adapted to be returned to a

predetermined non-engaging position, a clutch

device on said stylus-lever adapted to receive

and temporarily retain said stylus, means for

automatically releasing said clutch device and
30 permitting the discharge of the stylus when

said sound-box is retracted to the said non-
engaging position, together with the maga-
zine having the exit-opening in alinement
with said clutch device, and the push-rod for

35 projecting a stylus from said magazine into

position to be gripped by said clutch device,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

8. In a sound-reproducing apparatus, the

combination of a rotary grooved record, a

4° sound-box provided with a diaphragm, stylus-

lever and stylus, the latter adapted to engage
and traverse the groove in said record, said

sound-box being adapted to be returned to a
predetermined non-engaging positional clutch

45 device on said stylus-lever adapted to receive

and temporarily retain said stylus, means for

automatically releasing said clutch device and
permitting the discharge of the stylus when
said sound-box is retracted to said non-engag-

50 ing position, and means to automatically lock

said clutch in said released position, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

9. In a sound-reproducing apparatus, the

combination of a rotary grooved record, a

L > sound-box provided with a diaphragm, stylus-

lever and stylus, the latter adapted to engage
and traverse the groove in said record, said

sound-box being adapted to be returned to a

predetermined non-engaging position, a clutch
60 device on said stylus-lever adapted to receive

and temporarily retain said stylus, means for

automatically releasing said clutch device and
permitting the discharge of the stylus when
said sound-box is retracted to said non-engag-

ing position, and means to automatically lock 65

said clutch in said released position, together

with means adapted to be operated to insert

a stylus into said clutch device while the same
is in the released position, and means for un-

locking said clutch device, substantially as 70

and for the purpose set forth.

10. In a sound-reproducing apparatus, the

combination of a rotary grooved record, a

sound-box provided with a diaphragm, stylus

and stylus-lever, the former adapted to en- 75

gage and traverse the groove in said record,

said sound-box being adapted to be returned

to a predetermined non-engaging position, the

outer end of the stylus-lever being provided
with a hole to receive said stylus and of 80

slightly-larger diameter than the latter, the

spring-controlled rod carried by said stylus-

lever and intersecting said hole and provided

with the notch adapted to engage said stylus

and press the same against the wall of said 85

hole, means for automatically engaging said

rod and causing the same to be retracted to

release the stylus when the sound-box is in the

non-engaging position, and means for locking

said rod in said releasing position, substan- 90

tially as and for the purpose set forth.

11. In a sound-reproducing apparatus, the

combination of a rotary grooved record, a

sound-box provided with a diaphragm, stylus-

lever and stylus, the latter adapted to engage 95
and traverse the groove in said record, said

sound-box being adapted to be returned to

a predetermined non-engaging position, the

outer end of the stylus-lever being provided
with a hole to receive said stylus and of too

slightly-larger diameter than the latter, the

spring-controlled rod carried by said stylus-

lever and intersecting said hole and provided
with a notch adapted to engage said stylus

and press the same against the wall of said 105

hole, means for automatically engaging said

rod and causing the same to be retracted to

release the stylus when the sound-box is in the

non-engaging position, and means for locking

said rod in said releasing position, together no
with means adapted to be operated to insert

a stylus into said clutch device while said rod
is retracted and means for unlocking said rod,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

12. In a sound-reproducing apparatus, the 115

combination with the rotary grooved record,

the stylus, and the stylus-support movable into

and out of operative position, of a stationary

support, a stylus-magazine thereon and ar-

ranged adjacent to the stylus-support when 120

the latter is out of operative position, and
means adapted to be operated to move a stylus

from the magazine and into the stylus-support,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

13. In a sound-reproducing apparatus, the 125

combination with the rotary grooved record,

the stylus, and the stylus-support movable into

and out of operative position, of a stationary
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support, a stylus-magazine thereon and ar-

ranged adjacent to the stylus-support when
the latter is out of operative position, and a

reciprocative plunger adapted to be operated
to move a stylus from the magazine and into

the stylus-support, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto af-

fixed my signature this 13th day of August,
A. D. 1903.

JULIUS WELLNER.
Witnesses:

Walter C. Pusby,
W. W. Canby.
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To all ivhom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Llewellyn Park, Orange, in the county of Es-
sex, State of New Jersey, have invented cer-

5 tain Improvements in Apparatus for Vacu-
ously Depositing Metals, of which the follow-

ing is a description.

My invention relates to an improved appa-
ratus for more expeditiously carrying into ef-

10 feet the process for depositing metals i/n vacuo
of the general character covered by my Pat-
ents No. 526,147, of September 18, 1894, and
No. 713,863, of November 18, 1902.

The apparatus has been designed particu-

larly for depositing on phonograph-records a
minutely thin film of vaporized metal which
shall act as a foundation for the heavier elec-

troplated deposit in order that a matrix or
mold of such a record may be secured.

With my improved apparatus I utilize a plu-

rality of phonograph-records or other objects
to be coated in the same vacuum-chamber and
simultaneously deposit the metal on such ob-
jects by maintaining a high-tension discharge
between electrodes formed of the metal to be
deposited. This materially facilitates the
process, since considerable time is occupied in

mounting and sealing the vacuum -chamber
and in exhausting the same.

I find in the practical operation of my proc-
ess that if the electrical discharge is maintain-
ed continuously between the metallic elec-

trodes, and particularly if the latter are very
thin, as is preferable, the electrodes become

35 objectionably heated and may in time actually
melt, so as to destroy their utility. This ob-
jection could of course be overcome by pe-
riodically interrupting the current, so as to

permit the electrodes to cool; but, as it is

40 preferable that the induction-coil and other
electrical apparatus, as well as the mechanical
and magnetic appliances, should operate con-
tinuously, 1 secure the desired result by em-
ployinga pair of exhausted chambers in which

45 the depositing takes place alternately, so that
during the time that metal is being deposited
on the object or objects in one chamber the

electrodes of the other chamber are permitted
to cool.

The present invention not only relates to the 50
details of construction and arrangement al-

ready indicated, but it relates also to further
constructional details, all as will be more fully

hereinafter described and claimed.

In order that the invention may be better 55
understood, attention is directed to the accom-
panyingdrawings, forming a part of this speci-

fication, in which

—

Figure 1 is a front view of the apparatus for

use in coating four phonograph-records and 60

showing the circuits diagrammatically; Fig.

2, a cross-sectional view through one of the
vacuum-chambers; Fig. 3, a vertical sectional

view on the line 3 3 of Fig. 2, and Fig. 4 a
separate detailed view of one of the electrodes 65
and its support.

In all of the above views corresponding parts
are represented by the same numerals of ref-

erence.

The base 1 is provided with supports 2, on 70
which are mounted the base-plates 3, made,
preferably, of glass. Extending up through
the base-plates 3 are glass tubes 4, carrying
circuit-wires 5 5. Depending from the ends
of these conductors are electrodes 6, made of 75
the metal which is to be deposited and pref-
erably in the form of thin strips of foil. For
the coating of phonograph-records I prefer-
ably use gold, owing to the fact that it may be
highly comminuted and also because of its non- 80

oxidizable character. I hnd that the best re-

sults are secured and the most even coating
obtained when the electrodes are perfectly
flat, and I therefore preferably attach a small
weight 7 to the bottom of each to effect this 85
result.

Mounted on the plate 3 is a metal rim 8,

within which is placed a glass bell or jar 9,

having a flanged lower end resting on said

plate. A layer of paraffin 10 or similar wax- 90
like sealing material in molten condition is

now flowed into the space within the rim 8,

so as to make a perfectly-tight joint. Air
from within the glass jar or bell 9 is exhausted
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therefrom through a pipe 11, connected with
a vacuum-pump of any suitable and approved
type. Within the vacuum-chamber are one
or more supports 12, which carry vertical

5 shafts 13, having tapered upper ends. Sur-
rounding- each of these shafts is a sleeve 14,

provided with a hardened bearing-cup 15 at

its top, which engages the shaft 13. The
lower end of the sleeve 14 carries a disk 16,

to which receives the record or other object 17.

Extending up from the sleeve 14 are arms 18,

which receive a removable armature 19.

The phonograph-record or other object pref-
erably carries at its top a guard or shield 20,

15 which fits within the top of the record 17 and
is supported thereby. This guard may be of
any material, brass being preferably used by
me. The guard receives the metal which
would ordinarily be deposited within the in-

20 terior of the record 17, and when made of
brass it appears to deflect the electrical dis-

charge in a downward direction against or
toward the outer surface of the record. The
guard thus prevents the metal from deposit-

25 ing on the inside of the object and causes the
metal to deposit evenly on its edge with a
clear line of demarcation, so as to permit a
uniform electroplating, as will be understood.
Mounted outside of each of the vacuum-

30 chambers is a magnet 21, removably carried
at the lower end of the shaft 22, mounted in

the bearing 23 and rotated by a belt-wheel 24,

to which power is applied. In order to op-
erate the vacuum-chambers alternately to per-

35 mit the electrodes within one to cool while
the depositing is taking place in the other, I
make use of a switch 25, preferably driven
by a clockwork mechanism 26 and making
contact alternately with contact-springs 27.

40 These springs are connected each with one of
the electrodes of the two chambers, as shown.
The other electrodes (one in each chamber)
are connected to one side of the secondary
circuit 28 of an ordinary induction-coil. The

45 other side of this secondary circuit connects
with the switch 25 through the clockwork
mechanism, as shown. The primary circuit

29 of the induction-coil is connected in mul-
tiple with the source of supply 30 and includes

5c a circuit-breaker 31, as is common in this art.

In operation a proper vacuum is created in

the two chambers, and by means of the switch
25 the induction-coil will be connected al-

ternately, first with the electrodes of one
55 chamber and then with the electrodes of the

other chamber. The discharge is so regu-
lated as to secure between the electrodes a
silent or brush discharge, as I describe in my
patent last referred to. This discharge causes

60 the metal composing the electrodes to be vap-
orized and deposited on the objects. The
magnets 21 are simultaneously rotated, so as
to rotate the objects, whereby a perfectly-
uniform film will be deposited thereon. When

65 this film is of the desired thickness, the bells

or jars 9 are removed, thereby permitting the

coated objects to be removed for subsequent
treatment,whereupon the operations described
are repeated.

Having now described my invention, what 7°

I claim as new therein, and desire to secure by
Letters Patent, is as follows:

1. In vacuous deposit apparatus, the com-
bination with an exhausted chamber with me-
tallic electrodes therein and means for effect- 75

ing an electrical discharge between said elec-

trodes, of supports within the chamber and
between the electrodes for sustaining a plu-

rality of objects to be coated, and means for

simultaneously rotating said objects, substan- 80

tially as set forth.

2. In vacuous deposit apparatus, a weighted
metallic foil -like electrode, substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

3. In vacuous deposit apparatus, an elec- 85

trode-foil supported at its upper end and a

weight carried by said foil at its lower end,

substantially as set forth.

4. In vacuous deposit apparatus, a shield or

guard carried by the upper edge of the object 90

to be coated, substantially as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

5. In vacuous deposit apparatus, the com-
bination with an exhausted chamber and elec-

trodes therein, of a vertical shaft within said 95

chamber, a sleeve rotatably mounted on said

shaft, and a disk carried by said sleeve for

supporting the object to be coated, substan-

tially as set forth.

6. In vacuous deposit apparatus, the com- 100

bination with an exhausted chamber and elec-

trodes therein, of a vertical shaft within said

chamber, a sleeve rotatably mounted on said

shaft, a disk carried by said sleeve for sup-

porting the object to be coated, a removable i°5

armature carried by said sleeve, and a mag-
net mounted externally of the chamber for

attracting and rotating said armature, substan-

tially as set forth.

7. In vacuous deposit apparatus, the com- II0

bination with a pair of exhausted chambers,

electrodes therein and supports for objects to

be coated in said chambers, of a source of

high-tension current, and means for alter-

nately connecting said source with the elec- I1 5

trodes of the respective chambers, substan-

tially as and for the purposes set forth.

8. In vacuous deposit apparatus, the com-
bination with a pair of exhausted chambers,
electrodes therein and supports for objects to 1 20

be coated in said chambers, of a source of

high-tension current, and means for automat-

ically and alternately connecting said source

with the electrodes of the respective cham-
bers, substantially as and for the purposes set I2 5

forth.

9. In vacuous deposit apparatus, in combi-

nation, a plurality of supports for objects to

be coated and of pairs of electrodes supported

in vacuo, a source of high-tension current and 1 3°
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means for automatically and alternately con-

necting said source with each pair of elec-

trodes, substantially as set forth.

10. In vacuous deposit apparatus, in combi-

nation, a plurality of supports for objects to

be coated, a plurality of electrodes supported

in vacuo, a source of high-tension current

and means for automatically and regularly

connecting said source with said electrodes in

pairs. I0

This specification signed and witnessed this

30th day of July, 1903.

THOS. A. EDISON. .

Witnesses:
Frank L. Dyer,
William A. Dolan.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Harry P. Httse, of the
United States Navy, have invented a certain

new and useful Improvement in Repeating
5 Mechanisms for Phonographs, of which the

following is a full, clear, and exact descrip-

tion.

In utilizing sound-reproducing machines

—

such as those commonly known as "pho-
io nographs," "graphophdnes," and "gramo-

phones "—especially for educational purposes,
it is desirable to provide for the repetition of
a part or the whole of a record. Means for

accomplishing this object have been applied

15 to the Edison phonograph, and means have
been devised for automatically returning the
reproducer to the initial starting-point at the
completion of the travel of the reproducer in

disk machines.
20 In the present invention means are pro-

vided for arresting the reproducer of a disk
machine and resetting it at any desired point
in the sound -groove of the disk, so as to re-

peat any portion of the record any number of

25 times.

The means last above referred to include
a device cooperating with another member to

raise the stylus out of the sound-record groove
as the record rotates, move it laterally and

30 arrest it at a selected point between the ends
of such groove, and then return it to the
groove at such selected point again to traverse
the previously-traveled portion of the groove,
so that any desired portion of the record less

35 than the whole may be repeated as often as
required.

In the accompanying drawings, illustrating

the invention, in the several figures of which
like parts are similarly designated, Figure 1

4° is a top plan view, and Fig. 2 is a side eleva-
tion, showing a disk machine somewhat con-
ventionally and having the improvement ap-
plied. Fig. 3 is an end view, on a larger
scale, of the improvement.

45 The disk record 1 is as usual, and so are the
bracket 2, reproducer-arm 3, and reproducer
4 and its stylus.

The yoke 5, in which the reproducer -arm

is pivoted and which turns with the arm as it

sweeps horizontally over the disk, has pivoted 50
in it a lever 6, one leg, 7, of which extends be-

neath the arm 3 forwardly, and the other leg,

8, of which extends rearwardly and is formed
with a finger -piece 9, elevated to about the
level of the top of arm 3. The leg 8 is also 55
provided with a knife-edge 10 on its lower
side. On the head or socket end of the
bracket 2 is a clamp 11, supporting a ratchet-

tooth rack 12 in line with the knife-edge and
equal to its swyeep. 60

The lever 6 constituted as above forms a
trigger and is herein so designated.

If it be desired to repeat any portion of the
record during its transmission, the finger-piece

9 is depressed, thus elevating the leg 7 and the 65
arm 3, and consequently raising the stylus out
of the sound-groove in the disk. The knife-

edge 10 then comes into contact with the
slanting side of the selected adjacent tooth in

the rack 12, and as it descends toward the root 70

of such tooth a reverse movement is imparted
to the reproducer-arm, setting it back, and then
the trigger, being released, the stylus enters
the sound-groove at a definite point distant

from which it was removed and is caused to 75
travel again along the groove, and so repeat
any desired portion of the record less than the
whole. As is obvious, this repetition may be
effected any number of times and at any point
in the travel of the reproducer. 80

The invention is not limited to the details

of arrangement of the trigger.

The value of the attachment will readily oc-

cur to any one engaged in teaching languages,
music, and other subjects where inflection, 85

pronunciation, enunciation, and the like are
of importance.
What I claim is—
1. The combination with a reproducer, its

support, its stylus, and a record-disk, of a re- 9°

peatingmechanism for shifting the reproducer
as often as desired at any point within the
length of the groove in the disk as it travels
therein, comprising essentially means to raise

the stylus out of the groove as the record-disk 95
rotates, said means cooperating with means to
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move said stylus laterally a limited distance

and arrest its lateral motion and return it to

the groove in the rotating disk at any desired

point between the ends of the groove to repeat

any desired portion of the record less than the

whole.
2. In a repeating mechanism for phono-

graphs, a horizontally-swinging reproducer-

arm, a hand-actuated trigger applied to it and
capable of raising its stylus out of the sound-

groove, a knife-edge on said trigger, and a

ratchet-tooth rack with any selected tooth of

which said knife-edge cooperates to shift the

reproducer-arm backwardly at any point in

its travel less than the whole.

3. The combination with a disk sound-repro-
ducer, of a horizontally-swinging reproducer-
arm having a stylus, of a trigger pivotally

connected with said arm and carried by it, a

knife-edge on said trigger, and a ratchet-tooth

rack stationarily mounted beneath the knife-

edge and cooperating with it to reverse the

reproducer-arm to effect repetition of any
portion of the record.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set

my hand this 26th day of May, A. D. 1903.

HARRY P. HUSE.
Witnesses:

Frank K. Stockett,
Nannie S. Stockett.

25
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Harry P. Huse, of the
United States Navy, temporarily residing at

Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland, have
5 invented a certain new and useful Improve-
ment in Repeating Mechanisms for Phono-
graphs, of which the following is a full, clear,

and exact description.

The object of this invention is to provide

io means for repeating any portion, especially

any portion less than the whole, of a sound-
record on a disk phonograph.
The invention consists of a repeating mech-

anism for phonographs comprising an eccen-

15 trically-arranged bar screw-threaded or oth-

erwise constructed to engage a tractive pro-
jection on the sound-box arm and move said

arm laterally, as I will proceed now more par-

ticularly to set forth and finally claim.

In the accompanying drawings, illustrating

the invention, in the several figures of which
like parts are similarly designated, Figure 1

is a side elevation of a phonograph supplied
with the attachment of the present invention.
Fig. 2 is an end view of the attachment. Fig.

3 is a side view thereof. Fig. 4 is a side view
of a slightly-different form of part of the at-

tachment.
The box 1, the rotating record or sound

30 disk 2, the sound-box 3 and its stylus 4, the
sound-box arm 5, and the swivel connection 6

of said sound-box arm, with its supporting-
bracket 7, may be of usual or any approved
construction. Adjacent the bracket 7 and

35 preferably by means of its fastening-screws
there is applied to the box 1 a bracket 8, hav-
ing ears 9, in which is journaled the bar 10,

provided with a fine screw-thread and having
a turning device, such as a milled head 11.

40 This bar is mounted eccentrically in the ears

9, and its shortest radius is normally present-
ed upward by means of the drag of the spring
12 on an eccentric connection, disk, crank, or
other equivalent device 13, applied to one end
of the said bar.

14 is a clamp of suitable construction to
embrace whatever form of arm 5 may be em-

45

ployed, and in Figs. 1, 2, and 3 this arm is

shown as rectangular in cross-section, while

in Fig. 4 it is shown as tubular, and, as al- 50

ready stated, the clamp 14 is conformed to the

shape of the arm. In the lower portion of

this clamp is placed a piece of tractive mate-
rial 15, such as leather or rawhide.
The sound-box, through its stylus, travels 55

over the rotating sound-record disk 2 in the

usual way. The normal position of the bar
10 takes it out of contact with the tractive

material 15, and consequently the sound-box
and its stylus are free to be carried by the 60

rotating sound-disk; but if it be desired to re-

peat any portion of the record, especially any
portion less than the whole, and to repeat it

any number of times the bar 10 is rotated so

as to bring a portion of its surface of greater 65
radius upward and into contact with the trac-

tive material, and thereby to lift the arm 5

until its stylus is free from the sound-groove,
when upon further rotation of the bar the

sound-box arm will be moved laterally in a 70
reverse direction from what it is given by the

travel of its stylus in the sound-groove. The
tractive material under the weight of the arm
engages the screw-thread in the bar, and the

rotary motion of the bar is converted into a 75
lateral motion of the arm.
By the term " screw-threaded " as herein

used I mean to include equivalent mediums by
which the bar 10 will act upon the projection

of the sound-box arm to move said arm later- 80

ally, as described.

The tractive device may have a straight con-

tact edge, as shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, or
such edge may be inclined, as shown in Fig.

4. With a given shaft the extent of setback 85

of the sound-box arm may be controlled with-

in limits by bringing the tractive device
nearer the shaft, so that as the shaft is turned
it engages sooner the said tractive device, and
thus brings to bear a longer arc of the thread 90
in one turn, and hence lifts and displaces the
stylus a greater distance. The tractive de-

vice with the slanting or inclined edge insures

the longer lateral movement of the . arm.
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While this lateral motion of the arm is being
effected the record-disk may continue to re-

volve.

The special value of the mechanism of the

5 present invention is found in its adaptability

to repeating words or phrases over and over
again in teaching languages by means of the

phonograph or so-called "talking-machine."
What I claim is

—

10 1. A repeating mechanism for phonographs,
comprising an eccentrically-mounted screw -

threaded bar, and a tractive device applied to

the sound-box arm and adapted to cooperate
with said bar.

15 2. The combination with a phonograph-box,
of a bracket, a screw-threaded bar eccentric-

ally mounted in said bracket and adapted to

be rotated therein, a sound-box arm, and a
tractive device applied to said arm over said

20 eccentric bar.

3. The combination with a phonograph-box,
of a bracket, a screw-threaded bar eccentric-

ally mounted in said bracket and adapted to

be rotated therein, a sound-box arm, a trac-

tive device applied to said arm over said ec- 25

centric bar, and means to normally hold said

eccentric bar with its surface of less radius
uppermost and out of contact with the trac-

tive device.

4. A repeating mechanism for phonographs, 30

comprising an eccentrically-mounted screw-
threaded bar, and a tractive device having a
slanting contact-surface applied to the sound-
box arm and adapted to cooperate with said

bar. 35
5. A repeating mechanism for phonographs,

comprising an eccentrically-mounted screw-
threaded bar, and a tractive device adjustably
applied to the sound-box arm and adapted to

cooperate with said bar. 4°

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set

my hand this ,30th dav of November, A. D.
1903.

HARRY P. HUSE.

Witnesses:
Thatcher Clark,
Nannie S. Stockett.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Arthur J. Mundy, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Boston,
in the county of Suffolk and State of Massa-

5 chusetts, have invented a new and useful Im-
provement in Submarine Signaling, of which
the following is a full, clear, and exact descrip-
tion, reference being had to the accompanying
drawings, forming a part of this specification,

io in explaining its nature.

My invention relates to a method of sub-
marine signaling in which the energy of the

mechanical or wave motion of the conducting
medium itself is transformed at points within

1 S itself into energy in the form of sound-waves,
which waves are thereupon conducted by said

medium to other points within it and are there

gathered and delivered to actuate the. dia-

phragm of a receiving instrument. The en-
20 ergy arriving at the receiving-station in the

form of sound-waves is preferably relayed by
means of an electric transmitter to an electric

receiver, but may of course be at once con-
veyed by any suitable sound -conductor di-

2 5 rectly to the operator's receiving instrument
without relaying.

The automatic production of sound in water
must depend upon a relative movement of the
sound-producing body and the mechanism for

3° sounding the same. A bell is perhaps the

simplest and best exemplification of such a
sound-producing device. Heretofore for one
reason or other the production of sound au-

tomatically has failed of accomplishment. In

35 fact, until recently no device of the character
just referred to adapted for the automatic
production of sound had been successfully

operated in any way whatever, whether man-
ually, automatically, or otherwise, so as to

4° produce sounds of sufficient intensity and
clearness of note to be of practical and com-
mercial value for signaling purposes. This
condition existed for years, although eminent
engineers recognized the probable value and

45 the possibilities of such a device and vainly
endeavored to produce it. Their efforts and
experiments were acknowledged failures.

Of course I am aware of the existence of a

5°

55

number of patents, both United States and
foreign, alleging to disclose successful signal-

ing systems of this type. The inoperative-

ness of such alleged systems appears in most
instances on the face of the patents in the in-

sufficiency of the disclosure, and in other in-

stances actual experimentation under the most
favorable conditions has demonstrated their

inoperativeness. I am also aware of the ex-

istence of patents relating to other types of

signaling apparatus- -such, for instance, as

that in which sounds are produced in the water 60

by means of steam injected therein. An in-

ventor of a device of such type states that his

invention was evolved only after experimen-
tation had convinced himself of the utter in-

operativeness of a bell for submarine pur- 65

poses. I have found, on the contrary, that a
bell is probably the most efficient and desir-

able of all sound-producing devices, provided
the same is properly constructed and oper-
ated, and I have claimed such a device in pat- 7°

ents heretofore granted to me.
My present invention goes a step farther

than the mere successful operation of various
types of submarine sound-producing devices.

It relates to the successful automatic operation 7 5

of such devices. Hitherto it has not been
found that a bell or other device submerged
in the water could be operated by virtue of

the motion of the water alone. The difficul-

ties in the way of the automatic operation of 80

a submerged bell, for instance, are many. In
the first place the natural movement produced
by a wave upon a device suspended or floating

in the water is almost entirely up and down,
and it is not a lateral or rocking motion, such 85

as would cause the freely-suspended clapper
of an ordinary bell to strike the same. Again,
whatever rocking motion the body of such a
bell might receive by virtue of its suspension
is resisted by the mass of the water itself.

Any impulse of the water tending to rock the
bell-body tends also to rock the clapper within
it, and the slight differential movement of the

two, due to gravity or relative inertia, pro-

duces but a faint contact, if any at all. Even
this movement, however, is opposed by the

90

95
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presence of trie water between the bell and
clapper. Provided, however, that the action

of the clapper or the bell is not impeded by
the water between the two, the contact of the

5 water on the outside of the bell acts to so

dampen any vibration of the same that all

blows of the clapper must be clear and power-
ful to produce any effect. The mere falling of

the hammer against bell by reason of its grav-
10 ity is hardly sufficient to sound the bell, even

if the fall is unimpeded.
For the above reasons and for various other

causes, some inherent to the particular device
under experimentation, bells and other de-

1 5 vices have not previous to my invention been
successfully automatically operated. So far

as I'am aware, I am the first to operate a bell

by the natural power of the medium in which
the resulting sound is transmitted. I accom-

20 plish this result by means of the apparatus
hereinafter described, in which the parts are so

constructed and interconnected that the up-
and-down or wave motion of the water imparts
to the sounding mechanism sufficient energy

25 to cause the latter to violently throw the striker

against the bell in spite of intervening water
and other adverse influences such as men-
tioned. The sound-waves thus produced are

conducted by the water to my receiving appa-
30 ratus, by means of which apparatus the sound

is collected and forwarded to the operator.

Having set forth the object and nature of

my invention I will describe apparatus for

effecting the same, reference being had to the

35 accompanying drawings, in which—
Figure 1 represents in elevation my im-

proved means for automatically producing
sound. Fig. 2 represents in cross-sectional

elevation a form of my improved sound re-

4° ceiving or collecting apparatus. Fig. 3 rep-

resents a modified form of sound-receiving ap-

paratus, also in cross-sectional elevation.

Referring to Fig. 1, 1 is a metal buoy of

the usual type and which is anchored in any
45 desired place by an anchoring -chain 2 and

anchor 3. It supports a bracket 4, from which
is suspended, by means of a ball or jointed con-

nection 5, a rod 6. This rod carries at its lower
end a bell 7, which may be inclosed in a pro-

50 tecting-case 8, attached to the flanged collar

9, secured to the neck of the bell. This case

is preferably of galvanized iron and incloses

the bell upon its sides and bottom, but does
not come in contact with them, the purpose

55 being to prevent the bell and its hammer from
being fouled by seaweed or other things. It

is not intended to form a water-tight com-
partment, however, and it is provided with
holes by means of which the water may enter

60 and fill it, and thus be brought into contact
with the bell. The rod carries a sea-anchor
10, which is attached thereto in a manner to

permit of its movement and that of the bell

with relation thereto, the movement being re-

stricted in one direction by a collar 11, at- 65
tached to the rod, and in the other direction

by the sleeve 12, by which the bell is secured
to the rod.

The sea-anchor may be of any usual type,
and I have represented one provided with the 70
wide circular flange 13 and with the bell-shaped

flange 14. They are both attached to a long
sleeve 15, through which the rod extends and
which sleeve has a wide flange 16 at its lower
end. The sea-anchor also carries a buoy 17 75
below the flange 11 and for the purpose of sus-

taining its weight. The bell has a hammer
18, which is attached 'to the collar 19 by a
rock-shaft 20, having an arm 21, which pro-
jects outside the bell to a position beneath the 80

flange 16-.

Upon the movement of the buoy 1 the rod
suspending the bell is moved and caused to

rise or fall with respect to the sea-anchor, and
when it rises it causes the arm 21 of the bell- 85
hammer rock-lever to come into contact with
the sleeve-flange 16, and thus cause the ham-
mer to be swung against the bell and deliver

to it a stroke which produces sound-vibrations,
and which sound-vibrations are delivered to 90
the surrounding water and transmitted by it.

As the buoy 1 is swung or moved by the move-
ment of the water in which it is these move-
ments continue to cause variations in position

between the sea-anchor and the bell, whereby 95
the bell is caused to be rung as the two ap-
proach each other.

It will be understood that normally the sea-

anchor is sustained by its buoy so that it rests,

if at all, but little upon the arm that actuates 100

the hammer of the bell. It is not, however,
readily movable in the water in either direc-

tion, but permits the buoy to move the bell

with respect to it, so that the movement of

the bell by the buoy causes the bell-hammer 105

arm to be brought into contact with the de-

pending part of the sea-anchor, and thereby
operate the bell-hammer to strike the bell.

Every movement of the main buoy is thus
communicated to the bell and bell-hammer, no
While, however, the sea-anchor thus acts it

may be changed in position by the main buoy
gradually as it is dragged by it; but this does
not affect or change its operative relation to

the bell and bell-hammer as above expressed. 115

The receiving apparatus (shown in Figs. 2
and 3) consists of a duplicate receiving-trans-

mitter 22, suitably mounted within a casing

23, containing a sound-conducting medium 24.

The transmitter consists of diaphragms 25 and 1 20

26, closing the ends of a cylindrical chamber
27 and maintaining the same water-tight and
cooperating in the case of Fig. 2 with two re-

sistance-varying means 28 and 29 and in the

case of Fig. 3 with a single resistance-varying 125

means 30, said resistance-varying means being
connected in series through the connection 31

with the operator's receiver 32.
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Having described the principle of my inven-
tion and apparatus for carrying the same into

effect, what I claim, and desire to secure by
Letters Patent, is

—

1. In an improved method of submarine
signaling, the transformation of the energy of

the natural motion of the water into energy
in the form of sound-waves of a quality for

submarine signaling, and the delivery of such
sound-waves to the water at a point below its

surface.

2. An improved method of submarine sig-

naling consisting in transforming the energy
of the natural motion of the water into energy
in the form of sound-waves, delivering said

waves to the water at a point below its sur-
face, taking rays of such waves from the wa-

ter at a distant point and transmitting the col-

lected rays to receiving means.
3. An improved method of submarine sig-

naling consisting in transforming the energy
of the natural motion of the water into energy
in the form of sound-waves, delivering said
waves to the water at a point below its sur-
face, taking rays of such waves from the wa-
ter at a distant point, transforming the energy
of such rays into electrical energy, and trans-
mitting the electrical energy to receiving ap-
paratus.

ARTHUR J. MUNDY.
Witnesses:

F. F. Raymond, 2d,

J. M. Dolan.

25
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I,Arthur J. Mundy, a citi-

zen of the United States, and a resident of

Boston, in the county of Suffolk and State of
Massachusetts, have invented a new and use-

ful Improvement in Sound Transmitters and
Receivers, of which the following is a full,

clear, and exact description, reference being
had to the accompanying drawings, forming
a part of this specification, in explaining its

nature.

My present invention relates to submerged
meansfor receiving sound-vibrations imparted
at a distance to the water in which said means
is submerged and transmitted by such water
to said receiving means.

It has heretofore been believed that to ob-
tain first-class results the diaphragm of the
receiving-transmitter should be in direct con-
tact with the open water or medium by which
the sound was being transmitted and that the
interposition of anything between the dia-

phragm and the open water impaired the ef-

fectiveness of the instrument. The efforts

made in the past, however, to maintain the
transmitter in contact with the transmitting
medium have necessitated the adoption of ap-
paratus having inconveniences and faults

commensurable to those sought to be avoided.
Delicate receiving instruments have been sus-

pended directly in the open sea or have been
mounted in the sides of ships and other ves-

sels, the unprotected diaphragm being in all

such instances liable to damage from floating

and other obstacles and other sources of in-

jury. Moreover, such apparatus when used
in connection with ships presents when sus-

pended from the ship the additional difficulty

of keeping it submerged when the ship is

4° moving or in flowing tides or currents, or when
mounted in the side of the ship the difficulty

of securing clear signals owing to the inter-

fering noises created on shipboard and con-
veyed to the transmitter through the shell of

45 the ship.

1 have discovered that it is possible to in-

case the transmitter without injuriously af-

fecting its responsiveness to sound-waves and

by the shell of the casing to protect it from
damage from exterior agencies. The side of 50

a ship may constitute a portion of such a pro-
tecting-shell and the ship, in such instance,

the casing itself. In such case I provide for

the use of a transmitter entirely within the

ship, this being my preferred construction 55
when my invention is used on shipboard.

I have discovered that although energy in

sound-waves is ordinarily lost in passing from
one medium to another, yet it is possible to

interpose between the receiving-diaphragm 60

and the source of sound a protecting or other
shell, provided that the continuity of the trans-

mitting medium is otherwise substantially un-
broken—that is to say, if the medium within
said interposed casing be of similar nature to 65

that without, then, as a a matter of fact, there
is no material change in the transmitting
medium, and consequently no material loss of

energy in the transmission. Actual experi-

mentation and use have demonstrated that the 7°

interposed shell apparently does not interfere

with the passage of the waves through it, but
delivers to the liquid upon one side thereof
substantially the impulses received from the

water on the other side. 75
In the location of the transmitter upon ship-

board there is employed within the ship, and
preferably against the side thereof, a tank,

the shell or side of the ship preferably acting

as one wall of the tank. This tank may be 80

one of the water-ballast tanks of the ship or
may be a specially-constructed tank. \Y ithin

or in contact with the liquid of this in-

terior tank the receiver, which may be of

any desired type, is suitably suspended or 85

otherwise mounted, and when so mounted the
transmitting medium between the same and
the sound-producing means without is prac-
tically continuous. The medium within the
tank and with which the transmitter is in con- 90
tact has the important function of insulating

the transmitter from noises of local origin,

such as traversing the frame and sides of
the ship have heretofore interfered with and
confused the actual signals in instruments 95
where the transmitters have been mounted
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directly in or on the walls of the ship. Such
noises are apparently not delivered to the
liquid of the tank in such a way as to affect

my transmitter suspended therein. The sig-

5 nal-waves, however, striking the side of the
ship pass through and into the tank, where
they are collected by the transmitter and de-

livered to the operator. The use of a body
of liquid within a casing as a means for re-

10 ceiving and transferring sound - vibrations

imparted to the water without is also of value
in that it permits of the employment of fresh

water or other non-corroding liquid in contact
with the transmitter, and it also permits of

15 the pressure to which the transmitter is to be
snbjected being determined in advance, that

it may be constructed to meet the require-

ments of such pressure, and in that it pro-
vides the transmitter with a constant pressure

20 instead of a variable one, as is the case where
the transmitter is used free or unrestrained
in the outer water.

1 shall describe the use of my invention in

connection with a ship, and for a clearer ex-

25 position thereof reference is made to the fol-

lowing drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 illustrates a steam vessel, bow on,

with a portion removed to show the forward
ballast-tank and the electrical transmitter con-

30 tained therein. Fig. 2 is an end view, partly

in cross-section, of the submerged receiving
means.

Referring to the drawings, A represents a

tank within a ship; a, the water therein; B,

35 the shell of the vessel; C, the water in which
it floats and moves, and D an electrical trans-

mitter contained in the water-ballast tank and
submerged in the water therein. This trans-

mitter of the sound or signal vibrations is

4° preferably electrical, and the one shown is

that described in my copending application

for Letters Patent of the United States, Serial

No. 104,297, and need not be specifically de-

scribed here, it being sufficient to say that the

45 vibrations communicated to the water by the

submerged signaling apparatus are trans-

ferred by the water and through the shell of

the vessel to the water in the tank and by it

to the diaphragms of the transmitter, and

[s° these diaphragms receive and electrically

transfer them to the receiver E, which may be

located in any part of the vessel. In the draw-
ings it is represented as in the pilot-house of

the vessel.

55 Having thus fully described my invention,

I claim and desire to secure by Letters Patent
of the United States

—

1. As a means for transmitting sound-vibra-
tions transferred from a sound-signaling sta-

tion through water, a liquid, sound - trans- 60

mitting medium contained in a tank or other
holder within a ship or other vessel, said me-
dium being located to receive sound-vibra-
tions transferred by the water in which the
ship or other vessel floats, and an electric 65

sound-transmitter in contact with said liquid

contained in said tank or other holder and
electrically connected with a receiver.

2. In a means for transmitting sound-vibra-
tions through water from a sound-signaling 70

station, a liquid sound-transmitting medium
contained in a tank or other holder within a

ship or other vessel in said water, said medium
being located therein to receive sound-vibra-
tions so transferred by the water in which the 75

ship or other vessel floats, and a sound-trans-
mitter in contact with said liquid contained in

said tank or other holder.

3. As a means for transmitting sound-vibra-
tions transferred from a sound-signaling sta- 80

tion through water, a comparatively fluid

sound -transmitting medium contained in a

tank or other holder within a ship or other

vessel in said water, said medium being lo-

cated to receive and transmit sound-vibrations 85

transferred thereto by the said water through
the shell of the ship or vessel.

4. As a means for transmitting vibrations

transferred from a sending-station through
water, a liquid vibration-transmitting medium 90

contained in a holder within a ship or other
vessel in said water and located to receive and
transmit the vibrations, transferred by said

water, through the shell of the ship or vessel

to it. 95

5. As a means for transmitting vibrations

transferred from a sending-station through
the water, a receptacle in contact with the wa-
ter, a liquid vibration-transmitting medium
contained in said receptacle, a sound-trans- 100

mitter in contact with the transmitting me-
dium in the receptacle, said medium lying be-

tween said transmitter and the wall of the re-

ceptacle in contact with the outer water, said

receptacle shielding the transmitter from the 105

outer water.

ARTHUR J. MUNDY.
Witnesses:

F. F. Raymond, 2d,

J. M. Dolan.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I,Arthur J. Mundy, a citi-

zen of the United States, and a resident of
Boston, in the county of Suffolk and State of

5 Massachusetts, have invented a new and use-
ful Improvement in Sound Transmitters and
Receivers, of which the following is a full,

clear, and exact description, reference being-

had to the accompanying- drawings, forming
io a part of this specification, in explaining its

nature.

The invention relates to the transmission of
articulate speech by water.

I have ascertained that an open body of

15 water—like, for instance, the water of a pond,
river, or sea—may be employed for receiving
the vibrations of articulate speech, may trans-

fer such vibrations, and deliver them to an
electrical transmitter submerged in the water,

20 by which they may be transmitted electrically

to a receiver located out of the water and at any
desired distance from the submerged trans-

mitter.

In practicing the invention the vibrations

25 of articulate speech are delivered by a sub-
merged vibratory diaphragm with which the
transferring water is in contact, and the vi-

brations thus transmitted to the water are re-

ceived by a transmitter of peculiar construc-
30 tion which is 'submerged in the water and

which transfers them electrically to a receiver.

In the drawings I have represented in a
conventional way the means for practicing my
invention.

35 Figure I is a view of my transmitting and
receiving apparatus in partial cross-sectional

elevation. Fig. II is a detail view, in cross-

sectional elevation, ofmy receiving apparatus.
Referring to the drawings, A represents a

4° vibratory diaphragm submerged in the water
to any desired depth and upon one side in

contact with the water. This diaphragm is

vibrated by means of the sounds of articulate

speech delivered to it through a speaking-
45 tube a and from the mouthpiece a' thereof.

I prefer that there be between the lower end

of the speaking-tube and the diaphragm A an
enlarged chamber a

2
, from which opens a

chamber ti\ filled with a sound-absorbent and
adapted to prevent excess of sound-reverbera- 50

tion in the chamber a2
. The chamber a

2
has

an enlarged end which is covered by the vi-

bratory diaphragm, and thus permits of the
employment of a diaphragm of any required
size. The chamber <f may not be used. The 55
chamber a2

is somewhat in the nature of a
megaphone, which acts to receive the sound
and intensify it during its passage to its de-

livery end, so that the diaphragm is actuated
with that intensity which this construction 60

implies. The water in which the vibratory
diaphragm is submerged may be, as I have
said, any body of natural water—such as a
pond, river, or sea or any other unconfined
water—and the extent to which it will deliver 65

the sound-vibrations depends upon the in-

tensity with which they are delivered to the

water and the sensitiveness of the sound-
transmitter upon which the sound-vibrations
thus imparted to the water operate or come into 70

contact. B represents the water for so trans-

mitting the vibrations of articulate speech.

C is the submerged transmitting device. It

preferably comprises an electrical transmitter,

one like that described in either of my appli- 75
cations for Letters Patentof the United States

executed of even date herewith, Cases B and
F, and contained in a sound-focusing shell

like that described in my application for Let-
ters Patent of the United States executed of 80

even date herewith, Case E. The transmitter
is electrically connected with the receiver D.
A transmitter of this character intensifies the
sound-vibrations delivered by it to the water
both by focusing the vibrations upon the dia- 85

phragms by the direct contact of vibratory
water with the diaphragms and by the simul-

taneous use of a number of sound-receiving
diaphragms subject to the same influences and
connected in series or multiple with the re- 90
ceiver, so that the transmitter is able to take
from the water the vibrations of articulate
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speech delivered to the water and to transmit
them directly to the receiver by which articu-

late speech is delivered.

Having thus fully described my invention,

5 I claim and desire to secure by Letters Patent
of the United States

—

1. In a system of submarine telephony, a
means for imparting to water at a point be-

neath its surface the vibrations of articulate
io speech, and a submerged electric transmitter

and receiver adapted to receive said vibrations

so imparted to the water and to electrically

transmit them to a sound-receiver.

2. In a system for submarine transmission
15 of speech, a submerged means for imparting

to water at a point below its surface the vi-

brations of articulate speech, and a submerged
electric transmitter and receiver for taking
said vibrations from the water and transmit-

20 ting them comprising a submerged electric

! transmitter, means for focusing sound-vibra-
tions thereon, and a receiver electrically con-
nected with the transmitter.

3. In a submarine telephonic system, means
for imparting to the water at a point below
its surface the vibrations of articulate speech,

and a means for taking such vibrations from
the water, the same comprising a submerged,
electric transmitter of the character specified,

and a receiver in electric connection there-

with.

I. In a submarine telephonic system, mean-',

for imparting to the water at a point below
its surface the vibrations of sounds emitted
without, and means for taking such vibrations 35
from the water at a distance.

ARTHUR J. MUNDY.
Witnesses:

F. F. Raymond, 2d,

J. M. Dolan.
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 768,728, dated August 30, 1904.

Application filed May 5, 1902, Serial No, 106,039. (No model.)

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Theodore Birnbaum,
managing director, a subject of the King of

Great Britain and Ireland, at present residing

at Ritterstrasse 36, in the city of Berlin, in

the German Empire, have invented certain

new and useful Improvements in Electrically-

Actuated Gramophones, of which the follow-

ing is a specification.

The invention is shown on the accompany-
ing drawings.
Figure 1 is a plan view with the cover re-

moved. Fig. 2 is a side elevation of the ap-
paratus, the containing-box being sectioned

to show the interior. Fig. 3 is an end view
of the apparatus, the containing-box being
shown in section, showing the coin-actuated
mechanism. Fig. 4 is a plan view of a por-
tion of the apparatus, showing the parts in

20 different relative positions from those shown
in Fig. 1 ; and Fig. 5 is a vertical section of a

part of the gramophone-disk, showing the re-

lation of the disk to adjacent parts.

The apparatus is so constructed that the in-
2 5 sertion of a coin operates to close an independ-

ent electric circuit for exciting an electromag-
net, the armature of the electromagnet actuat-

ing an electric motor for the operation of the

apparatus and keeping the electric motor in op-
eration even after the electromagnet has lost

its magnetism by the disengagement of the
coin and of the circuit-closing contact of the
starting-electromagnet, while at the ceasing of

the operation of the apparatus connected to

the coin-freed delivery mechanism—that is to

say, after the reproduction of the piece of
music or the like corresponding to the impres-
sions of the sound - plate—the apparatus is

stopped automatically, so as to be ready for a

4° new operation by the insertion of another coin.

The cover of the casing is provided with a
slot 1, through which the coin is dropped upon
the chute 2, along which it descends. At the
lower extremity of the chute the coin strikes

45 against a bent lever 3, pivoted at 4 in such a
manner that the arm 5 of the bent lever, which
is included in an electric circuit, contacts with
the screw 6, which is also included in the cir-

cuit, thus closing said circuit.

The axis 1 of the lever 5 is connected to the
line 50, which leads to the electromagnet 7 by

50

way of the electric battery 51. From the con-

tact-screw 6 an electric conductor 52 also leads

to the electromagnet 7. Thus if after insert-

ing a coin into the slot 1 the arm 5 touches 55

the screw 6 in consequence of the rotation of

the lever 3 the circuit is closed by way of the

conductors 50 and 52, and the electromagnet 7

thus becomes excited. By this electromag-
net the armature 8 is attracted, and the exten- 60

sion 9 of this armature presses the spring 10
against the spring 11, and thus closes a sec-

ond circuit for actuating the electromotor 12.

The vertical shaft 13 of the electromotor is

provided at its upper extremity with thefric- 65

tion-disk 14, operating to rotate the gramo-
phone turning disk 15, which is keyed to the

shaft 16. The current for the second circuit

is furnished by the battery 53. One termi-
nal, 54, of this battery is connected to the con- 7°

tact-screw 56 of the motor 12 by means of the
conductor 55. The other terminal, 57, of the

battery 53 is connected to spring 11 by means
of the conductor 58, while the spring 10 is

connected to the second contact-screw 60 of 75

the motor 12 by means of a conductor 59.

Hence if, as above explained, the spring in is

forced against the spring 11 the circuit of

the battery 53 is closed and the electromotor
is actuated. If the spring 10 is withdrawn 80

into the initial position from the position

shown in dotted lines in consequence of the

retracting of the armature 8 from the electro-

magnet 7, the circuit is interrupted between
10 and 11 and the motor is stopped. 85

In the accompanying drawings the upper
gramophone turning -plate 15 is not shown
in Fig. 1 for the sake of clearness of illus-

tration. The electromagnet 7 is excited only
for the short time during which the contact 90

of the arm 5 and screw 6, Fig. 3, is effected.

As soon as the armature is attracted and the

spring 10 has been forced sidewise, so as to

assume the position shown in dotted lines, the

armature, with its extension 9, remains in the 95
clotted position under the influence of the

spring 10—that is to say, in the position cor-

responding to the attraction of the magnet,
though the exciting of the said electromagnet
7 has ceased. io<

At the lower extremity of the shaft 16 of

the gramophone turning disk a friction-ring
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25

17 is mounted, which makes contact with a
laterally-arranged friction-disk 18, which is

rotatable on the shaft 19, rotatably journaled
on an arm 20, which in its turn is arranged

5 rotatably about the shaft 21 in the frame of

the apparatus.

On the shaft 21 is rotatably mounted a

toothed segment 22, engaging with the toothed
wheel 23 upon the shaft 19. The toothed seg-

io ment 22 is provided with an arm 24, extending
beyond the rotating center 21 and to which
a rod 26 is linked at 25, the free end of which
is connected to a lever 27, rotatably mounted
upon the bed-plate of the apparatus, the said

lever being acted upon by a spring 28, which
tends to turn the lever 27. By pushing the

rod 26 forward or backward, respectively, the

lever 27 and any parts positively connected
thereto may be turned downward and lowered.

The upper end of the said lever 27 is rotatably

connected to a staple or yoke of substantially

rectangular shape and to which the free ex-

tremity of the rod 26 is suitably and rotatably

secured. In the free ends of the staple a rod
is journaled on which a spring 28 is wound,
one end of which is secured to the framing of

the apparatus, while the other end is attached

to the staple. By this means the staple on
the reciprocation of the rod 26 will be rocked

30 or tilted, and the lever 27 will thereby be free

to be rocked or swung downward in its turn.

The toothed segment 22 is provided at one
end with a stop 29 and with a stop 30 at the

other end, the stops serving to limit the ro-

35 tation of the segment, the stop 29 imping-
ing against the toothed wheel 23 in one po-
sition, as shown in Fig. 1, while in the other

position, (shown in Fig. 4,) where the friction-

disks are not in engagement with each other,

4° the stop 30 strikes against the spring 31, at-

tached to the arm 20, as shown in Fig. 4. The
action of the spring 28 upon the end of the

rod 26 operates in the normal or starting po-

sition to keep the friction-disks 17 18 in en-

gagement with each other by exerting a pull

on the projection 25, which in the normal po-

sition, .in which the stop 29 impinges against

the free extremity of the lever, is rigidly con-

nected with the lever 27, which causes the

50 arm 20, with the disk 18, to be moved in the

direction of the shaft 16. In the position

shown in Fig. 1 the toothed segment 21 is

turned in the direction of the shaft 16. Thus
the operation of the apparatus—that is to say,

the rotation of the shaft 16—will also cause

the rotation of the friction-disk 18 by means
of the friction-ring 17. This results in the

rotation of the toothed segment 22 by means
of the wheel 23, which is connected to the

disk 18. The arm 26, which is linked to the

segment 22 at 25, is thereby moved in the re-

verse direction of the arrow, so that the stud

25 describes an arc about the shaft 21 until

the stud 25 has been moved beyond the dead-

45

55

60

70

75

85

90

center. In this moment the spring 28 causes 65
the rotation of the arm 20 upon the shaft 21,

so as to disengage the friction-disk 18 from
the ring 17 and to arrest the disk in its posi-

tion which is shown in Fig. 4 of the draw-
ings. The friction -disk 18 remains in this

position until the apparatus is stopped. The
friction-disk 18, the segment 22, and the rod
26, which are only moved at the beginning
and at the ending of the operation of the ap-
paratus, serve to lower the arm 32, with the
sound-box, upon the sounding-plate—that is

to say, they serve to insert the needle or stylus

of the sound-box into the sound-lines by the

change of the relative positions of the pivots

25 and 21 due to the rotation of the segment
22, which on the starting of the apparatus is

effected by the rotation of the gramophone
turning disk, while at the end of the operation
of the apparatus this rotation, which results

in the lifting of the sound-box, is effected by
a special stop or abutment, as will be herein-

after described. I am aware that this part is

old, and no special claim is made to it; but it is

essential to provide means whereby the sound-
box is made to move, this movement being
effected, for instance, by a lateral extension
32 of the upper part of the lever 27. On the
other hand, it is necessary to raise the sound-
box when the apparatus is stopped, which is

done by the reverse movement of the rod 26 95
and of the arm or projection 32, respectively.

The throwing out of operation of the ap-

paratus after the reproduction of the piece of

music contained upon the sounding- plate is

effected in the following manner: The shaft 16 to

of the gramophone turning disk is provided
with a worm 33, engaging with the worm-
wheel 34. The worm - wheel 34 actuates a
ratchet-wheel 35, the perimeter of which cor-

responds to the extent of the piece of music— 10

that is to say, when the ratchet-wheel has

made one revolution the stylus of the sound-
box has got to the end of the sound - lines.

The ratchet-wheel 35 is provided with a pin

36, placed in the path of the two-armed lever 1

1

37 38. The arm 38 of this lever is connected
to a rod 39, which serves to throw the appa-
ratus out of operation and is provided at its

extremity with a projection 40. The end of
the rod 39 is peculiarly curved downward and n
slides in a slot of a vertical plate 41. The
spring 42 tends to pull the rod 39 in the di-

rection of the arrow. Upon moving the rod
39 by means of the pin 36 in a direction re-

versely to the rotation of wheel 35 when the 12

piece of music is finished, the pin acting upon
the lever arm 37, the rod 39 will be moved in

the reverse direction of the arrow as soon as the

arm 36 glides off from the arm 37, so that the

rear part of the rod, with its projection 40, in 1

2

consequence of the peculiar bent of this rod,

is lowered in the slot of the plate 41 by means
of the tension of the spring 42. During this

5

5
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movement the projection 40 strikes against an
arm 43, which is connected to the armature
8 of the electromagnet 7. By the movement
of the arm 43 the armature 8 is pulled off

5 from the electromagnet, which has already lost

its magnetism. The extension of the arma-
ture 8 enters the curve of the spring 10, thus
causing the latter to return to its initial posi-

tion and to break the contact with the spring
io 11. This results in the interruption of the

current which actuates the electromotor and
in the stopping of the apparatus.
Upon the rotating shaft of the armature 8

an arm 44 is provided, which, if the armature
15 is moved away from the electromagnet on the

stopping of the apparatus, strikes against the
arm 45 of the segment 22. thus turning the seg-
ment 22 back somewhat and allowing the stud
25 to move beyond the dead-center. As soon

20 as this is done the arm 26 is moved back by
the action of the spring 28 into its initial posi-

tion, and the friction-disk 18 and the segment
22 are moved likewise in the direction toward
the shaft 16. This results in the raising of the

25 sound-box by means of the arm 32 in the

manner above described. Thus the whole ap-
paratus is stopped and the several parts are
also returned to their initial position, so that
they are ready for a new operation upon the

30 insertion of a coin.

What 1 claim, and desire to secure by Let-
ters Patent of the United States, i-

1. In an electrically-actuated gramophone
in combination a momentarily-closed starting-

35 circuit and an independent working circuit,

an electromagnet on said starting-circuit and
an electromotor on said working circuit,

spring-actuated zneans on the working circuit

to retain the armature of the starting-electro-

40 magnet in operative position after the ceasing
of the starting-circuit, a gramophone turning
disk operatively connected to the working
electromotor and a swinging lever,operatively
connected to the sound-box and stylus and

45 stops on the starting-magnetarmature capable
of engagement with the said stops on the
swinging lever.

2. In an electrically-actuated gramophone
the combination with an electromotor working

50 circuit and a gramophone turning disk oper-
ated by said circuit of an independent start-

ing-circuit and means to momentarily close
-aid starting-circuit, an armature-lever dis-

placed by the starting-circuit and engaging
55 with retaining means on the working circuit,

a rocking lever and sound- box -actuating
means on said rocking lever capable of en-
gagement with said armature-lever and means
on -aid lever capable of operative engagement

60 with the gramophone turning disk.

3. In an electrically-actuated gramophone
the combination with a gramophone turning
disk and a sound-box of a rocking lever, a

toothed segment rotatable on the pivot of said

65 rocking lever and an extension of said seg-

ment beyond said pivot and operatively con-
nected to said sound-box, stops on said seg-

ment capable of engagement with said rock-
ing lever, a momentarily-closed starting-cir-

cuit and a lever displaced by said starting- 70
circuit and capable of engagement with said

toothed segment and means on the end of
said rocking lever capable of engagement
with said gramophone turning disk.

4. In an electrically-actuated gramophone 75
an electromotor working circuit and an inde-

pendent starting-circuit, a sound-box, a rock-
ing lever and a toothed segment capable of
independent rotation on the same pivot, an
extension of said segment yieldingly con- 80
nected to the sound-box, engagement means
of said segment with the rocking lever and
gearing intermediate of the segment and of
the gramophone turning disk.

5. In an electrically-actuated gramophone 85
in' combination a gramophone turning disk
working circuit, an independent momentarily-
closed starting-circuit, a two-armed lever dis-

placed by said starting-circuit and retaining
means on said working circuit to keep said 90
lever in position after the ceasing of the start-

ing-circuit, means capable of operative con-
nection with said gramophone turning disk
and engaging with each of the arms of said le-

ver, substantially as described. 95
6. In an electrically-actuated gramophone,

the combination with an electromotor work-
ing circuit and a rotating shaft operatively
connected to said electromotor and a gramo-
phone turning disk keyed to said shaft, of a 100
spring-pressed rod operated by said shaft, a
lever capable of engagement with said spring-
pressed rod and means on said working circuit

to yieldingly retain said lever in position.

7. In an electrically-actuated gramophone 105
a momentarily-closed starting-circuit, an in-

dependent electromotor - operating working
circuit, a lever intermediate between -aid cir-

cuit and means on the working circuit to re-

tain said lever in position, an extension or no
projection on said lever and a spring-pressed
temporarily-actuated rod engaging with said
projection.

8. In an electrically-actuated gramophone,
a gramophone-turning-disk-operating shaft, a 1 15
sound-box and stylus, a momentarily-excited
starting-electromagnet, an elbow-lever serv-
ing as an armature for said electromagnet, a

working circuit and an electromotor on said
working circuit operatively connected to the 120
gramophone - tu ruing - disk - operating shaft,

contact -springs on said circuit, one of said
springs engaging with said elbow-lever and
retaining the same in position, a rocking lever,

a friction-roller at the end of said rocking le- 125
ver and a friction-roller on the gramophone-
turning-disk-operating shaft, a segment on the
same pivot with the rocking lever and a pro-
jection or extension on said segment and linked
to the sound-box and means on said segment 130
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to engage with said elbow-lever, substantially

as described.

9. In an electrically-actuated gramophone
turning disk in combination a momentarily-
closed starting- circuit and an independent
working circuit, an elbow-lever displaced by
said starting-circuit and spring-contacts on the

working circuits in engagement with said el-

bow-lever, agramophone-disk-operating shaft

rotated by said working circuit, a spring-

pressed rod capable of engagement with said

elbow-lever, an intermediate lever linked to

said spring -pressed rod, a rotating disk or

ratchet-wheel geared to said shaft, and a pin

on said disk or ratchet-wheel, temporarily en-

gaging with said intermediate lever, substan-

tially as described.

10. In an electrically-operated gramophone,
a momentarily-closed starting-circuit and an
independent working circuit, an elbow-lever

operated by said starting-circuit and retained

by said working circuit, a gramophone-disk-
turning shaft operated by said working cir-

cuit, a rocking sectional gear, capable of en-

gagement with said shaft and with said elbow- 2 5

lever, a rod capable of reciprocating move-
ment, linked to said sectional gear, a swing-

ing lever arranged in a vertical plane with re-

lation to the base of the apparatus and a spring

connection between said swinging lever and 30

said rod and a sound-box fixed to said swing-
ing lever.

11. In an electrically-operated gramophone
a gramophone turning disk, a sound-box, a

tilting lever, a contact-piece in the path of said 35

tilting lever, the contact and the lever being
connected to a source of electric energy, an
independent working circuit and means sub-

stantially as described on said working circuit

for operating said gramophone turning disk 4°

and said sound-box.
In witness whereof I have hereunto signed

my name in the presence of two subscribing

THEODORE BIRNBAUM.
Witnesses:

woldemar hatjpt,

Henry Hasper.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Michael J. O'Connor,
a citizen of the United States, residing at

Brooklyn, in the county of Kings and State of

5 New York, have invented certain new and use-

ful Improvements in Sound-Controllers for

Horns of Phonographs or Graphophones, of

which the following is a specification, such as

will enable those skilled in the art to which it

to appertains to make and use the same.
The object of this invention is to provide

an improved device for controlling the sound
as it passes from the horn of a phonograph or
similar machine, whereby the sound is made

15 more distinct and the articulation more com-
plete; and with this and other objects in view
the invention consists in a device of the class

specified constructed as hereinafter descri I >ed

and claimed.
20 The invention is fully disclosed in the fol-

lowing specification, of which the accompany-
ing drawings form a part, in which the sepa-

rate parts of my improvement are designated
by suitable reference characters in each of the

25 views, and in which

—

Figure 1 is a longitudinal section of a phono-
graph-horn provided with my improvement;
Fig. 2, a similar view showing the improve-
ment in section; Fig. 3, a perspective view of

30 one part of the improvement; Fig. 4, a view
similar to Fig. 2, showing a modification, said

Fig. 4 being a section on the line 5 5 of Fig.

5; and Fig. 5, a side view of the improvement
as shown in Fig. 4.

35 In the drawings forming part of this speci-

fication I have shown at a an ordinary phono-
graphic horn, and in the practice of my in-

vention I insert thereinto a sound controller

and regulator b. The sound controller and
40 regulator b (shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3) com-

prises an oblong casing or shell //, the inner
end of which is bell-shaped in form, as shown
at 5

s
, and provided with a beveled outer por-

tion If, whereby it is made to closely fit the

45 inner walls of the horn, near the smaller end
thereof. The outer end of the casing or shell
//"' is enlarged internally, and inserted there-

into is a block c, which in the form of con-
struction shown is hollow and conical at its

inner end, as shown at c
2
. In the form of 50

construction shown the casing or shell If and
the block c and the conical portion c

2
of said

block are square or angular in cross-section,

and the conical portion c
2
of said block is pro-

vided with grooves e
3
in the sides thereof 55

which communicate with the lateral openings
If in the sides of the shell or casing If.

The outer end of the block e is provided
with a flange or rim c\ the sides of which are
provided with inwardly-directed lugs or pro- 60

jections c". The casing or shell If is provided
in the opposite sides with a longitudinal re-

cess If, in each of which is placed a mica
sheet d, the central portion of which is rein-

forced by a supplemental mica sheet df, and 65

between the ends of the sheets d and the bot-

tom of the recesses b
6
in the sides of the cas-

ing or shell If are placed rubber bearings e.

The beveled portion If of the casing or shell

If at the inner end thereof is also provided at 7°

the opposite sides of the casing or shell If

with outwardly-directed lugs or projections

f, and placed on the ends of the sheets d are

rubber bearing-strips f z
, over which are

placed metal strips./"
3

, and set-screws./
4
are 75

passed through the lugs or projections c" and
./' and bear on the metal strips./'

3
, which in

turn bear on the rubber strips or bearings f 2
,

so as to securely hold the mica sheets d in po-
sition, and by means of this construction a 80

space./'" is provided between the mica sheets
d and the casing or shell If. In practice this

device is inserted into the horn a, as shown
in Figs. 1 and 2, and the sound escaping from
the horn is controlled and regulated and the 85

articulation is made more distinct and perfect.

Although the casing or shell If and the

parts c inserted thereinto are shown and de-

scribed as angular in cross-section, these parts,

as will be understood, may be circular in 90

cross-section, if desired, and the inner end of

the casing or shell If in the form of construc-

tion shown is circular in cross-section at the
inner side thereof.

In Figs. 4 and 5 I have shown a modifica- 95

tion in which I employ a sound controller and
regulator h, bell-shaped in form at the inner
end and beveled at the outer side thereof, as
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shown at A2
, so as to closely fit the inner walls

of the horn a, and the outer end thereof is

conical in general form and provided with an
inwardly-directed conical portion A3

, at the

5 sides of which are lateral openings A\ which
communicate with recesses A5

in the sides of

the outer end of the casing or shell A, and in

these recesses are placed mica sheets A6

, held
in place by collars A7

, screwed into said re-

io cesses. In this form of construction the cas-

ing or shell A is integral or composed of one
part, and the recesses A5

in the sides thereof
are circular in form, as are also the mica
sheets A6

, and said mica sheets A6
are also re-

15 inforced by supplemental mica sheets A8

,

placed centrally of the outer side thereof . It

will be observed that in both forms of con-
struction the supplemental mica sheets d2

, as

shown in Figs. 1 and 2, and A8

, as shown in

2c Figs. 4 and 5, are of less dimensions than the
main mica sheets d and A6

, on which they are
placed, and the vibrations of the mica sheets

d and A6

, occasioned by the sound-waves strik-

ing on the inner sides thereof, control and
25 regulate said sound, as hereinbefore described.

The mica sheets A6
are also held in place by

rubber strips or bearings i at the opposite
ends thereof, between which said mica sheets

are placed, and between the mica sheets A6

30 and the bottoms of the recesses in which they
are placed are spaces /, similar to the spaces

fh
in the form of construction shown in Fig. 2.

As thus constructed it will be seen that my
improvement comprises a device adapted to

35 be inserted into the horn of a phonograph or

similar instrument for the purpose herein
specified, said device comprising a main part
or shell bell-shaped at its inner end and the

outer end of which is provided with a supple-

40 mental member having a conical inner end,

the main part or shell being provided in the

sides thereof with lateral openings adjacent

to the base of the conical inner end of the sup-
plemental part and which communicate with

45 recesses in the outer side walls of the main
part or shell, in which are placed mica plates

or disks, between which and the main part or
shell are spaces adapted to receive sound-
waves passing outwardly through said open-

50 ings, and it will be apparent that various
changes in and modifications of the construc-

tion herein described may be made without
departing from the spirit of my invention or
sacrificing its advantages.

55 Although I have described the sheets or
disks d and A6

as composed of mica, it will be
understood that these disks or sheets are vi-

bratory in character and may be composed of

any material which will accomplish the de-
60 sired results, and my invention is not limited

to the use of the supplemental sheets or disks

d 2 and A8
, as in some cases the sheets or disks

d and A° may be found to operate satisfactorily

without said supplemental sheets or disks.

Having fully described my invention, what 65
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters
Patent, is

—

1. A sound controller and regulator adapted
to be inserted into the horn of a phonograph
or similar instrument, and comprising a main 70
part or casing bell-shaped in form at its inner
end and provided at its outer end with an in-

wardly-directed conical member at the sides

of which are lateral openings which commu-
nicate with recesses or chambers formed in 75
the sides of the outer shell or member, and
vibratory sheets or disks secured in said re-

cesses or chambers, substantially as shown and
described.

2. A sound controller and regulator adapted 80

to be inserted into the horn of a phonograph
or similar instrument, and comprising a main
part or casing bell-shaped in form at its inner

end and provided at its outer end with an in-

wardly-directed conical member at the base 85

of which are lateral openings which commu-
nicate with chambers or recesses in the sides

of the main part or casing, and vibratory
sheets or disks placed in said recesses or cham-
bers, said sheets or disks being supported be- 90

tween rubber or similar bearings, substan-
tially as shown and described.

3. A sound controller and regulator adapted
to be inserted into the horn of a phonograph
or similar instrument, and comprising a main 95
part or casing bell-shaped in form at its inner
end, a supplemental part inserted into the outer
end thereof and cone-shaped in form at its

inner end, the cone-shaped part being pro-

vided with side grooves which communicate 100

with openings in the sides of the main part or
casing, said sides of the main part or casing

being also provided with chambers or re-

cesses with which said openings communicate,
and vibratory sheets or disks secured in said 105

chambers or recesses, substantially as shown
and described.

4. A sound controller and regulator adapted
to be inserted into the horn of a phonograph
or similar instrument, and comprising a main no
part or casing bell-shaped in form at its inner

end, a supplemental part inserted into the outer

end thereof and cone-shaped in form at its

inner end, the cone-shaped part being pro-

vided with side grooves which communicate 1
1

5

with openings in the sides of the main part or

casing, said sides of the main part or casing
being also provided with chambers or re-

cesses with which said openings communicate,
and vibratory sheets or disks secured in said 120

chambers or recesses, and provided with re-

inforcing sheets or disks arranged centrally

thereof, substantially as shown and described.

5. A sound controller and regulator adapted
to be inserted into the horn of a phonograph 125

or similar instrument and closed at its outer

end, the inner end of said controllor or regu-

lator being open and the sides thereof pro-
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vided with openings, the outer sides of the

controller and regulator being provided with
chambers or recesses with which said open-
ings communicate and vibratory devices se-

cured in said chambers or recesses, substan-

stantially as shown and described.

In testimony that I claim the foregoing as

my invention I have signed my name, in pres-

ence of the subscribing witnesses, this 31st

day of December, 1903.

MICHAEL J. O'CONNOR.
Witnesses:

F. A. Stewart,
C. E. Mulreany.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Homer W. Johnson, a

citizen of the United States, residing at Charles

City, in the county of Floyd and State of Iowa,

5 have in vented certain new and useful Improve-
ments in Talking-Machines, of which the fol-

lowing is a specification.

It is my object to provide a device for use

in connection with any of the ordinary talk-

to ing-machines which when properly arranged

will provide a muffler for the screeching and

shrill sounds which ordinarily-accompany any

of the phonographs, gramophones, and talk-

ing-machines when in operation.

15 As the diaphragm of the machine vibrates

some sound is reproduced on both sides of

the diaphragm, and inasmuch as it is desirable

to have the sound come from only the horn

side of the diaphragm, for the reason that the

.

20 noise on the other side of the diaphragm is un-

necessary in producing good results, it is my
object to provide a muffler for the side of the

diaphragm away from the horn to cut off the

sound from that side and also eliminate to a

2 s large extent the rasping sound which is created

by the needle as it passes over the record.

It is my object, further, to not only muffle

this side of the diaphragm, but to also muffle

the entire mechanism of the machine, so that

30 a mininum amount of sound will be emitted

from it when the device is in operation ex-

cepting through the horn.

It ismy object, further, to provide a repro-

ducer-arm for the machine which can be easily

35 operated on the interior of the box and which

will also swing readily, so that the needle in

said arm may move freely over the surface of

the record, and, further, to provide in this re-

producer-arm a muffled connecting-joint to

40 eliminate the sounds which are usually occa-

sioned by the ordinary machine when in op-

eration, owing to the methods usually em-
ployed in connecting the reproducer with the

horn. This is accomplished by means of a

45 non- metallic connection in my machine be-

tween the reproducer and the horn.

It is to be understood that my muffler may
be used on machines having a cylinder record

or disk record, and my muffler may be used

50 on any type of machine now upon the market.

My invention consists in certain details in

the construction, arrangement, and combina-
tion of the various parts of the device where-
by the objects contemplated are attained, as

hereinafter more fully set forth, pointed out 55

in my claims, and illustrated in the accompa-
nying drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a vertical sectional view of the

upper portion of the talking-machine and a

portion of the sides of the lower portion of 60

my machine broken away to show that the

muffler extends throughout the entire case

containing the ordinary mechanism of a talk-

ing-machine. Fig. 2 is a perspective view of

the complete case, showing the way in which 65

the upper and lower portions are hinged to-

gether and the cover hinged to the upper por-

tion. Fig. 3 is a plan view of the reproducer-

arm with a portion broken away to show the

non -metallic connection in the reproducer- 7°

arm. Fig. 4 is a detail sectional view of the

inner end of the reproducer-arm, showing the

diaphragm and the needle in position relative

to the diaphragm and the muffler-cap which
I have provided for the diaphragm-casing. 75

Referring to the accompanying drawings,

I have used the reference-numeral 10 to indi-

cate the lower portion of the muffler-case,

which is designed to incase the mechanism
for driving my machine. This mechanism is 80

of the ordinary construction, and a descrip-

tion of it is deemed unnecessary, as any suit-

able mechanism which will rotate the record

at a uniform speed may be used. The inte-

rior of this portion of the muffler-case has a 85

lining of sound-proof material 11. Hinged
to the upper portion of box 10 is the upper
portion 12, corresponding very nearly in size

to the lower portion 10. This upper portion

is held in position relative to the lower por- 90

tion by means of the hinges 13, and they are

so arranged that the upper and lower por-

tions can be swung on these hinges away
from each other at their forward portion. In

the chamber below the part 14 of the muffler- 95

case the usual motor is intended to be mount-
ed for operating the turn-table which carries

the record.

Attached to the upper portion 12 of the

muffler -case is the cover 15, which is also i°'

* »
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hinged to the upper portion 12, so that easy
access mav be had to the upper portion 12

for the purpose of changing records and nee-

dles. Extending through the lower portion

5 14 of the upper portion 12 is the shaft 16, said

shaft being rotated by the driving mechanism
of the machine. Mounted on this shaft 16 is

the turn-table 17, which rotates as the shaft

16 is rotated. Mounted on top of this turn-
io table 17 is the record 18, said record being

detachably mounted on the shaft 16 in the or-

dinary way.
The entire interior of the upper portion 12

of the muffler-case, including the cover 15, is

15 provided with a lining 19, said lining being
of some sound-proof material and is designed
to eliminate non-musical sounds produced by
the operation of the machine. To the upper
portion 12 of the muffler-case and at one side

20 of it I have mounted a boxing20. This box-
ing is hollow, and there is an opening leading
from the interior of this boxing 20 to the in-

terior of the upper portion 12 of the muffler-

case. Mounted loosely in the opening 22 is a
25 tube 24, which is held in a vertical position in

the boxing 20 by means of the set-screw 23.

The upper portion of the tube is designed to

allow the sound to pass through it. Firmly
attached to the tube 24 and leading inwardly

3° therefrom through the opening 21 is the hol-

low arm 25. The outer end of the arm 25
has the end piece 26 therein, designed to pre-

vent sound from being transmitted in the di-

rection of said end piece. The opening 27

35 leads from the tube 24 into the arm 25.

Slidingly mounted in the arm 25 is the tube 28,

which forms an extension of the arm 25, and
the arm 25 and tube 28 form a reproducer-
arm. A packing 28

a
is mounted between the

4° outer portion of the tube 28 and the inner por-
tion of the arm 25 and is designed to make a
sound-proof joint between said parts. Rotata-
bly mounted on the inner end of the tube 28 is

the reproducer 29, having a head thereon con-

45 taining the diaphragm 30 and the needle-
holder 31, which is connected to the dia-

phragm by wax. Mounted on the lower end
of the needle-holder is the needle 32. Mount-
ed around said head, which forms the portion of

50 the reproducer, is a sound-box 33, having the
sound-proof lining 34 on its interior. This
sound-box is mounted as is clearly shown in

Fig. 4 of the drawings. I have provided a
thumb-screw 35 to maintain the needle 32 in po-

55 sition relative to the needle-holder 31 and also

serve the purpose of preventing the sound-
box 33 from slipping off the head of the re-

producer 39. The sound-box 33 is for the
purpose of muffling the sound on one side of

5o the reproducer-diaphragm. I have provided
a collar 37, which is designed to be mounted
in the opening 22, upon which the amplify-
ing-horn is to be mounted. Thus it will be
seen that there is a hollow tube leading from

65 the reproducer-diaphragm to the amplifying-

horn, and as all of the parts are muffled all

sounds aside from those which come from the
amplifying-horn will be eliminated to a great
extent.

The reproducer-muffler here shown and de- 70

scribed is in the form of a stamped metal cas-

ing filled with sound-proof material and at-

tached to the body of the reproducer with
machine-screws. It is distinctly understood
in this connection, however, that I do not re- 75
strict myself to this particular form of repro-
ducer-muffler. Any material or combination
of materials which may be attached to the
open side of a reproducer either as an attach-
ment or in the manufacture of such repro- 80

ducer for the purpose of eliminating the
sounds emitted by the side of the reproducer-
diaphragm opposite the horn connection may
be used in my reproducer-muffler. I have
used felt in all my mufflers as a sound-proof 85

agent, because it is easily obtained in any
size and thickness desired, is easily manipu-
lated, inexpensive, and very effective. Any
material, as mineral wool, asbestos, or other
sound-proofing materials, may be used in my 90
device.

• My mufflers are designed to be used with all

types of phonographs, graphophones, gramo-
phones, or similar machines, commonly called

"talking-machines." 95
My device is subject to many modifications

and changes in the manufacture of it, which
do not affect in any way the mechanism, for
it may be necessary to adapt it to different

styles of machines, and for that reason a num- 100

ber of changes in the construction may be
made without altering the main features of my
construction.

Having thus described my invention, what
I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat- 105

ent of the United States therefor, is^
1. In a device of the class described, the com-

bination of a two-part reproducer-arm, one of
said parts being capable of sliding movement
relative to the other, a sound-proof material no
mounted between the stationary and the slid-

ing parts of said arm, a reproducer, a sound-
box having a sound-proof material on its in-

terior designed to be mounted on said repro-
ducer, and a two-part sound-proof box de- 115

signed to be mounted outside of the repro-
ducer, for the purposes stated.

2. In adevice of the class described, the com-
bination of a two-part sound-proof box, the
upper part of said box having an opening lead- 1 20

ing through one side of it, a boxing mounted
outside of said opening and attached to the up-
per portion of the box, a rotatably-mounted
tube in said boxing, a hollow reproducer-arm
attached to said tube, having an opening lead- 125

ing from its interior to the interior of said tube,

a reproducer at the inner end of said arm and
on the interior of said box, a sound-box with
a sound-proof lining mounted on said repro-
ducer, for the purposes stated. 13°
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3. In a device of the class described, the com-
bination of a two-part sound-proof box, the
upper part of said box having an opening lead-

ing from its interior to its exterior, a boxing
5 attached to the upper part of said box and out-

side of said opening, a tube rotatably and de-

tachably mounted in said boxing, the upper
portion of said tube leading into an opening
in the upper portion of said casing, a hollow

io reproducer-arm firmly attached to and com-
municating with said tube and extending
through the opening in the upper part of the
box, for the purposes stated.

4. In a device of the class described, the com-
15 bination of a two-part sound-proof box, the

upper part of said box having an opening lead-

ing from its interior to its exterior, a boxing
attached to the upper part of said box and out-

side of said opening, a tube rotatably and de-
20 tachably mounted in said boxing, the upper

portion of said tube leading into an opening
in the upper portion of said casing, a hollow
two-part reproducer-arm firmly attached to

said tube and communicating therewith, a re-

25 producer rotatably mounted at the inner end
of said reproducer-arm, the inner end of said

reproducer being capable of slidingmovement

3°

35

relative to the outer part of said arm, a sound-
proof packing between the parts of said arm,
for the purposes stated.

5. In a device of the class described, the com-
bination of a two-part sound-proof box, the
upper part of said box having an opening lead-

ing from its interior to its exterior, a boxing
attached to the upper part of said box and out-

side of said opening, a tube rotatably and de-

tachably mounted in said boxing, the upper
portion of said tube leading into an opening
in the upper portion of said casing, a hollow
two-part reproducer-arm firmly attached to 4°

said tube and communicating therewith, a re-

producer rotatably mounted at the inner end
of said reproducer-arm, the inner end of said

reproducer being capable of sliding movement
relative to the outer part of said arm, a sound- 45
proof packing between the parts of said arm,
and a sound-proof boxing having a sound-
proof lining therein detachably mounted out-

side of said reproducer, for the purposes

HOMER W. JOHNSON.
Witnesses:

J. A. Case,
R. V. McCamtviond.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that we, Bartolo Ruggiero, a

citizen of the United States,and Gaetano Bon-
giorno, a subject of the King of Italy, both
residing in Brooklyn, in the county of Kings
and State of New York, have invented certain

new and useful Improvements in Horns for

Phonographic or Similar Machines, of which
the following is a specification, such as will

enable those skilled in the art to which it ap-

pertains to make and use the same.
This invention relates to horns for phono-

graphic and similar machines; and the object

thereof is to provide a horn for machines of this

class which will do away with the mechanical,
vibratory, and metallic sound usually pro-

duced in the operation of such machines and
also produce a full, even, and continuous vol-

ume of sound, in which the articulation will

be clear, full, and distinct.

The invention is fully disclosed in the follow-

ing specification, of which the accompanying
drawings form a part, in which the separate
parts of our improvement are designated by
suitable reference characters in each of the
views, and in which

—

Figure 1 is a perspective view of our im-
proved phonographic horn; Fig. 2, an end
view thereof, and Fig. 3 a longitudinal sec-

tion.

In the practice of our invention we provide
a horn a, composed of separate layers of lon-

gitudinally-arranged strips a'\ said strips be-

ing preferably composed of wood or similar

fibrous material. In the construction shown
three of the separate layers are employed, as

shown at a3
, and each of said layers is com-

posed of six of the separate and longitudi-

nally-arranged strips a?. The separate layers

«3
, which make up the horn a, may be secured

together at the edges by glue or in any suit-

able way, and in practice said layers are pref-

erably formed separately and inserted into

each other, or the outer layer is first formed
45 and the second and third layers inserted there-

into, and in this operation the outer surface
of the second and third layers are covered with
any suitable glue or adhesive material, and the

separate parts or layers of the horn are thus
securely held together and make up, in effect, 50
a single homogeneous construction. Instead
of forming the separate layers separately and
inserting one within another, as hereinbefore
described, the inner layer may first be formed
and the separate longitudinal strips of the sec- 55
ond layer secured thereon, after which the
separate longitudinal strips of the outer layer

may be secured in position, and in either event
the separate layers are so connected as to break
the joints thereof, as clearly shown in Figs. 1 60

and 2.

In the smaller end of the horn a is secured
a short tube b, which is larger at its outer than
its inner end, and this tube is also composed
of wood or similar fibrous material and is in- 65

tended to strengthen the smaller end of the
horn, and in practice I secure on the smaller
end of the horn a sleeve c, which is prefer-

ably composed of metal and which is also in-

tended to give strength to the smaller end of 70
the horn and facilitate the attachment of the
horn to the machine without injury to the
smaller end of the horn.

It will be understood that the general form
of the horn may be the same as other devices 75
of this class, and the larger end thereof may
be bell-shaped, if desired, and the connections
of the horn with the machine is made in the

usual manner.
By means of our improvement we provide 80

a horn for the purpose specified which will

produce a constant and continuous volume of

sound, in which the articulation will be clear,

full, and distinct and which will not produce
the mechanical, vibratory, and metallic sound 85
usually produced by instruments of this class

as heretofore constructed.

Our invention is not limited to the exact
form of the horn, nor to the number of the
separate layers of material employed in the 90
construction thereof, nor to the number of
longitudinal strips in each layer, and various
changes in and modifications of the construc-
tion herein described may be made without
departing from the spirit of our invention or 95
sacrificing its advantages.
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Having fully described our invention, what
we claim as new, and desire to secure by Let-
ters Patent, is

—

1. A horn for phonographic and similar ma-
chines, composed of separate layers of fibrous
material, each of said layers being composed
of separate longitudinal strips arranged so as
to break joints, substantially as shown and
described.

2. A horn for phonographic and similar ma-
chines, composed of separate layers of fibrous
material, each of said layers being composed
of separate longitudinal strips arranged so as

to break joints, and the smaller end of the horn
being provided with a tube of fibrous mate-
rial which is secured therein, substantially as
shown and described.

In testimony that we claim the foregoing as
our invention we have signed our names, in
presence of the subscribing witnesses, this 22d
day of June, 1904.

BARTOLO RUGGIERO.
GAETANO BONGIORNO.

Witnesses:
C. J. Klein,
C. E. MrjXREANY.
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To all ivhom it may concern:

Be it known that I,Peter C. Nielsen, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Green-
point, in the county of Kings and State of New

5 York, have invented certain new and useful

Improvements in Horns for Phonographs or

Similar Machines, of which the following is a

specification, such as will enable those skilled

in the art to which it appertains to make and
io use the same.

This invention relates to the horn of a pho-
nograph or other machine of this class; and
the object thereof is to provide a horn for

machines of this class which will do away
15 with the mechanical, vibratory, and metallic

sound usually produced in the operation of

such machines, and also produce a full, even,

and continuous volume of sound in which the

articulation is clear, full, and distinct.

20 The invention is fully disclosed in the fol-

lowing specification, of which theaccompany-
ing drawings form a part, in which the sepa-

rate parts of my improvement are designated

by suitable reference characters in each of the
2 5 views, and in which

—

Figure 1 is a side view of my improved
phonograph-horn; Fig. 2, an end view there-

of; Fig. 3, an enlarged section on the line 3 3

of Fig. 1, and Fig. I a longitudinal section on
3° the line 4 4 of Fig. 3.

In the practice of my invention I providea
horn 17, provided at its smaller end with the

usual nozzle-piece <f,by means of whiehconnec-
tion is made with the machine, and in the form

35 of construction shown a supplemental piece a
3

is employed between the larger or body portion

of the horn and the nozzle-piece a
2
; but the

parts as and <c may be formed integrally, it'

desired, and may be constructed in any de-

4° sired manner. The main part a of the horn

is bell-shaped in form and tapers outwardly
gradually from the part a3

to the larger or

mouth end <t\ and this curve or taper is

greater or more abrupt adjacent to said larger

45 or mouth end. The body portion of the horn
is also composed of a plurality of longitudi-

nal strips 5, which are gradually tapered from
one end to the other, and which are connect-

ed longitudinally, so as to form longitudinal

50 ribs o'\ each of the strips b being provided at

its opposite edges with a flange b'\ and these

flanges of the separate strips b are connected

to form the ribs V. The body portion of the

horn or the strips h are composed of sheet-

metal, and it will be observed that the inner 55

wall of the body portion of said horn in cross-

section is made up of a plurality of short lines

forming substantially a circle, and it is the

construction of the body portion of the horn

as hereinbefore described that gives thereto 60

the qualities which it is the objects of this in-

vention to produce, which objects are the re-

sult of the formation of the horn or the body
portion thereof of longitudinal strips l> and

providing the outer surface thereof with the 6 5

longitudinal ribs If and curving the body por-

tion of the horn in the manner described. If

desired, the part as may be formed integrally

with the body portion of the horn, in which

event the ribs Vr would extend to the nozzle 7°

or connecting portion <i\ and it is the longi-

tudinal ribs A' which contribute mostly to the

successful operation of the horn, said ribs serv-

ing to do away with the vibratory character

of horns of this class as usually made and do-

ing away with the metallic sound produced

in the operation thereof.

My improved horn may be used in connec-

tion with phonographs or other machines of

this class, and changes in and modifications

of the construction described may be made
without departing from the spirit of my in-

vention or sacrificing its advantages.

Having f idly described my invention, what

1 claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters °5

Patent, is

—

1. A horn for phonographs and similar ma-
chines, the body portion of which is composed
of longitudinally- arranged strips of metal

provided at their edges with longitudinal out-

wardly-directed flanges whereby said strips

are connected and whereby, the body portion

of the horn is provided on the outside thereof

with longitudinally-arranged ribs, substan-

tially as shown and described.

2. A horn for phonographs and similar ma-
chines, the body portion of which is composed
of longitudinally -arranged strips of metal

provided at their edges with longitudinal out-

wardly-directed flanges whereby said strips

7 5

80

90

95

ICO
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are connected and whereby, the body portion

of the horn is provided on the outside thereof

with longitudinally-arranged ribs, said strips

being tapered from one end of said horn to the

other, substantially as shown and described.

3. A horn for phonographs and similar in-

struments, said horn being larger at one end
than at the other and tapered in the usual

manner, said horn being composed of longi-

tudinally-arranged strips secured together at

their edges and the outer side thereof at the

points where said strips are secured together
being provided with longitudinal ribs, sub-

stantially as shown and described.

In testimony that I claim the foregoing as

my invention I have signed my name, in pres-

ence of the subscribing witnesses, this 13th

day of April, 1904.

PETER C. NIELSEN.
Witnesses:

F. A. Stewart,
C. J. Klein.
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To all jvliom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Julius J. Neumann, a
citizen of the United States, residing at Chi-
cago, in the county of Cook and State of Illi-

5 nois, have invented certain new and useful

Improvements in Phonograph -Reproducers,
of which the following is a specification.

This invention relates to improvements in

phonograph-reproducers, and refers more spe-
io cifically to an improved reproducing-needle

and mechanism for operatively connecting the

same with the vibratory arm.
The salient object of the invention is to pro-

vide a needle which is resilient to a substan-

15 tial degree and to such degree as to yield in

itself when in operation, thereby producing
a radically different tone when used in con-
nection with records of the usual character.

A further and subordinate object is to pro-
20 vide a needle of the character above referred

to which is more durable, follows the record
with greater fidelity, and by reason of the

peculiar manner in which it engages the rec-

ord produces less wear upon the latter.

25 To the above ends the invention consists in

the matters hereinafter described, and more
particularly pointed out in the appended
claims.

The invention will be readily understood
30 from the following description, reference be-

ing had to the accompanying drawings, in

which

—

Figure 1 is a face view of a reproducer-
head equipped with my invention. Fig. 2 is

35 a side elevation of the same. Fig. 3 is an
axial sectional view of the socket portion of

the needle-arm and reproducing-needle seated

therein. Fig. 4 is a side elevation of the
filler -sleeve removed from the needle -arm

4° socket. Fig. 5 is an elevation of my improved
needle, shown on a magnified scale. Fig. 6

is a similar view of the needle heretofore in

common use, likewise shown on a magnified
scale, but magnified in the same proportion

45 as is the needle shown in Fig. 5.

Referring to the drawings, 1 designates as

a whole a reproducer-head of a usual construc-

tion, in so far as its general features are con-
cerned, and provided with the usual repro-

50 ducing- diaphragm 2 and vibratory arm 3,

mounted on the rim portion of the shell of

the reproducer and operatively connected with
the central portion of the diaphragm, as usual.

4 designates the socket-end portion of the

arm 3, which in the present embodiment of 55
my invention is shown as constructed to re-

ceive a reproducing-needle 5 of relatively

large diameter. The needle of my present
invention is comparatively slender or of small

diameter, as indicated at 6, Figs. 3 and 5, and 60

in order that a needle of this character may
be fitted to the sockets of reproducers now in

common use I provide a filler-sleeve designat-

ed as a whole 7. Said sleeve is of such ex-

terior diameter as to fit snugly in the socket 8 65

of the reproducer-arm and is axially bored
to receive the much smaller needle 6 of my in-

vention, as shown clearly in Fig. 3. For con-

venience of manipulation the protruding end
of the sleeve 7 is provided with an enlarged 7°

head 9, and in order that both the filler-sleeve

and the needle may be held in position in the

socket 8 by means of a single set-screw the

sleeve is cut through at one side, as indicated

at 10, to expose the side of the needle, and a 75

set-screw 11 is threaded through the side of

the socket portion 4 of the needle-arm and
arranged to impinge at its inner end against

the needle 6.

Describing more specifically the character- 80

istics of the needle 6, I make the same oi

relatively slender construction or small diam-
eter throughout and of a highly-resilient and
moderately-hard metal. In practice I have
fom57Jthe1 steel commonly known as "piano- S5

wire" to be well suited for this purpose and
secure the most satisfactory results by using
wire of about 11 gage. The needle is formed
with a relatively fine or long tapered point 6',

much resembling the point of an ordinary 90

sewing- needle. The construction and ar-

rangement of the parts by means of which the

needle is united to the arm should be such as

to insure a rigid connection

—

I. <?., a connec-
tion free from vibration in the joints, such a 95
connection being secured in the construction
shown.
The character of the tone produced by a

needle of my invention when used in con-

junction with the ordinary commercial hard 1^0
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records now in common use is much softer
than the tones produced by the needles here-
tofore in use, and at the same time the repro-
duction is characterized by much greater
fidelity and by a marked absence of harsh
or scratching notes. In other words, while
the tones of an instrument equipped with my
needle are not so loud they are more exact
reproductions of the original sounds, the har-
monics being especially improved and brought
out more distinctly.

The resilience of the needle is found to in-

crease its longevity, the wearing away or
blunting of the point being much less rapid and
less perceptible than in the case of a rigid or
substantially non-resilient needle, even though
the latter be of the hardest practicable temper.
Moreover, I have found in practice that when
my improved needle is used in connection with
a gramophone-record

—

i. <?., a record in which
the undulations or deviations are formed lat-

erally with reference to the face of the record—
the wear of the point of the needle upon the
record is much less than is the case with a
needle of blunter and more rigid construction.

It is to be noted that although the needle is

sufficiently long, slender, and resilient to yield
in itself to the irregularities of the record,
and thus largely dampen the harsher noise,

the same is sufficiently rigid to support the
reproducer from its clamped end and to trans-

mit to the reproducer-arm the fundamental
tones and overtones produced by the lateral

sinuosities of the record.
It will be obvious that a needle embodying

my invention may be fitted directly in a suit-

ably-formed reproducer-arm socket without
the interposition of the filler -sleeve or its

equivalent.

Accordingly I do not limit myself to the
exact details of the invention shown herein,

except to the extent that such details are made
the subject of specific claims.

I claim as my invention—
1. In combination with a gramophone re-

producer-head and the diaphragm thereof, of
a vibratory arm formed of rigid material hav-
ing a high sound-conducting coefficient sup-
ported upon the frame of the head and con-
nected to the diaphragm, a socket carried by
said arm and a needle formed of highly-re-
silient hard metal, the body portion whereof
is of substantially cylindric form, approxi-

mately 11-gage diameter, terminates at one
end in a fine point and at its opposite end is 55
adapted to said socket, whereby the needle
is supported to extend freely from the socket
and is free to flex by reason of its resiliency
throughout its projecting length.

2. A gramophone-needle of wire having one 60
end adapted to be clamped in an ordinary
gramophone reproducer -arm its other end
sharpened and free to move laterally when
the needle is so clamped and a record is being
reproduced, said needle being sufficiently long 65
slender and resilient to yield in itself to the
irregularities of the record and thus largely
dampen the harsher noise but sufficiently rigid

to support the reproducer from its clamped
end and to transmit to the reproducer-arm the 70
fundamental tones and overtones produced by
the lateral sinuosities of the record.

3. In a device of the character described, a
needle-support provided with a socket, a re-

movable sleeve open atone side, and a clamp- 75
ing means, whereby the diameter of the socket
may be varied to receive needles of different

sizes, said sleeve and needle being secured by
the same clamping means.

4. A gramophone-needle of wire substan- 80

tially straight throughout and having one end
adapted to be clamped in an ordinary gramo-
phone reproducer-arm its other end sharpened
and free to move laterally when the needle is

so clamped and a record is being reproduced, 85

said needle being sufficiently long slender and
resilient to yield in itself to the irregularities

of the record and thus largely dampen the
harsher noise but sufficiently rigid to support
the reproducer from its clamped end and to 90
transmit to the reproducer-arm the fundamen-
tal tones and overtones produced by the lat-

eral sinuosities of the record.

5. In a reproducer-head of the character
described, the combination of a vibratory arm 95
provided with a socket, a sleeve fitting said
socket and provided with a longitudinal bore
and also with a lateral recess, a highly-resili-

ent slender reproducer-needle fitting the bore
of said sleeve, and a set-screw threaded through 10c

the side of the arm-socket, entering the recess
of the sleeve and engaging said needle.

JULIUS J. NEUMANN.
Witnesses:

Frederick C. Goodwin,
Albert H. Graves.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be itknown that I,Charles N.Wueth, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Orange,
in the county of Essex, State of New Jersey,

5 have invented certain new and useful Improve-
ments in Phonograms or Sound-Records, of
which the following is a specification.

My invention has for its object the produc-
tion of a novel phonogram which is provided

10 with an inscription which may refer to the
title, author, &c, of the matter recorded upon
the said phonogram or which may consist of
advertising matter.

Heretofore it has been common to place the
*5 title of a phonogram upon the same by mold-

ing the characters thereon in the process of
manufacture or by stamping the same upon
the finished article. It is obvious that when
an inscription is applied in either of these

20 manners it can be applied only to those por-
tions of the phonogram which are not used to

receive the sound-record, and the ends of the
phonogram have been heretofore used for

this purpose. These parts ordinarily are of
sufficient extent to receive only the title of
the selection and the catalogue-number there-

of. By my invention I am enabled to use the
entire length or extent of the phonogram for
the inscription.

In the drawings which accompany this speci-

fication, Figure 1 is a side view of a phono-
gram or sound-record to which my invention
is applied. Fig. 2 is an end view thereof.

Fig. 3 is a longitudinal section of the phono-
35 gram of Figs. 1 and 2, and Fig. 4 is a similar

view of a modification.

In the several views corresponding parts
are indicated by the same numerals of refer-

ence.

In carrrying out my invention in its pre-
ferred form I make use of a hollow cylinder

1, of a transparent material—such as celluloid,

collodion, or the like—upon which the record
is formed by molding when in a plastic con-

45 dition by any well-known process. The cyl-

inder 1 is supported upon another cylinder or
core, 2, which may be of any material suitable

for supporting the said cylinder 1. Between
these cylinders I insert a slip 3, of suitable

5°

60

material, such as paper, upon which the in-

scrix^tion is printed or otherwise inscribed.

If desired, the slip may carry a photograph
of the author or composer of the selection

forming the sound-record or of the person or

persons rendering such selection, and the word 5 5

"inscription" appearing in the specification

and claims includes a photograph. This slip

may be secured upon the core 2 before the

same is inserted within the cylinder 1. The
contraction of the cylinder 1 causes the same
to bind tightly upon the core, as is well

known. The inscription upon the slip 3 can
be plainly read through the cylinder 1 and
is thereby protected against being rubbed off

or obliterated. When desired, the slip 3 may 65

be dispensed with, and the inscription may be
applied either upon the core 2 or interior of

the transparent cylinder 1 before these parts

are assembled to form the phonogram shown
in Fig. 4. 7°

It will be seen that the placing of the in-

scription below the surface of a transparent
covering is of great advantage in protecting
the inscription from defacement. Certain ad-

vantages of my invention may be obtained by 7 5

placing the inscription in any suitable manner
upon the exterior of the phonogram upon
that portion of the same which carries -the

record. This may be done in any suitable

manner—as, for example, by sensitizing the 8°

outer surface of the cylinder 1 and photograph-
ing the inscription or portaait thereon by
means of a negative before the same is molded
into a record.

What I claim as my invention, and desire to ^5

secure by Letters Patent, is

—

1. As a new article of manufacture, a phono-
gram or sound -record, comprising a transpar-

ent outer member, and an inner member car-

rying an inscription, substantially as set forth.

2. As a new article of manufacture a phono-
gram or sound-record provided with an in-

scription, said inscription being situated be-
neath the surface of the phonogram, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. As a new article of manufacture a phono-
gram or sound-record provided with an in-

scription, said inscription being situated be-

90

95
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neath the surface of the phonogram, and re-

ferring to the matter comprising the sound-
record of the phonogram, substantially as set

forth.

4. As anew article of manufacture, a phono-
gram or sound-record provided with an in-

scription, said inscription being situated with-
in the transverse limits of that portion of the
phonogram which carries the record, substan-
tially as set forth.

5. As a new article of manufacture a phono-
gram or sound-record provided with an in-

scription, said inscription being situated with-
in the transverse limits of that portion of the
phonogram which carries the record, and re-

ferring to the matter comprising said record,
substantially as set forth.

6. As anew article of manufacture, a phono-
gram or sound-record consisting of an inner
supporting-cylinder, an outer transparent cyl-

inder, and a slip of suitable material placed
between said transparent and supporting cyl-

inders, and carrying an inscription, substan-
tially as set forth.

In witness whereof I have hereunto signed
my name this 14th day of May, 1904.

CHARLES N. WURTH.
In presence of

—

Hanson C. Coxe,
John Baker.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Peter Weber, of

Orange, in the county of Essex and State of

New Jersey, have invented certain Improve-

5 ments in Repeating Attachments for Phono-
graphs, of which the following is a descrip-

tion.

My invention relates to various new and
useful improvements in repeating attachments

o for phonographs, either in connection with

those instruments in which the record is to be

repeated indefinitely or in connection with

those instruments in which the motor is con-

trolled by dropping a coin in the slot and

wherein it is necessary that the reproducing
device should automatically be returned to the

commencement of the record ready for a new
reproduction.

The object of my invention is to provide a

20 simple and improved apparatus for the pur-

pose, one which can be readily applied to

phonographs or allied talking-machines of ex-

isting types without detracting from the ap-

pearance of the latter and which shall be sim-

25 pie in construction and entirely certain in its

operation.

In order that the invention may be better

understood, attention is directed to the ac-

companying drawings, forming a part of this

30 specification, and in which—
Figure 1 is a plan view of a phonograph of

common type with my special improvements
attached thereto, the reproducer-horn being

removed for purposes of clearness; Fig. 2, a

front elevation of the same; Fig. 3, a front

elevation of the tripping mechanism in the

position which it occupies during the repro-

duction; Fig. 4, a view taken at right angles

to Fig. 3, showing the same parts; Fig. 5, a

view corresponding to Fig. 3, illustrating the

parts of the tripping mechanism after a trip-

ping operation has taken place and before the

reproducer begins its return movement: Fig.

6, a view taken at right angles to Fig. 5,

45 ""showing the same parts in the same position:

Fig. T, a front elevation of the tripping mech-
anism, illustrating the same as having just

been returned to its operative position, which

8, a 50
action takes place during the return move
ment of the reproducing devices; Fig. 8, a

view taken at right angles to Fig. 7, showing
the same parts in the same position ; Fig. 9,

a front elevation of the tripping devices in

the position which they occupy when the re-

producer commences to move to again effect 55

a reproduction of the record; and Fig. 10, a

view taken at right angles to Fig. 9, showing
the same parts in the same position.

In all of the above views corresponding

parts are represented by the same numerals 60

of reference.

The phonograph shown in the views is of a

common type, being provided with a mandrel

1, a back rod 2, on which travels a sleeve 3,

to which is secured the arm 4, carrying the 65

eye 5, in which are mounted the usual repro-

ducing devices, said sleeve being also pro-

vided with a spring-arm 6, carrying a nut on

its end which engages with the usual feed-

screws 7. Projecting outwardly from the

eye 5 is the extension 8, which travels on the

usual front bar 9 of the phonograph. The
mandrel 1 is driven from a pulley 10 from
any suitable motor. (Not shown.) When the

repeating attachment is to be used for effect-

ing an indefinite repetition of a given record,

this motor may be stopped and started by
the usual manually - operated devices; but

when the attachments are to be used in con-

nection with sound - reproducing machines 80

which are adapted to be controlled by the in-

troduction of a coin in a slot suitable and ap-

propriate mechanism is to be used for effect-

ing the stopping of the motor at the proper

time. Mechanism of this latter type is well 85

known to skilled persons in this art and re-

quires no detailed description here. Mounted
in a suitable bearing behind and somewhat
below the feed-screw 7 is a return-shaft 11,

having a thread of great pitch cut therein, so

that the reproducing devices will be very

rapidly returned to the starting position at

the proper time. This return-shaft is oper-

ated in any suitable way—as, for example, by
means of a light chain 12 passing over a

sprocket-wheel 13 on the shaft of the feed-

70

7 5

90

95
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screw 7 and over a similar sprocket-wheel
14 on the shaft of the return-screw 11. Se-

cured to the sleeve 3 is a short spring-arm

15, which is provided at its free end with a

5 pin 16, adapted to engage the thread of the

return-shaft 11 when the sleeve 3 is slightly

rocked on the back rod 2, as takes place at

the commencement of the return movement
of the reproducing devices, when the repro-

io ducer is elevated from the record and the

feed-nut is simultaneously disengaged from
the feed-shaft 7. Secured to the extension 8

of the phonograph-arm 4 is a plate 17, hav-

ing a downwardly -extending front portion

15 18, formed with a bifurcated lower end, as

shown, one arm, 19, forming an anchor for

the lower extremity of a spring 20 and the

other, 21, being provided with an inturned

finger 22, which performs important func-
20 tions in the operation of the devices, as will

be presently described. Mounted on the back
side of the plate 18 is a lever 23, having a

jdownturned tail 24 at its end. Secured to

[this lever near one of its free ends is a pin

25 |25, which is adapted to engage the front bar
9 of the phonograph to elevate the repro-

ducer from the record after the latter has
.been reproduced and simultaneously elevate

the feed-nut from the feed-screw 7 and en-

30 gage the pin 16 with the return -screw 11.

The lever 23 is normally locked in position to

maintain the pin 25 out of engagement with
the front bar 9, by means of a trip-arm 26, hav-
ing a notch therein, as shown, which normally

35 engages the adjacent edge of the plate 17.

In order to actuate the trip-arm so as to

free the lever 23 after the record has been
reproduced, I make use of a releasing-rod 27,

which is arranged in the path of travel of the
4° trip-arm as the latter moves with the repro-

ducing devices. This releasing-rod 27 is sup-
ported in an eye 28, carried by a bracket 29,

which is removably secured to the front of

the phonograph, and said releasing-rod is

45 locked in any position of adjustment in said

eye by a thumb-screw 30, as shown. By vary-
ing the position of the releasing-rod in its

support it will be evident that the trip-arm
26 can be actuated at any position of the op-

5° erative stroke of the reproducing devices,

whereby the return mechanism can be brought
into operation to return the reproducing de-

vices to the starting-point immediately after

the record has been reproduced. The spring

55 20 connects with the free end of the lever 23,

so that as soon as said lever is released by the
trip-arm 26 the spring will move the lever

pivotally to engage the pin 25 with the front
bar 9 of the phonograph and elevate the re-

60 producer from the record. In order to reset

the lever 23 during the return movement of
the reproducing devices, I make use of a re-

setting-arm 31, which is pivoted to said lever
and which is provided with a pin 32, engag-

65 ing the tail 24, as shown. On the return

movement of the reproducing devices the re-

setting-arm 31 engages a pin 33, carried by a
plate 34, as shown. This plate is provided
with a slot 35 therein, within which are mount:
ed the screws 36 for holding the plate remov- 70

ably and adjustably in position on the front
of the phonograph. By adjusting this plate

in one direction or the other the reproducing
devices may be made to engage the record at

any point thereon. By thus employing ad- 75

justing mechanism for determining the time
at which the reproducer shall engage the rec-

ord as well as the time when the reproducer
shall leave the record I secure a device in

which no time is lost in the operation, since 80

the parts can be adjusted to engage the re-

producer with the record at the exact com-
mencement thereof and to disengage the re-

producer from the record at the exact con-
clusion thereof. 85

The finger 22 is so located with reference
to the plate 34 as to be supported by said

plate during a part of the return movement
of the reproducing devices, so as to still hold
the latter out of engagement with the record, 90

while during the operating movement of the

reproducing devices in effecting a reproduc-
tion of the record the finger 22 travels be-
neath said plate 34 and out of engagement
with the same, as will be explained. 95
The operation of my improved mechanism

will be readily understood. Normally—that

is to say, when the reproducing devices are

in engagement with the record—the lever 23
will be locked in its operative position by 100

means of the trip-arm 26, the pin 25 being
just out of contact with the front bar 9, al-

though it will of course be understood that,

if desired, the arm 4 can be supported at its

free end at all times by means of the pin 25; io 5

but such an arrangement is not a desirable

one. In the operative position of the parts

the finger 22 will be located in line below the
plate 34, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10. In ef-

fecting a reproduction of the record the pho- ITO

nograph operates in the usual way, the feed-

screw 7 moving the reproducing devices lat-

erally at the desired pitch, and in this lateral

movement the finger 22 will travel beneath
the plate 34. As the reproducing devices ap- J J 5

proach the end of the record the trip-arm 26
will engage the releasing-rod 27, and said arm
will be tripped at the proper time, thereby
freeing the lever 23 and permitting the spring
20 to operate the same pivotally, thus engag- I2 °

ing the pin 25 with the front bar 9 of the
phonograph, elevating the reproducing de- •

vices from the record, releasing the feed-nut
from the screw 7, and engaging the pin 16
with the return-screw 11. The position of I2 5

the parts immediately after the arm 26 has
been tripped is shown in Figs. 5 and 6 of the

drawings. The motor continuing to operate I

or the parts rotating by the momentum, the

return-screw 11 will cause the reproducing fZ°
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devices to partake of a return movement, the

arm 4 being now supported by the pin 25 of

the return mechanism. On the return move-
ment of the parts the resetting-arm 31 will

5 engage the pin 33, thereby tripping the lever

23 to its original position, or somewhat be-

yond that position, causing the notch on the

trip-arm 26 to again engage the edge of the

plate 17 to once more lock the lever 23 in its

io normal position. When the resetting-arm 31

leaves the pin 23, the finger 22 drops upon
the plate 34 and still holds the reproducing
devices in a withdrawn or elevated position

free of the record. From this point, there-

15 fore, to the commencement of the record the
reproducing devices will be sustained in their

elevated position by the finger 22 traveling
on the plate 34, as will be understood. When
the finger 22 reaches the end of said plate, it

20 drops off therefrom and permits the reproduc-
ing devices to again engage the record , the feed-

nut being again engaged by the feed-screw 7
and the pin 16 being withdrawn from the re-

turn-screw 11. By adjusting the position of
25 the plate 34 it will be seen that the finger 22

may be caused to leave the same at any de-

sired position with respect to the record,
whereby the reproducing devices may be
caused to engage the same at any desired

3° point thereon. During the operative move-
ment of the reproducing devices the resetting

arm 31 again engages the pin 33; but in this

movement the pin 32 will be moved away
from the tail 24, so that the movement of the

35 resetting-arm will not affect the position of
the lever 23.

The device is extremely simple in construc-
tion and operation, as will be seen, and has
been found to be entirely certain and reliable

4° in practical use.

Having now described my invention, what
I claim as new therein, and desire to secure by
Letters Patent, is as follows:

1. In a repeating attachment for phono-
45 graphs and allied talking-machines, in combi-

nation with the diaphragm-carrier, and means
for returning the diaphragm-carrier to the
starting position when the carrier is raised,

means for raising said carrier comprising a
5° spring carried by the carrier, means for hold-

ing said spring under elastic stress during the
forward movement of the carrier, and means
for tripping said holding means and thereby
causing the spring to raise the carrier, sub-

55 stantially as set forth.

2. In a repeating attachment for phono-
graphs and allied talking-machines, in combi-
nation with the diaphragm-carrier, and means
for returning the diaphragm - carrier to its

60 starting position when the carrier is raised,

means for raising said carrier comprising a
spring carried by the carrier, a latch for hold-
ing said spring under elastic stress during the
forward movement of the carrier, and means

65 for tripping said latch and thereby causing

the spring to raise the carrier, substantially

as set forth.

3. In a repeating attachment for phono-
graphs and allied talking-machines, in combi-
nation with the diaphragm-carrier, and means 7°

for returning the diaphragm -carrier to its

starting position when the carrier is raised,

means for raising said carrier comprising a
spring, means for holding said spring under
elastic stress during the forward movement of 7 5

the. carrier and adjustable means for tripping
said holding means and thereby causing the

spring to raise the carrier, substantially as set

forth.

4. In a repeating attachment for phono- 80

graphs and allied talking-machines, in combi-
nation with the diaphragm-carrier, means for

returning the diaphragm-carrier to its start-

ing position when the carrier is raised, means
for raising said carrier comprising a support 85

connected to said carrier and capable of ver-

tical movement with respect thereto, a spring
connected to said support for moving it and
thereby raising said carrier, means for hold-

ing said spring under elastic stress during the 90

forward movement of the carrier, and means
for tripping said holding means and thereby
causing the spring to raise the carrier, sub-
stantially as set forth.

5. In a repeating attachment for phono- 95
graphs and allied talking-machines, in combi-
nation with the diaphragm-carrier, and means
for returning the diaphragm -carrier to its

starting position when the carrier is raised,

means for raising said carrier comprising a 100

pivoted lever carried by the carrier, a spring
for operating said lever, means for holding
said spring under elastic stress, and means
for tripping said holding means and thereby
causing the spring to operate the lever and 105

raise the carrier, substantially as set forth.

6. In a repeating attachment for phono-
graphs and allied talking-machines, in combi-
nation with the diaphragm-carrier, means for

returning the diaphragm-carrier to its start- IT °

ing position when the carrier is raised, means
for raising said carrier comprising a support
connected to said carrier and capable of ver-

tical movement with respect thereto, a spring
connected to said support for moving it and "5
thereby raising said carrier, means for hold-

ing said spring under elastic stress during the
forward movement of the carrier, means for

tripping said holding means and thereby caus-
ing the spring to raise the carrier, and means I2 °

connected to the phonograph-frame for plac-

ing said spring under elastic stress during the
return of the carrier, substantially as set forth.

7. In a repeating attachment for phono-
graphs and allied talking-machines, in combi- I2 5

nation with the diaphragm-carrier, means for
returning the diaphragm-carrier to its start-

ing position when the carrier is raised, means
for raising said carrier comprising a support
connected to said carrier and capable of ver- 13°
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tical movement with respect thereto, a spring
connected to said support for moving it and
thereby raising said carrier, means for hold-
ing said spring under elastic stress during the

5 forward movement of the carrier, means for
tripping said holding means and thereby caus-
ing the spring to raise the carrier, and ad-
justable means connected to the phonograph-
frame for placing said spring under elastic

' o stress during the return of the carrier, sub-
stantially as set forth.

8. In repeating mechanism for phonographs
and allied talking-machines, the combination
with a mandrel, a feed-screw and reproducing

15 devices, of a pivoted lever carried with the re-

pr< (ducing devices and arranged when released
to elevate the reproducing devices with re-

spect to the mandrel, means for freeing said

lever during the operative movement of the
20 reproducing devices, whereby the latter will

be elevated from the record, means for reset-

ting such devices during the return move-
ment of the reprodu cer, a finger carried by
the reproducer, and a plate with which said

2 5 finger engages after the tripping mechanism

has been reset, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

9. In repeating mechanism for phonographs
and allied talking-machines, the combination
with a mandrel, a feed-screw and reproducing 30
devices, of a pivoted lever carried with the re-

producing devices and arranged when released

to elevate the reproducing devices with re-

spect to the mandrel, means for freeing said

lever during the operative movement of the ?5

reproducing devices, whereby the latter will

be elevated from the record, means for reset-

ting such devices during the return move-
ment of the reproducer, a finger carried by the
reproducer, a plate with which said finger en- 40
gages after the tripping mechanism has been
reset, and means for adjusting the position of

said plate longitudinally of the record, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this 45
28th day of September, 1903.

PETER WEBER.
Witnesses:

Frank L. Dyer,
Wm. A. Dolan.
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To all ivhom ft may concern:

Be it known that we,Walter H. Miller, re-

siding- at Orange, and Alexander N. Pier-
man, residing at Newark, in the county of Es-

5 sex and State of New Jersey, citizens of the

United States, have invented certain new and
useful Improvements in Processes of Making
Cylindrical Phonograph Records or Blanks, of

which the following is a description.

io Our invention relates to an improved proc-

ess for making cylindrical phonograph rec-

ords or blanks, and particularly of the type
described and claimed in our Patent No.
726,966, dated May 5, 1903, wherein a mass

1 5 of fibrous material, such as cotton-wool, is dis-

tributed throughout a cylindrical record or

blank, the wax-like substance impregnating
the fibrous material, so as to produce a sub-
stantially indestructible article. In our Pat-

20 ent No. 726,965, dated May 5, 1903, we de-

scribe a process for making such articles con-
sisting in first wrapping a sufficient layer of

the fibrous material around a core located

within a suitable mold and then in permitting
25 a molten wax-like material to enter the space

between the core and the mold from below,
so as to thoroughly impregnate the fibrous

mass. We find from experiment that when
the fibrous mass is sufficiently thick as to

30 loosely fill the space between the core and the

mold or when the fibrous mass is relatively

compressed, as when it is wound quite tightly

around the core, the carrying out of the spe-

cific process of our prior patent under com-
35 mercial conditions results in some cases in the

trapping of air within the fibrous mass and
the formation of air-bubbles on the surface
of the resulting duplicate sound record or
blank, so as to affect the commercial charac-

4° ter of the latter. Consequently in the carry-
ing out of the specific process of that patent
under commercial conditions care would have
to be observed not to have the fibrous mass
too thick or too tightly wound on the core,

45 and as a result the records or blanks made
thereby would contain an undesirably small
proportion of the fibrous material and would
not therefore be as relatively indestructible

as records or blanks containing a larger pro-
portion of the fibrous material. 50
The object of our present invention is to

provide a process in which a larger propor-
tion of fibrous material can be commercially
used and in which the fibrous material can be
more tightly wound on the core than with the 55
process of our prior patent, whereby a supe-
rior quality of product can be obtained under
commercial conditions.

To this end the invention consists in apply-
ing the fibrous mass to the core, then in per- 60

mitting the fibrous mass to become thoroughly
impregnated with the molten wax-like mate-
rial while the latter is substantially free of
the mold, so that the wax-like material in-

stead of being confined to a very small path, 65

as with our previous patent, can enter the
fibrous mass throughout substantially its en-

tire surface, and, finally, in bringing the mold
into the proper relation to the fibrous mass
to confine the proper quantity of wax-like 7°

material between the core and the mold as to

result in the production of the desired article

when the mold and core are removed from
the molten wax-like material and the record
or blank is allowed to set, after which it is 75
separated from the core and then from the

mold.
In order that our invention may be better

understood, attention is directed to the accom-
panying drawing, forming a part of this 80

specification, and in which we show a sectional

view of the tank containing the molten wax-
like material and showing two molds, one in

the position which it occupies when the fibrous

mass is being impregnated by the wax-like 85
material and the other in the position which
it occupies after the fibrous mass has been im-
pregnated and just before the mold and core
are removed.
The tank 1 is of any suitable character and 90

size and is heated in any suitable way—as,

for example, by a gas-burner 2. This tank
contains a mass 3 of a suitable wax-like ma-
terial in a molten condition. We preferably
employ for this purpose the ordinary wax-like 95
material of which modern duplicate phono-
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graph-records are made; but any composition
can be employed for the purpose so long as

it is capable of being' maintained in a molten
condition and is substantially free of products

5 of decomposition and presents a sufficiently

hard and permanent record-surface on the fin-

ished product.
A base 4 carries a hollow core 5, the latter

being preferably formed with a thread 6, so
io as to result in the formation of a spiral rib

on the interior of tbe duplicate or blank, as

will be nnderstood. A handle 7 may be con-

nected with the core, so as to remove the same
from the tank when desired. A cylindrical

15 mold 8 is employed, the bore of which is per-

fectly smooth when blanks are to be made or

which carries the negative representation of

a sound-record when duplicate sound-records
are to be produced. This mold may be pro-

20 vided with a handle 9 for operating it. A
cap 10 is preferably removably carried by the

mold to permit a surplus of the wax-like ma-
terial to accumulate above the mold, so that

when the blank or duplicate record is cooling

25 and setting any diminution in bulk due to

shrinkage will be compensated for by added
material supplied from the surplus bulk within

the cap, as will be understood.
In carrying our process into effect we pre-

3° fer to proceed substantially as follows: A
mass 11 of a suitable fibrous material, pref-

erably cotton-wool, is applied to the core 6

and is preferably made thick enough to loosely

fill the space between the core and the mold.

35 The base 4, core 5, with la3rer of fibrous ma-
terial, and mold 8, with cap 10, are now as-

sembled, as shown at the right of the draw-
ing, and preferably heated in any suitable

way to about the temperature of the molten
4° material. This preliminary heating can be

and in practice has been most effectively se-

cured by immersing the assembled parts for

several minutes in the molten material or in

a separate tank containing similar material in

45 a heated state. If a separate heating-bath is

used, then after all the parts have been thor-

oughly heated to or substantially to the tem-
perature of the material they are placed in

the tank 1, after which the mold 8 and cap
5° 10 are elevated to the position shown at the

left, so as to directly expose the fibrous ma-
terial to the molten mass. The latter, there-

fore, is free to enter the fibrous material, so

as to impregnate the same, which it does in

55 two or three seconds, and any air which may
be contained within the fibrous mass will be
permitted to escape to the surface. After the
fibrous mass has been thus impregnated with
the molten material the mold is moved to posi-

60 tion over the core and is seated on the base 1,

as shown at the right of the drawing, so as

to retain the molten material between the

core and the mold. The parts are now re-

moved by elevating the handle 7, and after

the wax-like material has set sufficiently, as 65

by cooling-water applied to the outside of the
mold and to the inside of the core, the latter

is removed, after which the duplicate sound
record or blank is shrunk diametrically by a
reduction of temperature applied in any suit- 7°

able way, preferably by a water-jacket, and
is then withdrawn longitudinally. The arti-

cle is now finished by properly trimming the
edges and by reaming the bore, if necessary.

It will of course be understood that suitable 75

provision should be made for maintaining the

level of the molten wax-like material in the

tank 1 as material is removed therefrom at

each operation.

While our improved process has been par- 80

ticularly designed for use in the manufacture
of indestructible sound records or blanks of

the type described, it will be understood that

by omitting the application of the mass of

fibrous material to the core the process can 85

be carried out in the manufacture of ordinary
sound records or blanks with the advantage
of reducing the possibility of air-bubbles ap-

pearing on the surface of the latter.

Having now described our invention, what 9°

we claim as new therein, and desire to secure

by Letters Patent, is as follows:

1. A process of manufacturing sound rec-

ords or blanks, which consists in introducing
a core within a mass of molten wax-like ma- 95

terial so as to surround the core, then in con-

fining a portion of the wax-like material be-

tween the core and a mold, then in removing
the core and mold from the molten material

and in permitting the confined mass to set, IO°

and in finally removing the core from the set

material, substantial ly as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. A process of manufacturing sound rec-

ords or blanks, which consists in introducing io 5

a core within a mass of molten wax-like ma-
terial so as to surround the core, then in con-

fining a portion of the wax-like material be-

tween the core and a mold, then in removing
the core and mold from the molten material ITO

and in permitting the confined mass to set,

then in removing the core from the set ma-
terial, and in finally shrinking the resulting

record or blank diametrically to clear the sur-

faces and removing it longitudinally from the 1

1

5

mold, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

3. A process of making indestructible rec-

ords or blanks, which consists in applying a

mass of fibrous material to a core, then in I2 °

introducing the core and fibrous mass in a

molten wax-like material which impregnates
the mass, and finally in introducing a mold
into the molten material so as to surround
the fibrous mass and confine a portion of the I2 5

wax-like material between the core and the

mold, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.
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4. A process of making indestructible rec-

ords or blanks, which consists in applying- a

mass of fibrous material to a core, then in in-

troducing the core and fibrous mass in a molten
wax - like material which impregnates the

mass, then in introducing a mold into the

molten material so as to surround the fibrous

mass and confine a portion of the wax-like
material between the core and the mold, and
finally in removing the core and mold from
the molten wax -like material and allowing
the material between the core and the mold
to set, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

5. A process of making indestructible rec-

ords or blanks, which consists in applying a

mass of fibrous material to a core, then in

introducing the core and fibrous mass in a
molten wax-like material which impregnates
the mass, then in introducing a mold into the
molten material so as to surround the fibrous

mass and confine a portion of the wax-like
material between the core and the mold, then
in removing the core and mold from the
molten wax-like material and allowing the
material between the core and the mold to

set, and finally in removing the core from the

set material, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

6. A process of making indestructible rec- 30
ords or blanks, which consists in applying a
mass of fibrous material to a core, then in

introducing the core and fibrous mass in a
molten wax-like material which impregnates
the mass, then in introducing a mold into the 35
molten material so as to surround the fibrous

mass and confine a portion of the wax-like
material between the core and the mold, then
in removing the core and mold from the molten
wax-like material and allowing the material 4°
between the core and the mold to set, then in

removing the core from the set material, and
finally in shrinking the resulting sound record
or duplicate diametrically so as to clear the
surface and withdrawing it longitudinally 45
from the mold, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

22d day of October, 1903.

WALTER H. MILLER.
ALEXANDER N. PIERMAN.

Witnesses:
Frank L. Dyer,
William A. Dolan.
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SPECIFICATION forming' part of Letters Patent No. 772,485, dated October 18, 1904.

Application filed September 10, 19C3. Serial No, 172.699. (No model.)

To all whom it may concern,:

Be it known that we, Peter Weber, resid-

ing at Orange, and Charles L. Hibbard, re-

siding at West Orange, in the county of Es-

5 sex and State of New Jersey, have invented
certain Improvements in Phonographs, of

which the following is a description.

Our invention relates to improvements in

phonographs; and our object generally is to

provide details of construction, arrangement,
and combination of parts by means of which
the apparatus will be especially adapted for
commercial purposes as an adjunct to the
type-writer.

The features of novelty in our improved
phonograph are hereinafter set forth and
claimed.

We provide an improved end gate for sup-
porting the free end of the mandrel and which
is of simple and effective construction, per-
mitting the blank to be readily removed and
replaced into position and offering a very per-

fect bearing. We also provide an effective

starting and stopping device for the mandrel,
whereby the mandrel may be started and
stopped practically instantaneously, and which
mechanism also permits the mandrel to be
controlled through the agency of a foot-pedal.

We also provide the phonograph with a scale

by means of which the position of the re-

corder or reproducer at any part of the record
may be noted, whereby any portion of the
record may be located in order that correc-
tions therein may be made during transcrip-

35 tion, or such portions may be omitted. We
also provide the improved phonograph with
a warning-bell which gives an audible notifi-

cation of the approach of the recorder to-

ward the extreme end of the blank in some-
what the same manner as with the ordinary
type-writer. We also provide the improved
phonograph with a novel spectacle-frame for
carrying separate recorders and reproducers.
This spectacle-frame is so arranged that it

may be locked rigidly in position to bring
the recorder or reproducer in proper relation
to the record, while at the same time it can-
not be shifted unless 'the recorder or repro-

ducer is first elevated clear of the record to

prevent injury to the latter. We also pro- 50
vide effective adjusting mechanism which si-

multaneously adjusts both the recorder and
reproducer with respect to the record to se-

cure the desired perfect operation. We also

provide the phonograph with improved pro- 55
tecting devices, whereby when the recorder
or reproducer has been adjusted for working
on very thin blanks or records the use of a
much thicker record or blank will not result

in injury to the diaphragms, as might other- 60

wise be the case. We also provide the appa-
ratus with effective means by which the spec-

tacle-frame and feed-nut may be first elevated
and be then returned toward the starting

position to the extent of a few threads, so 05

that by bringing the reproducer into position

any dictated matter can be repeated for pur-
poses of verification. This repeating mech-
anism is also arranged in such a way as to

maintain the spectacle-frame and feed-nut in 70

an elevated position to permit the parts to be
moved back and forth at will.

In order that the invention may be better

understood, attention is directed to the accom-
panying drawings, forming part of this speci- 75
fication, and in which

—

Figure 1 is a plan view of our improved com-
mercial phonograph, showing the spectacle-

frame, but omitting the usual recorder and re-

producer diaphragm-rings; Fig 2, aside view 80

looking at the machine toward the end gate;

Fig. 3, a front elevation of a part of the ma-
chine, showing the mandrel broken away to

illustrate the bell mechanism and showing also

the arm for supporting the spectacle-frame re- 85

moved, so as to illustrate the alining stops for

the spectacle-frame; Fig. 4, a sectional view
on the line 4 4 of Fig. 1 ; Fig. 5, a sectional

view on the line 5 5 of Fig. 1, showing the
clutch mechanism; Fig. 6, a perspective view 90
of the two cams which comprise part of .the

repeating mechanism; Fig. 7, a sectional view
of the elements comprising the repeating
mechanism, showing the parts in their normal
position; Fig. 8, a similar view showing the 95
repeating-lever swung to one side to elevate
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the spectacle-frame and return the same to-

ward the starting position; Fig. 9, a detailed

plan view of the parts in position shown in

Fig. 8; and Fig. 10, a view corresponding to

5 Fig. 8, except that the repeating-lever is moved
in the opposite direction to withdraw the cam
and to maintain the spectacle-frame perma-
nently elevated to permit lateral movements
thereof.

i o In all of the above views corresponding parts

are represented by the same numerals of ref-

erence.

The base - plate 1 is provided with cast

brackets 2 2. Mounted between said brackets
15 is a.stationary back rod 3 and a stationary

guide-rod 4. The brackets are also provided
with bearings for the feed-shaft 5. Mounted
on a stub-shaft 5', located in one of the brackets

2, is the main driving-pulley 6, (see Fig. 5,) to

20 which power is applied by any suitable form
of motor carried beneath the bed -plate 1.

When an ,electric motor is used, it may be

controlled from a switch by a button 7. The
mandrel 8 is much longer than usual and is

25 also preferably somewhat larger in diameter,
so as to take a blank of special size and of

large capacity. The shaft 9 of the mandrel
extends entirely through the same and at its

rear end is formed as a cone which bears in a
30 cup formed in the end of the stub-shaft 5'.

(See Fig. 5.) The other end of this shaft is

also coned and takes into the bearing-cup 10

on the end gate 11. This end gate is pivoted
to one of the brackets 2, as shown, and is

35 formed with a depending lug 12, (see Fig. 2,)

with which the friction-spring 13 engages to

lock the end gate in its closed position. This
makes a very simple and effective construc-
tion and does away entirely with the necessity

4° for special latches, which have to be first op-
erated before the gate can be opened, as here-
tofore. The new gate is opened by a simple
swinging movement.

Projecting through an opening in the man-
45 drel 8 is a leaf-spring 14, over which the blank

is forced and which acts as a friction-latch to

prevent the blank from being accidentally

displaced. The blank cannot be removed from
the mandrel without compressing this spring,

5 r and the friction thereby imposed on the blank
will be sufficient to turn it in use even if the
blank does not tightly engage the mandrel.
This feature prevents records working loose

during use and failing to receive dictated mat-
55 ter before the defect is discovered.

Keyed to the mandrel-shaft 9 is a pinion
15, which meshes with and drives the gear 16
on the feed-shaft 5. The clutch member 17
is splined to said mandrel-shaft, so as to be

6c movable longitudinally thereon. This clutch

member is provided with ratchet-teeth which
engage corresponding teeth on the hub of

the driving-pulley 6, so that when said teeth

are in engagement the driving-pulley will ro-

65 tate the mandrel and feed shaft, as will be

evident. The yoke 18 engages the clutch

member 17 and is carried by the shaft 19,

working in the bearing on the bed-plate 1.

At the bottom of this shaft 19 is an arm 20,

which connects by a link 21 with the arm 22 7°

on the rock-shaft 23, mounted in the bearing
24 on the under side of the bed-plate. Se-

cured to the other end of this rock-shaft 23
is a small walking-beam 25, whose ends are
connected with finger-pieces 26, indicated with 7 5

the words ""Stop" and "Start." By press-

ing down on the proper finger-piece the rock-
shaft will be tilted, so as to swing the clutch

into or out of engagement with the driving-

pulley to start or stop the mandrel. In or- 80

der that the starting and stopping device may
be operated by the foot-pedal, we provide a

lever 27, which may be connected at its ends
with a foot-pedal (not shown) and which is

adapted to be connected to the rock-shaft 23 85

by a thumb-screw 28. The spring 29 nor-

mally retracts the lever 27, so that when the

latter is connected with the rock-shaft 23 the~

spring 29 will normally hold the clutch mem-
bers out of engagement. By depressing the 9°

foot-pedal against the tension of the spring
29 the clutch members will be thrown into en-

gagement, so as to drive the mandrel.
In order to properly support the mandrel

when the end gate 11 is open, we extend the 95

mandrel-shaft 9 through the bearing-sleeve 30,

as heretofore.

Mounted to slide longitudinally on the back
rod 3 is a frame 31, having an integral cast

arm 32, which extends up over the rod 4 and IO°

is provided with a roller 33, which normally
bears on said rod. The frame 31 is provided
with a leaf-spring 34, carrying the feed-nut

35, engaging the feed-shaft 5 and adjustable

by means of a thumb-screw 36. The frame io 5

31 is also provided with an index or pointer

37, which extends over the rod 4 and cooper-

ates with a scale thereon, as shown.
Pivoted to the arm 32 on a horizontal pivot

is an arm 38, to which the spectacle-frame 39 1 IO

is pivoted. This spectacle-frame is provided
with a thumb-piece 40, by which it may be
elevated and swung to one side or the other

to bring the recorder or reproducer into the

proper relation with the record or blank. The x x 5

arm 32 is formed at its front edge with a slot or

channel 41 therein, with which ears 42 on the

spectacle-frame are adapted to engage, so as

to center the spectacle - frame, with the re-

corder or reproducer in the proper relation. I2 °

In Fig. 3 we illustrate one of the ears for the

recorder in this engagement, the arm being
omitted for the purpose of showing the ears

42 and the slot 41. By elevating the specta-

cle-frame so as to swing the arm 38 on its I2 5

horizontal pivot the ear 42 will be elevated

out of the slot 41, so as to permit the specta-

cle-frame to be swung out to one side and per-

mit the other ear to engage said slot. When
the spectacle-frame is thus elevated, it is lini- 1 3°
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ited in its swinging movements by the pin 43

(see Fig. 4) on the arm 38 and which pin en-

gages one of the notches 44 on the spectacle-

frame, as shown. In order to limit the swing-

5 ing movement of the arm 38, we make use of

a depending linger 45, passing through the

slot 41 and having a head 46, which engages
the under surface of the forward end of the

arm 32, as will be understood, Fig. 4. We
to also make use of an adjusting-screw 47, which

passes through the arm 38 and engages the

arm 32, so as to regulate the position of the

spectacle-frame with respect to the record or

blank and secure the proper engagement of

the recorder or reproducer therewith. This
adjustment is important in commercial ma-
chines, since records will be shaved many
times, and hence will vary considerably in

thickness.
20 The spectacle-frame 39 is provided with two

lugs 48, one of which when the spectacle-frame

is in either position of its adjustment will be

located immediately over the blank or record.

If these lugs were not used, there would be

25 danger of injury to the diaphragms in case

the device had been .adjusted for use with a

very thin record or blank and was then used
without readjustment on a much thicker rec-

ord or blank, since the adjustability of the

compensating weight would not be sufficient

to accommodate such a difference, and in con-

sequence the entire weight of the spectacle-

frame would be imposed on one of the glass

diaphragms. When, however, the lugs or

35 stops 48 are used, one or the other will engage
the record or blank before the compensating
weight has moved to its extreme limit, so as

to thereby relieve the diaphragms of any
strain. Of course in practice the spectacle-

40 frame should be always adjusted by the screw

47, so as to keep the lugs or stops clear of the

recording-surface, and said lugs therefore act

as convenient gages from which to determine
the extent of adjustment necessary.

A speaking-tube (not shown) is applied to

the neck 49, which is carried by the lower end
of the arm 38, so that the tube will b° always
located centrally with respect to the recorder
or reproducer, whichever may be in opera-
tion. In the reproduction of the work for

purposes of verification the speaking-tube
may be used for listening purposes, as will be
understood.
The arm 32 is formed atone side with a lug

55 50, in which is mounted the shaft 51 of the

repeating mechanism. On the lower end of

this shaft 51 is a disk or head 52, which takes
under the rod 4 and prevents upward move-
ment of the forward end of the arm 32 when

60 the arm 38 is elevated to simultaneously dis-

engage the recorder or reproducer from the

record -surface and the feed-nut 35 from the
feed-shaft. The shaft 51 is also provided with
a disk 53 thereon, which is located above the

65 rod 4. This disk 53 is formed with a cam 54

45

5°

thereon, (see Fig. 6,) and the lug 50 is formed
with a corresponding cam 55. Normally these

cams 54 and 55 are out of line with one an-

other; but by turning shaft 51 to one side or

the other by the lever 56 the two cams will 7°

engage together and result in the elevation of

the arm 32 (see Figs. 8 and 10) to lift the spec-

tacle-frame and feed-nut, respectively. The
spring 57 is coiled around the shaft 51 be-

tween the lug 50 and the lever 56, so as to 75

force the arm 32 downward when the lever 56

is returned to its normal position. Pivoted

to the under side of the disk 53 is a spring-

actuated pawl 58, adapted to engage teeth 59,

formed on the side of the bar 4. When the po

lever 56 is moved to the position shown in

Fig. 8, the cams 54 and 55 will not only ele- 1

vate the arm 32 to disengage the feed-nut 35

from the feed-screw, as well as to lift the re-

corder or reproducer from the record-surface, 85

but immediately after this movement the pawl
58 will engage the teeth 59, so that at the

completion of the swinging movement of the

lever 56 the entire moving frame, compris-

ing the arm 32, spectacle-frame 39, and frame 9°

31, will be shifted to the extent of a few
threads toward the starting position, where-

upon the reproducer may be engaged with

the record to verify the same. If desired,

the arm 56 may be given a number of feed [95

movements, as described, so as to carry the

recorder or reproducer back to any point on
the record that maybe desired. When, how-

ever, the arm 56 is moved in the opposite di-

rection, the cams 54 and 55 will elevate the 100

arm 32; but the pawl 58 will be carried away
from the teeth 59, (see Fig. 10,) so as to per-

mit the parts to be moved freely back and
forth, since the feed-nut 35 will be clear of

the feed-screw and the recorder or reproducer T °5

will be clear of the record-surface.

Our improved commercial phonograph is

provided with a bell 60 of any suitable con-

struction, whose clapper is adapted to be en-

gaged by a small gravity-pawl 61, (see Fig. 3,)

carried by the frame 31. By this construc-

tion as the spectacle-frame moves toward the

rear end of the record-surface the pawl 61

will engage the bell-clapper, so as to move
the latter and permit it to be subsequently re-

leased as the pawl progresses in its move-
ment. On the return movement by the parts

the pawl 61 will ride over the bell -clapper

without actuating the same, as will be evident.

If desired, the yoke 18 may be provided on I2°

one of its arms with a friction -surface 62,

Fig. 5, which engages the pinion 15 when the

clutch members are released, so as to impose
a frictional resistance to the rotation of the

mandrel when the latter is released, and there- x 2 5

by bring it almost instantly to rest. This
friction-surface may, however, be omitted, or

any other convenient and equivalent arrange-

ment may be adopted.

The general operation of the device has 13°

1 10

"5
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already been indicated with sufficient fullness

to be understood in connection with the de-

scription of its several parts, it being under-
stood, of course, that any approved arrange-

5 ment of recorder and reproducer is used in

connection with the spectacle-frame.

Having now described our invention, what
we claim as new therein, and desire to secure
by Letters Patent, is as follows:

10 1. In a phonograph, the combination with
a mandrel and means for rotating the same, of

an end gate offering a bearing for the free end
of said mandrel, and a spring-latch for auto-
matically locking the said end gate in a closed

iS position, said latch being capable of being re-

leased by outward pressure upon the end gate,

substantially as set forth.

2. In a phonograph, the combination with
a mandrel and means for rotating the same, of

20 a pivoted end gate offering a bearing for the
free end of said mandrel, and means for lock-

ing said end gate located between its pivot
and the bearing for said mandrel, said means
being capable of being released by outward

25 pressure upon the end gate, substantially as

set forth.

3. In a phonograph, the combination with
a mandrel and means for rotating the same, of

a pivoted end gate, a bearing for the free end
30 of said mandrel carried by said end gate at its

free end, and means for locking said end gate
in a closed position, said means being capable
of being released by outward pressure upon
the end gate, substantially as set forth.

35 4. In a phonograph, the combination with
a mandrel and means for rotating the same, of

a pivoted end gate, a bearing for the free end
of said mandrel carried by said end gate at its

free end, and a spring-latch located between
4° said bearing and the pivot of said bearing for

automatically locking said end gate in a closed

position, said latch being capable of being re-

leased by outward pressure upon the end gate,

substantially as set forth.

45 5. In a phonograph, the combination with
a mandrel-shaft and a mandrel thereon, of a
driving-pulley, a stub-shaft carrying said pul-

ley, and which acts as a bearing for one end
of said mandrel-shaft, an end gate offering a

50 bearing for the other end of said mandrel-
shaft, and connections between said driving-

pulley and said mandrel-shaft for rotating the

latter, substantially as set forth.

6. In a phonograph, the combination with

55 a mandrel-shaft and a mandrel thereon, of a

driving-pulley, a stub-shaft carrying said pul-

ley and which acts as a bearing for one end of

said mandrel-shaft, an end gate offering a

bearing for the other end of said mandrel-
60 shaft, and clutch connections between said

driving-pulley and said mandrel-shaft for ro-

tating the latter, substantially as set forth.

7. In a phonograph, in combination, a driv-

ing-shaft, a clutch adapted to transmit power
65 from said shaft, and means for operating said

clutch, said means comprising a rock-shaft, a
spring-actuated lever, and means for connect-
ing or disconnecting said lever and rock-shaft,

substantially as set forth.

8. In a phonograph, the combination with 70

a mandrel-shaft and mandrel carried thereby,
of a rotating driving-pulley, a clutch member
connected to the driving-shaft and adapted to

engage said driving-pulley, a yoke for oper- £$
atingsaid clutch member, a vertical shaft car- 75
rying said yoke, a rock-shaft, connections be-

tween said rock-shaft and said vertical shaft, a

beam on said rock-shaft, finger-pieces for ac-

tuating said beam, and a spring-actuated lever

normally disconnected from said rock-shaft 80

but adapted to be connected therewith, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

9. In a phonograph, the combination, with
a mandrel, of a rod parallel to the axis there-

of, a sleeve carried by said rod and movable 85

thereon, a diaphragm-carrier extending for-

ward from said sleeve, and a pointer or index
extending forward from another portion of

said sleeve and cooperating with a stationary

scale, substantially as set forth. 90
10. In a phonograph, the combination of a

mandrel, means for rotating the same, a rod
supported in the rear of and parallel to said

mandrel, a carriage sleeved on said rod, an arm
connected to said carriage, a second rod par- 95
allel to and between said first rod and mandrel,
and supporting the forward end of said arm,
an auxiliary arm horizontally pivoted to said

first arm and projecting forward therefrom,
and a spectacle-frame pivoted to said auxiliary 1 00

arm and overhanging said mandrel, substan-

tially as set forth.

11. In a phonograph, the combination of a

mandrel, means for rotating the same, a rod
supported in the rear of and parallel to said 105

mandrel, a carriage sleeved on said rod, an
arm connected to said carriage, a second rod

parallel to and between said first rod and man-
drel and supporting the forward end of said

arm, an auxiliary arm horizontally pivoted to no
said first arm and projecting forward there-

from, a spectacle-frame pivoted to said aux-
iliary arm and overhanging said mandrel and
means for adjusting the auxiliary arm, sub-

stantially as set forth. 1 1

5

12. In a phonograph, the combination of a

mandrel, means for rotating the same, a rod

supported in the rear of and parallel to said

mandrel, a carriage sleeved on said rod, an arm
connected to said carriage, a second rod par- 120

allel to and between said first rod and mandrel
and supporting the forward end of said arm,
an auxiliary arm horizontally pivoted to said

first arm and projecting forward therefrom, a

spectacle-frame pivoted to said auxiliary arm 125

and overhanging said mandrel and a tube-sup-

port carried by the auxiliary arm, substan-

tially as set forth.

13. In a phonograph, the combination of a

mandrel, means for rotating the same, and a 13°
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carriage movable longitudinally of the man-
drel, of a main arm connected to said carriage,

an auxiliary arm pivoted to the main arm, a

spectacle-frame pivoted to the auxiliary arm
and a device on the spectacle-frame which is

interlocked with the main arm when the spec-

tacle-frame is in operative position and which
is released when the auxiliary arm is raised on
its pivot, substantially as set forth.

14. In a phonograph, the combination with

a mandrel, means for operating the same, and
a carriage movable longitudinally with respect

to the mandrel, of an arm connected to said

carriage, an auxiliary arm horizontally piv-

oted thereto, a spectacle-frame pivotally car-

ried by the auxiliary arm, and an interlocking

stop device on the spectacle-frame and first-

mentioned arm respectively for locking the
spectacle-frame in either of its operative po-

sitions, substantially as set forth.

15. In a phonograph, the combination with
a mandrel, means for rotating the same and a

carriage movable longitudinally of the man-
drel, of a main arm connected to said carriage,

an auxiliary arm pivoted to the main arm, a

spectacle-frame pivoted to the auxiliary arm,
and two lugs or ears on the spectacle-frame
adapted to engage a shoulder or recess in the

main arm, substantially as set forth.

16. In a phonograph, the combination with
a mandrel, means for rotating the same and a

carriage movable longitudinally of the man-
drel, of a main arm connected to said carriage,

an auxiliary arm pivoted to the main arm, a

spectacle-frame pivoted to the auxiliary arm,
two lugs or ears on the spectacle-frame adapt-
ed to engage a shoulder or recess in the main
arm, and means for limiting the movements
of the auxiliary arm with respect to the main
arm, substantially as set forth.

17. In a phonograph, the combination with
a mandrel, means for rotating the same and a
carriage movable longitudinally of the man-
drel, of a main arm connected to said carriage,

45 an auxiliary arm pivoted to the main arm, a

spectacle-frame pivoted to the auxiliary arm,
two lugs or ears on the spectacle-frame adapt-

2 5

3°

35

40

5o

55

ed to engage a shoulder or recess in the main
arm, and means for limiting the swinging
movements of the spectacle -frame, substan-

tially as set forth.

18. In a phonograph, the combination with
a mandrel, means for rotating the same and a

carriage movable longitudinally of the man-
drel, of a main arm connected to said carriage,

a fixed bar for supporting the free end of said

main arm, a repeating-shaft carried by the

main arm, and a cam on the repeating-shaft

for elevating the main arm when the repeat-

ing-shaft is partly rotated, substantially as 60

and for the purposes set forth.

19. In a phonograph, the combination with
a mandrel, means for rotating the same and a
carriage movable longitudinally of the man-
drel, of a main arm connected to said carriage, 65

a fixed bar for supporting the free end of said

main arm, a repeating-shaft carried by the
main arm, a cam on the repeating-shaft for

elevating the main arm when the repeating-

shaft is partly rotated, and means actuated by 7°

the repeating-shaft for feeding the main arm
longitudinally after the latter has been ele-

vated, substantially as set forth.

20. In a phonograph, the combination with
a mandrel, means for rotating the same and a 75

carriage movable longitudinally of the man-
drel, of a main arm connected to said carriage,

a fixed bar for supporting the free end of said

main arm, a repeating-shaft carried by the
main arm, a cam on the repeating-shaft for 80

elevating the main arm when the repeating-

shaft is partly rotated, and a pawl connected
to the repeating-shaft and engaging teeth on
said bar for feeding the main arm longitudi-

nally after the latter has been elevated, sub-

stantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

2d day of September, 1903.

PETER WEBER.
CHAS. L. HIBBARD.

Witnesses:
Frank L. Dyer,
William A. Dolan

85
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No. 772,676. Patented October 18, 1904.

United States Patent Office.

JOSEF SCHIESSLER, OF VIENNA, AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.

SOUND-INDICATOR FOR VESSELS.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 772,676, dated October 18, 1904.

Application filed December 26, 1903. Serial No. 186,731, ' No model.)

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Josef Schiessler, doc-

tor and scientician, residing at 15 Wimberger-
gasse, Vienna, in the Empire of Austria-Hun-

5 gary,have invented certain new and useful Im-
provements in Sound-Indicators for Vessels,

of which the following is a specification.

The object of this invention is to catch up and
indicate sounds transmitted by and through

io water and produced, for instance, by the pro-

peller or paddle-wheel of a vessel or by the

dead-water of such a one or by the uniform
movement of the oars, thus by any one uni-

form noise lasting some time.

1 5 The principal object, however, of the inven-

tion is to indicate the direction of movement
or the approach of a vessel not yet to be seen,

maybe at night or in a fog. The indicator is

also intended for use with men-of-war and in

20 connection with the fortifications of harbors,

so as to afford a protection against men-of-
war and torpedo-boats of the enemy. Also
collisions maybe prevented by this invention,

which is applicable also in the noise of a storm.

25 The apparatus consists of two main parts,

one of which is arranged on deck of ship,

whereas the other is submerged into the water
and connected with the other main part by
means of a tube. The upper main part may

30 be located also in a cabin, but the best posi-

tion is at the compass of the ship. The sub-
merged part is the sound-receiving device and
consists, in the whole, of a polished cylin-

drical metal casing adapted to resist the action

35 of sea-water. The mantle-surface of this cas-

ing is provided with a number of openings ar-

ranged like the division of a wind-rose or com-
pass-cart, the number of said openings being
eight, or sixteen, or more, as desired. The

40 horizontal section through the sound-receiv-
ing apparatus shows eight openings with its

accessories, whereas in the larger vertical sec-

tion (shown in Figure 2) only two of the open-
ings with its accessories are visible.

45 Before proceeding further with the specifi-

cation I refer to the accompanying drawings,
in which—

Fig. 1 is a vertical section through the indi-

cating apparatus. Fig. 2 is a similar section

50 through the sound-receiving apparatus, the

connecting-tube between the two being1

left

away. Fig. 3 is a plan of the middle part of
Fig. 1; and Fig. 4 is a horizontal section

through Fig. 2, drawn on a smaller scale.

Each of the openings a, Figs. 2 and 4, is con- 55
nected by means of a polished metal tube b

with a metallic chamber c of a cubical shape,

as shown. The pipe b contains a steel cylin-

der <7, of highly elastic material. I prefer to

employ steel for the cylinders d because steel 60

and iron are the best conductors of sound for

the purpose in question. According to the

researches of Wertheim the conducting capac-
ity of steel amounts at a temperature of •_'<>

centigrade five thousand and thirty - three 65

meters per second, while sound-waves travel

one thousand four hundred and fifty -four
meters per second in sea-water and three hun-
dred and thirty-three meters in the open air.

Opposite to the pointed inner end of the cy- 7°

linder <l is arranged, in the casing c, a plate t

,

consisting of a silver alloy and being insulated

from said casing. The alloy is prepared with
particular attention to a very great elasticity

for the reasons which will be more fully ex- 75

plained hereinafter.

Behind the plate e is an adjustable pin./,

also consisting of the alloy in question, the

two parts e and ./'serving to close an electric

circuit in such a manner that the intensity of 80

the current Mowing through said circuit may
be changed. Owing to this purpose, the con-

tact ef may be replaced by a suitable micro-
phone, preferably such in which carbon balls

are employed. 85

The wires g It, connected with the contact

parts e /', extend upward through the con-

necting-pipe between the sound -receiving
apparatus and the indicating apparatus. The
latter contains as many galvanic elements E 90

and electromagnets M as there are contacts

e f in the submerged apparatus, the arrange-
ment of the parts E and M being the same as

the arrangement of the steel cylinders in the

lower apparatus. 95
Suppose a vessel is plying through the wa-

ter at a certain distance from the submerged
device. The sound-waves generated by the

moving vessel are propagated through the

water with a velocity of fourteen hundred and 10c
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fifty -four meters per second. The sound-

waves arriving at one or more of the steel

cylinders d are transmitted by the same with

a still greater speed, and thus the plate or

5 plates e are caused to vibrate correspond-

ingly. Each vibration of a plate closes the

contact, and thus current is made to pass

through the magnet M, which has a core to,

consisting, for instance, of a bundle of thin

io iron wires or of chemically-pure pulverulent

iron inclosed in a glass tube surrounded by
the bobbin or coil of the magnet, the. object

of this arrangement being to prevent the

arising of remanent magnetism. Now in con-

15 sequence of the electromagnet becoming thus

excited astatic needles i i', inclosed in a cas-

ing k, are actuated by the respective magnet
or magnets. The casing k contains also a

false bottom I, consisting of iron and sup-
20 porting an ordinary compass-needle i

2
. This

needle is by the iron bottom / protected against

the influence of the electromagnet, but the

astatic needles are not, and there is thus

formed an angle between the needles i i! and
25 the needle i

2
, this angle affording the possi-

bility of reading the direction from which a

sound has come. This may be greatly facili-

tated by combining the needle or needles with
a rose in such a manner that an adjustment

3° of one with respect to the other is possible.

The circuit contains also a bell G, which rings

as long as current is passing through that cir-

cuit. The circuit contains also a switch H,
serving to disconnect the latter with a tele-

35 phone T, by means of which the indication

of the needles may be controlled and which
also allows of ascertaining whether the sound
is produced by a propeller, a paddle-wheel,

or the like. The telephone permits, further,

4° of judging upon or estimating the speed and
direction of the moving vessel. In order to

cause the sound-receiving apparatus to catch

up only sound-waves coming from a certain

definitive direction, the outer surface of the

45 casing is polished, so that disturbing waves
are reflected. The base or outer surface of

the steel cylinder d is plated with platinum
and rendered rough, the object of the plati-

num being to prevent the steel from being
50 attacked by the sea-water and the object of

the other means being to cause said surfaces

to not reflect the waves arriving at these sur-

faces.

The casings c are inclosed in a common
55 leaden casing n, covered with a layer of cot-

ton 0. Between this layer and the casing x>

of the sound-receiving apparatus is a layer of

white firewood r, impregnated with paraffin.

The space inclosed by the lead casing n is

60 filled with hydrogen, or another gas incapable
of conducting the sound-waves with the same
speed as air would do. A similar effect could
be obtained by means of a vacuum. Also
the steel cylinder of the sound-pipe is pro-

65 vided with a covering of lead, caoutchouc, or

wood. The isolating - covering extends up-
ward to above the level or surface of the wa-
ter. In order to prevent the astatic needle
from indicating two directions at a time, an
odd number of electromagnets is made use of, 70
and each bobbin is surrounded with a mantle
of brass to prevent a mutual induction. Each
of the electromagnets is further connected
with a relay by which another circuit is

closed, so as to cause one of a colored series 75
of lamps to glow, and thus to indicate the di-

rection.

As only those sound-waves effect an indi-

cation which arrive in a radial direction with
respect to the sound-receiving apparatus, the 80

sounds produced by the vessel provided with
the apparatus do not cause the closing of a
circuit or circuits, and if the apparatus is

acted on by several vessels provision may be
made to cause the excited magnets to close a 85
separate circuit, causing a separate incandes-
cent lamp provided for said purpose to light

up.

The frequency of the contact at the respec-
tive disks e and pins/' may also be made use 90
of for the purpose in question, and the whole
apparatus may finally be used in the open air

to indicate the direction and intensity of

sounds, such as produced by a steam-whistle
or siren or the like. 9^
Having now particularly described and as-

certained the nature of my said invention and
in what manner the same is to be performed,
I declare that what I claim is

—

1. The combination, in a sound-indicator for 100

vessels, of a sound-receiving device adapted
to be inserted into water and provided with
sound - receivers disposed in radial relation

and cooperating with sensitive transmitters,

an indicating device arranged above the sound- 105

receiving device, a tube connecting the two
devices, electrical circuits between the trans-

mitters of the sound-receiving device and the
indicating device, electromagnets included in

the circuits, astatic needles arranged for actu- no
ation by the electromagnets, and an ordinary
compass-needle disposed above and separated
from the astatic needles, substantially as de-

scribed.

2. The combination, in a sound-indicator for 115

vessels, of a sound -receiving device adapted
to be inserted into water, an indicating de-

vice arranged above the water, a connecting-
tube between the two devices, the sound-re-
ceiving device having steel cylinders arranged 12 c

radially therein and adapted to be influenced

by the sounds propagated by the water, yield-

ing electrical contacts adapted to be closed

by the said cylinders, circuits including the

said contacts, and electromagnets excited by 125

the current passing through the circuits, and
astatic needles so arranged as to be adapted
to be actuated by the electromagnets, sub-

stantially as described.

3. The combination, in a sound-indicator for 13°
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vessels, of a sound-receiving device adapted
to be inserted into water, an indicating de-

vice arranged above the water, a tube con-

necting the two devices, means for catching

5 up the sounds, means for closing electric cir-

cuit by the same, electromagnets excited by
the current passing through said circuits, and
astatic needles so arranged as to be adapted
to be actuated by said electromagnets; the

ro sound-receiving device containing a wooden
lining impregnated with paraffin, a layer of

cotton, and a casing of lead, the latter inclos-

ing the sound-receiving devices proper and
the two devices as well as the connecting-tube

15 being tilled with hydrogen or an equivalent

gas, substantially as described and shown and
for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination, in a sound-indicator for

vessels, of a sound-receiving device adapted to

20 be inserted into water and having a series of

metal cylinders, metallic chambers into which
said cylinders project, vibratory plates dis-

posed in said chambers and cooperating with
the cylinders, adjustable pins arranged adja-

25 cent to the plates, electrical circuits in which
the plates and pins are included, an indicating

device arranged above the sound -receiving
device and connected to the latter by a tube,

electromagnets in the indicating device in-

30 eluded in said circuits, and astatic needles ar-

ranged for actuation by said electromagnets.

5. Thecombination,in a sound-indicator for

vessels, of asound-receivingdeviceadapted to

be inserted into water and having a series of

35 radially-arranged cylindrical means for initi-

ally receiving the sound and intensifying

transmitters cooperating with said initial re-

ceiving means, a sound-indicating device ar-

ranged above the water and connected to the
4° sound - receiving device, electric circuits in

which the transmitters and electromagnets are

included, astatic needles on the sound-indi-

cating device and influenced by the electro-

magnets, a compass- needle, and a metallic

45 false bottom between the compass-needle and
astatic needles.

6. The combination, in a sound-indicator for

vessels, of a sound-receiving device adapted to

be inserted into water, an indicating device ar-

ranged above the water, a tube connecting the 50

two devices, electric circuits disposed in the
sound receiving and indicating devices and
having electromagnets included therein, as-

tatic needles arranged to be actuated by said

electromagnets, an ordinary compass-needle, 55
and a metallic partition separating the com-
pass and astatic needles.

7. The combination, in a sound-indicator for

vessels, of asound-receivingdeviceadapted to

be inserted into water and having an air-tight 60

inclosure with circuit-closing devices cooper-
ating with sound-receiving means, said cir-

cuit-closing devices including adjustable con-
tacts and metallic yielding diaphragms, an in-

dicating device having electromagnets therein 65

and connected to the sound-receiving device,

the indicating device also having astatic and
compass needles disposed therein and sepa-

rated from each other, and electric circuits

between the parts of the sound receiving and 70

indicating devices.

8. The combination, in a sound-indicator for

vessels, of a sound-receiving device adapted to

be inserted into water and having a series of

radially-arranged cylinders, metal cylinders 75

arranged in said cylinders, metallic chambers
into which the cylinders project, said cham-
bers having yielding plates therein with which
adjusting-pins cooperate, the said plates being
formed of silver alloy, an indicating device ar- 80

ranged above the water, a tube connecting the

sound receiving and indicating devices, elec-

tromagnets disposed in the sound-indicating
device, electric circuits including the cham-
bers and electromagnets, and astatic and com- 85

pass needles on the indicating device, the as-

tatic needles being influenced by the electro-

magnets, the circuits also including audible

and visual signal devices.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 90

my hand in presence of two witnesses.

JOSEF SCHIESSLER.

Witnesses:
Alvesto S. Hogue,
August Fugger.
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No. 772,938. Patented October 25, 1904.

United States Patent Office.

DANIEL HIGHAM, OF WINTHROP, MASSACHUSETTS.

PHONOGRAPH REPRODUCER APPARATUS.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 772,938, dated October 25, 1904.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Daniel Higham, a citi-

zen of the United States of America, residing

in Winthrop, in the county of Suffolk, State of

5 Massachusetts, have invented Improvements
in Phonograph Reproducer Apparatus, of

which the following is a specification.

This invention relates to phonograph -re-

producers as distinguished from gramophone-
io reproducers.

The object of the invention is to provide a

construction in which sound-wave vibrations

can be correctly reproduced at the diaphragm,
and this is accomplished by the provision of

15 means whereby the point of fulcrum of the

stylus-lever can be made to act at or near the

surface of the recorded tablet.

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1

diagrammatically illustrates the invention,
20 and Fig. 2 shows a portion in another view

and partly in section.

L is a lever-arm carrying a stylus K, and
R a retarding-weight hinged at T, while A is

a diaphragm, and S a link passing through a

25 hole (indicated by dotted lines) in the retard-

ing-weight R to connect the lever-arm L to

the diaphragm A, all of which are elements
well known in phonograph-reproducers.
The parts constituting this invention are

30 shown as consisting of two links M and M',
connected to the lever-arm L by pivots I and
I', respectively, and to the retarding-weight
R by pivots C and C. The line of the sur-

face of a recorded tablet is indicated at Q,
35 while lines V and V drawn through the re-

spective pivotal centers of the links M and M'
are shown to indicate the line of links M and
M' and the angle of the links M and M' with
reference to each other. In Fig. 2 the link M

t° and pivots C and I are shown in another view,
with a cross-section of the retarding-weight R.
The operation of this construction is simi-

lar to that of other well-known phonograph-
reproducers, except that the lever-arm L is

45 made to rock upon pivots I and I', and in

consequence to swing links M and M' upon
pivots C and C with every vibrating move-
ment corresponding to sound-waves imparted
to the lever-arm L through stylus K by the

50 recorded tablet. Thereby a resultant fulcrum

for the lever -arm L (the word "fulcrum"
meaning the point about which the lever-arm

rocks) is produced at a point where the lines

V and V extended cross each other. From
this it will be seen and understood that in the 55
operation of this invention the lever-arm L
is made to rock about a point of fulcrum at

or near the surface of the recorded tablet, as

indicated in Fig. 1, where the line Q and lines

V and V are shown as crossing each other. 60

The point at which the extended lines V and
V'of links M and M' should cross each other

has been found to vary slightly with recorded
tablets made by different makers. With some
tablets the best results are obtained when the 65
point of fulcrum is slightly below the surface

of the tablet, while with others slightly above.

It will be apparent that modifications of the

precise arrangement shown may be made with-

out departing from the scope of this invention. 70

1 claim as my invention—
1. In a phonograph-reproducer, alever-arm

carrying a stylus, a retarding-weight, and a
diaphragm having mechanical connection to

said lever-arm, in combination with two links, 7 5

pivoted to said retarding-weight at two points,

and said links being pivoted to said lever-arm
at two points, with the links at such angle to

each other that the extended lines of said links

cross each other at or near the surface of the 80

tablet, substantially as set forth.

2. In a phonograph - reproducer, a dia-

phragm, a lever-arm carrying a stylus at one
end and having mechanical connection to the

diaphragm at the other end, in combination 85

with links M and M', pivots C and C upon
which the links are free to swing, pivots I, I'

connecting said links to said lever-arm, the

links being at such angle to each other that

the extended lines of said links cross each 90

other at or near the surface of the tablet, sub-

stantially as set forth.

In testimony whereof I have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub-

scribing; witnesses.

DANIEL HIGHAM.
Witnesses:

A. K. Hood,
C. L. Baker.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Cyrus C. Shigley, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at the village

of Hart, in the county of Oceana and State of

5 Michigan, have invented certain new and use-

ful Improvements in Phonographs, of which
the following is a specification.

This invention relates to improvements in

phonographs.
io It relates particularly to improvements in

magazine-phonographs of the class illustrated

and described in United States Letters Patent
issued to me on May 5, 1903, No. 727,002, and
is in some respects an improvement thereon,

15 though it contains features adapted to any
phonograph.
The objects of the invention are, first, to

provide in a magazine-phonograph improved
means by which the record-rolls are automat-

20 ically brought into position for the reproduc-
tion of the records and the reproducer auto-
matically adjusted; second, to provide in a
magazine - phonograph improved means by
which any desired record may be brought

25 into position for reproduction or the several

records reproduced in series automatically, as

desired; third, to provide in a magazine-pho-
nograph improved means by which the repro-
ducing mechanism is automatically brought

30 into or thrown out of engagement with the
record-roll; fourth, to provide in a magazine-
phonograph improved means by which the

magazine and the reproducer mechanism are
connected to be actuated in proper relation

35 to each other; fifth, to provide in a magazine-
phonograph improved means to hold a large
number of records which is simple to adjust
and not likely to get out of repair; sixth, to

provide in a magazine- phonograph an im-
4° proved carriage and delivery-horn.

Further objects and objects relating to

structural details will definitely appear from
the detailed description to follow.

1 accomplish the objects of my invention

45 by the devices and means described in the fol-

lowing specification.

The invention is clearly defined and pointed
out in the claims.

•A structure embodying the features of my
50 invention is clearly illustrated in the accom-

panying drawings, forming a part of this

specification, in which

—

Figure 1 is a side elevation view of my im-
proved phonograph, the casing being shown
in section and portions being broken away to 55

show details of construction. Fig. 2 is an
enlarged rear elevation of the reproducer
mechanism and its supporting and operating
parts and connection to the magazine. Fig.

3 is a detail sectional view taken on line 3 3 >°

of Fig. 2, showing the carriage and actuating
means. Fig. 4 is a detail sectional view taken
on line 4 4 of Fig. 2, showing the means for

throwing the carriage into connection with
the screw. Fig. 5 is a detail sectional view 65

taken on line 5 5 of Fig. 2, showing details of

the connection from the carriage to the maga-
zine. Fig. 6 is an enlarged detail plan view
of the releasing mechanism for the driving-

screw of the reproducer. Fig. 7 is an en- 7°

larged detail plan view of the connecting
mechanism for the driving-screw. Fig. 8 is

an enlarged detail front elevation of the re-

producer supporting and driving mechanism.
Fig. 9 is an enlarged longitudinal sectional 75

view, taken on line 9 9 of Fig. 10, through the

horn of my improved phonograph. Fig. 10

is an enlarged transverse sectional view taken
on line 10 10 of Fig. 9. Fig. 11 is an en-

larged longitudinal sectional view, taken on 80

line 11 11 of Fig. 1, through the dash-pot a.

In the drawings all of the sectional views
are taken looking in the direction of the little

arrows at the ends of the section-lines, and simi-

lar letters of reference refer to similar parts 85

throughout the several views.

Ret'erring to the lettered parts of the draw-
ings, the casing A is of any desired form or

material, preferably glazed. Within the cas-

ing A are uprights or standards B B', on which 90

the operative parts of the machine are sup-
ported.

The record-rolls are supported by a wheel
having a pair of parallel rims C, provided with
suitable spokes and a hub adapted to revolve 95
upon the shaft C. The hub is preferably

provided with suitable antifriction-bearings.

The rims are suitably connected together to

retain them in position.

Projecting inwardly from one of the rims ±<-<*
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C are suitable bearing -pivots b. Thumb-
screws b\ having pivot-bearings formed on
their ends, are inserted through the opposite
rim and in conjunction with the pivots b form

5 bearings for the mandrel-shafts I of the rec-

ord-rolls 1". With the parts thus arranged
the record-rolls are supported, so that they
revolve freely and at the same time are held
steadily in position. A large number of rec-

io ord-rolls may thus be supported in a compara-
tively compact space and be brought into

proper relation to the reproducer mechanism
as desired. The arrangement of the parts for

this purpose will be hereinafter pointed out.
1 5 Each of the mandrel-shafts I is provided

with a thin-rimmed wheel L', which as the
magazine-wheel is revolved to bring the rec-

ord-rolls into proper relation to the repro-
ducer mechanism is engaged by the friction

20 driving-wheel M" on the shaft M'. (See Figs.

2 and 5.) The driving-wheel M" is provided
with a soft-rubber tire M, which engages the
wheels 1' of the mandrel-shafts and drives the
same noiselessly and effectively. The shaft

25 M' is provided with a pinion, with which the

gear on shaft J meshes. This driving mech-
anism for the mandrel-rolls is substantially

that described in my former patent referred

to herein.

30 On the standard B is a bracket F, on which
the reproducer mechanism is supported. The
reproducer is carried by a carriage G, which
is provided with suitable bearings g g\ adapt-
ed to reciprocate back and forth on the rods

35 ff, carried by the supporting-bracket F. A
cross-piece F' connects the outer ends of the
rods //'.

It is desirable that the reproducer mechan-
ism be automatic in its operation in relation

4° to the record-roll, so that it is only necessary
to start the mechanism to have any record re-

produced and the mechanism automatically
adjusted for the next reproduction.

The reproducer N is pivotally supported on
45 the carriage G. The carriage G is driven in

one direction by the driving-screw J, which
is suitably supported on the bracket F and
extends out over the magazine-wheel. The
shaft J is connected to the motor E by a suit-

50 able belt, as e. The motor is illustrated in

conventional form.
Carried by the rock-shaft H of the carriage

G is a blade-like arm H", which is adapted to

engage the threads of the driving-screw J.

55 As the shaft J is revolved the carriage is

driven along thereby against the resistance of

the weighted lever D, (see Fig. 1,) which is

connected to the carriage by the cord /. The
lever D is provided with a suitable weight D'

60 and is adapted to actuate the magazine-wheel
C and also to return the carriage to its initial

position for the reproduction of a record.

The lever D is provided with a pawl d on
its outer end adapted to engage the ratchet-

65 teeth c on the periphery of the magazine-

wheel. The teeth or notches c are spaced one
to each record-roll carried by the magazine-
wheel, so that upon each actuation of the le-

ver D the magazine-wheel is advanced one
step to bring the next succeeding record-roll 70

into proper position for reproduction. A
suitable stop or escapement mechanism is pro-

vided, which will be described later.

When the carriage reaches its initial posi-

tion in the reproduction of a record, the driv- 75
ing blade or arm H" is automatically brought
into engagement with the driving-shaft J by
the arm H', carried by the rock-shaft H. The
arm H' is provided with a laterally-projecting

pin t, arranged therethrough, which is held 80

yieldingly in position by the spring t' . (See

Figs. 4 and 7.) When the carriage reaches

its initial position, this pin t is engaged by
the involute threaded disk K on the shaft J,

which gradually tilts the rock-shaft H until 85

the arm H" is brought into engagement with

the threads of the driving-shaft, the driving-

motor having been started by the introduc-

tion of a coin or other suitable means. An
adjustable stop f" is provided for the car- 90
riage.

When the carriage reaches the end of its

movement, the driving-blade H" is automat-
ically thrown out of engagement with the

driving-shaft J by the disk J' on said driv- 9;,

ing-shaft J, which engages the arm H'" of the

rock-shaft H and tilts the rock-shaft, there-

by throwing the blade H" out of engagement
with the screw. The disk J' is provided with

a projecting pin ,/', which engages the arm 100

H'" as the disk is revolved. This disk is pref-

erably located at the same angle as the screw-

threads of the driving-shaft J, so that the arm
H'" readily passes the same and is then en-

gaged by the pin /', as described. These 105

parts are similar to those described in my pat-

ent hereinbefore mentioned.
In order that the stylus of the reproducer

be brought into contact with the record-roll

at the proper point, the involute threaded no
disk K is made adjustable upon the driving-

screw J, a lock-nut K' being provided for re-

taining it in its adjusted position. The dis-

connecting-disk J' is also screw-threaded upon
the screw-shaft J, so that it may be adjusted 115

to stop the carriage and disengage the repro-

ducer at the proper point. The lock-nut J" is

provided for retaining this disk in its adjusted

position. The reproducer N is lifted from
the record-roll by the downwardly-depending 1 20

arm/, carried by the driving arm or blade H".
This arm /projects forwardly and downwardly
to the front of the reproducer and engages a

projecting pin n on the reproducer, so that

when the rock-shaft H is thrown upwardly 125

the reproducer N is lifted, as is indicated by
dotted lines in Fig. 3 It is apparent that

when the rock-shaft is thrown downwardly at

the initial end of the carriage movement the

reproducer is brought into contact with the 130
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record-roll. The rock-shaft H is retained in

its adjusted position by a spring i', one end of

which is secured to the carriage by a suitable

pin i and the other to the end of the depend-

5 ing arm h on the rock-shaft H. This spring

tends to hold the driving-blade H" in yielding

engagement with the driving-screw J when
the spring is thrown to that side of the dead-

center and holds the same in the elevated po-

10 sition when the spring is thrown to the oppo-
site side of the dead-center. (See Fig. 3.)

When the rock-shaft is operated by the dis-

connecting means for the driving-blade of the

reproducer-carriage, the upwardly-projecting

15 arm h' is withdrawn from under the lever L,

which permits the same to fall downwardly
and stop the driving-motor, which is illus-

trated in conventional form at E, Fig. 1. The
lever L is pivoted on the bracket L', and the

20 long arm of the lever projects out over the

reproducer-carriage in position to be engaged
by the arm //, which passes under the same
as the rock-shaft H is tilted to bring the driv-

ing - blade into engagement with the screw
driving-shaft J, as is hereinbefore described.

The short arm of the lever L is connected
to the motor by a suitable cord, as/'. A de-

pending arm I on the lever L is arranged to

engage the rod f and limit the upward throw
of the lever.

To keep the record-rolls free from dust and
the debris of wear, I provide a brush O, which
is adjusted upon the arm O', carried by the

reproducer N. By this arrangement the brush
is lifted from the record-roll when the repro-

ducer is disengaged and when the machine is

in operation brushes the record-roll in advance
of the stylus of the reproducer. Each record-

roll is thereby kept clean, which adds very
greatly to its durability and also to the dura-
bility of the stylus. It also makes the tones
more perfect than is otherwise possible.

When the arm H" is thrown upwardly at

the end of the movement, as has been de-

45 scribed, the arm /is brought into contact with
the bail or crank-shaft P, which is thrown up-
wardly thereby. This bail P is connected to

the dog .s- (see Fig. 5) by a link p. This up-
ward movement of the bail P disengages the

dog s from the magazine-wheel C, so that the

magazine-wheel may be adjusted to bring any
record-roll into position to be reproduced.
The dog s', oppositely arranged to the dog s,

prevents the backward revolution of the mag-
azine-wheel. These dogs are carried upon the

free end of the spring S, which is supported
on the standard B, so that the magazine-wheel
is yieldingly held in its adjusted position and
any sudden jars or stops prevented.
With the magazine in this position, the car-

riage being at the end of its movement, the
magazine-wheel can, as before stated, be ad-

justed to any position and bring any roll de-
sired into position for reproduction. Any suit-

2 5
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60

able means can be provided for this purpose, 65

the same not being here illustrated.

Upon the introduction of a coin or its equiva-

lent the motor is started, which revolves the

driving-screw J. The disengaging disk J' is

flattened or cut away on one side, so that as 70

it is revolved the arm H'" is released and the

carriage returned to its initial position by the

weighted arm D, as has before been described,

and the magazine-wheel is also advanced one
step. As the carriage is returned to its ini- 75

tial position the bail P is dropped down-
wardly, which brings the dog s into engage-
ment with the magazine-wheel and prevents

the same being revolved more than one step.

To further control the movement of the maga- 80

zine-wheel, I provide a dash-pot a, the piston

of which is connected by the rod «' to the le-

ver D. This avoids any liability of injuring

the magazine-wheel or the records by jarring.

The bell of the horn R' of the phonograph 85

is supported upon the pipe R, projecting up-

wardly from the top of the casing. (See Figs.

1 and 9.) The sound is delivered to the bell

of the horn R' by the tube T, which is piv-

otally supported within the pipe R by the pivot 90

u. (See Fig. 9.) The tube T embraces the

delivery-pipe N' of the reproducer, so that as

the carriage is moved back and forth the tube

T is swung upon the supporting-pivot it. By
this means I secure a yielding connection, so 95
that the carriage may be moved freely, and at

the same time a connection which does not in

any manner affect the tone produced.

1 have illustrated and described my im-

proved magazine-phonograph in the form pre- 1 00

ferred by me on account of convenience in

manufacture and simplicity in operation. I

am, however, aware that considerable varia-

tions may be made in structural details with-

out departing from my invention. 105

Having thus described my invention, what
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters

Patent, is

—

1. In a magazine-phonograph, the combina-

tion of a frame; a magazine-wheel carrying no
mandrels and record-rolls; a carriageG adapt-

ed to reciprocate parallel with said record-

rolls; a phonograph-reproducer pivotally sup-

ported on said carriage; a motor; a screw-

shaft J with suitable connections to said mo- 115

tor; a rock-shaft H carried by said carriage;

an arm H' on said rock-shaft; an involute

threaded disk on said screw-shaft adapted to

engage said arm H' to throw said rock-shaft

forwardly ; a blade-like arm H" adapted to en- 1 20

gage said shaft J when said rock-shaft is in

its forward position; a disk J' on said shaft J

having a portion thereof cut away; an arm
H'" on said rock-shaft adapted to engage said

disk, whereby said rock-shaft H is thrown 125

backwardly ; connections from said reproducer

to said rock-shaft, whereby said reproducer is

thrown into and out of contact with the rec-
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ord-rolls; a pivoted lever D having a pawl d
thereon adapted to engage said magazine-
wheel; connections from said lever to said car-

riage; locking-dogs s $' ; a spring-support S
5 therefor; connections from said rock-shaft to

said motor; and driving connections for said

record - rolls, all coacting for the purpose
specified.

2. In a magazine-phonograph, the combina-
io tion of a frame; a magazine-wheel carrying

mandrels and record-rolls; a carriage G adapt-

ed to reciprocate parallel with said record-
rolls; a phonograph-reproducer pivotally sup-
ported on said carriage; a motor; a screw-

15 shaft J with suitable connections to said mo-
tor; a rock-shaft H carried by said carriage;

an arm H' on said rock -shaft; an involute

threaded disk on said screw-shaft adapted to

engage said arm H' to throw said rock-shaft
20 forwardly; a blade-like arm H" adapted to en-

gage said shaft J when said rock-shaft H is in

its forward position; a disk J' on said shaft J
having a portion thereof cutaway; an arm H'"
on said rock-shaft adapted to engage said disk,

25 whereby said rock-shaft H is thrown back-
wardl.v; connections from said reproducer to

said rock-shaft, whereby said reproducer is

thrown into and out of contact with the rec-

ord-rolls; a pivoted lever D having a pawl d
30 thereon adapted to engage said magazine-

wheel; connections from said lever to said

carriage; a locking-dog s; connections from
said rock-shaft H to said locking-dog s; con-
nections from said rock-shaft to said motor;

35 and driving connections for said record-rolls,

all coacting for the purpose specified.

3. In a magazine-phonograph, the combina-
tion of a frame; a magazine-wheel carrying
mandrels and record-rolls; a carriageG adapt-

4° ed to reciprocate parallel with said record-

rolls; a phonograph-reproducer pivotally sup-
ported on said carriage; a motor; a rock-shaft

H carried by said carriage; an arm H' on said

rock-shaft; an involute threaded disk on said

45 screw-shaft adapted to engage said arm H' to

throw said rock-shaft forwardly; a blade-like

arm H" adapted to engage said shaft J when
said rock-shaft H is in its forward position;

a disk J'on said shaft J having a portion there-

50 of cut away; an arm H'" on said rock-shaft
adapted to engage said disk, whereby said

rock-shaft H is thrown backwardly; connec-
tions from said reproducer to said rock-shaft,

whereby said reproducer is thrown into and
55 out of contact with said record-rolls; locking-

dogs s s'; a spring-support S therefor; con-
nections from said rock-shaft H to said lock-

ing-dog s; connections from said rock-shaft

to said motor; and driving connections for
60 said record-rolls, all coacting for the purpose

specified.

4. In a magazine-phonograph, the combina-
tion of a frame; a magazine-wheel carrying
mandrels and record-rolls; a carriageG adapt-

t>5 ed to reciprocate parallel with said record-

rolls; a phonograph-reproducer pivotally sup-
ported on said carriage; a motor; a. screw-
shaft J with suitable connections to said mo-
tor; a rock-shaft H carried by said carriage;

an arm H' on said rock-shaft; an involute 70

threaded disk on said screw-shaft adapted to

engage said arm H' to throw said rock-shaft
forwardly; a blade-like arm H" adapted to en-

gage said shaft J when said rock-shaft H is

in its forward position; a disk J' on said shaft 75
-

J having a portion thereof cut away; an arm
H'" on said rock-shaft adapted to engage said

disk, whereby said rock-shaft H is thrown
backwardly; connections from said repro-

ducer to said rock-shaft, whereby said repro- 80

ducer is thrown into and out of contact with
the record-rolls; a locking-dog s; connections
from said rock-shaft H to said locking-dog s;

connections from said rock-shaft to said mo-
tor; and driving connections for said record- 85

rolls, all coacting for the purpose specified.

5. In a magazine-phonograph, the combina-
tion of a suitable frame; a magazine-wheel
carrying mandrels; record-rolls on said man-
drels; a carriage adapted to reciprocate par- 90

allel with said record-rolls; a phonograph-re-
producer pivotally su pported on said carriage;

a rock-shaft carried by said carriage adapted
to raise and lower said reproducer to throw
the same into and out of contact with said rec- 95
ord-rolls; means for driving said carriage in

one direction; means for automatically actu-

ating said rock-shaft at the ends of the move-
ments of said carriage; a lever D having a
pawl thereon adapted to engage said maga- 100

zine-wheel; a dash-pot; suitable connections

from the piston of said dash-pot to said lever;

connections from said lever to said carriage

for returning said carriage to its initial posi-

tion; a locking-dog for said magazine-wheel; 105

connections from said locking -dog to said

rock-shaft; connections from said rock-shaft

to the driving means for said carriage, for the

purpose specified.

6. In a magazine-phonograph, the combina- tio

tion of a suitable frame; 'a magazine-wheel
carrying mandrels; x'ecorcl-rolls on said man-
drels; a carriage adapted to reciprocate par-

allel with said record-rolls; a phonograph-re-
producer pivotally supported on said carriage; 115

a rock-shaft carried by said carriage adapted

to raise and lower said reproducer to throw
the same into and out of contact with said rec-

ord-rolls; means for driving said carriage in

one direction; means for automatically actu- 120

ating said rock-shaft at the ends of the move-
ments of said carriage; a lever D having a

pawl thereon adapted to engage said maga-
zine-wheel; connections from said lever to

said carriage for returning said carriage to its 125

initial position; a locking-dog for said maga-
zine-wheel; connections from said locking-

dog to said rock-shaft; and connections from
said rock-shaft to the driving means of said

carriage, for the purpose specified. I 3°
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7. In a magazine-phonograph, the combina-
tion of a suitable frame; a magazine-wheel
carrying mandrels; record-rolls on said man-
drels; a carriage adapted to reciprocate par-

5 allel with said record-rolls; a phonograph-re-
producer pivotally supported on said carriage;

a rock-shaft carried by said carriage adapted
to raise and lower said reproducer to throw
the same into and out of contact with said rec-

io ord-rolls; means for driving said carriage in

one direction; means for automatically actu-

ating said rock-shaft at the ends of the move-
ments of said carriage; a lever D having a

pawl thereon adapted to engage said maga-
15 zine-wheel; a dash-pot; suitable connections

from the piston of said dash-pot to said lever;

connections from said lever to said carriage

for returning said carriage to its initial posi-

tion; connections from said rock-shaft to the

20 driving means for said carriage, for the pur-

pose specified.

8. In a magazine-phonograph, the combina-
tion of a suitable frame; a magazine-wheel
carrying mandrels; record-rolls on said man-

25 drels; a carriage adapted to reciprocate par-

allel with said record-rolls; a phonograph-re-
producer pivotally supported on said car-

riage; a rock-shaft carried by said carriage

adapted to raise and lower said reproducer
30 and throw the same into and out of contact

with said record-rolls; means for actuating

said carriage; means for automatically actu-

ating said rock-shaft at the ends of the move-
ment of said carriage; a locking-dog for said

35 magazine-wheel; a spring-support therefor;

connections from said locking -dog to said

rock-shaft; means for actuating said maga-
zine-wheel; connections from said magazine-
wheel-actuating means to said carriage, for

40 the purpose specified.

9. In a magazine-phonograph, the combina-
tion of a suitable frame; a magazine-wheel
carrying mandrels; record-rolls on said man-
drels; a carriage adapted to reciprocate par-

45 allel with said record-rolls; a phonograph-re-

producer pivotally supported on said car-

riage; a rock-shaft carried by said carriage

adapted to raise and lower said reproducer
and throw the same into and out of contact

50 with said record-rolls; means for actuating
said carriage; means for automatically actu-

ating said rock-shaft at the ends of the move-
ment of said carriage; a locking-dog for said

magazine-wheel; connections from said lock-

55 ing-dog to said rock-shaft; means for actuat-

ing said magazine-wheel; connections from
said magazine-wheel-actuating means to said

carriage, for the purpose specified.

10. In a magazine-phonograph, the combi-
60 nation of a suitable frame; a magazine-wheel

carrying mandrels; record-rolls on said man-
drels; a carriage adapted to reciprocate par-
allel with said record-rolls; a phonograph-re-
producer pivotally supported on said car-

65 riage; a rock-shaft carried by said carriage

adapted to raise and lower said reproducer
and throw the same into and out of contact
with said record-rolls; means for actuating
said carriage; means for automatically actu-

ating said rock-shaft at the ends of the move- 7°

ment of said carriage; a locking-dog for said

magazine-wheel; connections from said lock-

ing-clog to said rock-shaft; means for actuat-

ing said magazine-wheel; means for returning
said carriage to its initial position, for the 75
purpose specified.

11. In a magazine-phonograph, the combi-
nation of a record-roll} means for driving the
same; a carriageG adapted to reciprocate par-
allel to said record-rolls; a phonograph-re- 80

producer pivotally supported on said car-

riage; a motor; a screw-shaft J with suitable

connections to said motor; a rock-shaft H
carried by said carriage; an arm H' on said

rock-shaft; a yielding pin carried by said arm 85

projecting laterally therefrom; an involute
threaded disk K adjustably secured on said

screw-shaft J adapted to engage said arm H'
and throw said rock-shaft forwardly ; a blade-

like arm H" adapted to engage said shaft J 90
when said rock-shaft II is in its forward posi-

tion; a disk J' adjustably secured on said shaft

J having a portion thereof cut away; an arm
H'" on said rock-shaft adapted to engage said

disk J', whereby said rock-shaft H is thrown 95
to its backward position; connections from
said reproducer to said rock-shaft whereby
said reproducer is thrown into and out of
contact with said record-rolls; and connec-
tions from said rock-shaft to said motor, for 100

the purpose specified.

12. In a magazine-phonograph, the combi-
nation of a record-roll; means for driving the
same; a carriage G adapted to reciprocate par-

allel to said record- rolls; a phonograph-repro- 105

ducer pivotally supported on said carriage; a

motor; a screw-shaft J with suitable connec-
tions to said motor; a rock-shaft II carried by
said carriage: an arm H' on said rock-shaft;

an involute threaded disk K. adjustably secured 1 10

on said screw-shaft J adapted to engage said

arm II' and throw said rock-shaft forwardly;
a blade-like arm II" adapted to engage said

shaft J when said rock-shaft II is in its for-

ward position; a disk J' adjustably secured 115

on said shaft J having a portion thereof cut

away; an arm H'"on said rock-shaft adapted
to engage said disk J', whereby said rock-

shaft II is thrown to its backward position;

connections from said reproducer to said rock- 120

shaft whereby said reproducer is thrown into

and out of contact with said record-rolls; and
connections from said rock-shaft to said motor,
for the purpose specified.

13. In a magazine-phonograph, the cOmbi- 125

nation of a record-roll; means for driving the

same; a carriage G adapted to reciprocate par-

allel to said record-rolls; a phonograph-repro-
ducer pivotally supported on said carriage; a

motor; a screw-shaft J with suitable connec- 13°
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tions to said motor; a rock-shaft H carried by
said carriage; an arm H' on said rock-shaft;

an involute threaded diskK adjustably secured
on said screw-shaft J adapted to engage said

5 arm H' and throw said rock-shaft forwardly;
a blade-like arm H" adapted to engage said

shaft J when said rock-shaft H is in its for-

ward position; a disk J' adjustably secured
on said shaft J having a portion thereof cut

io away; an arm H'" on said rock-shaft adapted
to engage said disk J', whereby said rock-

shaft H is thrown to its backward position;

connections from said reproducer to said rock-
shaft whereby said reproducer is thrown into

15 and out of contact with said record-rolls, for

the purpose specified.

14. In a magazine-phonograph, the combi-
nation of a record-roll; a carriage adapted to

reciprocate parallel with said roll; a phono-
20 graph-reproducer pivotally supported on said

carriage; a rock-shaft carried by said carriage;

connections from said rock-shaft to said repro-
ducer, whereby said reproducer is thrown into

and out of contact with said record-roll by the

25 actuation of said shaft; a brush carried by said

carriage and adapted to contact with said

record-roll when said reproducer -

is in contact
therewith; means for automatically actuating
said rock-shaft at the ends of the movement

30 of said carriage; means for driving said car-

riage in one direction; and means for auto-

matically returning said carriage to its initial

position, for the purpose specified.

15. In a magazine-phonograph, the combi-
35 nation of a record-roll; a carriage adapted to

reciprocate parallel with said roll; a phono-
graph-reproducer pivotally supported on said

carriage; a rock-shaft carried by said carriage;

connections from said rock-shaft to said repro-
4° ducer, whereby said reproducer is thrown into

and out of contact with said record-roll by the
actuation of said shaft; a brush carried by said

carriage adapted to contact with said record-

roll when said reproducer is in contact there-

45 with; means for automatically actuating said

rock-shaft at the ends of the movement of said

carriage, for the purpose specified.

16. In a phonograph, the combination of a
record-roll; means for revolving the same; a

50 carriage adapted to reciprocate parallel there-

with; a phonograph-reproducer pivotally sup-
ported on said carriage; a rock-shaft adapted
to raise and lower said reproducer to throw
the same into and out of engagement with the

55 record-roll; a screw-threaded shaft; meansfor
driving said shaft; a blade-like arm on said

rock - shaft adapted to engage said screw-
threaded shaft when the rock-shaft is in its for-

ward position; an involute threaded disk
60 screw-threaded onto said driving-shaft, where-

by the same may be adjusted thereon, adapt-
ed to engage said arm to throw said rock-shaft
forwardly to bring said reproducer into con-
tact with the record-roll; and a lock-nut for

retaining said disk in its adjusted position, for 65

the purpose specified.

17. In a phonograph, the combination of a
record-roll; means for revolving the same; a
carriage adapted to reciprocate parallel there-
with; a phonograph-reproducer pivotally sup- 70
ported on said carriage; a rock-shaft adapted
to raise and lower said reproducer to throw
the same into and out of engagement with the
record-roll; a screw-threaded shaft; meansfor
driving said shaft; a blade-like arm on said 75
rock - shaft adapted to engage said screw-
threaded shaft when the rock-shaft is in its for-

ward position; an involute threaded disk
screw-threaded onto said driving-shaft, where-
by the same may be adjusted thereon, adapt- 80

ed to engage said arm to throw said rock-shaft
forwardly to bring said reproducer into con-
tact with the record-roll, for the purpose speci-

fied.

18. In a phonograph, the combination of a 85

record-roll; means for revolving the same; a
carriage adapted to reciprocate parallel there-

with; a phonograph-reproducer pivotally sup-
ported on said carriage; a rock-shaft adapted
to raise and lower said reproducer to throw 90

the same into and out of engagement with said

record-roll; a screw-threaded driving-shaft;

a blade-like arm on said rock-shaft adapted to

engage said screw - threaded driving- shaft

when said rock-shaft is in its forward position; 95

a disk threaded onto said rock-shaft whereby
the same may be adjusted thereon, adapted to

engage said blade and throw it out of engage-
ment with said shaft; and a lock-nut for re-

taining said disk in its adjusted position, for IOC

the purpose specified.

19. In a phonograph, the combination of a
record-roll; means for revolving the same; a
carriage adapted to reciprocate parallel there-

with; a phonograph-reproducer pivotally sup- 105

ported on said carriage; a rock-shaft adapted
to raise and lower said reproducer to throw
the same into and out of engagement with said

record-roll; a screw-threaded driving-shaft;

a blade-like arm on said rock-shaft adapted to no
engage said screw - threaded driving -shaft

when said rock-shaft is in its forward position;

a disk threaded onto said rock-shaft whereby
the same may be adjusted thereon, adapted to

engage said blade and throw it out of engage- J 1 5

ment with said shaft, for the purpose specified.

20. In a phonograph, the combination of a

suitable frame; a carriage adapted to recipro-

cate; a phonograph-reproducer carried by said

carriage; a projecting delivery-tube for said I2 o

reproducer; a relatively stationary tube R
mounted on said frame; a tube pivotally sup-

ported within said tube R, with its inner end
arranged upon and movable with the delivery-

tube of said reproducer; and a horn - bell * 2 5

mounted on said tube R, for the purpose speci-

fied.

21. In a phonograph, the combination of a
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suitable frame; a carriage adapted to recipro-

cate; a phonograph-reproducer carried by said

carriage; a projecting delivery-tube for said

reproducer; a relatively stationary horn; a

tube pivotally supported within said horn,
with its inner end arranged upon and movable
with the delivery-tube of said reproducer, for

the purpose specified.

22. In a phonograph, the combination of a
suitable frame; a carriage adapted to recipro-

cate; a phonograph-reproducer carried by said

carriage; a relatively stationary horn; a tube
pivotally supported within said horn, connect-
ed to said reproducer and movable therewith,
for the purpose specified.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
hand and seal in the presence of two witnesses.

l 5

CYEUS C. SHIGLEY.

Witnesses:
Chas. F. Dayharsh,
S. H. Paxton.

[l. s.l
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that we, Eldridge R. Johnson
and Willtam C. Moore, citizens of the United
States, and both residents of Philadelphia,

5 State of Pennsylvania, have invented certain

new and useful Improvements in Talking-Ma-
chines, of which the following is a full, clear,

and complete disclosure.

The object of our invention is the production
o of an improved connection between the sound-

box and the hollow arm of that type of talk-

ing-machines known as the "hollow-arm"
type. This connection between the sound-box
and the hollow arm as attained by our im-
provement permits a free vertical movement
of the sound-box in relation to the record, so

that the stylus may follow any unevenness in

the record or any inaccurate mounting there-

of, and at the same time provides a sound-tight
20 joint between said sound-box and hollow arm,

so that sound-waves do not escape at unde-
sirable points, and so lessen the efficiency of

the operation of the machine.
Broadly,our invention consists in providing

25 parts upon the hollow arm and upon the sound-
box having smooth surfaces of the same form
and means for forcing said surfaces in yield-

ing contact with each other.

For a full, clear, and exact description of

30 our invention reference may be had to the fol-

lowing specification and to the accompanying
drawings, in which

Figure 1 is a side elevation of the essential

parts of a talking-machine having our im-
provement in use in connection therewith.
Fig. 2 is an elevation of the end of the hollow
arm and its attached parts, showing the sound-
box in its raised position for inserting or re-

moving a needlefrom the stylus-bar; and Fig.

3 is a plan view of the end of the hollow arm
and its attached parts, the sound-box being
in its operative position.

1 indicates the usual motor-casing; 2, the
turn-table, which is adapted to be revolved
by the motor within the casing 1, and 3 is a
sound-record mounted upon the turn-table.

A bracket or arm 4 extends from one side of

the casing 1 and is curved upwardly to form

5°

5 5

a bearing for the hub 5 of the hollow hori-

zontally-swinging arm 6 and also to form a

support for the usual amplifying-horn 7. A
short tube 8 is fixed in the upper portion of

the arm 5 and forms a firm connection between
the amplifying-horn 7 and the hub 5. Said

hub 5 is hollow and has communication with

the hollow arm 6 and with the amplifying-

horn 7 through the short tube 8.

Adjacent the hollow arm 6 and upon one

side thereof is fixed the elongated plate 9.

This plate consists of a main disk portion 10, 60

having extensions 11 and 12 at opposite sides

thereof. Said plate 9 is preferably arranged

in a vertical position upon the hollow arm and
has an opening 13 communicating with the

interior thereof. A plate 14, similar to the 65

plate 9 and having corresponding extensions

15 and 16, is pivoted, by means of a screw 17,

so as to have sliding contact with the plate 9

and in a parallel vertical plane. Between the

head of the screw 17 and the plate 11 is in- 70

serted a bow-spring 18, which has sufficient

elastic force to keep the plate 14 in yielding

but sliding contact with the plate 9, so that

the weight of the sound-box and its support-

ing-plate will keep the needle of the stylus-

bar within the groove of the sound-record.

A slot 19 is provided in one end of said spring

18, and a pin 20, fixed to the plate 14, enters

said slot 19 and holds said spring 18 from move-
ment in relation to the plate 14.

The sound-box 21 is mounted upon the disk

portion of the plate 14 and is attached thereto

in any suitable manner, such as by screws 22.

An opening 23 communicates with the inte-

rior of the sound-box and the opening 13 in

the plate 9. The edge of the opening 13 is

slightly rounded, so that when the opening 23

does not exactly register "there with the sound-

waves will be simply deflected into the hollow

arm 6 without being hindered in their passage.

The extension 15 carries a pin 24, which is

adapted to rest upon the extension 11 when
the sound-box is in its normal or operative

position, a notch 25 being provided in the ex-

tension 11 to accommodate the said pin 24. A
pin or stop 26 is also provided adjacent the

75

H

90

95
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end of the extension 12 to form a limit to the

motion of the plate 14 should the same be car-

ried beyond its vertical position. (Shown in

Fig. 2.)

5 It will be seen that our invention provides
an extremely efficient and simple means for

forming a sound-tight sliding connection be-

tween the sound-box support and the end of

the hollow arm, there being no delicate or
to complicated parts to become out of adjust-

ment, the parts being self-adjusting, with no
liability of the same being hindered in their

movements by reason of unequal expansion,
clogging, or other causes.

i S Our improvement is not limited to use with
sound-reproducing machines, but may be read-

ily adapted to sound-recording machines with
no substantial change in its essential features,

and other changes may be made in form and
20 arrangement of parts without departing from

the spirit or scope of our invention.

Having thus described our invention, what
we claim, and desire to protect by Letters Pat-

ent of the United States, is

—

25 1. In a talking-machine, a hollow arm lim-

ited to swing only in a plane parallel with the

record-support, and having a smooth unob-

structed surface at right angles to said record-

support, a sound-box, a pivoted support for

the sound-box also having a smooth, unob- 30
structed surface corresponding to the surface
adjacent the end of the arm, and means for

holding said parts in yielding sliding contact,

so that said sound-box may be inverted on its

pivot. 35

2. In a talking-machine, a hollow arm lim-

ited to swing only in a plane parallel to the

record-support, and having a smooth, unob-
structed surface at right angles to said record-

support, a sound-box, a pivoted support for 4°

the sound-box also having a smooth, unob-
structed surface corresponding to the surface
adjacent the end of the arm, and a bow-spring
carried by the pivot of said support for hold-

ing said parts in yielding sliding contact, so 45
that said sound-box may be inverted on its

pivot.

In witness whereof we have hereunto set our
hands this 17th day of December, A. D. 1902.

ELDRIDGE R. JOHNSON.
WILLIAM C. MOORE.

Witnesses:
Jno. T. Cross,
John F. Grady.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Paul E. Van Valken-
burgh, a citizen of the United States, residing

at Chicago, in the county of Cook and State

5 of Illinois, have invented certain new and use-

ful Improvements in Phonographs, of which
the following is a specification.

This invention relates to improvements in

phonographs, and has for its primary object
1 ° the production of a cheap, simple, and durable

instrument that may be operated either by
hand or by power.
A further object is to have the recorder and

reproducer held in contact with the wax cyl-
l 5 inder yieldingly by elastic force as contradis-

tinguished from the force of gravity com-
monly employed in instruments of this class.

Another object of my invention is to so piv-

otally mount the feed-arm and the reproducer
20 or recorder that the weight of the horn or

other suitable weight aside from the feed-arm
or the diaphragm-box may be utilized to hold

the feed -arm in operative contact with the
feed-shaft and to hold the reproducer or re-

2 5 corder in operative contact with the record or
record-blank.

These, and such other objects as may here-

inafter appear are attained by the devices
illustrated in the accompanying drawings, in

3° which—
Figure 1 represents a plan view of a phono-

graph embodying my invention in its pre-

ferred form. Fig. 2 represents an end eleva-

tion thereof. Fig. 3 represents a plan view
35 of a modified form of phonograph embodying

my invention. Fig. I is a transverse section

on the line 4 4 of Fig. 3. Fig. 5 is a detail

view of the feed-screw and its contacting de-

vice. Fig. 6 is a detail sectional view of the

vJ combined recorder and reproducer, and Fig.

7 is an enlarged detail view more clearly show-
ing the preferred manner of constructing the
recorder and reproducer.

Similar letters of reference indicate the

+5 same parts in the several figures of the draw-
ings.

Referring by letter to the accompanying
drawings, A indicates the supporting-frame

of the machine, which maybe of any suitable

shape and construction, but preferably has the 50

form of a rectangular frame with the central

portion of one of the end bars cut away so as

to leave the frame open at that end. Upon
the opposite end bar of the frame is journaled
one end of a shaft B, which projects therefrom 5 5

toward the opposite open end of the frame,
substantially midway between the same, and
has rigidly mounted thereon a cylinder C,

preferably of wood, which tapers slightly

from the end thereof adjacent to the supported 60

end of the shaft and is of a diameter to receive

the usual wax-composition cylinder D, which
is slipped thereon and held by ffictional con-

tact in the usual way of machines of this class.

This wax cylinder is of course plain when it 65

is desired to record sounds thereon, or it may
be in the shape of what is technically called

a "record'" with the sounds already recorded

thereon. With a plain cylinder the recorder

is of course used, while with the record the 7°

reproducer is used.

Journaled in suitable bearings at one side

of the frame A and parallel with the shaft B
is a screw - threaded feed -shaft E, having
mounted thereon a pulley in line with another 75

pulley G, rigidly mounted upon the main
shaft B, said pulleys being connected by a

belt of any suitable kind, preferably a small

metallic coiled spring H, trained about the

two pulleys, so as to communicate power from 80

one to the other. Upon the shaft B and
working in the slot cut out of the end bar of

the frame is a fly-wheel I for inducing regu-

lar motion of the shaft B, to which power is

preferably communicated by a crank J, al- 85

though of course the shaft B may be driven
by power in the shape of the usual cheap
clockwork mechanism, geared thereto in the

ordinary manner. As, however, my primary
object is to produce the cheapest possible ma- 90

chine that shall give satisfactory work, I pre-

fer to use the crank, as shown.
Beyond the feed-screw E and extending

parallel therewith is a rod K, supported in

suitable bearings at the side edge of the frame 95

A, upon which are slidingly mounted depend-
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ing ears L from the horn-support M, which
latter is provided with a laterally-extending

feed-finger N, engaged by a knife-edge on the

end thereof with a thread on the feed-screw,

5 so that as the feed-screw is revolved the horn-
support will be caused to travel along on the

rod K, according to the direction in which
the feed-screw is turned. The horn-support
carries a transverse tube O, upon one end of

10 which is slipped the horn P, while on the

other end is forced one end of a short section

of rubber tubing Q, the opposite end of which
is attached to the reproducer R, whose trac-

ing-point S engages the record D at the un-
15 der side thereof, as clearly shown in Fig. 2.

It will be noted that the plane of the repro-

ducer is at an angle to the axis of the horn and
the tube on the horn-support, this disposition

being possible by reason of the interposition
20 between the horn-support and the reproducer

of the rubber tubing.

One of the principal points of my invention
is that I rely upon the resilience of the rub-
ber tubing to hold the reproducer up to its

25 work against the record, but yieldingly, so
as to avoid any damage thereto. As- a result

of such construction the reproducer may be
made exceedingly light, and, in fact, lighter

than it would be possible to make one and
30 get the same results where the gravity of the

reproducer alone is relied upon to hold it in

proper contact with the record. It will also

be noted that the weight of the horn P is alone
relied upon to hold the feed-arm N in proper

35 contact with the feed-screw, and obviously
whenever it is desired to shift the reproducer
back and forth to different positions upon the
record it is only necessary to lift the outer end
of the horn and rock the horn-support upon

40 the rod K, when both the reproducer and the
feed-arm will be moved out of contact with
the record and feed-screw, leaving all of the
parts carried by the horn-support free to be
moved back and forth.

45 The principal difference between the ma-
chine illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 and that
illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 is that in the first-

mentioned machine the reproducer opposes
the under side of the record or wax cylinder,

50 while in the last-mentioned machine the re-

producer opposes the upper side of the record
or wax cylinder. Of course there are minor
differences in the disposition of the parts ren-

dered necessary by the difference referred to;

55 but in all general features of operation and
cooperation the parts are identical. For in-

stance, the guide-rod K for the horn-support
is on the opposite side of the record-support-
ing cylinder and frame from the feed-screw

60 E, and the horn-support N spans the record
and has the transverse tube with which the

horn P and tube of the reproducer R are con-

nected mounted thereon between the ends of

the support, one end of which is sleeved upon
the rod K or provided with ears L, corre- 65
sponding with those of the construction pre-
viously described, while the other end rests

directly upon the feed-shaft. Hence it will

be seen that in this instance the feed-arm is

to all intents and purposes merely a prolonga- 70

tion of the horn-support.
While I have referred to a certain part of

the structure as the "'horn-support'" and have
described my device as being so constructed
that the recorder or reproducer is held in op- 75
erative contact with the cylinder by the weight
of the horn, it should be understood that any
suitable sound-receiving or sound-distribut-
ing means may be substituted for the horn.
Obviously, also, the device may be so con- 80

structed that the weight which I supply by
attaching the horn may be provided at the

point where I attach the horn by some other
part of the structure—as, for instance, by
making the horn-support of sufficient weight 85
at the point where the horn is attached to

hold the reproducer or recorder against the

cylinder in the same manner that I hold them
in operative position by means of the weight
of the horn—but such variations do not con- 90
stitute a departure from the spirit of m.y in-

vention.

Heretofore the engagement between the
feed-arm and the feed -shaft has generally
been effected by a single knife-edge fitting 95
into the thread on the feed-shaft; but I pre-

fer to have a two-point engagement between
the feed-arm and the feed-shaft by providing
two parallel adjacent knife-edges upon the

end of the feed-arm. This may be readily 100

and economically effected by forming the

feed-arm out of square tubing and then cut-

ting away the upper and lower sides thereof

for a short distance back of the end of the

arm, as clearly illustrated at T in Figs. 4 and 105

5, thus leaving the sides only of the arm to

engage the thread of the feed-shaft at two ad-

jacent points along its length. This serves to

steady the horn-support, as well as reducing
the liability of jumping the ends of the feed- no
shaft, and therefore tends to insure a more
perfect and regular feed of the reproducer
along the record.

Another important and novel feature of my
invention made possible by the employment 115

of the elastic or resilient tube connecting it

with the horn-support is the reproducer, which
in practice I have made out of a small paste-

board box, such as are commonly used by
druggists for pill-boxes, in one side edge of 120

which I insert a short section of tube adapted
to fit into the end of the elastic tube Q, and at

the center of the box, on one side thereof, I

cement a short post U, in which is set the

usual sapphire point V for following the 125

groove in the record. This box serves the
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purpose of an amplifying - chamber, from
which the sound produced by the vibration

of the side which acts as a diaphragm and to

which the tracing-point is secured passes out

5 through the tube Q and horn P in a practically

straight line, thus producing very loud and
very distinct reproductions of the sounds that

produce the record. The reproducer is of

course very light and very cheap, and but for
o the pressure produced thereon as a result of the

slight flexure of the tube Q would not be satis-

factory for the intended purpose. This con-
struction of the reproducer is such that I am
enabled to utilize the same device as a re-

corder by simply cementing or gluing to the
opposite side of the box from that on which
the reproducing-point is mounted a suitable

support for a recording-stylus W, this sup-
port being preferably a small metallic clip

having an angularly-disposed tube to receive
the stylus.

A phonograph made in accordance with my
invention is exceedingly cheap, simple, and
durable, and yet is quite satisfactory for a
machine of the cheaper class, where especial
accuracy cannot be expected.
Obviously numerous changes may be made

in the construction and disposition of the
parts without departing from the spirit of my
invention—such, for instance, as substituting
other material for the pasteboard boxes,
which are the preferred construction of my
reproducer and recorder, for so far as relates
to the broad idea of my invention any mate-
rial that enables the construction of a flat box
having opposing sides to which the recorder
or reproducer, or both, can be attached would
fall within my invention and are comtem-
plated by the claims.

Having described my invention, what I

claim, and desire to secure by Letters Patent,
is—

1. In a phonograph, the combination with
a base, of a cylinder, a support pivotally

45 mounted on said base, a horn mounted on the
outer end of said support, and a reproducer
or recorder connected with said horn and dis-

posed beneath the cylinder and held in opera-
tive contact therewith by the weight of said
horn.

2. In a phonograph, the combination witli

a cylinder, of a counterbalanced reproducer
or recorder, and a horn serving as a counter-
weight for holdingsaid reproducer or recorder
in operative contact with said cylinder.

3. In a phonograph, the combination with
abase, a cylinder, a feed-shaft, and a support
pivotally mounted on said base, of a feed-
arm connected with said support, a reproducer

6o or recorder also connected with said support,
and a horn mounted upon said support at that
side of the center of gravity of the pivot of
said support which will permit said horn to

35

40

5°

55

70

75

counterbalance said feed-arm and said repro-
ducer or recorder and hold them in operative 65
contact with the feed-shaft and with the cyl-

inder, respectively.

4. In a phonograph, the combination with
a base, a cylinder, and a horn-support pivot-
ally mounted on the base, of means for rotat-

ing the cylinder and for moving the horn-
support lengthwise of the cylinder, a repro-
ducer or recorder held in operative contact
with said cylinder by the weight of said horn,
and a flexible connection between said repro-
ducer and recorder and said horn-support,
substantially as described.

5. In a phonograph, the combination with
a cylinder, of a counterbalanced reproducer
or recorder, a part of the structure mounted 80

to serve as a counterweight ior holding the
reproducer or recorder in operative contact
with said cylinder, and an elastic tube inter-

posed between the reproducer or recorder and
such counterweight.

6. In a phonograph, the combination with
a rectangular base-frame cut away at one end
thereof, an arbor-shaft journaled centrally in

said frame opposite the cut-away end there-

of, a fly-wheel on said shaft, a crank-arm for
rotating the same and a cylinder mounted
thereon, a screw -threaded feed -shaft jour-
naled on said frame parallel with the arbor-
shaft and geared thereto, a guide-rod secured
in said frame parallel with the feed-shaft, a
horn-support loosely mounted on said guide-
rod, a feed-arm in said support engaging the
feed-shaft, a horn attached to said support
and operating to hold the feed-arm in contact
with the feed-shaft, a reprod ucer and an elastic ' °°

tube connecting said reproducer with said
support, substantially as described.

7. In a phonograph, the combination with
feeding mechanism, of a flat pasteboard box
connected therewith, a reproducing or record-
ing point secured thereto, a horn-support, an
elastic tubular connection between said box
and said horn-support, a part of the structure
serving as a counterweight to flex said tubu-
lar connection, so as to hold the point on said

box in yielding contact with a record or record-
blank, substantially as described.

8. In a phonograph, the combination with
abase, of a cylinder and feed-shaft geared to-

gether and suitably mounted upon said base,

means for rotating said cylinder and feed-
shaft, a support pivotally mounted upon said
base, a reproducer or recorder connected with
said support, and a part of the structure con-
nected with said support at that side of the I2 °

center of gravity thereof which will permit
the weight of such part to hold said repro-
ducer or recorder in operative contact with
said cylinder, substantially as described.

9. In a phonograph, the combination with
a base, of a cylinder and feed-shaft geared to-

85

90

95

io 5
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gether and suitably mounted upon said base,

means for rotating said cylinder and feed-

shaft, a horn-support pivotally and slidably

mounted upon said base, a feed-arm and re-

producer or recorder, both connected with

said horn-support, and a horn connected with

said horn-support at that side of the center of

gravity thereof which will permit the weight

of said horn to hold said reproducer or re-

corder and said feed-arm in operative con-

tact with said cylinder and with said feed-shaft,

respectively, substantially as described.

PAUL E. VAN VALKENBURGH.

Witnesses:

J. E. Hallenbeck,
M. E. Shields.
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To all whom, it may concern:

Be it known that I, John Sanderson, a citi-

zen of the United States of America, residing

at Pittsburg, in the county of Allegheny and
State of Pennsylvania, have invented certain

new and useful Improvements in Telescopic
Horns, of which the following is a specifica-

tion, reference being had therein to the ac-

companying drawings.
This invention relates to certain new and

useful improvements in telescopic horns, and
has for its object the provision of novel means
whereby horns may be telescoped and securely
retained in the collapsed position.

The present invention relates to all forms
of horns, such as are used for phonographs,
graphophones, musical instruments, and the
like; and one of the many objects of my in-

vention is to produce a horn that may be ex-
20 tremely simple in construction, strong, dura-

ble, comparatively inexpensive to manufac-
ture, and highly efficient in its use.

My invention broadly consists in the novel
construction, combination, and arrangement

2 5 of parts to be hereinafter more specifically

described, and fully pointed out in the claims.

In describing the invention in detail refer-

ence is had to the accompanying drawings,
forming a part of this application, and where-

3° in like numerals of reference indicate like

parts throughout the several views, in which—
Figure 1 is a vertical sectional view of my

improved horn, showing the horn in the ex-
tended position. Fig. 2 is a similar view show-

35 ing the horn in the collapsed position. Fig.

3 is an enlarged detail view of the joint, show-
ing a vertical sectional view thereof. Fig. 4
is a similar view of the lid. Fig. 5 is a trans-

verse sectional view taken on the line 5 5 of
Fig. 1. Fig. 6 is a longitudinal sectional view
of the funnel portion of the horn. Fig. 7 is

a cross-sectional view of the funnel. Fig. 8

is a perspective view of one of the parts of
the funnel, and Fig. 9 is an end view thereof.

In the drawings, the reference-numeral 1

represents the mouthpiece, 2 and 3 integral

sections, and 4 the bell of the horn, these sec-

tions 1, 2, 3, and 4 being constructed in a man-
ner as to permit the horn to readily telescope

one section within the other. The section 3 50
carries at its enlarged end flanges 5 5, which
are slightly curved, as shown at 6, to receive

a lid or cover 7, which is adapted to form a
locking engagement therewith, said lid car-

rying a handle 8. The sections 1 and 2 when 55
in the collapsed position are inclosed within
the section 3 and are held in this position by
means of the lid or cover 9, carrying flanges

10, which are adapted to lock in the recesses

11, the latter being slightly curved, as shown 60

in Figs. 1 and 2 of the drawings. The joint

between the sections is formed by the curved
depressed portion 12 and a similar raised por-
tion 14 fitting therein.

The funnel-shaped portion 4 of the horn 65

comprises a plurality of sections 15, a portion
of their edges being curved, as indicated at

16 and 17, whereby each section may be se-

cured one within the other, forming a fun-

nel-shaped horn, and the rear end of these 7°

sections have their curved edges cut away,
as indicated at 18, whereby each section may
be secured to the section 3 of the horn. This
section 3 carries the annular flange 10, which
is formed upon itself and extends around the 75
exterior of the section 4, and in the portion
20 is formed a raised annular groove 21, which
is adapted to engage the raised annular groove
22 of the funnel-shaped portion of the horn.

In Fig. 7 I have illustrated how the differ- 80

ent sections 15 are secured together by means
of the curved edges 16 and IT, and while I have
herein shown this construction of funnel for

horns it is obvious that I may readily em-
ploy the form of funnel illustrated in Fig. 1 85

of the drawings and that the convenience of

handling the horn where it comprises a plu-

rality of sections will be readily appreciated
by those who have use for the same, and the

many other advantages obtained by the use 9°

of this invention will be apparent from the

foregoing description, taken in connection
with the accompanying drawings.

It will be obvious that various slight changes
may be made in the details of construction 95
without departing from the general spirit of

my invention.

Having fully described my invention, what
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I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters
Patent, is

—

1. A horn composed of a plurality of tele-

scopic sections, a lid on each end of the outer-

5 most of said telescopic sections to inclose the

remaining section, substantially as described.

2. In a horn, the combination of a plurality

of telescopic sections of gradually-increasing
size, and a bell-mouth secured to the lax-gest

to section, with two lids, one fitted to the smaller

end of the largest section, the other fitted to

the larger end of the same section and within
the bell-mouth.

3. A horn composed of a plurality of tele-

1 5 scopic sections having curved grooves formed

therein, and corresponding raised portions
formed in the opposite sections adapted to

extend into and fit said grooves, one of said

sections composed of a plurality of sections,

each last-mentioned section having its edges
curved whereby said sections may be secured
together, and means whereby said sections

may be secured to the other sections, substan-
tially as described.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature in

the presence of two witnesses.

JOHN SANDERSON.
Witnesses:

H. C. Evert,
E. E. Potter.

-5
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Benjamin Dubinski, a
citizen of the United States, residing- at San
Antonio, in the county of Bexar and State of

5 Texas, have invented a new and useful Sound-
Reproducing- Machine, of which the following
is a specification.

This invention relates to sound-reproducing
machines, and especially to a machine of that

io general class in which a plurality of records
are presented successively to a single sound-
box.

The principal object of the invention is to

provide an improved machine of the multiple-

15 record type in which each separate record is

independently revolved during its reproduc-
tion while the remaining records are idle and,

further, to so arrange the driving mechanism
that each record-carrier serves as a means for

2u imparting movement to the sound-box and its

connected mechanism.
A further object of the invention is to pro-

vide a machine of this class in which mech-
anism of simple and economical construction

25 is so arranged that the records are automat-
ically shifted to present them in successive

order in front of the sound-box, provision be-

ing made for preventing the operation of the

shifting mechanism, so that when necessary a
30 record may be repeated.

A further object in this connection is to pro-

vide means whereby any person may readily

shift the records in order to bring any desired
record into playing position and, further, to

35 so arrange the manually -operable shifting-

mechanism as to prevent movementof the rec-

ords during the operation of the machine, so

as to prevent injury to the records.

A still further object of the invention is to

40 provide an improved sound-box controlling

and shifting mechanism for automatically re-

turning the sound-box to its initial position

after a reproduction.

A still further object is to provide means
45 whereby in the failureof any part of themech-

anism the sound-box will be raised at the com-
pletion of a reproduction and automatically
returned to the starting-point.

A still further object of the invention is to

50 provide a multiple-record carrier in which

the whole frame is moved rearward away from
the sound-box during the shifting of the rec-

ord-carriers.

A still further object of the invention is to

provide improved means whereby the speed 55

of operation of the machine may be readily

controlled in accordance with the speed at

which the records have been produced.
With these and other objects in view, as will

more fully hereinafter appear, the invention 60

consists in the novel construction and arrange-
ment of parts hereinafter fully described, illus-

trated in the accompanyingdrawings, and par-

ticularly pointed out in the appended claims,

it being understood that various changes in 65

the forms, proportions, size, and minor de-

tails of construction may be made without de-

parting from the spirit or sacrificing any of

the advantages of the invention.

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is 7°

a view in end elevation of a sound-reproduc-
ing machine constructed in accordance with
the invention, the casing being shown in sec-

tion. Fig. 2 is a similar view looking from
the opposite end of the machine. Fig. 3 is a 75

front elevation of the machine with the cas-

ing removed. Fig. 4 is a plan view of the

machine, partly in section. Fig. 5 is a detail

end elevation, partly in section, illustrating

principally the mechanism for controlling the 80

shifting of the records. Fig. 6 is a sectional

elevation of a portion of the same on the line

6 6 of Fig. 5. Fig. 7 is a detail perspective
view of one of the frame-arms more specific-

ally described hereinafter. Fig. 8 is a detail 85

elevation, parts being shown in section, of the
starting mechanism operable by the insertion

of a coin or check. Fig. 9 is a detail view of

a portion of the same looking in the direction

of the arrow, Fig. 8, parts being shown in 90

section. Fig. 10 is a detail perspective view
of a portion of the circuit-closing lever. Fig.

11 is a detail sectional view of the coin-chute.

Fig. 12 is a front elevation of the sound-box
and its associated mechanism, the carrying- 95
frame being shown in section. Fig. 13 is a
sectional elevation of the same on the line

13 13 of Fig. 12. Fig. 14 is a similar view
on the line 14 14 of Fig. 12. Fig. 15 is an
elevation of one of the frames and illustrat- 10c
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ing more particularly the mechanism for im-
parting movement to the record - carriers.

Fig. 16 is a sectional plan view of a portion
of the structure on the line 16 16 of Fig. 15.

5 Fig. 17 is a detail view of the cam and lever

for transmitting movement to the threaded
lever of the sound-box mechanism.

Similar numerals of reference indicate simi-

lar parts in each of the figures of the drawings.
i<j The machine forming the subject of the

present invention is one of that class in which
a plurality of phonograph or graphophone
records are arranged in an annular series to be
presented successively in alinement with a

15 sound-box and a sound-box carrier.

The working parts of the machine are sup-

ported on a suitable base 1, at {die front of

which are hollow standards 2 for the recep-

tion of posts 3, which may be adjusted verti-
20 cally in the standards and locked in position

by set-screws 4. These posts serve as sup-

ports for a horizontally -disposed frame 5,

having at its opposite ends bearings for the

reception of a screw-shaft 6. The screw-shaft
2 5 extends, as usual, through a sound-box car-

riage 7, which supports a sound-box 8 of any
ordinary type. At one side of the sound-box
carrier is provided a lever 9, carrying a half-

nut which may be engaged with the threaded
3° shaft 6, and the rear end of the lever is bent

under the net portion of the sound-box, so

that wdien the threaded portion is moved from
engagement with the shaft by depression of

the front end of the lever its rear and bent

35 end will raise the sound-box from engagement
with the record. To the screw-shaft is piv-

oted a pair of arms 11 and 12, disposed, pref-

erably, at the ends of the shaft and serving
as supports for a rod 14, which fits within the

4° recessed outer end of the lever 9. In front

of the rod 14 is a guard 15 of the usual con-
struction, and to the front of this guard is

secured a lug 16, connected by a link 17 to

one end of a lever 18, that is pivoted at a

45 point intermediate of its length to a lug or

standard 19, carried by the base-plate. The
opposite end of the lever is operated upon by
a cam mounted on a cam-shaft 21, hereinafter

described, and operated in such manner that
5° it will at times come into engagement with

the lever 18 and by depressing its inner end
will raise the outer end of the lever 9 and
force the threaded portion of said lever into

engagement with the traversing-shaft 6 and
55 at the same time the sound-box will be low-

ered until the lever lies in engagement with
the record.

In order to hold the lever 9 in proper posi-

tion during the travel of the sound-box, the
60 lever or arm 12 when elevated is locked in

position by a pin 22, extending through a
guiding -opening in the end portion of the

fixed frame 5 and normally held in locking
position by means of a coiled compression-

65 spring 23. Secured to the locking-pin is a

disk or arm 24, adapted to be engaged by a

pin 25, carried by the lower portion of the

sound-box carrier, and when a record has been
reproduced this pin will engage the disk and
force the same outward until the pin 22 has 7°

been removed from under the arm 12, allow-

ing said arm to fall, the arm, the guard, and
the rod 14 being moved downwai'd by a weight
26, secured by a cord or chain to the front
portion of the lever 18. This immediately 75

removes the threaded portion of the lever

from engagement with the traversing-shaft

and at the same time elevates the sound-box
proper from engagement with the record.

The sound-box is then drawn back to its ini- 80

tial position by means of a weight 27, carried

by a suitably-guided cord or chain 28.

On the end of the screw-shaft is secured a

small pinion 29, intermeshing with a gear 30,

that is carried by a stud-shaft mounted on an 85

arm projecting from the fixed frame, and
movement is imparted to the gear 30 from the

several record-carriers in the manner herein-

after described. To the base-plate is secured

a bar or sill 32, carrying a number of brackets 9°

or standards 33, in which is mounted a pivot-

shaft 34, and to the shaft 34 is secured a U-
shaped frame 35, having a pair of parallel

approximately vertical arms the upper ends
of which have bearing-openings for the re- 95

ception of a horizontal shaft 36. To the shaft

36 is keyed a disk 37, to which are secured a

number of mandrel-carrying shafts 38, each

of said shafts being provided at a point adja-

cent to the disk with a cone 39. On each of 10°

the shafts 38 is placed a mandrel 40, adapted
for the reception of the cylindrical records

usually employed in phonographs, grapho-
phones, and similar sound-reproducing ma-
chines. At one end of the mandrel is a pin- io 5

ion 41, adapted to engage with the gear-wheel

30 and transmit motion to the sound-box and
sound-box carriage, and this end of the man-
drel is also provided with a friction-surface

42, with which engages a small friction-roller TI °

for the purpose of transmitting rotative move-
ment to said mandrel. The opposite end of

the mandrel is held in place by an adjustable

cone 43, mounted on the mandrel-shaft and
locked in adjusted position by means of a set- JI 5

screw. The outer ends of the mandrel-shafts

are all secured to a ring 44 by means of

screws 45, so that they may be held in prop-

erly-spaced relation, the shafts being rigid

and the mandrels revolving freely on the cone- 1 2 °

bearings 39 and 43.

The frame 35 is provided with aforwardly-
projecting arm 46, with which engages a cam
47, mounted on the horizontally-disposed shaft

21, that is supported in bearing-brackets 49 I2 5

on the base-plate, the operation of the cam
being resisted by a spring 50, bearing at one

end on a vertical post or standard 51 and at

the other end on a washer 52, carried by an

adjustable set-screw 53. The set-screw 53 13°
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passes through a threaded opening in an arm
54, projecting toward the rear of the frame
35, and when acted upon by the spring the
frame is rocked on the shaft 34 and moved

5 forward until one of the mandrels and its rec-

ord are presented in proper position for the
reproduction of said record. At the end of
each reproduction a cam 47 acts to move the
frame 35 and all of the records to the rear,

io so that the mandrel-carrying disk will be free

to rotate without danger of injuring any of
the articles. The shaft 36 is further provided
with a ratchet-wheel 57, having a number of
teeth corresponding to the number of man-

15 drel-shafts, and these teeth are successively
engaged by a pawl 58, carried by a lever 59,

the lever and pawl being connected by means
of a tension-spring 60' in order that said pawl
may be held in operative position. The lever

20 59 is mounted on a pin 60, held between
bracket means 61, that project from a rear-

wardly - extending arm 62, secured to the
frame 35, and said lever is engaged by a cam
61, carried by the shaft 48, immediately after

25 the backward movement of the frame 35 or
during such backward movement, and the
pawl 58 is moved up to an extent sufficient

to rotate the ratchet and record -carrying
disks to the extent of a single tooth, and thus

30 move a fresh record into position for playing.
In order to correct the movement of the

pawl and insure the stopping of the mandrel-
carrying disk in proper position, the shaft 36
is provided with a centering-wheel 64, having

35 notches of a number equal to the number of
ratchet-teeth, and these notches receive an an-
tifriction - roller 65, carried by a pivotally-
mounted arm 66, that is held up in proper po-
sition by a helical compression-spring 67, x-

40 tending between the rear edge of the arm and
an upturned ear at the end of the arm 62.

Should the movement of the pawl be greater
or less than that required to present a fresh
record to playing position, theentrance of the

45 spring-pressed antifrictiction-roller into one
or the other of the notches of the centering-
disk will correct this movement and the rec-
ords will at all times be stopped in proper po-
sition. The shaft 36 further carries an annu-

5° lar band 68, having a plurality of spokes 69,
radiating from a hub member that is secured
to the shaft, and on this band are placed cards
bearing the names of the several selections on
the records, there being one card for each

55 record and these being successively displayed
through an opening 70, formed in a curved
guard 71, that surrounds the greater portion
of the card-carrying band. The title displayed
is always the title of the record then in posi-

60 tionfor playing; but should the operator wish
to hear another selection provision is made
for the turning of the record-carrying disk
until the proper title appears at the display-
opening. Atthefront portion of the machine

65 is a frame 73, having a pair of guiding-open-

70

90

ings for a longitudinally-movable bar 74, one-

end of which projects out through an opening
in the front of the casing and is provided with
a thumb-piece or push-button 75. This rod
or bar is normally held out by means of a
coiled compression-spring 76, bearing at one
end against the frame 73 and at the opposite
end against a collar 77, carried by the rod and
held in position by a set-screw, so that it may
be adjusted in order to alter the stress of the 75
spring. The rear edge of the rod 74 is guided
in an opening formed in a bracket 78, and at

a point intermediate of the length of the rod
is a spring-pressed pawl 79 in position to en-
gage the ratchet-disk 57, such as when the 80

push-rod 74 is forced inward the pawl 79 will

engage a fresh tooth of the ratchet-disk and
upon release of the rod the spring 76 will

again force it outward, when the ratchet-disk
will be advanced to the extent of a single tooth, 85

thus presenting another record to the sound-
box and displaying the title of such record at

the opening 70, and in this way the operator
may turn the mandrel-carrying disk to any
desired extent.

The manual adjustment of the mandrel-car-
rying disk, as well as the automatic adjust-

ment, can be accomplished only when the frame
35 is tilted rearward, and when the records
are not in playing position the one nearest the 95
sound-box will be at all times slightly spaced ,

therefrom, so that there will be no danger of
injury to the records by the turning of the
mandrel-carrying disk. In the present in-

stance this is accomplished by providing in 10c

the push-rod 74 a small lug or finger 80, the
outer face of which is inclined, and on the
rear face of the frame 73 is mounted a slidable
locking-block 81, having a pair of slots 82,

through which extend guiding -screws S3.

This locking-block 81 lias an opening 84 of a
height sufficient to permit the passage of the
push-rod and its lug 80; but when the locking-
block is in its lowest position the upper wall
of said opening will be in contact with the up-
per face of the rod and any inward movement
of the push-rod 74 will be prevented by en-
gagement of the lug 80 with the outer face of
the block. The side of the block is provided
with a pair of pins 85, between which plays

an arm 86, carried by or forming a part of
the cam-operated arm 46 of the frame 35. In
the operation of this portion of the mechan-
ism movement of the frame 35 to the rear or
to inoperative position will move the arm 86 120

against the upper of the pins 85 and will raise

the block 81 to an extent sufficient to permit
the free passage of the lug 80 of the push-rod.
When the frame is moved forward or to play-

ing position, the arm 86 will engage the low-
ermost of the pins 85 and will depress the lat-

ter to an extent sufficient to prevent the pas-
sage of the lug 80, so that it will be impossible
to operate the push-rod when any of the rec-

ords are in engagement with the sound-box. 130

i°5

"5

i 2 5
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It is sometimes desirable to repeat a record

the reproduction of which has just been fin-

ished, and for this purpose it is necessary to

prevent the operation of the automatically-

5 operating shifting-pawl 58. The frame 75 is

provided with bearing-openings for the sup-

port of a pull-rod 87, the outer end of which
projects through an opening in the front of

the casing and is provided with a handle or
io pole 88. The inner end of the rod is provided

with an arm extending around the rear por-

tion of the pulley 58, and should the operator

desire to repeat the record already played he
will pull the repeating-rod 87 outward, and

1 5 thus move the pawl 58 out of engagement with

the teeth of the ratchet-disk 57, so that sub-

sequent movement of the pawl-operating cam
will be ineffectual. The upper face of the re-

peating-rod 87 is provided with a pair of lock-

20 ing- notches 90, with which may engage a

spring locking-pawl 91 in order to hold the

repeating-rod in adjusted position, while in

order to prevent pushing inward of the rod

87 a stop-block 92 is employed.
25 In order to prevent excessive forward move-

ment of the rocking frame 35 under the in-

fluence of the spring 50, a threaded stop-rod

92 is mounted in a standard 93 on the base

and is provided with lock-nuts 94, which may
30 be adjusted in order to prevent excessive

movement of the frame in either direction.

The pin extends through an opening formed
in a flange 95, carried by or forming a part of

the cam-actuating lug 46.

35 The shaft 21 carries a rocking frame 100,

which carries at its upper end a shaft 101, ex-

tending inward within the annular series of

mandrels. On the extreme inner end of the

shaft is secured a friction-wheel 102, formed
4° of or covered with rubber or other suitable

material, and this friction-wheel is adapted to

engage against the friction-surfaces 42 of the

several mandrels as the latter are successively

presented to playing position. The move-
45 ment imparted to this shaft is thus transmit-

ted through the friction members 102 and 42

to the mandrel and from thence to the gear 40,

to the gears 30 and 29 for the operation of the

sound-box-traversing shaft. Near the outer

5° end of the shaft 101 is a belt-wheel 103, over

which passes a belt 104, leading to a pulley

105 on a counter-shaf1 106, adapted to suitable

bearings under the base-plate. The shaft 106

carries a large pulley 107, that is connected

55 by a driving-belt 108 to a pulley 109 on the

armature-shaft of a motor 110, the latter be-

ing of any suitable construction. In the mo-
tor-circuit is arranged a switch 111, by means
of which the current may be manually cut off,

60 and in this circuit is connected a rheostat 112,

so that more or less resistance may be cut in

in order to control the speed at which the

records are played. On the extreme outer

end of the shaft 101 is a worm 113, which en-

65 gages a worm-wheel 114 on an approximately

vertical shaft 115. This shaft is held in up-
per and lower bearings formed by ears pro-
jecting on one side of the rocking frame 100.

At the lower end of shaft 115 is a worm 116,

intermeshing with a worm-wheel 117 on the 70

shaft 21. and the gears are so proportioned
that the shaft 21 will be turned a single revo-
lution for the reproduction of each record,

the several cams on the shaft 21 being so ad-

justed as to operate in proper order for the 75 - h
movement of the several parts which they
control.

In order to force the frame 100 forward, and
thus keep the driving-roller 102 in frictional

contact with the mandrel which it is to re- 80

volve, the frame is provided with a rear-

wardly- projecting arm 120, carrying a set-

screw 121, on which is a collar 122, forming
a bearing for a compression-spring 123. The
lower end of the spring rests on a standard 85

124, carried by the base, and the function of

the spring is to throw the rocking frame for-

ward and maintain the friction-roller in posi-

tive engagement with the mandrel.
To one of the brackets or standards 33 is 90

pivoted a bell-crank lever 125, having an ap-
proximately horizontal arm that is operated
upon by a cam 127 on the shaft 48 and an ap-

proximately vertical arm that is connected by
a link 128 to the rocking frame 100. When 95
the cam operates on the bell-crank lever, the
movement is transmitted by the link 128 to

the frame 100, and the latter is thrown to the

rear to an extent sufficient to move its anti-

friction-wheel 102 from engagement with the 100

mandrel, so as not to interfere with the sub-

sequent adjustment of a fresh mandrel to play-

ing position.

The rearward movement of the frame 100
occurs at the completion of each reproduction, 105

and at this time it is necessary to provide for

the return of the sound-box and its carriage

to its initial position. For this purpose the

frame 5 is provided with bearings 130 for the

reception of a rock-shaft 131, having one no
arm, 132, adapted to engage the inner face of

the disk 24. Upon the opposite end of the

shaft is a rocker-arm 133, that is connected
by a link 134 to the rocking frame 100, and
when this frame is moved to the rear the shaft 115

131 will be rocked to an extent sufficient to

move the arm 132 against the disk 24, and
thus withdraw the pin 22 from its locking en- _
gagement with the arm 12, whereupon the

weight 26 will shift the lever 9 in the man- 120

ner previously described, and the carriage

will be returned to initial position by means
of the weight 27. This is accomplished at

the same time with each of the records, the

latter presumably being of exactly the same I2 5

length, but in event of failure of this portion

of the mechanism the rod 25, that projects

from the sound-box carriage, will effect the

unlocking movement of the pin 22 in order

to allow the return of the sound-box. I 3°
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In order that the casing may be as nearly

. air-tight as possible, the trumpet 135, which
projects in the usual manner from the sound-

box, is carried by a slide 136 of a length

5 equal at least to the length of one of the man-
drels, and this slide is guided between a pair

of slotted pipes 137 in the front of the cas-

ing, so that the casing will be at all times

closed.
io At a point adjacent to the main ratchet-disk

is an inverted-U-shaped frame 140, to the up-

per cross-bar of which is pivoted a lever 141.

This lever, which may be formed of any suit-

able material, is provided near one end with

15 a block 142 of insulating material and with a

contact-strip 143, formed of copper or other

good conducting material. Below the lever

is arranged a block 144, carrying a pair of

spring-contacts 145, which form the termi-
20 rials of the motor-circuit, the upper ends of

said contact-strips resting against the insulat-

ing-block 142 when the parts are in inopera-

tive position. The outer portion of the lever

passes under a guide 146, and its extreme end
?5 portion is engaged by a catch 147, pivoted on

a pin 148, the tail of the catch projecting
through an opening 149 into a coin-chute 150.

When a coin of proper value is deposited in

the chute, it will in falling strike the tail of

3° the catch and move the latter against the
stress of a spring 151 to releasing position.

A spring 152, secured to the front end of the
lever 141. then shifts the position of the le-

ver until the contact-spring 143 engages the

35 two contacts 145 and establishes the motor-
circuit, after which the parts continue to op-
erate until the record has been reproduced,
and at the completion of this operation the

current will be broken and the motor stopped.
4° The front bar of the framc-140 is provided

with a pair of guides 153 for the reception of
a vertically-movable bar 154, normally held
in alined position by a helical compression-
spring 155. The upper end of the bar 154

45 carries a pawl 156, from which projects an in-

clined tongue or cam 157, adapted to engage
against a set-screw 158, carried by a lug pro-
jecting from the frame, and the pawl is nor- I

mall.v held in such position that the tongue
5° will engage this screw by means of a spring

159, carried by the pawl and bearing against
the main body of the bar. The parts being
normally in the position shown in Fig. 8,

downward movement of the frame of the bar
55 and the cutting in of the motor will not be

interfered with. Near the completion of the
reproduction of the record a cam 160 on the
cam-shaft 48 will engage a lug 161, project-
ing from the bar, and will depress the same

60 until the approximately horizontal shoulder
of the pawl is below the end of the lever 141.

After a short time the cam 160 will pass be-
yond the lug 161 and release the same, where-
upon the spring 155 will elevate the bar 154

65 and the pawl will raise the lever 141 until the

80

rear end of said lever is again engaged by the
catch 147 and locked in position with the cir-

cuit broken. Continued upward movement
of the pawl will cause the tongue 157 to ride

against the end of the screw 158, and said 7°

pawl will be moved outward from engagement
with the lever 151, leaving allot the parts in

proper position for a subsequent operation.
In order to prevent the manipulation of the

machine by slugs or coins of a diameter less 75

than of a standard coin, such as a nickel, the
coin-slot is divided into two branches 150 and
163, these being divided by a partition 164,

a portion of which is curved or inclined and
is provided with a slot 165 of a width but
slightly less than that of the standard coin.

If a coin of smaller denomination or a slug
or other article of less diameter than a stand-
ard coin is inserted in the slot, it will pass
through the opening 165 to the branch 163 8 5

of the coin-chute and will be deposited in the
coin -receptacle or in a different receptacle

without, however, operating the machine.
The operation of the machine in brief is as

follows: When a coin of proper denomination
is inserted in the coin-chute, it will strike the

catch 147 and move the same to release the

lever 141, whereupon the latter will move un-
til the contact-strip 143 engages the contacts

145 and closes the motor-circuit. The first

operation is to move the operating-cam of

rocking frame 35 from contact with arm 46,

allowing the frame to swing forward until

one of the records is presented to the sound-
box, and at the same time or at any time pre-

vious to this the cam 28 is operated to allow
the sound-box to move to record-engaging
position. The rocking frame 100 then moves
forward until the friction-wheel 102 is in en-

gagement with the mandrel of the record to

be played, and the movement of the motor is

then transmitted to the belt-wheel 103, caus-

ing the record to revolve at proper speed.

The movementof the record-mandrel is trans-

ferred through the friction -wheel 102 and
friction-suface 42 to the gear 30 and thence
to the pinion 29 of the sound-box-traversing
-haft. The operation continues until the com-
pletion of the record, and at this time the cams
are so arranged that the frame 35 will first he

swung to the rear and the pawl-bar will be
elevated to automatically shift the mandrel-
carrying frame and present a fresh record to

playing position. Immediately following this

operation the rocking frame 100 will move
from the rear and the rock-shaft 131 will be
turned until arm 132 forces the disk 24 out-

ward and releases the locking-pin 22. This
permits the weight 27 to restore the sound-
box and sound-box carriage to initial position.

The only further movement necessary is for

the cam 160 to operate the liar 151 and through
the pawl 156 restore the circuit-controlling le-

ver 141 to its initial position.

On the end of the shaft 48 is connected a

90

95
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counter 166, so arranged as to accurately

register the number of operations of the ma-
chine, said shaft turning once during the re-

production of each record.

5 Having thus described the invention, what
is claimed is

—

1. In a sound-reproducing machine, a rec-

ord-carrier, a sound-box, and means for auto-

matically moving both in directions away from
to each other at the completion of a reproducing

operation.

2. In a sound-reproducing machine, a plural

record-carrier, a sound-box, means for auto-

matically moving both members away from
15 each other at the completion of a sound-re-

producing operation, and means for moving
the members toward each other in advance of

the starting of a reproducing operation.

3. The combination with a sound-reproduc-
20 ing machine, of a sound-box, a plural record-

carrier, a rocking frame carrying the same,
and means for moving said frame.

4. In a sound - reproducing machine, the

combination with a sound-box, of a plural
2 5 record -carrier, a pivotally- mounted frame

supporting the same, and a cam for moving
the frame away from the sound-box.

5. In a sound-reproducing machine, a plural

record -carrier, a pivotally -mounted frame
3° supporting the same, a cam for moving the

frame away from the sound-box, and a spring
tending to move the frame in the direction of

the sound-box.
6. Inasound-reprodncingmachine,asouncl-

35 box, a plural record-carrier, a spring operat-
ing to move said carrier in the direction of the

sound-box, and means for limiting the move-
ment of the carrier.

7. In asound-reproducingmachine,asound-
4° box, a sound -box -traversing mechanism, a

plurality of record-carrying mandrels, and a

mandrel-support movable bodily toward and
from the sound-box and revoluble to present
any of the mandrels in operative relation to

45 said sound-box.
8. In a sound-box-reproducing machine, a

sound-box, a sound-box-traversing mechan-
ism, a plurality of record-carriers adjustable
to reproducing position, actuating means for

50 engaging and revolving the successive car-

riers as they are brought to reproducing po-
sition, and means for transmitting movement
to the sound-box-traversing mechanism from
the revolving carrier.

55 9. The combination with a sound-box and
sound-box-traversing mechanism, of a record-

carrier movable bodily toward and from the

sound-box, and gearing connections between
the carrier and traversing mechanism, the in-

60 termeshing of the gears being accomplished
by the movement of the carrier in the direc-

tion of the sound-box.
10. In a sound -reproducing machine, a

sound-box, a sound-box-traversing mechan-
65 ism, a record-carrying mandrel movable from

and toward the sound-box, and gearing con-
nections between the mandrel and traversing
mechanism, such gearing connections being
meshed by movement of the mandrel in the
direction of the sound-box, and disconnected 70
by movement in the opposite direction.

11. In a sound-reproducing machine, a rec-

ord-carrying mandrel, a sound-box, means for
moving the mandrel toward and from the
sound-box, means for transmitting movement 75
from the mandrel to the sound-box-traversing
mechanism, and means for revolving the man-
drel. •

12. In a sound -reproducing machine, a
sound-box, a sound-box-traversing median- 80

ism, a mandrel movable toward and from the
sound-box, gearing connections between the
mandrel and the traversing mechanism, a fric-

tion-disk for revolving said mandrel, and
means for moving the friction-disk into and 85
out of engagement with the mandrel.

13. In a sound -reproducing machine, a
sound-box, a sound-box-traversing mechan-
ism, a plural record-carrier including an an-
nular series of mandrels, means for revolving 90
the carrier to present the successive mandrels
to the rear of the sound-box, and a single

driving means for independently engaging the
mandrels as they are successively presented to

playing position. 95
14. The combination with a sound-box, of a

plural record-carrier including an annular se-

ries of mandrels, a sound-box, means for re-

volving the record-carrier to present succes-

sive mandrels to playing position, a friction- 100

disk for independently engaging the succes-

sive mandrels, and independent means carried

by each mandrel for transmitting operative
movement to the sound-box.

15. In sound -reproducing machines, a plu- 105

ral record-carrier including an annular series

of mandrels, a sound-box, a means for turning
the record-carrier to present successive man-
drels to playing position, a friction-disk for

engaging the successive mandrels, and means no
for moving the friction-disk toward and from
said mandrels.

16. In sound-reproducing machines, a plu-

ral record-carrier including an annular series

of mandrels, a sound-box, means for moving 115

the record-carrier bodily toward and from the

sound-box, means for revolving the carrier to

present successive mandrels to playing posi-

tion, and means for engaging and revolving
the successive mandrels. 120

17. The combination in a sound-reproduc-
ing machine, of a sound-box, a sound-box-
traversing mechanism, a plurality of record-

carrying mandrels, a revolubly -mounted
frame supporting said mandrels and movable 125

toward and from the sound-box, and a revo-

luble friction-disk for engaging the successive

mandrels, said disk being movable clear of

the path of movement of the mandrels at the

end of each reproducing operation. 13°
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18. In a sound - reproducing' machine, a

^sound-box, a sound-box-traversing mechan-
ism, a gear for transmitting movement to the

traversing mechanism, and a plurality of suc-

S cessively- driven mandrels adjustable to re-

producing position, each mandrel having a

gear for intermeshing with the gear of the

traversing mechanism.
19. In a sound - reproducing machine, a

io sound-box, a sound-box-traversing means, a

plurality of record-carrying mandrels adjust-

i able to reproducing position, of a separate

means for transmitting the movement of each
independent mandrel to the traversing means.

15 20. The combination in a sound-i-eproduc-

ing machine, of a sound-box, sound-box-trav-
ersing means, a plurality of record-carrying
mandrels, a revoluble frame supporting said

mandrels, a friction driving roller or disk for

20 engaging each mandrel as it is adjusted to re-

producing position, and independent means
for adjusting the positions of the frame and
the friction driving-roller.

21. In a sound-reproducing machine, a rev-

25 oluble frame, a plurality of record -carrying
mandrels on said frame, a ratchet-wheel con-

nected to the frame, a manually -operable
pawl for engaging the teeth of the ratchet-

wheel, and means for locking said pawl from
30 movement during a reproducing operation.

22. In a sound-reproducing machine, a rev-

oluble frame, a plurality of record -carrying
mandrels supported thereby, a ratchet-wheel

secured to the frame, a manually -operable

35 pawl for engaging the teeth of the ratchet-

wheel, a pawl-carrying bar, and means for

locking the pawl-carrying bar from longitu-

dinal movement during a reproducing opera-
tion.

40 23. In sound-reproducing machines, a rev-

oluble frame, a plurality of mandrels sup-
ported by the frame, a ratchet-wheel con-
nected to the frame, a longitudinally -mov-
able pawl-carrying bar, a spring for restor-

45 ing the same to its initial position, a pawl car-

ried by the bar and engaging the teeth of the

ratchet-wheel, and a locking means for en-

gagement with the bar during a reproducing
operation.

50 24. In a sound-reproducing machine, a rock-
ing frame, a revoluble mandrel-carrier sup-
ported by said frame, a ratchet-wheel con-
nected to the mandrel -carrier, a longitudi-

nally-movable pawl -carrying bar having a

55 projecting tooth or lug, a pawl supported by
the bar and adapted to engage a tooth of the
ratchet-wheel, and a slidable locking-block for
engagement with the lug, said block being
moved to locking and unlocking positions by

60 the rocking frame.
25. In a sound-reproducing machine, a rev-

oluble mandrel-carrier, a ratchet-wheel con-
nected thereto, a pawl for engaging and turn-

ing the ratchet-wheel, and a repeating bar

whereby the pawl may be moved out of en- 65

gagement with said ratchet-wheel.

26. In a sound-reproducing machine, a rev-

oluble mandrel-carrier, a ratchet-wheel con-
nected thereto, a pivotally-mounted pawl for

turning the ratchet-wheel, a repeating rod or 70

bar engaging the pawl, and means for hold-

ing said bar or rod in adjusted position.

27. In a sound-reproducing machine, a plu-

ral mandrel -carrier, a ratchet-wheel con-

nected thereto, a pawl for engaging the teeth 75

of the ratchet-wheel, means for operating the
pawl at the completion of each reproducing
operation, an auxiliary centering-disk having
peripheral recesses and a spring-pressed arm
engaging in said recesses and serving to stop So

the mandrel-carrier in proper position.

28. In a sound-reproducing machine, a plu-

ral mandrel-carrier, a ratchet-wheel connected
thereto, a pawl for engaging the ratchet-wheel,

a centering-disk having peripheral notches or 85

recesses, and a pivotally-mounted spring-

pressed arm arranged adjacent to the disk and
carrying an antifriction-roller adapted to en-

ter the notches or recesses.

29. Inasound-reproducingmachine,arock- 90

ing frame, a revolubly-mounted mandrel-car-
rier supported thereby, a sound-box, means
for moving the rocking frame toward and
from the sound-box, a second rocking frame,

a shaft supported thereby and extending with- 95

in the series of mandrels, means for revolving
the shaft, and an antifriction-roller carried by
the shaft and adapted to engage the successive

mandrels.
30. In a sound-reproducing machine, a rev- TO °

oluble mandrel -carrier, a rocking frame, a

shaft supported thereby and extending be-

tween the series of mandrels, a friction-disk

carried by the shaft and adapted to engage the

mandrels as they are successively presented to 105

playing position, means for driving the shaft,

a cam-shaft, connections between the two
shafts, and a record-carrier-advancing means
operable from the cam-shaft.

31. In a sound-reproducing machine, a rev- IID

oluble mandrel-carrier, a sound-box, a sound-
box-traversing means, a rocking frame, a shaft

supported thereby, a disk mounted on the shaft

and adapted to engage the successive man-
drels, and connecting means between the I1 S

frame and the traversing mechanism whereby
at the completion of a record the sound-box
will be disengaged from said traversing mech-
anism.

32. The combination in a sound-reproduc- I2 °

ing machine, of a revoluble mandrel-carrier,

a sound-box, a sound-box carriage, a screw
for traversing the carriage, a threaded mem-
ber supported by the carriage and engaging
the Screw, a rocking frame, means for con- 125

necting the same to said threaded member, a
shaft carried by the frame, and a mandrel-
driving means supported by said shaft.
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33. In sound-reproducing machines, a sound-
box, a sound-box carriage, a lever pivoted
thereto and provided with a threaded portion

forming a half-nut, a screw with which the

5 threaded portion engages, a bar normally
maintaining the lever in operative position,

pivoted arms carrying said bar, a spring-

pressed locking-pin engaging one of the arms,
and means supported by the sound-box car-

i o riage for moving the pin to releasing position.

34. In sound-reproducing machines,a sound-
box, a sound-box carrier, a lever pivoted
thereto and provided with a threaded portion,

a screw with which such threaded portion en-

15 gages, a pair of pivotally-mounted arms, a

bar carried thereby and engaging the lever,

a spring-pressed locking-pin engaging one of

the arms, a disk secured to said pin, a releas-

ing-pin supported by the carriage and adapted
20 to engage said disk, a weighted lever connect-

ed to the bar and tending to move the threaded

lever to disengaging position, and a cam for

restoring the parts to operative position. *
35. In sound-reproducing machines, a rec-

ord-carrier, a sound-box, a slotted casing in- 25

closing the same, a trumpet connected to the

sound-box and extending through the slot, and
a slide movable with the trumpet and closing

the slot.

36. In sound-reproducing machines, a rec- 3°

ord-carrier, a sound-box, a slotted casing in-

closing the same, a slide fitted within the slot

of the casing, and a trumpet carried by said

slide.

In testimony that I claim the foregoing as 35

my own I have hereto affixed my signature in

the presence of two witnesses.

BENJAMIN DUBINSKI.

Witnesses:
Walter O'Bbiant,
William Schimmelpfenning.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that we, Thomas A. Connolly
and Joseph B. Connolly, citizens of the

United States, residing at Washington, in the

5 District of Columbia, have invented new and
useful Improvements in Methods of Making
Sound-Reproducing Records, of which the fol-

lowing is a specification, this application being
a division of application Serial No. 172,972,

to filed September 12, 1903.

This invention has relation to records for

sound-reproducing machines, and has for its

object the production of a tablet-record hav-
ing the sound-reproducing groove impressed,

15 indented, or milled in its surface by means of

a roller or mill having formed on its surface

a sound-record in cameo or relief. In pro-
ducing said milled record we proceed as fol-

lows: A master plate or die of hard metal is

20 first formed by suitably etching a helical rec-

ord traced through an etching -ground by
means of a stylus of a sound-recording in-

strument. From said master plate or die a
roller or mill is then produced by rolling a

25 cylinder or segment of softer metal upon the
master-plate under such pressure as will pro-
duce upon said roller or mill a counterpart in

cameo or relief of the original record. This
roller or mill is then hardened or tempered
and rolled upon the surface of a plate of softer

metal, so as to indent or mill the surface of
the latter and produce a milled facsimile of
the record of the master plate or die.

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is

35 a plan view of the etched master plate or die.

Fig. 2 is a side view of the roller or mill, and
Fig. 3 is a plan view of a milled sound-repro-
ducing record.

In carrying our invention into effect we use
as the preferable material for the master
plate or die hardened steel, and the steel may
be hardened or tempered either before or af-

ter the record has been etched thereon. The
master-plate is prepared for etching by hav-
ing its surface smoothly finished and, if de-
sirable, polished or burnished and then thinly
coated with a suitable etching - ground in

which a helical record is traced by the stylus

of a sound-recording machine. The etching

is then effected by means of a suitable etch- 50
ing fluid and the plate cleaned off. The etched
record line or groove so produced will be of

substantially even depth throughout, but lat-

erally undulating. A cylinder of soft metal
is then rolled on the etched plate under suffi- 55
ciently heavy pressure in a suitable press to

cause the surface of the roller to take up in

relief or cameo a transfer of the record from
the master-plate, and thus become a "mill."
The roller or mill is then hardened or tern- 60

pered and rolled over a metal plate under suf-

ficient pressure in a suitable press to indent,

impress, or mill on or into the surface of said

plate an intaglio facsimile of the original

etched record-groove. The plate so milled 65

by the action of the cylindrical roller or

mill, as above described, constitutes the sound-
reproducing record for sound- reproducing
machines and may be hardened or tempered
to increase its durability and impart to it 70

other desirable characteristics, and it may be
plated or otherwise treated to prevent corro-

sion.

Instead of using steel for the master plate

or die, the roller or mill, and the sound-repro- 75

ducing plate or record the master-plate may
be made of steel or other hard metal, the roller

or mill of a softer metal than the master plate

or die, such as copper or nickel, and the sound-
reproducing record-tablet of a still softer ma- 80

terial than the roller or mill, such as tin or

aluminium or a suitable non-metallic material.

If necessary or desirable, the surface of the

roller or mill may be buffed or polished after

receiving the record in cameo or relief with- 85

out impairing its accuracy.

A large number of sound-reproducing rec-

ords may be produced from a single roller or

mill, and many rollers or mills may be pro-

duced from a single master plate or die. 90
Records according to our invention can be

produced with great facility and at compara-
tively low cost. When made of hardened
steel, they cause less wearing friction on the

stylus and walls of the groove than occurs 95
with records made of other materials. The
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record-grooves are more even and accurate
than those formed in soft plastic material,

and, owing to the unyielding character of the

material, the tone qualities are more pro-

5 nounced and true.

Having described our invention, we claim
and desire to secure by Letters Patent

—

1. The method of making sound-reproduc-
ing records, which consists in etching a rec-

io ord line or groove in a metallic plate, trans-

ferring said record to a roller in relief or
cameo and thereby producing a mill, and then
transferring the record from the mill to a sec-

ond metallic plate.

15 2. The method of making sound-reproduc-
ing records, which consists in producing a

master-plate, having a record-line in intaglio,

transferring said record in cameo or relief to

a roller or mill, and transferring the record
20 in intaglio to a second plate from said roller

or mill.

3. The method of making sound-reproduc-
ing records, which consists in producing a

roller or mill having a record in relief or
25 cameo, from a plate having a record in in-

taglio, and then reproducing the said intaglio-

record in another plate by means of said roller

or mill.

4. The method of making sound-reproduc-
30 ing records, which consists in taking a trans-

fer from a record - plate, having a record-

groove, to a soft -metal roller or mill, then

hardening said roller or mill, then transfer-

ring the record from the roller or mill to a

second plate and hardening the last-named 35
plate.

5. The method of making sound-reproduc-
ing records, which consists in producing a
roller or mill having a sound-record in cameo
or relief, from a grooved plate, then finishing 40

or polishing the surface of said roller or mill

and then transferring said record in intaglio

to a second plate.

6. The method of making sound-records,
which consists in producing a roller or mill 45
having a volute record on its surface and trans-

ferring said record to a disk.

7. The method of making flat talking-ma-

chine records, consisting in rolling together
a rotary negative volute record, and a mate- 50

rial to receive impressions.

8. The method of making flat talking-ma-

chine records, consisting in rolling together

a cylindrical negative volute record and a ma-
terial to take impressions from the said nega- 55
tive record.

In testimony whereof we have signed our
names to this specification in the presence of

two subscribing witnesses.

THOMAS A. CONNOLLY.
JOSEPH B. CONNOLLY.

Witnesses:
W. E. Wright,
R. W. Rome.

£
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To all ivhoDb it may concern:

Be it known that I, Albert F. Wurth, of

18 Snyder street, Orange, in the county of Es-
sex, State of New Jersey, have invented cer-

5 tain Improvements in Processes of Making
Molds for Duplicating Phonograph-Records,
of which the following is a description.
At the present time many thousand molds

are in use for producing duplicate copies of
i o phonograph-records by pressing, casting, dip-

ping, and analogous processes well known to

persons skilled in the art. These molds are
in the form of cylinders generally with a very
slightly tapered bore and carrying the nega-

*5 tive representation of the record in relief

thereon. It is desirable for commercial rea-

sons that each phonograph-record should be
molded with the name of the particular selec-

tion to do away with the necessity of employ-
20 ing separate tags or labels which frequently

become lost or misplaced, and this can be done
effectively only when the mold itself is pro-
vided with an intaglio of the matter which
thus requires to be molded on the record. I

25 have found that it is possible to reconstruct
the modern cylindrical molds by applying an
addition thereto carrying the titles of the cor-
responding selections, which will therefore be
molded simultaneously with the production of

3° the duplicate records and that this may be
done in such a way as to show no perceptible
joint with the original mold. I am thus en-
abled to make use of a large number of cylin-
drical molds now in existence which would

ZS otherwise have to be discarded and the cost
of which has amounted to many thousands of
dollars. Besides this considerable time would
be required to make entirely new molds, while
by utilizing my invention these old molds may

40 be made over at a slight cost and in very little

time.

In order that my invention may be better
understood, attention is directed to the accom-
panyingdrawings,formingapartof this speci-

45 cation, in which

—

Figure 1 represents a sectional view of an
ordinary phonograph-mold; Fig. 2, a corre-
sponding view illustrating the manner of con-

verting it into an improved mold wherein the
name of the selection will be molded on each 50

duplicate formed therein and showing the
parts assembled in the plating-bath; Fig. 3, a

similar view of the completely-finished mold,
and Fig. 4 a plan view of one of the wax plugs
on which the additional plating takes place. 55

In the views corresponding parts are repre-

sented by the same numerals of reference.

The mold 1, which is in the form of a cop-
per shell, carries the usual negative repre-

sentation of the phonograph- record on its 60

bore. Ordinarily this mold is very slightly

tapered and is generally gold-plated or nickel-

plated on the record-surface to prevent oxi-

dation. I take one of these molds and shorten
it by cutting off the end on the line x x, and 65

I then preferably bevel off this end to form
an inclined shoulder 2, although this is not
absolutely necessary. I now take a plug 3,

made, preferably, of the ordinary wax-like
phonographic recording material and of the 70

shape shown, formed with the shoulder 4
slightly rounded, as illustrated. On this shoul-

der I preferably engrave in any suitable way
the name of the desired selection, as shown in

form 4, together with the trade -mark and 75
number, if desired. Very excellent results

have been secured in practice with an ordi-

nary pantograph engraving-machine. Hav-
ing prepared the plug 3 in this way the lat-

ter is fitted very accurately in the beveled end 80

of the mold 1, and this is preferably effected

by making the plugof a diameter very slightly

larger than the bore of the mold and then
contracting it diametrically by a reduction in

temperature, so as to permit its introduction 85

into the mold. Preferably before the plug is

thus introduced it is finely coated with a very
thin conducting-film—for example, of graph-
ite or of a finely-divided metal—applied by a

process of vacuous deposit. It will be also 90
understood that this conducting-film may be
applied to the plug after the latter has been
introduced within the mold, although this is

not so desirable, owing to the liability of not
covering the entire wax surface, resulting in 95
the formation of a joint or seam in the finished
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mold, which would therefore appear in the
completed duplicates. I now electroplate on
the conducting-film a suitable metal to form
an extension of the mold, which operation

5 may be performed in any suitable way. For
instance, the shell and plug may be clamped
between two disks 5 and 6 by means of a bolt

7 and nut 8, a soft-rubber washer 9 being in-

terposed between the disk 6 and the plug 3 to
to exclude the solution from the interior of the

mold. In order to prevent the possibility of

plating on the bolt 7, the latter is preferably
covered by a rubber sleeve 10, as shown.
For the same reason to prevent a deposit on

15 the outside of the mold except on the shoul-

der 2 the mold is protected by a wrapping of

insulated tape or of any other suitable mate-
rial 11. The mold as thus equipped is sup-
ported in a plating-bath 12 from a rod 13,

20 connected with one pole of the generator or
other source of supply 14, the other pole

thereof being connected to anodes 15 in the

usual way.
The level of the solution is shown by the

25 line y y. The hook 16, engaging the conduct-
ing-rod 13, connects with a copper ring 17,

embedded in the under face of the disk 5, (the

latter being usually made of hard rubber,) so

as to form a connection with the source of
30 supply 14 and to permit a deposit 18 to be

formed on the conducting film or coating of

the plug 3 as well as upon the shoulder 2 of

the mold. The electrodeposited addition 18
becomes as intimately connected with the mold

35 as if welded thereto, so that it may be turned
off on its outside flush with the mold after the

electrodeposition has been completed. The
plug 3 is now removed from the mold either

by shrinking it out or by breaking the plug
4° to pieces or by melting the material thereof,

after which the outside of the extension 18
and the bottom edge of the cylindrical neck
19 are trimmed off to form the complete mold,
as shown in Fig. 3.

45 If in carrying the operations into effect the

plug 3 has been coated with gold by a vacu-
ous-deposit process, obviously the interior of

the electroplated extension or addition will be
gold-plated, and hence protected from oxida-

50 tion. If, however, graphite is used for coat-

ing the plug, the entire mold may be plated

on its interior with gold or nickel, or if the

film on the original mold is in good condition

the interior of the extension alone may be

55 plated with gold or nickel. I find, however,

that this is not strictly necessary, since the
extension does not carry any part of the rec-

ord-surface, and hence it is not so important
to prevent any bad effects from slight oxida-
tion. I find that by making the mold in this 60

way the joint between the extension 18 and
the original mold 1 can hardly be detected un-
der the microscope, nor does it result in any
appreciable or audible disturbance in repro-
ducing from records formed in the complete 65
mold.
These molds are capable of effective use in

connection with any suitable duplicating proc-
ess; but they are preferably used in connec-
tion with processes wherein a molten wax-like 70

material is introduced into the mold and al-

lowed to set therein to take an impression
therefrom, after which the finished duplicate
is removed by shrinking it diametrically and
removing it longitudinally, as described in pat- 7 5

ent to Thomas A. Edison, No. 667,662, dated
February 5, 1901.

Having now described my invention, what
I claim as new therein, and desire to secure by
Letters Patent, is

—

80

1. The process of securing an addition to a

phonograph-mold, which consists in introduc-
ing a conducting-plug into the end of the mold
and in electroplating a metal on said plug and
on the mold, substantially as set forth. 85

2. The process of securing an addition to a
phonograph-mold, which consists in beveling
the end of the mold, in introducing a conduct-
ing-plug into the mold and in electroplating

on said plug and on the beveled portion of the 9c

mold, substantially as set forth.

3. The process of securing an addition to a
phonograph-mold, which consists in introduc-

ing into the mold a plug having a conducting-
coating thereon and in electroplating a metal 95
on said plug and on the end of the mold, sub-
stantially as set forth.

4. The process of securing an addition to a
phonograph-mold, which consists in shrinking
a conducting-plug into the end of the mold and 1 00

in electroplating a metal upon said plug and
upon the end of the mold, substantially asset
forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

23d day of May, 1904.

ALBERT F. WURTH.
Witnesses:

Frank L. Dyer,
A. R. Klehm.
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To all ivhom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Charles E. Hill, a citi-

zen of the United States of America, residing

in Kansas City, in the county of Jackson and
State of Missouri, have invented a new and
useful Improvement in Phonograph Repro-
ducer Attachments, of which the following is

a specification, reference being had therein to

the accompanying drawings, forming a part
thereof.

My invention relates to improvements in

phonograph-reproducers.
The object of my invention is to provide a

reproducing attachment for phonographs in

which the sound-waves on both sides of the

diaphragm are amplified, thus increasing the

volume of the sound heard by an audience lis-

tening to the phonograph.
My invention provides, further, a novel at-

20 tachment that may be applied to phonographs
already on the market, such as the ''Colum-
bia " graphophone, the attachment serving to

gather and amplify the sound-waves made at

one side of the reproducer-diaphragm and
25 which are ordinarily dissipated, and thereby

lost to the audience.

My invention provides, further, means by
which the said attachment may be securely

fastened to the ordinary phonograph-repro-
ducer mechanism, the said means providing
means also by which rattling or jarring be-

tween the reproducer and the attachment may
be avoided.

Other novel features of my invention are
hereinafter fully described and claimed.

In the accompanying drawings, illustrative

of my invention, Figure 1 is a plan view of a

phonograph of the gramophone type, such as

the Columbia graphophone, provided with a
4° reproducing attachment constructed in accord-

ance with the principles of my invention. Fig.

2 is an elevation view looking at the side from
which extends the reproducing-stylus of my
reproducer attachment connected to the repro-

45 ducer of the Columbia type. Fig. 3 is a lon-

gitudinal sectional view taken on the dotted
line a h of Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is a side elevation
view of the parts shown on Fig. 2 viewed from
a point at right angles to that from which the

5° view shown in Fig. 2 was taken. Fig. 5 is a

longitudinal central sectional view taken on
the dotted line c d of Fig. 4. Fig. 6 is an
end elevation of the attachment looking to-

ward the open end thereof. Fig. 7 is a side

elevation view of the attachment looking to- 55
ward the side having the recess through which
extends the actuating-arm of the reproducer.

Similar characters of reference indicate

similar parts.

1 indicates the frame of the phonograph; 2, 60

the stylus; 3, the actuating-arm supporting
the stylus and secured at its inner end to the
reproducer-diaphragm 4, secured in any de-
sirable manner within the hollow cylindrical

diaphragm-supporting member 5 of the pho- 65

nograph. The member 5 is the diaphragm-
support usually employed in the Columbia
graphophones. It is provided with an open
end and a closed end, the closed end being pro-

vided with a rearwardly-extending horizontal 7°

tubular extension 6, which serves as an out-

let for the sound-waves produced by the dia-

phragm upon that side of the diaphragm.
The member 5 is supported by a horizontal

arm 7, provided at one end with a hole in 75

which is fitted the extension 6. The other end
of the arm 7 is pivotally supported by a

bracket 8, secured to the side of the body 1.

An ordinary horn 9 is connected by a flexible

non-resonant tube 10 with the outlet or ex- 80

tension 6.

The mechanism just described is that of an
ordinary Columbia graphophone, and further

description thereof is unnecessary.
The attachment comprises the following: 85

11 indicates the chambered member forming
part of the attachment. This member is cir-

cular in form and is provided with a closed

and open end similar to member 5. It is also

provided with a sound -outlet comprising a 90

central tubular extension 12, disposed axially

in line with the outlet 6. The member 11

when attached to the member 5 encircles the
outer periphery of the same and is provided
at the open end with two rearwardly-extend- 95
ing arms 13, which extend parallel with the

axis of the member 5 and to the rear of the

closed side of the said member. Each arm 13

is provided with an inwardly and forward ly
inclined screw-threaded hole in which is fitted 100
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a thumb-screw 14, adapted to bear upon the

rear closed side of the member 5. Between
the two members 5 and 11 is a resilient ring

15, forming a cushion to prevent the raem-

5 bers rattling against each other. By adjust-

ing the screws 14 the two members 5 and 11

may be drawn together against the pressure

of the cushion 15 and securely locked in po-

sition. Another amplifying-horn 16 is con-
io nected by a flexible non-resonant tube 17 with

the outlet extension 12. The horns 16 and 9

may be supported in any desirable manner.
In one side of the wall of the member 11 is

provided a recess 18, through which the sty-

15 lus-supporting arm 3 may extend.
In order to attach my attachment to the

kind of a phonograph described, it is but nec-

essary to place it with the open end against

the open end of the member 5, with the arms
20 13 extending to the rear of the closed side of

the member 5. The screws 14 are then ad-

justed so as to bear against the rear side of

the member 5. By turning the screws 14
properly the member 11 may be forced tightly

25 against the cushion 15. With the horns 9 and
16 in position as described sound-waves made
by the diaphragm upon each side thereof are

carried by the extension -outlets 6 and 12

through the tubes 10 and 17 into the horns 9

30 and 16, in which the sound-waves are ampli-
fied and the reproduced sounds heard with
much more than their ordinary loudness. The
tubes 10 and 17 being flexible permit the horns
to be moved to any desired position independ-

35 ently of each other and being non-resonant
the tubes do not readily conduct to the horns
scratching or rattling sounds from the ma-
chine.

My invention may be modified in various
4° ways, so as to be capable of application to

phonographs of different styles. The mem-
ber 11 may be manufactured and sold as an
article of manufacture which can be readily

applied to the reproducing mechanism for

45 which it is adapted to be used.

Having thus described my invention, what
I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat-

ent, is

—

1. In a phonograph-reproducer, the combi-
5° nation with the reproducer-diaphragm, of a

chamber inclosing the same, the said chamber
being provided with two outlets for sound, one
at each side of the diaphragm, and two sepa-

rated sound-amplifying horns connected flexi-

55 bly one with each of said outlets.

2. In a phonograph-reproducer, the combi-
nation with two chambered members each pro-

vided with an outlet for sound-waves, of means
for releasably securing the said two members

60 together, two separated amplifying -horns
connected flexibly with the said outlets re-

spectively, and the reproducer-diaphragm dis-

posed in one of said members with opposite

sides facing the two outlets respectively.

65 3. In a phonograph-reproducer, the combi-

nation with one chambered member provided
with a sound-outlet, of the reproducer-dia-
phragm mounted in said chamber and having
one side facing said outlet, a second cham-
bered member provided with a sound-outlet 70
disposed adjacent to the opposite side of said
diaphragm, a resilient cushion between the
two said members, means for securing said
members together, and two separated horns
connected flexibly respectively with the said 75
outlets.

4. In a phonograph-reproducer, the combi-
nation with two chambered members adapted
to receive between them the reproducer-dia-
phragm and provided each with a sound-out- 80

let, the said outlets being disposed respec-
tively one at each side of the diaphragm, of a
resilient cushion between the two members,
means for adjusting the two members toward
each other against the pressure of said cush- 85

ion, and two separated amplifying-horns con-
nected flexibly respectively one with each of
said outlets.

5. In a phonograph-reproducer, the combi-
nation with a chambered member provided 90
with a sound-outlet, of a second chambered
member provided with a sound-outlet and a
plurality of arms adapted to embrace the first

member, a plurality of adjusting-screws dis-

posed one in each of said arms and arranged 95
to engage the first member and draw the two
members toward each other when the screws
are properly turned, a diaphragm disposed
between the said outlets, and a resilient cush-
ion disposed between the two members. 100

6. In a phonograph-reproducer, the combi-
nation with the reproducer-diaphragm, of a

chamber inclosing said diaphragm and having
two outlets for sound, one at each side of the
diaphragm, two amplifying-horns movable 105

independently of each other, and two flexible

tubes connecting the two horns to the two
sound-outlets respectively.

7. In a phonograph-reproducer, the combi-
nation with a chambered member provided no
with a sound-outlet, of a diaphragm disposed
opposite said outlet, a second chambered mem-
ber provided with a sound-outlet disposed op-
posite the other side of said diaphragm and
adapted to be secured to one side of the first 115

member and provided also with two rear-

wardly-extending arms, two adjusting-screws
disposed one in each of said arms and adapt-
ed to engage the other side of said first mem-
ber, a resilient cushion disposed between the 120

two members, and means for amplifying the

sound-waves emitted from the two said out-

lets.

8. In a phonograph-reproducer, the combi-
nation with a chambered member having one 125

open and one closed side and having a sound-
outlet in the closed side, of a second cham-
bered member also provided with an open
side disposed adjacent to the open side of

the other member and having a closed side 130
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provided with a sound-outlet, the second mem-
ber being also provided with two rearwardly-
extending arms projecting beyond the rear
side of the first member, two forwardly and

5 inwardly inclined screws disposed one in each
of said arms and adapted each to bear against
the rear closed side of the first member, a re-

producer-diaphragm disposed with its sides
opposite the two outlets respectively, and

io means for amplifying the sound-waves emit-
ted from the said outlets.

9. In a phonograph-reproducer, the combi-
nation with the reproducer-diaphragm, of a
chamber inclosing the same and having two

15 sound-outlets, one at each side of the dia-
phragm, two sound-amplifying horns, and
two flexible tubes connecting the two horns
and the two outlets respectively.

10. In a phonograph-reproducer, the com-
20 bination with two chambered members pro-

vided each with a closed and an open side, the
open sides of the said members being disposed
toward each other and the closed side of each
member being provided with a sound-outlet,
one of said members encircling the outer pe-
riphery of the other member, the outer of said
members being provided with a plurality of
arms extending past the inner member, a plu-
rality of inwardly and forwardly inclined
screws disposed one in each of said arms and
bearing against the rear side of the inner
member, a resilient cushion between the two
members, a diaphragm disposed between the
two said outlets, and means for amplifying the
sound-waves emitted from said outlets.

11. In a phonograph-reproducer, a repro-

25

3°

35

ducing-chamber provided with an open and a
closed end, theclosed end being provided with
a tubular extension open at both ends, and
two arms extending from the open side of the 40
chamber parallel with the axis thereof and
provided each with screw-threaded holes dis-

posed one in each arm and inclining inwardly
toward the axis of the chamber.

_
12. In a phonograph-reproducer, the com- 45

bination with two chamber members provided
each with a sound-outlet, of a resilient cush-
ion between the two chambers, means for forc-
ing the two chambers toward each other
against the pressure of the said cushion, two 50
sound-amplifying horns, and two flexible tubes
connecting the two horns with the two out-
lets respectively.

13. In a phonograph-reproducer, the com-
bination with two chamber members provided 55
each with a sound-outlet, and one of which is

provided with a plurality of arms which em-
brace the other member, a plurality of screws
disposed one in each arm and arranged to en-
gage said other member and draw the two 60
members toward each other when the screws
are properly turned, a diaphragm disposed be-
tween the two members and between the out-
lets thereof, and two sound-amplifying horns
connected respectively to the two said outlets. 65

In testimony whereof 1 have signed myname
to this specification in the presence of two sub-
scribing witnesses.

CHARLES E. HILL.
Witnesses:

Warren D. House,
Henry F. Rose.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Thomas H. Macdonald,
of Bridgeport, Fairfield county, Connecticut,
have invented a new and useful Improvement
in the Production of Sound-Records or Similar
Articles, which is fully set forth in the fol-

lowing specification.

The present invention is an improvement
in casting tubular or other bodies (sound-rec-
ords or blank tablets) of wax -like or other
material for use in the talking-machine art.

There is a related process invented by me and
described in Reissue Patent No. 12,095, dated
March 10, 1902, for molding sound-records,
which process consists in superheating the
sound-record composition (commonly known
in the art as " wax") after it has been intro-

duced into the mold, and chilling it down from
the superheated temperature.
The present invention is particularly advan-

tageous when applied toa process wherein the

wax is superheated, but is also applicable to

any process wherein the molded article is

chilled or reduced in temperature.
According to my present invention the

mold containing the wax is heated, (preferably
superheated,) as heretofore, the casting in the

mold is then suddenly and symmetrically
chilled from the exterior, as heretofore, ex-

30 cept that the temperature is not reduced to

normal by this first chilling operation, and,
finally, the casting (having its temperature
already reduced) is gradually cooled to nor-
mal and is then readily removed from the
mold.
In carrying out the process set forth in my

said reissue patent it sometimes happens that

the sudden or severe chilling when carried
too far has the effect of warping or otherwise
injuring the cast record. The object of the
present invention is mainly to overcome or
avoid this difficulty.

In the preferred mode of carrying out my
present invention the mold containing the

45 wax -like material is superheated, and the
mold and the limpid wax therein are brought
to substantially the same temperature. Of
course the mold may be heated first and the

wax then poured in, or the mold may be
superheated after the wax is in place, or the 50
admission of the wax and the heating of the
material may go on simultaneously. With
the molds and "wax-like material" now in

use I have found a temperature of about
350 u

to 375' Fahrenheit to give good results. 55
The two-step cooling process is satisfac-

torily carried out as follows: The heated mold
containing the wax of about the same tem-
perature is placed in cold water or is sub-
jected to the action of cold water upon its 60
exterior, care being taken that the water shall

not act upon the wax within the mold and
shall not very appreciably exert its cooling
effects upon the interior or bore of the cast-

ing. This accomplishes the sudden and sym- 65
metrical chilling referred to in my said re-

issue patent as giving a good surface to the
cast sound-record or other article, and this
step is discontinued when the wax is chilled
down to a point where it is in a plastic state, 70
Inning a consistency about equal to very stiff

putty. With the material now in use the
water - cooling step may be continued for
about five minutes, (if the wax has been heated
to about 375' Fahrenheit,) at the end of which 75
time the interior of the wax casting will be of a
temperature of about 150° Fahrenheit, though
its outer surface would of course be practi-
cally as cool as the mold. At this point the
mold containing the casting is removed from 80
the water-cooling treatment and is set in a cool-
air draft, furnished by a rapidly-running elec-

tric fan, or the mold with its casting is other-
wise subjected to a more gradual cooling effect.

The air-cooling treatment reduces the temper- 85
ature of the casting quite rapidly, though not
so fast as the water would do. Employing
the present record material, I find from five to
seven minutes of air cooling is sufficient to
complete the cooling of these molded articles. 90
At the end of this time they may be lifted from
the mold without any difficulty.

The material employed in carrying out this

invention is preferably the composition de-
scribed in my Patent No. 606,725, dated July 95
5, 1898, to which may be added a small amount
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of carnauba- wax or other hardening sub-

stance.

The drawing annexed hereto for convenient
reference represents the successive steps in

5 my process of casting sound-records. I have
set forth these steps with some particularity;

but the invention is not limited to the precise

forms and details disclosed.

Having thus described my invention, I

10 claim—
1. The process of casting by means of a

mold, which consists in raising the mold and
its contents to above normal temperature,
then rapidly chilling the same but not to nor-

15 mal temperature, and finally gradually cool-

ing same to normal temperature.
2. The process of casting by means of a

mold, which consists in raising the mold and
its contents to a higher temperature, then rap-

20 idly and symmetrically chilling the same from
the exterior but not to normal temperature,
and finally gradually cooling the same to nor-

mal temperature.
3. The process of molding sound-records or

25 blank tablets, which consists in first super-

heating the mold and its contents and then

cooling the same by a two-step process, the

first step being sudden and the second being
gradual.

30 4. The process of molding sound-records or
blank tablets, which consists in first raising

the mold and the wax composition therein to

a temperature of about 350° Fahrenheit, then
chilling the same rapidly to a temperature of

35 about 150° Fahrenheit, and finally reducing
the temperature more gradually to normal.

5. The process of molding sound-records or
blank tablets, which consists in giving the

mold and its wax-like contents a temperature
of about 350° Fahrenheit, then rapidly and 4°

symmetrically chilling the same from the ex-

terior to about 150° Fahrenheit, and finally

reducing the temperature gradually to nor-

mal.
6. The process of molding sound-records or 45

blank tablets, which consists in first super-
heating the mold and its contents to about the

same temperature, second rapidly chilling the

same from the outside until the contents have
become plastic and of about the consistency 50

of very stiff putty, and finally reducing the

temperature gradually to normal.
7. The process of molding sound-records or

blank tablets, which consists in first super-

heating the mold with its contents, then chill- 55

ing the same by the action of water but not as

low as normal temperature, and finally chill-

ing the same by air to normal temperature,
substantially as described.

8. The process of molding sound-records or 60

blank tablets, which consists in first having
the mold of approximately the same tempera-
ture as the molten material therein, then rap-

idly and symmetrically chilling the same from
the exterior to a temperature below the melt- 65

ing-point of the contents of the mold, then
reducing the temperature of the same gradu-
ally to normal, and finally removing the cast

article from the mold.
In testimony whereof I have signed this 7°

specification in the presence of two subscrib-

ing witnesses.

THOMAS H. MACDONALD.
Witnesses:

M. A. Spalding,
C. A. Gibner.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Ademor N. Petit, a citi-

zen of the United States of America, and a resi-

dent of Waterloo, near Liverpool, Lancashire,
England, have invented certain new and useful

Improvements in Processes of Manufactur-
ing Celluloid Cylinders for Receiving Phono-
graphic Records, of which the following is a
specification.

Cylinders for phonograph and the like in-

struments which are to receive upon their ex-

terior surface the phonographic records have
latterly been composed either wholly or par-

tially of celluloid or have consisted of a base
provided with a celluloid surface to receive

the record, and such cylinders have presented
many advantages in use and, owing to their

being practically indestructible, have retained

a permanent record of the sound-waves. The
20 formation of the record upon the surface of

the celluloid cylinder is conveniently effected

by inserting the celluloid cylinder within a
matrix which is itself an electrotype taken
from a wax cylinder in which the records have

25 been cut by the recording-stylus of the phono-
graph. The celluloid cylinder having been
suitably inserted in the matrix is subjected to

internal pressure and heat, and thereby ex-

panded against the internal surfaces of the

electrotype-matrix, from which it (the cellu-

loid cylinder) receives the requisite impres-
sion and reproduction of the record.

Now this invention treats of record -cylin-
ders which are formed wholly of celluloid, the
walls of the tube being of sufficient thickness
for strength and the internal diameter some-
what greater than the diameter at any point
of the mandrel which is to carry the celluloid

record-cylinder. In order to adapt such cyl-

40 inders composed wholly of celluloid to fric-

tionally fit upon the mandrel when slid there-

on, so that the outer cylindrical surface is

concentric with the axis of the mandrel and
so that the celluloid record-cylinder shall oc-

45 cupy its required position in the longitudinal

direction of the mandrel, it is necessary that

the cylinder should be provided with a collar

at each end having different-sized apertures
and that the circular apertures of the collars

50 shall accurately fit at all times upon the differ-

ent diameters of the mandrel with which they
are brought into contact, and to this end 1 have
described in my prior United States Patent
specification, No. 666,937, a celluloid record-

cylinder having one end inwardly bent—viz., 55

that end which is to fit onto the large end of the

mandrel— and the other end of the record-cyl-

inder I have shown fitted with a ring of cellu-

loid formed separately and then suitably ce-

mented in its place. In the specification of 60

an earlier United States Patent, No. 657,956,

granted to myself, however,I have described as

a new article of manufacture a celluloid record-

cylinder in which both end parts are formed by
inwardly bending a portion of the two ends of 65

the cylinder, so that what I have termed the
" collars" are made integral with the body of

the record-cylinder. Obviously and as ex-

plained in this specification the two inwardly-
extending ends must vary in diameters, so that

the internal edges of the bent-in ends shall have
the proper difference of diameters to fit on the

tapering mandrel which is to carry the cylin-

der and grip that mandrel frictionally in such
a manner that the external surface of the cyl-

inder shall be concentric throughout with the

axis of the mandrel, an air-space shall be left

between the outer surface of the tapering man-
drel and the inner surface of the record-cyl-

der, while the latter shall occupy when these 80

conditions are satisfied its correct position lon-

gitudinally upon the mandrel. Now I have
found this latter construction of cylinder with

integrally-bent ends is adapted for the pur-

poses of its use; but I have since found in prac- 85

tice that record-cylinders so constructed with
integrally-bent ends do not always properly
fit on the tapering mandrels of reproducing-
machines, because they are very 1 iable to slight

variations in size, the coefficient of expansion 90

of celluloid being large, and that this slight

variation is sufficient to prejudicially affect

the fit of the cylinder when in the proper
position upon the mandrel.
My present invention therefore refers to a 95

method for overcoming this defect and diffi-

culty without changing the character of con-

struction of the cylinders— that is to say,

while on the one hand still retaining the use

of a cvlinder constructed wholly of celluloid 10c

7°

75
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with inturned ends, yet on the other hand
providing that the variations in size of the
ends of such a cylinder shall not affect the
proper fit of the cylinder upon the mandrel.

5 To this end I provide each edge of the in-

turned ends with a ring of metal secured to

the said edges, and these rings having a much
smaller coefficient of expansion than the cellu-

loid I have found will always fit upon the
10 mandrel in the required position, and in a pat-

ent application by myself, Serial No. 149,475,
filed simultaneously with the present patent
application and patented January 19, 1904,
No. 750,119, 1 have described as a new article

15 of manufacture a phonograph-record cylinder
so constructed.

My present invention refers to the process
of manufacture of such celluloid record-cylin-
ders having inturned ends with metal edges,

20 and I will now describe my invention with ref-

erence to the accompanying drawings.
Figure 1 shows in longitudinal section a

plain tube of celluloid which is to be subject-
ed to the process hereinafter described. Fig.

25 2 is a longitudinal vertical section of a "core-
press " for inwardly turning one end of the cyl-

inder which is to fit onto the larger end of
the mandrel. Fig. 3 shows in vertical section
a base-mold and press for applying the metal

30 edge, and Fig. 4 is a vertical section of a por-
tion of the press shown at Fig. 3 and drawn
to a greatly-increased scale. Fig. 5 is a ver-
tical section of a case-mold in which the op-
posite end of the cylinder is inwardly turned

35 to fit upon the smaller end of the mandrel, and
Fig. 6 is a vertical section of a press for ap-
plying the metal edging to the inwardly-
turned end of the cylinder which is of the
smaller diameter. Fig. 7 is a sectional view

4° showing a mandrel with the record-cylinder
in section constructed according to this in-

vention fitted thereon.

In carrying out the process according to my
present invention 1 first take a plain cylindrical

45 tube of celluloid, such as is shown at Fig.
1 and marked 1, and I first turn in that end
of the cylinder 1 which is to have the larger
aperture and which is to fit onto the larger
end of the mandrel, and to do this I place in

50 the celluloid cylinder 1 a hollow metal core 2,

which is not heated, this part of the appara-
tus being shown at Fig. 2. The end of the
cylinder 1 fits up against a shoulder 3 on the
core 2, and the lower end projects beyond the

55 end of such core 2. I provide a base 4, of
metal, with an upstanding edge, and before ap-
plication this metal base 4 is heated by, for

instance, immersing it in hot water, and when
so heated the base 4 is applied to- the base of

60 the cylinder 1 and the core 2. The heat of
the base 4 sufficiently softens the outstanding
end of the cylinder 1 so as to cause that end to be
easily bent inward by the base 4, which forms
a bottom mold, and between the end of the

65 core 2 and the upper surface of the base 4 a

recess is formed in the metal to receive the
end of the cylinder which is so turned inward.
Pressure is then applied to force and hold the
lower end of the core 2 against the base-mold
4. This is effected in the construction shown 70
by a bolt 5 passing through the bottom mold
4 and the core 2, the upper end of the bolt

being held by a cotter 6. The end of the cyl-

inder 1 having been thus inturned and become
cool it is removed from the core 2 and placed 75
upon a base-mold 7,asshown by the vertical sec-

tion at Fig. 3. This base-mold 7 is formed with
an annular recess to receive a ring of metal.

This ring 9 is shown also at Fig. 4, and it is first

placed in position in the annular recess of the 80

base-mold, as shown. The cylinder 1 is then
placed in position on the base-mold 7, so that its

inturned edge 8 lies upon the outwardly-turned
lower edge of the ring 9, and an upstanding
flange of the mold 7 reaches for a short distance 85

up the exterior of the cylinder 1 at its lower
end. A pressure-die 10, attached to the ram 11

of a hydraulic or other press, is then brought
down through the opening of the cylinder 1

upon the upstanding edge of the metal ring 9, 90
and the external lower edges of that die 10
are so formed that the edge of the ring 9 is

turned over onto the inner surface of the end
8 of the cylinder 1, and said ring9 firmly holds
that inturned edge by pressure. The cylin- 95
der is now removed from the device shown at

Fig. 3, having one end completely formed
with an inturned metal ring 9 upon that edge
which is adapted to fit the larger end of the

mandrel, and the internal diameter of the end 100

of that cylinder so fitted with the metal ring

9 will not appreciably vary, and consequently
will always fit the mandrel when the cylinder

1 is located in the desired position thereon.

The opposite end of the cylinder is now to be 105

operated upon, and in this case where a greater
length of the end is to be turned inward in

order to make the internal diameter smaller

than the end 8, already described, I prefer to

make such inturning at an angle to the body no
of the cylinder. The mode adopted for turn-

ing in this end is to fit the cylinder 1 into a

cylindrical casing 12, (shown in section at

Fig. 5,) so that the already-formed end of the

cylinder fits up against an end shoulder on 115

the casing 12, and this latter casing is made
of metal and is not heated. The casing 12,

with the end of the cylinder 1 projecting, is

then applied to a base-mold 13, which has

been previously heated, say, to nearly the 120

temperature of boiling water. When applied,

the mold 13 has a softening effect upon the

projecting end of the cylinder 1, and that end
18 adapts itself by pressure to the formation
of a circular groove made in the upper face 125

of the mold 13. In the drawings, Fig. 5, the

base-mold 18 and the casing 12 are drawn to-

gether by means of a bolt 14 and a cotter 15.

When the end 18 of the cylinder has been
thus formed, it is removed from the appara- 130
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tus shown at Fig. 5 and placed upon a base-

mold 16, which is not heated. (Shown in

section at Fig. 6.) Previous to placing the

end 18 of the cylinder in this mold 16 a metal

5 ring 17, such as has been described with ref-

erence to the other end of the cylinder 1, but
whose interior diameter is smaller than the

ring 9, is placed in position in the mold 16, so

that the inturned end 18 of the cylinder rests

io upon that ring. A die 19 is then brought
down through the end 8 of the cylinder and
is caused to press upon the upstanding edge
of the metal ring 17 and to turn that edge
outward onto the interior of the end 18 of the

15 cylinder to cause the metal ring to grip, and
thus the inturned edge 18 is fitted with the

metal ring 17, which fits accurately upon the

smaller end of the mandrel when the ring 9

fits upon the larger end. The cylinder 1 is

20 then removed from the device shown at Fig.

6 in a finished condition, and when thus pro-

vided with metallic rings gripped onto the in-

turned edges of the cylinder the fitting of the

cylinder onto the mandrel 20 (shown at Fig.

25 7) is not subject to those variations in size

which hitherto presented a very considerable

difficulty and objection to the employment of

such cylinders wholly formed of celluloid hav-
ing comparatively thin walls.

30 What 1 claim as my invention, and desire to

secure by Letters Patent, is

—

1. The herein-described process of manu-
facturing blank phonograph-record cylinders

of celluloid, the same consisting in inturning

35 that end of a plain cylindrical tube of cellu-

loid, which is to have the largest aperture by
the application of heat and pressure, and
thereafter placing around the edge of said

end a ring of metal, then inturning the other

4C end of the cylinder which is to have the
smaller diameter by the application of heat
and pressure, and thereafter placing around
the edge of said end a ring of metal.

2. The herein-described process of manu-
45 facturing blank phonograph-record cylinders

50

55

of celluloid, the same consisting in inturning
one end of a plain cylindrical tube of cellu-

loid to the aperture of maximum diameter
by the application of heat and pressure,
forming a ring of metal of L shape in cross-

section, applying the inturned end of the cyl-

inder upon the said ring of metal and over-
turning the opposite edge of the ring around
the edge of said inturned end of the cylinder
so as to strengthen and protect the inturned
end of larger aperture, reversing the position

of the cylinder, then inturning the other end
of the tube of celluloid to an aperture of
minimum diameter by the application of heat
and pressure, forming a second ring of metal
of L shape in cross-section and placing the
latter inturned end upon the ring and over-
turning the opposite edge of the ring around
the edge of said inturned end so as to pro-
tect the inturned end of smaller aperture.

3. The herein-described process of manu-
facturing blank phonograph-record cylinders

of celluloid, the same consisting in taking a
plain cylindrical tube of celluloid, inturning
one end by the application of heat and pres-

sure to the aperture of maximum diameter,
forming a ring of metal of L shape in cross-

section, applying the inturned end of the cyl-

inder upon the said ring of metal and over-
turning the opposite edge of the ring around
the edge of said inturned end of the cylinder

so as to strengthen and protect the inturned
end of larger aperture, then inturning the
other end of the tube of celluloid by the ap-
plication of heat and pressure, to an aperture 80

of minimum diameter, forming a second ring
of metal of L shape in cross-section and plac-

ing the latter inturned end upon the ring and
overturning the opposite edge of the ring
around the edge of said inturned end so as to

protect the inturned end of smaller aperture.

ADEMOR N. PETIT.
Witnesses:

Bentle Bentley,
H. T. Cramer-Roberts.
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To aU whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Elias E. Ries, a citizen

of the United States, and a resident of the bor-

ough of Manhattan, in the city, county, and
5 State of New York, have invented certain new
and useful Improvements in Apparatus for

Recording and Reproducing Speech, &c, of

which the following is a specification.

My invention embraces certain new and use-
io ful improvements in apparatus for recording

and reproducing speech and other sounds or
impulses electromagnetically, by which vari-

ous new and useful results, as well as econo-
mies in operation, are produced and by means

'5 of which the apparatus is better adapted to

commercial requirements than has heretofore
been possible.

My present invention relates more particu-

larly to magnetic phonographs, telegraphones,
20 or telephonographs of that class in which a

magnetizable steel wire or ribbon that is

wound from one spool or drum onto another
is employed as a carrier or base for the mag-
netic record. When such records are in the

25 form of an endless band or belt, their capacity
for receiving vocal or other records is greatly
limited, although their capacity for reproduc-
ing or repeating their contained records is

practically unrestricted, owing to the endless

30 nature and uniform direction of motion of the
band. Such capacity for repetition of a rec-

ord either after its original impression or sub-
sequently thereto is in many cases highly de-

sirable and for certain commercial purposes

35 indispensable. Yet in view of the high speed
of the wire or ribbon necessary in phono-
graphs of this type such band or belt records
are impracticable for most commercial pur-
poses in which voice-records are employed.

40 On the other hand, when a long record-wire
is wound upon a spool or drum capable of con-
taining, comparatively speaking, an unlimited
length and is from thence wound upon a re-

ceiving spool or drum either in the process of

45 receiving or of reproducing its record several

new and serious difficulties arise that for many
purposes make also this method commercially
impracticable. Among these difficulties I may
mention the following:

50 First. If such "long" containing-wire be

unwound from its original containing-spool
for the purpose of receiving or being charged
with a vocal, musical, or other record and then
wound upon the receiving-spool, it cannot be
immediately utilized to reproduce the record 55
thus impressed upon it, but must first be un-
wound from the receiving-spool back onto the
containing-spool and must then again be start-

ed on its forward journey until it has again
been fully or to the desired extent wound upon 60

the receiving-spool, which operation, it will

be evident, consumes considerable time.

Second. If during such return operation
the reproducing-electromagnet or one or more
reproducing-telephones are allowed to remain 65
in circuit, the impressed record will be repro-
duced in a backward or reversed direction,

which is highly objectionable and irritating,

particularly where a number of telephone sub-
scribers, for example, are served from a cen- 7°

tral transmitting-telegraphone. If the repro-
ducing-magnet or transmitter be cut out of

circuit during the rewinding of the wire, the
blank interval resulting may be mistaken by
distant auditor's as a cessation or as a non- 75

operative condition of the service.

Third. In the case of coin - operated or
"nickel-in-the-slot'' apparatus, in which per-

manent records only are employed the in-

ability of providing a continuous and uninter-

rupted succession of reproductions (for which,
owing to its purity of expression, my mag-
netic phonograph or " telegraphone " princi-

ple is peculiarly well adapted) militates seri-

ously against its adoption. In view of the

high initial speed of the record-wire and its

feeding mechanism a very much higher re-

turn speed or reverse feed for the purpose of
cutting down the time consumed in resetting

the instrument is inadvisable, because of the

increased wear and tear on the feeding mech-
anism and the danger of breaking the record-

wire, which latter for selections of consider-

able length must be made quite thin.

Fourth. For phonograph-records contain-

ing instrumental selections consisting of al-

ternate parts (such as a main theme and re-

frain or chorus) that requires several repeti-

tions in order to render the production com-
plete—as, for- example, records containing

80

85

90

95
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dance -music whose proper rendition might
consume a considerable period of time—a very
long, cumbersome, and expensive record-wire
and containing - spool would be required,

5 whereas by means of the apparatus forming
the subject-matter of my present invention,

as will shortly be apparent, only a fractional

part of the total length of the record-wire will

be requisite.

io Fifth. In instances where very long wires
are used, particularly on phonograph instru-

ments designed principally for use with
shorter records, such long wires are objection-

able owing to the distortion of the record when
15 wound and unwound on spools the operative

diameter of which is continually changing in

an inverse direction with respect to each other,

to overcome which would require special dif-

ferential gearing or other compensating de-
ifo vices of greater or less complexity.

Sixth. Under the existing long wire or reel

method of operation, more especially in tele-

phonograph work, if it is desired to impress
only part of the carrier-wire with a record or

25 message such part must first be retraced or
rewound before it can be read to its original

starting-point, which must generally be as-

certained by experiment or conjecture. If the
length of blank wire remaining on a p'artially-

30 charged reel is too short to receive an addi-

tional message, the entire charged portion
will have to be wound back and the older or
obsolete records at the commencement of the

coil be expunged before additional matter can

35 be received.

Seventh. While part of the length of the

telephonograph - record wire is. in use, the

greater bulk of it (that wound upon the spools

or reels) is inaccessible. A single message of

40 only ephemeral value or perhaps of no interest

whatever to the recipient cannot very well be

omitted or wiped out from the tape as it is being
received, but must take its place or its equiva-
lent in space among the more valuable or per-

45 manent despatches or records. While one mes-
sage is being "reproduced" or "retransmit-
ted" from the wire another cannot be simul-

taneously " recorded " and '•' stored " therein,

should this be desirable, since only a small

50 portion of the total length of the coil is ex-
posed.

In short, the existing types of telephono-
graphs or telegraphones of the class at present
under consideration while possessing many

55 features of scientific interest in their develop-
ment up to the present time are yet lacking
in certain important features, more especially

in connection with their use as magnetic pho-
nographs that are thought to be more or less

6b essential to their successful commercial ex-
ploitation and which it is the object of my
present invention to supply.

•By'.means of my invention I am enabled to

retain all the practical advantages of the end-

65 less band or belt variety of telegraphone in

so far as immediate and unrestricted repeti-

tion and accessibility of the record or any de-

sired portion of the same is concerned, while
at the same time securing all the benefits of

the long wire or spool system. In fact, I am 70
enabled in addition to the foregoing to obtain
certain other valuable advantages and econo-
mies which have not heretofore been possible

of attainment with either the belt or coil type
of apparatus. 75

This invention not only permits me to over-
come the various difficulties, among others,

hereinbefore specifically enumerated, in asim-
ple, ingenious, and inexpensive manner, but
it is believed will elevate the instrument from 80

its present restricted field to a practically un-
limited range of usefulness.

_
These various

advantages 1 obtain according" to one form of

my apparatus by the simple expedient of em-
ploying two oppositely running coils of wires 85
or ribbons designed to serve as the carrier or
base for the record or records, each of said

wires or ribbons being separately mounted
upon its own containing and receiving drums,
spools, or reels in such a manner that one wire 90
of the pair is being wound up on its receiving-

drum while the other wire is being unwound
from its containing-drum, the two sets of

drums beingsimultaneously actuated or driven
by a motor of any suitablei'orm that is pref- 95
erably common to both and to which the drums
may be geared or otherwise connected. A re-

versing switch or gear is provided for chang-
ing the relative directions of motion of each
set of drums when the wire on one set has 100

been unwound, and vice versa, this being pref-

erably accomplished automatically, means be-

ing provided, however, to permit of changing
or reversing the direction of motion of the

two sets of spools or drums manually when- 105

ever desired or for reversing the direction of

motion "of the record wires or ribbons at any
intermediate portion of their travel, so as to

perrait of the recording, reprod uction,or elimi-

nation of any intermediate portion of the rec- 1 10

ord or records at will, as hereinafter more fully

set forth.

In another form of my apparatus, which I

have designed more especially for use as a

magnetic phonograph—that is to say, an in- 115

strument designed chiefly for the reproduc-
tion of portable or interchangeable records

previously impressed upon a wire and carried

upon a suitable containing spool or drum—

I

make use of a simplified arrangement. It 120

will be clear from a further consideration of

the underlying principle of my present in-

vention that its objects may be carried out

equally well whether the 'two wires them-
selves run in opposite directions or whether 125

the two wires run in the same direction, but

have their respective records oppositely im-
pressed thereon. It follows from this that

instead of using two separate containing-

spools I can place my entire record-wire on a »39
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single spool, thus greatly simplifying thecon-
struction, which is particularly advantageous
in the case of phonographic instruments of
the type referred to that are designed for use

5 with portable or interchangeable records. In
other words, I simply take a record-wire of

any desired length, which may previously be
impressed or charged with a magnetic record
or series of such recorxls, bend this wire at or

io near its center, fasten the bent portion to a
containing spool or drum having preferably
a slotted central dividing-diaphragm, place

the spool on a revolving shaft, and simulta-
neously wind both halves of the record-wire

15 upon the spool, one at each side of its central

diaphragm, respectively. This containing-
spool may then be placed in my improved
magnetic - phonograph apparatus, the two
loose ends of the wire being clamped or oth-

10 erwise attached to the two halves of a similar

receiving -spool, and the instrument is then
ready for operation. Toinsure uniform feed-

ing, the apparatus is provided with guides for

evenly laying on the record-wire as it is wound
25 upon the two. halves of the spools.

The features above set forth, together with
various other modifications and details of my
invention.* will now be more particularly de-

scribed and will be readily understood by ref-

30 erence to the drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a plan view, partly in section,

of my improved . telephonograph or tele-

graphone apparatus provided with a double
set of spools, the wire-feeding mechanism and

35 the recording, reproducing, and eliminating
electromagnets being omitted for clearness

of illustration. Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate dia-

grammatically the direction of travel of the

two wires and their respective spools when
40 the type of driving-gear shown in Fig. 1 is

employed, the lower wire shown in Fig. 3 be-

ing in practice maintained horizontally par-

allel with that of Fig. '2 by means of suitable

guides (not shown in the diagram) over which
it is passed. Fig. \ is a diagram showing
the method of impressing a record or records

upon a long wire designed for use with a sin-

gle contain ing-spool. Fig. 5 is a diagram,
and Fig. (5 a plan view, showing the impressed
wire of Fig. 4 attached at its center toacon-
taining-spool, with its loose ends wound upon
a receiving-spool, said spools beingof thesub-
divided form, such as preferably employed
by me in using my invention for phonograph
work. Figs. 7 ami 8 are detailed views, partly

in diagram, of two types of reproducing-mag-
nets adapted for operation with my duplex-
wire phonograph instrument. Fig. 9 is a de-

tailed diagrammatic view showing one of the
Oo two sets of recording, reproducing, and elimi-

nating electromagnets, and guiding-rolls em-
ployed by me when my' invention is used as a

telephonograph or telegraphone instrument as
in Fig. 1. Figs, 10, 11, and 12 are respec-

65 tively an end elevation., a top or plan view, and

45

5°

55

a side elevation of one form of my improved
duplex-wire magnetic phonograph, parts of
casing in each view being removed for clear-

ness of illustration.

Like characters of reference indicate simi- 70
lar or corresponding parts in all the views..

Referring now to Fig. 1, A and B are the
containing spools or drums carrying the mag-
netizable record-wires ri and b, respectively,

while A' and B' are the receiving spools or 75
drums upon which these wires are wound
when the instrument is in operation. It is to

be understood that the terms "'containing''''

and "receiving" as here used, especially when
my instrument is used both as a recording and 80

reproducing apparatus or telephonographo-
phone,asin Fig.l, are relative terms only,since
these spools are alternately both containing
and receiving spools. By the term "contain-
ing-spool " as herein employed is therefore 85
meant the spool, reel, or drum that originally

contains the wire which is to receive a mag-
netic record when the instrument is used for
the reception of distant messages in the ca-

pacity of a recording apparatus or telephono- 90
graph or that which originally carries the
charged wire containing a magnetic record
that is to be locally reproduced when the in-

strument is used merely as a reproducing ap-
paratus or magnetographophone. By "re- 95
ceiving-spoor' is meant the spool, reel, or
drum upon which the wire or other record-

carrier is temporarily wound when the appa-
ratus is in operation and from which it is ul-

timately wound back upon the containing- 100

spool.

In Fig. 1 the spools A and B' are mounted
so as to revolve loosely upon a common sup-
porting-shaft c, while spools A' and B are
similarly mounted upon a shaft <l parallel 105

therewith and at a short distance therefrom.
These shafts are clamped or otherwise sup-
ported at their center upon'uprights or brack-
ets c" e" , forming part of a base plate or frame
E'. Pivotally mounted upon the frame E' by no
means of upper and lower trunnions, the up-
per one of which, e, extends through and has
its bearing in a central bridging-piece (not
shown) extending across the frame, is a driv-
ing-motor F of any suitable type—as, for ex- 115

ample, an electric motor of light construc-
tion. The armature -shaft of this motor is

provided with beveled friction wheels or pin-

ions f f, that are capable of being brought
into operative relation with similar friction 120

wheels or gears f'f't" ./", to which the in-

ner heads of the several spools may either be
permanently fixed or are- preferably remov-
ably attached by means of bayonet-slots en-

gaging with the heads of
x
studs f" /'", as 125

shown in connection with the spool A'. Suit-

able means, such. as grooves or collars on the
shafts c and (/, are employed to retain the
beveled wheels in fixed position upon their re-

spective shafts. 130
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The beveled pinions }f in the position of
the motor, as illustrated, have been brought
into contact or engagement with the beveled
wheels or gears to which the receiving-spools
A' and B'are secured. These spools are now
revolved by the motor, (whose direction of
motion is preferably constant,) so as to cause
the wires a and b to be wound thereon in the
clirecton of the arrows from the containing-
spools A and B. These latter being now free

from contact with the pinionsff are at lib-

erty to unwind, the arrangement of the parts
being such that there is just sufficient friction

between the containing-spools and shaft to

keep the wire reasonably taut while it is be-
ing unwound. When the two wires have been
fully or to any desired extent wound upon
the receiving- spools, the motor is turned
about its pivoted axis, so that its pinions come
into contact with containing-spools A and B,
which we will assume are now empty, and the
wires will thus again be wound.upon the con-
taining-spools, the receiving-spools being now
the trailing instead of the driven spools.

Fastened to the upright lugs e" of the frame
E' and extending across or bridging the same
at a point below the line of travel of the wires
a and b is a removable supporting-plate upon
which are mounted two sets of the guide-rolls

30 and two sets of the electromagnets that are

shown diagrammatica'lly in Fig. 9. The two
sets of rolls and electromagnets are mounted
upon a sliding base capable of a transverse

motion along the bridging-plate, each set be-

35 ing directly over its respective wire a or b.

Inasmuch as one form of sliding base con-
taining guides and electromagnets is shown in

and will be described with respect to the ap-

paratus represented in Figs. 10, 11, and 12, it

40 has not been deemed necessary to illustrate

this feature as employed in connection with
the type of apparatus represented in Figs. 1

and 9, as the construction and operation of

the same will be readily understood. In fact,

45 no special transverse feeding mechanism for

the sliding base other than that furnished by
the wire-guiding rolls will be necessary, since

the natural coiling of the successive turns and
layers of wire on the two receiving-spools

will ordinarily insure a uniform to-and-fro

feed and produce an evenly-distributed de-

posit of the wires in regular layers upon the

spools.

From an inspection of Fig. 9 it will be seen
that the wire a, moving in the direction of

the arrow, passes in succession under three
separate electromagnets, I being the impress-
ing, R the reproducing, and E the eliminat-

ing magnet. One, two, or all three of these
60 magnets may under certain conditions be in

use at one time, as hereinafter explained,

although in describing the operation of the
instrument it will be well for the present to

consider them singly. It should be further-

65 more understood that, as a rule, when either

5°

55

one or more of the magnets over one wire-
say a—are active the magnets over the oppo-
site wire b are cut out of circuit or rendered
inactive. This operation of cutting in and out
of the opposite sets of electromagnets is prefer- 7 o

ably accomplished automatically by means of
suitable switch-contacts, such as shown in Fig.

8, whenever the direction of motion of the
spools is .changed, as.by the action of turning
the driving-motor F upon its pivoted support 75
when the end of a record or that portion of
the record contained upon the wire of one
spool is reached. Means may be and pref-
erably are provided, however, for riianually

including one or more of the cut-out magnets 80

in circuit whenever this is desirable. In spe-
cific applications of my invention where such
manual switching in of the temporarily-idle
magnets is unnecessary or undesirable the
two opposite magnets or sets of magnets may 85

be mounted upon a rocking lever, as shown
in Fig. 7. This lever may likewise be oper-
ated either automatically or by hand, so as to

alternately bring one or the other magnet or
set of magnets into operative relation to their 9°
respective wires.

The operation of my improved telephono-
graph instrument as far as described will now
be understood. Assume that the spools A
and B are each loaded with a blank wire upon 95
which it is desired to impress a record con-
sisting, say, of a series of messages arriving
over a telephone from some distant transmit-
ting station or stations. The impressing or
recording electromagnet I over the wire a is *oo

included in the local telephone receiving-cir-

cuit in the usual manner and the instrument
being started in motion proceeds to impress
a magnetic record of the message or messages
upon the moving wire as it is being wound i0 5

upon the receiving-spool A', this process con-
tinuing until the whole of the wire originally

upon spool A has been transferred to spool
A'. In the meantime the blank wire b has
been transferred from its original spool B IXO

to the spool B'. When this double transfer

has taken place, the motor F, with its fric-

tion wheels or pinionsff\ changes its posi-

tion, (by means of one of seA^eral agencies that

I may employ for this purpose, as hereinaf- ll 5

ter described,) so that said friction wheels or
pinions ff disengage themselves- from the

wheels or gears./"./" of spools A' and B' and
are brought into engagement with the oppo-
site wheels or gears /' f" of the emptied *«^

spools A and B', which now become receiv-

ing-spools in their turn and draw the wires a
and upon them from the spools A' and B',

respectively, said wires now traveling in an
opposite or reverse direction from that indi- 125

cated by the arrows. The change in position

of the motor F has at the same time caused the

magnet I over the wire a to be cut out from and
the corresponding magnet I over the wire b to

be cut into the telephone receiving-circuit, so 130
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that now the wire b is being impressed with the

transmitted messages, while the wire a is being
idl.y wound back upon its original containing-

spool A. This process continues until wire b,

5 which may thus be regarded as a continua-

tion of wire a, has been fully impressed, where-
upon the parts will again have assumed their

original position, with the difference that the

wires upon both spools are now charged. If

io it be now desired to reproduce the record

thus impressed upon the wires, the reproduc-
ing-electromagnet R, located over the wire
a, is cut into circuit with a suitable local tele-

phone or is included in a telephonic transmis-

15 sion-circuit if the record is to be transmitted
to one or more distant points or stations in the

usual manner or in one of several ways here-

tofore invented by me, which need not here
be. described, since these form no part of my

20 present invention. The circuit of the repro-

ducing - magnet R of wire a having been
closed, the motor F is started, and the wire a
is thereby wound upon spool A', traveling

once more in the direction of the arrow. The
25 record previously impressed upon the wire is

now rendered audible by the telephone or tele-

phones that are included in circuit with the

reproducing - magnet, and the messages im-
pressed on the wire are thus successively re-

30 produced in proper order precisely the same as

they were originally recorded. When wire

. a has been fully wound on spool A', the mo-
tor F is again shifted, as before, causing wire
b, which has in the meantime been again

35 wound upon its receiving-spool, to move from
' spool B' to spool B and to thus reproduce its

half of the record by means of the reproduc-
ing-magnet R over the wire b, which has suc-

ceeded or taken the place of the first-men-

40 tioned reproducing-magnet in the telephone-
circuit. Now it will be evident that by the

time the last half of the total record, that on
wire b, has been fully reproduced the tirst

half of the record, that on wire a, will have
45 been returned to its starting position or, in

other words, will have reset itself. The in-

strument is therefore once more in a position

to immediately and without a moment's delay
go through the operation of repeating its rec-

50 ord and if left to itself would continue to do
so indefinitely. It will be clear, therefore,

that in the operation of my improved tele-

phonograph, as hereinbefore stated, no time
is lost in rewinding or resetting the instru-

55 ment, that it is always, ready to receive or re-

produce a message or messages, and that rec-

ord-wires of any desired length may be used
thereon without the disadvantages inherent
in all previous apparatus of this type hitherto

60 employed.
If it be desired to use the instrument for

simultaneous recording and reproducing, the
circuits of the magnets I and R at one side of
the instrument are both closed, so that the

65 magnetic waves or charges impressed by I are

immediately reproduced by R, either locally

or at a distant point, as desired. If only one
reproduction of the messages or other record
is required, the circuit of magnet E is also

closed, so that the record is eliminated or ex- 7°

punged from the wire immediately after its

reproduction, as has been the practice here-

tofore, leaving the wire free to receive other
records. It is frequently desirable, however,
to wipe out a portion of the contained record 75
•without interfering with another or later por-

tion and to do this, if possible, without sub-
jecting either the operator or auditors to the
time-consuming practice and incidental delays
and other objections arising from the neces- 80

sity of retracing or rewinding the wire or of
leaving blanks therein as a result of such
elimination that cannot be immediately or
satisfactorily filled. By my invention I am
enabled to readily accomplish this result, since 85

by means of my duplex-wire instruments 1

am given immediate access for this purpose
to practically one-half of the total length of

the record - wire instead of to only a few
inches of exposed wire, as was the case prior 90
to my invention. I am furthermore en-

abled by my invention to simultaneously im-
press a message on one wire while the other
is reproducing a different message previously
impressed thereon and to accomplish other 95
novel results of greater or less importance.
In other words, suppose it is desired to elimi-

nate the record or part of the record contained
on. wire a of Fig. 1 while wire b is reproduc-
ing or rendering its record. All that is neces- 100

sary is to manually close the circuit of the

eliminating-magnet on that side (a) for the

necessary space of timeandat the point where
the desired erasure is to be made. If the en-

tire record on wire a is to be expunged, such 105

as might be the case if the wire were required
for the reception of new impressions, the old

record can be eliminated and the wire simul-
taneously charged with such new impressions
without reversing or stopping the instrument no
or in any way interfering with the rendition

of the record on wire b. By reference to Fig.

9 it will be seen that the order of arrangement
of the magnetsIRE with respect to the nor-

mal direction of travel of the respective wires 1
1

5

is such that as the wire a, for example, travels

forward in thedirection of thearrow any given
point thereon first passes under the impress-

ing, then under the reproducing, and finally

under the eliminating magnets. When the 120

wire travels backward, however, it approaches
the eliminating-magnet before the ini pressing-

magnet, so that the results just recited become
practicable—that is to say, the old record is

expunged from and a new one impressed on 125

one wire while the other is reproducing or re-

peating its record. Although such new or
filled-in record is impressed under the condi-

tions just named in a direction opposite from
the normal, this makes no material difference 130
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in the operation of the instrument, provided

the record on the second wire is also expunged
"after its reproduction in order that the direc-

tion of the new record to be impressed on both

5 wires as a whole will be uniform when sub-

sequently reproduced by- the instrument.

Should it be desired to frequently use the in-

strument in this manner, a supplemental re-

producing-magnet R' may be placed in front
io of the impressing-magnet I at both sides of

the instrument, so as to permit of simultane-

ous recording and reproduction when the nor-

mal direction of travel of the wires is reversed,

as just described.

15 When the driving arrangement shown in

Fig. 1 is employed by me, the position of the

wires a and b with relation to their respective

spools is as illustrated in the diagrams in

Figs. 2 and 3—that is to say, wire a travels to

20 and fro along the upper and wire b along the

lower portion of their respective spools. As
already stated, both wires are passed over
guiding-rolls g g g g, (see Fig. 9,) which raise

them to the same level and maintain them at

25 a fixed distance from and parallel with each
other. 1 am, however, by no means restricted

to this method of driving nor to the diagonal
disposition of the containing and receiving

spools on opposite shafts, as shown, nor am I

30 limited to the use of only two pairs or sets of

such spools. I may be permitted, therefore,

before proceeding to a description of the re-

maining figures to dwell a* little further upon
these features of my present invention and to

35 explain the arrangement and advantages of

the same in the light of what has already been
said when applied to that class of apparatus
which I have termed "telephonographs " or
" telephonographophones."

4° Under ordinary circumstances when my in-

struments are used for the reception, record-

ing, and reproduction of signals, messages, or
other intelligence from a distance—that is to

say, when employed as a telephonogiapho-

45 phone—it is not necessary that the spools or the
wire contained on the same should be remov-
able, since such records are usually of a tran-

sient character and are expunged or obliter-

ated after a certain interval to make room for

5° later messages. In such cases, however, it

is desirable to provide a sufficiently long wire
to contain the messages, stock-quotations, or
other information that may be received, say,

during a business-day of six hours, and, fur-

55 thermore, to permit of ready access to or per-

mit of the occasional reproduction of the mes-
sages or quotations that may have been re-

ceived during any specified time or hour. It

will be apparent that for obvious reasons this

60 cannot be accomplished with the ordinary
type of long-wire telegraphones heretofore
employed. To accomplish this result in ac-

cordance with the principles of my invention
hereinbefore set forth, 1 make .use of an appa-

65 ratus substantially similar to that shown in

Fig. 1, except that the containing-spools are
mounted on one shaft and the receiving-spools
on the other. Moreover, I employ anydesired
number of pairs or sets of such spools, all the
containing-spools being on one shaft and all the 7°
receiving -spools on the other. A suitable
driving-motor is provided, the transmitting-
gear of which is so arranged as to drive first

one and then the other shaft, so that the di-

rection of travel of the several wires (which 75
in this arrangement have the advantage of all

running parallel and in the same plane with
one another) is alternately reversed^ as al-

ready described.

The several sets of spools when more than 80

one set is employed may all be permanently
secured to their respective shafts, so as to

simultaneously revolve therewith, or, if de-
sired, they may be loosely mounted thereon
in pairs, so that each pair is capable of being 85

brought into action successively by means of

a suitable shifting device operated by the re-

versing-gear in any well-known or desirable

manner. The objects in view are, however,
attained in a more simple and in some re- 90

spects a more desirable manner by means o.f

an instrument of the former type, in which
the series of spools are rigidly secured to their

respective shafts and revolve simultaneously,
and I will therefore limit the further descrip- 95
tion of the apparatus to an instrument of this

type.

Let us assume that the instrument is pro-

vided with two shafts, such as cand d in Fig.

1, of sufficient length to contain six (6) sets 100

of spools, the four spools shown in Fig. 1 be-

ing considered one set. Shaft c will then
carry twelve (12) "containing-spools'

1 and
shaft d twelve (12) "receiving-spools." The
two driving-gears may be located either at the 105

center or at one end of their respective shafts,

which latter are journaled at or near their

ends in suitable bearings. The twelve wires
are carried over suitable guiding rolls or
grooves formed in the transverse sliding n°
frame already described, which is mounted on
a fixed frame extending below the wires
across the entire width of the instrument.
The electromagnets employed by me with an
instrument of this description vary somewhat 115

according to the particular uses to which it is

to be put. Preferably, however, I provide a

principal set of electromagnets comprising
two rows, such as shown in Fig. 9, each row
consisting of an impressing, reproducing, and 1 20

eliminating magnet, the order of arrange-
ment of the a and b rows being reversed. In
addition to these 1 provide an auxiliary set

of twelve (12) reproducing-magnets, one for

each wire. The principal and auxiliary mag- 125

nets are independently mounted upon the

sliding guide-frame, so as to partake of its to-

and-fro feeding motion, and thus maintain
their position of alinement over their respec-

tive wires. The auxiliary magnets in other 13°
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respects are stationary: but the twin row or

set of principal magnets, which are together
mounted upon a supplemental sliding sup-

port, are capable of traversing the entire

5 width of the carriage and are so arranged as

to be automatically moved across the same
by a step-by -step motion in such a manner as

to be brought in succession over each pair of

the six sets of wires as the same are succes-

10 sively impressed. The length of wire on each
of the twelve containing -spools is substan-
tially the same, the total length of wire on
the machine being thus divided into twelve
equal parts. In order to permit of slight dif-

15 ferences in length of the various wires, due
to unequal expansion or other cause, as well

as to relieve the wires of undue strain and
possible danger of breaking when the instru-

ment is started in motion or reversed in di-

20 rection, I pass each wire in the form of a loop
over a suitable compensating pulley or pul-

leys, as indicated at r/' <j in Fig. 9, these pul-

leys being adapted to yield to slight inequali-

ties in tension of the -wires and to take up
25 any slack at the time of the commencement

of the winding and rewinding operations. It

may be here stated, however, that in this

type of my apparatus it is not necessary that

the spools shall be entirely unwound, as it is

30 perfectly feasible, as will hereinafter appear,
to leave a few turns or any desired number
of layers of wire on each spool without inter-

fering with the proper reversals of the in-

strument. The operation of this enlarged

35 type of my improved telephonograph or tele-

phonographophone will now be readily ap-
parent from what has been previously said

with reference to the single-unit or duplex
type represented in part by Fig. 1 and need

40 not, therefore, be described at length. It will

suffice to say that when the instrument is

started and continued in operation the pri-

mary impressing- magnet on the first or a

wire will record itsmessages or message there-

45 on, the corresponding magnet on the second
or b wire being idle. As the first wire is be-

ing wrapped uptm its receiving-spool during
the process of receiving its charge all the

other wires are being similarly (and for the

50 time being idly) wound upon their respective

receiving-spools. During the reverse travel

or rewinding of the first wire its record is

continued on the second wire by the second-
ary impressing-magnet of the principal set,

55 the primary impressing- magnet being then
cut out. The first wire, as well as the sec-

ond and all the remaining wires, are at the

end of this operation restored to their con-
taining-spools. The next reversal of direc-

60 tion causes the carriage that supports the
principal magnets to be shifted one double
step, so that the primary magnet (active) is

' over the third wire and the secondary magnet
(inactive) over the fourth wire of the series,

65 and this recording process is repeated until the

;
whole of the twelve wires have been charged,
whereupon the carriage is shifted back to its

;

position over the first pair of .wires, and if fur-

ther messages are to be received the recording
i process is repeated, this time with the elimi- 70

j

nating-magnets energized, so as to expunge the
first record by clearing the wire directly in

j

front of the impressing-magnets. In the mean-
time, while the machine has thus been acting as

a receiver and recorder of transmitted intelli- 75
gence—as, for example, stock or market quo-
tations in the shape of magnetic waves or
charges impressed upon the wire or wires-

this intelligence may not only be immediately
translated upon its receipt into audible form 80

by means of the reproducing-magnets of the
principal set for the information or benefit of

customers and others who are present at the
time, but the whole of the previously-record-
ed intelligence or any desired portion or sec- 85

tion thereof can be at once referred to and is

independently accessible for immediate repro-
duction for purposes of comparison or for the
benefit of late comers who may have missed,
the original announcement. In other words, 90
notwithstanding the great total length of the
record-wi re or "magnetic tape " that is needed
for this kind of service and which by my in-

vention as exemplified in the'particular type
of my apparatus now under consideration, the 95
information recorded thereon is at all times
accessible for purposes of reference, compari-.
son, or repetition at any one or more of twelve
separate and substantially equidistant points
or subdivisions, each of which is readily dis- 100

tinguishable from the other, not only in point
of time or precedence, but also for certain

classes of work in the nature or character of

the recorded information, and accordingly
permits of prompt and ready reference to such 105

information in a manner and with a facility

analogous to or even exceeding that afforded

in consulting the various subdivisions, chap-
ters, or pages of a printed book. It thus be-

comes possible, for instance, without stop- no
ping or in any wise interfering with the reg-

ular operation of the instrument in its work of

recording and reproducing new or additional

matter, to cause it to simultaneously and in-

dependently repeat or reproduce any desired 115

portion or several distinct portions of the pre-

vious record for the benefit of one or more in-

dividuals. All of this, it will be evident, can
be easily accomplished by the simple expe-
dient of closing the circuit of, and thereby cut- 1 20

ting into circuit with, a telephone receiver or
receivers any one or more of the twelve aux-
iliary reproducing-magnets, six of the wires
of which are constantly running. in the proper
direction forreproducing their respective por- 125

tions of the record.

When my apparatus is used for recording
and reporting stock or market quotations, as

above cited, the spools may be conveniently
divided, so that each pair will hold sufficient .130
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wire to contain the record of a separate hour
or other convenient time unit of a regular
business day, so that the transactions pertain-

ing to any given portion of the session may
5 with certainty be referred to within the limit

of even a fractional part of such time unit by
closing the circuit of the proper auxiliary or
reproducing magnet at any time-ortime mul-
tiple when the series of spools as they revolve

10 together are approximately in the position oc-

cupied by them when the desired transactions
were originally recorded.
To illustrate: Let it be assumed that the

daily session .during which such market re-

15 ports are received occupies a period of five

hours, extending from ten a. m. to three p. in.,

and that an additional hour, from three to four
p. m., is to be devoted to the recording of news
of a miscellaneous character. The appara-

20 tus, we will assume, is therefore provided with
six pairs or twelve containing-spools, each
spool carrying a length of wire that, with the
machine running at a uniform speed, will re-

cord the transactions received during a time
unit of half an hour. It will be evident that
while one division of the apparatus is record-
ing quotations received by it from a distant

transmitting-stationat, say, 2. 15 o'clock p. m.
the other spools or subdivisions are in po-
sition to present for immediate available re-

production the transactions recorded at 10. 15,

11.15, 12.15, and 1.15 o'clock, respectively,
i any one or all of which may be rendered audi-
ble by closing the circuit of the correspond-
ing auxiliary reproducing - magnet. Simi-
larly, if reference to a sale or series of sales

recorded at 11.25 o'clock is desired it is only
necessary for the customer at 2.25 o'clock to

press the listening-key of the telephone-re-
ceiver that is in connection with the "11-

o'clock division " of the apparatus in order to

have the transaction repeated to him. With
a little practice it is unnecessary to consult a
clock for this purpose, since the amount of

wire laid on or taken off the series' of spools

will visually indicate to an observer with a
fair degree of accuracy the subdivision of the
hour or other time unit represented at any
given moment by the appearance of the sev-

50 eral sets of spools, although I may employ a
special indicating device for this purpose
where greater accuracy is desirable.

Under existing methods of recording stock
and market quotations and news items ^or

similar intelligence the record is usually

printed upon a continuous roll of paper tape,

which generally becomes unwound into a
tangled mass and must be carefully and la-

boriously passed through the fingers in order
to ascertain the nature of the information
contained thereon, and from the manner in

which the tape has been fed out by the ticker

references to transactions or information re-

corded earlier in the day are not only difficult

65 to. locate and find, but the act of looking for

25

30

35

40

45

55

60

them usually involves reading the transac-
tions backward ly or in a reverse direction

from the order in which they were received.

Furthermore, the tape when once impressed
cannot be again used for new matter and must 70
be thrown away when the business for the
day is over. It will be obvious from what
has been said that by means of the apparatus
just described, which forms but one of a
number of applications of my invention, 75
these difficulties are overcome and avoided
and that the same record-wires may be used
repeatedly day after day, and therefore do
away with the expense and trouble of feeding
the recording apparatus with new record-car- 80
rying material, since the record impressed
upon the wires is expunged either at the end
of the day's business or concurrently with the

beginning of business on the following day,
as may be preferred, by the action of the 85
eliminating magnet or magnets provided for

this purpose. Moreover, this apparatus has
the advantage of producing an intelligible

audible record, thereby avoiding the strain

upon the eyes that results from reading a 90
printed slip the characters of which are often-

times poorly impressed and are of necessity

greatly abbreviated or in the form of arbi-

trary symbols that are intelligible only to an
experienced observer and are decipherable 95
even then with more or less difficulty.

By further subdivision of the record-wire
in the manner described any desired increase-

in total capacity or any desired reduction in

the length of wire in each reference-division 100

may be easily obtained. It is not essential

that the principal set or group of impressing,
reproducing, and eliminating magnets shall

be duplexed, as above described, since it will

be evident that a single row of such magnets, 105

such as shown in Fig. 9, if moved from one
wire to the next by a single step-by-step

action will accomplish the same purpose in

view of the fact that in the type of apparatus
now under consideration each wire is already no
provided with its individual auxiliary repro-

ducing-magnet. It will, moreover, be under-
stood that if the apparatus is to be employed
for simultaneously recording telephonic or

other intelligence transmitted to it from a 115

number of separate circuits or sources of in-

formation the same may be readily a com-
plished by providing it with two or more im-
pressing-electromagnets,the numberof which
that may be effectively used being limited '-'o

only by the numberof double sections (six in

the present instance) into which the total

length of wire is divided.

Referring now to Figs. 4, 5, and 6, a some-
what different method as well as arrangement 125

of apparatus from that just described is dis-

closed. I have hereinbefore stated that from
a consideration of the underlying principles

of my invention it will be clear that its ob-

jects may be carried out equally well whether 13°
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the two wires themselves run in opposite di-

rections or whether the two wires run in the
same direction, but have their respective rec-

ords oppositely impressed thereon. I further

5 stated that accordingly I can place my entire

record-wire on a single containing-spool, this

not only simplifying the construction of the

apparatus, but being particularly advanta-
geous in the case of magnetic phonograph in-

io struments that are designed to be used with
portable or interchangeable records. The
figures of the drawings now referred to will

make this arrangement clear.

In the diagram Fig. 4, H is a reel or spool
T5 containing a blank steel wire />, which in the

act of being unwound therefrom is drawn
over the pole-piece or pole-pieces of an im-
pressing-electromagnet I', that is included in

circuit with any suitable telephone-transmit-
20 ter which is set into vibration by speech, vo-

cal sounds, musical selections, or any other
desired succession of sound-waves or other
impulses that are to be permanently recorded
upon the wire //. The successive portions of

25 the record thus impressed or the sound-waves
or magnetic charges constituting the same
are for clearness designated on the wire by the
numerals "

1. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9." When the
proper length of wire for any complete ree-

^o ord has been impressed, it is cut off from the
reel M and bent or doubled upon itself at its

center, as at the point marked *\r>." As will

be seen from Figs. 5 and 6, this bent portion
of the wire // is then secured to a containing-

35 spool (
'. that is provided with a radially-slot-

ted centrally - disposed diaphragm c", that
serves to partition thespool off intotwoequal
portions, upon which the two lengths of the
wire are respectively wound in the same di-

40 lection. From this containing-spool the two
ends of the wire are together led through or
over the proper guide rolls or grooves onto
the two halves of the receiving-spool I), pro-
vided with a similar separating-diaphragnw/".

45 The receiving-spool I) is in practice prefer-

ably provided with suitable clamps or receiv-

ing-studs adapted to promptly engage the loose

ends of the wire /<., or these loose ends may be
joined and slipped over the slotted diaphragm

So //" prior to being wound upon the receiving-
spool. To secure evenness in the layers and
in feeding the wire, the hubs of the two spools

are provided with a shallow groove extending
along one-half of each spool from its inter-

55 section with the radial slot in the diaphragms
<" (/" to the inner surfaces of the upper or

outer heads <
' <V of the containing and receiv-

ing spools C I), respectively, the construction
of the slotted and outer heads being such as

oo to direct and hold the looped portion of the
wire in proper place, and thereby secure a

perfectly cle>ar feeding-space, for the wire the

moment the looped end or ends thereof are

slipped into position. v I am thus enabled,

65 particularly when the spools are to be used

for graphophonic or reproduction work ex-
clusively, to secure a greater degree of flexi-

bility and simplicity in handling the appa-
ratus, since only the containing-spool that

carries the record need be made portable or 70

interchangeable, the receiving-spool remain-
ing permanently in the instrument.
Referring now once more to Fig. 5, it will

be seen that the records on the two halves li

h" of wire h now run in opposite directions. 75

Assuming that the two halves of the wire are
being wound upon the two sections of the re-

ceiving-spool J) and that they be bridged, re-

spectively, by the reproducing-magnets R' K",
mounted upon the rock-shaft /'.(shown in Fig. 80

7,) then magnet R' will be in operative prox-
imity to branch %ire It ', while magnet R" is

out of contact or at a distance from branch
wire //'', both magnets in this case being 'per-

manently connected in circuit with a tele- 85

phone common to both. LJnder these circum-
stances wire A', the magnetic record on which
travels in a forward direction --that is, from
"l"to "5"— will cause the audible reproduc-
tion of its record in the telephone, while wire 90
h"'. whose record is traveling backward- that

is to say, from ""9" to "5"—will be tempo-
rarily idle or inactive. When spool I) is filled,

the automatic reversing -switch, (one or two
forms of which will be hereinafter described,) 95
is brought into action, causing the reversal of

the direction of motion of both spools,C and
D and at the same time moving the shifting-

rod /so as to bring magnet R" into and move
magnet R' out of proximity to wires //' and 100

//, respectively. The record impressed on
wire //.' is now moving backward from "5" to

"l," while that on h" is moving forward from
"5" to

w>
9." thus causing the latter to repro-

duce its portion of the record on the telephone 105

in continuation of that on wire // already ren-

dered by it. It will therefore be apparent
that by means of this simple arrangement the

record or records contained on any desired

-

length of wire can be continuously reproduced 1 10

without break in the rendition and without
any loss of time occasioned by the practice

formerly necessary of rewinding or resetting

the instrument.
Figs. 10, 11, and 12 illustrate one organized i 15

form of apparatus that 1 have devised for the

purpose of carrying into effect the method of

recording and reproducing just described

with reference to Figs.T. ,">, and 6. Although
I have shown this apparatus as a magnetic 120

phonograph or magneto-graphophone, it will

be understood that with a slight change in the

number and arrangement of the electromag-
nets it can also be Used as a phonograph-
ophone —that is to say, an apparatus for re 125

cording as well as reproducing local sound-
waves, such as recitations., vocal and instru-

mental selections, &c. This apparatus con-

sists of a casing or framework L. closed on'

the bottom, front, and ends, but pr&teiably r
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open at the top and back, Fig. 12 being a front

elevation with the front part of the casing re-

moved to show the interior construction. The
containing-spool C in this and in the top view,

5 Fig. 11, is shown at the right and the receiv-.

ing-spool D at the left. The shaft c, upon
which the containing-spool is free to revolve, is

rigidly secured to the front plate of the casing.

The shaft d, on the other hand, which supports
o the receiving-spool, is secured to one arm of a
movable bell-crank lever k in such a manner
that the spool D is capable within certain limits

of approaching and receding from the spool C
when the machine is in operation. As shown
in the drawings, spool D is represented at its

farthest position to the left away from spool C.
Pivoted to the front casing at its central lower
portion is a reversing or controlling switch-

lever N, having a triangular-shaped body por-
20 tion that.supports and carries a number of

small driving-gears. In the position shown

—

that is to say, to the left of its central or neu-
tral position, (indicated by the dotted line x x,)

in which position it bears against a limiting-

stop s— this lever causes its driving-gears to

impart motion to the receiving-spool D in the
direction of the arrow in the manner about to

be described, thereby causing the two branches
of the impressed wire h to wind itself there-

on from the record-containing spool C. Se-
cured to the bottom of the casing Lis a driv-

ing-motor M, Figs. 10 and 12, of any suitable

type, such as a spring or electric motor, whose
shaft is provided with a driving-pinion w,that

35 is directly behind and in line with the pivot
n, about which the lever N moves. This pin-
ion meshes with;an intermediate pinion O,
which in turn imparts motion to the left-hand
driving-pinion o, which latter turns the right-

4° hand driving-pinion o' in a direction opposite
to its own. In the position of the lever as

illustrated the left-hand driving- pinion o

meshes with a gear-wheel P, which has its

bearing on a studp, projecting inwardly from
45 the front wall of the casing L, this studpalso

serving as a pivot for the bell-crank lever K.
The gear-wheel P engages a pinion q, which,
together with a disk or clamping-plate Q,
forms part of a sleeve S, that is journaled

50 upon the inner end of the shaft d, that sup-
ports the receiving-spool and which, as al-

ready stated, is secured to the longer arm of
the "bell-crank lever IL The clamping-disk

Q is provided with bayonet-slots wor their

55 equivalent, that are adapted to engage with
studs in the head of the spool to lock it in po-
sition. It will thu9 be seen that if motion is

imparted to the motor, so as to rotate the in-

termediate pinion O in the direction of the
60 arrow, the receiving-spool will be revolved,as

indicated, in such a direction as to draw the
wire from the containing-spool. If while the
motor is thus running the lever N be moved
to the right of the line x x as far as the lim-

65 iting- stop or pin s' will permit, the left-hand

driving-pinion o will leave gear P and the
right-hand driving-pinion '/will engage with
the gear P', which in turn will drive pinion

q ', which latter by.means of a sleeve S' and
clamping-disk Q' and its bayonet-slots v r 70

imparts motion to containing-spool C in a re-

verse direction, as shown by the dotted arrow,
so that the wire h h will be rewound upon the

containing-spool C C. The right-hand gear-
wheel P' is likewise free to revolve upon a stud 75

p, that is secured to the front of the casing.

In order to put a slight tension upon he wire or

wires h h and prevent the same from unwind-
ing itself from the spool whose driving-gear
P or F happens to be disengaged, I pro- 80

vide a spring friction-disk for each of said

gears P P', such as shown at />'", said friction-

disk being clamped between a shoulder on the

stud p and the casing L, and which may have
its periphery slotted Or divided into two or 85

more spring-fingers that bear with a slight

frictional pressure upon one side of the gears
P P'. As already stated, the friction thus
imposed will, while not interfering with the

free operation. of the machine, serve to main- 90
tain a slight tension on the wire or wires h h>

and thus hold them reasonably taut when one
or both of the driving-pinions o o' are out of
contact with their respective gears P P', such
as would be the ease when the lever N oc- 95
cupies the neutral position, (indicated by
the dotted line x x.) To the controlling and
reversing lever N is pivoted a link bar k,

which is provided with a slot&', within which
a pin h" on the bell-crank lever K is free to ioo

move A spiral spring 2, secured at one end
to the link bar k, tends to normally hold the

lever -N in the position shown—that is to say,

into operative engagement with the left-hand

spool D—while a similar spring 2', attached 105

to the upper end of the bell-crank lever K,
tends to draw said lever and its shaft d, that

carries the receiving-spool D, into its leftward
position, as shown—that is to say, away from
the spool C. . A pin or stop 2", that engages no
with a shoulder on a pendent gravity link or

catch Z, whose upper end is loosely pivoted

to the shorter arm of the bell-crank lever K,
serves to limit the backward sweep of the bell-

crank lever under the influence of the spring 115

2'. The lower end pf the lever N has a pro-

jecting cam V, which when the lever occu-

pies the 'position shown comes into contact

with the face of the pendent catch Z and holds

it back from its normally vertical or forward 120

position, but when the lever is moved to the

right allows the catch Z to swing forward into

the position shown in dotted outline. The le-

ver N also has at its lowest extremity a cam
«", provided with a tooth, as shown, which 125

is adapted to be engaged and locked by a cor-

responding tooth on the upper face of a pawl
W, that is pivoted atwand is normally pressed

upward by a spring 10' when the lever N is

moved to the right. Secured to4he bottom 13
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of the casing L, midway between the spools
!

<' and I), are two inner upright frames or
supports / /, (siiown broken away in the end !

view. Fig. 10,) that are united at the top by
5 a pair of transverse guide rods or ways /' /',

which, t< >gether with the frame, serve as a sup-
port for the wire-feeding mechanism and for

the carriage containing the reproducing-mag-~j
nets or translating apparatus. This feeding

io mechanism consists of a feed-screw Y, pro-
!

vided, preferably, with duplex or reverse
threads that engage with suitable nuts (not

shown) on the under side of the carriage Y',

which nuts, respectively, are alternately
J 5 thrown into and out of gear with one or the

!

other of said threads when the carriage has I

reached one or the other end of its travel
j

along the guide-rods / /. The feed-screw Y !

receives its motion through a pinion //"", that
20 meshes with a large intermediate gear ,//",

i

which in turn is driven by either one of two I

pinions ,// or//", that derive their power from
j

the gear-wheels P and P'. The pinions //',
j

//', ami .//"", as Will as the pinions q and q",

25. are, as illustrated, all of equal diameter or
pitch. The result of this is that when the gear
P, for example, is driven by the motor M,
through the intervening gears m, O, and o\

\

the spool J) and the feed-screw y will each
j

3° complete one revolution in the same time,
j

If. therefore, the pilch on the feed-screw
j

thread or threads is made equal to the thick-

ness of the wire // //, the turns of the wire will

be evenly deposited upon the receiving-spool

35 by the feeding mechanism both in a to and '

fro direction.

In applying my invention to magnetic pho- '

nographs in which permanent and inter-

changeable records are to be used, as in the

4° type of apparatus under consideration, 1 find it

desirable for several reasons to employ a some-
what I icavier or thicker record- wire than in the

case of telephonographic apparatus such as

hereinbefore described. In other words, I
j

45 have found that a thick wire if properly mag-
netized will hold its record for a much longer
time than a thin wire and can likewise be more 1

strongly impressed. At: the same time a very
\

slight increase in diameter of the wire adds
j

50 materially to its strength, so that the records
!

can be more readily transported and more
roughly handled without injury. On the other
hand, very thin wires' are more desirable for

;

dial class of apparatus in which recording, re-

55 producing, anfl -eliminating magnets are used. '

as herein liefore described, and in which the rec-
!

ord, while perhaps of considerable length, is

usually of a more or le^s transient character
and in which, therefore, the spools containing

j

60 the wire or wires are not ordinarily intended
'

to be. removed from the instrument. Conse- !

ijuently in the type of my reproducing ap-
paratus.il lustrated in Figs. 10, 11, and 12 the

i

vvirr^ h I are led directly from the containing
|

65 to the receivi ly i>ooi without oeing first i

passed ever friction-rolls and compensating
pulleys, such as shown in Fig. '.), (although
these, may of course be employed,) and I fur-

thermore make use of the increase of tension
on the wire when it is fully unwound, as will 7°

presently appear, as a means for automatic-
ally operating the shifting or reversing mech-
anism.
The operation of the instrument may now

be described and will be readily understood. 75

Assume that the instrument is idle and that

it is desired to insert and reproduce a phono-
graphic record. A containing-spool C, carry-
ing the desired record, is selected, slipped
through the open back of the instrument, over 80
the shaft c, and locked in position against the

carrying-disk Q' by the bayonet-slots or other
means provided for that purpose. The looped
ends of the wire A 7

i are carried over the
grooved brass guides //" //'", that form part 85
of the carriage Y', and under the reproducing-
magnets K'" K"", that are mounted upon the
same, and are then placed in position on the
receiving-spool D, as previously explained.

The controlling-lever N is then moved toward 9c'

the left against the limiting-stop s, as shown,
(provided it does not already occupy this po-
sition,) and the motor M is started in opera-
tion. The power of the motor is now trans-

mitted, through gears //», O, u ', P, and q and 95
through the sleeve S and carrying-disk Q, to

the receiving-spool I), which is thereby caused
to revolve toward the left, as indicated by the

arrow. At the same time the carriage-feed
screw Y is caused to revolve by the meshing 100

of the pinion ?/' with the gear P. The spool

C being out of engagement with the now
idly-revolving pinion </, and therefore free

to unwind except for the slight tension put
upon it by the braking-disk //", the wires // It \o z

are drawn over the guides //" //" and under
the magnets R'" R"" ami through the feeding-

action of the screw Y are gradually deposited
in even layers upon the two halves of the

spool D, as shown. While this is taking 110

place the record carried by one half of the

wire—that passing under the magnet R""
is being reproduced, the opposite magnet Li'"

being open-circuited, as more clearly shown
in the detail view Fig. 8. This operation 115

of opening and closing or of alternately, in-

cluding and excluding the -opposite magnets
from the translating or reproducing circuit or
circuits is preferably automatically accom?
plished by the action of the reversing-le- 120

ver, as will hereinafter appear. Now when
the wire has been unwound from the contain-
ing-spool C as far as it can go .the continued
action of the motor M will cause a tension to

be placed upon the wire h h, that still con- 125

nects the two spools C and I). The effect of
this tension is-to immediately draw the spool

D (which is mounted on the bell-crank lever

K) toward the spool C In doing this the
bell-crank lever Iv. swinging on the pivot/> and 13°
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assisted in part by the momentum of the load-

ed spool D, pushes forward the link k against

the tension of the spring 2, thereby forcing
the lever N, with its train of gears, against

5 the right-hand stop s', thus permitting the

pawl W to at once engage with the tooth oi

the cam n", so as to prevent its return. This
action has likewise served to disengage the

gears and y from the gear Pand to cause the

10 engagement of gears o'and?/" with the gear P',

which in turn immediately rotates the spool C
in the direction of the dotted arrow and causes
the rewinding of the wire h h thereon. The
extra tension on the wire having been re-

15 lieved by the freeing of the gear P from its

driving-pinion 0, the bell-crank lever K and
its spool D are gradually drawn back to nor-
mal position under the influence of spring z'',

the slot k' in the link k permitting the pin h"
20 to return freely for this purpose. During

this rewinding operation the reproducing-
magnet R''" is cut out and magnet R'" cut into

the circuit, so that the second or remaining
half of the record is now being reproduced.

25 The lever N has an adjustable stop N', that

may be manually set so as to come into en-

gagement with the casing at its central point,

as at x', (as well as at other points,) and thus
to cause the stopping of the instrument when

30 the record has been completely rendered. If,

however, it is desired to repeat a record one
or more times, the stop N' is not set, thus
permitting the movements of the reversing-
lever N to be controlled by the instrument

35 itself. This self-repeating operation is per-

formed as follows: When the wire has been
entirely rewound upon the spool C, there will

once more be a tension upon it that will draw
the spool D forward. When this occurs, the

40 pendent link Z will descend in the position

shown in dotted line, so that it will engage
and carry with it the projecting nose of. the
pawl W, that lies in its path, thereby imme-
diately releasing the lever N, which is at once

45 drawn back by means of spring 2 into opera-
tive engagement .with spool D, as before.

The cam n' now again projects itself against
the gravity - link Z and causes its further
movement to be clear of pawl W.

50 It will be evident from what has been said

that with this apparatus any given phono-
graphic record or selection can be reproduced
as often as desired without loss of time in

rewinding or resetting and without the at-

55 tention of the operator. One advantage re-

sulting from this is that I am enabled forcer-
tain classes of work, such as the reproduction
of vocal selections or dance-music having a
number of similar parts, to employ compara-

60 tively short and inexpensive wires, by record-
ing said parts but once, instead of the long
record-wires that would otherwise be found
necessary for a complete and uninterrupted
rendition. Moreover, my records are far more

65 compact and durable than and infinitely su-

perior in clearness and quality to, the ordinary
phonograph -cylinders or gramophone -disks

and permit of equal facility or accessibility

for repeating intermediate portions of a given
record that has already been partially ren- 70

dered. For example, if the desired portion
of the record happens to be equally distrib-

uted between, say, the last half of the first

wire and the first half of the second wire then
by manually throwing the reversing-switch 75

at the completion of the first rendering of the

desired section it will instantly proceed to re-

peat itself, after doing which the record will

continue to its natural termination.

Another advantage of this instrument, espe- 80

cially when applied to coin-operated appara-

tus, to which it readily lends itself and for

which purpose it likewise has a useful field,

is that when the record has been rendered the

instrument has been rewound and is thus im- 85

mediately ready for a fresh start. Moreover,
the records are not all limited to a given area

or surface, or, in other words, restricted to a

certain uniform time interval in delivery,

which necessitates the undue abridgment of 90

many selections. On the other hand, the in-

strument is capable of reproducing inter-

changeable records varying greatly in their

respective lengths and limited only by the

amount of wire on the contain ing-spool, while 95
at the same time the feeding mechanism is so

arranged as to bring the instrument to a stop

upon the completion of the selection or selec-

tions whether the record-wire be a long or

short one. Still another advantage of this 100

construction is that the record-carrying spool

is "self-contained," thus requiring buta single

spool that is both portable and capable of

prompt insertion and removal and which at

the same time fully protects the record against 105

mechanical injury in transportation and han-
dling.

Referring to the diagram Fig. 8 it will be
seen that the reproducing-magnets R'" and
R"" are alternately cut into the circuit con- no
taining the reproducing-telephone or other
translating device, to which the wires u' and
u" are led by the movement of the switch-

handle /". This switch may be mounted upon
the carriage Y' within, the area shown by the 115

dotted rectangle, which carriage may also, if

desired, carry the reproducing-telephone and
sound-magnifier. In practice, however, I pre-

fer to connect this switch-lever with the con-

trolling-lever N in such a manner that the 120

movements of the latter will automatically
control the same, or, preferably, the control-

ling-lever N may itself constitute the switch-

lever, as shown in Fig. 11, where the inside

of the front casing L is provided with two in- t 25

sulated contacts, from which wires it' and u"

lead, one contact being at each side of the

center line of the controlling-lever N. A pro-

jection or wiper u" on the handle portion of

the lever N makes connection with one or the 130
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other of said contacts when at its extreme
right or left position and is out of connection

with said contacts when in its central posi-

tion. One of the two terminals of magnets

5 R'" and R"" are joined together as in Fig. 8

and led to one terminal of the translating or

reproducing device. The other terminals of

K'" and R"" are connected with v" and ?/.', re-

spectively, while the controlling-lever or its

io wiper u'" is in electrical connection with the

other terminal of the translating device. By
this arrangement neither the translating de-

vice nor the reproducing-niagnets are active

when the lever.N is in its neutral position,

15 while said translating device and its proper
reprodueing-magnetare active when the lever

is at one or the other side of its neutrarposition.

Although in Figs. 10, 11, and 12 L have
illustrated a type of reversing mechanism de-

20 pending for the operation upon the increased

tension placed upon the wire when the latter

has readied the end of its travel, I am by no
means limited to this method of reversing, as

I may employ various other means for ac-

25 complishing this result without departing
from the scope of my invention. In Fig. 6,

for example, I have shown an arrangement
in which I utilize the increase and diminu-
tion in the number of layers of wire on the

30 receiving-spool for reversing the direction of

travel of the wires or of the rotation of the

sp' ols or motor. Referring to this figure, it

will be seen that a pivoted or resilient rod U
supports at its free upper end an adjustable

35 threaded screw />, having a rounded bearing-
surface that is normally pressed against the

wire on the receiving-spool 1) either by virtue

of the resilience of the rod U or by the ten-

sion of a special spring that may be provided
40 for this purpose, as shown. Two limiting-

stops, which may be either lixed or movable,
are adapted to make electrical contact with
the rod U. These stops are respectively con-

nected by wires >/' n" with the light and left

45 hand magnets of a suitable electrically-con-

trolled reversing switch or device, (not si iow n,)

the other terminals of said magnets being con-

nected through a suitable batten with the
rod U by wire »/'"'. The magnets thatoper-

50 ate the reversing-switch also cut into and out

of circuit the respective repradueing-ruagnets
corresponding to the wires u' and /<", or the
rod 17, with its contacts, may itself be so ar-

ranged as to perform this function directly

55 through the wires //,//". and u"". It will be
evident that when the arrangement of the de-

vice is as shown the reversing switch or de-
vice is automatically operated both when the
receiving-.spool I ) is full and when it is empty.

60 By turning the screw n the device may be ad-
justed to suit records of different lengths and
also to cause a reversal of motion at any de-

sired portion or portions of a given record.

Although 1 have illustrated and described
^5 herein various types of instruments and ap-

paratus that 1 have devised for carrying out
my improved method of record in «• and repro-
ducing speech and other sounds or impulses
magnetically or electromagnetically and have
specifically, pointed out how the same may be 7°

employed for various purposes, I desire it to

be understood that 1 do not limit myself either

to the particular types or to the precise con-
struction of the apparatus or instruments here-

in set forth or to the manner of their use as 75

herein described, since the same may, as will

be evident, be widely varied or modified with-

out departing from the spirit and scope of my
invention.

Having thus described my invention, what Bo

I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat-
ent, is

—

1. A magnetic phonograph or teiephono-

graph apparatus having two sets of records

designed and adapted to simultaneously move 85

in opposite directions.

2. A magnetic phonograph or telephono-

graph apparatus having a record divided into

two portions, one portion being designed and
adapted to move in a direction opposite to that yo

of the other.

3. A magnetic phonograph or telephono-
graph apparatus having a subdivided record

whose subdivisions travel in opposite direc-

tions. 95
1. A magnetic phonograph or telephono-

graph apparatus having a substantially con-
tinuous record-wire divided into consecutive
sections or lengths, parts of the wire of each
section being permanently, exposed so as to 100

render the several sections independently ac-

cessible for operation or reference.

5. A magnetic phonograph or telephono-
graph apparatus having a record media in the

form of multiple sections or divisions de- 105

signed and adapted to receive portions of a

record or a series of records, in combination
with reproducing means arranged to be se-

lectively brought into operative relation with

any one or more of said multiple sections for 1 ic

tlie purpose, of causing the reproduction of
the record impressed thereon.

6. A phonograph or teloplionograph appa-
ratus having a subdivided' record media whose
subdivisions are designed and adapted to con- 1 15
tain or receive records or parts of a record
differing in character from one another, in

combination with a separate reproducing de-

vice for each subdivision of the record media,
and means for independently bringing any 120

one or more of said reproducing devices into

operative relation with their respective sub-
divisions of the said record media, whereby
any one or more of the records or record parts
contained by the several subdivisions may be 125

reproduced at will independently of the others
and without mutual interference while the
apparatus is in operation.

7. A magnetic phonograph or telephono-
graph apparatus having a continuous record- 130



wire subdivided into two or more alternately-

operative sections or lengths.

8. A magnetic phonograph or telephono-

graph apparatus having a continuously-mov-
ing record-wire subdivided into two or more
alternately-operative sections or lengths.

9. A magnetic phonograph or telephono-

graph apparatus having two or more record-

wires moving in opposite directions.

10. A magnetic phonograph or telephono-

graph apparatus having one or more pairs of

record -wires, the wires of each pair moving
in opposite directions with respect to each

other.

15 11. A magnetic phonograph or telephono-

graph apparatus having a continuous record-

wire subdivided into two or more alternate or

successive sections, each section being alter-

nately operative with respect to its preceding
or succeeding section.

12. A magnetic, phonograph or telephono-

graph apparatus having one or more pairs of

moving record-wires, one wire of a pair be-

ing in a condition of operativeness while the

other is in a condition of inoperativeness.

13. A magnetic phonograph or telephono-

graph apparatus having one or more pairs of

moving record-wires designed and adapted to

receive or to reproduce a record or series of

30 records, or to simultaneously receive and re-

produce a record or series of records, one
wire of a pair being adapted to receive one
or more records or part of a record while the

other is reproducing the records or parts of

a record contained by it.

14. A magnetic phonograph or telephono-
graph apparatus having a record- wire subdi-

vided into sections or lengths, said apparatus
being provided with an operating coil or mag-
net or set of operating coils or magnets for

each subdivision of said wire, substantially as

set forth.

15. A magnetic phonograph or telephono-
graph apparatus having two or more record-

wires moving in opposite directions, said ap-
paratus being provided with an operating
coil or electromagnet or set of operating coils

or electromagnets for each of said wires, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose or purposes
set forth.

16. A magnetic phonograph or telephono-
graph apparatus having two sets of magnetic
records or impressions designed and arranged
to simultaneously move in opposite directions,

55 said apparatus being provided with an oper-
ating helix or set of helices for each set of
records or impressions, one or more of the
helices of one set being thrown out of opera-
tion while one or more of the helices of the

60 other set are in operation, substantially as and
for the purpose or purposes set forth.

17. A magnetic phonograph or telephono-
graph apparatus having two sets of magnetic
records or impressions designed and arranged

65 to simultaneously move inapposite directions,

40

45

70

75

85

90

95

said apparatus being provided with a repro-
ducing helix or electromagnet for each set of
records or impressions and a translating de-
vice in circuit with such reproducing helices

or electromagnets, said apparatus being also

provided with means for throwing out of ac-

tion one of said reproducing helices or mag-
nets when the other helix or magnet is in op-
eration, and vice versa, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

18. A magnetic phonograph or telephono-
graph apparatus having a looped or subdi-
vided record-wire containing two or more rec-

ords or parts of a record running or extend-
ing in reversed directions with respect to each 80
other, said apparatus being provided with a
translating device or devices, substantially as

described, designed and arranged to be alter-

nately operated first by one and then by the

other of such records or parts of a record,

substantially as set forth.

19. A magnetic phonograph or telephono-
graph apparatus having one or more pairs of

spools or reels upon which a record wire or
wires are wound and unwound, respectively,

and provided with means for changing or re-
' versing the direction of motion of the spools

or reels, substantially as and for the purpose
or purposes set forth.

20. A magnetic phonograph or telephono-
graph apparatus having one or more pairs of

spools or reels upon which a record wire or
wires are wound, respectively, a driving-mo-
tor for imparting motion to said spools in one
direction and a reversingdevice for automatic-
ally changing the direction of motion of said

spools, substantially as and for the purpose
or purposes set forth.

21. A magnetic phonograph or telephono-
graph apparatus provided with a containing
and receiving spool designed and adapted to

contain and receive, respectively, one or more
record - wires, a driving- motor arranged to

normally impart motion to the receiving-

spool, and an automatic reversing device or
gear for causing said motor to drive the con-
taining-spool when the receiving -spool is

filled, substantially as set forth.

22. A magnetic phonograph or telephono-
graph apparatus having containing and re-

ceiving spools for the record-wire, and means,
substantially as described, for alternately

driving the containing and receiving spools

at approximately the same rate of speed.

23. A magnetic phonograph or telephono- 120

graph, apparatus having a subdivided record-
wire and one or more containing and receiv-

ing spools therefor, and means, substantially

as described, for imparting an approximately
uniform rate of motion to each subdivision 125

of the record-wire.

24. A magnetic phonograph or telephono-
graph apparatus having a record wire or wires
and one or more containing and receiving
spools therefor, raeaus for causing the wire 130

105

"5
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or wires to be wound from the containing

spool or spools onto the receiving spool or

spools and vice versa, and means, substan-

tially as described, for feeding the wire or

5 wires in even and uniform layers upon the

spool or spools upon which it is being wound,
substantially as set forth.

25. A magnetic phonograph or telephono-

graph apparatus having a record wire or wires

io and one or more containing and receiving

spools therefor, means for causing the wire

or wires to be wound from the containing to

the receiving spool or spools and vice versa,

and means, substantially such as described,

15 for compensating for variations in length and
taking up the inertia of the wire or wires,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

26. In a magnetic phonograph or telephono-

graph apparatus of the class described, the
20 combination, with a moving record-wire and

its containing and receiving spools, of a yield-

ing take-up device or devices for the wire de-

signed and arranged to put it under a slight

tension, substantially as and for the purposes
25 set forth.

27. In a magnetic phonograph or telephono-
graph apparatus of the class described, the

combination, with the reeor'd wire or wires and
its containing and receiving spools, of a lat-

30 erally-movable guide-frame for the wire or
wires, said frame containing also the operat-
ing helices or magnets, substantially as de-

scribed.

28. In a magnetic phonograph or telephono-

?5 graph apparatus of the class described, the

combination, with the record wire or wires and
its containing and receiving spools, of a later-

ally-movable guide - frame for the wire or
wires, said frame containing also the operat-

42 ing helices or magnets, and carrying a yield-

ing take-up device or devices around which
the record-wire is adapted to pass, substan-
tially as described.

29. In a magnetic phonograph or telephono-

45 graph apparatus of the class described, the
combination, with the record wire or wires and
its containing and receiving spools, of a later-

ally - movable guide - frame for the wire or
wires, said frame containing also the operat-

50 ing helices or magnets, and a to-and-fro feed-

ing mechanism or device for imparting mo-
tion to said guide-frame and cause it to de-
posit the record-wire upon the receiving spool
or spools in even layers.

55 30. In a magnetic phonograph or telephono-
graph apparatus of the class described, the
combination, with the record wire or wires and
its containing and receiving spools, and its

driving mechanism, of means actuated by the
60 deposit of the wire upon the receiving spool

or spools to cause a reversal of the direction
of travel of the wire o" wires, substantially
as set forth.

31. In a magnetic phonograph ortelephono-
65 graph apparatus of the class described, the

combination, with the recprd wire or wires and

its containing and receiving spools, of a driv-

ing-motor revolving constantly in one direc-

tion and gearing or friction devices driven

thereby and designed and adapted to impart 70

motion to the spools alternately so as to cause

the record wire or wires to travel Krst in one
and then in the other direction, substantially

as set forth.

32. In amagnetic phonograph or telephono- 75

graph apparatus of the class described, the

combination, wiih the record wire or wires and
its containing and receiving spools, of a sup-

porting shaft or shafts for said spools, driv-

ing mechanism for said shafts or for the spools 80

supported thereon, arranged and adapted to

cause the rotation of said spools first in one
and then in the other direction, and means for

rapidly and removably securing said spools

or either of them to said shafts or to the driv- 85

ing mechanism thereof, substantially as set

forth.

33. In a magnetic phonograph or telephono-

graph apparatus of the class described, the

combination with a suitable driving median- 90

ism of two substantially parallel shafts carry-

ing several pairs or groups of spools contain-

ing the record wire or wires of the apparatus,

said wires being normally passive but ar-

ranged and adapted to be brought into active 95
operation successively when the apparatus is

set in motion, substantially as set forth.

34. In a magnetic phonograph ortelephono-
graph apparatus of the class described, the

combination with a suitable driving median- 100

ism, of two substantially parallel shafts, carry-

ing several pairs or groups of spools contain-

ing the record wire or wires of the apparatus,
an impressing or recording electromagnet or
its equivalent common to all the wires and a 105

separate reproducing -electromagnet or its

equivalent for each separate wire or subdivi-

sion thereof, substantially as set forth.

35. In a magnetic phonograph or telephono-
graph apparatus of the class described, the no
combination, with the supporting-shaft and
driving mechanism, of a record-carrying spool

having a centrally-disposed slotted diaphragm
dividing it into two portions each adapted to

receive one-half of the record-wire, Mibstan- 115

tially as set forth.

36. In amagnetic phonograph or telephono-
graph apparatus, a portable record-carrying
spool having two heads ami a central separat-
ing-diaphragm dividing it into two portions 120

each adapted to receive one-half of the record
wire, the said heads and diaphragm serving as

protecting and confining guards for the rec-

ord-wire, substantially as set forth.

37. In a magnetic phonograph or tele ihono- 12,

graph apparatus, a portable record and carry-
ing-spool consistingof a subdivided spool car-

rying or containing the two halves (or other
subdivisions,) of a record-wire whose central

portion is secured to the body of the spool i °
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and its two halves, commencing from said

central portion, wound simultaneously upon
either side or subdivision of the spool and
having its terminals preferably joined in the

5 form of a loop, substantially as set forth.

38. In a magnetic phonograph or telephono-
graph apparatus, a portable record consisting

of a subdivided wire wound upon a suitable

containing spool in two simultaneously -ac-
io cessible sections, one section of the wire con-

taining or adapted to receive a magnetic rec-

ord or impression which, when the wires are
unwound from the spool, runs in a reverse di-

rection to that contained or received by the
1 5 other section, substantially as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

39. In a magnetic phonograph or telephono-
graph apparatus, the combination, with a
driving mechanism havinga substantially uni-

20 form rate of speed, of a series of spools ar-

ranged to be driven thereby and each contain-
ing a record-wire adapted to be impressed by
magnetic waves or lines of force that are lo-

cally set up therein by the operation of a dis-
2 5 tant transmitter and representing a record

translatable into audible sounds or signals

comprising news items or other intelligence

corresponding to that spoken into or other-

wise impressed upon the said transmitter, the
wires contained on the several spools of the
series being arranged and adapted to be im-
pressed in successive order and each within a
predetermined period of time, substantially

as and for the purpose described.
40. In a magnetic phonograph or telephono-

graph apparatus, the combination of a series

3°

35

of spools or sets of spools each containing a

record-wire, a recording-magnet common to

the several wires and adapted to energize or

impress each of the same in succession, a re- 40.

producing-magnet for each of the said record-

wires, and a telephone receiver or receivers

adapted to be cut. into circuit with the several

reproducing-magnets, substantially as and for

the purpose described. 45
41. In a magnetic phonograph or telephono-

graph apparatus, the combination of a series

of spools or sets of spools rotating together
upon a common shaft or shafts and each con-,

taining a separate section or subdivision of 50

the record-wire of said apparatus, a record-

ing-magnet for said record -wire in circuit

with or otherwise arranged to be operated by
a distant telephonic transmitter for the pur-

pose of producing a magnetic record upon 55
said wire, means for independently repro-

ducing the record or portions thereof im-
pressed upon the several sections or subdivi-

sions of said wire, and means for operating
the various portions of said apparatus upon a 60

"time-unit" basis, whereby reference to the
information or intelligence recorded thereby,
for the purpose of reproduction thereof, is

facilitated.

Signed at New York, in the county of New 65

York and State of New York, this 21st day of
February, A. D. 1903.

ELIAS E. RIES.

Witnesses:
Wm. Goldburg,
M. E. Bell:
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I,Charles W. Noyes, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Cincin-

nati, in the county of Hamilton and State of

5 Ohio, have invented certain new and useful

Improvements in Phonographs, of which the

following is a specification.

My invention relates to a phonograph.
One of the objects of my invention is to

io provide a carrier from the opposite sides of

which are suspended a reproducer and a re-

corder having the same co-relative position

to the record, whereby they have a coincident

path of stylate travel.

15 Other features and objects of my invention
are more fully set forth in the description of

the accompanyingdra wings, making a part of

this specification, in which

—

Figure 1 is an end elevation, partly in sec-

20 tion. Fig. 2 is a top plan view of the carrier.

Fig. 3 is a detail sectional view of a modified
form of shell and holder. Fig. 4 is a plan

view of the diaphragm-holder.
1 have only shown so much of a complete

2 5 instrument as will serve to diagram the essen-

tial relative positions of my improvements to

the other parts of the instrument.

1 represents the main support, which is re-

ciprocated by driving mechanism 2. The
30 mechanism herein shown and described forms

a part of a complete machine upon which a
separate application will be made; but it may
be used as a constituent part of an ordinary
phonograph.

35 3 represents the cross guide-rod,upon which
a support 1 travels.

4 represents a swivel-arm the fixed end of

which is fulcrumed to the support 1. In the

upper end of the arm 4, overhanging the rec-

40 ord 5, is a swivel-bolt 6.

7 represents a carrier fixed to the swivel-

bolt 6. Said carrier has on the opposite sides

the duplicate shells 8, inclined in coincident
angle relative to the carrier 7, one shell car-

45 rying the reproducer and the other the re-

corder. Each shell carries the usual sound-
transmitting tube 9.

The carrier 7 has two pairs of bracket-arms
10. The carrier 7 is provided with the slots 13.

14 represents the diaphragm - holder to 50

which the diaphragm 17 is attached. The
holders 14 are provided with the tube 14'', tel-

escoping with the tubes 9. Each holder lias

an arm 18 passing through the slot 13 of the

carrier. The inner ends of said arms 18 are 55
pivotally supported between the bracket-arms
10. The shells 8 are provided with the slots

19, through which pass the adjusting-screws

20, the inner ends of which fixedly engage
the outer ends of the diaphragm-holder 14. 60

These bolts are provided with adjusting-nuts

21 on their outer ends, which serve to limit

the movement of the diaphragm-holder rela-

tive to the supporting-shell 8.

It is obvious that the diaphragm -holders 65

through their arms have a pivotal movement
bodily to and from the record-surface.

22 represents pivot-plates affixed to the

outside of the peripheral walls of the dia-

phragm-holder 14 and extending across the 7°

outside of the diaphragms 17. 23 represents

the stylus- levers pivoted to said plates 22,

said levers carrying the jewel stylus-points

24, the other ends, 25, of said levers being at-

tached to the centers of the diaphragms in the 75

usual manner.
As a modification I have shown in Fig. 3

the shell 8 provided with a tube 8
a

. The dia-

phragm-holder has no arm pivotally connect-

ing it to the carrier; but the diaphragm- 80

holder 14 hasatube 14
lv

telescoping with tube
8
a

. The shell 8 has the two spring-controlled

pistons 8
b

, the ends of which engage through
said shell and take into the periphery of said

diaphragm-holder upon opposite sides. The ?5

stylus pivot-plate 22 is the same. Obviously
this arrangement permits the diaphragm-
holder to bodily move to and from the record

by sliding telescoping action; but the result is

substantially the same as the swinging piv- 90

otal action incident to the arrangement of

Fig. 1. This result is that the inclination of

the diaphragm relative to the stylus oscilla-

tions is invariable. Records,' owing to con-

traction, expansion, imperfection, or acci- 95
dent, possess many inequalities other than the

stylus indentations per se. If the stylus fol-

lows such inequalities other than sound in-
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dentations of the record and the diaphragm
does not, except as influenced by the stylus,

obviously these inequalities and variations

vary the normal sound recording or trans-

5 mitting functions of the diaphragm, and the
result is imperfect.

In my device the diaphragm responds bodily
to these artificial record irregularities, so that

the stylus movement relative to the diaphragm
io is only such as is caused by the former in-

fluence of the diaphragm on the stylus trans-

mitted to the record or caused by the in-

fluence of the record on the stylus and trans-

mitted to the diaphragm. To all of these arti-

15 ficial imperfections the diaphragm - holder,

diaphragm, and stylus conform as a unit.

My invention is primarily designed for use
in a commercial phonograph, although its

features are of equal value to any instrument.
20 The mounting of the reproducer and recorder

at the same angle on a common carrier inter-

mediately pivoted to the frame of the ma-
chine and movable in the arc of a circle to and
from the center of the record, so as to alter-

25 nately engage opposite sides of the periphery
of the record, permits these alternative in-

struments to be interchangeably used at will

by the simple tilting of the carrier in either

direction. Manifestly this simple movement
30 throws one stylus identically into the path of

the other, and the change can be availed of

instantly without the slightest inconvenience
to the operator.

I intend the term "reproducer" to cover

35 the term "recorder" as well.

Having described my invention, I claim—
1. In aphonograph,acarrier intermediately

fulcrumed, a recorder and reproducer, sus-

pended from the opposite sides of said car-

4° rier, overhanging the opposite sides of the

periphery of the record, and adapted to be al-

ternately swung to and from the record, where-
by the two stylus-points alternately pursue a

45

5°

coincident path of travel upon opposite sides

of the record, substantially as described.

2. In a phonograph, a carrier intermediately
fulcrumed, a reproducer and a recorder sus-

pended over the record upon opposite sides

of the carrier and at the same angle relative

thereto whereby the stylus-points have an al-

ternative coincident path of travel upon oppo-
site sides of the record, substantially as de-

scribed.

3. In a phonograph, a traveling support,
having an arm suspended over the record, a 55
carrier intermediately fulcrumed on said arm,
and having shells, depending from opposite
sides of said fulcrum, a recording instrument
supported in one shell and a reproducing in-

strument supported in the opposite shell, said 60

shells being depended upon opposite sides of

the periphery of the record whereby the sty-

lus-points have an alternative coincident path
of travel upon opposite sides of the record,

substantially as described.

4. In a phonograph, a traveling support,

having an arm overhanging the record, a car-

rier intermediately fulcrumed on said arm,
said carrier having duplicate shells depend-
ing from opposite sides of said fulcrum, and
overhanging upon opposite sides of the pe-

riphery of the record, a recording instrument
supported in one shell, and a reproducing in-

strument supported in the other shell, said

shells being counterbalanced, whereby when 75

one instrument is swung into commission, the

other is swung out, the stylus-points thereby
having an alternative coincident path of travel

upon opposite sides of the record, substantially

as described. 80

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set

my hand.
CHARLES W. NOYES.

Witnesses:
Oliver B. Kaiser,
Luise Beck.

65

70
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, George Abbott Man-
waring, a citizen of the United States, resid-

ing at Bayonne, county of Hudson, and State

5 of New Jersey, have invented a new and use-

ful Improvement in Methods of Duplicating
Sound-Records, of which the following is a

specification.

My invention relates to a process or method
io of making records for talking-machines; and

its object comprises the steps necessary to pro-

duce such records when employing the expan-
sion of molds or matrices in which such rec-

ords are formed.
1 5 Records for talking-machines are generally

made by electroplating the'original or master-

record, backing the thin plated shell thereby
obtained with lead or the like for strength,

and then removing the original or master
20 record, leaving the hollow reverse copy or

matrix for the insertion of material to form
a copy or reproduction of the original record.

Heretofore in the reproduction of such records
it has been necessary to use material that

25 would shrink away from the matrix or mold
when cooling to allow its removal from the

said matrix or hollow reverse copy of the

master-record. This renders available a much
wider range of material for making the dupli-

30 cates.

My invention comprises the expansion of a

matrix to enable the employment of material
for the reproduction which does not require

shrinking to be removed from the said raa-

35 trix, allowing the employment of paper. with
a surface coating or other material that will

not permit being contracted to take the im-
pressions from the matrix.

My invention broadly consists in the method
4° of separating the reproduction of the record

from its surrounding matrix by means of the
expansion of the said matrix instead of by the
contraction of the reproduction. To carry
out my invention, lean expand the said matrix

45 either by chemicals or solutions thereof or
by other means, as by the application of heat
to the matrix while the reproduction is kept
relatively cool. 1 attain these ends by the

means illustrated in the accompanying draw-
ings, in which

—

50

Figure 1 represents a partial front view and
longitudinal section of a master-record. Fig.

2 is a section of Fig. 1 on the line >' >•'. Fig.

3 represents a partial outside front view and
axial section of a coating on a master-record. 55
Fig. 4 is an end view of Fig. 3. Fig. 5 rep-

resents the elements shown in Fig. 3 with a

backing on the coating, shown partly in sec-

tion. Fig. 6 is a section of Fig. 5 on the line

.' /•'. Fig. 7 represents an . axial section of 60

an apparatus with the matrix or reverse copy
therein for forming the reproduction, some of

the said apparatus being shown in full. Fig.

8 is a partial side view of Fig. 7. Fig. 9 rep-

resents a top view of Fig. 8. Fig. 10 rep- 65

resents an outside view of an original or mas-
ter record. Fig. 11 shows an end view of

Fig. 10. Fig. 12 is an axial section of the mas-
ter-record mounted on a mandrel. Fig. 13
shows an end view of Fig. 12. Fig. 14 rep- 70

resents the same elements as shown in Fig.

12 with a matrix on the master-record, partly

in section. Fig. 15 is an end view of Fig. 14.

Fig. 16 represents an outside front view and
partial axial section of the matrix or reverse 75
copy of the master. Fig. 17 is a section on
the line .< ./ of Fig. 16. Fig. 18 represents
an outside view of the matrix or reverse copy
on a holder or shaper. Fig. 19 shows an end
view of Fig. 18. Fig. 20 represents an axial 80

section of the matrix on a holder somewhat
smaller in diameter than said matrix. Fig.

21 represents the elements shown in Fig. 20
with the material in place to form the repro-
duction of the master-record. Fig. 22 shows 85
an outside view and axial section of the com-
pleted reproduction of the master -record.
Fig. 23 is a top view of Fig. 22.

The appurtenances and steps of my inven-
tion comprise a master-record A, of the usual 90
cylindrical shape, with a tapering internal

surface and indentations or impressions on
its outer surface in helical paths around the
same.
My preferred way of carrying out the in- 95

vention consists in covering the master-record
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A with a suitable coating d s
, Fig. 3, of cop-

per or the like, by electroplating or the like,

and then reinforcing the said coating cl
s by a

suitable material I to strengthen the thin

5 metallic coating, the combination forming a

matrix, (designated by the, letter D.) If desir-

able, the coating d 3 can be made sufficiently

thick for strength to avoid applying the ex-

tra reinforcing material I. The master-rec-
io ord is now removed from the 'said matrix D

by shrinking it therefrom or detaching it by
any other means, after which the said matrix
is placed into a receptacle N. The said re-

ceptacle consists of the walls ?i
}
extending

15 from a bottom «', that has formed therein a

shoulder g, which latter is threaded through
its central portion n2

. A packing-ring .2 is

placed on the shoulder q and supports the

matrix D, which latter carries a ring v, that
20 fits in the annular projection n\ extending

horizontally from the walls n. A packing-
ring p covers both the ring v and projection

n3
. A hollow core r is screwed into the

threaded portion n2
of the receptacle and has

25 its outside surface tapered to correspond to

the internal surface of a master-record. In-

let-piping w, with a valve w' and funnel w2
, is

attached to the upper portion of the wall /?,

while outlet-piping w,with the valve u\ is con-

30 nected to the lower portion thereof, and the

outlet-piping//, with the valve //, extends from
the hollow core r. A faucet s, with piping s',

is arranged over the funnel to
2
, and a faucet t,

with the piping t\ is located over the hollow

35 core r. A cover O, with a central piping o\
is screwed on the top of the receptacle. After
the matrix D has been placed into the recep-

tacle N and made to bear upon the packing-
ring z the ring v is put in place with the pack-

4° ing p and cover 0, which latter is screwed
down to securely hold the said matrix, while

at the same time fluid-tight joints are made
with the ring z and packing p. Next the

material to form the reproduction is intro-

45 duced into the space d' by being poured or
forced therein or in any suitable manner.
The said material will conform to the tapered
core /•, forming the inner surface of the re-

production, and also to the form of the ma-
50 trix 1) to form the outside cylindrical surface

of the reproduction with its indentations or

impressions. A liquid is circulated through
the hollow core /• in the direction of its lon-

gitudinal axis by means of the piping t and

55 y to maintain the reproduction at a compara-
tively low temperature, and a warmer liquid

is circulated in the space m by means of the
piping w and u, to expand the matrix D away
from the said reproduction, after which the

6c latter can be removed from the receptacle N
by taking off the cover 0, packing p, and ring

v, obtaining a copy of the master - record,

which is then properly trimmed on its edges.

A modification of my method is to place the

65 record A on a holder C, having a base d with

a circular groove c
2
corresponding to the edge

a' of the master-record. Then a coating of
gelatin or the like is formed on the master-
record by either dipping the same in a solu-
tion thereof, brushing it on. or allowing the 70
solution to flow over the record. The coating
is allowed to dry or harden in place, forming
the matrix d, which is securely held on the
mandrel C by the ring K, the latter being
tightly secured on said mandrel. The matrix 75
d is next expanded, generally by moistening
the same, until it becomes sufficiently enlarged
to slip off the master-record and mandrel with-
out injury to its indentations or impressions
and which latter to prevent confusion are des- 80

ignated by the letter d2
. The next step is to

place the matrix a' on a holder/to allow it to
dry, harden, and shrink to the size and shape
required to produce the reproduction of the
same diameter and shape as the master-record. 85
The matrix d is now placed on a shoulder h
of a holder H, the sides h I of said holder be-
ing of a diameter and inclination equivalent
to the internal surface of a master-record.
Next the material A' for forming the repro- 90
duction is poured or placed by any suitable

means into the annular space d' between the
holder H and the matrix d and allowed to cool,

after which the matrix d is expanded by mois-
tening the same and separated from the re- 95
production A'. The matrix d is then again
placed on the holder,/to repeat the steps from
that point on, the completed reproduction A'
being shown with its indentations or impres-
sions a2

.
too

Having described my invention, I claim—
1. The process of obtaining duplicate sound-

records, which consists of forming within a
matrix a duplicate record of suitable material,

and then expanding said matrix to disengage 105

it from said duplicate.

2. The method of producing talking-ma-
chine records, consisting in making a hollow
matrix with impressions therein, inserting a
material in the matrix, forming a reversed no
copy on the said material of the said impres-
sions, and expanding the matrix from the said

material.

3. The method of producing talking-ma-
chine records, consisting in making a hollow 1*5

matrix with impressions therein, inserting a
material in the matrix, forming a reversed
copy on the said material of the impressions
on the matrix, and then heating the matrix to

expand it from the said material. 120

4. The method of producing talking-ma-
chine records, consisting in covering a master-
record with a coating to form a matrix, re-

moving the master-record from the matrix,
placing a material in the matrix to form the 125

record, maintaining the means to hold the said

material in the matrix at a lower temperature
than the said matrix, expanding the matrix,
and removing the record.

5. The method of producing the talking- 130
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machine records, consisting1

in covering a mas-
ter-record with a coating to form a matrix
having impressions on its internal surface re-

versed from the master-record, circulating a
fluid, through the longitudinal axis of the rec-

ord, circulating a fluid on the outside of the
matrix, of a higher temperature than the fluid

circulating through the axis of the record, to
expand the matrix from the record, and re-

moving the matrix from the record.
6. The method of making reproductions of

talking-machine records, consisting in elec-

troplating a metallic coating on a record to
form a matrix having impressions on its in-

ternal surface, reversed from the impressions
of the said record, strengthening the coating

with a backing, placing the record material
within the matrix, circulating a fluid through
the longitudinal axis of the record to main-
tain the reproduction at a lower temperature
than the matrix, circulating a warmer fluid

on the outside of the matrix to expand the
latter, and removing the reproduction from
the matrix.
In testimony whereof I have signed my name

to this specification, in the presence of two sub-
scribing witnesses, this 25th day of March,
1904.

GEORGE ABBOTT MANWARING.
Witnesses:

C. A. L. Massie,
E. L. Scott.

2 5
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Eldridge R. Johnson,
a citizen of the United States, and a resident

of the city of Philadelphia, State of Pennsyl-
vania, have invented certain new and useful

Improvements in Cabinets for Talking-Ma-
chines, of which the following is a full, clear,

and complete disclosure.

The general nature of this invention con-

sists in providing a talking-machine of the hol-

low-arm type with a cabinet within which all

of the movable parts of the machine may be
more efficiently and completely inclosed than
heretofore and which when the machine is not
in use will have a pleasing and attractive ap-

pearance in any room in which the machine
may be placed.

For a full, clear, and exact description of

my invention reference may be had to the fol-

lowing specification and to the accompanying
drawings, forming a part thereof, in which

—

Figure 1 is a perspective view showing the
parts of the machine and cabinet in the posi-

tion during operation; and Fig. 2 is a side ele-

vation of the cabinet, showing one end thereof
removed and the parts of the motor and turn-

table in elevation.

The numeral 1 indicates a substantially rec-

tangular box or casing, around the interior

walls of which, a suitable distance from their

upper edges, is supported a rectangular frame
or ledge 2. Upon this ledge or frame rests

the supporting-plate 3 of the machine-motor
and turn-table or record-carrier, the winding-
shaft 4 of the former being adapted to be
reached by a suitable opening 5 in one side of

the box or casing. Upon this ledge or frame,
at one corner thereof, is fixed the standard or

bracket 5 for supporting the sound-box or re-

4° producer-arm 6. Said support carries at its

upper end a tubular portion 7, which is adapt-
ed to receive and support the end of the am-
plifyingdiorn 8.

9 indicates the record and turn-table, while

45 10 and 11 indicate the speed-regulating screw
and the starting and stopping lever, respec-

tively.

A cover 12 is hinged to one of the upper

edges of the box in the usual manner and is

provided with a link 13 for limiting its back- 50

ward movement when open.
When the machine is not in use, the am-

plifying-horn 8 is removed from the repro-
ducer-arm support and the cover is closed.

It will be noticed when in this condition that 55
all the working parts of the machine are com-
pletely hidden from view and are at the same
time protected from dust and objects which
may accidentally come in contact therewith.

A rectangular box or casing as above de- 60

scribed is especially adapted to contain a

talking -machine of the type mentioned be-

cause of the fact that the distance from the

center of the axis of rotation of the turn-

table to the pivot of the reproducer-arm is 65

greater in a square or rectangle than in

any other figure having a symmetrical con-

tour. One-half of the length of a diagonal

of a square box which is of the requisite di-

mensions to contain a turn-table and motor of

a particular size will give approximately the

most desirable and efficient length for the re-

producer-arm.
By the particular manner of supporting the

motor above described said motor and turn-

table may be easily removed for inspection or

repair without disturbing other parts of the

apparatus. From the fact that the sound-box-
arm support 5 is located at the rear corner of

the casing the amplifying-horn 8 when in po- 80

sition projects a minimum distance beyond
the front of the box, and by reason of the

cover extending in an upright position behind
said horn the same is protected from being
injured by carelessness or accident. 85

Having thus described my invention, what
I claim, and desire to protect by Letters Pat-
ent of the United States, is

—

1. The combination of a receptacle open at

the top, a movable cover therefor, adapted, 90

when opened, to expose the contents thereof

and permit access thereto, a motor, record-

carrier, reproducer-arm support, and repro-

ducer-arm, all mounted upon, and located

wholly within, the confines of the body por- 95
tion of said receptacle and below the open top

70
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thereof, and an amplifying-horn adapted to

be removably mounted upon said support and
extend beyond the confines of said receptacle

when said cover is opened, said cover being
5 adapted to be closed when the horn is removed
and to close the top of the receptacle and en-

tirely inclose the contents thereof.

2. The combination of a receptacle having
an interior supporting-ledge below the upper

i° edge thereof, a record - carrier and motor
mounted thereon, a support for an amplify-

ing-horn upon said ledge, a reproducer-arm
mounted upon said support, and a cover for
said receptacle, said record -carrier support
and arm being wholly within the confines of 15

the body portion of said receptacle.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
hand this 17th day of November, A. D. 1902.

ELDRIDGE R. JOHNSON.
Witnesses:

John F. Grody,
Edward W. Vaill, Jr.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Nathan L. Lewis, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at New York
city, in the borough of Manhattan and State

5 of New York, have invented and produced new
and original Improvements in Talking -Ma-
chines; and I do hereby declare the following
to be a full, clear, and exact description of the
invention, such as will enable others skilled

io in the art to which it appertains to make and
use the same, reference being had to the ac-

companying drawings, and to figures of refer-

ence marked thereon, which form a part of
this specification.

15 The objects of this invention are to provide
an amplifying and conducting device which
can be employed in connection with the horns
of talking-machines for improving the sound
both in tone and volume, to thus secure a dis-

20 tinct and accurate reproduction from the talk-

ing-machine or to enable the perfect record
to be made; to provide a construction which
can be fitted to any machine between the usual
speaker and the horn, receiving at opposite

25 points the said parts, to thus improve the ef-

ficiency of the talking-machine, and to obtain
other advantages and results, some of which
may be hereinafter referred to in connection
with the description of the working parts.

3° The invention consists in the improved am-
plifying and conducting device for talking-
machines and in the arrangements and com-
binations of parts of the same, all substan-
tially as will be hereinafter set forth and

35 finally embraced in the clauses of the claim.
Referring to the accompanying drawings,

in which like figures of reference indicate cor-
responding parts in each of the several fig-

ures, Figure 1 is a side elevation of my im-
4° proved device in its preferred form; and Figs.

2 and 3 are cross-sectional views upon line x,

Fig. 1, looking toward the opposite ends of
the device, respectively. Fig. 4 is a longitu-
dinal central section of the device as on line x',

45 Fig. 1. Fig. 5 is a side elevation of a certain
sleeve detached,and Fig. 6 is a plan of the same.
Fig. 7 is a side elevation of a modified form of
my improved device combined with a horn,
and Fig. 8 is a central longitudinal section of

the same. Fig. 9 is a side elevation of a cer- 50

tain interior tube, and Fig. 10 is a plan of the

same. Fig. 11 shows a modified combination
of my device with a horn; and Figs. 12 and
13 are cross-sectional views of the same upon
lines y and 2, respectively. Fig. 14 is a Ion- 55

gitudinal central section upon liney
3
, Fig. 11;

and Figs. 15 and 16 are enlarged portions of

said section, showing more clearly the man-
ner of mounting certain diaphragms.

In said drawings, 1 indicates the usual sound- 60

box or speaker of a talking-machine having
the flexible diaphragm 2 and at the top a cy-

lindrical neck 3. To said neck is applied my
improved device, which consists of a substan-

tially spherical body portion 4, having at op- 65

posite points tubular extensions or necks 5 6,

one of which, as 5, is adapted to receive the

neck of the sound-box, and the other, 6, to

receive a horn 7, preferably by screwing, as

shown in Figs. 1 and 4 more particularly. 70

The said spherical body portion 4 is formed,
preferably, of sheet metal, and at the lower
part of its walls or next the neck 5 are doors

8, permitting access to the interior. Around
the great circle of said sphere formed by a 75

plane perpendicular to the line joining the

two necks 5 6 is a series of diaphragms 9,

formed of very thin sheet metal, mica, or some
other material more flexible than the wTalls of

the body portion. There is also between said 80

series of diaphragms 9 and the horn-receiving
neck 6 of the device another circular series of

similar diaphragms 10.

That part of the interior chamber of the

body portion 4 which is adjacent to the sound- 85

box-receiving neck is occupied by concentric

hemispherical diaphragms, as 11 12, supported
from the walls of the body portion by stays

13, the edges of the inner diaphragm, as 12,

being preferably left free, as shown, while 90
the outer one has its edges connected by stays

14 to the centers of the diaphragms 9. In
the opposite end portion of the spherical

body part 4 is preferably arranged a small

hemispherical diaphragm 15, having at its 95
base a plane circular diaphragm 16, terminat-
ing at its edges short of the walls of the body.
Protuberances 17 may be formed in the walls
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of the body portion 4 adjacent to the constrict-

ed parts of its interior passage to further im-
prove the sound, if desired.

Diametrically throughout the body portion

5 4 extends a tube 18, which is disposed cen-
trally and longitudinally of the necks 5 6, as

shown, terminating at its extremities sub-
stantially flush therewith. This tube is pref-

erably jointed within the sound-box-receiv-
io ing neck, as at 19, for greater convenience.

Furthermore, the said tube is flared at its

ends 20 adjacent to the diaphragm 2 of the

sound-box 1 and adapted to receive from said

diaphragm a certain portion of the sound-
15 waves and conduct the same directly through

the device to the hoi'n 7 without adding to or
subtracting from them. Other sound-waves
enter the body portion 4 of the device through
the passage around said tube 18 and are by

20 the diaphragms above described amplified

and conducted into the horn 7 through the

neck 6. The said diametrically-disposed tube
18 passes through the centers of the various
diaphragms described, and the two diaphragms

25 15 16 are shown supported thereby, although
they might, if preferred, be supported by
stays, as the others are shown.

In practice my improved device may some-
times be permanently connected to the neck

30 of a horn, as shown in Figs. 7, 8, 11, and 14,

thus exhibiting only one neck—viz., the one,
24—for connection to the talking -machine.
Tubular branches 21 may be provided upon
the throat of the horn for attachment of tubes

35 or other horns.

In Figs. 7 to 10, inclusive, 22 indicates the
body portion of the device, and 23 a horn
combined therewith. The central tube 25 is

in this construction shown supported by arms
4° 26 from the walls of the body portion and

has at its sound-box end an annular lateral

flange 27 and adjacent to the neck of the
horn 23 a peripheral enlargement 28. . The
interior diaphragms of my device in this con-

45 struction are shown consisting of two hemi-
spherical diaphragms 29 30, slightly sepa-

rated at their edges and connected by stay-

rods 31 or other suitable means to the series

of diaphragms 9 set in the walls of the body
50 portion. Where said hemispherical dia-

phragms 29 30 surround the tube 25 they are

apertured, as at 32, and within the said two
diaphragms 29 30 are parallel circular dia-

phragms 33 34 on opposite sides of the cen-

55 tral tube 25 and extending across the plane
of division of the hemispherical diaphragms.
Under some conditions the central tube in

this construction may be made star-shaped in

cross-section, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10, and
60 in this case the supporting or stay rods 26

may be dispensed with, and the angular pro-

jections 261 at the sides of the tube engage
directly the necks of the device to hold said

tube in alinement.

65 In Figs. 11 to 14, inclusive, I have shown

75

further modification of my idea, consisting in

the central tube 34 being flared at its outer
end 35 parallel with the horn 36 and having
said flared end either permanently or remov-
ably supported from the inner walls of the 70
horn, as by stays 361 or any suitable form of

collar or the like. The throat of the flared

portion may be apertured, as at 37, if de-
sired. In this construction the body portion
48 of my device is shown as containing a sin-

gle substantially globular diaphragm 39, trun-
cated at opposite points to form apertures 40
41 to receive the central tube 34. The said

diaphragm 39 is supported at points near said

apertures by stays 42, extending to the inner 80
walls of the body portion. In Fig. 11, more-
over, tubes 43 are shown laid on the inner
surface of the horn 36 and extending lon-

gitudinally thereof to a point close to the
spherical body portion 48 of the amplifying 85
device. Furthermore, in Fig. 11 I have
shown the horn 44 provided at its mouth
with a contracted outlet instead of the usual
straight lip and flaring horn commonly used.

This construction is obtained by applying to 90
the end of the horn a converging flange 441,

beyond which a lip 442 projects. The effect

of this is to concentrate and improve the tone
of the sound production.

By my improved device the sound-waves 95
are in their passage through and impact
against the various diaphragms described re-

inforced or amplified, so that the sound pro-
duction of the machine loses its metallic effect

and is made natural and strong. 10

In connection with the use of my improved
device I may secure increased tension of the
sound-box diaphragm by winding upon the
neck of the same a coil 45, of wire, connected
at its ends 46 47 to a battery 48, whereby the

neck of the sound-box serves as an electro-

magnet, said neck being preferably extended,
as at 49, and the diaphragm having fixed to

it magnetic blocks 50 to be attracted by said

magnet. In this construction a sleeve or cas-

ing 51 is slipped over the wires 45 upon the

neck of the sound-box, so that the latter will

not become disarranged, the neck of the am-
plifying device then receiving said sleeve 51.

If preferred, arms 52 may extend inward
from the top of the sleeve 51 through the

walls of the central tube of the trumpet and
form a tripod, from which a spiral spring 53

may depend through the said central tube and
be fastened at its lower end to the center of

the sound-box diaphragm. This will enable

added tension to be given the sound-box dia-

phragm besides the magnetic means, or by
placing a switch 54 in the circuit of said mag-
net either device can be used independent of

the other for reproduction of sound.
Although I have shown and described my

invention as applied to the sound reproduction
of talking-machines, it will nevertheless be
understood that it is equally applicable for the

!°5
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recording of sound. In this case, however, a

portion of the tubes and diaphragms may be

dispensed with and the body portion of the

device used directly in conjunction with the

5 magnetic tension means described for securing
telephonic action of the recording-diaphragm.
Furthermore, although I have shown and de-

scribed my device as spherical in shape, or sub-

stantially so, it will be understood that other
10 shapes may be employed, the diaphragm be-

ing made to conform thereto.

Various modifications and changes of detail

construction other than those specifically set

forth may be employed without departing
i s from the spirit and scope of the invention, and

I do not wish to be understood as limiting my-
self by the positive descriptive terms em-
ployed except as the state of the art may re-

quire.

20 Having thus described the invention, what
I claim as new is

—

1

.

A phonograph horn or trumpet having an
enlarged and subdivided amplifying and con-
ducting chamber secured to the throat or neck

25 piece thereof for improving the sound-trans-
mission, said chamber having double walls

separated by an air-space and being itself sub-
divided.

2. The combination with a horn for talking-

30 machines, having a conoidal bore, of an en-

larged amplifying and conducting chamber lo-

cated at the throat of said horn, said chamber
having separated double walls and being-

subdivided interiorly, and reinforcing - dia-

35 phragms in said chamber.
3. An amplifying and conducting device for

talking-machines, providing an interior cham-
ber and having at opposite sides means for
connection to a speaker and horn, and rein-

40 forcing-diaphragms in said chamber present-
ing a central passage in alinement with said

connecting means.
4. An amplifying and conducting device for

the reproduction of sound, providing an inte-

45 rior chamber and having at opposite sides

means for connection to a horn and speaker,
respectively, and reinforcing-diaphragms se-

cured to the walls of said chamber and lying
within the same.

5 c 5. The combination with a phonograph horn
or trumpet, of an amplifying sound-box se-

cured to the throat or neck of the horn, dia-

phragms secured at separate points to the in-

ner surface of the said amplifying-box and
55 forming therewith double walls, and a sound-

conducting tube passing through said box.
6. The combination with a phonograph horn

or trumpet, of an amplifying sound-box adapt-
ed to be secured to the throat or neck of said

60 horn, diaphragms mounted in the walls of said
box, other diaphragms concaved and forming
with the box double walls and a sound-conduct-
ing tube extending through the said box.

7. The combination with a conoidal horn or
65 trumpet for talking-machines, of an enlarged

amplifying sound-box at the throat of said

horn, reinforcing-diaphragms in said sound-
box, and a central tube extending through the
sound-box and having a flaring end projecting

into the said conoidal horn. 70

8. An amplifying device for talking-ma-
chines, comprising a spherical body portion

provided at opposite sides with means for con-

nection to a sound-box and horn respectively,

and segmental spherical diaphragms mounted 75
in said body portion and having parts of

themselves free to vibrate.

9. An amplifying device for talking -ma-
chines, comprising a spherical body portion
provided at opposite sides with connection 80

means for a sound-box and horn, respectively,

circular resilient diaphragms mounted in the
outer walls of said body portion, and segmen-
tal spherical diaphragms inside said body por-
tion and partially supported by stay-rods ex- 85
tending to the centers of said first-mentioned

diaphragm.
10. In an amplifying device for talking-ma-

chines, the combination of a spherical body por-
tion having at opposite sides means for con- 90
nection to a sound-box and horn, respectively,

a tubular passage extending centrally through
said body portion between said means for

connection, and diaphragms arranged in said

body portion around the said tube. 95
11. In an amplifying device for talking-ma-

chines, the combination with a spherical body
portion having at one side a neck to receive a
sound-box and being at the opposite side

joined to a conoidal horn, a tube extending 100

centrally through said body portion and its

neck and flaring at the opposite end into said

conoidal horn and segmental spherical dia-

phragms mounted in said body portion around
the said central tube. 105

12. In an amplifying device for talking-ma-
chines, the combination with a spherical body
portion having at one side a neck to receive a

sound - box and being at the opposite side

joined to a conoidal horn, a tube extending no
centrally through said body portion and its

neck and projecting into said horn, of dia-

phragms mounted in said body portion around
said tube and being free at portions of their

area to vibrate. 115

13. The combination with a sound-box for

talking-machines, having a diaphragm mount-
ed therein and an exterior neck, of a wire
coiled around said neck and being in circuit

with a battery or source of electric enei'gy, 120

whereby said neck becomes an electromagnet,
and magnetic pieces fastened to said dia-

phragm and adapted to be attracted by said

electromagnet.

14. The combination with a sound-box hav- 125

ing a neck 3, and a vibratory diaphragm, of a

sleeve 51, slipped over said neck, arms 52,

projecting inward from the edges of said

sleeve to a common point and a spiral spring-

extending from the point of meeting of said 13°
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arm and being attached to the diaphragm,
said spring being under tension.

15. The combination with a sound-box hav-
ing a neck and a vibratory diaphragm, of a

sleeve 51, slipped over the neck, supporting
means arranged in said sleeve, and a spiral

spring extending from said supporting means
to the said diaphragm.

16. A phonograph horn or trumpet com-
prising a conical body portion having at its

mouth an inwardly-converging annular flange.

17. A phonograph horn or trumpet, having

a wide mouth at one end and a neck-piece or
throat at the other end, and neck-pieces or
tubes projecting from the conoidal body of

the horn.
In testimony that I claim the foregoing I

have hereunto set my hand this 6th day of

February, 1903.

NATHAN L. LEWIS.

Witnesses:
Russell M. Everett,
Charles H. Pell.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Edward L. Aiken, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing1 at East
Orange, county of Essex, and State of New
Jersey, have invented certain new and useful

Improvements in Repeating Attachments for

Phonographs, of which the following is a de-

scription.

My invention has for its object the provision

of means for raising the diaphragm-carrier of

a phonograph or other talking-machine at any
desired point in its forward movement and re-

turning it to its starting position at the be-

ginning of the record or to any other desired

starting position. It has for its object also to

provide a device of this character which shall

consist of few parts, which may be readily ap-
plied to phonographs of standard types, which
can be operated with little power, which can

20 be readily adjusted, which will be positive and
certain in its action, which will not become
deranged, and which will permit the dia-

phragm-carrier to be raised to the fullest ex-

tent, so as to leave the mandrel completely
25 exposed to receive a record-cylinder or permit

one to be removed therefrom.
My invention consists in the features here-

inafter described and claimed.

In the drawings which accompany this speci-

30 fication, Figure 1 is a front elevation showing
my invention as applied to a phonograph.
Fig. 2 is a section on the line 2 2 of Fig. 1,

showing the diaphragm-carrier lowered and in

proper position for reproducing, the pins

35 which are used for tripping the device to lower
the carrier being removed for the sake of

clearness. Fig. 3 is a section on the line 3 3

of Fig. 1, showing the diaphragm-carrier ele-

vated and in proper position for its return
movement. Fig. 4 is a sectional detail view of

one end of the return-screw shaft and bearing.

In the several views corresponding parts
are indicated by the same reference-numerals.
The drawings illustrate one embodiment of

my invention applied to a phonograph of or-

dinary construction, the latter including a
frame 1, main shaft 2, feed-screw 3, mandrel

4, feed-nut 5, diaphragm-carrier 6, and repro-

ducer 7 of the usual construction. My at-

tachment, as shown, comprises a sleeve 8, re- 50

movably secured to the projecting arm 9 of

the diaphragm-carrier 6 by means of a set-

screw 10. A dog 11 is pivoted to the sleeve

8 by pivots 12, whose axis is parallel to the

return-screw shaft 13. This dog is connected 55
to a lift-lever 14 by a pin-and-slot connection,

as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, whereby a move-'
ment of the dog upon its pivot 12 causes the

lift-lever to move upon its pivot 15. The lift-

lever by cooperating with the straight edge 60

16 raises the diaphragm-carrier and holds it

in an elevated position while it is being re-

turned to its starting-point, thereby holding
the feed-nut out of engagement with the feed-

screw and the reproducing-stylus 17 out of 65

engagement with the record 18.

The means for turning the lifting-dog 11,

and thereby lifting the diaphragm -carrier,

consists of a pin 19, carried by a disk 20.

This disk rotates continuously during the op-

eration of-' the phonograph, being preferably

sleeved upon the return-screw shaft 13 and
secured thereto in any suitable manner, as by
a set-screw 21. It is obvious, however, that

the said disk may be sleeved upon and driven

by an auxiliary shaft, if desired.

The return-screw shaft 13 is journaled in

bearings 22 and 23, secured to the frame 1 in

any suitable manner and is driven from the

shaft 2 in any suitable manner, as by the chain 80

24, passing over the sprockets 25 and 26. In
the bearing 23 (see Fig. 4) is secured a station-

ary cam 27, held by a set-screw 28. The end of

the screw-shaft 13 is provided with a cam 29,

which cooperates with the cam 27 in a man-
ner to be now explained.

The forward movement of the diaphragm-
carrier along the record causes the dog 11 to

approach the rotating pin 19 until it comes in

contact therewith, at which time the pin tends

to turn or raise the dog and at the same time
tends to push it and the carrier in a backward
direction—that is, the pin does not exert a

direct lift on account of the shapes and rela-

70
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tivc positions of the various parts. The for-

ward movement of the carrier is so slow that

this engagement of the pin with the dog is

very slight, and in the absence of the cams 27

5 and 29 the pin would raise the diaphragm-
carrier until the feed-nut was disengaged from
the feed-screw, whereupon the carrier would
slide back and fall, to be picked up on the

next revolution of the pin with the same re-

io suit, and so on. To obviate this difficulty,

1 provide means whereby the shaft 13 and
pin 19 may yield longitudinally and allow

the carrier to advance until the dog 11 will

be engaged by the pin 19 with sufficient bear-

1 5 ing-surface to raise it from the position shown
in Fig. 2 to that of Fig. 3. The cam 27

is set in such a position that the shaft 13

and pin 19 will be thrown farthest toward the

left shortly before the pin reaches the shoul-

20 der 30 of the dog 11, and the cams will not
prevent the shaft from being moved longitu-

dinally by the dog. The pin 19 will by rea-

son of the cams 27 and 29 be carried once in

each revolution to a fixed position with re-

25 spect to the frame of the machine. When-
ever the pin passes the dog without turning
it, the dog will be carried farther to the right

by the feed-screw until the dog reaches a po-

sition where the throw of the cams 27 and 29
30 will cause the pin to be carried against it

with sufficient bearing - surface to raise the

diaphragm-carrier from the position of Fig.

2 to that of Fig. 3. In practice I have found
that when the weight of the diaphragm-car-

35 rier is slight—that is, when it is not carrying
a horn—the pin 19 will strike against the dog
11 once or twice before it engages it suffi-

ciently to raise the carrier, and when the car-

rier is weighted with the horn the pin will

40 strike against the dog about three times, at

the end of which time the carrier has traveled

far enough to the right to insure a good grip
of the pin upon the shoulder 30 at the suc-

ceeding revolution.

A 5 When the dog is raised into the position

shown in Fig. 3, a depending pin 31, carried

by the dog, is brought into engagement with
the screw-shaft 13, preferably the upper sur-

face thereof. The screw 13
a

, being of coarse
50 pitch, rapidly returns the diaphragm-carrier

to its starting position. When this is reached,

the carrier is lowered by means of a rotating

pin or preferably by one of a pair of rotat-

ing pins 32 32, which may be driven continu-

55 ously by the screw-shaft 13, as shown, or by
an auxiliary shaft. The sleeve 33, which car-

ries the said pins, is longitudinally adjustable
upon the shaft 13 and may be secured thereto
l>,\ a set-screw 34. The dog 11 carries a de-

60 pending trip-arm 35, and as the carrier moves
rearward the said trip-arm is carried into the

patb of the pins 32, one of which strikes the

said arm and turns the dog from the posi-

tion of Fig. :; to that of Fig. 2, thereby dis-

65 engaging the pin 31 from the screw 13", turn-

ing the lift-lever 14 and lowering the dia-

phragm-carrier so that the feed-nut will be
in engagement with the feed-screw and the
reproducer-stylus 17 will be in its operative
position upon the record, and the operation 70
may proceed as before.

Having thus fully described my invention,

what I claim as new, and desire to secure by
Letters Patent, is as follows:

1. In a repeating attachment for talking-ma- 75
chines, in combination, a traveling diaphragm-
carrier, a straight edge supporting the for-

ward end of said carrier, a lift-lever pivoted to

said carrier and cooperating with the straight

edge to raise the carrier, a dog pivoted to the 80

carrier and a connection between said dog and
lift-lever whereby a pivotal movement of the

dog turns said lift-lever and raises the carrier,

substantially as set forth.

2. In a repeating attachment for talking-ma- 85

chines, in combination, a traveling diaphragm-
carrier, a straight edge supporting the for-

ward end of said carrier, the lift-lever piv-

oted to said carrier and cooperating with the

straight edge to raise the carrier, a return- 90
screw, a dog "pivoted to the carrier, having a

portion adjacent said screw and adapted to

engage the same, and a connection between
said dog and lift-lever whereby a pivotal move-
ment of the dog turns the lift-lever and raises 95
the carrier, and finally causes the dog to en-

gage the return - screw, substantially as set

forth.

3. In a repeating attachment for talking-ma-

chines, in combination, a traveling diaphragm- 1 00

carrier, a straight edge supporting the for-

ward end of said carrier, a lift-lever pivoted to

said carrier and cooperating with the straight

edge to raise the carrier, a return-screw7
, a dog

pivoted to the carrier, having a portion adja- 105

cent said screw and adapted to engage the

same, and a connection between said dog and
lift-lever, the parts being so arranged that a

pivotal movement of the dog turns the lift-

lever and raises the carrier and dog, and finally 1 1 o

causes the dog to rest upon and engage the

top surface of the return-screw, substantially

as set forth.

4. In a repeating attachment for talking-ma-

chines, in combination, with the feed-screw. 115

feed-nut and diaphragm-carrier, mechanism
for raising the diaphragm-carrier which com-
prises a rotating shaft, a pin or projection car-

ried thereby, and means whereby the rotation

of said shaft causes simultaneous reciprocal 120

ing and rotary movement of the said pin or

projection, substantially as set forth.

5. In a repeating attachment for talking-ma-

chines, in combination with the feed-screw,

feed-nut and diaphragm-carrier, mechanism 125

for raising the diaphragm-carrier which com-
prises a rotating shaft, a pin or projection car-

ried thereby, and a cam carried by said shaft

whereby the rotation of said shaft causes si-

multaneous reciprocating and rotary move- '3°
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ment of the said shaft and pin, or projection,

substantially as set forth.

6. In a repeating attachment for talking-ma-

chines, in combination with the feed-screw,

5 feed-nut and diaphragm-carrier, mechanism
for raising the diaphragm-carrier, which com-
prises a rotating shaft, a pin or projection car-

ried thereby and longitudinally adjustable

thereon, and means whereby the rotation of

io said shaft causes simultaneous reciprocating

and rotary movement of the said pin or pro-

jection, substantially as set forth.

7. In a repeating attachment for talking-ma-
chines, in combination, a traveling diaphragm-

15 carrier, a straight edge supporting the forward
end of said carrier, a lift-lever pivoted to said

carrier and cooperating with the straight edge
to raise the carrier, a dog pivoted to the car-

rier and a connection between said dog and
20 lift-lever whereby a pivotal movement of the

dog turns said lift-lever and raises the carrier,

and a trip mechanism for restoring said dog

to its original position and thereby lowering
said carrier, substantially as set forth.

8. In a repeating attachment for talking-ma- 25

chines, in combination, a traveling diaphragm-
carrier, a straight edge supporting the forward
end of said carrier, a lift-lever pivoted to said

carrier and cooperating with the straight edge
to raise the carrier, a dog pivoted to the car- 30

rier and a connection between said dog and
lift-lever whereby a pivotal movement of

the clog turns said lift-lever and raises the car-

rier, and adjustable trip mechanism for re-

storing said dog to its original position and 35
thereby lowering said carrier, substantially as

set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

27th day of June, 1904.

EDWARD L. AIKEN.

Witnesses:
Frank L. Dyer,
Delos Holden.
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To all ivhom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Francis S. Kinney, a

citizen of the United States, residing at But-
ler, county of Morris, and State of New Jer-

5 sey, have invented certain new and useful Im-
provements in Horns for Sound-Reproducing
Instruments, fully described and represented
in the following specification and the accom-
panying drawings, forming a part of the same.

io This invention relates to certain improve-
ments in horns for sound-reproducing instru-

ments, such as phonographs orgraphophones,
and has for its object to produce a simple and
efficient horn by which the sound-waves are

iS collected and carried to the recorder.

With this and other objects not specifically

referred to in view the invention consists in

a certain construction hereinafter described
and then specifically pointed out in the claims

20 hereunto appended.
Referring to the accompanying drawings,

Figure 1 is a longitudinal section of the horn
embodying the invention, and Fig. 2 is an end
view.

25 Referring to the drawings, the improved
horn is, as is usual, of funnel shape, the body
of the horn being marked 1. The horn is

provided with the usual junction-section 2, by
which it is secured to the reproducer. The

3° horn is provided with a plurality of vanes 3,

these vanes being at their outer edges in con-
tact with the body of the horn and being
preferably secured thereto. These vanes ta-

per from the outer end of the horn inwardly,

35 but stop some distance short of the inner end
of the horn, so as to leave a sound-receiving
chamber 4 at that end of the horn.

In the preferred construction the inner ends
of the vanes will be rounded, as indicated at

4° 15, and they will be concavo-convex, as shown.
The inner edges of the vanes will be discon-
nected from each other, so as to leave a cen-
tral unobstructed passage therethrough. In
the preferred construction, furthermore, the

45 outer edges of the vanes will terminate flush

with the mouth of the horn, but the inner
edges will be carried out beyond the mouth
of the horn. The outer ends of the vanes
will preferably be inwardly curved or con-

5° cave, as indicated at 6.

While the vanes might be supported sim-
ply by being connected to the body of the

horn in any suitable manner, in the preferred
construction they will be further supported
by a sustaining device—such, for instance, as 55
a ring 7—to which the outer ends of the in-

ner edges of the vanes are connected.
Experiment has shown that with a horn

having the vanes before described greatly im-
proved records are produced. While the pro- 60

portions of the several parts may be varied,

the best results have been attained where the

proportions were substantially those illus-

trated in the drawings. The number of vanes
may of course be varied; but the best results 65

are obtained by horns provided with three

vanes.

What is claimed is

—

1. A horn of funnel shape for sound-repro-
ducing machines, said horn having a plurality

of inwardly-tapering vanes located therein,

the vanes terminating short of the inner end
of the funnel so as to leave a chamber at that

end, the outer edges of the vanes being con-

nected to the body of the horn and the inner

edges being disconnected from each other,

substantially as described.

2. A horn of funnel shape for sound-repro-
ducing machines, said horn having a plurality

of concavo-convex inwardly-tapering vanes 80

located therein, the vanes terminating short

of the inner end of the funnel so as to leave

a chamber at that end, the outer edges of the

vanes being connected to the body of the horn
and the inner edges being disconnected from 85

each other, substantially as described.

3. A horn of funnel shape for sound-repro-
ducing machines, said horn having a plurality

of inwardly-tapering vanes located therein,

the vanes terminating short of the inner end 9° -

of the funnel so as to leave a chamber at that

end, the outer edges of the vanes being con-
nected to the body of the horn and terminat-

ing substantially flush with its mouth and the

inner edges extending beyond the mouth of 95
the horn and being disconnected from each
other and the outer end of each vane being con-
cave, substantially as described.

4. A horn of funnel shape for sound-repro-
ducing machines, said horn having a plurality 100

70

75
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25

of concavo-convex inwardly-tapering vanes
located therein, the vanes terminating short

of the inner end of the funnel so as to leave

a chamber at that end, the outer edges of the

vanes being connected to the body of the horn
and terminating substantially flush with its

mouth and the inner edges extending beyond
the mouth of the horn and being disconnected
from each other and the outer end of each
vane being concave, substantially as described.

5. A horn of funnel shape for sound-repro-
ducing machines, said horn having a plurality

of inwardly-tapering vanes located therein,

the inner ends of the vanes being rounded and
terminating short of the inner end of the fun-

nel so as to leave a chamber at that end, the
outer edges of the vanes being in contact with
the body of the horn and the inner edges be-

ing separated from each other, substantially

as described.

6. A horn of funnel shape for sound-repro-
ducing machines, said horn having a plurality

of concavo-convex inwardly-tapering vanes
located therein, the inner ends of the vanes
being rounded and terminating short of the
inner end of the funnel so as to leave a cham-

ber at that end, the outer edges of the vanes
being in contact with the body of the horn and
the inner edges being separated from each
other, substantially as described. 30

7. A horn of funnel shape for sound-repro-
ducing machines, said horn having a plurality

of inwardly-tapering concavo-convex vanes
located therein, the concave face of each vane
facing the convex face of an adjacent vane, 35
the vanes having rounded ends and terminat-
ing short of the inner end of the funnel so as

to leave a chamber at that end, the outer edges
of the vanes being in contact with the body of

the horn and terminating substantially flush 40
with its mouth and the inner edges being sepa-

rated from each other and extending beyond
the mouth of the horn, the outer ends of the

vanes being concave, substantially as de-

scribed. 45
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set

my hand in the presence of two subscribing
witnesses.

FRANCIS S. KINNEY.
Witnesses:

J. A. Graves,
W. H. Kennedy.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Julius J etter, a citizen

of the United States, and a resident of the city

of Camden, State of New Jersey, have invented

5 certain new and useful Improvements in Hol-
low Sound-Conveying- Tubes for Talking-Ma-
chines, of which the following is a full, clear,

and complete disclosure.

The object of this form of my invention is

io to provide such a construction in hollow sound-
conveying tubes for connecting the sound-box
with the amplifying-horn of talking-machines
that the interior of said tube is unobstructed
by any projections, while at the same time

15 said tube is supported or pivoted so that the
same may be easily moved in different direc-

tions required in the use of a machine, ami the

structure or parts are greatly simplified and
reduced in number.

20 Briefly, this form of my invention com-
prises a hollow sound-conveying tube or arm,
which carries at one end thereof the usual

sound-box and which is pivoted at its other
end to a hollow fixed connection, said connec-

25 tion also being adapted to support the amplify-
ing-horn.

For a full, clear, and detailed description of
this form of my invention reference may be
had to the following specification and to the ac-

30 companying drawing's, forming a part thereof,
in which

—

Figure 1 is a side elevation of a talking-ma-
chine embodying this form of my invention.
Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5 are views illustrating de-

35 tails of construction, certain parts being shown
in section.

Referring to the drawings, the numeral 1

indicates the usual casing, which contains the
spring -motor or other driving mechanism,

40 which is connected by a vertical spindle with
the usual turn-table 2. Attached to the mo-
tor-casing is a laterally -extending arm or
bracket 3, which has at its outer end a vertical

opening or socket, which carries a cylindrical

45 rod or post 4, said rod or post 4 being retained
adjustably within said opening by means of a
thumb-screw 5. Upon the upper end of said

rod 4 I place an elbow connection 6, which is

in the form of a casting, having a lug or boss

7 at its lower portion, said lug or boss having 50

a socket into which the post 4 is adapted to be
retained, there being a driving fit between said

parts. The set-screw 8 is also provided for

holding the said post 4 within the boss 7.

The upper end of the elbow-piece 6 is adapt- 5 5

ed to telescope with the smaller end of the am-
plifying-horn proper, as indicated at 9. The
horizontal end of the elbow-piece 6 has a some-
what enlarged cylindrical opening 10 therein,

which is adapted to receive one end of the 60

sound-conveying tube 11. Said sound-con-
veying tube 11 is provided at its end within
said opening 10 with a flange 12, having asur-
face which is a pari of a sphere. Said flange

is also provided with two segmental trans- 05

verse grooves, as indicated at 13, within which
are placed segmental shoes or keys 14. At
points corresponding to opposite ends of a ver-

tical diameter of the opening 10 in the elbow
6 1 provide pivot-screws 15, which pass through 7 °

said elbow and the tapering ends of which en-

gage recesses in the shoes or keys 14. Said

screws are held in position by suitable set-nuts

16. Within each groove 13 I may prefer to

place pins or stops 19, which limit the vertical 75
downward movement of the tube 11, so that

when the sound-box is not in operation upon
the record the arm will not drop beyond a cer-

tain predetermined point.

The sound-box 20 may be attached with the 80

outer (Mid of the tube 11 in any suitable man-
ner; but I have herein shown a split connec-
tion 17, which is in the form of an elbow and
is attached to the sound-box by means of a ver-

tical plate or disk 18. 85

By the construction above described it will

be seen that I have provided an extremely
simple and efficient joint by which the sound-
conducting tube may be connected with the
amplifying-horn, all the parts being made of 90
cast or drawn pieces without requiring deli-

cate machine-work, and therefore being very
easily assembled and interchangeable. The
passages forming communication between the
sound-box and the amplifying-horn are unob- 95
structed by any pins or bars, and all parts be-
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ing gradually curved give no hindrance to the

movement of the sound-waves as they pass

through said passages. Moving parts which
give a vertical and horizontal play to the arm

5 are reduced to the smallest size, and therefore

produce a minimum amount of friction.

Having thus described my invention, it will

be evident that changes may be made in the

form and arrangement of parts without de-
10 parting from the spirit and scope of my in-

vention; but,

What I claim, and desire to protect by Let-
ters Patent of the United States, is

—

1. In a talking-machine, the combination
15 with a sound-conveying tube, a fixed connect-

ing-elbow adapted to telescopeTEerewith, ver-

tical pivots carried by said elbow, and means
carried by said tube for engaging said pivots,

and for allowing a vertical movement of said
20 tube.

2. In "a talking-machine, the combination
with a sound-conveying tube, a fixed elbow
adapted to telescope therewith, vertical pivots

carried by one end of said elbow, a flange lo-

ss cated upon the end of said tube, and having
transverse grooves therein, shoes carried in

said grooves, and adapted to be engaged by
said pivots.

3. In a talking-machine, the combination
30 with a sound-conveying tube, a spherical flange

carried at one end thereof having transverse

grooves therein, slidable shoes located in said

grooves, a fixed elbow, one end of which is

adapted to telescope with the flange portion
of said tube, and vertical pivots carried by said 35
elbow adapted to engage said shoes.

4. In a talking-machine, the combination
with a sound-conveying tube, a fixed elbow, a
support for said elbow comprising an arm hav-
ing a vertical opening therein, a pin adjust- 40
ably held in said opening, said pin being adapt-
ed to engage a socket in said elbow, and a pair
of vertical pivots connecting said tube, and
elbow including slidable means to give a ver-
tical movement to said tube, said slidable means 45
being engaged by said pivots.

5. In a talking-machine, the combination
with a sound-conveying tube, a fixed connect-
ing part adapted to telescope therewith, pivots

carried by one of said parts, and shoes longi- 50
tudinally slidable in relation to said parts, and
which engage said pivots for allowing a ver-

tical and horizontal movement of said tube.

6. In a talking-machine, the combination
with a sound-conveying tube, a fixed connect- 55
ing part adapted to telescope therewith, one of

said parts having longitudinal grooves, shoes
carried in said grooves, and pivots carried by
the other of said parts and engaging said shoes.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my 60

hand this 20th day of April, A. D. 1904.

JULIUS JETTER.

Witnesses:
Lewis H. Van Dusen,
Edw. W. Vaill, Jr.
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To all whom, it may concern:

Be it known that I, Harry E. Morgan^ citi-

zen of the United States, and a resident of Cam-
den, New Jersey, have invented certain Im-

5 provements in Arms for Talking-Machines, of

which the following is a specification.

My invention consists of a connecting and
supporting arm for the sound-box of a sound
recording and reproducing machine, com-

io monly known asa "talking-machine," as here-

inafter claimed.

These objects I attain as hereinafter set

forth, reference being had to the accompany-
ing drawings, in which

—

15 Figure 1 is a side elevation, partly in sec-

tion, showing my improved device as applied

to a talking-machine; and Fig. 2 is an end
elevation of the apparatus shown in Fig. 1.

In the above drawings, A represents the box
20 containing the mechanism for rotating a plate

«, to which is removably fixed in any desired

manner a disk a', commonly known as a

"record."
To one side of the boxA is attached a bracket

25 or standard B, removably held in position by
means of screws h and having its top portion

overhung or bent toward the box and formed
for the reception of a flanged sleeve //, held in

position by a set-screw 1>\ The upper end of

30 this sleeve projects beyond the top of the

standard for the reception of the horn C, and
there is also on said projecting portion a col-

lar c for a purpose hereinafter noted. In the

line of the axis of the sleeve V the standard

35 B has an enlarged portion ?/\ formed tubular for

the reception of the lower end of a forked
piece D, and into the lower end of the tubu-
lar opening is threaded an adjustable screw d,

having a spring d' confined between its upper
4° end and the lower end of the piece D. The

ends of the branches of said piece D are re-

cessed for the reception of the trunnions , of

the tube E, on the end of which is fixed the

sound-box e', it being noted that said tube

45 gradually increases in area of cross-section

from the sound-box toward its other end and

is bent, so that its two parts are substantially

at right angles to each other at a point a short
distance below its trunnions. The upper end
e
2
of the tube E is flanged and preferably 50

curved to form a portion of a spherical sur-

face, being supported by the forked piece D
and held against the lower flanged end // of

the sleeve V by means of the spring d\ said

end having, preferably, a portion formed as a 55
spherical surface for the reception of the end
of said tube. Upon the body of the tube E
is fixed a clip e

3
, which when said tube is

turned on its trunnions to a substantially ver-

tical position engages the collar c, so as to re- 60

tain the tube in such elevated position.

In operation it will be seen that the tube E
is free to turn, so that the sound-box can move
in a substantially horizontal plane, while the

fork D moves on its vertical axis, and in ad- 65

dition said box is also free to move in a vertical

plane, turning on the trunnions e.

By the use of the spring d' it will be seen
that the fork D and the tube E carried there-

by are yieldingly supported, while the screw 70
(I makes it possible to vertically adjust the

position of the tube so as to force its upper
end toward the flanged portion // of the sleeve

V with any desired force. This upper end
may, if desired, be out of mechanical engage- 75

ment with the said portion // of the sleeve

connected to the horn, in which case it would
prevent the vibrations of the material of the

tube from being transmitted to the body of

the horn itself, while in no way interfering 80

with the free and uninterrupted vibration of

the column of air within the tube and the

horn. The position of the tube, however, is

a matter depending upon the adjustment of

the screw d. 85

As shown at e
6
, I may provide a counter-

weight of any required magnitude to balance
the extended end of the tube E and the sound-
box thereon, said weight being in the form
of an ornamental projection attached to the 90
vertical portion of said tube. It will be un-
derstood that said weight is carried on the
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portion of the tube farthest from the sound-
box, so that the trunnions are between the two
centers of gravity of these respective parts.

I claim as my invention

—

5 1. The combination in a talking-machine of

a standard, a horn supported thereby, a forked
piece yieldingly carried by the standard and
having its lower portion only in engagement
with the same, a tube carried by said piece

io and communicating with the horn, and asound-
box on said tube, substantially as described.

2. The combination in a talking-machine of

a standard having an overhanging portion, a

horn supported thereby, a tube supported by
15 the lower portion of the standard so as to be

maintained upright independently of other

supports and out of engagement with the up-
per portion thereof, and a sound-box carried

by the tube so as to be normally in communi-
20 cation with the end of the horn, substantially

as described.

3. The combination in a talking-machine of

a standard, a horn supported thereby, a tube,

a sound-box therefor and a supporting struc-

25 ture for the tube in addition to a record, said

structure being mounted at its lower end upon
a portion of said standard so as to be main-
tained in its normally upright position inde-

pendently of other supports, substantially as

3° described.

4. The combination in a talking-machine of

a standard carrying at its upper part a horn, a
tube having a sound-box normally in commu-
nication with the horn and a supporting struc-

35 ture for said tube mounted at its lower end
in the standard so as to be maintained in a sub-

stantially vertical position independently of

other supports, with mechanism constructed

to positively move said supporting structure,

4° substantially as described.

5. The combination in a talking-machine of

a standard, a horn, means for supporting said

horn, a screw adjustable in the standard, a

spring supported thereby, a tube having a

45 sound-box, and a piece removably carried by
the spring for supporting said tube in a posi-

tion so that it communicates with the horn,

substantially as described.

6. The combination in a talking-machine of

50a standard having an overhanging portion pro-

vided with a flanged sleeve for the reception

of a horn, a forked piece carried by the stand-

ard and out of engagement with the overhung
portion, a tube having trunnions engaging the

55 branches of said fork, one end of said tube
being adjacent to the flanged portion of the

sleeve, substantially as described.

7. The combination in a talking-machine of

a standard, a horn, means for supporting said
60 horn, a collar, a forked piece carried by the

standard independently of the part for sup-
porting the horn, a tube carrying a sound-box

and a spring-clip on said tube constructed to
engage said collar, substantially as described.

8. The combination in a talking-machine of 65
a standard having a portion whose lower end
is flanged, an arm adjustably carried by the
standard and engaged by the lower portion
only thereof, a tube carried by said arm in

such manner as to be movable in a vertical 70
plane, said tube having a sound-box and being
flanged at that portion where it is adjacent to
the flanged portion of the standard, substan-
tially as described.

9. The combination in a talking-machine of 75
a standard having in its lower portion a sub-
stantially vertical tubular opening, a forked
piece carried in said opening so as to be mov-
able on a vertical axis, screw in the opening
and a spring interposed between said screw 80

and the forked piece, a tube having trunnions
engaging the branches of the forked piece,

and a sound-box carried by the tube, substan-
tially as described.

10. The combination of a standard having a 85

tubular portion for the attachment of a horn
and a tube carrying a sound-box and support-
ed by the lower portion of the standard, said

tube being free to turn in vertical and hori-

zontal planes and having a flanged portion 90
formed as a spherical surface, with a concave
piece rigidly fixed to the tubular portion of
the standard and shaped to receive the spher-
ical end of the tube, substantially as described.

11. The combination of a standard having a 95
horn, with a tube having a sound-box, means
for supporting said tube, a screw for carrying
said means and a spring interposed between
said screw and the tube-supporting means, sub-
stantially as described. 100

12. The combination of a standard having
means for the attachment of a sound-transmit-
ting device, a forked piece, a supporting-
spring interposed between said piece and the
standard, with a tube and a sound-box carried J 05
by said forked piece,substantially as described.

13. The combination of a tubular arm hav-
ing two portions bent at an angle to each other,

one portion extending in a substantially ver-

tical line, a counterweight carried by said ver- no
tically - extending portion and a sound - box
carried by the other portion, with means for

supporting the whole of said tubular arm so

that it is free to move in vertical and hori-

zontal planes, and a structure engaging the 115

lower portion of said means so as to maintain
it in an upright position independently of

other supports, substantially as described.

14. In a talking-machine, a bracket, a horn
supported by said bracket, a sound-conveying 1 20

tube communicating with said horn, a sup-

porting structure for said tube movably car-

ried by said bracket at its lower end so as to

be maintained upright independently of other
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supports, said structure pivotally supporting
said sound-conveying tube, substantially as

described.

15. In a talking-machine, a bracket, a horn
supported by said bracket, a sound-conveying
tube communicating with said horn, a sup-
porting structure for said tube having a forked
upper end and movably supported at its lower
end by said bracket so as to be maintained up-
right independently of other supports, said

structure pivotally supporting said sound-con-
veying tube between the forks of its upper
end, substantially as described.

In testimony whereof I have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub-
scribing witnesses.

HARRY E. MORGAN.
Witnesses:

Elias H. White,
William E. Beadlet.

15
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Iwan Schmttrkin, a sub-

ject of the Czar of Russia, residing at Moscow,
Russia, have invented certain new and useful

5 Improvements in Mechanism for Changing the

Reproducer-Pins of Sound-Reproducing Ap-
paratus; and I do hereby declare the follow-

ing to be a full, clear, and exact description of
the invention, such as will enable others skilled

io in the art to which it appertains to make and
use the same, reference being had to the ac-

companying drawings, and to characters of
reference marked thereon, which form a part
of this specification.

15 In sound - reproducing apparatus having
sound-plates—such as the gramophone, zono-
phone, graphophone—as is well known, it is

necessary to insert a fresh pin in the pin-

holder of the reproducer after each time of
20 playing for the purpose of preventing the

rapid destruction of the extremely-fine sound-
reproducing corrugations of the plates.

Now this invention relates to mechanism
which is designed to partly replace the opera-

25 tion of the hand in changing the reproducing-
pin by producing automatically the changing
and fixing of said pin in the pin-holder when
pressing on a knob.
In the accompanying drawings, which illus-

30 trate a reproducer provided with an example
of the improved mechanism, Figure 1 is an in-

side view of the reproducer-lid, on which is

fixed the pin-holder, and also the entire chang-
ing mechanism. Fig. 2 is a section on the

35 line A B of Fig. 1, showing the entire repro-

ducer. Fig. 3 is a section on the line C D of

Fig. 1. Fig. 4 shows, at an enlarged scale,

the section of the lower part of a pin-holder
as used with this invention. Fig. 5 is a sec-

+0 tion showing the modified pin-holder repre-
sented on Figs. 1 to 3 with its appurtenant parts.

Fig. 6 is a general view of the reproducer in

the position of rest in which the automatic
changing of the pin is effected. Figs. 7 and 8

45 are respectively a cross-section and an eleva-

tion of the pin-magazine. Fig. 9 represents de-
tailed views of the slide hereinafter referred
to. Fig. 10 shows the box for packing the
pins for the purpose of facilitating the charg-

50 ing of the pin or needle magazine.

The lid 1 is provided on its inner side with
projections 2 for the attachment of the pin or

needle holder 3 in the ordinary way by means
of a thin disk 4. The lid 1 is also provided
with projections 5 for the axle of a lever 655
and with three or more supports 7. On the

latter there is fixed a flat metal ring (not shown)
for the purpose of clamping the diaphragm 8

in the usual manner between two rubber rings

9 and 10. The diaphragm is either stuck on 60

the stud 11 of the pin -holder 3 or is fixed

thereon—for instance, by means of the nuts 12,

Fig. 2. The lid 1 itself is fixed on the repro-

ducer-casing 13 by means of screws inserted

through the apertures 14. 65

The needle-holder 3, Figs. 4 and 5, consists

of a small tube open at both ends and wide
enough to allow a reproducing-pin to slide

through freely. On the lower end of this

small tube there is mounted a pin-catching de- 70

vice—such as, for instance, a small flat spring

15, Fig. 4, or the like—which prevents the

pin 16, which is inserted with its point di-

rected forward through the other end, from
falling out and also retains the said pin in its 75

operative position—that is to say, in the po-.

sition suitable for playing. The fixing of the

pin is then effected either by means of the

ordinary set-screw 17 or automatically on lift-

ing the reproducer, &c, off the supporting- 80

bracket 18, Fig. 6, by means of the spring-

pressed clamping-lever 19, as hereinafter de-

scribed.

For the purpose of inserting the pins 16.

singly with their points directed forward into 85

the pin-holder 3 the following device is em-
ployed: On the lid of the reproducer there

is attached a cylinder 20, Figs. 7 and 8, which
is open at one end and is provided with a

longitudinal slot 21 and transverse slots 22. 90

This cylinder is fixed with the slot 21 turned
downward, Figs. 1, 2, and 6, in a horizontal

or approximately horizontal position. The
slide 23, which is capable of sliding in the

frame 24, is arranged directly below the cyl- 95
inder 20 and has a recess 25, Fig. 9. This
slide in its forward end position, Fig. 2, which
is determined by the elasticity of the spring

26, closes entirely the slot 21 of the cylinder,

and the recess 25 in the slide is situated over 100
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the flat funnel 27, which is open at the top
and whose narrow exit-aperture is arranged
directly over the preferably funnel-shaped
enlarged upper end of the pin-holder 3. The

5 pins 16 are pushed into the magazine 20 with
their points in front, and they remain in this

position in spite of unavoidable shocks, &c,
because the inside diameter of the magazine,
is smaller than the length of the pins. On

io pressing on the knob 28 of the slide 23, Fig.

2, in order to force the latter as far as possi-

ble into the reproducer-casing the recess 25
comes under the slot 21 of the magazine,
through which a pin can readily fall out. In

1 5 order to insure that the pins shall pass out of

the magazine into the recess 25 in the slide

even when they may have assumed an oblique

position in the magazine, the slide is provided
with projections 29, Fig. 9, which extend into

20 the slots 22 of the magazine and which will

always guide the pin situated directly in front

of them with certainty in the correct position

relatively to the slot 21. As only one pin at

a time can find room in the slot 25, then as

25 soon as the slide 23 is released and has been
moved back by the action of the spring 26

only one needle at a time will be moved in a

horizontal position into the funnel 27; but
since the heavier thick end of the pin will

30 come at once against the inclined side wall of

the funnel or against a stop—for instance, the

stud 30, Fig. 1—provided specially for this

purpose the pin will turn inside the funnel

with its point downward and will pass in this

35 position into the pin-holder 3. A flat spring

15 or the like on the lower end of the pin-

holder will allow the pin to project only to

about half its length—that is to say, with its

pointed conical portion from the pin-holder.

4° The pin can then be fixed by means of the

usual set-screw.

In the apparatus just described the pin af-

ter playing must be removed by hand after

the set-screw has been loosened. In order to

45 obviate this, there may be employed a suit-

ably-formed small lever 31, Figs. 5, 1, 2, and
3, which is mounted on the pin-holder for the

purpose of catching the pin inserted in the
pin-holder in the correct position. This lever

50 is held by the spring 32 in its operative posi-

tion, and when the slide 23 is pushed into the

reproducer it is moved away from the pin by
means of the lever 6, that is mounted in the

supports 5. If then the slide with the fresh

55 pin in its recess moves back into its posi-

tion of rest, the lever 6 will be caused by the

spring 33, Figs. 1 and 2, to rock in the oppo-
site direction, and thus entirely release the

lever 31, so that the pin which is now intro-

60 duced is caught by it again in the position

suitable for playing. For the purpose of ob-

viating also the necessity for fixing the nee-

dle by hand in the pin-holder there may be
employed, according to this invention, a

spring - pressed clamping -lever 19, Fig. 5. 65
During the operation of changing the pin
this lever is held in a position in which the

pin sliding down in the pin-holder can pass
freely past the said lever. This holding of

the lever 19 is effected by placing the repro- 70
ducer, with the sound-tube 34, Fig. 6, upon
the supporting-bracket 18 by means of the
arm 35, Fig. 6, which is mounted on the part

13 of the reproducer- casing, Whereby the
hook 36 of the lever-arm 35 raises the long 75
arm of the clamping-lever 19, and thus turns
back the short arm of the latter, which is con-

veniently provided with a recess 37 in its end.

When the reproducer is lifted off the sup-

porting-bracket 18, the arm 35 releases the 80

clamping-lever 19 and is kept entirely out of

contact therewith by means of a suitable stud

y, provided on the casing of the reproducer.
The weak spring 38 then presses the lever 19

against the pin 16, Fig. 5, with a force which 85

is sufficient to produce a clamping of the pin

in the pin-holcler as soon as the point of the

pin is placed upon the sound-plate for the pur-

pose of playing. The greater the weight (the

weight of the reproducer, sound -tube, &c.) 90

resting on the pin—that is to say, the greater

the force which has a tendency to push the

pin into the pin-holder—the more firmly will

the pin be clamped in its place and position, be-

cause the point of contact between the pin and 95
the lever 19 is situated on a somewhat lower
level than the axle 39 of the latter, upon which
axle also the catch-lever 31 is loosely mount-
ed. In the new apparatus constructed in this

manner it is merely necessary to place the re- 100

producer, &c, upon the supporting-bracket

18, as shown in Fig. 6, in order to release the

worn reproducer pin or needle, so that by
pressing on the knob 28 of the slide and re-

leasing the same an automatic changing of the 105

reproducing-pin is effected. As during the

playing neither the lever 6 is touching the

catch-lever 31 nor the arm 35 is touching the

clamping-lever 19, the pin-holder 3, which is

fixed to the small elastic steel plate 4, can vi- no
brate with complete freedom, as in all other

reproducers.
In order to be able to readily fill the maga-

zine 20 with reproducing-pins, it is advisable

to pack such pins in cylindrical boxes 40, 115

Fig. 10, of such diameter as will allow of

pushing said boxes into the magazine. These
boxes have a bottom 41 resting loose on the

beading or flange 42. They are closed at the

other end by means of a plug of metal or 1 20

wood 43 or the like. The points of the pins

16 are arranged facing the plug, and the

charging of the magazine is effected (after

having first removed the plug 43) by pushing
the box, with its open end foremost, partly 125

into the magazine and then knocking the

bottom 41 into the box by means of a plun-

ger or the like, and thus pushing the pins out
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of the box and into the magazine, the latter

being then closed by the lid 44 after the box
18 has been removed.
What I claim is

—

5 1. In mechanism for changing the reproduc-
ing-pins of sound-reproducing apparatus hav-

ing sound-plates, in combination with the re-

producer, an approximately horizontal cylin-

der for containing reproducing-pins, attached
io to the reproducer and formed with a longitu-

dinal slot, a slide, a flat funnel, a tubular pin-

holder and a spring device whereby the re-

producing-pins contained in the said cylinder

pass singly through the said longitudinal slot

15 into the said slide by which they are trans-

ferred into the said flat funnel from which
the said pins slide point foremost into the

said pin-holder at the lower end of which they
are caught and fixed in the operative position

20 by the said spring device, substantially as set

forth.

2. In mechanism for changing the reproduc-
ing-pins of sound-reproducing apparatus hav-
ing sound-plates, in combination with the re-

25 producer, an approximately horizontal cyl-

inder for containing reproducing-pins, at-

tached to the reproducer and formed with a
longitudinal slot, a slide, a flat funnel, a tubu-
lar pin-holder, a spring-pressed catch-lever

30 mounted on the said pin-holder, and a releas-

ing -lever, whereby the said catch -lever is

raised off the pin to be changed by the said

slide by means of said releasing-lever, so soon
as the said slide is pushed out of the magazine

35 for the purpose of transferring a fresh pin
into the pin-holder, substantially as set forth.

3. In mechanism for changing the reproduc-
ing-pins of sound-reproducing apparatus hav-
ing sound-plates, in combination with the re-

40 producer, an approximately horizontal cyl-

inder for containing reproducing - pins, at-

tached to the reproducer and formed with a

longitudinal slot, a slide, a flat funnel, a tubu-
lar pin-holder, a spring-pressed catch-lever

45 mounted on the said pin-holder, a releasing-

lever, a spring - pressed pin - holding lever

mounted on the pin - holder, a supporting-
bracket, and a supporting-arm whereby the
said pin-holding lever is turned aside during

50 the changing of the needle, by placing the re-

producer with the sound-tube on the said sup-
porting-bracket by means of said supporting-
arm, substantially as set forth.

4. In mechanism for changing the reproduc-

5 5 ing-pins of sound-reproducing apparatus hav-
ing sound-plates, in combination with the re-

producer, a pin-magazine, and a box having a
movable bottom whereby the pin -magazine
can be readily charged with pins by pushing

6 o the bottom to move the pins into the maga-
zine, substantially as set forth.

5. In mechanism for changing the reproduc-
ing-pins of sound-reproducing apparatus, the
combination with a magazine and a pin-hold-

65 ing element, of pivoted means to catch the pin

at the end of the element and means to deliver

pins one at a time to said element, substan-

tially as described.

6. In mechanism for changing the reproduc-
ing-pins of sound-reproducing apparatus, the 70
combination with a magazine and a pin-hold-

ing element, of a lever to catch the pins at the

end of the element, means to deliver pins one
at a time to the pin-holding element and mech-
anism operated by said means to operate the 75
catching-lever to release that pin at the end
of the element, substantially as described.

7. In mechanism for changing the reproduc-
ing-pins of sound-reproducing apparatus, the
combination with a magazine and a pin-hold- 80

ing tube, of means to catch the pins a.t the end
of the tube, means to transfer pins one at a
time from the magazine to the tube and a
pin-securing device at the end of the tube,
substantially as described. 85

8. In mechanism for changing the reproduc-
ing-pins of sound-reproducing apparatus, the
combination with a magazine and a pin-hold-

ing element, of a device to catch the pins at

the end of the element, means to transfer 90
pins, one at a time, from the magazine to the
pin-holding element, mechanism operated by
the means to transfer the pins from the maga-
zine to actuate the catching device to release

that pin in the end of the element, and a pin- 95
securing device to secure the pin after being
caught, substantially as described.

9. In mechanism for changing the reproduc-
ing-pins of sound-reproducing apparatus, the
combination with a magazine and a pin-hold- 100

ing tube, of a slide to deliver pins one at a
time from the magazine to the tube, a catclr-

ing-lever at the end of the tube, means to re-

lease the latter and operated by the slide,and

a spring-held pin-securing lever,substantially 105

as described.

10. In mechanism for changing the repro-
ducing-pins of sound-reproducing apparatus,
the combination with a magazine having a
longitudinal opening beneath and transverse tio

slots 22, of a slide beneath the opening and
having a slot to receive a single pin, lugs on
the slide proximate the slot and adapted to

enter the slots 22 to aline the pins in the maga-
zine during the movement of the slide, and a 115
guide-receptacle into which the slide delivers

the pin, substantially as described.

11. In mechanism for changing the repro-
ducing-pins of sound-reproducing apparatus,
the combination with a cylindrical magazine 120

having a longitudinal delivery-slot and trans-

verse slots 22, of a spring-retracted slide hav-
ing a slot to receive a single pin, lugs on the
slide to enter slots 22 and aline pins in the
magazine, a guide-receptacle to receive the 125

pins from the slide and means to cause the
pins to fall point down in said receptacle, sub-
stantially as described.

12. In mechanism for changing the repro-
ducing-pins of sound-reproducing apparatus, 130
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the combination with a magazine, of a guide-
receptacle, a slide between the receptacle and
magazine to deliver pins one at a time from
the latter to the former, a stud in the recep-

tacle and path of the pin to cause it to fall

point down, and means below the receptacle

to hold the pin, substantially as described.

In testimony that I claim the foregoing as

my invention I have signed my name in pres-
ence of two subscribing witnesses.

IWAN SCHMURKIN.
Witnesses:

IWAN ALEXEIEFF,
GrUSTAV T. HARTING.
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Application filed July 21, 1904, Serial No. 217,491. (No model.)

To cell whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Harky B. McNulty, a
citizen of the United States, residing at Wash-
ington city, in the District of Columbia, have

5 invented certain new and useful improve-
ments in conical double-jointed arms for talk-

ing-machines, designed to carry the sound-
box at its extreme end, incidentally for the
support of said arm and horn and also a dou-

io ble sound-box; and 1 do declare the following
to be a full, clear, and exact description of the

invention, such as will enable others skilled

in the art to which it appertains to make and
use the same, reference being had to the ac-

15 companying drawings, and to the letters and
figures of reference marked thereon, which

. form part of this specification.

This invention relates to new and useful im-
provements in the detail construction of that

20 part of a talking-machine that is known as a
"conical double- jointed arm," designed to

carry the sound-box at its extreme end, inci-

dentally for the support of said arm and horn.
The object of the invention is to provide an

25 improved sound-box connection and support
of such a design and construction that it shall

be free to accommodate itself to records of
different thicknesses and breadths as well as

to the unevennesses in the record itself.

30 More especially, the invention provides
means whereby the sound-box-carrying arm
and support will be vertically and horizon-
tally adjustable at will to any make of ma-
chine and is, furthermore, to provide a con-

35 duit and connections for the same from the
sound-box to the horn of such a construction
and combination of parts that the volume of
sound delivered from a given record shall be
clear and distinct and at the same time obvi-

4° ates certain elements which have heretofore
been objectionable and, moreover, to con-
struct the details of the invention in such wise
as to direct the sound straight to the ear in-

stead of over the head.

45 Also the invention consists in an especially-

designed joint between the conical arm and
the elbow-coupling, thereby obviating the rat-

tle that has been noted in other devices of this

character, as herewith claimed.

55

60

A still further object of the invention is to 50
provide a device of this character which may
be assembled or disassembled at will without
the use of tools.

This invention comprises, further, the vari-

ous modifications, details of construction,

adaptation, and novel combination of features,

which will be hereinafter more fully described
and then specifically defined in the appended
claims.

The invention is illustrated by the accom-
panying drawings, which, with the characters
of reference marked thereon, form a part of
this application, such characters of reference
indicating like parts in the views.

Figure 1 is a perspective view of the im- 65
proved device as applied to a talking-machine;
Fig. 2, a sectional view on the line 2 2 of Fig.

4; Fig. 3, a longitudinal vertical sectional view
through the conical arm, its connections, and
support therefor; Fig. 4, a side elevation of 70
the device as applied to a talking-machine;
Fig. 5, a view of the joint between the con-
ical arm and the elbow-coupling, showing the
manner of disassembling; Fig. 6, a detail view
of the preferred form of the pivotal cone-bear-
ing at the rear of the conical arm; Fig. 7, a
view showing the manner of disassembling
and assembling the coupling between the horn
and the top of the support; Fig. 7

U
, a modifi-

cation of the features shown in Fig. 7, show-
ing it as disassembled; Fig. 7

b
, a sectional

view of Fig. 7
a

, showing it assembled; Fig.

7
C
, a detail of one of the parts shown in Figs.

7
a and 7

b
; Fig. 8, a view showing the manner

of connecting the sound-box; Fig. 9, a sec-

tional view on the line 9 9, Fig. 4; Fig. 10, a
detailed view of a modified form of the piv-

otal cone-bearing at the rear of the conical

arm; Fig. 11, a detail view of a modified form
of the conical arm and its connections; Fig.

12, a detail view of a modified form, showing
the manner of assembling and disassembling
the horn; Fig. 13, an end view of the coup-
ling between the horn and support, showing
the form shown in Fig. 12; Fig. 14, a sectional 95
view of a modified form of joint between the
conical arm and elbow -coupling. Figs. 15
and 15

e
are views of the form shown in Fig-.

7 5

80

85

90
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14, showing the manner of assembling and
disassembling; Fig. 16, a view of a modified
form of coupling between the sound-box and
joint at the end of the conical arm; Fig. 17, a

5 top plan view of Fig. 16; Fig. 18, a detail per-

spective view of a modified form of the pivotal

cone-bearing for the rear portion of the con-
ical arm; Fig. 19, a detail view showing the
manner of disassembling and assembling the

io parts of the form shown in Fig. 18; Fig. 20,

a sectional view on line 20 20 of Fig. 18.

Referring to and designating the different

parts and modifications of the accompanying
drawings by letters and numerals, a indicates

15 an ordinary talking -machine which has se-

cured thereto a plate h, said plate b being made
integral or detachable, preferably integral,

with the rod c, of cylindrical character, which
is provided on its underneath side with a rec-

20 tangular slotway d, adapted to receive the
tightening-screw e and the guide-stud f, car-

ried by the cylindrical bearing g of the arm-
support A, which is slidably mounted upon the

rod c.

25 Made integral with the top of the arm-sup-
port A is a collar k, which has an inner bear-

ing /, adapted to receive the flange m, which
is made integral with the elbow-coupling n.

Projecting from said flange m is a projection

30 p, which is utilized in locking the elbow n in

such a manner as to allow for free movement
after attaching the elbow-coupling—that is to

say, when it is necessary to register the pro-
jection p with the cut-away portion q, similar

35 in shape, you then insert the said coupling n
and give a partial turn until it is in locked po-

sition, as illustrated in the drawings.
Spanning the opening in the collar h is a

bar /', having a cone-bearing s, adapted to re-

4° ceive a small cone-shaped projection t, which
projects from a bar u, said bar u being made
integral with the upper part of the right-an-

gled turn of the conical arm v.

w designates a chamber, being closed at one
45 end and open at the other, as at y y, and also

provided with a cut-away portion a' in slot

form, said chamber being made integral with
the conical arm v. Mounted to have a loose

movement in the chamber w is a ring-band
50 b', having brazed or soldered across the di-

ameter of the same the hollow shank portion
of another elbow-coupling, <?', adapted to be
connected to the sound-box, said sound-box
d' being provided with an abutment-lug e to

55 engage a similar lug/' on the elbow-coup-
ling c for the purpose of erecting the sound-
box in correct position to act upon the record.

For the purpose of closing the chamber w
after the ring-band has been inserted I pro-

60 vide a cap g\ having threads to engage
threads A' upon the chamber w. To allow for

adjustment and swinging movement, I provide
the rear convexed portion of the conical arm
with a hollow extension A', designed for the

65 purpose of receiving the pin l', which is pro-

vided with a spiral cam-thread m'. Mounted
in the wall of said extension h' and adapted
to engage with the spiral cam-thread is a
thumb-screw n! to limit the said adjustment.
There are two cam-slots p' provided upon the 70

inside of the enlarged ends of the elbow-coup-
ling n for the purpose of engagement with
the lugs q\ mounted upon the tapered end of
the horn. To secure box up out of engage-
ment with the record, I provide means con- 75
sisting of a spring-catch r ', riveted to the
chamber w, said catch being provided with a
lug s', designed for engagement with a notch
t' upon the ring-band b'. Thumb-screws u
are used to securely attach the plate b to the 80

side of the talking-machine a. Figs. 7 and
21 illustrate a slight modification of the ad-

justment of the conical arm, whereby the rear

convex portions of the said arm are provided
with a cone-shaped stud 1, designed to have 85

a bearing in the head of an adjusting thumb-
screw 2. Figs. 18, 19, and 20 also illustrate

a slight modification of the pivotal conical

arm. In this case the cone-shaped stud 1 is

designed to have a bearing in the top of a 90
screw-threaded stud 3, made integral with the

arm-support A, said stud 3 having a V-shaped
way 4. Mounted to have a vertical move-
ment in said way 4 is a V-shaped slide 5, which
has provided on its outer face a projection 6, 95
designed to have play in the circumferential

groove 7, provided in the inner threaded por-

tion of the nut 8. It will be readily under-
stood how the arm v is disassembled from po-

sition by the construction shown in Figs. 18, 100

19, and 20.

In Figs. 14, 15, and 15
e
I have shown a modi-

fication of the joint 9, whereby the elbow-coup-
ling c is detachable, as at 10, from the ring-

bearing V . Also both ends of the chamber w 105

are opened, as at 11, adapted to be closed by
two caps g' instead of one. In Figs. 16 and
17 the coupling c is shown as being straight,

as at 12, and the sound-box shown at right an-

gles to thatshown in other figures of the draw- no
ings.

Figs. 7\ 7
b

, and T show a modification of

the connection between the elbow in and the

collar A, thereby obviating both the projec-

tion^ and the cut-away portion q and substi- 115

tuting in lieu thereof a bevel 13 upon the

lower face of the flange m of the elbow-coup-
ling. In connecting the coupling n it is nec-

essary to make a scooping movement to bring
the upper edge of the flange «/ under the slight 120

extension 14, made integral upon the collar A.

In Fig. 11 the joint 9 is located at the rear

portion of the arm v, as at 15, the said arm-y
having a turn at 16 and provided with a slot

17 to receive the shank portion of a screw 18, 125

the said screw being provided for the purpose
of keeping the arm v from being detached,

but at the same time allow the said arm v to

have a quarter-turn when it is necessary to

raise the sound-box from the record. 130
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In Figs. 12 and 13 the coupling n has two
cam-threads 19 performing the same function
as the slots p'

.

Of course it is understood that various

5 changes can be made in the details of construc-
tion and combination of parts other than that

illustrated in the accompanying drawings
without in any way departing from the spirit

and scope of the invention,
io Having therefore described my invention,

what I claim as new, and desire to secure and
protect by Letters Patent, is

—

1. A talking - machine, having a pivotal

swinging reproducer-arm and an adjustable

15 support therefor, comprising a rod adapted to

be secured to said machine-casing, a bearing
carrying means adapted to rigidly support
said arm from having a rotary movement, said

arm being adjustable longitudinally on said
20 rod and a thumb-screw mounted in said bear-

ing to engage said rod to hold said arm and
bearing in adjusted position, substantially as

shown and described.

2. In a talking-machine, the combination of
25 the casing and arm, having at its rear convex

portion a cylindrical hollow extension, adapted
to receive a cone - shaped pin having a spiral

cam-thread, a thumb-screw, adapted to engage
said spiral cam-thread, to allow for vertical

3° adjustment of said arm, substantially as shown
and described.

3. A talking - machine, having a pivotal

swinging reproducer-arm, and an adjustable
support therefor comprising a rod adapted to

35 be secured to said machine-casing, a bearing
carrying means adapted to rigidly support
said arm from having a rotary movement, said
arm being adjustable longitudinally on said

rod and a thumb-screw and guide-stud mount-
40 ed in said bearing to engage said rod to hold

and guide said arm and bearing in adjusted
position, substantially as shown and described.

4. A talking-machine, having a coupling,
a support therefor and connections therebe-

45 tween, comprising a flange carrying a projec-
tion, a collar integral with said support and a
cut-away portion in said collar which is adapt-
ed to receive said flange and projection and
hold said coupling in a pivotal manner, sub-

50 stantiall.v as shown and described.
5. A talking-machine, having a coupling,

a support therefor, and connections therebe-
tween comprising a flange and bevel upon its

lower face thereof, a collar and a slight ex-

55 tension integral with said support which are
adapted to receive and maintain the said flange
and coupling in a pivotal manner, substan-
tially as shown and described.

6. A talking-machine comprising a swing-
60 ing reproducer -arm, having a joint on said

arm near the sound-box, comprising a cylin-

drical chamber having a cut-away portion, a
ring-band which is carried by the coupling
carrying said sound-box, said ring-band being

65 mounted in said chamber, threads upon said

chamber which engage threads in a cap, which
is adapted for closing said joint and means for

maintaining the sound-box out of engagement
with the record, substantially as shown and
described. 70

7. A talking-machine, comprising a swing-
ing reproducer -arm having a joint on said

arm near the sound-box, comprising a cylin-

drical chamber open at both ends having a slot

therein, a ring-band which is detachably con- 75
nected to the coupling carrying said sound-
box, said ring-band being mounted in said
chamber, caps for closing said chamber and
means mounted upon said reproducer-arm to

hold the sound-box out of engagement with 80

the record, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

8. A talking-machine comprising a swing-
ing reproducer-arm, having a joint on said
arm near the sound-box, comprising a cylin- 85
clrical chamber having a cut-away portion, a
ring-band which is carried by the coupling
carrying said sound-box, said ring-band being
mounted in said chamber, said chamber hav-
ing threads which engage threads in a cap 90
which is adapted for closing said joint, means
for holding said sound-box out of engagement
with the record and adjustable means at the
rear convexed portion of said reproducer-arm,
to allow for vertical adjustment of said repro- 95
ducer - arm, substantially as shown and de-
scribed.

9. A talking-machine having an adjustable
support for the reproducer-arm and horn, a
coupling mounted upon said support connec- 100

tions between said couplingand horn compris-
ing oppositely -disposed interrupted cam-
threads carried by said coupling, and oppo-
sitely-disposed interlocking lugs integral with
the tapered end of said horn which are adapt- 105
ed to engage with said interrupted cam-
threads, substantially as described.

10. In a talking-machine, the combination
of the casing, the conical arm, a joint on said
arm to allow the sound-box to be lifted from no
the record, said conical arm provided at its

rear convexed portion with a cone-shaped
stud, a screw-threaded stud in which said cone
stud engages, said screw-threaded stud hav-
ing a V-shaped way. a slide therein, an exten- 115
sion integral thereon, a nut on said stud hav-
ing an inner circumferential groove, with
which said extension engages, a support for
said threaded stud, a coupling mounted upon
said support, a horn provided with interlock- 120

ing lugs, said couplings having cam-threads
adapted to act in connection with the lugs
upon the horn and means mounted upon said

arm to hold the sound-box out of engagement
with the record, substantially as specified. 125

11. A talking-machine comprising an ad-
justable support for the swinging reproducer-
arm, a coupling mounted upon said support,
a horn provided with interlocking lugs, adapt-
ed to cooperate with oppositely - disposed t$o
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broken cam-threads, upon the inner circum-
ference of said coupling, said threads being
inclined spirally in the opposite direction from
each other and adjustable means mounted upon

5 the rear convexed portion of said swinging
reproducer-arm to allow for vertical adjust-

ment of said reproducer-arm, substantially as

shown and described.

12. A talking-machine comprising an ad-
io justable support for the swinging reproducer-

arm, a coupling mounted upon said support,
a horn provided with interlocking lugs, said

coupling having an interrupted cam-thread
adapted to act in connection with the lugs upon

15 the horn, said coupling having a flange carry-

ing a projection, a collar integral with said

support and a cut-away portion in said collar

which is adapted to receive said flange and
projection and hold said coupling and horn in

20 a pivoted manner, substantially as specified.

13. A talking-machine comprising, in com-
bination with a casing, a conical reproducer-
arm and an adjustable support therefor com-
prising a rod adapted to be secured to said

25 machine-casing, a bearing carried by the ver-

tical portion of said support, said vertical por-

tion consisting of a lower vertical portion, an
upper vertical portion and a horizontal por-

tion intermediate therebetween, said bearing
30 carrying means adapted to rigidly support

said arm from having a rotary movement,
said arm being adjustable longitudinally upon
said rod, and a thumb-screw mounted in said

bearing to engage said rod to secure said arm
35 and bearing in adjusted position, substantially

as specified.

14. A talking-machine comprising, in com-
bination with a casing, a conical reproducer-
arm and an adjustable support therefor, com-

40 prising a rod adapted to be secured to said

machine-casing, a slot in said rod, a bearing
carried by the vertical portion of said sup-
port, said vertical portion consisting of a lower
vertical portion, an upper vertical portion and

45 a horizontal portion intermediate therebe-

tween, said bearing carrying means adapted
to rigidly support said arm from having a ro-

tary movement, said arm being adjustable lon-

gitudinally upon said rod, and a thumb-screw
50 and guide-stud mounted in said bearing to en-

gage said slot in said rod to secure said arm
and bearing in adjusted position, substantially

as specified.

15. A talking-machine comprising, in com-
55 bination with a casing, a conical reproducer-

arm and an adjustable support therefor com-
prising a rod adapted to be secured to said

machine-casing, a slot in said rod, a bearing
carried by the vertical portion of said sup-

00 port, said vertical portion consisting of a lower
vertical portion, an upper vertical portion and
a horizontal portion intermediate therebe-

tween, said bearing carrying means adapted
to rigidly support said arm from having a ro-

6 5 tary movement, said arm being adjustable lon-

gitudinally upon said rod, a thumb-screw and
guide-stud mounted in said bearing to engage
said slot in said rod to secure and guide said

arm and bearing in adjusted position, and an
adjustable means mounted upon said horizon- 70

tal portion of the vertical portion of said sup-
port to pivotally support said reproducer-
arm, substantially as specified.

16. A talking-machine comprising, in com-
bination with a casing, a conical reproducer- 75

arm and an adjustable support therefor, a

horizontal portion of said support carrying ad-
justable means to pivotally support said re-

producer-arm, said reproducer-arm having a
joint adjacent to the sound-box to allow said 80

sound-box to be lifted from the record com-
prising a cylindrical chamber having a cut-

away portion, a ring-band which is carried by
the coupling carrying said sound-box, said

ring-band being also mounted in said chain- 85

ber, said chamber having threads which en-

gage threads in a cap adapted for closing said

joint, means on said arm adjacent to said joint

to maintain said sound-box out of engagement
with the record, and a cone-shaped stud inte- 90

gral with the rear convexed portion of said

reproducer -arm to cooperate with said ad-

justable means mounted upon said horizontal

portion of said support to obtain an adjust-

able, pivotal movement of said reproducer- 95
arm, substantially as specified.

17. A talking-machine comprising, in com-
bination with the casing and an adjustable sup-
port for the reproducer - arm, a coupling
mounted upon said support, a horn provided 100

with interlocking lugs, said coupling having
an interrupted cam-thread adapted to cooper-

ate with the lugs upon the horn, said coupling
having a flange carrying a projection, a collar

integral with said support, a cut-away portion 105

in said collar which is adapted to receive said

flange and projection and hold said coupling
and horn in a pivotal manner, said support
comprising a rod adapted to be secured to said

machine-casing, a slot in said rod, a bearing no
carried by the vertical portion of said sup-

port, said vertical portion consisting of a lower
vertical portion, an upper vertical portion and
a horizontal portion intermediate therebe-

tween, said vertical portion being adjustable 115

longitudinally upon said rod, said bearing car-

rying means adapted to rigidly support said

vertical portion of said support from having
a rotary movement but at the same time ad-

justable longitudinally on said rod, said means 1 20

consisting of a thumb-screw and guide-stud

to engage said rod to hold and guide said ver-

tical portion and bearing in adjusted position,

substantially as specified.

18. A talking-machine comprising an ad- 125

justable support for the reproducer-arm hav-
ing a joint on said arm to allow the sound-box
to be lifted from the record, means adjacent

to said joint to hold said sound-box out of en-

gagement with the record, said arm consist- 13°
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ing in combination of a horizontal pivotal por-

tion on one side of said joint, a coupling on
the opposite side of said joint, said coupling

having a horizontal straight portion which

5 converges into a quarter-circular curved por-

tion, said straight portion of said coupling be-

ing in alinement with said horizontal pivoted

portion, and a sound-box carried by the ex-

treme end of said coupling, substantially as

to specified.

19. A talking-machine comprising the com-
bination of the casing, a coupling, a conical re-

producer - arm, and an adjustable support
therefor, comprising a rod adap,ted to be se-

1 5 cured to said machine-casing, a bearing car-

rying means adapted to rigidly support said

arm from having a rotary movement, said arm
being adjustable longitudinally on said rod, a

thumb-screw mounted in said bearing to en-

20 gage said rod to hold said arm and bearing in

adjusted position, said coupling having a
flange, a bevel upon its lower face thereof, a

collar and a slight extension integral with said

support which are adapted to receive and hold

25 said flange and coupling in a pivotal manner,
substantially as specified.

20. In a talking-machine, the combination
of the casing and an arm having at its rear con-

vex portion a cylindrical hollow extension
30 adapted to receive a cone-shaped pin having

a spiral cam-thread, a thumb-screw adapted
to engage said spiral cam-thread to allow for

vertical adjustment, and means mounted upon
said arm to hold the sound-box out of engage-

35 ment with the record, substantially as speci-

fied.

21. In a talking-machine, the combination
of the casing, the conical arm, a joint on said

arm to allow the sound-box to be lifted from
4° the record, said conical arm provided at its

rear convexed portion with a cone-shaped
stud, a screw-threaded stud in which said cone
stud bears, said screw-threaded stud having
a V-shaped way, a slide therein, an extension

45 integral thereon, a nut on said stud having an
inner circumferential groove, with which said

extension engages, a support for said threaded
stud, a coupling mounted upon said support,
a horn provided with interlocking lugs, and

50 said coupling having an interrupted thread
adapted to act in connection with the lugs
upon the horn, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

55

60

70

7 5

22. A talking-machine comprising the com-
bination of the casing, a coupling, the conical

arm and an adjustable support therefor, con-
sisting of a rod having a guide-slot therein
which is adapted to be secured to said machine-
casing, a bearing carrying means adapted to

rigidly support said arm from having a ro-

tary movement, said arm being adjustable
longitudinally on said rod, a thumb -screw
mounted in said bearing to engage said rod
to hold said arm and bearing in adjusted po-
sition, said coupling having a flange carrying 65

a projection, a collar integral with said sup-
port and a cut-away portion in said collar which
is adapted to receive said flange and projec-

tion and hold said coupling in a pivotal man-
ner, substantially as specified.

23. In a talking-machine, the combination
of the casing, the conical arm, a joint on said

arm to allow the sound-box to be lifted from
the record, said joint comprising a chamber,
a ring-band located therein, caps for closing

said joint, and said ring-band being made de-

tachable with the cou pling carrying the sound-
box, means mounted upon said arm for hold-

ing said sound-box out of engagement with
the record and adjustable means at the rear 80

convexed portion of said arm to allow said

arm to be adjusted vertically, substantially as

specified.

24. A talking-machine having a conical re-

producing-arm having a joint on the arm near 85

the sound-box to allow the sound-box to be
raised from the record, consisting of a cylin-

drical shell opened at one end and closed at

the other, a flanged internally-threaded cover
adapted for closing said exteriorly-threaded 9°

opening, a ring-band which has brazed across

its diameter the straight portion of a coupling
carrying the sound-box, said ring-band being
placed inside of said shell for a free movement
therein, a cut-away portion in the cylindrical 95
wall of said shell which when closed by said

flanged cover will form a slot in the joint of the

arm to allow the straight portion of the coup-
ling and the ring-band to have a free move-
ment therein, substantially as specified. IO

In testimony whereof I affix my signature in

presence of two witnesses.

HARRY B. McNULTY.
Witnesses:

Herbert C. Emery,
E. M. Dunbar.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, James K. Reynard, of
New York city, State of New York, have in-

vented a new and useful Convertible Sound-
Box, which improvement is fully set forth in

the following specification.

My invention relates to reproducing devices
or "sound-boxes" for disk sound-records in

which the irregularities representing sound-
waves consist of vertical undulations on the
bottom of the recoi'd-grooves instead of lat-

eral undulations on the sides. This latter is

the form of disk record now on the market.
One feature of my device consists of means
for adapting the present sound-box (intended
for use with the latter type) for use with the
first-named type. In the present construc-
tion, with latterly-undulated sound-grooves of
uniform depth, tile sound-box is so mounted
that its diaphragm lies in a vertical plane at

right angles to the horizontal record-disk and
will vibrate to and fro in a horizontal direc-

tion, and the lateral (horizontal) vibrations
given to the stylus-point by the lateral undu-
lations of the record-groove are transmitted
by the simple leverage of the stylus-bar into
horizontal vibrations of the diaphragm.

In order to obtain a reproduction from a
vertically-undulated record-groove, either the

3° diaphragm must be turned down so as to lie

parallel with the record-tablet, so that it may
vibrate vertically in correspondence with the
vertical vibrations imparted to the stylus-
point or (if the diaphragm be retained in its

35 present arrangement) some means must be
devised for the purpose of translating the ver-
tical vibrations imparted to the stylus-point
into horizontal vibrations when they reach
the diaphragm.
There are now in the hands of the public

and on the market a great number of disk
talking -machines constructed and arranged
to hold the sound-box so that its diaphragm
shall be at right angles to the tablet, which
I shall call the "standard" type of machine.
One objectof my present invention is to pro-

vide that without alteration or reorganization
of the standard type of machine the same
sound-box may be used to reproduce from the

new records of varying depth. I accomplish 50
this either by adding a small attachment to

the sound-boxes already in use or by making
a slight change in the present construction of
the sound-box.
The invention will best be understood by 55

reference to the accompanying drawings, that

illustrate without limiting it.

Figure 1 represents conventionally the pres-

ent type of vertically - arranged sound-box.
Fig. 2 shows the same with my attachment 60
in place, and Fig. 3 is a perspective of the at-

tachment.
A is the sound-box, and B its diaphragm.

The stylus-lever C is connected to the latter

at b, carries the removable needle c in the 65
usual barrel C, and is fulcrumed at a. The
portion h of the diaphragm is free to vibrate

to and fro in the horizontal line indicated by
the arrows, while the needle-point is caused
to vibrate in the (substantially) horizontal 70
line (really a short arc, whose center is ful-

crum a) also indicated by arrows in Fig. 1.

D is my new attachment, consisting of a

bar or block of metal having the stud d pro-
jecting upward at right angles from near one 75
end and the stylus-point d' projecting clown-
ward at right angles from the opposite side

near the opposite end. Stud d is adapted to
be secured in the barrel C in place of stylus

c. The effect of this offset attachment is to 80
throw the new stylus-point d' considerably to

one side of the line between portion b of the
diaphragm and fulcrum-point a, so that its

vibrations swing in the indicated arc (whose
center is point a) in approximately a vertical 85
direction, so that vertical impulses given to
point d' are translated into horizontal vibra-
tions of point b, (and of the entire diaphragm.)
Thus by means of my device D the very
same machine and sound-box can reproduce 90
alternately zigzag records and the new verti-

cal records. The farther to one side stylus-
point d' is placed within the limits of effi-

ciency the better. Preferably the distance
from fulcrum a should about equal the dis- 95
tance from a to b.

The idea is to offset or project the stylus-
point as far as convenient away from the line
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defined by points h and c, so as to produce, in

effect, a sort of elbow or bell-crank lever.

There may be also a brace M' in either modi-
fication, though this; may be omitted.

5 Having thus described my invention and the

simplest forms of carrying it out, I claim—
1. The combination with a sound-box, a dia-

phragm therefor arranged to vibrate horizon-

tally, a stylus-bar attached to said diaphragm,
io and the usual needle-receiving barrel at the

free end of said stylus-bar, of a device secured

in said barrel and extending at right angles

to said diaphragm and bar, and a stylus ex-

tending downwardly at right angles from the

15 free end of said device.

2. An attachment for substitution in place

of the needle of an ordinary zigzag-disk-record
sound-box, the said attachment consisting of

a bar carrying a stylus projecting at right an-
20 gles from one end thereof and a stud extend-

ing in the opposite direction from the other

end thereof, said stud adapted to be inserted

and held in the needle-seat of said sound-box.
3. The herein-described convertible sound-

box adapted to ready adjustment for repro- 25

duction from either laterally-undulating or
vertically - undulating record - grooves, the
same comprising a horizontally-vibrating dia-

phragm, a stylus-bar connected thereto, a de-

tachable device carried by said stylus-bar and 30

extending horizontally therefrom at right an-

gles from the diaphragm, and a stylus depend-
ing at right angles from the outer end of said

device.

In testimony whereof I have signed this 35
specification in the presence of two subscrib-

ing witnesses.

JAMES K. REYNARD.
Witnesses:

C. A. L. Massie,
O. R. Judd.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Clair James Rawlin-
son, engineer, a subject of the King of Great
Britain, residing at London, England, have

5 invented certain new and useful Improvements
in and Relating to Phonographs, Grapho-
phones, and Like Sound -Recording Instru-

ments; and I do hereby declare the following
to be a full, clear, and exact description of the

io invention, such as will enable others skilled

in the art to which it appertains to make and
use the same.

This invention relates to improvements in

and connected with joints for forming flexible

] 5 connection between the diaphragm and the

trumpet in phonographs, graphophones, and
other sound-recording or sound-producing in-

struments; and it consists of the construction,

arrangement, and combination of parts herein-

20 after described, and particularly pointed out
in the claims.

In order that my invention may be better

understood, I will now describe the same with
reference to the drawings, in which—

25 Figure 1 is a longitudinal sectional view of

one form of the invention. Fig. 2 is a view
of the ball part of the joint. Fig. 3 is a view
of one of the pivot-pins. Figs. 4 and 5 show
a longitudinal section and a cross-section of a

30 modification. Figs. 6 and 7 are like views of

a further modification. Fig. 8 is a longitu-

dinal sectional view of another modification.

Fig. 9 is a section showing a lubricating ar-

rangement. Fig. 10 is an elevation of Fig. 9.

35 Fig. 11 is a side view showing the operating-
lever and the weight 5. Fig. 12 is a plan
thereof. Fig. 13 is a cross-section through
the center of Fig. 11. Figs. 14, 15, and 16
are modified forms of levers.

40 The ball a is inclosed in the cup or socket
h and is retained therein by means of the

keep-ring c, which with the socket^ completes
the ball-chamber. The keep-rings may be re-

tained in position either by accuracy of fit, as

45 in Fig. 1, by means of the spring-controlled
keep-pins k, as in Fig. 4, may be screwed di-

rect to the ball-chamber, as in Fig. 6, may be
held in position by spring-clips /, as in Fig.

8, or by means of the bayonet -joint m, as

50 shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The knobs / are to

facilitate the attaching or detaching of the

said keep-ring. The movement of the ball

within the socket is limited by the pivot-pins

cl. one of such pivot-pins being on each side

of the socket, the pivot-pin points entering 55
longitudinal or transverse slots or recesses r

and p, formed in the surface of the ball a, as

shown in Fig. 2, such slots or recesses being
respectively opposite one another, or if mo-
tion in one direction only is required—for ex- 60

ample, when making records—the points of

the pivot -pins are transferred to the plain

holes q, or I may bore the plain hole q in the

bottom of one of the slots or recesses or />.

The neck of the ball is provided with marks 65

r to indicate the position of the slots and plain

holes. The pivot -pins may be formed as

shown in Fig. 3, d being the point, e the
milled body, and s the screwed ends, one end
only being provided with a point d. The plain 70
end is screwed into the holes in socket when
no pivot-pin point is required.

I may employ spring-controlled pivot-pins,

as shown in Figs. 4 and 6. One end of the

spring i is fixed to the prolongation of the 75
ball -chamber h. The opposite end of the
spring, carrying the pivot-pin d, retains the

same within the slot or hole in the ball-surface.

The ball-chamber is provided with a rotatable

cam-ring f/, as in Figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7, having 80

cams or projections h thereon. By moving the

handle t the ring is rotated, the cams or pro-

jections h forcing the springs i !, apart, and
thus withdraw the points of the pivot- pins

clear of the slots or holes, enabling the ball to 85

be shifted. The springs i i may also carry the
keep-pins k k for retaining the keep-ring c in

position, (see Fig. 4,) and the rotatable cam-
ring is provided with projections of various

heights. By turning the handle t so that the 90
first projection conies into contact with the

springs i i the pivot-pins are withdrawn. A
further turn brings a higher projection into

contact with the springs i /, forcing them far-

ther apart, withdrawing the keep-pins k l\ 95
In the modification shown in Fig. 8 a double

bail is employed, one ball giving motion in

one desired direction and the other ball giv-

ing motion in the other desired direction.

The ball-casing b, Fig. 9, is provided with a 100

lubricator or lubricant-reservoir >/, closed by
a screwed lid v. By screwing in this lid the
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lubricant is forced into the joint. The capil-

lary ducts w vj retain the lubricant within the
joint by capillary attraction.

In order that the recorder or diaphragm
5 may be lifted clear of the recording-cylinder

or record, I employ the lifting-lever x, piv-

oted to the ball-casing by the pivot-pins d d
and hanging freely therefrom, as shown in

Figs. 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16. The lever./

io may be constructed as shown in Figs. 11, 12,

and 13, wherein the hinged jaws suspended
from the pivot -pins are made in separate
pieces and are hinged together by means of

the hinge-pin y. The lower portions of the

1 5 lever are forced apart by the spiral or other
spring s, thereby closing the upper jaws and
thereby retaining the pins d in engagement
with the ball a. The jaw-stop 1 is to retain

the jaws the requisite distance apart and at

20 the same time to prevent pressure upon the

pins d d and also to permit the lever x to hang
freely upon the pins d d, or I may construct

the lifting -lever x in a modified form, as

shown in Figs. 14 and 15. In this instance

25 the pivot-pins d d are formed integral with

the jaws of the lever, and the hinge-pin y is not
central, the short jaw being provided with a

stop-pin 1, which engages the larger jaw, and
thus controls the depth to which the pivot-

30 pins d d can enter. The lower part of the

lever is provided with the spring-stops 2 2,

which prevent the pins d d from being with-

drawn to a greater extent than desirable and
retain the spring z in position. When it is

35 desired to change the pivot-pins from plain

holes q to either slots or p, the lever ./ is

gripped so as to compress spring s, causing
the jaws to move outwardly, withdrawing the

pivot-pins. The ball may now be turned till

40 the indicating-mark r comes opposite the ar-

row upon the keep-ring c. Upon relieving

the spring z of pressure such spring forces

the pins d d into engagement with the slots.

The change from slots to plain holes is accom-

45 plished in a similar manner. The lever x may
be formed in one piece, Fig. 16, dispensing

with the hinge y, rendering the lever more
adjustable to suit various machines by bend-
ing the lower portion thereof. The pins d

50 are screwed into the jaws of the lever. To
change from slots to plain holes, or the con-

verse, the pins d are unscrewed sufficiently to

permit the ball to be turned. The set-screw

4 is for securing the diaphragm 3 to the socket

55 of the ball a, and a capillary cannelure w re-

tains the lubrication within the joint, as shown
in Fig. 14. The weight upon the diaphragm
is adjusted by the regulating-ring 5, Figs. 11

and 12, sprung onto the tube of the diaphragm
J 60 3. Weight is added by forcing the ring 5

over the diaphragm or may be decreased by
turning the ring away from the diaphragm.

I claim—
1. A joint for a graphophone consisting of

65 a portion having a ball-shaped end, having a

number of slots and holes therein, a portion
having a cup-shaped end forming a socket, a

I keep-ring connected to said cup-shaped por-
tion and pins carried in said cup-shaped por-
tion engaging with the holes and slots in the 70

ball-shaped portion, said ball-shaped portion
also carrying indicating-marks, substantially

as described.

2. A joint for a graphophone consisting of

a portion havinga ball-shaped end and having 75

a number of slots and holes therein, a portion
having a cup-shaped end forming socket for

said ball-shaped end, a keep-ring connected to

the cup-shaped portion, oil-ducts therein, pins

carried in said cup-shaped portion engaging 80

with the slots in the ball-shaped portion, and
a weight-regulating device, substantially as

described.

3. A joint for a graphophone consisting of

a ball and socket, pins carried by the socket 85

portion, a keep-ring connected to the socket
portion the ball portion having slots and holes

therein in which the pins engage and having
also indicating-marks thereon and a lifting-

lever connected to said joint. 90

4. A joint for a graphophone consisting of

a ball and socket, pins carried by the socket

portion, a keep-ring connected to the socket
portion the ball portion having slots and holes

therein in which the pins engage and having 95
also indicating-marks thereon and a hinged
and spring-urged lifting-lever connected to

said joint.

5. A joint for graphophones and the like

consisting of ball and socket portions, a keep- 100

ring on the socket portion having oil-ducts

therein and reversible pivot-pins on said socket

portion said ball portion having slots and holes

therein in which the pivots engage.
6. A joint of the class described consisting 105

of ball and socket portions, a keep-ring on
said socket portion having oil-ducts therein,

spring-urged pivot-pins on said socket por-

tion, and a rotatable cam-ring for operating

the same, said ball portion having slots and no
holes in which the pins are adapted to engage
said ball portion also having indicating-marks

thereon.

7. A joint of the class described, consisting

of ball and socket portions, a keep-ring on 115

said socket portion having oil-ducts therein,

pins for holding said rings in place, springs

connected to the socket portion, pivot-pins

carried by said springs and a rotatable cam-
ring operating the keep-ring, said ball por- I2 °

tion having holes and slots therein in which
the pivot-pins are adapted to engage and also

having indicating-marks thereon.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
hand in presence of two witnesses.

CLAIR JAMES RAWLINSON.
Witnesses:

Charles Septimus Berthon,
Herbert D. Jameson.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Victor H. Emerson, of

Newark, New Jersey, have invented a new
and useful Convertible Sonrid-Box, which im-

5 provement is fully set forth in the following-

specification.

This invention relates to disk talking-ma-
chines in which the sound-box, with its dia-

phragm and reproducing-stylus, is carried by
io a swinging arm pivoted some distance away

from the turn-table and is fed across the disk

by the record-groove itself. The sound- rec-
ords commonly employed with this type of

machine contain the record-groove in the form
15 of grooves of uniform depth containing lat-

eral undulations corresponding to the sound-
waves. The sound-box is arranged so that

its diaphragm is at right angles to the disk

—

that is, vertical. Another form of sound-
20 record contains the record in the form of a

groove of varying depth, the irregularities

consisting of vertical undulations correspond-
ing to sound-waves. The first-mentioned rec-

ords are conveniently spoken of as "zigzag"
records. The other type I shall refer to as

"up and down" or "vertical."

The object of the present invention is to

adapt a talking-machine for reproducing from
records of either type.

The invention consists in providing means
for supporting the sound -box interchange-
ably, so that its diaphragm may lie either

practically parallel with the record-disk or at

right angles thereto and in adding a small at-

35 tachment in place of the ordinary needle.

The invention will be best understood by
referring to the accompanying drawings, that

illustrate one embodiment thereof.

Figure 1 is a side view of a preferred form
4° of apparatus, partly in section, showing the

sound-box arranged for reproducing from zig-

zag records. Fig. 2 is a top view of the

same. Fig. 3 is a side view, partly in sec-

tion, showing the apparatus arranged for re-

45 producing from up-and-down records; and
Fig. 4 is a top view of the same. Fig. 5 is a
detail.

^5

3°

A represents the sound-box of any ordinary
or preferred construction, having the stylus-

bar B fulcrumed thereon and carrying at its 50

free end the barrel C, with set-screw c, for en-

gaging the ordinary needle-point D. The
swinging arm is made in two sections E and
F. Section E has the usual split ring for en-

gaging the stem A' of the sound-box, which 55
latter carries the usual elbow G. Section F
has a cylindrical seat./" for engaging a cylin-

drical stem e, projecting from section E. A
set-screw F' holds the section E in any de-

sired adjustment. 60

H represents an L-shaped or angular device
carrying a reproducing-stylus h at one end
and adapted to be inserted in the barrel C in

place of the needle. Figs. I and 2 represent
the arrangement in reproducing from the pres- 65

ent well-known form of zigzag records. The
set-screw F' holds the sections E and F rig-

idly, and the device operates in the well-known
manner.
To obtain the adjustment shown by Figs. 3 7°

and 4, first loosen the set-screw cand remove
the needle, then insert attachment H so that

the stylus-point h will extend in the opposite
direction from stem A', and clamp it thus with
set-screw c; second, rotate the sound-box in 75

the split ring of section E so that it will oc-

cupy the position shown in Fig. 4 instead of
the position indicated by the dotted lines H';
third, loosen set-screw F', turn section E on
its axis through an angle of ninety degrees, 80

then push it into its socket f until stylus-

point h has the proper position, and then
clamp set-screw F'. In this adjustment the
vertical undulations of the record-groove im-
part vertical vibrations to the stylus A, which 85

are then translated into corresponding verti-

cal vibrations of the diaphragm.
Changes may be made in the construction

and details of the parts without departing from
the spirit of my invention. 90

Having thus fully described a preferred
manner of carrying out my invention,! claim

—

1. In a talking-machine, a sound-box there-

for having a barrel for receiving the needle,
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a swinging arm for carrying said sound-box
and made in two sections for adjusting said

sound-box, and an angular stylus attachment
adapted to be inserted in said barrel.

5 2. The combination with a sound-box, of an
L- shaped stylus attachment removably se-

cured thereto, and means for holding said

sound-box either horizontally or vertically.

3. The combination of a sound-box and
io means for supporting it interchangeably with

its diaphragm either parallel to or at right

angles to the surface of the sound-record.
4. The combination with a sound-box, of

means for supporting it interchangeably with
15 its face either parallel to or at right angles to

the record-disk, and a detachable L-shaped

device carrying the reproducer-point and se-

cured in place of the ordinary needle.

5. The combination with a sound-box and
its diaphragm, of supporting means therefor 20

that holds said diaphragm in operative posi-

tion for a laterally-vibrating stylus, said means
being adjustable to present said diaphragm in

another position operative for a vertically-vi-

brating stylus. 25

In testimony whereof I have signed this

specification in the presence of two subscrib-

ing witnesses.

VICTOR H. EMERSON.
Witnesses:

C. A. L. Massie,
O. R. Judd.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Andrew Haug, a citizen

of the United States, residing at West Orange,
in the county of Essex and State of New Jer-

S sey, have invented new and useful Improve-
ments in the Manufacture of Phonograms and
in Phonograms, of which the following is a
specification.

This invention relates to the process of
io manufacturing phonograms by molding and

to phonograms thus manufactured, and has
for its object to render the process more ex-
peditious and cheaper and the phonogram thus
manufactured better.

15 Heretofore in the manufacture of phono-
grams by molding heat and cold have not
been applied by immersion of the mold at the
inner surface of the phonogram, and when the
phonogram, which is cylindrical in shape and

20 hollow, has been taken from the mold it has
heretofore been necessary to place it upon a
reamer in order to shape, to finish or dress,
and to give the proper size to the bore of the
phonogram-cylinder, especially for the pur-

25 pose of causing it to fit upon the mandrel of
the phonograph.

I have discovered that in the manufacture
of phonograms, by the application of heat and
cold by immersion of the mold at the inner

30 surface of the phonogram-cylinder during the
* process of manufacture by molding, a hollow
cylindrical phonogram can be more quickly
and more economically produced having a
bore of proper shape and of proper size and

35 of finished surface which will fit upon the
mandrel of the phonograph and that heat and
cold can be applied at the inner surface of
the phonogram-cylinder during the process
of manufacture by molding by the following

4° method, illustrated in the drawings, which
gives very satisfactory results.

Figure 1 represents a vertical section of a
mold for casting phonogram-cylinders accord-
ing to my invention. Fig. 2 shows the inner

45 surface of a phonogram molded according to

my process. Fig. 3 is a top view of the mold
shown in Fig. 1.

The bottom piece A is the base of the mold.

B is a hollow cylinder which is screwed into

the base A. 50

C is a rim which sets on the tube or cylin-

der B.

D is the core of the mold and is hollow.
The core D is preferably recessed at the bot-

tom, as at G, in order to make the parts at 55
that point fit tightly and prevent the heated
liquid wax from entering between the core D
and the inner tube E, which projects into the
recess at Gr. Into the ring of the base A of

the mold the hollow cylindrical inner tube E 60

fits and serves to guide the core D when it is

inserted into or withdrawn from the other
parts of the mold and to keep the core D
when inserted and in place concentric with
the outer cylinder B. On the outer surface 65

of the core D there is preferably a spiral

groove H or other hollow for the formation
of ribs or projections upon the inner surface
of the molded phonogram.
F is the matrix or cavity of the mold into 7°

which the molten material from which the
phonogram is to be molded enters. The
outer surface of the matrix F is cylindrical;

but the inner surface of the matrix F is pref-

erably tapering like the surface of a cone. 75

An important feature of the mold shown in

Fig. 1 and of my invention is that the core D
and the cylinder E are hollow, thereby per-

mitting the entrance by immersion of the
mold of a medium for the application of heat 80

or cold at the inner surface of the phonogram-
cylinder during the process of manufacture
by molding. The core D is preferably higher
than the cylinder B. The lower end K of the

matrix F may be so shaped that the phono- 8 5

gram when molded will have at that end the
shape desired. Upon the inner surface L of
the cylinder B a metallic negative of a pho-
nograph-record to be reproduced upon the
phonogram to be molded may be placed. 9°

The parts of the mold are made of brass or
other suitable material.

In the manufacture of phonograms accord-
ing to the process of my invention the mold
above described and shown in Fig. 1 may be 95
lowered into the molten wax or other mate-
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'5

rial from which the phonogram is to be mold-
ed until the molten material pours over the
rim C into the matrix F and fills the cavity

to the desired height. A surplus of molten
material is preferably permitted to enter the

rim C in order that it may make up for shrink-

age of the molten material in the matrix F
upon cooling. As the mold is lowered, as

above described, into the molten material to

permit the molten material to pour into the ma-
trix F the molten material rises in the hollow
cylinder E within the core D and communi-
cates its heat through the cylinder E and the

coreD to the inner surface of the molten mate-
rial filling the matrix F just as the molten ma-
terial through the cylinderB communicates its

heat to the outer surface of the molten mate-
rial filling the matrix F. The result of heat-

ing the inner surface of the molten material
20 filling the matrix F is to make and keep the

molten material thoroughly liquid and enable
it to penetrate and fill completely the space
of the matrix. By the method described the

heating is quickly accomplished.

In order to cool off the mold and the molten
material in the matrix F, the mold is now
lowered into cold water or other suitable

cooling Tnaterial. Since the water rises in the

hollow cylinder E as the mold is lowered into

the water, cold is quickly communicated to

the inner surface of the molten material fill-

ing the matrix F just as it is communicated
to the outer surface. The result is that the

molten material filling the matrix F cools

35 quickly and the core D can be extracted from
the bore of the molded phonogram, leaving a

2 5

3°

bore of proper shape and of proper size and
of finished surface which will fit upon the
mandrel of the phonograph.
What I claim is

—

40

1. The process of maldng phonograph-cyl-
inders that consists of introducing molten ma-
terial into a mold having a hollow core, and
applying heat to the inner surface' of said

core, substantially as described. 45
2. The process of making phonograph-cyl-

inders that consists of introducing molten ma-
terial into a mold having a hollow core, and
applying heat to the inner surface of said

core by immersion of the mold, substantially 50

as described.

3. The process of making phonograph-cyl-
inders that consists of introducing molten ma-
terial into a mold having a hollow core, and
applying heat and cold successively to the in- 55
ner surface of said core, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. The process of making phonograph-cyl-
inders that consists of introducing molten ma-
terial into a mold having a hollow core, and 60

applying heat and cold successively to the in-

ner surface of said core by immersion of the

mold, substantially as described.

In testimony whereof I have signed my name
to this specification, this 30th day of Septem- 65

ber, 1902, in the presence of two subscribing

witnesses.

ANDREW HAUG.
Witnesses:

Daniel A. Dugan,
Edwin Forrest.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Eugene M. Robinson,
a citizen of the United States, residing at Chi-

cago, in the county of Cook and State of Illi-

5 nois, have invented a new and useful Im-
provement in Phonographs, of which the fol-

lowing is a specification in its best form now
known to me, reference being had to the ac-

companying drawings, in which similar nu-
io merals indicate the same parts throughout the

several views.

My invention relates to phonographs ; and
the object of my invention is to so improve a
reproducing-phonograph, particularly one de-

15 signed for rendering music, that it can be sat-

isfactorily used in a small room.
While acommercial phonograph-reproducer

may be operated upon the sound-reproducing
cylinder or disk record to produce music or

20 spoken words of low volume of sound, it has
has been frequently demonstrated that such a
device does not properly improve and round
out the reproduced sound, and it is therefore
substantially universally the practice to sup-

2 5 ply such instruments with a horn. Such a
horn is in practice applied to one side of the
reproducer, and the vibrations from that side

only of the reproducer are collected in the
horn. When a phonograph equipped with

30 such a horn is used in a small room without
there being any obstructions whatever in the
horn, the tone of the instrument is much too

r loud for the air-space in the room. Where
such instruments have been used in private

35 houses, it has frequently been found neces-
sary in order to have satisfactory results to

place the instrument in one room and the
audience in another at some distance; but
this has the disadvantage of compelling the

4° operator of the instrument to remain away
from his friends and also to endure the dis-

comforture of the loud sound of the instru-

L ment. As an alternative for this method of
getting satisfactory results it has been at-

45 tempted to muffle the phonograph sounds by
stuffing some sort of an obstruction, usually
a cloth wadding, in the bell of the horn ; but
I have found this method very unsatisfactory,

for the reason that it destroys in a large
50 measure the quality of the tone coming from

55

the horn. Furthermore, I have found that at

all times the sound-waves from the side of the
producer on which the horn is not attached
can be heard by noticing them, but that when
the horn itself is muffled, as just described,

these sound-waves from the uninclosed side

of the reproducer become very noticeable and
unpleasant, because they are not properly
taken care of and rounded out as they would
be if a horn were also placed upon that side 60
of the reproducer. It is also a fact that when
a thin metallic horn, such as is commonly
used, is muffled in some such manner as just

described the sound-waves within the horn
between the reproducer and the muffler are 65
transmitted to the open air by the metallic

body of the horn. Another disadvantage
with many phonographs is that the repro-
ducing-needle bears too heavily upon the
record, thereby tending to unduly wear the
record and destroy both its accuracy and its

life and to cause an unpleasant and scratch-
ing sound.
The object of my invention is to provide

means by which the horn of the phonograph
may be muffled without injuring the quality
of the tone coming from it, to provide means
whereby the horn itself will not transmit
through its walls any material volume'of sound,
to provide means by which the heretofore open 80

side of the reproducer will be closed and sub-
stantially all sounds produced by it be re-

tained within the instrument, and to provide
means for adjusting the pressure of the needle-
point upon the record to reduce the scratch. 85

My invention also consists in many details

of construction, which will be hereinafter more
fully described and claimed as the specifica-

tion proceeds.

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a side elevation
of one of the commercial forms of phono-
graphs having my invention applied thereto.

Fig. 2 is a side elevation of the details of
mechanism for varying the weight or pressure
of the needle upon the record-plate. Fig. 3
is a plan view of this mechanism, taken on line

3 of Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is a sectional end eleva-

tion taken on line 4 of Fig. 2. Fig. 5 is a
center sectional detail view taken vertically

through the horn and reproducer, showingmy

70

75

90

95
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invention applied thereto. Fig. 6 is a per-
spective view of an ordinary reproducer. Fig.

7 is a detail view of a plug to be inserted in

the reproducer tube or horn to reduce the

5 volume of vibrating air passing through it.

Fig. 8 is a detail perspective view of a cap to

be applied to the reproducer.
As heretofore described, my invention con-

sists in improvements in phonographs of com-
io mercial use, and except as hereinafter pointed

out the parts named, shown, and described are
to be understood as merely representing for

illustration one of the several commercial
forms of devices to which my invention may

15 be applied.

In the drawings, numeral 10 indicates the
box or case of such a commercial instrument
having within it a motor or engine adapted to

be wound up by the operation of a crank 11,

20 having on its end a handle 12. Attached to

this motor 11 is a vertical rotatable shaft 13,

having on its upper end a permanent disk 14.

On this rotatable disk 14 are placed in succes-

sion different detachable record - plates or
25 '"records" 15, having impressed upon their

surfaces the sound-record either of words or
music or of other sounds which are to be re-

produced by the instrument. Extending from
the box 10 is a stationary support 17, having

3° in its end 58 a pivoted post 57, bearing at its

upper end a block or casting 48. Pivoted to

this casting48 at 18 is another arm, 19. Either
integral with or rigidly secured to the end of
this arm 19 is a usually cylindrical case 20,

35 wholly open on one face, as shown, and opened
into the restricted passage-way 27 on the op-
posite side, as shown, having within it at ap-
proximately its center a vibrating diaphragm
21, usually of mica. Rigidly secured to this

4° mica disk 21, which will be hereinafter referred

to as the "reproducer-disk," is a depending
arm 22, adapted to vibrate, having its lower
end supported, while allowing free vibration,

by the screws 23, which enter the depending
45 rigid support 24, secured to the bottom of the

cylinder 20. Detachably secured to the lower
end of this depending vibratory arm 22 by a
screw 25 is a detachable needle 26, adapted to

bear in a spiral groove in the surface of the
5° record-plate 15. Inclosing the tube 27, here-

tofore referred to, is a rubber bushing 28, on
which fits the horn 29. This bushing 28 may
be secured either to the tube 27 or to the in-

side of the horn 29 and slip along the other of

55 said members. The function of this bushing
28 is to make an air-tight joint between the
horn and the tube.

In the operation of this commercial phono-
graph just described the propelling -motor

60 rotates shaft 13 and the disk 14, with the rec-

ord 15 upon it, under the needle 26. The
needle 26 is thus given by the irregularities

of the path of the record made therein at the

time the record itself is made a sidewise vi-

65 bratory motion, and this motion is communi-

cated, through the vibratory arm 22, hereto-
fore described, to the reproducer-diaphragm
21, which diaphragm vibrates and gives the
sounds which were impressed upon the rec-

ord when it was made. The vibrations of the 70
front of this diaphragm are open, as shown
in the front of Fig. 6, and the vibrations of
the other side of the diaphragm travel through
the tube 27 and out through the horn 29 into

the air, this horn being used to collect and 75
amplify the sound tones. When only the
parts described are used, the sound thus am-
plified by the horn is so great that except by
placing one's ear near the reproducer -disk
21 the sounds coming from the reproducer 80

shown in the front, as in Fig. 6, are not par-
ticularly noticed. The volume of sound, how-
ever, coming from the horn of the phono-
graph of ordinary size is, as heretofore de-

scribed, altogether too great for use in an or- 85

dinary room, and it has heretofore been the
practice to stuff a muffler, consisting usually
of a wad of something, in the bell of the horn.

As soon as this is done the volume of sound
passing through the horn is reduced and ren- 90

dered unsatisfactory, and at the same time
the sound-waves which escape from the front

of the reproducer -disk are greatly accentu-

ated. Under these conditions I also find that

even the neck of the horn adjacent to the 95
tube 27 vibrates and sends out sound-waves
into the room. All of these conditions ren-

der the use of the instrument almost as un-

satisfactory in a room of ordinary size as

when an unmuffled horn is used. In order 10c

to avoid these disadvantages, I provide the fol-

lowing mechanism: I first provide a cap 32,

made (in the case of the instrument shown)
cylindrical in form to fit over the flange 20,

inclosing the reproducer-disk. If, however, 105

the reproducer -disk is inclosed in a case of

a different shape, this cap should be made to

conform to that shape. I make this cap of

some material which does not readily trans-

mit vibratory sounds, and if a substance no
which does not transmit any such sounds can
be obtained such substance should preferably

be used. In practice I have found a cap made
of heavy cardboard very satisfactory. This
cap fits upon the face of the reproducer very 115

closely, but has cut in its lower edge a notch 34,

through which the depending vibratory arm
22 passes and in which it can freely vibrate.

I also provide a notch 35 to engage the arm
19. This notch merely serves as a guide, so 120

that the cap will always be in the same posi-

tion, thereby insuring that the vibrating arm
22 shall be free to vibrate in notch 34 with-

out any danger of coming in contact with the

cap. I furthermore find it of great advan- 125

tage to inclose the elbow of the horn in a non-

sound-vibration-transmitting tube 36, prefer-

ably a thick piece of hose made of soft rubber.

In practice I have found that such a piece of

hose about an eighth of an inch thick stops 13°
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. substantially all perceptible transmission of

sound through this elbow of the horn. In
order to dispense with the muffler-wad in the

end of the horn, I provide a plurality of rub-

5 ber plugs 38, each adapted to fit inside of the

tube 27 and each having an orifice 39 of a dif-

ferent size in its center. By removing the

horn 29 from the tube 27 and substituting a

plug of different-sized openings 39 I am able
io to regulate the volume of sound-waves pass-

ing into the horn from the reproducer. In

order to further regulate the volume of sound-
waves passing through the horn, I pivot at 40
within the horn a damper 41, made like an

15 ordinary stovepipe-damper, adapted to be
opened and closed either by an extension of

the rod 40 through the surface of the horn or
by an instrument inserted in the bell of the

horn, thereby in different positions of the
20 damper 41 regulating the volume of sound-

waves passing through the horn.
While I have used the rubber plug 38 with

success, I recommend that when the devices
are made in commerce that a damper like the

25 one 40 be placed in the reproducer-tube 27 in

place of the plug.

Another great difficulty in commercial prac-

tice lies in the fact that the needle 26 presses

too hard upon the record, thereby wearing it

3° out, and also, what is more important, accen-
tuating in the sound produced any irregulari-

ties impressed upon the record. In order to

do away with this difficulty, I attach to the
arm 19, heretofore described, by clips 44 a

35 horizontal member 45, and I also inclose the
casting 48 with a supplemental member 46.

To the member 48 1 secure, by means of screws
47, another horizontal member 49. These parts
become when attached practically a part of the
casting 48. In the arm 49 is a hole 50, and
in the arm 45 is a hole 51, and through these
holes 50 and 51 I pass a bolt 52, having its

head 53 bearing against the pivoted moving
member 45 and having on its shank a spring
55, bearing against a detachable thumb-screw
56. By turning this thumb-screw 56 up and
down on screw 52 against the action of spring
55 I am able to move the movable arm 45 to
and from the arm 49, thereby adjusting the

50 weight of the horn and the reproducer upon
the needle 26, and therefore regulating the
pressure of the needle upon the record. In
other words, the action of this device is just

the same as though I hung a variable counter-
55 weight on the arm 45.

When any of the commercial types of phono-
graphs are equipped with these attachments
just described, 1 find that lean, first, by regu-
lating the thumb-screw 56 vary the pressure

60 of the needle 26 upon the record, thereby de-
creasing the " scratch " of the needle upon the
record. I also find that by using the cap 32
the sound-waves transmitted from the open
side of the reproducer are almost entirely

65 eliminated, thereby rendering the instrument

40

45

much more useful in an ordinary room irre-

spective of whether or not the other features

of the device were used. By using either or

both of the adjustable devices 38 and 41 I am
able to reduce the volume of sound passing 70

through the horn without injuring the qual-

ity, and I therefore improve the instrument.
The use of the covering 36 over the elbow of

the horn does away with the transmission of

sounds through the elbow of the horn and ren- 75
ders it still more effective for use in an ordi-

nary room.
By the use of the above devices here shown

I can readily convert a large phonograph suit-

able only for concert purposes so that it can be 80

satisfactorily used in ordinary rooms without
its being distasteful to the audience in the
same room.

I do not wish to be limited as to the form
of phonograph to which my invention shall 85

be applied. All of these features are by mere
slight changes in form as readily adaptable
for a phonograph of the cylindrical type as

one of the disk type, as here shown, without
departing from my invention. 90

I do not wish to be limited to the exact de-

tails of construction, which may be varied
within reasonable limits without departing
from the principles of my invention.

Having thus described my invention, what 95
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters
Patent, is

—

1. In a phonograph the combination of a

record, a standard, an arm pivoted to said

standard carrying a reproducer bearing on 100

said record, a supplemental arm secured to

said standard, a supplemental arm secured to

said main arm, and means engaging both of

said supplemental arms adapted to vary the
angle of the arm to the standard, whereby 105

the pressure of the reproducer on the record
is varied.

2. As an article of manufacture for use in a
phonograph a removable cap made of substan-
tially imperforate substantially non- sound- no
transmitting material, adapted to slidably fit

over and cover one side of the repi^oducer of
the phonograph.

3. As an article of manufacture for use in a
phonograph a removable cap made of substan- 115

tially imperforate substantially non -sound-
transmitting material, adapted to slidably fit

over and cover one side of the reproducer of

the phonograph,there being a notch or notches
cut in the sides of said cap adapted to fit over 120

fixed points on a reproducer whereby said cap
can only be inserted upon the reproducer in a
predetermined proper position.

4. In a phonograph, in combination with a

record, a reproducer in operative connection 125

therewith and a horn attached to said repro-
ducer, adjustable means within the horn for

restricting the opening within the horn for

the passage of sound.

5. In a phonograph in combination with a 130
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record, a reproducer in operative connection
therewith and a horn attached to said repro-

ducer; adjustable means within the horn near
the reproducer adapted to restrict the open-
ing within the horn for the passage of sound
and other adjustable means between said first

adjustable means and the end of the horn
adapted to restrict the volume of sound pass-

ing through the horn.

6. In a phonograph the combination of a rec-

ord, a reproducer in operative connection
therewith and a horn attached to said repro-
ducer; adamper mounted in the path of sound-
waves passing from the reproducer through

the horn adapted to be turned upon its axis

to different positions to restrict the volume of

sound-waves passing through the horn.

7. In a phonograph, the combination of are-
producer, a horn attached thereto, a damper
or sound-restricting device within the horn
and a substantially non - sound - transmitting
covering inclosing the portion of the horn
between the reproducer and said damper.

EUGENE M. ROBINSON.

Witnesses:
Dwight B. Cheever,
Chas. E. Gaylord.

i5
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United States Patent Office.

ARTHUR W. COLE, OF WEST HOBOKEN, NEW JERSEY.

COIN-CONTROLLED CIRCUIT MAKING AND BREAKING APPARATUS FOR PHONOGRAPHS.

SPECIFICATION forming- part of Letters Patent No. 778,305, dated December 27, 1904.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Arthur W. Cole, a sub-

ject of the King of Great Britain, and a resi-

dent of West Hoboken, county of Hudson, and
5 State of New Jersey, have invented certain

new and useful Improvements in Coin-Con-
trolled Circuit Making and Breaking Appa-
ratus for Phonographs, of which the follow-

ing is a specification.

io The invention consists of novel means of
closing the phonograph - operating circuit

when the coin is dropped in the slot, main-
taining the closure, and breaking it automat-
ically when cessation of the operation of the

15 machine is due, as hereinafter described, ref-

erence being made to the accompanying draw-
ings, in which

—

Figure 1 is partly an elevation and partly a
vertical section of the apparatus of my inven-

20 tion. Fig. 2 is a plan view. Fig. 3 is a de-

tail in vertical section on the line 3 3 of Fig.
1 as seen looking in the direction of the ar-

row. Figs. 4 and 5 are details in section on
line 2 2, Fig. 2, showing some of the parts

25 attached to the phonograph for breaking the
circuit when on the return of the diaphragm-
carriage to the starting-point.

The apparatus herein shown is mainly the
automatic circuit-closing devices for closing

30 the circuit and setting the phonograph in mo-
tion by the effect of a coin dropped into the
coin-receptacle. It is therefore unnecessary
to show the phonograph any further than the
reversing-screw of the diaphragm - carriage

35 and the attachment falling into gear with said
screw when the diaphragm-carriage is released
from the feed-screw for reversing the car-
riage.

The diaphragm-carriage-reversing screw is

40 represented at a, Figs. 2, 4, and 5. b repre-
sents a knife-shaped blade carried by a staff

c, attached to the diaphragm-carriage, which
by the turning of a flat blade d at the proper
time is thrust up into engagement with screw

45 ci for reversely shifting the diaphragm-car-

riage, the normal positions of said blades b

and d being shown in Fig. 4, in which the
screw has no effect on blade b. The means
for so turning blade d is well known in con-
nection with phonographs and need not be 5°
shown or described.

The respective wires ef of the circuit have
their terminals immersed in mercury-cups g
A, respectively.

A yoke-shaped circuit closing and break- 55
ing wire i is carried on a rocking support /,

pivoted at h, with its terminals in such rela-

tion to the mercury-cups that in one of the
positions of the rocking block (the same that

is shown in the drawings) one terminal will 60

lack connection with the mercury and the cir-

cuit will be broken; but in the reverse posi-

tion of said block both terminals will connect
with the mercury-cups and the circuit will be
closed. 65
The rocking block is also attached to the

staff /, that carries at one end the coin-recep-

tacle »)., and is poised by a weight n near the
other end, so that when no coin is in the re-

ceptacle m it will shift upward; but the coin 70

dropped in will overbalance the said recepta-

cle and elevate the other end of the staff /, at

the same time escaping from the receptacle ///.

A gravitating-hook swings under the end
of the staff that is thus elevated and holds it 75
up, and while so held up maintains the circuit

connection the requisite predetermined time.

When the knife b, engaged with the revers-

ing-screw a, nearly reaches the end of its re-

verse movement, the end of said knife collides 80

with an arm p on a vertical rock-shaft g, car-

rying a tripping-arm r, which bears against
the gravitating hook and trips it out of en-
gagement with staff /, which falls to a level

position ready for reception of another coin 85

for another operation.

What I claim as my invention is

—

The combination with the phonograph re-

versing-screw and its coacting blade, of the
mercury-cups containing circuit-terminals re- 90
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spectively, the rocking yoke-circuit making
and breaking wire also having its terminals

in said cups respectively, and mounted on the

staff of the rocking coin-receptacle, said re-

5 ceptacle carried on said staff, gravitating

hook for controlling the coin-receptacle, rock-

shaft, lateral arm thereon coacting with the

reversing- screw -controlling blade, and the

tripping-arm on said rock-shaft controlling

the gravitating hook. 10

Signed at New York this 22d day of April,

1904.

ARTHUR W. COLE.
* Witnesses:

C. Sedgwick,
J. M. Howard.
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 778,492, dated December 27, 1904.

Application filed March 14, 1902, Serial No, 98,157.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Eldridge R. Johnson, a

citizen of the United States, residing at Phila-

delphia, State of Pennsylvania, have invented
certain new and useful Improvements inTurn-
Tables for Talking-Machines, of which the fol-

lowing is a full and complete disclosure.

In general my invention consists in provid-

ing a turn-table which will have the record
carried thereby held without the aid of screws,

clamps, or other fastening means; and it also

consists in providing a table of such a con-

struction that its efficiency is increased, with
its weight and cost of manufacture decreased.

For a full and detailed description of my in-

vention reference may be had to the follow-

ing specification and to the accompanying
drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a plan view of the turn-table;

and Fig. 2 is a sectional view of the same,
taken on the line 2 2 of Fig. 1, but also show-
ing the motor-casing in elevation.

In the figures, 1 indicates the turn-table. In
this instance the turn-table is made of some
suitable light but durable material, such as

hard rubber, duranoid, celluloid, &c.
2 indicates recesses in the table, which re-

cesses carry small pieces or pads 3 of soft rub-

ber or other similar material. These pads
are cemented or otherwise retained in said re-

cesses in any suitable manner. A suitable

number of these pads or friction-disks are ar-

ranged upon the surface of the turn-table to

give the required frictional hold upon the

35 record-disk and at the same time support the
disk at the requisite number of points.

A suitable metallic bushing 4 is fastened in

an opening 6 in the turn-table at its center and
is retained in position by any well - known
means, here shown as a flange and screws.

This bushing is adapted to fit over the cen-
tral stud 5 of the driving-spindle 8, which is

adapted to be rotated by a motor energized
by electricity, springs, or by hand, as choice
determines.

It will be apparent that it is only necessary

to place the record upon the turn-table with
the stud 5 passing through the central open-
ing in the same in order that the record may
be in position to reproduce the sound-waves. 50
The peculiar friction resulting from the small
disks not only positively carries the record
with the table, but also allows the former to

yield slightly. This form of table also has
the advantage over the usual plain pad of felt, 55
rubber, or other frictional material in that no
air is confined between the surface of the ta-

ble and record to reduce the frictional hold be-

tween the same.
Minor changes in detail may be made by one 60

skilled in the art without affecting the spirit

of my invention, and I do not wish to be lim-
ited to the exact form and arrangement of
parts as herein set forth; but
What I claim, and desire to protect by Let- 65

ters Patent, is

—

1. A turn-table for talking-machines, com-
prising a rotatable disk, of light non-metallic
material having a plurality of series of re-

cesses at intervals in its upper surface, flat 70
pads of soft rubber secured in said recesses, to
project from said surface, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. A turn-table for talking-machines com-
prising a rotatable disk of duranoid, having a 75
plurality of series of recesses at intervals in

its upper surface, small disks of soft rubber
secured in said recesses, to project from said
surface, substantially as described.

3. In combination, a turn-table for talking- 80

machines comprising a rotatable disk having a
plurality of series of recesses at intervals in

its upper surface, small disks of soft rubber
secured in said recesses, to project from said
surface, and a sound record-disk carried by 85
said table, substantially as described.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
hand this 10th day of March, A. D. 1902.

ELDRIDGE R. JOHNSON.
Witnesses:

S. V. COXETTER,
J. K. MUNNERLYN.
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To all whom, it may concern:

Be it known that we, James Le Mon and
Ferdinand - Christoph von Heydebrand
und der Lasa, citizens of the United States,

5 and residents of New York, in the county of
New York and State ofNew York, have invent-

ed certain new and useful Improvements in

Disk Talking-Machines, of which the follow-

ing is a specification,
f o This invention relates to what are known as

"talking-machines" of the "disk" variety,

such as the gramophone, xonophone, Colum-
bia, Victor, &c.
The object of this invention is to render

15 said machines capable of reproducing the

sounds, both vocal and instrumental, recorded
on the disks or records with complete fidelity.

accuracy, volume, and expression.
The requisite uniformly-level rotation of

20 the record is obtained by assuring the per-

pendicularity of the main carrying-plate spin-

dle and so boxing it in at its base as to pre-
vent any tendency to lift while rotating and
giving the carrying-plate an increased gravity
to annul its centrifugal tendency to undulate
at the periphery and by properly supporting
the said heavy carrying-plate rigidly upon its

driving -spindle. The increased gravity of
the carrying-plate is obtained by the addi-
tion to the present plate of a disk, plate, seg-
ment ring or rings of (preferably) non-reso-
nant material or metal, preferably lead, at-

tached to or cast with or upon said carrying-
plate, or said plate may be made of an inte-

gral lead casting or sheet centrally bushed
with a threaded bushing through which the
spindle passes and is screwed in.

When our invention is adapted to old ma-,
chines with the usual carrying-plate, the ad-

4° ditional weight may be in a form of a disk or
disks, ring or rings, plate or plates, segment
or segments, so attached to either (preferably
the "lower") face of the present carrying-
plate as to cause a proper distribution of bal-

45 ance in same, or peripheral rings or segments
may be cast onto or attached to the said carry-
ing-plate. As regards the material used to

increase the gravity of the carrying-plate we
prefer to use lead on account of its great

25

3°

35

6q

70

weight per area and its lack of resilience 50
which prevents any vibration which may arise

from the use of resonant metal for this pur-
pose. The gravity of the carrying-plate may
be increased up to any practical degree ac-

cording to the size of the instrument for the 55
desired result. Any tendency which the

main spindle which drives the rotating carry-

ing-plate may have to lift while rotating is

prevented by placing an overhang cover on
the step-box in which the spindle-pivot re- 60

volves, the overhang in the step-box cover
forming contact with a shoulder made on the

pivot to prevent its leaving the box or rising

beyond the lower face of the overhang cover.

This arrangement in combination with the

greatly - increased gravity of the carrying-

plate prevents all ill effects from radial cen-

tri fugal action or undulatory motion of the car-

rying-plate and the record fastened thereon.

In the accompanying drawings, wherein our
invention is shown as applied to the carrying-

plate of a disk talking-machine as at present

constructed by the addition of weight there-

to and also to a new machine wherein the

carrying-plate is made originally or cast of 75
sufficient weight, similar parts are always de-

noted by similar letters.

Figure 1 is a vertical section of the parts of

the instrument showing our invention; Fig. 2,

a top plan of carrying-plate and spindle; Fig. 80

3, a bottom part of carrying-plate and boss;

Fig. 4, a vertical section of upper end of

spindle; Fig. 5, a vertical section of lower
end of spindle.

A indicates the carrying-plate for the disk- 85

record. Said carrying-plate is made heavier

by the addition thereto of a disk or disks,

plate or plates, ring or rings, segment or seg-

ments, block or blocks a of a preferably non-
resonant metal—lead, for instance—and is 9°

fitted with an internally - threaded passage,

bushing, or socket a! for the passage and at-

tachment of spindle B. The plate A has cast

onto or affixed to it on its under side a bal-

ancing internally-threaded boss a~ to insure 95

level rotation on spindle B, said boss forming
a vertical extension of plate A.
B indicates the driving-spindle for carrying-
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plate A, which spindle has thereon a main
screw-thread i, running from the level of the

upper face of the carrying-plate down to and
below the under side of said carrying-plate

and its threaded boss or extension and also a

smaller threaded top portion of less diameter,

//, for the internally-threaded knob or clamp
plate If, which secures the record to the face

of the carrying-plate A, and said spindle B has

at its lower extremity a pivot C, upon which
it rotates.

C indicates the pivoted lower end of driv-

ing-spindle B. This pivot is formed of greater

diameter than the rest of the spindle above it,

so as to form a shoulder c to prevent its lift-

ing in the step-box D, and it finishes at the

extreme lower end in cone form turned true

to fit and work in its step-box D.
D indicates the step-box for pivot of spindle

B, having thereon an overhang removable
cover d, screwed to its upper end, to over-

hang the shoulder c on the pivot C, and thus

prevent it from rising in its step while re-

volving.

E indicates the disk-record, containing the

groove or music-track for the reception and
guidance of stylus K, actuated by sound-
box L.

Having thus described our invention and
the method of carrying same into effect, we
claim as follows:

1. In a disk talking-machine, a weighted-
disk -record support, a vertical shaft upon
which said support is mounted, a box-step for

35 the lower end of said shaft, and a cap for said

box-step engaging said shaft to prevent ver-

tical movement of said shaft, as described.

-5

3°

2. In a disk talking-machine, a weighted-
clisk-record support, a shaft upon which the

support is mounted, a supporting-disk beneath 4°

said weighted disk and adjustable upon said

shaft and a clamping-cap to clamp against the
weighted-disk support.

3. In a disk talking-machine a weighted-
disk - record support, a vertical shaft upon 45

,

which said support is mounted, the lower end
of said shaft being fitted with a shoulder and
turning in a box-step and a cap to prevent
vertical movement of said shaft.

4. In a disk talking-machine, a weighted- 50

disk -record support, a vertical shaft upon
which said support is mounted, the lower end
of said shaft being fitted with a larger cylin-

drical portion terminating in an inverted cone
forming a shouldered pivot and turning in a 55

box-step and a cap overhanging said shoulder

and box-step to prevent vertical movement of

said shaft, which said shaft is at its upper end
properly threaded for securing thereon the

weighted-disk support, and a supporting-disk 60

beneath said weighted disk, and a clamping-
cap above said weighted disk for clamping
the music-record to the said weighted-disk-

record support.

Signed at New York, in the county of New 65

York and State of New York, this 14th day of

August, A. D. 1902.

JAMES LE MON.

FEKDINAND-CHIUSTOPH
HEIDEBRAND

Witnesses:
A. J. DONAGHY,
Chas. J. Hamburg.

YON
UNI) DER LASA.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that we, Fritz Lochmann and
William Lochmann, subjects of the King- of

Saxony, residing at Zeulenroda II, Reuss, Ger-
5 many, have invented new and useful Improve-
ments in Devices for Releasing Reproducers
from Records of Talking-Machines, of which
the following is a specification.

At the close of a play, talk, or the like the
io reproducer or horn should be released or lifted

off the record. For accomplishing this re-

sult promptly at the close of the play, even
when of short duration, it has been the prac-

tice to abruptly deflect the spiral line along
i 5 which are the undulations with a sharp rise

toward the center. By this movement the re-

lease or clearing device for the reproducer or
horn is brought into operation. This arrange-
ment, however, has a disadvantage that the

20 point of the reproducer does not respond to

the sudden deflection and runs or jumps out
of the shallow depression of the spiral groove.
To avoid this objection, it is proposed accord-
ing to this invention to apply an adjustable

25 rod above the record to serve as a guide for
the point of the reproducer and abruptly di-

vert the same at the end of the play toward
the center of the record, so as to bring the re-

lease for the reproducer or horn into action.

30 This invention is illustrated in the accom-
panying drawings, in which—
Figure 1 is a plan view of the record of a

talking-machine with this arrangement. Fig.
2 is a side elevation of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a plan

35 view of a modification. Fig. 4 shows a modi-
fication in which the guide-finger is shown as
a spring -arm contacting with the plate or
disk. Fig. 5 is a side elevation of Fig. 4.

Fig. 6 shows a modified form of the carrier
4° for the guide-finger. Fig. 7 is a side eleva-

tion of Fig. 6.

The record A is provided, as known, with
the spirally-arranged undulations or sound-
marks. Above the axis of rotation B of the

45 plate a disk C is to be placed which carries
the adjustable rod or finger D, which serves
to guide the point to direct the reproducer of

the talking-machine at the close of the piece
toward the center of the driving-axle. If,

for example, the point of the reproducer has 50
finished the piece at E, the guide D is ad-

justed to this position and on continued rota-

tion of record A the point of the gramo-
phone glides along the guide toward the cen-
ter of the record, and thereby moves the re- 55
leasing mechanism into action, as well known.
The manner in which the guide D, forming

the mechanical arrangement for releasing the
reproducer, is arranged is immaterial so far

as the present invention is concerned. The 60

essence of the arrangement is that an adjust-

able rod or feeler is applied projected over
the record. The rod must be adjustable, so
that it can be set in accordance with the size

of the piece being played or reproduced. To 65
what extent it is projected over the record is

immaterial.

In the example shown in Fig. 1 the rod D
is applied to a plate C, slipped over the driv-

ing - axle B of record A or which can be 70
screwed to such axle. This rod D is com-
posed of a wire which can be straight or bent
or be given a certain bend and brace by the
application of a stud F. The rod D is fas-

tened at one end to the button G, so that by 75
turning the button the rod can be extended
more or less over the plate C.
The plate C is of such size that the release

mechanism of the reproducer comes into ac-

tion as soon as the plate C is reached. The 80

plate has an inclined edge H, so that the point
of the reproducer can run up onto the plate
even when the release device for the repro-
ducer should not operate at once.

Fig. 3 shows another construction of rod 85
and which is indicated by the reference char-
acter D'. It is in this case made straight and
by sliding is set more or less over the surface
of plate C. The rod D' could, however, also

be given any other desired form than that as 90
shown. It can be applied directly to the but-
ton G' in any manner above the record A'
without requiring the plate C. In view of
the sensitiveness of the reproducer it is ad-
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visable that the rod D' should be elastic, so

that on contacting with the point of the re-

producer the deviation will be accomplished
without injury.

5 In the form of construction shown in Figs.

4 and 5 the guide or finger D2
is shown as a

spring-arm which lies against the boundary
or rim of the plate C2

. By turning the but-

ton G2
the arm can be caused to make more

io or less firm contact. For this purpose the

button, by means of an arm or, as shown in

the drawings, by means of rotary disk I
2
, se-

cured to the button, engages an arm K2
of

the finger D2
. In the example shown the con-

15 nection between rotary disk I
2 and arm K2

is effected by pin L2
of a pin-and-slot connec-

tion. By turning the button G2
disk l

2
is ro-

tated and the arm Ka on the finger D2
is actu-

ated, so that said finger will swing from or
20 contact with the circumference of the disk C2

.

In the form of construction shown in Figs.

6 and 7 in place of the ring-shaped disk a car-

rier C3
is employed, carrying the finger D3

or

formed directly into such finger. As the car-

25 rier or body C3
is not secured to shaft B3

, it

must be so heavy that its own weight will se-

cure it against displacement. To bring the

finger D3
into position, the latter in this case

is not moved on the carrier, but the entire

30 carrier or body C3
is movably arranged on

the plate A3
. The carrier C3

is retained on
the record-disk by its own weight.

What we claim as our invention, and desire

to secure by Letters Patent, is—

1. A mechanism for freeing the reproducer 35
from the record of a talking-machine, com-
prising an adjustable rod above the record
set to correspond with the end of the piece or
undulation to guide the point of the repro-
ducer for directing the reproducer to the cen- 4°
ter of the record for enabling the release to

come into operation.

2. A mechanism for freeing the reproducer
from the record of a talking-machine com-
prising a rod, a plate to which the rod is con- 45
nected, and a driving-axle onto which said

plate is secured or slipped.

3. A mechanism for freeing the reproducer
from the record of a talking-machine com-
prising a spring-rod, a driving-axle, and a 5°

plate secured or connected to the axle and to

which plate the rod is secured.

4. A mechanism for freeing the reproducer
from the record of a talking-machine com-
prising a spring-rod, a driving-axle, and a 55
plate secured or connected to the axle and to

which plate the rod is secured, said plate hav-
ing a stud for enabling the rod to be braced
and held at a desired bend or curvature.

In testimony whereof we have hereunto set 60

our hands in the presence of two subscribing
witnesses.

FRITZ LOCHMANN.
WILLIAM LOCHMANN.

Witnesses:
Hans Neuer,
GtJSTAV MtJXLER.
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5

To nil whom it may concern :

Be it known that I, Eldridge R. Johnson,
a citizen of the United States, and a resident

of the city of Philadelphia, State of Pennsyl-
vania, have invented certain new and useful

Improvements in Cutting-Topis for Sound-Re-
cording Machines, of which the following is a

full, clear, and exact description, reference be-

ing had to the accompanying drawings, form-
ing part of this specification.

My invention has relation to tools for cut-

ting records in sound-recording machines; and
it consists in the construction hereinafter de-

scribed and claimed.

In producing records upon sound-recording
machines for use upon talking-machines, such
as the gramophones, where the sound-waves
are recorded in the sides of the groove in the

record instead of in the base, as in the type
of machine of which the phonograph is an
illustration, it is essential in order to produce
a clear record that the material be cleanly and
neatly cut from the groove in the process of

recording, so that sharp well-defined lines will

be formed in the walls of the groove. I have
discovered that in order to produce the best

results these side walls of the groove must be
at a slight angle to the face of the plate or

record and the groove must be widest at the

mouth. Where the walls are perpendicular
or slightly wider at a point below the mouth
of the groove, inferior results are produced,
and the record is by no means as durable.

The object of my present invention is to

35 provide a cutting-tool for cutting grooves in

wax oi" other suitable material for recording
sound - waves of the construction above re-

ferred to, my aim being to provide a tool of

microscopic proportions peculiarly formed
with a flat face of substantially oval form, the

edges of the oval being cutting edges to cleanly

cut the material from the resultant groove,

leaving sharp smooth well-defined edges, the

flat face being preferably obliquely disposed

to the axial line of the tool, so that when in

position in operation to present a cutting-face

substantially perpendicular.

It is clear that my invention may also be

applicable toother constructions of recording-

machines than that hereinbefore more particu- 50

larly referred to.

In the accompanying drawings, which illus-

trate my invention and the application thereof

on an enlarged scale, Figure 1 is a partially-

sectional view representing my improved tool 55
in position attached to the stylus-bar of the

stylus or tool of a sound-recording machine
in the process of cutting a recording-groove
upon a plate of wax or other semiplastic ma-
terial. Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the 60

cutting-tool detached. Fig. 3 is an enlarged
cross-sectional view of a recording-plate. show-
ing the walls of the groove as formed by my
improved cutting-tool. Fig. 4 is a similar

view illustrating the face of the cutting-tool 65

in position in the groove. Fig. 5 is a plan

view of a recording- plate of circular form
with the recording-grooves provided in the

face thereof. Fig. 6 illustrates to an exag-
gerated extent a section of a record-groove 70

with the lines of the sound-waves in the sides

thereof.

A represents the cutting-tool, secured upon
the end of the stylus-bar h through the me-
dium of the T-shaped section B, the upper 75
end of the tool A being secured in the orifice

V of the section B through the medium of the

thumb-screw /<"'.

The tool A is necessarily for the purposes
of illustration very much enlarged in the 80

drawings, as in practice the cutting-face of the

instrument is preferably reduced to two and
a half one-thousandths of an inch in its largest

diameter, and the greatest care must be ob-
served in the preparation of the cutting-face. 85

The tool A is preferably conical, being at the
upper end of a suitable diameter to be evenly
held in the stylus-section B through the me-
dium of the thumb-screw //"' and gradually re-

duced to or near the cutting-face a to a diam- 90

eter of about two and a half one-thousandths
of an inch. The face a is cut and formed,
preferably, at an angle to the axial line of the
tool A, so that when the tool is in position in

operation at about the angle illustrated in 95
Fig. 1 the cutting-face will assume an angle
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substantially vertical or at about a right angle

to the face of the plate upon which the record

is being produced. The edges a' of the cut-

ting-face form, preferably, substantially an

5 ellipse. These edges a are carefully formed
to present a cutting edge, so that as the mov-
ing record is traveled against the face a of

the tool A when held in position, as indicated

in Fig. 1, the knife-edges a! will cleanly cut
to the material from the record, forming a clean-

cut groove, with the undulation or sound-
waves produced by the vibration of the stylus

formed in the record, as shown in Fig. 5 and
illustrated in cross - section in Fig. 3. The

1 5 shape of the face a is preferably the resultant

of a cone intersected by a plane at an angle to

its axis.

In operation any suitable means are pro-

vided for preventing the cutting-tool from en-
20 tering the wax beyond the line, as approxi-

mately indicated in Figs. 1, 3, and 4. The
tool should enter to a line slightly below the

greatest diameter of the face a, as indicated

in Fig. 4. It is understood that in reproduc-
25 ing the record thus formed may be used for

reproducing purposes directly, or a more du-

rable and indestructible record may be repro-
duced by various processes from the original
record. This feature, however, forms no part
of my present invention herein described. 30
Having thus described my invention, what

I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat-
ent, is

—

In a sound-recording machine, a cutting-
tool comprising a needle having a conical end 35
portion terminating in a surface having the
form of a conic section taken at an angle to
the axis of the needle, the surface of the conic
section being at such an angle to the axis that
when the needle is in the correct relation to a 40
recording-surface, the former will be substan-
tially perpendicular to said recording-surface
and whereby chips of material will be deflected

from the groove and the free cutting side edges
of the conic section will have free and untram- 45
meled action, substantially as described.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
hand this 12th day of August, A. D. 1898.

'

ELDFJDGE R. JOHNSON,
Witnesses:

Benj. F. Perkins,
Horace Pettit,
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Eldridge R. Johnson,
a citizen of the United States, and a resident

of the city of Philadelphia, State of Pennsyl-
5 vania, have invented certain new and useful

Improvements in Methods of Affixing Tablets
to Sound-Records, and particularly to Flat
Disk Records, of which the following is a full,

clear, and complete disclosure.

io The object of my invention is to provide a

method by which these tablets can be affixed

to sound-records in an inexpensive and con-
venient manner and which when so affixed

will not project beyond the surface thereof
15 and will afford means for carrying identify-

ing marks or characters contrasting in such a
manner with the sound-record as to be easily

and readily legible.

In United States Letters Patent No. 739, 3 18,
20 granted September 22, 1903, for sound-recJ

ord upon an application made by myself is

shown a sound-record and affixed tablet made
by the method forming the subject of this ap-
plication.

25 In the accompanying drawings I haveshown
one form of apparatus by means of which my
method can be practiced, although it is to be
understood that other apparatus may be em-
ployed, since this apparatus is selected as a

30 good example for the purpose of illustrating

my novel method.
In said drawings, Figure 1 is a view in per-

spective, showing the manner in which the

lower die-plate, matrix, and tablet are assem-

35 bled. Fig. 2 is a sectional view of the va-

rious parts assembled between the upper and
lower die-plate in affixing the tablet accord-
ing to my method. Fig. 3 is a central sec-

tional elevation of the record with the tablet

4° applied thereto. Fig. 4 is a central sectional

elevation of the various parts assembled as in

Fig. 2 when a tablet-plate is employed.
The material of which a sound -record is

made, as is well known, softens under the appli-

45 cation of heat, and in this method I make use
of this property of the material—that is to

say, I soften a sound-record by the applica-

tion of heat— and while the same is in a semi-

plastic or gelatinous state I impress into the
surface thereof a tablet, so tlrat when the rec- 50
ord hardens after the withdrawal of the heat
said tablet is wholly within the confines of

the record, or, in other words, is flush with
or below the surface of the record, and as a
further step of my method, although my in- 55
vention is not limited thereto, I make use of
the adhesive character of the material com-
posing the sound -record when the same is

softened by the application of heat, so that

by impressing the tablet into the surface there- 60

of and into intimate contact with the plastic

or gelatinous record it adheres thereto with-
out the emplo.vment of other adhesive means.

It is well known that the record-grooves A
of the sound-record disk B, Fig. 3, are made 65

by assembling the material forming the rec-

ord, which has been previously heated and
rendered plastic, with a matrix and subjecting
the same to pressure, and my method can be
carried out at the same time. For instance, in 70

Fig. 1 I show a lower die-plate C and a ma-
trix D thereon, while upon the central por-
tion of the matrix is the tablet E, which it is

desired to affix to the sound- record by my
method, the centering-pin F, rising from the 75
lower die-plate C, passing through the ma-
trix D and tablet E.
A layer of material of which the record is

formed having been heated and rendered plas-

tic is placed upon the matrix and tablet, as 80
shown at B in Fig. 2, and then the upper die-

plate G is placed upon the plastic material,
being held in place by the dowel-pins H en-
tering sockets J in the lower die-plate C, the
centering-pin F passing into an opening K in 85

the upper die-plate G. When thus assem-
bled, these partsare subjected to pressure in

a suitable press, and after being removed
therefrom and separated the record-grooves
are impressed into the sound-record. The 90
tablet E is also impressed into the surface of
said sound-record and is permanently affixed

thereto, either flush or below the surface
thereof.

In practicing the method as above described 95
the face of the tablet is practically flush with
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the face of the record; but I also in some cases

depress the tablet-surface below that of the

record, as illustrated in Fig. 4. In this case

in assembling' the parts a tablet-plate L, hav-

5 ing a central opening for the centering-pin,

is placed upon the matrix, and the tablet-plate

E upon said plate L, with the face of the lat-

ter next to the tablet either plain, embossed,
or engraved, as shown in Fig. 4, in which lat-

i° ter case the tablet so depressed would likewise

be engraved or embossed. When the parts

thus assembled are subjected to pressure, the

tablet-plate L depresses the tablet E below the

surface of the record B, whereby in use the
J 5 tablet is protected.

It is obvious that the shape of the tablet is

immaterial and that it may be made of vari-

ous materials—for instance, paper or any other
suitable material—and that the identifying-

20 marks can be applied thereto in any manner
desired.

Having thus described my invention, what
I claim, and desire to protect by Letters Pat-

ent of the United States, is

—

25 1. The herein-described method of affixing

a tablet to a sound-record, composed of a ma-
terial, which softens under the application of

heat, which consists in softening the record
by the application of heat, and impressing a

30 tablet into the surface thereof.

2. The herein-described method of affixing

a tablet to a sound-record composed of a ma-
terial which softens and becomes adhesive un-

der the application of heat, which consists in

35 softening and making the record adhesive by
the application of heat, and impressing a tab-

let into the surface thereof.

3. The herein-described method of affixing

a tablet to a sound-record composed of a ma-
40 terial, which is gelatinous when heated and

hardens when cold, which consists in heating

the said disk and impressing a tablet into the

surface thereof to be held therein solely by
the adhesion of such material.

4. The hereinbefore-described method of 45
affixing tablets to record-disks, which com-
prises the following steps: first, interposing a
tablet between the matrix and the plastic ma-
terial from which the record is to be formed;
second, forcingthe material into intimate con- 50
tact with the matrix and tablet by subjecting

the same to pressure.

5. The hereinbefore-described method of

affixing tablets to record-disks, which com-
prises the following steps: first, interposing a 55
tablet and a tablet-plate between the matrix
and the plastic material from which the record
is to be formed; second, forcing the material

into intimate contact with the matrix and tab-

let by subjecting the same to pressure. 60

6. The hereinbefore-described method of

affixing tablets to record-disks, which com-
prises the following steps: first, interposing a

tablet and an engraved tablet-plate between
the matrix and the plastic material from which 65

the record is to be formed; second, forcing

the material into intimate contact with the ma-
trix and tablet by subjecting the same to pres-

sure.

7i The hereinbefore-described method of 70

labeling sound-record disks, which comprises
the following steps: first, interposing a tablet-

plate between the matrix and the plastic ma-
terial from which the record is to be formed;
second, forcing the material into intimate con- 7 5

tact with the matrix and the tablet-plate by
subjecting the same to pressure.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
hand this 6th day of October, A. D. 1903.

ELDMDGE R. JOHNSON.

Witnesses:
Lewis H. Van Dusen,
Chas. K. Bennett.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Leon F. Douglass, a
citizen of the United States, and a resident of
Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvania, have in-

5 vented certain new and useful Improvements
in Cabinets for Talking-Machines, of which
the following is a full, clear, and complete dis-

closure.

The object of my invention is to provide a
io talking- machine cabinet within which the

principal parts of the talking-machine may be
inclosed when the machine is not in use and
also within which the sound-producing parts
of the machine may be inclosed when the ma-

15 chine is in operation, so as not only to pre-

vent the delicate parts from becoming injured,

but also to prevent superfluous and disagree-
able sounds from mingling with the vibrations

produced by the talking-machine.
20 In general my invention consists in placing

a casing upon the top of the usual motor cas-

ing or box, said upper casing being divided
centrally, so that one part will turn or swing
back upon the other, and being provided with

25 a slot within which the arm of the talking-

machine is adapted to freely reciprocate.

For a full, clear,and exact description of my
invention reference may be had to the fol-

lowing specification and to the accompanying
30 drawings, forming a part thereof, in which—

Figure 1 shows a perspective view of my
improved cabinet, the parts of the casing be-
ing closed. Fig. 2 is a perspective view sim-
ilar to Fig. 1, but showing the front part of

35 the casing turned back. Fig. 3 is a perspec-
tive view showing the upper part of the cas-

ing entirely removed.
Referring to the drawings, the numeral 1

indicates the usual casing for the talking-ma-
4° chine motor, which has attached at one side

thereof the bracket or supporting-arm 2. This
bracket 2 is adapted to support and form a
vertical bearing for the hollow arm 3 of the
talking -machine proper. The inner end of

45 the arm 3 carries a vertically-pivoted sound-
box 4, which is adapted to cooperate with the
sound-record 5, carried upon the turn-table 6,

the latter being rotated by the usual spring-
motor within the casing 1.

The numerals 7 and 8 represent two similar 50

rectangular portions of a casing or cover which
rests upon the top of the motor-casing 1 and
are hinged together at their inner edges by the

hinges 9. The rear portion 8 of this casing is

also hinged to the motor-casing 1, as shown at 55
10. In the adjacent vertical sides of each of

the parts 7 and 8 of the removable casing are

provided openings 11, which when the casing
is closed form a continuous slot within which
the arm 3 may oscillate when the casing is 60

closed, as shown in Fig. 1. This slot is made
of sufficient length to allow the arm to swing
to the extreme limits of the path within which
the stylus or needle of the sound-box travels

when the machine is in operation. 65

In operation the casing is first opened, as

shown in Fig. 2, which allows the sound-rec-
ord to be placed upon the turn-table, the needle
of the sound-box to be adjusted to its groove,
and the motor to be started. The casing is then 70

closed or placed in a position shown in Fig. 1,

after which the machine is allowed to operate
in the usual manner until the particular selec-

tion contained in the record is finished. The
casing is then manipulated in a manner reverse 75

to that above described.

If it is desired to have the top of the motor-
casing 1 completely free and unobstructed, the

whole casing may be thrown back, as shown
in Fig. 3, which allows the turn-table and any 80

other of the upper parts of the motor-casing
to be made easily accessible. The amplify-
ing-horn 12 being pivoted on the support or
bracket 2, the same may be turned in any di-

rection to throw the sound wherever desired 85

and also may be moved to extend outwardly,
as shown in Fig. 2, so that the portions of

the casing 7 and 8 may be swung backward
without interfering with said horn.

By providing a casing such as above de- 90

scribed the operative parts of the machine
which produce the sound are not only pro-
tected and kept free from dust at all times,

but when the machine is in operation the dis-

agreeable noises or sounds which may some- 95
times be produced by the sound-box or by
the needle passing over the material of the

record are obviated and made unobjectionable.
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The casing when closed has a neat and at-

tractive appearance and is adapted to be
placed in a parlor or drawing-room with the
same pleasing effect as is produced by other

5 kinds of music-boxes.
Having thus described the nature of my in-

vention, what I claim, and desire to protect by
Letters Patent of the United States, is

—

1. In a cabinet for talking-machines, com-
j o prising a motor-casing, a removable cover or

casing carried by said motor-casing and hav-
ing an opening therein, reproducing mechan-
ism supported outside of and passing through
said opening and means to allow the removal

iS of said cover without displacing said repro-
ducing mechanism.

2. A cabinet for talking-machines, compris-
ing a motor-casing, a removable cover or cas-

ing carried by said motor-casing and having
20 a slot therein, reproducing mechanism sup-

ported outside of said cover and passing
through said slot, the cover being made in

parts so as to allow said reproducing mechan-
ism to remain undisturbed when said cover

2$ having the slot is removed.
3. In a cabinet for talking-machines com-

prising a motor-casing, a removable cover or
casing carried by said motor-casing and hav-

ing a slot therein, reproducing mechanism

supported outside of said cover by the motor- 30
casing and passing through said slot, the cover
being divided through said slot so as to pro-
vide an outlet from said slot so that said cover
may be removed without displacing the repro-
ducing mechanism. 35

I. A cabinet for talking-machines, compris-
ing a motor-casing, a divided removable cas-

ing mounted upon said motor-casing, the parts
of said divided casing having corresponding
openings forming a slot to allow of the oscil- 4°
lation of the sound - box supporting - arm
therein.

5. A cabinet for talking-machines, compris-
ing a motor-casing, a centrally-divided remov-
able casing hinged to said motor-casing, piv- 45
oted connections for the sections of said di-

vided casing and corresponding elongated
openings in the side of the said divided casing
which form a slot when the casing is closed

within which the sound-box supporting-arm 50

of the talking-machine may oscillate.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
hand this 2d day of September, 1903.

LEON F. DOUGLASS.
Witnesses:

R. E. Klenck,
Peter Hacegalup.
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 779,033, dated January 3, 1905.

Application filed April 27, 1904. Serial No. 205,175,

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Charles J. Eichhorn,
a citizen of the United States, residing at New-
ark, in the county of Essex and State of New

5 Jersey, have invented certain new and useful

Improvements in Amplifying-Horns; and I do
hereby declare the foliowing1 to be a full, clear,

and exact description of the invention, such
as will enable others skilled in the art to which

10 it appertains to make and use the same, ref-

erence being had to the accompanying draw-
ings, and to numerals of reference marked
thereon, which form a part of this specification

.

The objects of this invention are to direct

15 the amplified sound-waves from a talking-ma-
chine in accordance with the desire of the op-
erator and the peculiar conditions of the room,
whereby the amplified sound may be thrown
or centered to that part of the room where the

jo auditors are assembled or stationed, thereby
enabling articulations of a reproduced speech
or song to be more perfectly understood and
the reproductions be rendered more agreeable
and pleasing to the said auditors.

A further object is to provide a horn which
can be changed in position to give different

sound effects from a given machine without
removing the horn from the speaker or re-

producer and to secure other advantages and
results, some of which may be hereinafter re-

ferred to in connection with the description

of the working parts.

The invention consists in the improved am-
plifying-horn and in the arrangements and

35 combinations of parts of the same, all sub-

stantially as will be hereinafter set forth and
finally embraced in the causes of the claim.

Referring to the accompanying drawings, in

which like numerals of reference indicate cor-

responding parts in each of the several figures,

Figure 1 is a side elevation of the improved
amplifying-horn. Fig. 2 is an end view of the

same. Fig.3 is a section taken on line as,Fig. 1.

In said drawings, 10 indicated the body of
the horn, having a small cylindrical end 11,

adapted to be coupled to the speaker of a

sound-reproducing machine in any suitable

manner. 12 is the bell end of the horn. Said

horn may be of sheet metal, paper, or any other
suitable material. Heretofore horns for talk- 50

ing- machines, &c, have been circular in cross-

section or end elevation, and so have directed

the amplified sound-waves uniformly in all

directions from the longitudinal axis of the
horn. In my improved construction the horn 55
is made oval or elliptical in cross-section, as

shown in Figs. 2 and 3, both at the bell end
and along the body thereof, the body at the
small end gradually changing from a circle to

an ellipse. Thus constructed the sound-rays 60

are directed over an oblong area, and thus
should the oblong horn be disposed vertically,

as shown in Fig. 2, the rays are directed to-

ward the vertical plane of the axis of the horn,
and in this relation the horn is adapted to con- 65

centrate or direct the sound to a selected por-
tion of the hall or room where an audience
may be gathered, or should I prefer to spread
the sound horizontally over the said hall and
prevent much of the sound rising toward a 70
high ceiling, where it would be lost to the au-
ditors, I may simply turn the horn on its axis

to a horizontal position without detaching it

from the machine, and thus adjusted the
sound will be concentrated horizontally, so 75
that the sound rays or waves may be more
perfectly audible to the listeners.

The body of the horn is provided with two
eyelets 13 14, preferably soldered or riveted

thereto, one of the eyelets being in the plane 80

of the shortest diameter of the horn and the
other in the plane of the longest diameter of

the horn, and to said eyelets a suspensory de-

vice, such as the ring 15, may be detachably
secured. 85

In practice the operation of the horn is such
as is common to all horns of this class, with
the exception that the sound-rays are differ-

ently directed, as above explained, and the
sound thereof modified accordingly. 90
Having thus fully described the invention,

what 1 claim as new is

—

1. The improved amplifying-horn herein de-

scribed, comprising a flaring body which is

oval or elliptical in cross - section, the said 95
body being provided with two eyelets, one of
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which is in the longer and the other in the

shorter diametrical plane of the said body.
2. The improved amplifying-horn herein de-

scribed, having a round small end and an oval

large end, the said body being provided with
suspensory means in its longer and shorter

diametrical planes, substantially as set forth.

In testimony that I claim the foregoing I

have hereunto set my name this 18th day of

April, 1904.

CHARLES J. EICHHORN.
Witnesses:

Charles H. Pell,
Russell M. Everett.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Frank C. Hassett, a
citizen of the United States, residing- at Kelso,

county of Cowlitz, and State of Washington,
5 have invented a certain new and useful Im-
provement in Attachments for Talking-Ma-
chines, of which the following is a specifica-

tion.

My invention relates to a new and useful
io improvement in attachment for talking-ma-

chines, and has for its object to provide an at-

tachment to be removably secured to the
sound-box of a talking-machine having two
or more branches to which two or more horns

15 or tubes may be attached for conveying the
sound to different portions of the room or to

different persons.

With these ends in view this invention con-
sists in the details of construction and combi-

20 nation of elements hereinafter set forth and
then specifically designated by the claim.

In order that those skilled in the art to

which this invention appertains may under-
stand how to make and use the same, the con-

25 struction and operation will now be described
in detail, referring to the accompanyingdraw-
ings, forming a part of this specification, in

which

—

Figure 1 is a side elevation of the attach-

30 ment attached to a sound-box; Fig. 2, a plan
view of the same, portions being broken
away.
A represents the sound-box of the talking-

machine. B is an elbow connected to the

35 same, the forward end of this elbow being
reduced, as shown at O
D is the attachment, having a socket d,

adapted to be slipped on the reduced portion
of the elbow B. The elbow projects slightly

40 within the elevated chamber d', and the at-

tachment D is provided with two or more
branches, each of which terminates in the re-

duced portion D', upon which the horns or
tubes may be secured. The branches of the

45 attachmentD communicate with the elongated

chamber and extend out at angles from one
another, so that when the horns are attached
the sound may be thrown to different portions

of the room, so that the whole audience can
hear the machine distinctly. 50

This attachment will be of great advantage
in giving entertainments to large audiences,

as it has been observed that where only one
large horn is used people sitting at the ex-

treme of either side of the room cannot hear 55
the machine distinctly, and in some cases not
at all. With this attachment the branches
may be formed at any angle,so that the sound
can be thrown in all directions, and when the
attachment is not desired to be used with 60

horns tubes may be connected for conveying
the sound to different persons.

Of course I do not wish to be limited to the

exact construction here shown, as slight modi-
fications could be made without departing 65

from the spirit of my invention.

Having thus fully described my invention,

what I claim as new and useful is—
In a talking-machine, an elbow having a re-

duced end and a shoulder at the junction of 7°

the main and reduced portions, an attachment
having a curved rear wall terminating at each
end in a branch, a socket projecting from the
rear wall of the chamber fitting on the re-

duced portion of the elbow and the said elbow 75

projecting into the chamber of the attach-

ment, the inner wall of said elbow being un-
interrupted from the sound-box to its dis-

charging end, and a branch formed on the
front wall of the attachment opposite the 80

elbow, the end of all the branches being re-

duced, as and for the purpose described.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto af-

fixed my signature in the presence of two sub-
scribing witnesses.

FRANK C. HASSETT
Witnesses:

Geo. P. Millar,
J. W. Hall.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Louis P. Valiquet, a

citizen of the United States of America, and
a resident of the city of New York, county of

5 New York, State of New York, have invent-

ed certain new and useful Improvements in

Turn-Tables for Talking-Machines, of which
the following is a specification.

My invention relates to talking-machines,
io and is especially applicable to the class of

talking-machines in which disk -shaped Hat

sound - records are employed. The sound-
record groove in such case usually exists in

the form of a spiral line sunk into one face of

15 the disk. The reproducing -machine has a
horizontal table rotating on a vertical axis

and means, such as a spring-motor, for rotat-

ing said table. On this table is placed the

sound -record. A reproducing-stylus, main-
20 tained in position above the record, rests in

the sound-groove therein. It is necessary, of

course, that the sound-record shall rotate with
the table, so as to cause the inequalities in the

sound-record groove to vibrate the stylus. In
25 the first machines of this type put upon the

market it was customary to secure this result

by clamping the record to the table by means
of a thumb-nut which screwed down on a cen-

tral stud, projecting upward from the center

30 of the table through an opening in the center

of the record-disk. A disadvantage of this

construction is the time consumed in unscrew-
ing and screwing down again the thumb-nut
every time a record is changed and the gen-

35 eral awkwardness of the manipulation re-

quired. In my application Serial No. 699,429,
filed December 16, 1898, 1 have shown an im-
proved means for compelling the record to re-

volve with the table, which consists of a pin
4° projecting upward from the table and at a short

distance from the center thereof into a second
opening in the record-disk. This pin being
rigid and unyielding, however, prevents the
record disk or tablet from lying fiat on the

45 table until the tablet has been turned, so that the

recess comes opposite to the pin. This re-

quires a certain amount of time and effort on
the part of the user, and it is to obviate this

that my present improvement is designed.
50 The preferred form of my invention is em-

bodied in an apparatus shown in the accom-
panying sheet of drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a side elevation of a talking-ma-
chine with my invention applied thereto.

Fig. 2 is a detail sectional view thereof . Fig. 55
3 is a similar section showing a modification.

Fig. 4 is a plan view of a segment of a sound-
record made in conformity with my invention.
Throughout the drawings like reference-fig-

ures indicate like parts. 60

The casing 1 of the machine contains a
spring-motor of any convenient form adapted
to rotate the table 2. The pointed pin 3 pro-

jects upwardly from the center of the table

and is concentric with the axis thereof. The 65
disk or tablet 4 has the spiral sound-record
groove 5 formed in its upper face (see Fig. 4)

in the usual manner. The reproducer 6 is

maintained in position over the record with
its stylus 7 in engagement with the groove 5, 70

all in the usual way. The record-disk has a
central opening 8, with which the pin 3 en-

gages to center the record on the table, and
also has a recess 9 eccentric to the disk, but
inside of the sound-record grooves 5, with 75
which the spring-pin 10, set in a recess bored
in the table 2, engages. This recess 9 may
extend through the disk 4, as shown in Fig.

3; but preferably it only extends part way
through the thickness of the disk, as shown 80

in the remaining figures of drawings, there-

by forming a socket in the under side of the

record-tablet. The pin 10 is forced up into

engagement with the recess 9 by a spring 11
or by any other apparatus producing a yield- 85
ing pressure. The lower end of the pin 10 or
of an extension from it has its head upset, as

at 12, or some other equivalent device is em-
ployed to limit the upward motion of the pin
and prevent the spring from forcing it en- 90
tirely out of its socket.

The table 2 usually has the covering 13, of

cloth or other sound-dampening material, hav-
ing a rough surface, which under ordinary
conditions presents sufficient f rictional resist- 95
ance to prevent the record-tablet from sliding

on its surface. The pin 10 passes through a
suitable opening in said covering 13.

The mode of operating my invention is the
following: The reproducer 6 being swung to 100
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one side the sound-record disk may be in-

stantly removed and a different one put in

place by slipping it over the central pin 3,

the tapering point of which readily enters the

5 hole 8. If the recess 9 drops clown over the

spring-pin 10, the disk is at once locked to the

table and ready for reproduction. In nearly

every case the recess 9 and pin 10 do not reg-

ister at first. The weight of the disk is then

io sufficient, however, to compress spring 11, so

that the record-disk comes to a bearing on the

table. The stylus is then placed in the sound-

groove and the machine started into action.

In many cases the friction of the material 13

15 _is sufficient to cause the record-tablet to ro-

tate with the table 2. If the disk slips on

the cloth 13, the pin 10 soon swings around

under the recess 9, the spring 11 forces the

pin up into engagement with the recess, and
20 the record then becomes locked to the table,

and the reproduction of sound proceeds. A
further advantage of this use of the spring-

pin resides in the fact that when a recess is

provided in a talking-machine record which

25 does not extend entirely through the record-

disk these recesses are liable to be of differ-

ent depths, and when the record is placed upon
the turn-table the pin will adjust itself to the

varying depths of the recesses and obviate the

30 objection that if the depth of the recess

should be shallower than the length of the

projecting end of the pin the table would
rock upon the pin and so cause the record to

operate unevenly and cause the sounds to be

35 produced by the sound-box to be irregular

and unsatisfactory. Of course it is obvious

that the strength of the spring which forces

the pin upward should be fess than the down-
ward force exerted by the r

\\ eight of a sound-

40 record.

The advantages of my invention comprise
simplicity, convenience in manipulation, econ-

omy in first cost, and saving of time to the

operator, combined with certainty of action,

45 the pin 10 engaging the sound-record disk in

a manner that absolutely prevents slipping

unless the parts are broken.

It is evident, of course, that various changes
could be made in the details of construction

50 illustrated without departing from the spirit

and scope of my invention. Other forms of

spring might be used. Different means for

mounting the pin 10 in the table might be
employed and other changes made while still

55 employing the principle of my invention.

Having, therefore, described my invention,

what I claim as new, and desire to protect by
Letters Patent, is

—

1. In a turn-table for talking-machines, the
combination of a fixed pin, a vertically-mov- 60

able eccentric-pin carried by the turn-table,

and a spring forcing said movable pin upward
so that the latter projects a short distance

above the surface of the table, and with a
force slightly less than that of the weight of 65

a record carried by said table.

2. In a turn-table for talking-machines, the

combination of a fixed pin carried by said table,

a vertically-movable eccentric-pin carried by
said table, and a coiled spring surrounding 7°

said movable pin and adapted to force the lat-

ter upward with a force less than the weight
of a record, and normally projecting above
the turn-table so as to engage a sound-record
carried thereon. 75

'',. In a turn-table for talking-machines, the

combination with a centering - pin for the

sound-record, an eccentric vertically-movable

pin carried by a recess in said turn-table, and
a spring normally forcing said pin upward 80

with a force slightly less than the weight of

a sound-record so that a portion of said pin

normally projects above the surface of the ta-

ble for engagement with a sound-record.

4. In a turn-table for talking-machines, the 85

combination of a fixed pin for locating a sound-
record upon said turn-table, a vertically-mov-

able pin carried by said table, means for forc-

ing said pin upward with the yielding pres-

sure slightly less than the force due to the 9°

weight of a sound-record, and means for lim-

iting the upward movement of said pin so that

a certain portion of the length of the pin nor-

mally projects above the surface of the table

to engage with a sound-record carried thereon. 95

5. In a talking-machine, the combination
of a turn-table therefor, a fixed pin carried

by said turn-table, a vertically-movable pin
eccentric to said first-named pin, means for

forcing said vertically-movable pin upward 10c

with a yielding pressure slightly less than the

weight of a sound-record, and a sound-record
carried by said turn-table having recesses

therein adapted to engage said fixed pin and
said movable pin respectively. io 5

Signed at New York city, New York, this

26th day of March, 1902.

LOUIS P. VALIQUET.

Witnesses:
W. H. PlJMPHREY,
L. E. Pearson.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Alfred Keller, a citi-

zen of Germany, residing at St. Croix, Can-
ton of Vaucl, Switzerland, have invented cer-

5 tain new and useful Improvements in Sound-
Boxes, of which the following is a full, clear,

and exact description.

My invention relates to improvements in

sound recording and reproducing devices, and
io particularly to what is generally termed a

"sound-box."
The object of the invention is to provide a

new and improved means for mounting the
transmitting-arm.

1 5 The invention consists in an instrument em-
bodying the principles illustrated in the ac-

companying single sheet of drawings.
Figure 1 is a plan view of those portions of

an instrument which are necessary to illus-

20 trate the improvements of my invention. Fig.

2 is a side elevation of the same, but show-
ing the casing in section. Fig. 3 is a detail

view showing the construction of the support
for the transmitting member. Fig. 4 is ade-

25 tail side elevation of a portion of the trans-
mitting member. Fig. 5 is a detail view
showing the pivot for transmitting member.

1 is the main body of the casing. 2 is an
annular ring secured thereto.

30 3 is a diaphragm formed of suitable mate-
rial—for instance, mica.

4 4 are small rubber tubes constituting
yielding means for supporting the diaphragm
around its circumference.

35 5 is the main body of the transmitting mem-
ber, which is adapted to carry a stylus of
suitable construction.

6 is the arm of the transmitting member.
7 is a post integral with the arm, which ex-

4° tends in the direction of the axis of the cas-

ing. This is provided with screw-threads.
8 is a nut on the post 7.

\ 9 and 10 are washers, one on each side of
the diaphragm, and 11 is a locking-nut on the

45 inside of the casing. By this means the trans-
mitting member may be securely fastened to

the diaphragm and may be adjusted by means

of the nuts 8 and 11 to obtain any degree of

tension on the diaphragm or any position of

the arm which may be desired. These wash- 50

ers are formed of thin but very tough paper,

which afford a sufficiently yielding seat for

the nuts, but which efficiently support the

diaphragm and close the opening through
which the post 7 extends. The upper washer 55
9 is preferably reinforced on its upper side

by a very thin metal washer 9', which pro-

tects the paper washer. The lower washer,
however, being situated inside the casing,

does not require this reinforcement. 60

12 is a block formed as a part of the casing
and having its edge grooved at right angles
to the transmitting-arm 6.

13 is a block corresponding to 12, but formed
as a part of the transmitting device. The °5

face adjacent the block 12 is grooved.
14 is a wire forming a roller-bearing, which

rests in the grooves in the adjacent faces of

the blocks 12 and 13. This supports a piv-

otal su pport for the transmitting device which 7°

is practically frictionless and which confines

the movement of the transmitting-arm to a
direction at right angles to the diaphragm.

15 is a double-arm spring, which is secured
to the transmitting device by means of a screw 7 5

16. The wire bearing 14 affords a bearing at

both sides of the spring 15, and for this pur-
pose 1 have formed the wire particularly as

shown in Fig. 5.

17 indicates an offset bend to allow for the 80

position of the spring 15 and screw 16.

18 and 19 are two lugs carried by the casing
and integral with the block 12.

20 and 21 are screws which pass through
the spring 15 and take into tapped holes in 85

the lugs 18 and 19. By means of these screws
the transmitting device is secured to the cas-

ing. The tension on the diaphragm 3 up or
down may be varied by adjusting the screws
20 and 21. The spring 15 affords a yielding 9°

support, which distributes the strain on the
transmitting device evenly, so as to permit
the diaphragm to vibrate up and down. To
increase the sensitiveness, I have cut away or
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beveled off the edges of the bearing-block 13

of the transmitting member immediately each
side of the support for the spring 15. This
is shown particularly in Figs. 3 and 4. 22

5 indicates the cut-away portion. Vibrations
are transmitted to and from the diaphragm
without alteration.

While these improvements in the method
of mounting the transmitting member are in

io the direction of simplicity, their advantages
will be well understood by those skilled in the

art. The diaphragm may be removed and re-

placed by any one, while the arm may be ad-

justed as desired.

15 What I claim is

—

1. In a sound-box, the combination of a cas-

ing having a long grooved bearing-block, a

transmitting member having a corresponding
long grooved bearing-block and a continuous

20 wire bearing for pivotally supporting said

transmitting member along said bearings.

2. In a sound-box, the combination of a cas-

ing, a bearing carried thereby, a transmitting

member having a corresponding bearing, a

25 spring carried by said transmitting member
and extending above and below said bearings,

lugs carried by said casing and adjusting-

screws coacting; between the ends of said

spring and said lugs one on each side of the

bearings. 3°

3. In a sound-box, the combination of a cas-

ing, a transmitting member, a spring attached

thereto, adjusting -screws coacting with the

ends of said spring, and a wire forming a long

bearing for said member on each side of said 35

spring.

4. In a sound-box, the combination of a cas-

ing, a transmitting member, a spring, a screw
for attaching said spring to said member, a

wire forming bearings for said member said 4°

wire being bent to offset the head of said screw,

and means for attaching said spring to said

casing.

5. In a sound-box, the combination of a cas-

ing, a diaphragm, a transmitting member, and 45

a long roller-bearing for supporting said mem-
ber on said casing, and means for holding said

transmitting member in position independ-

ently of said bearing.

Signed at Geneva, Switzerland, this 9th day 5°

of June, 1904.

ALFRED KELLER.

Witnesses:
Horace Lee Washington,
L. H. Munier.
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 781,137, dated January 31, 1905.

Application filed August 10, 1904. Serial No. 220,252.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that we, Temple Emery, Jr.,

and William H. Adkins, citizens of the United
States, and residents of St. Louis, State of

5 Missouri, have invented certain new and use-

ful Improvements in Megaphones, of which
the following is a specification and which are
illustrated in the accompanying drawings,
forming a part thereof.

io The object of this invention is to provide
a collapsible megaphone which when not in

use may be folded to so small a compass that

it may be carried in the user's pocket.

To this end the invention consists in a mega-
15 phone having its side walls composed of inter-

folding panels, so that the instrument will col-

lapse or fold to a flat form.
In the accompanying drawings, forming a

part of the specification, Figure 1 is a perspec-
20 tive of the megaphone. Fig. 2 is a detail end

view of the same when open. Fig. 3 is an end
view of the same when closed. Fig. 4 is an end
view showing the megaphone partially closed,

its open form being indicated in dotted lines;

25 and Fig. 5 is an end view of a blank which
may be used in forming the instrument and
showing a modified form of construction.

In the preferred form of construction the
megaphone has a plurality of sides, prefer-

30 ably four, as shown, its shape being that of a
truncated pyramid and each of its sides being
a trapezoid. When the sides, as 10, 11, 12,

and 13, are made of separate pieces, they are
preferably rigid and may be composed of

35 strawboard, tarboard, celluloid, or any other
suitable material. Such sides are united by
any suitable form of hinge, preferably strips

of binders' cloth cemented to both the outside
and inside of the joint.

• Referring to Figs. 2, 3, and 4, it will be
seen that the instrument is folded by pressing
in one of the joints, as 17, until it passes the
central position and folds in the opposite
direction. To accomplish this movement, the
opposite joint, as 16, is necessarily pressed
inwardly until the joint 17 reaches and passes
beyond the position shown in solid lines in

Fig. -1. When the instrument is closed, two
of the sides, as 10 and 13, are folded in be-

65

70

tween the sides 11 and 12, and in order that 50
when so folded the instrument may be com-
pact the two inner sides are preferably of
slightly less width than the two outer sides.

The joints should be made with reference
to ease of flexure in the desired direction only. 55
Inasmuch as the joints 14 and 15 are never
opened beyond approximately a right angle,

the inner joint-strip may be shorter than the
outer one, and the latter should be of suffi-

cient length to permit the adjacent sides to 60
come into contact without strain upon the
joint. Inasmuch as the joint 16 is flexed,

so as to spread the sides 11 and 12 beyond the

right angle, as shown in Fig. 4, it is prefer-

ably looser or more open than the other joints,

and this also provides for the spreading of
the two sides somewhat in order to receive

the sides 10 and 13 when the instrument is

closed. As the joint 17 must be flexed in both
directions, it should also be somewhat loose

or open.

A cheap form of construction may be pro-
vided by not making each of the sides as a
separate piece.

In Fig. 5 is shown a blank adapted to be 75

so constructed as to constitute all of the sides

of a four-side megaphone. Preferably such
blank is scored, as shown at 19, 20, and 21, so

that it will more readily bend to form the

joints, as 14, 16, and 15, respectively, and it 80

is desirable also to reinforce the joints by lin-

ing them with a strip of fabric, as indicated

at 22, 23, and 24. The extreme edges of the
blank are brought together to constitute the

joint corresponding with the joint 17 of Fig. 2, 85

and such edges may be permanently secured
and hinged together in the same manner as is

indicated at 17.

When the instrument is open for use, it is

preferably grasped so as to bring inward pres- 90
sure upon the joints 14 and 15, and as these

joints are so made that they readily flex to

fold together the sides united by them and do
not tend to readily flex in the opposite direc-

tion beyond the position indicated in Fig. 2 95
such pressure will hold the instrument in its

open form ready for use. It is also obvious
that such an instrument may be changed in
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cross-sectional form when in use—as, for ex-

ample, it may be used when in the form indi-

cated in solid lines in Fig. 1 and when so used
will tend to condense the sound vertically.

We claim as our invention—
1. As an article of manufacture, a mega-

phone having its walls composed of perma-
nently-joined interfolding panels.

2. As an article of manufacture, a mega-
phone having its walls composed of at least

four panels hinged together, the hinge unit-

ing one pair of panels flexing in both direc-

tions.

3. As an article of manufacture, a mega-
phone having its walls composed of four trape-

zoidal panels hinged together, one pair of op-

positely-disposed hinges flexing to fold the

sides together only, and one of the hinges in-

termediate of said pair flexing in both direc-

tions.

TEMPLE EMERY, Jr.

WILLIAM H. ADKINS.

Witnesses:
Arthur H. Hamilton,
Edward Berg, Jr.

15
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To all whorn, it may concern:

Be it known that I,Harry Ensign, of Toledo,
county of Lucas, and State of Ohio, have in-

vented certain new and useful Improvements
5 in Means for Detachably Mounting Talking-
Machine Horns; and I do hereby declare that

the followingis a full, clear, and exact descrip-

tion of the invention, which will enable others

skilled in the art to which it appertains to make
io and use the same, reference being had to the

accompanying drawings, and to the figures of

reference marked thereon, which form part of

this specification.

My invention has reference to an improved
15 construction for detachably mounting talk-

ing-machine horns; and it has for its object to

provide simple, inexpensive, and effective

means for connecting a talking-machine horn
with its elbow to permit the instant attach-

20 ment or detachment of the same.
In carrying out my invention I employ the

novel combination and arrangement of the
parts hereinafter shown, described, and
claimed.

25 In the drawings, Figure 1 is a side eleva-

tion showing a talking-machine horn support-
ed by an elbow embodying my invention. Fig.

2 is a plan view of the same. Fig. 3 is a sec-

tional elevation, the forward portion of the
30 elbow being in section to disclose the locking

engagement of the parts when the horn is in

position in the elbow. Fig. 4 is a front view
of the elbow, the section therethrough being
on line ,/ ,/', Fig. 1.

35 Referring to the details of construction, 1

indicates a hollow elbow having the conical

body 2, adapted to form a socket to receive
the small end of the horn and having the lat-

eral extension 3 for the attachment of a sound-
4° box, although the extension is not essential,

since the elbow may serve as a support for the
horn without the sound-box being attached di-

rectly thereto, as in the construction of rigid-

arm machines. The lower portion of the

45 body 2 is extended forwardly at 4 to support
the horn at a considerable distance from the
small end. Arranged to project downwardly
from the forward margin of the body 2 into

the space inclosed by the socket adapted to

receive the small end of the horn is a lug or 5°

projecting portion 5, adapted to engage a

shoulder 6 upon the horn, an annular groove
or depression 7 being made to extend entirely

around the horn adjacent to its small end.

By providing the groove entirely around the 55
horn the latter will be locked in any position

in which it may be inserted into the socket
within the body 2. It is, however, apparent
that instead of providing an annular depres-

sion in the horn the latter may be provided 60

with a simple depression sufficiently large to

receive the lug 5, or the metal of the horn
may be punched out to provide a perforation

to receive the lug, and thereby effect inter-

locking engagement. On the lower side of 65

the conical body 2 is provided a boss 8, adapt-
ed to receive the end of the pivotal arm 9,

taking a position directly below the central

axis of the horn, the usual tilting of the horn
being by this means prevented. 7 C

In the operation of my invention upon in-

troducing the horn into the socket of the elbow
the same will be in the position indicated in

dotted outline, Fig. 3, the lug 5 being in con-

tact with the groove around the horn. The 75

horn is then swung about the lug 5 as a pivot
until the parts are in the position indicated in

Figs. 1, 2, and 3, the horn and elbow being
firmly locked together. To detach the horn,

the forward end is raised, when the locking 80

parts will be disengaged. It will be observed
that when the horn is in position the same
will be firmly supported by the forward ex-

tension of the elbow and that no additional

supporting means will be required, the rub- 85

ber-covered wire support usually employed
to support the horns of talking-machines be-

ing dispensed with.

From the foregoing description it is clear

that I provide a simple, inexpensive, and ef- 9°

fective construction for detachably mounting
a talking-machine horn upon an elbow or other
tubular support connecting with a sound-box.
Although in illustrating my invention I

have disclosed a preferred embodiment there- 95
of, it is apparent that changes in detail may
be made therein without constituting a sub-

stantial departure. For instance, interlock-
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ing engagement of the horn with the elbow
may be effected in various ways, as by pro-
viding a projection or lug upon the horn and
a shouldered recess in the elbow adapted to

5 be brought into interlocked engagement.
The novelty, utility, and advantages of my

invention will appear to those skilled in the
art to which my invention relates.

Having described my invention, what I
10 claim, and desire to secure by Letters Patent,

is

—

1. In a means for detachably mounting
talking-machine horns, a socket member hav-
ing its upper forward portion cut away and

J 5 its lower portion extended forwardly, and a
horn supported by the extended portion of the
socket and having interlocked connection with
said socket, substantially as described.

2. In a means for detachably mounting
20 talking-machine horns, a socket member hav-

ing its upper forward portion cut away and
having its lower portion extended forwardly,
and a horn adapted to be inserted into the
socket member and having interlocked con-

25 nection therewith, said horn when in position

in the socket member being adapted to rest

upon said lower extended portion, substan-
tially as described.

3. In a means for detachably mounting
30 talking-machine horns, a socket member hav-

ing a lower extended portion, a horn adapted
to be inserted into the socket member to rest

upon said extended portion, and interengaging
parts upon the socket and the horn, substan-

35 tially as described.

4. In a means for detachably mounting talk-

ing-machine horns, a socket member having
an integral lower extended portion, a horn
adapted to be inserted into the socket member

4° and to rest upon said extended portion, and
interengaging parts upon the socket and the
horn, substantially as described.

5. In a means for detachably mounting talk-

ing-machine horns, a socket member having
45 its upper forward portion cut away and hav-

ing its lower portion extended forwardly, a
horn adapted to be inserted into the socket
member to rest upon the lower extended por-
tion, and interengaging parts upon the horn

50 and the socket disposed adjacent to the margin
of the cut-away portion of the socket, sub-
stantially as described.

6. In a means for detachably mountingtalk-
ing-machine horns, a socket member having

its upper forward portion cut away and hav- 55
ing its lower portion extended forwardly, a
horn adapted to be inserted into the socket
member to rest upon the extended portion
thereof, and interengaging parts between the
horn and the socket member arranged to per- 60

mit the detachment of the horn from the
socket by lifting the forward end of the horn,
substantially as described.

7. In a means for detachably mounting talk-

ing-machine horns, a socket member having 65
its upper forward portion cut away and hav-
ing its lower portion extended forwardly, a
lug upon said socket member adjacent to the
margin of the cut-away portion, and a horn
adapted to be inserted into the socket member 70
to rest upon the forward extension, said horn
being provided with a shouldered recess to
receive the lug upon the socket member, sub-
stantially as described.

8. In a means for detachably mounting talk- 7 5

ing-machine horns, a socket member having
the lower portion thereof extended forwardly,
a lug thereon adjacent to its upper forward
margin, and a horn adapted to be inserted into

said socket member to rest upon the forward 80

extension, said horn being provided with an
annular groove adjacent to its small end to re-

ceive the lug upon the socket member, sub-
stantially as described.

9. In a means for detachably mounting talk- 85
ing-machine horns, an elbow having a lateral

extension for the attachment of a sound-box
and having a hollow cone-shaped body form-
ing a socket, said body having its upper for-

ward portion cut away and having its lower 90
portion extended forwardly, a lug projecting
inwardly from the cone-shaped body adjacent
to its forward margin, a supporting-arm rig-

idly secured to the lower side of the cone-
shaped body below its central longitudinal 95
axis, and a tapered horn adapted to be in-

serted into the cone-shaped body to rest upon
the lower extended portion, said horn being
provided adjacent to its small end with an
annular groove to receive the lug upon the 100

body of the elbow, substantially as described.

In testimony that I claim the foregoing as

my own I affix my signature in presence of two
witnesses.

HARRY ENSIGN.
Witnesses:

Carl H. Keller,
Chas. C. Defenbaugh.
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To ill I whom it incoy concern:

Be it known that I, Eldridge R. Johnson,
a citizen of the United States, and a resident

of Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvania, have
5 invented certain new and useful Improvements

in Sound Recording and Reproducing- Ma-
chines, of which the followingis a full, clear,

and exact description, reference being had to

the accompanying drawings, forming part of
to this specification.

My invention relates to certain improve-
ments in sound recording and reproducing ma-
chines, and is particularly adapted to machines
of the gramophone typo wherein a flat cir-

15 cular record-disk is employed, but might be
adapted to machines of other character.

The principal object of m.y invention is to

provide means for supporting the record-

disk in such a manner as to be capable of be-
20 ing tilted in any direction, also in providing

means adapted to act on the under side of the
disk for keeping the record-disk in constant

contact with a rigidly-mounted reproducer,
which disk is at the same time capable of a

25 yielding movement, so as to accommodate
itself to any irregularities or unevenness which
might occur therein by reason of a slight

warp or otherwise or such as might be due to

imperfections in the mechanism which are

30 apt to occur in all machines, especially those

constructed at small cost.

A further object of my invention is to pro-

vide means for rigidly supporting the repro-
ducing mechanism above the record -disk

35 against movement toward or from the face of

the record tablet or disk; by the terms "'rig-

idly supported," as hereinafter employed, is

meant rigidly supported against movement
toward or from the record-tablet; the repro-

4° ducer may of course be movable backward
or forward; also in providing means for au-
tomatically carrying the said reproducer in a
backward or forward direction, as may re-

quired, to accommodate the record-groove to

45 the stylus as the said record-disk is revolved.
In the class of sound recording and re-

producing machines to which my invention
relates, such as the gramophone, the sound

55

60

record or undulations are in the sides of the

grooves, and the stylus is positively vibrated 5°

thereby. The object in keeping the disk in

constant contact with the rigidly-mounted sty-

lus is to keep it within the groove, and thus

provide against any lost motion, which is al-

ways liable to occur even when great care is

exercised in the construction of the machine,
so shallow are thegrooves. In records of this

character, with their sound-undulations in the
sides of the groove, it is not necessary that

the base of the groove shall be in perfect con-

tact with the stylus-point, as in records of

the character of thegraphophone and phono-
graph, where the sound-undulations are re-

corded in the base of the groove. All that

is necessary in the gramophone-record is that 65

the stylus -point shall not jump from the

groove, but always remain therein. The aim
of my invention is to provide means for keep-
ing the groove about a rigidly-mounted sty-

lus-point, and preferably but not necessarily 7°

against it, so as to reduce the liability of dis-

placement, to a minimum, thereby presenting
means providing against all lost motion inci-

dent to most machines of this character.

My invention allows of the production of 75
machines at a minimum cost, and the same
amount of care in the production and adjust-

ment of the parts is not necessary, allowing
the parts to be readily stamped by machinery
and requiring less finishing, grinding, &c. 80

With these and other objects in view my
invention consists in the construction such as

is hereinafter fully described, and particularly

pointed out in the claims.

Referring to the drawings, which form a

part of this specification, and in which similar

letters of reference are used to indicate similar

parts, Figure 1 is a perspective view of a ma-
chine embodying my invention. Fig. 2 is a

sectional elevation (a ken about on the line 2 2 of

Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a detail sectional elevation

through the upper end of the main driving-
shaft, illustrating the manner of securing the

record-disk to the same. Fig. -i is a plan

view of the central portion of the record-disk,

illustrating the elongated opening therein.

85

90

95
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Fig. 5 is a detail illustrating in perspective
the spring-supported idler.

In the drawings, A designates the outside
casing, such as is commonly used in machines

5 of this character, in which is located a spring-
motor, which may be of any desirable con-
struction. As the motor mechanism proper
fopns no important feature of my invention,

I do not deem it necessary to illustrate or
io describe the same in detail.

B designates the main driving-shaft of the
motor and is propelled by means of spring
mechanism as above referred to. In the upper
part of this shaft B, I provide a universal

15 joint C, which may be constructed in the
manner illustrated in Fig. 2 of the drawings
or which may be of any of the other well-

known constructions, the object being to pro-

vide the upper end of this shaft with a uni-
20 versa! movement. The construction of joint

shown in the drawings consists, essentially, of

socket portion provided upon the upper end
of the shaft B, into which the ball portion
on the lower end of the shaft B' is adjusted.

25 To insure the rotary movement of the shaft

B', a transversely-disposed pin is provided
through the socket portion adapted to a slot

provided substantially vertically in the ball

portion, the pin and slot being so arranged as

3° to allow the ball portion to freely rest in the

base of the concavity of the socket portion.

It is clear that the table C will therefore
yield in operation in the desired manner.
The upper section B' projects through an

35 opening provided in the top of the casing A
a short distance above the said casing. An
annular shoulder b is provided on the upper-

end of section B', adapted to receive a spider

b', constructed of thin resilient metal, the
4° arms 1/ of which are bent or corrugated in

substantially the shape illustrated in Fig. 3

of the drawings. Secured to the upper side

of the spider V is a flat disk or plate <?,

having in its center an upwardly-projecting
45 screw-threaded boss c', this plate c being-

adapted to support and hold the record-disk

C, the said record-disk being securely held

thereon by means of the thumb-nut c\ which
is adapted to engage the screw-threaded boss

50 c and securely clamp the record-disk between
it and the plate c. The joint C, provided on
the shaft B, permits both sections of the said

shaft to be revolved through the medium of

its spring-motor, and at the same time allows

55 the record-disk C, carried thereby, to be re-

volved, and also capable of being tilted in any
direction. The resilient spider b\ which sup-
ports the said record C, also allows the record-
disk to be slightly tilted independent of the

60 universal movement of the section B' of the

driving-shaft, so that if the said record-disk
should not be exactly true or should be
slightly warped or not in a horizontal plane
or the operative mechanism be not perfectly

65 true the said resilient spiders will allow it to

yield slightly to accommodate such unevenness
when it is in contact with the reproducing-
stylus.

On the under side of the record-disk C, at

a point directly below the position of the re- 70
producing mechanism, is a spring-supported
roller or idler D, carried on the free end of a
flat metallic spring <#, which bears in about
its center on a block d\ formed or secured on
the top of the casing A, while the other end 75
of said spring d is held to the casing A by
means of a set-screw d~ and by means of which
the tension of the said spring may be regu-
lated.

E designates the reproducing mechanism or 80

sound-box of well-known construction, which
is held in a position directly above the record-
disk C rigidly against any vertical displace-

ment or movement and against any lateral dis-

placement save that given it by the positive 85
movement of the rotating screw h in the

travel of the stylus and sound-box across the

record-disk, so that the stylus-point may rest

in the grooves of the said record, the spring-
pressed idler heretofore described serving to 90
constantly hold the said record-disk so that

the groove will remain about the stylus-point

and prevent displacement. The sound-box E
is supported by means of an arm F', formed
on a bracket F, which is rigidly supported on 95
a shaft G, journaled by means of the brackets

g to one side of the casing of the machine.
This shaft G is loosely journaled in the said

bracket £/, so as to be capable of a sliding lon-

gitudinal movement, which is imparted to it 100

automatically and simultaneously with the re-

volving of the record-disk, so as to allow the
stylus-point of the reproducing mechanism to

feed inwardly or outwardly in order to fol-

low the grooves of the record-disk as the said L05

disk revolves.

H designates the winding-shaft, which is

generally horizon tally arranged, as illustrated

in the drawings, having one end projecting

outside of the casing A and squared for the no
reception of a key, while its other end is suit-

ably geared to the shaft I, which carries the

propelling-spring I' of the motor. The shaft

H is provided with coarse screw-threads //',

extending almost its entire length, adapted to 115

engage an interiorly-threaded sleeve A, car-

ried on the free end of the arm Fa
of the

bracket F, which is rigidly secured on the

shaft G, as heretofore described. This arm
F2

passes through a slot/, provided in the side 1 20

of the casing A, as clearly illustrated in Fig.

1 of the drawings. Thus as the shaft H is

revolved to wind up the spring of the motor
the bracket F is fed outwardly by means of

its arm Fa and sleeve h engaging the threads 125

h' on the said shaft H, carrying with it the

shaft G, which slides loosely in the bracket g
heretofore described, also carrying the repro-

ducing mechanism E to the point near the

periphery of the record, the operator during 13°
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the winding operation pressing down and tilt-

ing that side of the record under the stylus-

point, so as to prevent the said point from
scratching or mutilating the said record.

5 After the spring is sufficiently wound the mo-
tor when released by suitable brake mechan-
ism commences to operate and the driving-

shaft B and B', carrying the record-disk C, is

thereby revolved, while the shaft H revolves

xo in an opposite direction to that of winding
and feeds the bracket F and the reproducing
mechanism E toward the center of the disk
in the proper proportion to allow the stylus-

point to follow in the record-grooves, the

15 spring-pressed idler, which bears against the

under side of the record, serving to keep the

said record-disk constantly in contact or in en-

gagement at all times with the stylus-point of

the reproducing mechanism.
20 I do not limit myself to the particular mech-

anism described and illustrated for providing
a yieldingly -supported record, nor to the
mechanism for feeding the producer, so as to

follow the grooves which may be fed auto-

25 matically by the record-grooves as the record
is revolved, as various changes in construction
may be employed without departing from the
spirit and scope of my invention.

Having thus described my invention, what
30 I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat-

ent, is

—

1. Inasoundrecordingand reproducing ma-
chine, a rigidly-mounted reproducer, a yield-

ingly-mounted tilting record, and means for

35 keeping the grooves of the record in contact
with the stylus of the reproducing mechanism,
for the purpose stated.

2. In asound recordingand reproducing ma-
chine, a yieldingly-mounted revoluble record-

40 holder, a iaterally - movable reproducer lo-

cated above the same rigidly mounted against

movement toward and from the face of the
record and means for keeping the grooves of
the record in contact with the stylus of the re-

45 producing mechanism and for disengaging
the same.

3. In a talking-machine the combination of
the reproducing-stylus movable in a horizon-
tal plane, the tilting sound-record rotating on

50 a vertical axis, and mechanism for forcing the

sound-record toward the reproducer with
yielding pressure, substantially as described.

i. In asound recordingand reproducing ma-
chine, a tilting record, means for rotating the

55 same, a sound-box provided with a diaphragm
and stylus, and yielding supporting device for
bringing the record -disk into engagement
with the stylus.

.">. In a sound recordingand reproducing ina-

60 chine, a rigidly-mounted reproducer, a yield-

ingly-mounted record -disk, means for keep-
ing the walls of the grooves of the record-
disk about the point of the stylus of there-
producing mechanism and means for posi-

65 tively moving the reproducer to allow it to

70

75

95

follow the grooves of the record, substantially
as described.

6. Inasoundrecordingand reproducing ma-
chine, the combination of a revoluble record-
disk mounted so as to yield in any direction, a
rigidly-supported reproducer arranged above
said record, and mechanism adapted to act on
the under side of the record-disk for keeping
the same in constant but yielding contact with
reproducing mechanism, substantially as de-
scribed.

7. In asound recordingand reproducing ma-
chine in combination with the motor mechan-
ism, a rigidly-mounted reproducing mechan-
ism on a laterally-moving carrier, a yielding 80
record-tablet mounted on a universal joint to

conform itself to the stylus of the rigidly-

mounted reproducing mechanism, substan-
tially as described.

8. In asound recordingand reproducing ma- 85
chine, in combination with the motor mech-
anism a rigidly-mounted reproducer, a spring-
supported record-tablet mounted on a univer-
sal joint adapted to keep the grooves of the
said record-tablet constantly about the stylus- 90
point of the reproducer, substantially as de-

scribed.

9. In a sound recording and reproducing
machine, the combination with a driven shaft,

a universal joint formed therein, a record-disk
carried by said shaft, a rigidly-mounted re-

producer located above said record-disk, and
means for keeping the record-disk in constant
contact with the stylus of the reproducing
mechanism, substantially as described.

10. In a sound recording and reproducing
machine, the combination of a driven shaft, a

universal joint formed in the upper part there-

of, a yieldingly-mounted support carried on
the upper end of said shaft, a record-disk se-

cured on said support, a rigidly-mounted re-

producer located above the record-disk and
means for keeping the grooves of the said disk

in contact with the reproducing mechanism.
11. In a sound recording and reproducing 110

machine, the combination of a yieldingly-
mounted record-disk, a rigidly-mounted re-

producer located above the same, and a spring-
supported idler located under the said disk

for keeping the disk in constant contact with
the reproducing mechanism, substantially as

described.

12. In a sound recording and reproducing
machine, the combination of a yieldingly-
mounted record-disk, a rigidly-mounted re-

producer located above the same, an idler

adapted to bear against the underside of the

record-disk, a spring-support for said idler,

and means for adjusting the tension of the said

spring-support, substantially as described.

13. In a sound recording and reproducing
machine, the combination of a driven shaft, a
universal joint formed in the upper part there-

of, a spider having spring-arms secured to the
upper end of said shaft, a supporting-plate 130

10 5

"5

125
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secured thereto, a record-disk carried by said

supporting-plate, a reproducer rigidly mount-
ed above the record-disk, and means for keep-
ing the said disk in contact with the stylus-

5 point of the reproducing mechanism, substan-
tially as described.

14. The combination with the yieldingly-

mounted record-disk, of a reproducer rigidly

mounted above the same, means for keeping
io the record in contact with the reproducing

mechanism and a rigid but laterally-movable
support for the reproducing mechanism adapt-
ed to be operated on the unwinding and wind-
ing of the motor, substantially as described.

15 15. The combination with the winding-shaft
of a spring-motor, of screw-threads provided
thereon, a screw-threaded sleeve adapted to

surround said shaft, a bracket-arm formed on
said sleeve having its other end rigidly con-

20 nected to a loosely-mounted horizontally-dis-

posed shaft, an arm, F', rigidly secured on
said shaft extendingover the record-disk and a
reproducer carried by the free end of said

arm adapted to follow the grooves of the

25 record-disk as the machine operates, substan-

tially as described.

16. In a sound recording and reproducing
machine, the combination of a yieldingly-

mounted record-disk, a rigidly-mounted re-

30 producer located above the said record-disk,

means for holding the record-disk in constant
contact with the stylus-point of the repro-

ducer, a horizontally-disposed sliding shaft

journaled in the side frame of the machine, a

35 bracket-arm rigidly mounted on said shaft

carrying the reproducer on its free end, and
connections between the horizontally-disposed

shaft and the winding - shaft of the motor
whereby the reproducer is fed forward or

4° backward simultaneously with the winding-
shaft so as to allow the said reproducer to fol-

low the grooves of the record, substantially

as described.

17. In a sound recording and reproducing
45 machine, the combination with the yieldingly-

mounted record-disk, of a reproducer located

above the same against the stylus of which
the said disk is adapted to bear, a shaft, G,
loosely mounted in brackets carried by the

50 frame of the machine, an arm, F, rigidly se-

cured to said shaft, G, having the reproduc-
ing mechanism rigidly supported on its free

end, an arm, F2
, rigidly secured on the arm,

G, having an interiorly-screw-threaded boss

55 on its inner end, and a screw-threaded wind-
ing-shaft, H, suitably geared to the motor
mechanism, said screw-threaded shaft being

adapted to the threaded boss of the arm, F',

substantially as described and for the pur-
pose stated. 60

18. In a sound-reproducing machine, a tilt-

ing record, a reproducer mounted rigidly in a

direction normal to the record, and a support
for the record mounted to yield in the same
direction during reproduction. 65

19. In a talking-machine, the combination
of a reproducing-stylus movable in one fixed

plane only and a flexibly- mounted tilting

sound-record of rigid material cooperating
therewith. 7c

20. In a talking-machine, the combination
of a reproducing mechanism, and a tilting

sound-record cooperating therewith.

21. In a talking-machine, the combination
of a reproducing mechanism, and a flexibly- 75

mounted tilting sound -record cooperating
therewith.

22. In a talking-machine, the combination
of a reproducing mechanism movable in one
fixed plane only, and a tilting sound-record %o

cooperating therewith.

23. In a talking-machine, the combination
of a reproducing mechanism, a flexibly-

mounted soimd - record cooperating there-

with, and means, independent of the sound- 85

record, for moving said reproducing mechan-
ism to allow the latter to follow the grooves
of said sound-record.

24. In a talking-machine, the combination
of a reproducing mechanism, a tilting sound- 90

record cooperating therewith, and means, in-

dependent of the sound-record, for moving
said reproducing mechanism to allow the latter

to follow said grooves of said sound-record.

25. In a talking machine the combination 95

of a reproducing mechanism movable in one
fixed plane only, a flexibly-mounted sound-
record cooperating therewith, and means, in-

dependent of the sound-record, for moving
said reproducing mechanism to allow the latter 100

to follow the grooves of said sound-record.

26. In a talking-machine, the combination
of a reproducing mechanism, a tilting sound-

record cooperating therewith, and a cushion

supporting said sound-record, adjacent to and 105

on the side thereof opposite the reproducing
mechanism.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
hand this 21st day of December, A. D 1898.

ELDRIDGE R. JOHNSON,

Witnesses:
Benj. F. Perkins,
Horace Pettit.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that we, Walter H. Miller, re-

siding at Orange, and Jonas W. Aylsworth,
residing at East Orange, in the county of Es-

5 sex and State of New Jersey, both citizens of

the United States, have invented a certain new
and useful Improvement in Machines for Mak-
ing Dipped Phonograph Records or Blanks, of
which the following is a specification.

io Our invention relates to an improved ma-
chine which has been designed especially for
producing dipped phonograph records and
blanks,as described in ourPatent No. 683,615,
dated October 1, 1901.

15 With our improved processwe introduce a
mold, either plain or provided interiorly with
a negative representation of a phonographic
record, into a molten mass of coagulable wax-
like material, the mold being maintained, at a

20 lower temperature than the molten material,

whereby the latter coagulates thereon to form
a layer of the desired thickness. Afterward
the mold is removed from the molten mate-
rial, and the duplicate blank or record thus

25 obtained is first finished on its interior and
ends and then separated from the mold by a
radial shrinkage. In practice we find that
the best results are secured when the mold is

immersed in the molten wax -like material
30 with a uniform movement, because if the mold

is arrested in its descent even momentarily
the material tends to irregularly coagulate
thereon and forms objectionable rings and
markings in the finished article. In carrying

35 out the special process described in our pat-
ent we find also that care has to be taken not
to immerse the mold in the material for too
long a time, because otherwise the mold be-
comes objectionably heated and the coagu-

40 lated layer will tend to drop off. At the same
time the mold should not be immersed for too
short a period, because otherwise the accu-
mulated layer will not be thick enough. The
proper time during which the mold should re-

45 main immersed in the molten material depends,
obviously, upon the character of the latter, as

50

5 5

well, of course, as upon the temperatureof the
mold.
The object of our invention is to present an

apparatus in simple and effective form where-
in the mold will be introduced into the mol-
ten material with an absolutely regular move-
ment and wherein a notification will be given
to the operator of the expiration of the proper
fixed time of immersion.
To this end the invention consists in the fea-

tures hereinafter set forth and claimed.
In order that the invention may be better

understood, attention is directed to the ac-

companying drawings, forming part of this 60
specification, and in which

—

Figure 1 is a plan view of the apparatus in

its preferred form; Fig. 2, a side elevation of
the same; Fig. 3, a front view; Fig. 4, a de-

tailed section of the bottom of the dipping-
can and mold therein; Fig. 5, a separate eleva-

tion of the signal-operating mechanism; Fig.

6, a separate sectional view of the main clock-

work-shaft and drum thereon, and Fig. 7 a
plan view of the same parts looking in the di-

rection of the arrow Fig. 6.

In all of the above views corresponding-
parts are represented by the same numerals of

reference.

A tank 1 contains the wax -like material
maintained in a molten condition, preferably
slightly above the melting-point. This tank
supports the legs or standards 2 of the dip-

ping apparatus, said legs or standards carry-
ing a top plate or frame 3 at their upper ends.

Extending downwardly from the top frame
are rods i 4 at each side, connected together
at their lower ends by plates 5. Guide-rods
6 extend between the plates 5 and the top
frame 3. Mounted to slide longitudinally of 85
the guide-rods 6 are sleeves 7 7, formed on a
yoke 8, having a central opening therein for

receiving a dipping-can 9. The bottom of this

dipping-can is formed with a groove 10 (see

Fig. 4) for receiving a rib on the bottom of
the mold 11. By arranging the mold within
a dipping-can the former will be surrounded

65

70

75

80

90
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by air, so as to be kept relatively cool. Con-
necting-rods 12 extend between the yoke 8

and an upper yoke 13, formed with sleeves 14,

also movable on the guide-rods 6. Extending
5 upwardly from the yoke 13 are connecting-

rods 15, secured together at their tops by a
cross-head 16, through which extends a rod
17, adjustably connected with the cross-head
by a set-screw 18. The rod 17 is guided in a

i° bearing carried by a stationary yoke 19, sup-
ported by standards 20 from the top of a
dash-pot cylinder 21. A piston 22 works in

this cylinder and connects with the lower end
of the rod 17. This piston is provided with

15 a petcock 23, which may be opened more or
less to regulate the descent of the cylinder.

Since the piston 22 remains in the upper part

of the dash-pot cylinder for a sufficient length
of time to permit the mold carrying the de-

20 posited wax -like material therein to be re-

moved and a fresh mold to be introduced with-

in the dipping-can, opportunity is offered for

an equalization of air-pressure on both sides

of the piston, so as to do away with the ne-

25 cessity for providing the latter with special

valves.

Depending from the top frame or plate 3

is a latch 24, adapted to engage the yoke 13

when the latter is elevated to maintain the

30 dipping-can above the level of the molten ma-
terial. When a mold is to be immersed, it is

only necessary to withdraw the latch and per-

mit the parts to descend by gravity. In order
to elevate the mold, I connect a cord 25 with

35 the upper end of the rod 17 and run it over pul-

leys 26 to a handle 27 within convenient reach

of the operator.

In its preferred form the invention employs
a signal arranged to give a notification to the

40 operator when the mold has been immersed
for the required length of time. This signal

may be either visual or audible; but it is pref-

erably a visual signal, since the use of bells

would create confusion in an establishment

45 where a large number of the machines were
used side by side. The mechanism for oper-

ating the signal is inclosed in a casing 28 and
comprises clockwork mechanism 29 of any
suitable type operated from a spring-drum 30.

50 The clockwork mechanism operates a shaft

31, on which is keyed a ratchet-wheel 32, hav-
ing fine teeth. Loosely mounted on the shaft

31 is a drum 33, having an integral disk 34,

formed with a cut-away portion 35. This disk

55 is provided on its rear face with a pawl 36 for

engaging the ratchet - teeth 32. When the

drum 33 is stationary, the clockwork mech-
anism rotates the ratchet-wheel 32 away from
the pawl 36. Extending around the drum 33

60 is a cord, thread, or fine chain 37, connected
with a light spring 38. The drum 33 also car-

ries a cord, thread, or fine chain 39, wound in

the same direction as the cord 37 and connect-

ed to a heavy spiral spring 40, the lower end
65 of which is connected to an adjustable arm 41 ,

on one of the connecting-rods 12. The disk
34 is formed with a finger 42, adapted to nor-
mally engage with a pin 43, carried on a lever

44, pivoted on the shaft 31 and whose lower
end is locked in any position within the slot 70

45 by a thumb-nut 46. A contact-spring 47,

carried on an insulating-block 48, normally
occupies a position opposite the slot 45; but
when the disk 34 is rotated this contact-spring
will engage the periphery of the disk to close 75
a circuit on a lamp 49, said circuit including
the clockwork mechanism, as shown. When
an audible signal is desired, this circuit may
operate an electric bell.

In operation we proceed as follows: The 80

dipping-can being elevated and the cross-head

13 being locked by the latch 24, a mold is in-

troduced within the dipping-can and seated in

the groove 10. This elevation of the parts re-

leases the tension on the heavy spring 40, so 85

as to permit the light spring 38 to rotate the

drum 33 to bring the finger 42 in engagement
with the stop-pin 43. The latch 24 is now re-

leased, permitting the mold, dipping -can,

cross-head 8, connecting-rods 12, cross-head 90

13, connecting-rods 15, and piston 22 to de-

scend by gravity. This descent will be uni-

form and will be controlled by the passage of

air through the petcock 23. By opening this

petcock more or less the descent of the parts 95
may be increased or diminished, as will be un-

derstood. As soon as the mold is immersed
the tension imposed on the strong spring 40
will overcome the tension of the weak spring
38 and will tend to rotate the drum 33 in a 100

forward direction; but this movement will be

resisted by the engagement of the pawl 36

with the ratchet-wheel 32. Consequently the

drum 33 cannot move forward any faster than
the clockwork mechanism will allow it. As 105

soon as the rim of the disk 34 engages the con-

tact-spring 47 the circuit will be closed on the

lamp 49, and when this occurs the operator

will elevate the parts and remove the mold.

By varying the position of the stop-pin 43 the no
drum 33 will be brought to rest at the desired

point to give the correct interval of time be-

tween the normal position of the contact-

spring 47 and the end of the cut-away portion

of the disk 34, so that in this way the period 115

of immersion of the mold can be varied to any
desired extent.

Having now described our invention, what
we claim as new therein, and desire to secure

by Letters Patent, is as follows: 120

1. In apparatus for dipping phonograph
records or blanks, the combination with mold-
immersing mechanism, of a constantly-oper-

ating clockwork, a contact-disk arranged to

be coupled to the clockwork by the descent of 125

the mold-immersing mechanism, and a signal

operated from said disk, substantially as set

forth.

2. In apparatus for dipping phonograph
records or blanks, the combination with mold- 130
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immersing- mechanism, of a constantly-oper-

ating clockwork, a contact-disk arranged to

be coupled to the clockwork by the descent of

the mold-immersing mechanism, and a visual

5 signal operated from said disk, substantially

as set forth.

3. In apparatus for dipping phonograph
records or blanks, the combination with mold-
immersing mechanism, of a constantly-oper-

io ating clockwork, a contact-disk adapted to

be connected to the clockwork by the descent

of the mold-immersing mechanism, an adjust-

able stop for limiting the starting position of

the disk, and an electric signal controlled by
15 the movements of the disk, substantially as

set forth.

4. In apparatus for dipping phonograph
records or blanks, the combination of a tank
for containing molten material, a support car-

20 rying a signaling mechanism and a down-
wardly-movable mold -carrier, and connec-
tions whereby the descent of said mold-car-

rier causes the signaling mechanism to be set

in motion, substantially as set forth.

25 5. In apparatus for dipping phonograph

records or blanks, the combination of a tank
for containing molten material, a support car-

rying a signaling mechanism and a down-
wardly-movable mold -carrier, and connec-
tions whereby the descent of said mold-car- 30
rier causes the production of a signal at a
definite time after its descent, substantially as

set forth.

6. In an apparatus for dipping phonograph
records or blanks, the combination of a tank 35
for containing molten material, a support car-

rying a signaling mechanism and a down-
wardly-movable mold -carrier, and connec-
tions whereby the descent of said mold-car-
rier causes the production of a visual signal at 4°

a definite time after its descent, substantially

as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

9th day of March, 1903.

WALTER H. MILLER.
JONAS W. AYLSWORTH.

Witnesses:
Frank L. Dyer,
Jno. Robt. Taylor.
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To all whom, it may concern:

Beit known that I, Georges Laudet, a citi-

zen of the French Republic, residing at Meu-
don, Seine-et-Oise, France, have invented cer-

5 tain new and useful Improvements in Means
for the Reproduction and Amplification of

Sounds, of which the following is a specifica-

tion.

This invention relates to means for the pro-

io duction of amplified sounds of any kind—such
as noises, spoken words, musical sounds, and
the like; and it resides in means whereby a
diaphragm which is itself vibrated by sounds
acts to control the distribution of a detonat-

15 ing gas or gaseous mixture of a combustible
nature in such a manner that the vibrations of

the diaphragm has the effect of continuously
modifying the amplitude of the detonations of

the ignited gases proportionately to the am-
20 plitude of the vibrations of the diaphragm

which controls them, the detonations being
reproduced in sounds emitted by the appara-
tus which are very much stronger than those
which have been received by the vibrating

25 diaphragm. Such is the principle on which
rests the operation of reproduction and am-
plification of sounds by means which will be
hereinafter described with reference to the ac-

companying drawings, which show several

30 forms of apparatus for carrying out the in-

vention.

In said drawings, Figure 1 is a vertical axial

section of the apparatus. Fig. 2 is a plan there-

of . Figs. 3 and 4 are sectional views showing
35 slight variations in the construction. Fig. 5

is a detached view of the diaphragm and valve
of the construction seen in Fig. 3. Fig. 6 is

a plan view of a washer seen in Fig. 3. Fig.
7 is a sectional elevation of a form of the ap-

4° paratus which is actuated by gas at high pres-

sure. Figs. 8 and 9 are detached and enlarged
sectional views of the chamber where the gase-
ous mixture is received in the construction of
Fig. 7, the former being a transverse section

45 and the latter an axial section.

Referring primarily to Figs. 1 and 2, H des-

ignates a box, here shown as facing down-
ward. On the back of this box is a screw-
threaded nipple, on which is screwed a section

50 E, and on this section is screwed another sec-

tion, F. On the section F is secured the base
of a horn or megaphone J for augmenting
sounds. Only a part of this horn is shown in

Fig. 1. Across the lower end or face of the

box H is secured a diaphragm A, capable of 55
vibrating under the influence of sounds. Back
of the diaphragm and in the box H is a cham-
ber O, to which a gas or mixture of gases may
be admitted at an inlet B, and up through the

box H and section E is a passage C, through 6j

which the gases may pass to a burner-cham-
ber D, formed in the sections E and F and
open to or housed by the megaphone J. To
the chamber O is admitted a combustible gas-

eous mixture, and this mixture may be, for 65

example, composed of illuminating -gas and
air or air and acetylene or the gaseous vapor
of a volatile liquid mixed with air. If the

diaphragm A is not vibrating, the gaseous
combustible mixture back of the diaphragm 70

remains in the chamber provided for it; but
under the influence of vibrations of the dia-

phragm the chamber O back of the latter

will be found to vary in capacity incessantly.

From this it results that there will be sue- 75

cessive aspirations and evacuations of some
part of the gaseous mixture at the passage
C. The gaseous mixture burns in passing
out through the passage E to the burner-
chamber D, thus producing a series of rapid 80

detonations, due to the successive jetting out
of portions of the mixture through the pas-

sage C under the influence of the vibrations

of the diaphragm, the successive quantities

emitted or jetted out varying with the am- 85

plification of such vibrations. The gaseous
mixture is maintained ignited because of the

rapid succession of the detonations and also

by reason of certain asperities d on the walls

of the chamber D. These asperities form an 9c

obstacle to the easy flow of the gaseous mix-
ture along the walls of the chamber D, and
thus escaping into the horn J before produc-
ing the full effect of detonating for effecting

amplification of the sounds. These asperities, 95
moreover, augment the metallic surface at the

contact of which the successive detonations of

the gaseous mixture are effected.

In place of admitting the mixed gases at the

inlet B we may admit but one gas at this in 100
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let—as, for instance, the air—the other gas
being admitted at an inlet K. This second
gaseous element, which contributes to form
the combustible mixture, enters an annular

5 space k, formed in the section E, from which
space it finds its way to the passage C, where
the gaseous elements mix before entering the

chamber D.
This apparatus can amplify and reproduce

10 not only vibrations which act directly on the
diaphragm A, but on vibrations analogous to

those received in the reproducer of a phono-
graphic apparatus under the influence of un-
dulations registered by impression on a cylin-

15 der or disk. In this case the box H carries,

as seen in Figs. 1 and 2, a piece Gr, which may
be adapted direct^ to the reproducer of a

phonograph. In this case the entire appara-
tus receives the vibrations of the reproducer

20 and produces fluctuations of the gaseous mix-
ture back of the diaphragm. The gas escapes
by more or less important fractions through
the passage C to the chamber D for produc-
ing successive detonations therein.

25 If the pressure or tension of the gaseous
mixture is great, we may dispose between the

section E and box H, as seen in Figs. 3 and 6,

a washer I and in the aperture in said washer
mount a valve S on a stem s, which connects

30 the valve with the diaphragm A. In Fig. 5

said connected diaphragm and valve may be
seen detached. This valve closes more or less

the passage or orifice C and prevents the gas
from flowing through the same too rapidly,

35 which latter would be injurious to the pro-

duction of suitable detonations and the result-

ant vibrations.

If the vibrations received by the diaphragm
A are sufficiently energetic to cause the mix-

40 ture of gases to be forced strongly through
the orifice or passage C, we may place between
the sections E and F one or more disks of

wire-gauze T (see Fig. 3) and between or on
these disks place some fragmentary substance,

45 if necessary, to detain the outflow of gas and
maintain conditions suitable for producing
the best results. The shock and friction of

the impact of the gas against these particles

or fragments serves only to augment the so-

50 nority of the vibrations.

In the form of the apparatus illustrated in

Figs. 7, 8, and 9, and which employs gas at a

high pressure, a relatively small diaphragm L
is placed over a box M and controls the inlet

55 N of a conduit P. The gaseous detonating
mixture supplied by a pipe U enters an annu-
lar chamber /// in the box M and acting on the

inner face of the diaphragm L passes it out-

ward slightly and passing through the nar-
60 row opening thus made enters the pipe P.

This pipe enters at one side of the point of

junction between two horns or megaphones
Q R and forms a jet in the horn Q. The
gaseous mixture will obviously be admitted

65 to the tube or pipe P proportionately to the

vibrations of the diaphragm, which tend to

vary the size of the inlet N. Obviously, also,

the pipe P may connect with the end of a horn,
as shown in Fig. 1, through a chamber D:
but, as shown in Fig. 7, the gaseous mixture 70

on issuing from the pipe P burns in a long
flame in the axis of the horn and directed to-

ward its open end. This figure shows the ap-
paratus constructed in a double form, the
parts at the left being distinguished from 75
those at the right by prime-marks on the ref-

erence-letters. In this double construction
there is disposed between the centers of the

two diaphragms L and L' a short trans-

versely-disposed pin n on a flexible stem 0. 80

This pin holds one diaphragm so as to shut
off the gas whenever the other is open or

pressed outward, the diaphragm which is thus
pressed outward impinging on said pin >i and
pressing it forcibly against the opposite dia- 85

phragm. The flexible stem permits of this

movement of the pin. Thus the orificeN will

be closed whenever the orifice N' is open. If

the quantity of the gaseous mixture which is

emitted at the burners of the two pipes P and 90
P' were always equal, the air contained in the

space at the junction of the horns Q and R
would be immovable. If one of the burners
has the advantage, this establishes in that di-

rection a flow of air which is continually be- 95
ing modified by the variations in the quanti-

ties of gas being detonated at the different

burning-points, thus producing much ampli-
fied sounds.

It will be noted that the burner or point of i°c>

ignition of the gas is in all cases housed in or

by the base portion of the horn or megaphone
J. In Figs. 1 and 3, for example, the burner
or burner-chamber D forms operatively a part

of the base of the megaphone, while in Fig. 105

7 the outlet of pipe P is the burner, and this

burner is housed in the base or narrower part

of the megaphone Q. In Fig. 1 also the dia-

phragm A forms one wall of the gas-chamber
O and by its vibrations rapidly varies the ca- no
pacity of this chamber. Thus in this con-

struction of Fig. 1 the operation is similar to

that of a bellows, the gas being under no ma-
terial tension, while in Fig. 7, where the gas
is under some tension or pressure, the dia- 115

phragm acts as a valve.

The asperities d in the burner-chamber D
may be of any kind—as, for example, such as

would be formed by cutting V grooves in the

walls and extending roundwise thereof. 120

Having thus described my invention, I

claim

—

1. An apparatus for the purpose specified,

having a diaphragm, a gas-chamber back of

the diaphragm, a burner, a conduit which con- 125

nects said gas-chamber with the burner, and
a horn or megaphone housing the burner, said

diaphragm controlling by its vibrations the

supply of gas to said burner.

2. An apparatus for the purpose specified, 13°
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having a horn or megaphone, a gas-burner
housed thereby, means for supplying gas to

said burner, and a diaphragm controlling by
its vibrations the supply of gas to said burner.

5 3. An apparatus for the purpose specified,

having a horn or megaphone for augmenting
sounds, a gas-chamber, a burner-chamber D
housed at the base of the megaphone, a gas-

passage connecting said gas-chamber with the
io burner -chamber, and a diaphragm forming

one wall of the gas-chamber and serving, by
its vibrations, to vary the capacity of said

chamber proportionate to the amplification of

the vibrations.

1 5 4. An apparatus for the purpose specified,

having a horn or megaphone for augmenting
sounds, a gas -chamber, a diaphragm which
forms one wall of said chamber and by its vi-

brations varies the capacity of the latter, a
20 burner-chamber D, having roughened walls,

said chamber being housed at the base of the

megaphone, and a conduit connecting the gas-

chamber with the burner-chamber.
5. An apparatus for the purpose specified,

25 having a horn or megaphone for augmenting
sounds, a gas -chamber, a diaphragm which
forms one wall of said gas-chamber and by
its vibrations varies the capacity of the lat-

ter, a burner-chamber housed at the base of

30 the megaphone, a conduit connecting the gas-

chamber with the burner-chamber, and a valve
connected ope ratively with the diaphragm and
controlling the flow of gas through said con-
duit.

6. An apparatus for the purpose specified, 35
having a horn or megaphone for augmenting
sounds, a gas-chamber, a diaphragm which
forms one wall of the gas-chamber and by its

vibrations varies the capacity of said chamber,
a burner-chamber, a conduit connecting the 4°

said gas-chamber and burner-chamber, and a
foraminous diaphragm T at the base of the

burner - chamber to somewhat obstruct the

flow of the gas to the burning-point.

7. An apparatus for the purpose specified, 45
comprising a box H having in it a gas-cham-
ber O, an inlet B, an inlet K, and an outlet-

conduit C, sections E and F, having in them
a burner-chamber D, a megaphone J, connect-
ed with the section F and housing the cham- 50

ber D, and a vibrant diaphragm A, forming
one wall of the gas-chamber O.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto signed
my name, this 19th day of November, 1903, in

the presence of two subscribing witnesses. 55

GEORGES LAUDET.
Witnesses:

Jules Armengattd, Jeune,
H. C. Coxe.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Jonas W. Aylsworth,
a citizen of the United States, residing at East
Orange, in the county of Essex and State of

5 New Jersey, have invented certain Improve-
ments in Compositions for Making Duplicate
Phonograph-Records, of which the following
is a description.

My invention relates to a new composition
10 adapted particularly for making duplicate

phonograph-records obtained by any suitable

process from a matrix or mold; but the com-
position has been gotten u p especially for mak-
ing duplicate phonograph-records obtained by

15 the process described in patent to Miller and
Aylsworth.No. 683,615,dated October 1, 1901,

and wherein a suitable mold carrying on its

bore the negative representation of the record
to be duplicated is immersed in a molten wax-

20 like coagulable material, which forms a coagu-
lated layer of the desired thickness on the

bore of the mold, after which the material is

reamed out internally while warm and the re-

sulting duplicate removed by shrinking dia-

25 metrically and removing the same longitudi-

nally from the mold, its ends being finally fin-

ished. The desirable properties or character-

istics of my improved composition are such,

however, that it may be effectively utilized

30 for the manufacture of duplicate phonograph-
records obtained by means of any process
wherein material in a molten or plastic con
dition is introduced into a matrix or mold and
is allowed to set or is expanded therein so as

35 to take an impression, being removed by dia-

metric shrinkage sufficient to clear the engag-
ing surfaces.

A composition suitable for the purpose
should have certain peculiarities, which 1 have
been able to secure only after long experiment.
In the first place, the composition should be
very limpid when in a molten or plastic state,

so as to flow into intimate engagement or con-
tact with the record-surface, and thereby per-
mit a ver.v sharp impression to be received.

It should be free of decomposition products,

5°

55

which would otherwise result in the generation
of gas, forming bubbles, which would destroy
the commercial character of the record-sur-
face. It should be of excessively-fine texture
or grain, so as not to produce extraneous
sounds when the reproducer rubs over it. It

should be very hard when set, so as to reduce
wear as much as possible, due to the tracking
of the reproducer. It should have the capac-
ity of passing from the liquid to the solid state

through an intermediate condition of gradu-
ally-reduced plasticity, to thereby enable the
duplicate to shrink internally and toward the
surface, so as not to clear the mold until quite 60

hard, to thereby preserve the record, instead

of chilling very rapidly at the surface to form a
re I a tively hard film, which tends to shrink away
from the mold even when the mass of the ma-
terial is still molten, since 1 find that materials 65
having this latter characteristic are not suit-

able for the purpose, owing to the danger of t he
record-surface being injured under the effect

of the unequal chilling. Itshould not be sticky

or tenacious, so as to adhere to the mold when 70

.set, even to the smallest extent. It should
be capable of shrinking away from the mold
when quite hard by a reduction in its temper-
ature. It should have a very smooth and
polished surface, so as to eliminate foreign 75
noises due to the tracking of the reproducer.
It should be free from air and gas bubbles,
which if present al the surface would destroy
the commercial character of any duplicates
containing them. Itshould shrink uniformly So

without warping, so as to be capable of ef-

fective use with standard talking-machines.
It should not be affected by moisture, so as

.to be preserved in damp climates, and it

should have a high melting-point, so as not 85

to soften in hot localities. When hot. itshould
be capable of being cleanly cut in reaming
without dragging or chipping, so as to pre-

sent a smooth clean surface on the bore of
the duplicate. Preferably it should be of a 90
very dark color to permit imperfections to be
better observed. It should be perfectly amor-
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phous and non-crystalline, since the latter ma-
terials harden very quickly at the surface

when their congealing temperature is reached
and shrink irregularly, with the objections

5 pointed out. The composition which 1 have
invented and which will be herein described
is one possessing these characteristics, and
hence is especially adapted for use in this art.

In describing my improved composition
io and the process which I prefer to follow in

compounding the same I shall refer to prefer-

able proportions of ingredients, to preferable
steps or procedures in the process, and to

preferable temperatures, all based on actual

15 practical experience in this art; but it will be

understood that in these respects considerable

variations may be made, as will be obvious
to those skilled in the art.

Reference is hereby made to the accompa-
20 nying drawing, which shows in perspective a

phonograph-record having inscribed thereon
the names of ingredients which are preferably

used in the preparation of my invention.

In making my improved composition 1 pre-

25 fer to proceed, therefore, substantially as

follows:

I first take one hundred pounds of commer-
cial stearic acid, which, as is known, is gen-
erally a mixture of stearic and palmitic acids.

30 and melt the same in a suitable galvanized-
iron caldron or other vessel at a temperature
of about 240~ Fahrenheit. The stearic acid

used melts at about 136° Fahrenheit. Care
should be taken to see that the stearic acid is

35 substantially free from oleic acid, as well as

from mineral acids, salts, glycerin, and un-
decomposed fats, as tallow, &c. It should
also be free from mucilaginous substances and
hydrocarbons. When the stearic acid is fully

40 melted, I then add to the same a water solu-

tion of carbonate of soda and aluminate of

soda, obtained, preferably, in the following

way: I first dissolve twenty -one and a half

pounds of recrystallized sodium carbonate, in

45 a suitable steam -jacketed caldron of about
twenty gallons capacity, in ten gallons of wa-
ter, and I add to the solution four hundred
and fifty-two grams of caustic soda of the best

grade of the commercial article. When all

50 is dissolved, I add one hundred and seventy-

five grams of metallic aluminium, preferably

in the form of pieces about three inches by
twelve inches square and twenty one -thou-
sandths of an inch in thickness. When the

55 metal is added to the solution, I turn off the

heat and allow the metal to dissolve, which
takes place inside of three hours. When all

the metal is dissolved, the solution is filtered

while still hot in a filter-press or in any other
60 way. In adding the alkaline solution to the

melted stearic acid I gradually raise the tem-
perature of the latter so as to correspond with
the increased melting-point of the mixture.

The alkaline solution is added as rapidly as
possible without unduly running the tempera- 65-

ture down or causingexcessive boiling or foam-
ing. The solution can be added quite rapidly
at first; but toward the end it must be added
very slowly. The addition of the alkaline so-

lution to the stearic acid results in^ the pro- 70
duction of stearates and palmitates of soda
and of aluminium, the latter being metallic
soaps or metallic salts of fatty acids. During
the saponification which thus takes place wa-
ter is driven off. At the end of the operation 75
the temperature will have gradually run up
to about 360° Fahrenheit. I now add to the
molten metallic-soap mixture twenty-one and
thirty-six hundredths pounds of a very hard
wax, preferably carnauba, the latter consist- 80

ingof a mixture or combination of the higher
fatty acids and alcohols. The carnauba-wax
used should be as clean as possible, and it may
be purified by melting the same with an equal
weight of water, heating by a jet of direct 85

steam and boilingfor a short time, then draw-
ing off or evaporating the water, after which
it may be poured into pans, where it is al-

lowed to cool into cakes suitable for weighing.
When the carnauba-wax is added to the soap 90
mixture, the temperature of the mass is raised

to about 450° Fahrenheit and maintained un-
til all foaming ceases, which usually takes

about five hours. By thus subjecting the mix-
ture to a relatively high heat a combination 95
is effected between the alcohols of the car-

nauba-wax and the excessive stearic acid pres-

ent in the metallic-soap composition, forming
a hard wax-like compound ether, which gives

to the composition many of its desirable char- 100

acteristics. Unless the carnauba-wax is heat-

ed materially beyond its melting-point, re-

sultingin the reaction referred to taking place,

the composition, although harder, is very brit-

tle and shrinks excessively and is therefore 105

not so desirable as when the high heating is

effected. Furthermore, unless this is done
there is greater likelihood of decomposable
products remaining in the composition, af-

fecting the character thereof and resulting in no
the production of bubbles in the surface of

the resulting duplicate.

A iter the treatment of the molten material

at a high temperature has been effected and
all foaming has ceased 1 add twenty-one and 115

thirty-six hundredths pounds of ceresin there-

to, although other hydrocarbon waxes may
be employed, such as paraffin or ozocerite.

The purpose of this latter ingredient is to

make the mixture non-hygroscopic and also 120

less brittle than it otherwise would be. When
ceresin is used, its melting-point should be,

preferably, about 145" Fahrenheit, and in any
event as high as can be obtained, and it should

present a fine grain on fracture and should 125

be free from paraffin.
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For the purpose of darkly coloring the

. composition a suitable amount of fine pure
lampblack— say from .9 per cent, to three

per cent, thereof — or other suitable inert

finely-pulverized pigment may be added to

the molten mass at any stage of the opera-

tion. Preferably, however, the coloring-mat-

ter is added together with the carnauba-wax.
After the ceresin is added and thoroughly

incorporated with the mixture the congealing
temperature of the latter may be regulated

by adding free stearic acid thereto. In using

the process described in the patent to Miller

and Aylsworth, before referred to, I prefer

to adjust the congealing-point of the mixture
at about 290 c Fahrenheit, since excellent com-
mercial results have been secured at that

temperature. 1 find that in dealing with
temperatures above 290° Fahrenheit the ad-

dition of one per cent., by weight, of stearic

acid effects a drop of about 5" Fahrenheit
in the congealing-point. Obviously this reg-

ulation of the congealing-point of the mix-
ture depends upon the special process which
is to be followed in making duplicates, and
where the congealing temperature is not im-
portant no attention whatever need be paid

to its regulation. The material is now strained,

preferably through.open muslin, and is ready
30 for use.

While I prefer in all cases to make use of

caranuba-wax, as described, yet I find that

beeswax and Chinese wax and palm-wax all

contain alcohols somewhat similar to those of

35 carnauba-wax and by which substantially simi-

lar reactions take place. These materials may
therefore be substituted for the carnauba-
wax, but always at a sacrifice in the desirable

condition of the resulting products.

Having now described my invention, what
I claim as new therein, and desire to secure by
Letters Patent, is as follows:

1. A composition for phonograph recording-
surfaces, comprisinga metallic soapand a hard
wax added thereto, substantially as set forth.

2. A composition for phonograph recording-

surfaces, comprising a metallic soap and car-

nauba-wax added thereto, substantially as set

forth.

50 'i. A composition for phonograph recording-
surfaces, comprising a mixture of metallic

soap, a hard wax and a non-hygroscopic in-

gredient, substantially as set forth.

i. Acomposition for phonograph recording-

55 surfaces, comprising a mixture of a metallic
soap, a hard wax, and ceresin, substantially as

set forth.

5. Acomposition for phonograph recording-
surfaces, comprising a mixture of a metallic

60 soap, carnauba-wax and a non-hygroscopic in-

gredient, substantially as set forth.

6. A composition for phonograph recording-
surfaces, comprising a mixture of a metallic

40

45

soap, carnauba-wax and ceresin, substantially

as set forth. 65

7. A composition for phonograph recording-
surfaces, comprising a mixture of a metallic

soap and a wax-like compound ether, substan-
tially as set forth.

8. A composition for phonograph recording- 7°

surfaces, comprising a mixture of a metallic

soap, a wax-like compound ether, and a non-
hygroscopic ingredient, substantiallv as set

forth.

9. A composition for phonograph recording- 7 5

surfaces, comprising a mixture of a metallic

soap, a wax-like compound ether and ceresin,

substantially as set forth.

10. A composition for phonograph record-
ing-surfaces, comprising a mixture of a me- 80

tallic soap, a hard wax and a black pigment,
substantially as set forth.

11. A composition for phonograph record-

ing-surfaces, comprising a mixture of a me-
tallic soap, a hard wax and lampblack, sub- 85

stantially as set forth.

12. A composition for phonograph record-

ing-surfaces, comprising a mixture of a me-
tallic soap,carnauba-wax and a black pigment,
substantially as set forth. 9°

13. A composition for phonograph record-

ing-surfaces, comprising a mixture of a me-
tallic soap, carnauba-wax and lampblack, sub-

stantially as set forth.

14. A composition for phonograph record- 95
ing- surfaces, comprising a mixture of a me-
tallic soap, carnauba-wax, ceresin and a black
pigment, substantially as set forth.

15. A composition for phonograph record-

ing-surfaces, comprising a mixture of a me- 100

tallic soap, carnauba-wax, ceresin and lamp-
black, substantially as set forth.

16. A composition for phonograph record-

ing-surfaces, comprising a mixture of a me-
tallic soap, a wax-like compound ether, and a 105

black pigment, substantially as set forth.

17. A composition for phonograph record-

ing-surfaces, comprising a mixture of a me-
tallic soap, a wax -like compound ether and
lampblack, substantially as set forth. no

18. A composition for phonograph record-

ing-surfaces, comprising a mixture of stearate

of soda, carnauba-wax, and a non-hygroscopic
ingredient, substantially as set forth.

19. A composition for phonograph record- 115

ing-surfaces, comprising a mixture of stearate

of soda, carnauba-wax and ceresin, substan-
tially as set forth.

2Q. A composition for phonograph record-

ing-surfaces, comprising a mixture of stearate 1 20

of soda, carnauba-wax and a black pigment,
substantially as set forth.

21. A composition for phonograph record-

ing-surfaces, comprising a stearate of soda,

carnauba-wax and lampblack, substantially as 125

set forth.
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22. A composition for phonograph record-
ing-surfaces, comprising a mixture of stearate
of soda, stearate of alumina, and carnauba-
wax, substantially as set forth.

5 23. A composition for phonograph record-
ing-surfaces, comprisinga mixture of stearate
of soda,- stearate of alumina, carnauba-wax
and lampblack, substantially as set forth.

24. A composition for phonograph record-
io ing-surfaces, comprising a mixture of stearate

of soda, stearate of alumina, carnauba-wax,
ceresin and lampblack, substantially as set

forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

29th day of October, 1903.

JONAS W. AYLSWORTH.
Witnesses:

Frank L. Dyer,
William A. Dolan.
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To all ivhom it may concern:

Be it known that I, George K. Cheney, a

citizen of the United States of America, and
a resident of the borough of Manhattan, city,

5 county, and State of New York, have invented
certain new and useful Improvements in Proc-
esses of Duplicating Matrices, of which the

following is a specification.

My invention relates generally to sound-
io records for talking-machines and more partic-

ularly to a new and improved process for du-
plicating the matrices employed in stamping
up such records.

Heretofore it has been the practice in re-

15 cording sound for reproduction to first make
a master-record in the form a soft-wax tablet

and produce a metallic negative therefrom
by a process of electrodeposition, the nega-
tive being subsequently backed and faced to

20 serve as .a die or matrix for use in stamping
up commercial records, such as may be pur-
chased in the open market. As the sale of

these records is continually increasing and as

the average life of a matrix is ordinarily lim-

25 ited to the production of a thousand or less

clean sharp impressions, it is found neces-

sary in meeting the demand to renew the ma-
trix by providing a second, third, and oft-

times a fourth and fifth duplicate. The du-

30 plication of the matrix is attended with more
or less difficulty and involves considerable
time, labor, and expense, as the soft-wax mas-
ter deteriorates rapidly and becomes hope-
lessly worn and unfit for further use after a

35 second or possibly a third electrotype lias

been made therefrom. It also requires great
care in handling and storage to protect it

from mutilation and atmospheric changes, &c.
The life of the master-record being thus lim-

40 ited, as above stated, it must sooner or later

be reproduced if additional duplicates of the

matrix are required, and it therefore becomes
necessary to recall vocalists, musicians, or
other artists to repeat the song, &c. Ordi-

45 narily considerable delay is experienced in

securing the attendance of these artists, as

they are usually traveling from place to place,

and in addition to the expense for such serv-

ices the second master may lack the spirit,

50 tone quality, and merit of the original to such

an extent as to prove wholly unattractive to

the buying public.

In view of the foregoing the present in-

vention is designed to dispense with further

use of the soft -wax master after the first 55
electrotype is made therefrom and to employ
such electrotype or negative in making a posi-

tive electrotype or permanent record, from
which any number of negative matrices may
be subsequently produced in a manner to be 60

hereinafter more fully explained. The ad-

vantages of this method will be apparent, as

in making a duplicate matrix from an elec-

trotype, which latter I shall hereinafter term
the "positive," such electrotype is not sub- 65

jected to appreciable or, in fact, any wear, as

it serves merely for use as a form on which
metal is deposited electrolytically—that is

to say, for the production of negative elec-

trotypes in any desired number, which after 7°

being separated from the positive and prop-
erly backed and faced, are employed as dies

or matrices for stamping up commercial rec-

ords. For a detailed description of one ap-

plication of this method reference may be 75

had to the following paragraphs and to the

accompanying drawings, forming a part of the
specification, in which

—

Figure 1 is a sectional view of a matrix or
duplicate original record with its backing; 80

Fig. 2, a similar sectional view showing the

conductive film or coating applied thereto

Fig. 3 is a similar sectional view to Fig. 2,

but showing the electrodeposit thereon. Fig.

4 is a similar sectional view of the same parts 85

as in Fig. 3, but showing the electrotype or

the last deposit separated from the duplicate

original or matrix; Fin'. .">. a similar sectional

view showing the last electrotype backed in

the usual manner; and Fig. 6, a plan view of 90
the duplicate original or matrix, said plan
view also serving to indicate the lower surface

of the electrotype taken from the duplicate
original or matrix.

The duplication of a negative matrix by my 95
improved process is as follows: A master
sound-record is produced in any suitable or
well-known manner—as, for example, by re-

cording directly upon the surface of a tablet

of wax-like or other material—and a negative i°o
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electrotype 1 is made therefrom in the usual '

manner by a process of electrodeposition. I

wish it understood, however, that I do not
limit myself to a particular method of pro-

5 during' the original negative, as it may be
molded, stamped up, or otherwise formed
and will serve the purpose of the present in-

vention. Such a negative 1 is employed to
obtain a positive electrotype Iby having the

i o record-surface thereof first thoroughly washed
with alcohol, benzin, or the like and then
coated with a solution suitable for forming a

conducting-surface 3, on which metal may be
deposited electrolytically and which at the

15 same time will serve as a protective covering
by preventing the metal 4 thus deposited from
adhering directly to the record-surface of the
negative. By coating the surface of the nega-
tive or matrix with a solution of a material

20 which is conductive and which also has the
property of being easily separated from the
negative without requiring the destruction of
the negative by eating the same away with
acids or by electrolytic decomposition or re-

25 moval the process of making the duplicate
original is much simplified and the cost of time
and material greatly reduced. My method of
duplicating an original record also has many
advantages and material differences over those

3° methods in which the matrix is formed of
gelatin or layers of gelatin and other sub-
stances from which original wax record is re-

moved and its place taken by a celluloid coat-

ing or layers of celluloid and gelatin to form
35 the duplicate. The use of gelatin involves a

great expense of time and extreme care, while
at the same time the records duplicated are
liable to be untrue, uneven, and warped, owing
to the unequal expansion or contraction during

4° the drying or hardening process. My proc-

ess also allows the original negative or matrix
to be preserved and used repeatedly.

Any solution which has the properties above,

described of giving a conductive coating to

45 the matrix without adhering too closely to the
same may be used; but I preferably employ
the following ingredients in about the propor-
tions stated: bisulfid of carbon, seven ounces;
phosphorus,one-half ounce; beeswax, one-half

50 ounce; spirits of. turpentine, six ounces; as-

phaltum, one-half ounce. Such a solution in

addition to forming a conducting-surface and
protecting the negative from direct deposition
of metal permits the positive electrotype 4

55 to be readily separated from the negative 1

with little effort and without marring or en-

dangering either record -surface. After the
solution of conductive material has spread
upon the surface of the metallic matrix and

60 allowed to dry or harden copper or other metal
is electrolytically deposited upon the same.
The matrix and copper positive or dupli-

cate record thus formed are then separated
manually or in any convenient manner. The

65 copper positive thus produced after being

backed with metal 5 is identical in all re-

spects to the ordinary commercial record and
is preserved as a permanent record from which
duplicate negative matrices may be made in

any number desired without appreciable wear 70
or deterioration of the same. To now pro-
duce such a duplicate negative, the positive
after being washed with alcohol or benzin
is given a film-coating of the solution above
referred to and electroplated. When a suffi- 75
cient depth of metal has deposited, it is re-

moved from the tank, and owing to the pres-

ence of the interposed film between the positive

and negative electrotypes they may be readily

separated. The negative after being backed 80

and faced in the usual manner is ready for

use in the press as a matrix in stamping up
commercial records. This part of the proc-

ess it is not necessary to separately illustrate

by drawings, as the present figures of the 85

drawings clearly indicate the steps, which are
similar to that of producing the duplicate

original. Thus it will be seen that the num-
ber of matrices which may be thus produced
from the positive is unlimited. The time, la- 90
bor, and expense over the present methods are

greatly reduced and the necessity for recall-

ing artists is obviated. The positive or origi-

nal from which such duplicates are made will

last indefinitely with ordinary care, as it is 95
not appreciably affected by changes in atmos-
phere or temperature and will not deteriorate^

or wear in use.

Having therefore described my invention, I

claim

—

100

1. The method of obtaining a reverse metal-

lic copy of a metallic record or matrix which
comprises, first, coating the record or matrix
with a film of electrically-oonductive but de-

tachable material; second, electroplating said 105

film, and, third, separating the metallic layers.

2. The method of obtaining a reverse metal-

lic copy of a metallic record or matrix which
comprises the following steps: first, coating
the record or matrix with a film of electric- no
ally-conductive but detachable material; sec-

ond, electroplating said film; third, separating

the metallic layers, and, fourth, backing up
the last-named electroplate.

3. The method of duplicating metallic sound- 115

record matrices, which comprises, first, dupli-

cating the master-record in metal; second, ap-

plying a film of conductive, separable mate-
rial to the duplicate master, and, third, form-
ing an electrotype upon said film-covered sur- 120

face.

4. The method of duplicating metallic sound-
record matrices, which comprises, first, dupli-

cating the master-record in metal; second, ap-

plying a film of conductive separable material 125

to the duplicate master; third, forming an elec-

trotype upon said film-covered surface, and,

fourth, backing the electrotype or matrix thus

formed.
5. The method of duplicating sound-record 130
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matrices, comprising, first, applying a solution

of a conductive separable material to a nega-

tive matrix to form a protective film; second,

electroplating the film - covered surface to

5 form a positive electrotype; third, applying a

solution of conductive separable material to

the positive electrotype; fourth, electroplat-

ing the latter film-covered surface to form a

negative electrotype.
10 6. The method of duplicating sound-record

matrices,comprising, first, applying a solution

of a conductive separable material to a nega-

tive matrix; second, electroplating the film-

covered surface to form a positive electrotype;

15 third, applying a solution of said material to

the positive electrotype; fourth, electroplat-

ing the latter film-covered surface to form a

negative electrotype, and, fifth, backing the

latter negative electrotype to form a matrix.
20 7. The method of obtaining a reverse metal-

lic copy of a metallic record or matrix which
comprises, first, coating the record or matrix
with a solution of wax, a conductive liquid,

and a volatile liquid, and, second, electroplat-

25 ing the film so formed.

8. The method of obtaining a reverse metal-
lic copy of a metallic record or matrix, which
comprises, first, coating the record or matrix
with a solution of wax, bisulfid of carbon, and
a volatile liquid, and, second, electroplating 30
the film-covered surface so prepared.

9. The method of obtaining a reverse metal-
lic copy of a metallic record or matrix, which
comprises, first, coating the record or matrix
with a solution of wax, bisulfid of carbon and 35
spirits of turpentine, and, second, electroplat-

ing the film-covered surface so prepared.
10. The method of obtaining a reverse me-

tallic copy of a metallic record or matrix which
comprises, first, coating the record or matrix 4°
with a solution of beeswax, bisulfid of carbon,
spirits of turpentine, asphaltum and phos-
phorus, and, second, electroplating the film-

covered surface so prepared.
Signed at New York, N. Y., this 4th day of 45

June, 1903.

GEORGE K. CHENEY
Witnesses:

J. E. Pearson,
W. H. PUMPHREY.
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To (i,ll whom it may concern:

Be it known that we, Frank L. Capps, of

Bridgeport, Connecticut, and Victor H. Em-
krson, of Newark, New Jersey, have invented

5 a new and useful Production of Quasi-Origi-
nal Sound-Records, which invention is fully

set forth in the following specification.

This invention relates to disk sound-records,

particularly those of the type wherein the
io record-groove is of uniform depth and with

lateral undulations corresponding to sound-
waves, commonly known as "zigzag" disk
sound-records, though it may be applied to

other disk records.

15 The invention consists in procuring from a

matrix already obtained from a genuine ' 'origi-

nal " sound-record "quasi -originals," from
which other matrixes may be obtained. The
ordinary method of producing disk records is

20 as follows: An original sound-record is made
in a tablet of wax-like material by the direct

action of the recording-stylus. This original

record is then given a graphite coating to ren-

der its surface electroconductive. It is next
25 placed in an electroplating-bath and a copper

plate is deposited thereon by electrolysis.

This copper plate is then separated from the
wax-like original record, when it is found to

contain a counterpart or reverse of the origi-

30 nal record, having an elevated ridge instead

of the depressed groove of the original.

Finally, this matrix is employed as a stamp
or die to impress the record upon the hard
disks.

35 It is sometimes desirable to have more than
one matrix of a given selection, so that the
work of impressing the hard disk records for
the market may go on more rapidly; but
considerable expense attends the making of

4° an original sound-record, because the "talent"
employed—singers, orchestra, band, &c.—will

exact a more or less high price. Besides, the
same talent is not always available for making
a second original record.

45 The object of our present invention then is

the production of additional matrixes by first

producing a quasi-original record from a ma-
trix already on hand.

Our invention will be best understood by
describing one particular method of carrying 5°

it out and by reference to the accompanying
drawings, that illustrate a preferred method.

Figure 1 is a plan showing the matrix in a

pan into which the molten material is to be
poured. Fig. 2 represents in perspective the 55
hardened cake emptied therefrom. Fig. 3 is

a bottom view of the cake with its. backing
removed to expose the back of the matrix,

and Fig. 4 shows the wax-like counterpart of

the matrix constituting our quasi -original 60

sound-record.
A is a shallow tin pan some two inches

greater in diameter than the matrix-disk and
having a rim A' of, say, an inch and a-half in

height. The matrix-disk B, preferably heated 65

beforehand, is laid face uppermost in the pan,

the lines b representing conventionally the

ridges that correspond to the sound-grooves
and indicating the matrix-surface. The ma-
trix-disk is placed so as to leave a space a
around the edge of the disk B between its edge
and the rim A'. Into the pan is then pOured
the molten material, as from a spout C. This
material may be the ordinary composition of
the well-known graphophone-(or phonograph)
cylinders and will be referred to in general

terms as " wax-like" or " wax," though we do
not limit ourselves to this particular mate-
rial. When this melted stuff is poured into the

pan, it not only spreads over the matrix-sur- 80

face b and the space </< but also (owing to the

uniKjIished condition of the bottom or back
of the disk B) it penetrates beneath the ma-
trix-disk B, forming a layer or backing about
one-eighth of an inch thick, so that the disk 85
B is surrounded by the wax on all sides and
becomes completely incased. When the mass
in the pan has cooled and become set and har-
dened, the pan is emptied, showing the cake
D. Now if the molten stuff had been poured 90
merely upon the matrix-surfaced (and did not
surround the disk entirely) it would cool and
contract, drawing slightly away from the ma-
trix-surface at places, thereby admitting air

between itself and the adjacent matrix-sur- 95
face, with the result of a bad counterpart. In

70

7 5
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fact, no available sound-record at all could be
produced by such procedure; but by having
the molten stuff completely incase the matrix-
disk the technical effect of its cooling and con-

5 tracting is to bind its mass all the tighter to

the matrix-disk and to produce the most inti-

mate contact between the casting and the ma-
trix-surface. Moreover, the casting is at-

tached to the matrix-surface fixedly and will

10 not shrink or draw away from it at all. This
idea of completely incasing the matrix-disk on
all sides forms the gist of our invention.

After the cake D has been thus produced, as

above, the backing is stripped away from the

15 bottom of the matrix-disk. The matrix-disk
B is then pried off from the wax cake D, and
upon the surface of the latter will be found
the spiral grooves (conventionally illustrated

by the lines d) that correspond to the original
20 sound-waves. This cake D, with its spiral

grooves d, is what we designate our "quasi-
original" and is employed in the well-known
manner for producing other matrixes.

Of course the precise steps given are merely
25 for the purpose of illustrating one manner of

proceeding in order to carry out our inven-

tion, and we do not limit ourselves to the

same, and our invention is available in con-

nection with disk records containing sound-
30 grooves with vertical undulations as well as

those with lateral undulations.

Having thus described our invention, we
claim

—

1. The process of making sound - records

35 from a matrix by surrounding the said matrix

with molten wax-like material, permitting said
material to cool and solidify with the matrix
entirely incased in it, peeling off the solidified

material from the blank surface of said ma-
trix, and then separating the matrix from the 4°

record.

2. The process of making sound - records
from a matrix of disk form by surrounding
the said matrix with molten wax-like mate-
rial, permitting said material to cool and so- 45
lidify with the matrix entirely incased in it,

peeling off the solidified material from the

blank surface of said matrix, and then sepa-

rating the. matrix from the record.

3. The process of obtaining a reverse im- 5°

pression of the irregularities (constituting

sound-records) on the surface of a fiat tablet

or disk, which consists in heating said disk,

J

then placing the same face uppermost in a

I shallow pan having a larger area than said 55

disk, next pouring suitable molten material

into said pan and around the periphery of said

disk and permitting said material to flow un-

derneath as well as over said disk, then allow-

ing the whole to cool, next stripping the back 60

of said disk, and finally separating it from the

cast.

In testimony whereof we have signed this

specification in the presence of two subscrib-

ing witnesses.

FRANK L. CAPPS.
VICTOR H. EMERSON.

Witnesses:
C. A. L. Massie,
William E. Hills.
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To all whom it may concern,:

Be it known that I,Edward Bernard Finch,
a citizen of the United States, residing atWash-
ington, in the District of Columbia, have in-

5 vented certain new and useful Improvements
in Speed and Time Regulating Devices for Use
upon Sound-Reproducing Machines, of which
the following is a specification.

My present invention relates to improve-
io merits in speed and time regulating devices

for use upon sound- reproducing machines;
and the main object of my invention is the
provision of a mechanism whereby sounds can
be reproduced from a record in the same rate

15 of speed as the same was recorded thereon,

this being accomplished by means of a novel
mechanism operably connected with the gov-
erning mechanism of the sound-reproducing
machine.

20 It has therefore been my object to produce
a simple mechanism which is readily control-

lable from theoutsideof the machineand which
is provided with an indicator for indicating

the rate of speed at which the record should be
25 operated, the said time-setting mechanism be-

ing operated before the mechanism is set in

operation, so that there is none of the dis-

agreeable sounds or the guesswork of allowing
the record to be revolved or rotated, and as the

30 same is being revolved or rotated adjust the
governing mechanism, so as to finally secure
the proper rate of speed at which the record
should be played. All that is absolutely neces-

sary in connection with my mechanism is that

35 when recording the music should be played
in the proper tempo in which it is written,

the said tempo being stamped upon the rec-

ord, so that when placed upon a machine upon
which my device is used all that is necessary

4° is to operate the indicator so as to point to

the proper figures representing the tempo in-

dicated on the record, thus causing the mech-
anism of the machine to reproduce the music
or sounds in the exact tempo in which it is re-

45 corded.

In putting my invention into practice I have
found it readily applicable to any of the ma-
chines now in use, but preferably use it in con-
nection with the disk-machines, the indicat-

50 ing device in this case slightly projecting

through the upper surface of the machine, so

as to be observable near the periphery of the

disk-support and be always in a position to be
readily seen and quickly manipulated so as to

indicate the time at which the regulating 55
mechanism is set, the said regulating mechan-
ism being directly operably connected with
the indicating mechanism.
To attain these objects, the invention con-

sists of a speed and time regulating and indi- 6c

eating mechanism embodying novel features

of construction and combination of parts, sub-

stantially as disclosed herein.

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is

a side elevation of the operating and govern- 65

ing mechanism and disk sound-reproducing
means with my device in operable connection
therewith, the starting and stopping pin be-

ing in the position it assumes when the ma-
chine is in motion. Fig. 2 is an end view of 70

a portion thereof. Fig. 3 is a longitudinal

sectional view taken through the starting and
stopping mechanism and my speed - regulat-

ing mechanism, showing how the indicating

mechanism is connected therewith, the start- 75
ing and stopping pin being in the position

it assumes when holding the mechanisms in

an immovable position. Fig. 4 is a cross-sec-

tion through the indicating mechanism's slot

or frame. Fig. 5 is a top plan view there- 80

of, and Fig. 6 is a bottom plan view thereof.

Referring to the drawings, A designates the

case of a sound-reproducing machine, provided
with a hinged top or mechanism support B,

which has mounted below the operating mech- 85

anismC and the governor mechanism D a ver-

tical shaft E, being connected with both of

said mechanisms, whereby the disk-support is

properly carried.

The governing mechanism is provided with 90
the brake plate or disk 1, which is adapted to

have in contact therewith the brake-shoe 2,

carried by the curved arm 3 of the pivoted

lever 4, which is provided with a spring-plate

5 and the stop or lug 6. Adapted to control 95
the movement of this lever and regulate its

tension, so as to regulate the speed of the gov-
ernor, and thereby the speed and time of the.

record, is a rotatable sleeve 7. whose threaded
end 8 is mounted in the threaded lug 9 of the 100
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governor - supporting frame, and sliclingly

mounted within said sleeve and projecting
through the casing from the outside is the

starting and stopping pin 10, whose reduced

5 end is adapted to pass through the slot in the

lower end of the lug or stop and engage the

lower end of the spring-plate of the brake,
and thereby hold the brake-shoe in contact
with the brake-disk of the governor mechan-

ic ism and lock the mechanism against move-
ment. The spring-plate 5 is of such a strength
and length as to project down below the inner
reduced end of the stopping and starting pin
10 and when in such position allows the brake-

15 shoe 2 to be released from engagement with
the brake plate or disk 1, thus allowing the

mechanism to revolve; but as the stopping and
starting pin is pushed inward the end of the

spring-plate 5 contacts the upper surface of
20 the stopping and starting pin 10 and bears

down upon the same, holding the brake-shoe
2 in close contact with the disk 1 and exert-

ing such a tension upon the pin 10 as to hold

it stationary in such position, the same form-
2 5 ing a lock for the pin 10 and also for the brake-

shoe 2 and disk 1. It will therefore be seen

that this construction of spring will hold the

push-pin 10 securely in place when the pin is

in its inmost position or when the governing
30 and operating mechanisms are out of opera-

tion or stopped. When it is desired to start

the mechanism, it is simply necessary to pull

upon the head 11 of the starting and stopping
pin, so as to release the same from engage-

35 ment with the spring-plate, thus reducing the

friction between the brake-shoe and brake-
disk and allowing the operating mechanism to

be set in motion. In order to control the speed
more exactly, the rotatable sleeve is revolved

40 so that its inner end 12 will contact the outer
face of the stop or lug of the brake, and there-

by hold the brake-shoe and brake-disk in fric-

tional contact, so as to allow the speed of the

governor to be increased or decreased accord-

45 ing to the time at which the record should be
reproduced. In order to rotate this sleeve

from the exterior of the machine, the milled

head or wheel 13 is provided. This much of

the invention relates to the speed and time
50 regulating mechanism; but in order that the

same may be indicated exteriorly of the ma-
chine and the same quickly and properly set

I provide through the cover of the machine a
longitudinal slot 14, which is covered by means

55 of the slotted plate 15, and upon the" bottom
of the cover and in alinement with the slot

therethrough I provide the two guide-plates

16, in which is adapted to slide the carriage

or block 17, to which the indicator 18 is rig-

60 idly connected, so that its point, which is ex-

terior of the top, will be adapted to be recip-

rocated within the slot so as to indicate the

various times which are printed or shown upon
the scale-indicating plate 19, secured upon the

65 upper face of the cover of the machine.

In order to reciprocate the indicator car-

riage or block, I provide the two flexible con-
nections 20 and 21, whose ends are connected
to the block at opposite sides by being passed
through and over the end pulleys 22 and 23. 7°

The opposite end of the flexible connection 20
is connected to the inner disk 24 and is adapt-
ed to be wound upon the rotatable sleeve be-

tween the disks 24 and 25, the said disk 24
acting as an abutment for the spring 26 and 75
in connection with the other disk as a casing
for the said flexible connection 20, while the
flexible connection 21 is secured to the disk
25 and is adapted to be wound upon the op-
posite side thereof upon the rotatable sleeve. 80

By this means when the sleeve is rotated to

control the friction of the brake-shoe upon
the brake plate or disk the indicator is moved
in the opposite direction to indicate the time
in which the operating mechanism will oper- 85

ate the record as marked on the record. The
spring 26 referred to is employed to hold the

rotatable sleeve in its adjusted position, so

that the movement of the brake thereon will

at no time cause the same to be moved, and 90

thereby change the time or speed of the record.

From the foregoing description, taken in

connection with the drawings, the operation
of my speed and time controlling and indi-

cating mechanism is readily understood; but 95
briefly stated it is as follows: As the time at

which the sound or music should be repro-

duced is printed or affixed upon the record,

all that is necessary to do after the record has

been placed upon the record-support is to ro- 1°°

tate the sleeve 7 so that the pointer controlled
thereby will be opposite the proper time-in-

dicating numerals upon the music-scale, which
is the same as on the record. This movement
will regulate the distance or friction between 105

the brake -disk 1 and brake -shoe 2 so that

when the starting or stopping pin 10 is oper-

ated to be released from the spring-plate 5

of the brake the governor mechanism is re-

leased to the proper degree so as to allow the no
operating mechanism to rotate the disk, the

brake at this point causing enough friction

between its shoe and plate to regulate the

speed of the rotation or revolution of the rec-

ord, so that it will be reproduced in the exact 115

time that it was recorded, such time continu-

ing from the outset until the record has been
entirely reproduced, thus overcoming the ob-

jection to having to start the machine and
regulate the speed and time while the same is '20

in motion, as the speed and time with my
mechanism is set at the very beginning or be-
fore the operating mechanism is set in motion.

It will thus be seen that when the spring 5 is

in contact with the push-pin 10 the brake disk 125

and shoe are in close proximity, so that the

brake-disk is held from revolving, and that

when the push-pin 10 is released from the

spring the brake-shoe is released from the disk

to allow the same to revolve, the rotatable 13°
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sleeve at this point abutting against the lug 6

to hold the brake-shoe against the disk to pro-

duce the proper friction between the parts,

thereby allowing the record to be revolved at

5 the proper rate of speed.

What I claim as new, and desire to secure by
Letters Patent, is

—

1. In a sound-reproducing mechanism, the

combination of an operating mechanism, a

io governor mechanism, a brake -disk carried

thereby, a brake provided with a spring-plate

adapted -to coact with said disk, a slidably-

mounted starting and stopping pin adapted to

engage said spring-plate to control tbeopera-

15 tion of the governor, a rotatable sleeve sur-

rounding the said pin and adapted to control

the movement of the brake to regulate the

speed of the governor after the mechanism
has been set in operation, and an indicating

20 device operably connected with said rotatable

sleeve, consisting of a pointer adapted to be
oscillated so as to be observable from the out-

side of the machine, and flexible connections

connected to said pointer and rotatable sleeve

25 for operating the pointer simultaneously with

the operation of the sleeve.

2. In a sound-reproducing mechanism, the

combination of an operating mechanism there-

for, a speed-regulating device therefor, and
30 a time and speed indicating mechanism con-

sisting of a horizontally-movable pointer ob-

servable from the outside of the machine, and
flexible connections between the pointer and
speed -regulating device for controlling the

35 movement of the pointer.

3. In a sound-reproducing mechanism, the

combination of a casing having a lid with an
elongated slot therethrough, an operating
mechanism, a speed and time determining

4° mechanism operably connected with said oper-

ating mechanism and an indicating mechanism
controllable by the speed and time determining
mechanism consisting of a pointer projecting
through said slot of the lid, and flexible con-

45 nections connected to said pointer below the

lid and speed and time determining mechan-
ism so that the pointer is operated simultane-
ously with said mechanism.

4. In combination with a sound-reproducing
50 mechanism, of a casing having a slot through

the lid thereof, an operating mechanism, means
for starting and stopping said mechanism, a

speed and time controlling mechanism adapt-
ed to operate independently of the stopping

55 and starting mechanism, and an indicating

mechanism controlled by the speed and time
mechanism consisting of a pointer slidably

mounted within the slot and observable from
the exterior of the machine, a pair of guides

60 secured upon the under side of the top and be-

low said slot, a block connected with the
pointer and slidably mounted with relation

to said guides, and means connected to said

block and the speed and time regulating or

determining mechanism for simultaneously 65

operating said pointer.

5. In combination with a sound-reproducing
mechanism, of a casing having a slot through
the lid thereof, an operating mechanism, means
for starting and stopping the mechanism, a 70
speed and time controlling mechanism adapt-

ed to operate independently of the stopping
and starting mechanism, and an indicating

mechanism controlled by the speed and time
mechanism, consisting of a pointer slidably 75
mounted within the slot and observable from
the exterior of the casing, a pair of guides

secured upon the under side of the top and be-

low said slot, a block connected with the

pointer and slidably mounted with relation to 80

said guides and flexible connections connected

to said block and to the speed and time deter-

mining mechanism.
6. In a sound - reproducing machine, the

combination of an operating mechanism, a 85

governor mechanism, a pivoted lever carry-

ing a brake, a spring-plate and a stop; a slid-

ingly- mounted stopping and starting pin

adapted to engage said spring-plate to control

the lever, a rotatable sleeve surrounding the 90
pin adapted to have its end engage the stop to

regulate the friction between the brake and
the governor mechanism to control the speed

thereof, an indicator, and flexible connections

operably connected with said indicator and 95
the sleeve for controlling the movement of the

indicator and the sleeve.

7. In a sound - reproducing machine, the

combination of an operating mechanism, a

governor mechanism, a pivoted lever carry- 100

ing a brake, a spring-plate and a stop; a slid-

ingly - mounted stopping and starting pin

adapted to engage said spring-plate to control

the lever, a rotatable sleeve surrounding the

pin adapted to have its end engage the stop to 105

regulate the friction between the brake and
the governor mechanism to control the speed
thereof, a pair of disks mounted on said sleeve,

an indicator, and means for controlling the

movement of the indicator connected to the uo
disks of the sleeve.

8. In a sound - reproducing machine, the

combination of an operating mechanism, a

governor mechanism, a pivoted lever carry-

ing a brake, a spring, and a stop; a slidingly- 115

mounted stopping and starting pin adapted to

engage said spring-plate to control the lever,

a rotatable sleeve surrounding the pin, a pair

of disks carried by the sleeve, an indicator,

and a flexible connection connected to each 120

disk and to the opposite sides of the indicator

for controlling the movement of the indicator.

9. In combination with a sound-reproduc-
ing machine having a casing with a slot

through the lid thereof and with an operating, 1 25

stopping and starting, governor, and speed-
controlling mechanisms, of a time and speed
indicating mechanism therefor, comprising a
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xo

scale located exteriorly of the casing to one
side of the slot, a pointer adapted to slide lon-

gitudinally in said slot, a block connected to

said pointer, flexible connections connected to

said block, and disks operably connected to

said speed-controlling mechanism and to the

opposite ends of the flexible connections for

controlling the pointer.

10. In combination with a sound-reproduc-
ing machine having a casing with a slot

through the lid thereof and with an operating,

stopping and starting, governor and speed-

controlling mechanisms, of a time and speed
indicating mechanism therefor, comprising a

scale located exteriorly of the casing and to

one side of the slot, a pointer adapted to slide

longitudinally in said slot, a block connected
to said pointer, flexible connections connected
to said block, and means operably connected
to said speed-controlling mechanism and to

the opposite ends of the flexible connections
for controlling the pointer.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature in

presence of two witnesses.

EDWARD BERNARD FINCH.
Witnesses:

T. Blair Shoemaker,
Philip S. McLean.
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Application filed December 12, 1904, Serial No. 236,609,

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Daniel Higham, of

Bridgeport, Connecticut, have invented a new
and useful Improvement in Phonic Apparatus,

5 which invention is fully set forth in the fol-

lowing specification.

This invention relates to phonic apparatus

employing friction means for reproducing

sound vibrations with increased energy, as de-

i o scribed in my United States patent dated July

16, 1901, No. 678,566. In such employment
of friction means it has been found difficult

to construct and adjust the same in such man-
ner as to exert and maintain the desired

15 amount of frictional force.

It is the object of the present invention to

provide means whereby the friction means
will automatically adjust the amount of pres-

sure determining the frictional contact, and
20 thereby maintain the frictional force exerted

at a practically uniform amount.
The invention can best be described in con-

nection with the accompanying drawings, in

which

—

25 Figure 1 diagrammatically represents said

invention as applied to graphophonic repro-

ducing means. Fig. 2 is a plan view of part

of the apparatus shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is

a view in cross-section of the friction roller

30 and shoe. Fig. 4 is a diagram illustrating

another mode of carrying out the invention,

and Fig. 5 represents the invention as applied

to telephonic reproducing means.
In Fig. 1, 2 is a t'riction-roller supported

35 by a spindle Hand revolved in the direction of

the arrow from a suitable source of motive
power. 1 and 5 represent, respectively, the

two parts of a friction-shoe connected together

in the present instance by a small link 6. The
4° shoe extends more than half-way around roller

2. 7 is a link connecting the part 5 to a dia-

phragm 8, the latter being supported by a

frame 9, (shown in cross-section.) 10 is a link

connecting shoe part 4 to a lever 11, hinged

45 in the present instance at 12 and carrying a

reproducing-point 13 in contact with a sound-

record 14, revolved and advanced by usual

means. 15 is a swinging bearing for spindle

3, hinged upon a pin 16, and 17 is a weight

to lend retarding inertia to spindle 3 and to 5°

cause the friction-roller 2 to press by gravity

upon the shoe 475.

In Fig. 2 roller 2, spindle 3, weight 17,

swinging bearing 15, and pin 16 are shown to-

gether with a coupling-socket for spindle 3, 55

(shown in cross-section at 18,) which permits

of movement of swinging bearing 15.

In Fig. 3 roller 2 and shoe parts 4 and 5 are

shown in cross-section through the line x ./',

Fig. 1, from which it will be seen that roller 60

2 is slightly grooved or V-shaped to guide the

shoe parts 4 and 5 and that shoe part 5 is much
wider than shoe part 4.

In Fig. 4 similar reference-numerals indi-

cate similar parts shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3; 65

but in this modification of the invention the

roller 2 is revolved by spindle 3 about a

fixed point or axis, while the frame 9, support-

ing diaphragm S, in the present instance is

made to swing upon a pin 10. and a spring 20, 70

connecting frame 9 to a pin 21, is used to sup-

port frame 9 movably against the frictional

force exerted by roller 2.

In Fig. 5 similar parts shown in Figs. 1. '2,

and 3 are also indicated li.v similar reference- 75

numerals; but in this application of the inven-

tion a telephone-receiver is diagrammatically

represented as means for operating lever 11,

and a telephone-transmitter is diagrammatic-

ally represented as means for responding to 8o

the reproduced sound-vibrations.

The operation of the friction means inde-

pendently of my present invention is briefly

as follows: Sonorous vibrations which are im-

parted to lever 11 by suitable primary vibrat-

ing means will product 1 through link 10 cor-

responding vibrations or variations in the

amount of pressure exerted by shoe parts 4

and 5 upon roller -2, and thereby effect corre-

sponding vibrations or variations in the fric- 9°

tional force exerted through link . upon suit-

able secondary vibrating means, substantially

as described in my above-mentioned patent of

July 16, 1901. To effect automatic adjust-
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ment of the friction means, which is the ob-

ject of the present invention, I have shown
means for permitting movement to take place

between the friction means and the secondary
vibrating means in accordance with the amount
of frictional force exerted between the same.
In Fig. 1 this movement is permitted to take

place by means of the swinging bearing 15

supporting spindle 3 and hinged at 16, while

in Fig. 4 it is permitted to take place by means
of the swinging frame 9, hinged at 19 and
elastically supported by the spring 20.

The operation of my present invention will

be readily understood, for it will be seen that

the frictional force exerted by the rotation of

the roller 2 upon diaphragm 8 or other suitable

secondary vibrating means could not vary un-
duly, inasmuch as an increase of frictional

force would tend to move shoe parts -1 and 5

farther around the roller 2 in the direction of

rotation by virtue of the permitted movement
between the roller 2 and diaphragm 8, Figs.

1 and 4, whereby the pressure imparted
through link 10 in supporting shoe parts 4 and
5 in frictional contact with roller 2 would be
reduced, thereby checking or counterbalanc-
ing the increased frictional force, and vice

versa. The automatic adjustment of the fric-

tion mean's is thus effected. It will further
be understood that the inertia of the parts,

which are made movable in order to effect this

automatic adjustment, will be sufficiently

great to prevent interference with the vibra-

tions in frictional force corresponding to

sound-waves.
The advantage of having shoe. part 5 wider

than shoe part 4, as shown in Fig. 3, is most
noticeable with the use of a friction-roller,

composed of amber or other similar material
4° When the pressure of shoe part 4 is increased

by the means herein provided for automatic
adjustment of the friction means, the shoe
part 4 will tend to wear the friction-roller

away in the middle of the groove and tend to

leave only the outer edges of the groove for

the shoe part 5, whereby the pressure of shoe
part 5 will be increased in proportion to the
area of frictional surface, and, vice versa, a
decreased pressure of shoe part 4 will effect a
decreased pressure per amount of frictional

surfafee of shoe part 5, thus making the auto-
matic adjustment of friction means mosl effi-

cient.

ll should be understood that the present in-

55 vention may be applied to any kind of phonic
apparatus employing a friction means and
that modifications of the precise arrangement
of parts herein diagrammatic-ally represented
may be made without departing from the spirit

(jo and scope of the invention.

In the claims which follow the friction-roller

and shoe parts will be referred to as "fric-
tion means," the vibrating means setting up
sound- vibrations at the friction means as

35

45

5°

"primary vibrating means," the vibrating 65
means responding to sound-vibrations set up
by the friction means as "secondary vibrat-

ing means," the part of the friction-shoe far-

thest in the direction of rotation of friction-

roller as the "forward part of the friction- 70
shoe,"

1 and the receding part as "the rear part
of the friction-shoe."

What is claimed is

—

1. In a phonic apparatus, a primary and
a secondary vibrating means, and a friction 75
means, in combination with means for per-

mitting movement between the said friction

means and said secondary means.
2. In a phonic apparatus, the combination

of a secondary vibrating means, a friction de- 80

vice, means permitting one of said parts to

move toward and away from the other part as
the frictional force increases or diminishes,
and a primary vibrating means.

3. In phonic apparatus, a primary and a 85

secondary vibrating means, and a friction

means, in combination with means permitting
movement of said friction means in response
to the frictional force exerted, said movement
being sufficient to effect automatic adjustment 9°

of the friction means, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. In a phonic apparatus, the combination
of primary and secondary vibrating means
and intermediate friction means, with means 95
permitting movement of said friction means
tow aid and away from said secondary vibrat-

ing means as the frictional force increases or
diminishes.

5. In a phonic apparatus, the combination 100

of primary and secondary vibrating means,
and intermediate friction means, one mem-
ber of which rests by gravity upon the other

and is supported to have freedom of move-
ment toward and from the secondary vibrat- 105

ing means.
6. In a phonic apparatus, the combination

of primary and secondary vibrating means,
and intermediate friction means comprising
a friction-roller carried by a shaft which rests no
by gravity upon a friction-shoe constituting

the other member.
7. In a phonic apparatus, a friction means

including a friction -shoe whereof one part

has greater frictional surface than the other t 1

5

part thereof for the purpose described.

8. In a phonic apparatus, a friction means
including a friction-shoe whereof the rear

part has a greater area of frictional surface

than the forward part thereof. 120

9. In a phonic apparatus, a friction means
including a friction-roller and a shoe extend-
ing more than half-way around said roller,

and composed of two parts hinged together.

10. In phonic apparatus, the combination 125

of a primary and a secondary vibrating means,
an intermediate friction device, and means
permitting relative movement between one
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of said vibrating means and said friction de-

vice.

11. In a phonic apparatus, the combination

of a primary and a secondary vibrating means,

and an automatically-adjustable friction de-

vice, the adjustment of said device being ef-

fected in response to and being proportional

to the friction exerted.

In testimony whereof I have signed this

specification in the presence of two subscrib-

ing witnesses.

DANIEL HIGHAM.

Witnesses:
A. B. Keough,
C. A. GlBNER.
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To all whmu it may concern:

Be it known that I, David A. Dodd, a citizen

of the United States, residing at East Orange,
in the county of Essex and State of New Jer-

5 sey, have invented a certain new and useful

Improvement in Machines for Extracting Du-
plicate Phonograph-Records, of which the fol-

lowing is a specification.

In the production of duplicate phonograph-
io records from molds by suitable casting or al-

lied processes the removal of a finished du-
plicate from the mold is an operation which
requires some delicacy of manipulation, owing
to the fragile nature of the wax-like material

15 and to the extremely minute character of the

record-surfaces. It is therefore desirable that

after the duplicate record has contracted suf-

ficiently to clear the mold the separation of

the two should be effected so as to not scratch

20 the record in its withdrawal. It is also de-

sirable in this art to effect a relatively rapid

but uniform cooling of the duplicate record
in order that it may not be warped or cracked.

My present invention presents a machine
25 for extracting duplicate records from molds

in a simple and expeditious manner; and my
object is to provide a machine for the pur-

pose by which duplicate records may be re-

moved from the molds in which they are pro-

30 duced without scratching or injuring the rec-

ord-surface in any way and by which in addi-

tion a relatively rapid but uniform cooling of

the record can be effected.

To this end the invention consists, broadly.

35 in providing an artificially-cooled mandrel or

extractor over which the record within the

mold is introduced, by which it is held, and in

combining therewith suitable appliances for

effecting a relative longitudinal separation of

40 the record and mold after the record has con-
tracted sufficiently to enable it to be extracted

from the mold.
In order that the invention may be better

understood, attention is directed to the ac-

45 companying drawings, forming a part of this

specification, in which

—

Figure 1 is a plan view of my improved ap-

paratus; Fig. 2, a longitudinal sectional view

5 5

on the line 2 2 of Fig. 1; Fig. 3, a vertical

sectional view on the line 3 3 of Fig. 2, and
Fig. 4 a sectional view of the mandrel or ex-

tractor on an enlarged scale.

In all of the above views corresponding
parts are represented by the same numerals of

reference.

The device comprises two side frames 1 1,

having feet 2 secured to a suitable base or

foundation, a top member 3, and an interme-

diate mandrel -supporting member 4. The
members 3 and 4 are made, preferably, of 60

channel-irons, as shown, secured in position

in any suitable way. These horizontal mem-
bers 3 and 4 of the apparatus are preferably
made sufficiently long to accommodate a se-

ries of the record-extracting devices; but I 65

show them broken away and illustrate only
one of the core-extracting devices. Extend-
ing between the horizontal members 3 and 4

of the frame are vertical guides 5 5, on which
work sleeves 6 6. Extending between these 7°

sleeves is a platform 7, having a central open-
ing 8 and formed with a shoulder 9 for re-

ceiving the mold 10, from which the record

11 is to be removed. The opening 8 in the

platform is large enough to permit the record 75

to pass through the same.
Ordinarily I insert the mold 10, carrying

the record therein, within a hollow jacket 12,

filled with cold water, so as to cool the mold
and facilitate the shrinking of the record as 80

well as to chill the record-surfaces thereof.

The mold 10 and jacket 12 are slightly ta-

pered and are engaged frictionall.v. Carried

by the horizontal member 4 of the frame is a

hollow mandrel or extractor 13, secured in 85

place by screws 14 and having pipes 15 lead-

ing into the same and through which cold

water circulates, so that the core will be al-

ways kept artificially cool.

In order to lock the platform 7 in a nor-

mally elevated position, 1 provide a latch 16

on one or both of the sleeves 6. This latch

engages a notch 17 in the vertical guide 5 and
is impelled into this engagement by a spring
IS, engaging under the tail thereof. Ordi-
narily the platform 7 is provided with lugs

90

95
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19, constituting finger-pieces by which it may
be elevated.

In operation I proceed as follows: The
platform 7 is elevated and locked by the latch

5 or latches 16 in this position. A mold carry-

ing- a duplicate record therein is now prefer-

ably inclosed in the water-jacket 12 and in-

serted in position within the shoulder 9 of

the platform 7. The use of the water-jacket
io 12 facilitates the chilling of the material.

The latch or latches 16 are now released, per-

mitting the platform to descend, whereby the

extractor will enter the mold and will tend to

chill the record therein. As soon as the rec-

15 ord has contracted sufficiently to clear the

mold this fact can be determined by pressing
lightly upon the record and perceiving a

slight play between the same and the mold.
When this relative separation of the record

20 and mold has taken place, so that the record-

surface will entirely clear the mold, the plat-

form 7 is again elevated, drawing the mold
clear of the record and leaving the latter on
the extractor 13. The record is now removed

25 from the extractor and placed upon a suit-

able tapered support until it reaches the nor-

mal temperature. By effecting this further
cooling of the record when in engagement
with a tapered support, as explained, the rec-

30 ord does not become warped or lose its shape.

The mold is now removed from the platform
7, and the explained operations are repeated.

It will be understood in practice that five or
six of the extracting mechanisms are ar-

35 ranged in the same framework under the at-

tention of a single operator, so that by the

time the platform of the sixth extracting
mechanism, for example, is dropped in place

the record in the first mold will have con-
4° tracted sufficiently to be withdrawn. In this

way the entire time of the operator can be
occupied in the use of the apparatus.
Having now described my invention, what

1 claim as new therein, and desire to secure by
45 Letters Patent, is as follows:

1. In an apparatus for extracting phono-
graph-records from molds, a mold or matrix
adapted to contain a hollow record, a tapering
extractor adapted to engage the bore of said

50 record and means for cooling said extractor,

whereby the record is contracted so as to bind
on the extractor and clear the mold, substan-

tially as described.

2. In an apparatus for extracting phono-

55 graph-records from molds, a mold or matrix
adapted to contain a hollow record, a tapering
extractor, and mechanism for producing rela-

tive longitudinal movement of said mold and
extractor, whereby the extractor enters the

bore of the record, engages it and withdraws 60

it from the mold, substantially as described.
3. In an apparatus for extracting phono-

graph-records from molds, in combination, a
hollow mold or matrix, an extractor, and means
for cooling said extractor, said extractor and 65
mold being carried on supports which are
movable with respect to each other, substan-
tially as set forth.

4. Extracting mechanisms for the purposes
described, comprising in combination, an arti- 7c-

ficially-cooled extractor over which is engaged
a phonograph-record within a mold, and means
for effecting a relative longitudinal separation
of the mold and record, substantially as set

forth. 75
5. Extracting apparatus for the purpose de-

scribed, comprising in combination, an arti-

ficially-cooled extractor, and a platform hav-
ing an opening therein, movable longitudi-

nally with respect to the extractor, substan- 80

tially as set forth.

6. Extracting apparatus for the purpose de-

scribed,-comprising in combination, an arti-

iicially-cooled extractor, a platform having an
opening therein, movable vertically longitu- 85

dinally with respect to the extractor,and means
for locking the platform in position above the
extractor, substantially as set forth.

7. Extracting apparatus for the purpose de-

scribed, comprising in combination, an arti- 90
ticially-cooled extractor, a pair of guide-rods
arranged diametrically with respect to the ex-

tractor, and a platform having an opening
therein, movable on said guide-rods longitu-

dinally with respect to the extractor, substan- 95
tially as set forth.

8. Extracting apparatus for the purpose de-

scribed, comprising in combination, an arti-

ficially-cooled extractor, a pair of guide-rods
arranged diametrically with respect to the ex- 100

tractor, a platform having an opening therein,

movable on said guide-rods and longitudinal

with respect to the extractor, and means for

locking the platform normally above the ex-

tractor, substantially as set forth. 105

9. Extracting apparatus for the purpose de-

scribed, comprising in combination, a hollow
extractor, means for circulating cooling-wa-

ter therein, and a platform having an opening
and longitudinally movable with respect to no
the extractor, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

24th day of February, 1903.

DAVID A. DODD.

Witnesses:

J. F. Randolph,
Jno. Robt. Taylok.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Alfred R. Cunnius, a

citizen -of the United States, residing- in New
York, borough of Brooklyn, in the State of

5 New York, have invented certain new and use-

ful Improvements in Trumpets for Talking-
Machines, of which the following is a specifi-

cation.

This invention relates to an improved
io trumpet for talking -machines of all kinds

which combines lightness with strength and
resistance against injury by being dropped or
from other causes, always preserving its origi-

nal shape and appearance; and the invention

15 consists of a trumpet for talking -machines
comprising a conically- tapering body com-
posed of a number of layers, the outer layer

being composed of tapering strips separated
by spaces tapering inwardly from the larger

20 end of said body, a reinforcing-rim surround-
ing the body at said larger end, and filling-

pieces retained by said rim and extending in-

wardly into said tapering spaces.

The invention also consists in further novel
features and combinations of parts, which will

be hereinafter described and claimed.

In the accompanying drawings, illustrative

of one embodiment of the invention. Figure
1 is a side elevation of my improved trumpet
for talking -machines. Fig. 2 is a vertical

transverse section of the same on line 2 2,

Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a detail section on line 3 3,

Fig. 2, through the mouth of the trumpet,
drawn on a larger scale; and Fig. 4 is a verti-

35 cal transverse section on line 4 4, Fig. 1.

Similar letters of reference indicate corre-
sponding parts.

My improved trumpet is made of conical

shape and of thin strips, preferably of wood,
4° which taper from the mouth to the inner

small end. The body of the trumpet is made
of two superposed layers of tapering strips

a </', the strips a of the inner layer breaking-

joints with the strips a' of the outer layer, as

45 shown clearly in Fig. 2. The tapering strips

are diminished in width toward the smaller
end of the trumpet, some of them being termi-
nated at some distance from the same, while

others run through; so as to form a small tu-

bular end e. The small end of the trumpet 50
is surrounded by a layer d of waterproof ma-
terial—such as Japan cloth, hard rubber, or
other suitable material—which serves as ahan-
dle for the trumpet and also for reinforcing
the ends of the tapering strips at the small 55
end of the trumpet. The outer end or mouth
of the trumpet is reinforced by an exterior

rim /• of wood or other suitable material, and
the spaces between the exterior strips adja-

cent the rim are ornamented by short rounded- 6c

off strips or filling-pieces/;, that impart a con-
ical edge to said strips, and thereby an orna-
mental appearance to the outer wider end or

mouth of the trumpet. Filling-pieces p' are
also interposed between the strips of the in- 65

.ner layer in the same manner, as shown in

dotted lines in Fig. 1. The rim /-holds the short
filling-pieces j> />' and the layers of tapering-

strips n a' in position and imparts increased
strength and finish to the mouth of the trumpet. 70

The lilling-pieces form a uniform continuous
support for the reinforcing-rim /-, serving
thereby, in addition to the rim, for strength-
ening the outer end or mouth of the trumpet.
As the trumpet is preferably made through- 7 5

out of wood, it acts in the nature of a sound-
ing-board and transmits the sounds spoken
into the same in a better manner than the
hard-rubber or other trumpets used hereto-
fore for talking-machines and the like. Be- 80

sides, the trumpet is more durable, as it

can be dropped without injury or denting of
the same, and it is also cheaper than the usual
trumpets of brass and similar material.

Having thus described my invention, 1 claim 85

as new and desire to secure by Letters Patent—
1. A trumpet for talking-machines, com-

prising a conically-tapering body composed
of a number of layers, the outer layer being-

Composed of tapering strips separated by 90
spaces tapering inwardly from the larger end
of said body, a reinforcing-rim surrounding
the body at said larger end, and filling-pieces

retained by said rim and extending- inwardly
into said tapering spaces. 95

2. A trumpet for talking-machines, com-
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prising a conically-tapering body made of

layers of tapering strips, the strips of each
layer being separated by spaces tapering in-

wardly from the larger end of the body and
breaking joints with the strips of the adjacent

layer, an outer reinforcing-rim surrounding
the body at the larger end thereof, filling-

pieces retained by said rim and extending in-

wardly into the tapering spaces of the outer

layer, and similar filling-pieces inserted in the 10

spaces between the strips of the inner layer.

In testimony that I claim the foregoing as

my invention 1 have signed my name in pres-

ence of two subscribing witnesses.

ALFRED R. CUNNIUS.
Witnesses:

Paul Goepel,
Henry J. Suhrbier.
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To all whom, it may concern:

Be it known that I, Louis Devineau, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Cleve-
land, in the county of Cuyahoga and State of

5 Ohio, have invented a certain new and useful

Improvement in Phonographs, of which the
following is afull, clear, and exact description,

reference being had to the accompanying
drawings.

io The invention relates to improvements in

phonographs of the type wherein the head
for carrying the wax cylinder is slid along un-
der the stylus, whereby the mechanism is

made more simple and more efficient in op-
15 oration. It also has reference to certain de-

vices for supporting the horn in a substan-
tially balanced position to allow the stylus to

lightly rest upon the record and at the same
time hold the horn to insure the mouth there-

20 of being in alinement with the stylus and,
further, to a device for holding the recording-
stylus in proper position when making rec-

ords.

The invention may be said to consist in

25 the construction and combination of parts
hereinafter set forth in the following descrip-
tion, drawings, and claims.

In the drawings, Figure 1 is an end view of

my improved phonograph, the driving-mo-
30 tor and speed-governor being omitted. Fig.

2 is an end view from the opposite end, omit-
ting the horn and its support. Fig. 3 is a
longitudinal section along the main shaft and
the revolving screw. Figs. 4 and 5 are de-

35 tails, being cross-sections taken on the line

4 4 of Fig. 3 and 5 5 of Fig. 2, respectively.

Referring to the parts by letters, A repre-

sents the main shaft. This may be driven by
any suitable motor. A pulley a is shown on

40 the shaft as a conventional representation
of any connection to any motor. Slidabty
mounted on this shaft is a head B, which is

adapted to receive the wax cylinder. This
head has extending from it a boss or slide b,

45 which carries a feather V , extending into a
groove a' hi the shaft. Thus the head is

compelled to rotate with the shaft, but may
slide longitudinally thereon.
C represents a fine-threaded screw rotata-

50 bly mounted parallel with the main shaft A.

Gearing I is shown as connecting this shaft

with the main shaft, so that the two rotate
simultaneously, though preferably at differ-

ent speeds. Loosely surrounding the screw-
shaft C is a tube D, mounted at one end in 55
the supporting-bracket E, which carries the
bearing e for the end of the screw-shaft, and
at the other end in the bracket E'. which sur-

rounds the screw-shaft.

Loosely surrounding the tube D is a sleeve 60

F, and secured to this sleeve is a hollow arm
G, which contains a block II, which has teeth -

to mesh with the thread on the shaft C. Oc-
cupying a notch in the arm G and block II

and surrounding the sleeve F is an annular 65
ring having a cam .1 and an operating pro-
jection or handle j. The purpose of this cam
is to force the block G away from the screw-
threaded shaft against the force of a spring
K within the hollow arm, pressing this block 70
toward the screw-threaded shaft. Extend-
ing lengthwise of the tube D is a slot </, Fig.

4, and through this slot (when the arm G is

extended in the direction toward the shaft

A) the block H is adapted to pass, the sleeve 75
F having an opening through it for this pur-
pose. From this construction it results that
if the cam-plate K is turned in the position
shown in Fig. 2 the block 11 is forced out-
ward against its spring K, and the arm Ci and 80

sleeve F may be shifted longitudinally on the
tube D or turned about the same, as desired.

If, however, the arm (1 is swung into position

so that the upper end g thereof rests upon
the shaft A, then the block II is in alinement 85
with the slot d, and if the cam-handle j is

then turned down into the position shown in

Fig. 4 the threaded edge of the block H will

mesh with the threads of the screw' C. The
arm G will now be slowly moved longitudi- 90
nally of the screw by means of its rotation,

and this longitudinal movement will grad-
ually shove along ahead of the arm the ro-

tating head B. Thus it will be seen that the
rotating head is given both a rotation and a 95
longitudinal movement, so that the stylus

need not travel, but may simply play in and
out of the depressions on the wax cylinder.

If it is desired to use a larger size of wax
cylinder than that fitting the head B, a metal 1 00
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bushing (indicated by the dotted lines B') is

slipped over the head B and the wax cylin-

der placed upon the bushing.
The extreme end of the shaftA is supported

5 by the standard T, which is pivoted to a base-
plate t and has a squared end which when
the standard is in the upright position bears
upon a leaf-spring t' , which thus holds it in

this position.

10 In Fig. 1, V indicates the wax cylinder,

which is adapted to be placed upon the large

head B'. The reproducing-diaphragm 2>
2
is

mounted in a casing P, which is removably
secured to the end of the horn Q by a cork-

15. lined ferrule p, adapted to embrace the end
of the horn, and a rubber tube p', connect-
ing the ferrule with the casing P. The horn
has a downwardly-extending hinged arm q,

which is clamped by a set-screw q
3 to a stand-

20 ard R, carried by the base. When the stylus-

point p
3

, carried by the diaphragm, is in en-

gagement with the wax on the c}dinder, the
horn is almost entirely balanced on its sup-
port, but bears lightly on the wax surface,

25 the inner end playing up and down, accord-

ing to the depressions therein. The rubber
section p' prevents this light play from jar-

ring the horn. I find by actual practice that
this method of mounting the horn and pro-

30 viding relative travel between the stylus and
the wax cylinder reduces to a minimum the
extraneous metallic sounds which are the

common characteristic of ordinary phono-
graphs. The support R for the horn is an L-

35 shaped member hinged at r and occupying a

groove in the base-plate of the phonograph,
being clamped by the set-screw r' . The horn
itself is collapsible, being made of sections q'

,

suitably held together, as by set-screws q
2

40 passing through one portion of the horn into

nuts secured to the adjacent portion, as

shown, or by other suitable means—as, for

instance, screw-threading each member into

its adjacent member. The horn and its

45 standard may thus be removed and collapsed

into comparatively small space.

I provide the following mechanism to sup-
port the recorder and allow its accurate plac-

ing and its easy readjustment for different

50 sizes of cylinders. On a horizontal rail U,
carried by the base-plate of the phonograph,
is slidably mounted a block IP, which may
be clamped to the rail by a set-screw u. Ris-

ing from the block IP is a cylindrical stud u'

,

5 5 and on this is swiveled a block IP, which may
be twisted around the stud as desired, being
clamped in the desired position by a set-

screw u2
. Slidably mounted upon the block

IP is a slide IP, which rigidly carries a short
60 sleeve u3

, to which the recording speaking-
tube is connected, and pivotally carries a
short sleeve u4

, to which the usual recorder

is connected. This slide IP is adjusted in

and out by a screw u6
, which is mounted in a

65 lug u5
, rising from the block IP and screwing

into the slide. A spring u1 presses the slide

toward the stud u'.

By the above means the position of the re-

corder may be very accurately adjusted not
only for different sizes of cylinders, but for 70

each cylinder to give the very best effect, and
when so adjusted the pivoting of the sleeve

u* allows the recorder to play lightly on the
traveling cylinder. The speaking-tube is con-
nected directly to the sleeve u3

,
wherefore the 75

sound-vibrations pass directly to the record-
ing-diaphragm.

In both recording and reproducing I have
aimed at the same result—namely, the direct

transmission of the vibrations and the light 80

easy playing of the stylus on the wax surface,

thus making a more accurate record and
minimizing the extraneous sounds.

I claim

—

1. In a phonograph, in combination, a ro- 85
fating screw, a tube surrounding the same,
an arm slidable upon the tube, means carried

by the arm adapted to engage the screw, and
a rotating and slidable head which said arm
operates to, move longitudinally. 90

2. In a phonograph, in -combination, a ro-

tatable screw, a tube surrounding the same
and having a longitudinal slot through it, an
arm surrounding the tube and carrying the

nut adapted to extend through said slot and 95
engage the screw, and a rotatablehead adapt-
ed to be shifted by said arm.

3. In a phonograph, in combination, a ro-

tatable screw, a tube surrounding the same
and having a longitudinal slot through it, a 100

sleeve surrounding the tube, an arm rigidly

secured to the sleeve, a nut carried within a

recess in the arm and adapted to pass through
said slot into engagement with the screw,and
a head adapted to carry the impression-sur- 105

face and be shifted by said arm.
4. In a phonograph., in combination, a ro-

tatable screw, a tube surrounding the same
and having a longitudinal slot therein, a

sleeve surrounding said tube and slidable no
thereon, an arm carried by said sleeve, a nut
mounted on said arm and adapted to pass

through the slot in said tube and into engage-
ment with the screw, a spring tending to

bring about such engagement, an annular 115

ring surrounding said sleeve and arranged to

pass through openings in the nut and the

arm, a peripheral cam upon said ring for rais-

ing said nut out of engagement with said

screw, and means for rotating said ring. 120

5. In a phonograph, in combination, a ro-

tatable screw, a tube surrounding the same
and having a longitudinal slot therein, a

sleeve surrounding said tube and loosely

mounted thereon, an arm carried by said 125

sleeve, a nut slidably mounted in said arm in

a position to pass through said slot and en-

gage said screw and having an opening
therein, an annular ring loosely surrounding
said sleeve and passing through the opening T30
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in said nut, a peripheral cam upon said ring

for raising said nut out of engagement with
the screw, a stop upon said ring for engaging
said arm and means for rotating said ring.

5 6. In a phonograph, in combination, a ro-

tatable head, a rotatable screw, a tube sur-

rounding the same and having a longitudinal

slot therein, a sleeve surrounding said tube
and slidably mounted thereon, a hollow arm

io carried by said sleeve and adapted to engage
said head, a nut slidably mounted within
said arm and adapted to pass through the

slot in the tube and into engagement with
the screw, a spring within said arm and bear-

1 5 ing upon said nut for bringing about said en-

gagement, a ring loosely mounted upon said

sleeve, a cam upon said ring adapted to en-

gage said nut and raise the same out of en-

gagement with the screw, and means for ro-

?o tating said ring.

7. In a phonograph, in combination, a re-

corder-support including a rail, a block slid-

able thereon, another block swiveled to the

block first mentioned, and a tube carried by
said swiveled block. 25

8. In a phonograph, in combination, a re-

corder-support, comprising a sliding block,

another block swiveled thereto, a tube-sup-
port slidable upon said swiveled block, and a
screw and spring for moving said tube-sup- 30
port in one direction or the other.

9. In a phonograph, a recorder-support
comprising the combination of a rail U, a
sliding block U' having a stud u' , a second
block IP swiveled on said stud, set-screws for 35
clamping said two blocks, a tube-support
slidably mounted upon said block U2

, and
means for adjusting said tube-support upon
said block IP.

In testimony whereof I hereunto affix my 40
signature in the presence of two witnesses.

LOUIS DEVINEAU.
Witnesses

:

Albert H. Bates,
J. S. Kohn.J
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Herbert S. Berliner,
a citizen of the United States, and a resident of

Washington, in the District of Columbia, have
5 invented certain new and useful Improve-
ments in Gramophone-Records, of which the
following is a specification.

My invention has reference to improve-
ments in gramophone sound-record tablets,

to and is designed to overcome the gradual weak-
ening and muffling of the reproduction from
any individual gramophone-record as the re-

production proceeds from one end of the rec-

ord-groove to the other.

15 It is a common experience that when the re-

production from a gramophone-record is start-

ed the sounds emitted by the reproducer are
full, clear, and loud and that as the reproduc-
tion continues, whereby the reproducing-style

20 engages successive portions of the record-

groove, the reproduction becomes weaker and
ever weaker as the end of the record is more
and more approached. I have found that this

lack of uniformity of the loudness and clear-

25 ness of reproduction is due to two causes,

which I will presently explain.

Gramophone-records are sinuous grooves
produced in the surface of a flat disk of hard
resisting material in a spiral which, beginning

3° nearthe edgeof thedisk, gradually approaches
the center thereof, so that the convolutions
become gradually smaller as the end of the
record is approached. ] n the act of record ing
the disk upon which the record is made is ro-

35 tated with uniform velocity, from which it

follows that the surface speed of thedisk un-
der the recording-style is greatest at the be-
ginning of the record and gradually dimin-
ishes and is smallest at the end of the record.

4° It follows also from this that any given sound
will be represented on the record by the same
number of undulations on all arcs of the spiral

that are measured by the same angle from the
center. Thus, for instance, if on an arc of, say,

45 ten degrees on the innermost spiral there are,

say, one hundred undulations for a gi ven sound
then on an arc of ten degrees on the outermost
spiral and on each intermediate spiral there are
also one hundred undulations for the same 1

sound. In other words, the same angular meas- 5°

ure of arc has the same number of undulations

for the same sound. Now it is well known that

for reasons which need not be here explained
the record is more perfectly inscribed when the

recording-disk moves at the higher surface 55
speed under the style and, similarly, that the

reproduction is more perfect when the record-

disk moves at that higher surface speed under
the reproducing-style. As a consequence of

this and since in reproducing the record-disk is 60

again moved with uniform angular velocity

from beginnning to end the reproduction at

the beginning will be the loudest and clearest

and will gradually weaken and become more in-

distinct as the convolutions of the spiral under 65

the style become smaller toward the end of the

record. Another and still more powerful
cause for the weak and indistinct reproduc-
tion obtained from the end part of the record

is found in the fact that owing to the hard 70

resisting material of the disk the reproduc-
ing-style is ground off by the record-groove,

so that a tongue is formed at the point of the

style. This tongue when first formed fits the

groove rather snugly ; but as the reproduction 75
continues it becomes thinner and does not till

the groove any more, whereby lost motion of

the style and diaphragm is experienced. Now
in the ordinary gramophone-record these two
causes conspire to make the reproduction 80

weaker and more indistinct toward the end of

the record, for the reproducing-style which
lias been ground off and which thus becomes
mutilated by the first and better part of the rec-

ord has now to reproduce from the poorer part 85

of the record. As a consequence of all this it

has been found impracticable to make a rec-

ord-groove of much greater length than is

now ordinarily made, and particularly has it

been found impracticable to continue the rec- 90
ord-groove as close toward the center of the
disk as might be done if the style were not
ground off by the first and better part of the

record-groove and if the decreasing diameter
of the spiral toward the center did not result 95
in a weaker and less distinct record. By my
invention this imperfection in gramophone
reproduction is largely overcome, and the in-
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vention broadly consists in a gramophone-
record tablet in which a sound-record groove
begins at the inner end of the spiral and pro-
gresses outwardly and terminates at the outer

5 end of the record-groove, but still has for the
same sound the same number of undulations
on all arcs of the spiral that are measured by
the same angle drawn from the center. With
this construction reproduction is obtained by

io bringing the reproducing-style into engage-
ment with the inner end of the spiral at the

start and then propelling it and its reproducer-
head or sound-box gradually outwardly until

the outer end of the spiral is reached. By this

15 mode of reproduction, which follows of ne-

cessity from the new mode of recording, the
new style primarily engages the poorer part
of the record—that part which is unavoidably
the less perfect. The needle is then gradu-

20 ally ground off at its point into a tongue by
the hard resisting material of the disk, and
the more it is ground off —that is to say, the

more the needle becomes deteriorated—it en-

gages gradually the more and more perfect

25 part of the record—namely, the part which
is inscribed in the spiral of the greater and
greater diameter.

It will be seen from the foregoing that while

in reproducing from the ordinary gramo-
30 phone- record tablet the style when in its best

condition engages the best part of the record

and when in its poorest condition engages the

poorest part of the record, with my inven-

tion the style when in its best condition en-

35 gages the poorest part of the record and when
in its poorest condition engages the best part

of the record. At first sight it would seem
that by this arrangement the improvement of

reproduction from the parts of the spiral of

40 smaller diameter secured by my invention is

in a manner counterbalanced by the weaken-
ing of the reproduction from the parts of the

spiral which has the greater diameters. This,

however, is not the case, since the part of the

45 record inscribed on the spirals of larger di-

ameter will be reproduced by a style which
has been ground off almost, if not quite, as

well as if the style were quite new and had
not been ground off, so that as a matter of

50 fact by my improvement the reproduction not

only becomes uniform, but it becomes uni-

formly good.
The accompanying drawing, which forms a

part of this specification, shows a diagram

55 illustrating my improved construction of

gramophone-record tablet.

On the ordinary gramophone-record disk

the sound-groove starts near the edge of the

plate and continues in a spiral line in a coun-
60 ter-clockwise direction toward the center of

the disk, and the record terminates with or near
the inner end of the spiral. In reproducing
from such record the reproducing-style is

brought into engagement with some part of

65 the outer turn of the spiral groove, and the rec-

ord-disk is rotated in the clockwise direction.

As is well known, the style, with the sound-
box on which it is mounted, is propelled by
the record-groove itself inwardly across the
record-tablet, and thereby its point comes sue- 70
cessively in engagement with all parts of the
record.

In my improved gramophone-record disk 1'

the record-groove starts or may start with or
in the first innermost turn of the spiral groove 75
2', and this spiral continues outwardly coun-
ter-clockwise and terminates with or in the

last outer turn of the spiral. In reproducing
from this plate the style 3' is at the start placed
in engagement with some part of the inner 80

spiral, and the plate is rotated, as in the ma-
chines now on the market, in the direction of

the arrow—namely, clockwise. It will be seen
from this that my improved gramophone-rec-
ord tablet may be used with the ordinary 85

gramophone-reproducer machine now on the

market.
In reproducing from any gramophone-rec-

ord tablet the style must incline at an acute
angle to the plane of the gramophone-disk in 90

the direction opposed to that of the movement
of the disk, so that the point of the style may
trail in the record-groove. By reference to

the drawing it will be seen that with the rec-

ord-groove constructed in accordance with my 95
invention the inclination of the reproducing-
style will be precisely the same as that in the

old form of gramophone-record, so that no
change whatever has to be made in the ordi-

nary gramophone - reproducing machine to 100

adapt it for use with my improved record-tab-

let, so long as the precaution is observed to

place the style in engagement with the record-

groove on the same side of the center of the

disk as is now done with the ordinary record- 105

tablet. This is due to the fact that whereas
the record spiral in the old gramophone-disk
proceeds counter-clockwise from the outer

turn inwardly in my improved tablet the rec-

ord-groove proceeds spirally counter-clock- no
wise from the inner turn of the spiral out-

wardly.
I am of course not limited to this particular

arrangement of the spiral, for I may just as

well make the record-groove to proceed from 1
1

5

the inner turn outwardly in a clockwise di-

rection; but in that case either the direction

of rotation of the disk in the act of reproduc-

ing or both the direction of rotation of the

disk and the direction of inclination of the 120

style have to be changed, so that the ordinary

reproducing apparatus would have to be modi-

fied to adapt for use with my improved rec-

ord-tablet.

Having now fully described my invention, I '25

claim and desire to secure by Letters Patent

—

1. A gramophone - record tablet having a

sound-record groove progressing spirally out-

wardly, substantially as described.

2. A gramophone-record tablet composed 13°
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i5

of a disk of hard resisting material having a

sound-record groove progressing spirally out-

wardly, substantially as described.

3. A gramophone -record tablet having a

sound-record groove progressing spirally out-

wardly in counter-clockwise direction, sub-

stantially as described.

4. A gramophone -record tablet having a
sound-record groove progressing spirally out-

wardly and having for the same sound the

same number of undulations in the same an-
gular measure of arc of the spiral, substan-
tially as described.

5. A gramophone-record tablet composed
of a disk of hard resisting material having a

sound-record groove progressing spirally out-

wardly and having for the same sound the

same number of undulations in the same an-
gular measure of arc of the spiral, substan-
tially as described.

6. A gramophone - record tablet having a
sound-record groove progressing spirally out-

wardly in counter-clockwise direction and hav-
ing for the same sound the same number of

undulations in the same angular measure of

arc of the spiral, substantially as described.

In testimony whereof I have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub-
scribing witnesses.

HERBERT S. BERLINER.

Witnesses:
F. T. Chapman,
Edwin S. Clarkson.

2 5
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that we, George Abbott Man-

waring, of Bayonne, Hudson county, and Vic-
tor H. Emerson, of Newark, Essex county,

5 New Jersey, Eugene E. Norton, of Nichols,

Fairfield county, Connecticut, and Frank L.
( Iapps, a citizen of the United States, tempora-
rily residing in London, England, have in-

vented a new and useful Improvement in Pro-
io duction of Sound-Records, which is fully set

forth in the following specification.

Our invention relates to the production of

cylindrical sound-records by the nurling pro-

cess; and it consists in the features herein-
T 5 after pointedout and claimed.

We first produce an original sound-record
upon the inner wall or bore of a hollow cyl-

inder. We next produce upon this record-sur-

face an electroplate which is a unitary and
20 seamless metallic cylinder having the sound-

record in reverse deposited directly upon its

external surface, and we finally remove this

metal cylinder and roll or nurl its record-sur-
face against the external surface of a blank

2 5 cylinder capable of receiving impressions
therefrom.
The invention will best be understood by

reference to the accompanying drawings, in

which

—

30 Figure 1 is a longitudinal section of the

original cylinder while being engraved. Fig.

2 is a similar view of the same while in the
plating-bath. Fig. 3 is a perspective of the

electroplate, and Fig. 4 is a plan indicating

35 the final step of nurling.

A represents a hollow cylinder composed of
suitable material, which for convenience may
be designated "wax" or "wax-like," being
of any substance suitable for making original

4° sound-records.

B represents a recording device which con-
tains a diaphragm and a recording-stylus that

is acted upon by sound-waves through a tube
V according to well-known principles. If

45 desired, the bore of cylinder A may be slightly

tapered to facilitate subsequent removal of

the electroplate. The cylinder is caused to

revolve, and the recording device is caused to

progress longitudinally within the cylinder

by any suitable mechanism. The mere pro- 50

duction of an original sound-record upon the

internal surface of a hollow cylinder is not in

itself new and may be accomplished by any de-

sirable means. This original sound-record is

electroplated in a bath C in the usual manner 55

to secure the electroplate D, deposited upon
the record-surface, within the bore of the cyl-

inder A. This electroplate 1) will preferably
.

be backed up by a strengthening -core D',

which may be of any desirable material and 60

may be secured to the cylinder D in any con-

venient manner. The electroplate, with its

backing, is then removed from the cylinder A.
E represents a blank cylinder or "blank"

of any suitable material. It mai^ be of the 65

ordinary wax - like composition above re-

ferred to, or it may be of the "hard mate-
rial" now employed in making disk records,

or it may even be of still harder materials,

metals, or the like. The cylinder E is placed 7°

in juxtaposition to the strengthened cylinder

1), the two being mounted parallel in suitable

mechanism that presses them together gradu-
ally, but forcibly, while causing them to re-

volve with absolute synchronism. 75

The electroplate I> is an integral and con-

tinuous metallic cylinder having tin 1 sound-
record produced by electrolysis directly upon
its external surface, whereas heretofore in

nurling sound-records the electroplate when 80

first produced contains the record within its

bore and is then split longitudinally and flat-

tened or even rolled all the way back to pre-

sent the record externally, the meeting ends
of the electroplate being matched together 85

more or less poorly and then soldered.

The step of making the original record is

not new. The step of electroplating a record-

surface is not new in itself and may be accom-
plished in any desirable manner, and, in fact, 9°
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some other method than electrolysis may be
employed for producing the cylinder contain-

ing the reverse record. The step of nurling
upon a blank cylinder the irregularities con-

5 tained by another cylinder is not in itself new
and may be accomplished by any convenient
mechanism; but our invention consists in the

employment -of all three of the steps above
pointed out in the order stated. Our inven-

10 tion in another aspect consists in employing
for the purpose of nurling a sound - record

tfpon a blank cylinder a unitary and seamless
metallic cylinder having a sound -record di-

rectly electroplated upon its external cylin-

15 drical surface. Our invention consists also

in the electroplate itself. We do not believe

that such electroplate-cylinder has ever been
produced before, and we do not believe that

sound -records have ever been produced by
2<-> nurling from such electroplate.

The particular means pointed out for carry-

ing on the various steps of our invention are

explained merely for convenience, and we do
not limit ourselves to their exact forms and

25 arrangements, nor do we limit ourselves to the

particular type of record-groove.
Having thus described our invention, we

claim —
1. The method of duplicating sound-records

30 that comprises making a sound-record upon
the interior of a cylindrical bore, producing
a reversed copy thereof on the external sur-

face of a cylinder, and nurling said reversed
copy against a blank cylinder.

2. The method of duplicatingsound-records 35
that comprises making a sound -record upon
the interior of a cylindrical bore, producing
by electrolysis thereupon a cylinder contain-

ing on its exterior a reverse copy of said rec-

ord, and nurling said reverse copy against a 4°

blank cylinder.

3. The method of duplicatingsound-records
that comprises engraving an original sound-
record upon the interior of a cylindrical bore
in a body of wax-like composition, producing 45
by electrolysis thereupon a cylinder contain-

ing upon its exterior a reverse copy of said

record, and nurling said reverse copy against

a blank cylinder.

In testimony whereof we have signed this 50

specification in the presence of two subscrib-

ing witnesses.

GEORGE. ABBOTT MANWARING.
VICTOR H. EMERSON.
EUGENE E. NORTON.
PRANK L. CAPPS.

Witnesses for Manwaring, Emerson, and
Norton:

C. A. L. Massie,
R. L. Scott.

Witnesses for Capps:
F. Pattadow,
H. P. Smth.
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1o all whom it may concern:

Be it known that we, George Abbott Max-
waring, of Bayonne, Hudson county, and Vic-
tor H. Emerson, of Newark, Essex county,

5 New Jersey, Frank L. Capps, residing' in Lon-
don, England, and Eugene E. Norton, of

Nichols, Fairfield county, Connecticut, all citi-

zens of the United States, have invented a new
and useful Improvement in Sound-Records,

io which is fully set forth in the following- speci-

fication.

Our invention relates to the production of

metallic cylindrical sound-records which are

primarily intended for use in nurling cora-

1 5 mercial sound-records, but which may be used
for other purposes.

The present application is a division of our
pending application, Serial No. 203,233, filed

April 14, 1904. In that application we de-
20 scribed and claimed the method of producing

commercial sound-recordsinquantities, which.
in brief, consists in first making an original

sound-record upon the inner wall or bore of a

hollow cylinder, next depositing an electro-

25 plate upon this interior surface, and finally

removing this electroplated cylinder from the

original record, after which this metal record
is ready for nurling or other use.

In the accompanying drawings. Figure 1 is

30 a longitudinal sectional view representing the

formation of the original record upon the in-

terior of a cylinder. Fig. 2 is a similar rep-
resentation of the cylinder while in a plating-

bath, and Fig. 3 is a perspective of a metallic

35 sound-record forming the, subject-matter of
the present application.

A represents a hollow cylinder composed of
suitable material, which for convenience may
be designated "wax " or "wax-like," being of

40 any substance suitable for making original
sound- records.

B represents a recording device which con-
tains a diaphragm and a recording - stylus
acted upon by sound-waves through a tube V

45 according to well-known principles. If de-

sired, the bore of cylinder A may be slightly

tapered to facilitate subsequent removal of

the electroplate. The cylinder is caused to re-

volve, and the recording device is caused to

progress longitudinally within the cylinder 50

by any suitable mechanism. The mere pro-

duction of an original sound-record upon the

internal surface of a hollow cylinder is not in

itself new and may be accomplished by any
desirable means. This original sound-record 55
is electroplated (as in a bath C in the usual

manner) to secure the electroplate D, deposit-

ed upon the record-surface within the bore of
the cylinder A. This electroplate D will pref-

erably be backed up by a strengthening-core 60

D\ which may be of any desirable material

and may be secured to the cylinder D in any
convenient manner. The electroplate, with its

backing, is then removed from the cylinder A
and is ready for use. This electroplated cyl- 65

inder D is an integral and continuous (seam-

less) unitary article, having the sound-record
proper formed in reverse upon its external

surface and having no longitudinal ridge or

fin to mar its record-surface. 7°

We areawarethatmetallicrecord-cylinders
have been proposed heretofore; but our me-
tallic record differs from them, as will now
be pointed out. Such records have some-
times been made by direct mechanical action, 75
the recording-stylus operating (in more or

less ineffective fashion) to cut or gouge out
the material upon the external surface of the
metallic cylinder. Owing to the comparative
feebleness of the sound-waves and the com- 80

parative hardnessof metal the record proper

—

1. <., the actual cuts or gouges—is shallow
(where made) and is an inaccurate represen-
tation of the path of the recording-stylus.

In short, such records are impracticable and 85

worthless. Our new metallic record differs

from these in that, first, it is of electrode-

posited metal; second, having the record in

reverse, and, third, in that it corresponds truly
and accurately with the original sound-waves. 90
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Metallic record -cylinders have also been
formed by electroplating upon the exterior

of an original record-cylinder: but in this case

the record proper is found upon the interior

of the metal cylinder— that is, within its

bore—and sometimes such tubular metal rec-

ords have been cut through longitudinally and
flattened out or even rolled up in such manner
as to present the record upon the exterior of

the cylinder thus formed; but in the latter

case the cylinder will present a seam where
the two edges have been joined. Our new
metallic record differs from these articles in

presenting the record upon its exterior and
in being seamless. The presence of the seam,
it is needless to say, renders the record ab-

solutely worthless either for direct audible
reproduction or for nurling commercial rec-

ords.

Metallic record -cylinders have also been
formed by electroplating with a different metal
upon the inner surface of the metallic cylin-

ders referred to in the preceding paragraph
and then removing the latter by the action of

acid. The records thus formed are not in re-

verse and are therefore unfitted for nurling,

since the knurled records would have ridges

instead of grooves and could not be employed

with the talking-machines now on the market.
Our new records differ from these metallic 30

records in having the sound-record on the ex-

terior surface in reverse ready for making a

knurled cylinder with its sound-record in the

normal position.

Having thus described our invention, we 35

claim

—

A seamless cylinder presenting as its ex-

terior surface an electrodeposited sound-rec-

ord in reverse.

In testimony whereof we have signed this 4°

specification in the presence of the subscribing

witnesses.

GEORGE ABBOTT MANWARING.
VICTOR H. EMERSON.
FRANK L. CAPPS.

EUGENE E. NORTON.

Witnesses for Manwaring and Emerson:
Daniel Sullivan,
Wm. Hackland.

Witnesses for Capps:
R. Westacott,
A. Nutting.

Witnesses for Norton:
Jno. R. Petrie,
J. B. Bolling.
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To all whom it may concern :

Be it known that we, Walter H. Miller, a

resident of Orange, and Alexander N. Pier-
man, a resident of Newark, county of Essex,

5 State of New Jersey, citizens of the United
States, have invented certain new and useful

Improvements in Apparatus for Producing
Molded Records and Blanks, of which the fol-

lowing is a specification.'
io Our invention relates to apparatus for the

production of molded phonograph records and
blanks, and has for its object the provision of
means whereby the records and blanks may be

produced cheaply and removed from their

15 molds in the least possible time and with the
least possible chance of injury thereto as re-

gards the surfaces of the said records and
blanks.

In the drawings which accompany thisspeci-
20 fication, Figure 1 is a sectional elevation of

the apparatus which forms the subject-matter
of the application. Fig. 2 is an elevation,

partly in section, on an enlarged scale, of cer-

tain parts shown in Fig. 1; and Fig. 3 is an
25 enlarged vertical section of certain other parts

shown in Fig. 1.

We have indicated corresponding parts in

the several views by means of the same refer-

ence-numerals.
3° In producing molded phonograph records

and blanks we have found it desirable to use
molds composed of a hollow core'and a cylin-

drical matrix surrounding the same and sup-
ported thereby. This mold is introduced into

35 a suitable bath of molten material from which
the record or blank is to be formed and is then
removed therefrom and allowed to cool. It is

desirable, in order that the records and blanks
may be removed from the mold without in-

4° jury to their surfaces, that the mold be chilled

or cooled by the application of some cooling
medium, such as water, to the exterior sur-

face of the mold and the interior of the core.

This causes the record or blank to contract,

45 so that the core may be removed therefrom,
and upon further cooling the contraction is

sufficient to enable the record to be withdrawn
longitudinally from the mold without the least

injury to the record-groove which has been
formed thereon by the surface of the mold. 50
The present application relates to apparatus
whereby the above process may be performed
more readily, with greater economy, and with
less danger of injury to the records or blanks
than by any other means heretofore known 55
to us.

Our apparatus comprises a cooling device
consisting of a cylindrical water jacket or tank
1, connected with a suitable water-supply by
means of a pipe 2, having a valve 3 and pro- 60

vided on its interior surface with numerous
small apertures through which jets of water 4
may be discharged against the exterior sur-

face of the mold 5. The said cooling device
also comprises a vertical pipe 6, supplied with 65

water from a pipe 7, controlled by a valve 8.

The top of the pipe 6 is provided with any
suitable means 9 which permit the discharge
of the water against the interior of the core
10 in the form of a spray or jets 11. The mold
5 is supported by a lateral extension from the

core 10, as shown. The exterior of the core
is provided with a helical groove 10'1

for pro-
ducing a helical rib on the interior of the rec-

ord or blank. The core is provided with an
upwardly-extending rod 12, whose upper end
carries a ring 13. Sleeved upon the rod 12 is

a cap 14 for inclosing and centering the upper
portion of the mold 5.

In the use of a cooling device such as has 80

been described it is desirable that the heated
mold be subjected to the cooling action there-

of for a definite time, which should not be too
great nor yet too small. We therefore pro-
vide a timing device by which the time dur- 85

ing which the mold is placed in the cooling-

device may be indicated. This device, as
shown, consists of a base 15, on which is

mounted a vertical rack 16, having a slot 17,

in which stops 18 and 19 are placed to limit 90
the extreme positions of the said rack. The '

rack is normally held in its extreme upper po-
sition by means of a spring 20, secured at one
end to the base 15 and at the other end to the
rack 16. The lower end of the rack is bent 95
to form a hook for receiving the ring 13, car-

70

7 5
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ried by the rod 12, whereby the rod, core, and
mold may be suspended from the rack 16.

The weight of these parts draws the rack 16
downward against the action of the spring 20

5 until stopped by the pin 18. This movement
is made slow and regular by means of a dash-

pot 21, secured to the base 15 and having a

piston whose rod 22 is connected to the rack

16, as shown. The time-indicator consists of

io a glass 23, containing sufficient sand or other

material to indicate the exact number of min-
utes or seconds during which it is desired to

have the mold and core acted upon by the

cooling device. This timing-glass is capable

15 of oscillation about a horizontal axis, being
secured to a pinion 24, which meshes with the

teeth of the rack 16, the arrangement being
such that the vertical movement of the rack
causes the pinion to oscillate through an arc

20 of one hundred and eighty degrees.' Thus
when the mold is hung from the rack 16 the

same is lowered and at the same time the glass

23 is oscillated through an angle of one hun-
dred and eighty degrees and the sand imme-

25 d iately begins to descend into the empty com-
partment. As soon as the upper compart-
ment is emptied the operator lifts the mold,
removing the ring 13 from the rack 16, and
the rack is drawn to its upper position by the

30 spring 20. The timing-glass 23 is thus re-

turned to its original position and the sand
descends to the other compartment, thereby
providing for a repetition of the operation

upon another mold. The operator then un-

35 screws the rod 12 from the core 10 and places

the latter upon the mandrel 25. This man-
drel is provided with one or more pins 26,

which engage slots or recesses in the lower
portion of the core. The mandrel and core

40 are then rotated by means of the shaft 27 and
hand-wheel 28, while the mold is held against

turning by the operator, with the result that

the core is unscrewed from the record or blank

contained in the mold. The mold containing

45 the said record or blank is then passed along

for further treatment. This treatment con-

sists in placing the mold within a water-jacket

29 until the record or blank is shrunk suffi-

ciently to be removed longitudinally from the

50 mold without injury to the surface thereof.

The water-jacket 29 is supplied with a cool-

ing medium from the supply -pipe 30 and
leaves the same through an outlet-pipe 31.

The outlet 31 is connected to the pipes 2 and

55 7 for supplying the cooling device 1. Thus
the cooling medium is used when at its lowest

temperature in the water-jacket 29 for cooling

the partly-cooled mold and then passes to the

cooling device 1 for treating the hot molds.

60 By this means we use the water or other cool-

ing medium in the most efficient manner and
are able to reduce the quantity required.

We do not desire to limit ourselves to the

exact structures illustrated.

What we claim, and desire to secure by Let- 65

ters Patent, is

—

1. In an apparatus of the character de-

scribed, a movable support, a mold suspended
therefrom, and means acting in opposition to

the weight of said mold to move the support, 70

substantially as set forth.

2. In an apparatus of the character de-

scribed, a movable support, a mold suspended
therefrom, a stop for limiting the movement
of said support, and means acting in opposi- 75

tion to the weight of said mold to move the

support, substantially as set forth.

3. In an apparatus of the character de-

scribed, a movable support, a mold suspended
therefrom, stops for limiting the movement 80

of said support in each direction and means
acting in opposition to the weight of said mold
to move the support, substantially as set forth.

4. In an apparatus of the character de-

scribed, a movable support, a mold suspended 85

therefrom, a dash-pot connected to said sup-

port, and means acting in opposition to the

weight of said mold to move the support, sub-

stantially as set forth.

5. In an apparatus of the character de- 90

scribed, a water-supply, a cylindrical water-

jacket connected therewith for receiving a

mold, a pipe leading from said water-jacket

to a second water-jacket, having openings in

its interior surface's which permit the dis- 95

charge of the water, substantially as set forth.

6. In an apparatus of the character de-

scribed, a water-supply, a cylindrical water-

jacket connected therewith, a pipe leading

from said water-jacket to a second cooling de- 1 00

vice having one or more openings which per-

mit the discharge of the water, substantially

as set forth.

7. In an apparatus of the character de-

scribed, a water-supply, a cylindrical water- 105

jacket connected therewith, pipes leading

from said water-jacket to a second cooling de-

vice, having an inner, rod-like member situ-

ated within an outer surrounding member,
both members having openings which permit no
the discharge of the water.

8. In an apparatus of the character de-

scribed, a mold having a hollow cylindrical

core, provided with a helical groove on its ex-

terior surface, a mandrel inserted within said 115

core, and having means for engaging said core,

and means for rotating said mandrel whereby
the core may be unscrewed from the blank or

record contained in the mold, substantially as

set forth. J2 °

This specification signed and witnessed this

7th day of May, 1904.

WALTER H. MILLER.
ALEXANDER N. HERMAN.

Witnesses:
Mina C. MacArthur,
Frank L. Dyer.
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To all whom if may concern:

Be it known that I, Eldridge R. Johnson,

a citizen of the United States, and a resident

of the city of Philadelphia, State of Pennsyl-

5 vania, have invented certain new and useful

Improvements in Talking-Machines, of which

the following is a full, clear, and exact de-

scription, reference being had to the accom-

panying drawings, forming part of this speci-

io ticatio'n.

My invention relates to certain improve-

ments in talking-machines, and more particu-

larly to the type wherein the flat record-disks

are employed.
1 5 The objects of my invention are to generally

improve the construction of this class of ma-

chines with the view of obtaining clearer and

more perfect reproductions and increasing or

amplifying the sound-waves transmitted from
20 the sound-box or reproducing device.

With these objects in view my invention

resides mainly in providing a rigidly-mounted

hollow reproducing-arm capable of a lateral

movement, having the sound-box rigidly se-

25 cured to the free end of said arm and having

a sound-conveying tube secured to the other

end of the arm which is connected with a rig-

idly-mounted horn, the said horn being sup-

ported independently of the reproducing-arm,

30 thereby taking the weight of the same off of

the reproducer and its stylus.

My invention further resides in providing

improved mechanism for yieldingly mounting
the turn-table or record-support and in pro-

3? viding means for throwing and keeping the

record-tablet in yielding contact with the si \
-

lus during the reproduction, also in providing

means for removing the said record from its

contact with the stylus and simultaneously

40 stopping the operation of the machine.

In machines of this character where the horn

is secured directly to the sound-box and sup-

ported by the sound-box-carrying arm a por-

tion of the weight of said horn is thrown on

45 the stylus-point, which unless the arm and

horn be very nicely adjusted will hurt the

quality of the reproduction by causing harsh

and grating sounds. This increased weight

also causes the record-grooves to wear out

morequickly, and thus lose their effectiveness, 5°

and, further, in such a construction if it is

desired to use a larger horn a longer repro-

ducer-arm must be provided, and consequently

a longer supporting-bracket. Inmy improved

construction, as herein set forth, these difficul- 55

ties are entirely obviated, as the weight of the

horn is supported entirely upon the bracket

which supports the reproducer-arm, and any-

sized horn may be used without in any man-

ner affecting the operation of the reproducing 60

mechanism.
My invention is thoroughly illustrated in

the accompanying drawings, in which

Figure 1 is a side elevation of a talking-

machine embodying my improvements, the 65

lower portion of the motor - casing being

broken away. Fig. 2 is a section taken lon-

gitudinallv through the carrying-arm about

on the line 2 2 of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a vertical

section taken on the line 3 3 of Fig. 1. Fig. 70

4 is an end view of the carrying-arm, showing

the sound-box and the manner of securing it

to said arm. Fig. 5 is a plan view with the

1 urn -table and reproducing mechanism re-

moved. Fig. 6 is an enlarged sectional ele- 75

vation taken about on the line o 6 of Fig. 5,

the greater part of the motor mechanism be-

ing omitted.

Referring more particularly to the sound-

conveying mechanism which is shown in Figs.

I to 4, inclusive. 1 designates the sound-box

or reproducing device, which may lie of any

of the well-known constructions. The sup-

porting-arm 2 comprises a hollow tube closed

at both ends, having an opening in its for-

ward end adapted to receive a boss 3, which

is formed in the frameof the sound-box. The

sound-box is secured lirmly in front of this

opening by any effective means, but prefer-

ably by means of a stirrup 4. which passes 9

around .the end of the tube 2. as shown in de-

tail in Fig. L A set-screw 5 passes through

a threaded aperture in the stirrup and its end

bears against the arm 2, and thereby securely

holds the sound-box in its proper position. 95

Adjacent to the outer end of the supporting-

80

35
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20

arm 2 is a tubular section 6, closed at its bot-
tom and communicating- on one side with the
interior passage in the arm 2. The upper
end of the section 6 is provided with an an-

5 nular shoulder which forms a boss 7, which
fits into a stationary section 8, secured in the
bracket 9. The lower end of the section 6 is

provided with a pivot-bearing 10, the said

pivot being yieldingly mounted in the bracket
IO 9, as illustrated in Pig. 3 of the drawings, the

purpose of this being to provide a yielding-

bearing which is self-adjustable. To the sta-

tionary section 8 is secured the small end of
the amplifying-horn, a portion of which is

illustrated in dotted lines in Fig. 1. I have
found it preferable to have the arm 2 extend'
slightly beyond the entrance of the opening
into the section 6, as better results are ob-
tained from such a construction.

Referring particularly to Figs. 5 and 6 of
the drawings, 11 designates the driving-spin-
dle of the motor, which is propelled by the
well-known spring-propelled gearing, which
it has not been deemed necessary to illustrate.

2 5 The upper end of this driving-spindle projects
through the casing and has formed upon the
said projecting end a cup 12, into which
loosely fits a circular head 13, formed on the
end of a short shaft 14. A slot 15 is pro-

3° vided in the head 12, into which fits a pin 16,

carried by the inner wall of the cup 12, so
that the said shaft 14 will revolve with the
driving-spindle 11. A circular hub 17, hav-
ing an annular recess 18 formed in its lower

35 end, fits loosely over the top of a cup 12, and
is provided with a central aperture through
which the short shaft 14 passes. This hub 17
is supported on two oppositely-disposed pivot-

bearings 18 and 19, which are set transversely
4° or substantially transversely to the line of

travel of the stylus-point during the lateral

movement of the reproducer-supporting arm.
These pivot-bearings 18 and 19 are threaded
through lugs 20, formed on a ring 21, which
is secured to the motor-casing by means of
the screws 22. It will thus be seen that the
hub 17 is capable of a swinging movement in

a direction transversely to its pivotal axis.

The ring 21 has provided on its inner periph-
eral edge a downwardly-projecting flange 23,

which bears against the motor-casing, thus
leaving an annular space under said 'ring into

which is fitted a ring 24, which is provided
with a cam portion 25, which is curved up-
wardly from the surface of the ring, as shown
in Fig. 6. A projection 26 is formed at the
upper end of the cam, which limits the move-
ment of the ring 24 when it is turned by the
handle 27. This handle 27 is secured to an

6o upturned lip 28, formed on the said ring 24,

and is of a length sufficient to extend beyond
the periphery of the turn-table, so it can be
easily reached by the operator. Extending
from the hub 17 in a line at right angles to

65 its pivotal axis is an arm 29, having its outer

45

50

55

free end secured to a coiled spring 30, which
is secured to the machine-casing. This arm
29 normally rests in a substantially horizon-
tal plane and bears against the lower edge of
the upwardly-turned cam 25, this normal po- 70

sition being shown in Fig. 6. The upper
surface of the hub 17 is provided with a ball-

race 31, adapted to receive a set of balls 32.

The lower side of the turn-table is also pro-
vided with a ball-race which fits over the said 75
balls when the turn-table is in position on the
short shaft 14. A threaded nut 38 is screwed
over the upper end of the shaft 14 after the

turn-table is placed in position, which draws
the said shaft up slightly, so as to bring the 80

bottom surface of the head 13 slightly away
from and out of contact with the cup-socket
12. A cap 33 may be threaded over the end
of the nut 38 for the purpose of firmly secur-

ing the record 34 on its supporting-table. A 85

boss 35 is secured to the motor-casing di-

rectly under the outer edge of the turn-table

and about in line with the arm 29, as shown
in Fig. 1. The upper end of this boss is pro-
vided with a leather teat, which will contact 90
with the turn-table when the same is tilted to

remove the record from contact with the sty-

lus-point.

In operation the stylus-point is in contact

with the grooves of the record when^the parts 95
are in the position shown in Figs. 5 and 6,

the spring 30 having a tendency to pull down
on the free end of the arm 29, which brings
that portion of the record under the stylus-

point in constant but yielding contact with 100

said stylus-point. After the reproduction has

been completed the handle-arm 27 is moved
in the direction of the arrow shown in Fig. 5,

and the cam 25, bearing against the under side

of the arm 29, raises the said arm, which tilts 105

the hub 17 and the turn-table 36 and removes
the record from contact with the stylus-point.

This tilting movement also throws the lower
edge of the turn-table into contact with the

projecting boss 35, thereby stopping the revo- 1 10

lution of the turn-table. In starting again

the arm 2 is moved until the stylus-point is

directly over the beginning of the record-

groove, when the handle 27 is then moved to

the left, which allows the arm 29 to drop un- 115

der the action of the spring 30, which action

throws the record into contact with the stylus-

point by tilting the turn-table, while at the

same time removing the said table out of con-

tact with the brake -boss 35. The shaft 14, 120

which is provided with a circular head 13,

adapted to fit loosely in a socket-piece 12, car-

ried by the driving-spindle of the motor, per-

mits of the turn-table yielding slightly in any
direction as the bottom of the head 13 is held 125

slightly away from the bottom of the cup or

socket 12. The ring 24, which carries the

cam 25, fits loosely under the ring 21, the

screws 22 serving to center the same.

The passage-way between the sound-box 130
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and the horn is air-tight or sound-proof, a

rubber gasket 38 being provided around the

opening into which the boss of the sound-box

fits, and a gasket 39 being provided around

5 the connection between the tube-sections 6 and

8, so that none of the sound-waves can escape

except through the horn. The bracket-arm

9 is provided with a ring 40 at its upper end,

into which the stationary section 8 is fitted,

ro the said section being held therein by means

of the screws 41.

Having thus described my invention, what

I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat-

ent, is

—

15 1. In a talking-machine, the combination a

hollow arm limited to move only in a direction

parallel to the record, a sound-box fixed to

one end of said arm, an amplifying-horn con-

nected with the other end of said arm, and

20 means to allow of a separation of the sound-

. box and record.

2. In a talking-machine, the combination, a

hollow arm pivoted to move only in a direction

parallel to the record, a sound-box fixed to

25 one end of said arm, an amplifying-horn con-

nected with the other end of said arm, and

moans to allow of a separation of the sound-

box and record.

3. In a talking-machine, the combination, a

30 hollow arra pivoted atoneend tomoveonlyin

a direction parallel to the record, a sound-box

fixed to the free end of said arm, an amplify-

ing-horn connected with the pivoted end of

said arm, a record -support and means for

35 withdrawing the record and record-support

from the sound-box.
4. In a talking-machine, the combination, a

hollow arm pivoted at one end to move only in

a direction parallel to the record, a sound-box

40 lixed to the free end of said arm, an amplify-

ing-horn connected with the pivoted end of

said arm, a record -support, and means for

withdrawing the record and record-support

from the sound-box.

45 :>. I n a talking-machine, the combination of

:i hollow arm pivoted atone end to move only

in a direction parallel to the record, a sound-

box lixed to the free end of said arm, a bracket

carried by the machine-casing, a rigid con-

50 necting-piece carried by said bracket adapted

to communicate with the pivoted end of said

arm, ami a turn-table separable from the

sound-box.
6. In a talking-machine, the combination of

55 a hollow arm pivoted at one end to move only

inadirection parallel with the record, a sound-

box lixed to the free end of said arm, a bracket

carried by the machine-casing, a vertical hol-

low hub pivotally mounted in said bracket

60 and communicating with the inner end of said

arm, a hollow stationary section also carried

by said arm and communicating with said hub
and means to allow a separation of the sound-

box and record.

7. In a talking-machine, the combination of 65

a hollow arm pivoted to move only in a direc-

tion parallel to the record, a sound-box fixed

to the free end of said arm, a bracket rigidly

secured to the machine-casing, a hollow hub
carried by said bracket and communicating 7°

with the interior of said arm, a stationary

tube rigidly secured in said bracket and com-
municating with said hub, sound-conveying

means attached to said tube and means to al-

low a separation of the sound-box and record. 75

8. In a talking-machine, the combination of

a hollow arm pivoted at one end to move only

in a direction parallel to the record, a sound-

box fixed to the free end of said arm, a bracket

rigidly secured to the machine-casing, a tu- 80

bular section rigidly secured to said bracket,

a hollow hub pivotally mounted in said bracket

and connecting with said tubular section and

having communication with the interior of

said arm, an amplifying-horn pivotally con- 85

nected to said tubular section and means to al-

low of the separation of the reproducer and

record.

9. In a talking-machine, the combination of

a hollow arm pivoted at one end to move only 9°

in a direction parallel to the record, a sound-

box Hxed to the free end of said arm, a bracket

carried by the machine-casing in which the

inner end of the hollow arm is pivoted, a tu-

bular section carried by said bracket, and a 95

part telescoping with said tubular section and

having communication with the interior of

the hollow arm, and an amplifying-horn car-

ried by said tubular section and means for

holding the record in yielding contact with 100

the sound-box and allowing the same to be sep-

arated from the sound-box.

10. In a talking-machine, the combination

of a hollow arm closed at both ends and pivot-

ally mounted to move in a direction parallel 105

with the record and having an opening adja-

cent its free end, a sound-box mounted on the

free end of said arm and having communica-

tion with said opening, a hollow hub secured

adjacent the pivoted end of said hollow arm no
and having communication with the interior

thereof, a support in which said hub is verti-

cally pivoted, a Hxed tube carried by said sup-

port and telescoping with said hub, means for

holding said hub in telescoped relation with T15

said tube, a horn pivotally carried by said tube

and means to allow separation of the sound-

box and record.

11. In a talking-machine, the combination

of a hollow arm, a sound-box connected to one 1 20

end thereof, a vertical hollow hub connected

to the opposite end thereof, a Hxed support,

a vertical tube carried by said support, and

spring-actuated means for keeping said hub

in operative connection with one end of said 125

tube.

12. In a talking-machine, the combination

with a rigidly-mounted reproducer, of ayield-
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ingly-mounted record-support, a hub pivot-
ally mounted on the machine-casing, a driv-

ing-shaft having a cup-shaped top, a stub-

shaft having an enlarged head adapted to fit

5 loosely in the cup portion of the driving-shaft,
the said stub-shaft passing through the pivot-

ed hub, means for connecting the stub-shaft
head with driving-shaft so as to revolve there-

with, and a nut adapted to the end of the stub-
i o shaft for clamping the record-support thereto,

substantially as described.

13. The combination with a vertically-rigid

reproducer of a revolving driving-spindle, an
enlarged head formed on the upper end of said

15 spindle having a socket formed therein, a hub-
piece adapted to fit loosely over the head, piv-

otal bearings carried by the machine-frame in

which the hub-piece is mounted, a stub-shaft

passing through the hub, a head formed on
20 said shaft adapted to fit loosely in the socket

of the driving-spindle, means for coupling the

said head to the driving-spindle head, a turn-

table secured on the upper end of the stub-

shaft, ball-bearings between the turn-table and

the hub-piece, and means for tilting the hub- 25

piece, for the purpose described.

14. The combination with a vertically-rigid

reproducer the d r iving-spindl e having a socket
formed in its upper end, a hub-piece pivotally

mounted on the machine-casing over the driv- 30
ing- spindle socket, a stub -shaft passing
through said hub, an enlarged head formed
on the end of the stub-shaft adapted to the
socket in the driving-spindle, a coupling-pin
between the stub-shaft and driving-spindle, a 35
turn-table secured on the upper end of the
stub-shaft, an arm secured to the pivoted hub
and extending radially therefrom, a spring
for holding said arm down, and a cam located

adjacent the arm, adapted to act on the same 4°

to raise said arm and tilt the turn-table, sub-
stantially as described.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
hand this 24th day of September, A. D. 1901.

ELDRIDGE R. JOHNSON.
Witnesses:

Charles H. Speckman,
J. Henderson.
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To all whom it may concern,,

Be it known that I, Eldkidge R. Johnson,

a citizen of the United States, and a resident

of the city of Philadelphia, State of Pennsyl-

5 vania, have invented certain new and useful

Improvements in Talking-Machines, of which

the following is a full, clear, and exact de-

scription, reference being had to the accom-

panying drawings, forming part of this speci-

io iication.

My invention has reference to certain im-

provements in talking- machines of the flat-

record type, and has for its object to gener-

ally improve and simplify the construction of

15 devices of this character in such manner as to

increase both the volume and character of the

reproductions and render the tones clearer,

sweeter, and more distinct.

With these ends in view my invention con-

20 sists in the structure substantially as herein

described and illustrated, and particularly set

forth in the appended claims.

Referring to the accompanying drawings,

which form a partof this specification, Figure

25 1 is a side elevation of a talking-machine em-
bodying my improvements. Fig. 2 is a sec-

tional plan taken longitudinally through the

reproducer -arm. Fig. 3 is a cross-section

through the forward end of the arm, showing

30 the connection with the sound-box: and Fig.

4 is a cross-section through the swivel-joint

at the other end of the arm, showing a modi-

fied form of means for holding the two sections

together.

35 Referring particularly to the said drawings,

1 designates the motor-rasing, and L

J the turn-

table, which is driven by a spindle 3, connect-

ed with the motor mechanism in the usual

manner. The turn-table 2 carries the usual

40 flat disk record 4, having the spirally -ar-

ranged record-groove provided thereon, which
is engaged by the stylus-point 5 of the sound-

box 6.

The sound-box-supporting arm 7 comprises

45 a tubular section closed at both ends, having

an opening 8 adjacent its forward end on one

side of the said tul >e adapted to receive the boss

9, carried by the sound-box 6. The sound-

box may be secured to the arm 7 by means of

55

a set-screw 10, which passes through the said 5°

arm and has its end threaded in an aperture

provided in a bridge running across the boss

9. The rear end of the arm 7 is provided

with a short tubular section 11, which opens

into the side of the arm 7 at a point slightly

to one side of the end of the arm. A tubular

section 12, closed at its lower end and having

an extension 13 provided on its under side,

which carries a spring -pressed pivot 14, is

pivotally mounted in the stationary bracket 60

15, which is carried by the sound-box casing.

The section 12 is telescoped into a short sec-

tion of tubing 16, which is rigidly held in an

aperture formed in the arm 17 of the bracket

15. A shoulder 18 is formed on the section

12 at the point where it bears against the

lower portion of the section 16, and a rubber

gasket is interposed between these two sec-

tions for the purpose of rendering the same

sound-proof.
Extending from the side of the section 12 is

a boss 18
x

, having a shoulder formed adjacent

its ends, and the end of this boss fits into the

end of the tubular section 11, which is con-

nected with the arm 7. A washer 19 is inter-

posed between these two sections for the pur-

pose of rendering the connection sound-proof.

In order to hold the section 12 and the section

11 together, 1 provide a small coiled spring

20, which is secured at one end to the in-

terior of the tubular arm 7 and at its other

end to the outer interior wall of the section 12.

instead of using the yielding connection -2<>

for holding these parts together a thin set-

screw 21, such as shown in Fig. 4of thcdraw- S5

ings, may be used with equally good result.

. Secured to the lower portion of the verti-

cally-disposed section 12 is an arm 22, which

extends under the tubular arm 7 and serves

to limit the downward movement of the arm
when its reproducing mechanism is removed

from contact with the record. The short tu-

bular section 16 extends a certain distance

above the arm 17 of the bracket 15, and to

this section is fitted the horn 23 in such a man-

ner that the said horn may be swung around

in any direction desired. It will be noted

from this construction that the entire weight

65

70

75

80

90

95
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of the horn is supported by the bracket-arm,
so that any-size horn may be used on machines
of this construction without increasing the
weight of the reproducer-supporting arm.

5 This construction of machine is designed
for use with rigidly-mounted turn-tables, and a
double swivel-joint is necessary in order to

permit the arm 7 to move both laterally and
vertically. By my above-described construc-

io tion I find that the sounds transmitted from
the diaphragm to the horn are greatly ampli-
fied and that the tone and quality of the, re-

production is much clearer and more distinct

than in the old construction of talking-ma-
15 chines, wherein the horn was connected di-

rectly to the sound-box. This I attribute

partly to the fact that the hollow arm 7 is rigid

throughout its entire length, and consequently
there is no twisting to this arm caused by the

20 weight of the horn and no false vibrations, as

in the case of the wooden arm heretofore used.

Minor details in construction may be made
without departing from the spirit and scope
of my invention. For instance, the manner in

25 which the long arm 7 is swiveled to the trans-

versely-disposed short section 12 might be al-

tered and any other suitable swiveled connec-
tion substituted therefor, and, further, the,

means for holding the sound-box to the arm 7

30 might be changed and any other suitable means
substituted therefor, and various other modi-
fications might be made.
What I claim, and desire to secure by Let-

ters Patent, is

—

35 1- In a talking-machine, the combination of

a continuous hollow arm, a sound-box attached
to one end thereof, a transverse hub connected
at one side of the other end of said arm, there
being a swivel-join t between said hub and arm.

4° 2. In a talking-machine, the combination in

reproducing mechanism of a continuous hol-

low arm provided at one end with a sound-box,
and at its other end with a short transverse

tube having a swivel-joint therein, said tube
45 being pivoted on a transverse axis and adapt-

ed to communicate with sound -conducting
means.

3. In a talking-machine, the combination in

reproducing mechanism of a continuous hol-

5° low arm provided at one end with a sound-box,
a hollow hub or member adapted to turn about
an axis at right angles to the hollow arm and
means connecting the end of said hollow arm
opposite to the sound-box with said hollow

55 member and including a s.wivel-joint to per-
mit a movement of the sound-box about an
axis transverse to that of the hollow hull or
member.

4. In a talking-machine, the combination in

60 reproducing mechanism of a continuous hol-

low arm provided at one end with the sound-
box and at its other end a pivoted transverse

hub there being a swivel connection between
said hub and arm and affording' a' continuous
closed sound-conducting passage between said 65

sound-box and hub.
5. In a talking-machine, the combination

with the record, of a reproducing mechan-
ism comprising a hollow tubular arm rigid

throughout its length and closed at both ends, 70

an opening in the side of said arm adjacent its

rear end, a swivel connection between said

opening and the pivoted tubular section, a sup-
port for said pivoted tubular section, and a
sound-box connected with the interior of the 75
tubular arm adjacent its forward end, substan-
tially as described.

6. The combination in a talking-machine, of

a rigid tubular arm closed at both ends hav-
ing an opening in the side thereof adjacent its 80

rear end, a transversely-disposed short tubu-
lar section pivoted in a support so as to move
on a vertical axis, a tubular connection be-

tween the tubular arm and the short section,

a swjyel-joint provided in said tubular con- 85

necTIon, and a sound-box connected with an
opening in the side of the tubular arm adja-

cent its front end, substantially as described.

7. The combination in a talking-machine, of

a rigid tubular arm closed at both ends hav- 90

ing an opening in its side adjacent its rear end,

a transversely-disposed short tubular section

pivoted in a support so as to move on a ver-

tical axis, a tubular connection between the
tubular arm and the short section, a swivel- 95
joint provided in said tubular connection so as

to permit of a substantially vertical move-
ment to the tubular arm, means for holding
the two sections together, and a sound-box
connected to an opening formed in the side of '00

the tubular arm adjacent its front end, sub-
stantially as described.

8. The combination with a talking-machine
of a continuous tubular arm closed at both ends
and having an opening in its side adjacent its 105

rear end, a short tube or flange surrounding
said opening, a transversely-disposed hollow
hub pivoted in a support to move on an axis

transverse to said arm and having an opening
in the side thereof, said opening being sur- J 10

rounded by a short tube or flange which is

adapted to telescope with the flange on said

arm so as to permit of a movement of said

arm on an axis at right angles to the axis of

said hub, a spring for holding the two short 115

tubes or flanges in telescoped relation and a

sound-box connected with the outer end of said

hollow arm.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my

hand this 17th day of September, A. D. 1902. 120

ELDRIDGE R. JOHNSON.
Witnesses:

HORACE PeTTIT,
Jno. T. Cross.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that we, Walter H. Miller,
residing at Orange, and Alexander N. Pier-
man, residing at Newark, in the county of Es-

5 sex and State of New Jersey, both citizens of

the United States, have invented a certain new
and useful Improvement in Molds for Dupli-
cate Phonograph-Records, of which the follow-

ing is a description.

io Our invention relates to an improved mold
for making duplicate phonograph - records,

preferably of the type described in Letters
Patent No. 726,966, dated May 5, 1903. where-
in the wax or wax-like material is intimately

15 associated with a fibrous material throughout
its mass. The mold may, however, be em-
ployed for producing duplicate phonograph-
records composed of a wax or wax-like mate-
rial throughout or for the manufacture of

20 blanks. In Letters Patent No. 726,965, dated
May 5, 1903, we describe an improved proc-

ess for making duplicate phonograph-records
in which a mold is used having a core con-
centrically arranged therein, the wax or wax-

25 like material in molten condition being intro-

duced upwardly into the space between the
mold and core. Some difficulty has been ex-

perienced in practice with this apparatus, as

sometimes the mold is accidentally shifted ra-

30 dially with respect to the core, so that the

bore of the resulting duplicate is somewhat
eccentric with respect to the record-surface.
The essential object of the present inven-

tion, therefore, is to provide a mold in which
35 the core will during the setting or cooling of

the material be maintained exactly concentric
to the mold, so as to thereby overcome the ob-
jection pointed out.

To this end the invention consists in pro-
40 viding the core with an inclined shoulder

which is engaged by the bottom edge of the
mold and in utilizing a separate heading-disk
for engaging the core and provided with an
inclined shoulder which engages the upper

45 end of the mold, whereby the mold will auto-

5°

5 5

matically be centered with respect to the core

during the cooling of the material.

In order that the invention may be better

understood, attention is directed to the accom-
panying drawing, forming a part of this speci-

fication, and in which we illustrate a sectional

view of the preferred manner of carrying our
invention into effect.

The core 1 is hollow and is preferably formed
with a spiral groove 2, so as to permit it to

be readily removed from the finished dupli-

cate, as well as to form a spiral rib on the lat-

ter for engagement, with the mandrel of the

phonograph. The core is formed with a base
:!, having an inclined shoulder +, with which 60

the inner bottom edge of the mold 5 engages.
This mold is made in any suitable way and
carries a negative representation of the rec-

ord on its bore. If the apparatus is to be used
for molding blanks, the mold is provided with 65

a smooth bore. A series of headed pins 6 are

mounted in the base 3, as we describe in our
said Patent No. 726,965, for supporting the

mold, the arrangement being such that when
the parts are assembled and introduced into

a tank containing a molten wax-like material

the pins will elevate the mold to permit the

wax-like material to enter the space between
the mold and core. The upper portion 7 of

the core is made cylindrical and receives a

heading-disk 8, formed with an inclined shoul-

der 9, which engages the inner edge of the

upper end of the mold, as shown. This head-

ing-disk may be provided with one or more
vents 10 to permit of the 1 escape of air from 80

the space between the mold and core.

In operation the mold is first inserted over
the core and the heading-disk 8 engaged with

its upper end. The mold and core are now
introduced into the molten material, and the 85

pins 6 will elevate the mold to permit the mol-
ten material to enter the space between the

mold and core. .If practically indestructible

duplicates are to be produced, as we describe

in our Patent No. 726,966, a mass of fibrous 9°

70

7 5
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material, such as cotton-wool, is first loosely

wound around the core, so that the molten
wax-like material will thoroughly impregnate
the same. When the space between the mold

5 and core has been filled to the proper height

with the molten wax-like material, the parts

are removed by a suitable bail applied to the

core, thus permitting the mold to descend until

the inner edge of its lower end engages the
10 shoulder 4, so as to prevent the escape of the

material. The heading-disk 8 also descends
and by its engagement with the upper end of

the mold effectively centers the same. As
soon as the material has sufficiently cooled

15 the heading-disk is removed, the core un-

screwed from the resulting duplicate, and the

latter is then contracted by further cooling
until it may be removed from the mold.
Having now described our invention, what

20 we claim is

—

1. In apparatus of the character described,

the combination with a cylindrical one-piece

metal mold, of a core within the same having
a tapered shoulder upon which one edge of

25 the mold rests, loosely engaging the same, sub-

stantially as set forth.

2. In apparatus of the character described,

the combination with a cylindrical one-piece

metal mold, of a core within the same having
30 a tapered shoulder upon which the inner edge

of the mold rests, loosely engaging the same,
substantially as set forth.

3. In apparatus of the character described,

the combination with a cylindrical mold, of a

35 core within the same having a tapered shoul-

der with which one edge of the mold engages,
and a heading-disk carried by the core having
an inclined shoulder for engaging an opposite
edge of the. mold, substantially as set forth.

4. In apparatus of the character described, 4°
the combination with a cylindrical mold, of a
core within the same having a tapered shoul-

der with which one of the inner edges of the
mold engages, and a heading-disk carried by
the core havingvan inclined shoulder for engag- 45
ing the opposite inner edge of the mold, sub-
stantially as set forth.

5. In apparatus of the character described,

the combination with a cylindrical mold, of a
core having an inclined shoulder with which 50
one of the edges of the mold engages, and a
series of pins for moving the mold longitudi-

nally with respect to the core, substantially

as set forth.

6. In apparatus of the character described, 55
the combination with a cylindrical mold, of a
core having an inclined shoulder with which
one of the edges of the mold engages, a series

of pins for moving the mold longitudinally

with respect to the core, and a heading-disk 60

carried by the core having an inclined shoul-

der for engaging an opposite edge of the mold,
substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

24th day of February, 1903.

WALTER H. MILLER.
ALEXANDER N. PIERMAN.

AVitnesses:

Jno. Robt. Taylor,
John Louis Lotsch.
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To all whom it may concern,:

Be it known that I, Victor H. Emekson, a

citizen of the United States, residing in New-
ark, in the county of Essex and State of New

5 Jersey, have invented a new and useful Im-
provement in Graphophone-Reproducers, of

which the following is a specification.

My invention relates to floating-weight re-

producers or "speakers " for graphophones or
io other talking-machines.

The invention consists in the construction
and arrangement of parts, as hereinafter point-

ed out and claimed; and the object of my in-

vention is to provide a speaker which will give
iS 'better audible reproductions and which will

not wear out the sound-record to any appreci-
able extent.

The annexed drawings illustrate one em-
bodiment of my invention.

20 Figure 1 is a side view, partly broken away,
showing my improved speaker in operative
relation to the record-cylinder; and Fig. 2 is

a face view of the speaker.

A represents a cylindrical record which re-

25 volves in the direction indicated by the arrow.
B is the main portion or head of the speaker,

provided with the ordinary diaphragm C and
mounted, as by a carrier or otherwise, so that it

may be fed longitudinally along the surface

30 of the record in any well-known manner.
I) is the floating weight, shown as a thin

plate circular in form and provided with a

prolongation or arm D', which latter is piv-

oted, as at d, between two bracket-arms h b,

35 that extend from the head B. Between the
pivot d and the center of the floating weight
D is located the pillar E, in which is pivoted
the stylus-bar F. The outer end of the stylus-

bar F, preferably in the form of a gooseneck,
4° carries the reproducing stylus or jewel, and

the inner end of the stylus-bar is connected
with the center of the diaphragm C, prefer-

ably by a link which passes through the cen-
tral aperture a" in the floating weight.

45 At G is shown a stop consisting of a staple

secured to the head of the speaker and engag-
ing a short pin projecting from the floating

weight. The hole through the arm D' where

the pivot d passes is tapered at each end, as

shown in Fig. 2, to permit a slight lateral play 50
of the floating weight and its parts.

It will be noticed that any tangential pull

upon the stylus caused by the revolution of the

record A is exerted in a direction toward pivot

d and that the center of gravity of the float- 55
ing weight, which is ultimately supported by
the stylus resting on the record-groove, is al-

most at the geometrical center of the floating

weight, so that the pressure of this weight is

exerted upon the stylus with increased lever- 6c>

age. It will also be noted that so long as the

sound-record is absolutely and ideally the per-

fect cylinder and the mechanism of the talk-

ing-machine is ideally perfect and the record-
groove a true helix the floating weight is inac- 65
tive,itsonlyfunctionbeingtomaintain a steady
and uniform pressure upon the stylus, but that

whenever there is any eccentricity of the cylin-

der or any departure from the ideal conditions

then the mass of the floating weight will either 70
be lifted or will swing down or from side to

side. In other words, the center of gravity of

this floating weight will be shifted vertically

or laterally, or both.

Actual comparisons and tests have demon- 75
strated that audible reproductions by means
of my new speaker are far clearer and more
natural and certain than the reproductions
from the same record by any other speaker
now known and that whereas with other 80

speakers the record is practically worn away
after a few hundred reproductions, so that the
audible reproductions become quite faint and
harsh, with my new speaker I have obtained
many hundred reproductions from the same 85
record without any appreciable diminution in

quality or volume.
I have shown and described the particular

construction with some fullness, but merely
for the sake of clearness, since I do not limit 90
myself to the precise details herein set forth,

and parts of my invention may be used to the
exclusion of other parts.

One main idea of my invention consists in

pivoting the floating weight at a point beyond 95
its periphery, and of course this may be ac-
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complished in many ways. Another idea con-

sists in having the "thrust" (caused by the
revolution of the cylinder) toward the pivot
of the floating weight instead of a "' pull "away
from it. This has been found to render the

device equally sensitive to the normal irregu-

larities of the record and far more sensitive

in tracking the record-groove, and the fact

that in my construction this floating weight
responds to impulses more sensitively means
that its reaction upon the record-surface is

less violent than heretofore. Hence the record
is not worn away.
Having thus described my invention, I

claim

—

1. The combination with a sound-box and
its diaphragm, of a floating weight pivoted to

said sound-box at a point beyond the periph-

eries of said box and weight, and a stylus

mounted on said weight and connected with 20

said diaphragm.
2. The combination with a sound-box and a

floating weight pivoted together beyond their

peripheries, of a stylus-bar pivoted upon said

weight between the geometrical center and the 25

pivot-point of said weight.

In testimony whereof I have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub-
scribing witnesses.

VICTOR H. EMERSON.

Witnesses:
C. A. L. Massie,
N. M. Keller.
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 785,746, dated March 28, 1905.

Application filed September 7, 1904. Serial No. 223,649.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Thomas H. Macdonald,
a citizen of the United States, residing in

Bridgeport, Fairfield county, State of Con-
5 necticut, have invented a new and useful Im-
provement in Graphophone - Reproducers,
which is fully set forth in the following speci-

fication.

My invention relates to a reproducer of the
io type employing a "floating weight," upon

which the stylus-lever is pivoted; and the in-

vention consists in so proportioning this float-

ing weight that its center of gravity shall be
practically coincident with the fulcrum of the

IS stylus-lever.

In the annexed drawings are illustrated em-
bodiments of my invention.

Figure 1 is a side view, partly broken away,
of one embodiment. Fig. 2 is a bottom view

20 of a modified form, and Fig. 3 is a section of

another modification.

A represents the main portion or head of a
reproducer adapted for engagement in a suit-

able seat upon the carrier, which is fed along
the sound-record in the usual manner. B in-

dicates the diaphragm thereof.

C is the floating weight, pivoted to the head
at a and carrying the fulcrum-post D. Upon
this post is pivoted the stylus-lever E, be-

tween the inner end of which and the dia-

phragm B is a connection, preferably a link

I, that passes through a central aperture c in

the weight C, while the outer end of the sty-

lus-lever (preferably in the form of a goose-

35 neck) carries the stylus e. When the floating

weight is an ordinary flat circular plate, as

commonly used heretofore, its center of grav-
ity will of course be at its geometrical center
in the middle of the aperture c. Therefore

4° the pressure exerted upon the stylus (which
is located beyond the center of gravity) is not
equal to the full weight of the floating weight
C. According to my present invention I in-

crease the mass of the floating weight at its

45 free end (farthest away from its hinge a) by
thickening it, as seen atC, Fig. 1, so that its

center of gravity shall be practically coinci-

dent with the fulcrum D. Consequently the

5°

5 5

65

entire mass or weight of the floating weight
may be conceived of as concentrated into this

portion D, where the pressure is applied, and
the up-and-down movement of the floating

weight C is produced through D without any
leverage whatever. Therefore every atom of

the mass C tends to resist the quick upward
blows upon the stylus e caused by the minute
normal irregularities of the sound - record^

while the slower movement imparted by ab-

normal eccentricities of the cylinder F can
more readily overcome the inertia of weight 60

C, because there is no leverage to counteract.

If the center of gravity should be carried ap-

preciably beyond the fulcrum D, there would
be undue pressure upon the record and more
inertia to overcome, which would tend to wear
away the record-surface.

Instead of the precise construction of the

floating weight just described I may employ
an oval or pear-shaped floating weight M, piv-

oted at its smaller apex m, as in Fig. 2, or 7°

there may be a prolongation N' of the floating

weight N, as in Fig. 3, or there may be other
modifications, the essential feature being that

the floating weight (of whatever design) must
be so constructed and proportioned that its

center of gravity shall be practically coinci-

dent with the fulcrum of its stylus-lever.

Having thus described my invention, I

claim

—

1. In a reproducer for graphophones or

other talking-machines, ahead carrying a dia-

phragm, a floating weight pivoted to said

head, a fulcrum-post located at the center of

gravity of said weight, and a stylus-bar pivoted
on said post and connected to said diaphragm.

2. A floating weight for reproducers, hav-
ing a stylus-lever pivoted thereto at the cen-

ter of gravity of said weight, substantially as

described.

In testimony whereof I have signed this

specification in the presence of two subscrib-

ing witnesses.

THOMAS H. MACDONALD.
Witnesses:

C. B. Ingalls,
C. A. GlBNEK.
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No. 785,766. Patented March 28, 1905.

United States Patent Office.

JOSEPH SANDERS, OF WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

GRAMOPHONE.

SPECIFICATION forming' part of Letters Patent No, 785,766, dated March 28, 1905.

Application filed December 13, 1904. Serial No, 236,725.

To cull whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Joseph Sanders, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Wash-
ington, in the District of Columbia, have in-

5 vented certain new and useful Improvements
in Gramophones, of which the following is a
specification.

This invention has reference to improve-
ments in gramophones of the type shown and

io described in Letters Patent No. 692,502, grant-

ed to Emile Berliner on February 4, 1902.

The gramophone of the Letters Patent was de-

signed to greatly magnify the recorded sounds
and was based upon the exact similitude of

15 the commercial form of gramophone-record
duplicates. It consisted of a number of gram-
ophone reproducer -machines coupled to-

gether and to a common motor for simultane-
ous and synchronous action, so that the re-

20 productions of several records (six being
shown in the patent) were merged to have the
effect of a single reproduction of greatly-in-

creased intensity. The multiple gramophone
or " multiphone" of the aforesaid Letters Pat-

25 ent occupied a floor-space of considerable ex-

tent, since the several record-supporting ta-

bles were each individually mounted upon a

common base-plate. Also since the removal of

reproduced record-tablets and the placing of

30 others in the machine of the patent took con-
siderable time long intervals of silence would
elapse between the reproductions of records.

In addition to this the multiplication pf gear-
ing necessary to drive several individual ro-

35 tary tables was found to be prohibitive be-
cause of the noise produced, so that finally a
flexible belting was adopted because of its easy
and noiseless running. This, however, intro-

duced a new difficulty in that absolute s.yn-

4° chronism, so necessary to the perfect merg-
ing of the several reproductions, was some-
times lost, owing to the slight elasticity of a

flexible belt and the consequent running of
the record -tablets out of step.

45 It is the object of the present invention,
first, to greatly reduce the floor-space occu-
pied by the machine; second, to so arrange
the record-tablet supports that both the rec-

ord-tablets and their supporting-tables may
5° be removed from and replaced in the machine

bodily, so that while one set of records is be-

ing reproduced another set may be prepared
for insertion and when desired may be in-

serted into the machine with the same facility

and in practically the same time required to 55

place one record-tablet upon anon-removable
tablet-supporting table, and, third, to provide
means whereby all the tables are in rigid and
unyielding connection with the common mo-
tor and must therefore rotate in absolute syn- 60

chronism. All this is fully set forth in the

following description, reference being had to

the accompanying drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a perspective view of my im-
proved multiphone with the driving median- 65
ism and some of the reproducer -heads and
amplifying -horns omitted for the sake of

clearness of illustration. Fig. 2 is a cross-

sectional plan view with parts omitted. Fig.

3 is a vertical section of one of the record- 70

supporting tables with a record-tablet in place,

and Fig. 4 is a plan view of a modified form
of record-supporting table with a record-tablet

in place and showing the table-carrying arbor
or shaft in cross-section. 75

Referring to the drawings, there is shown
a triangular base 1, from the corners of which
rise three uprights 2, 2, and 3. The upper
ends of the uprights 2 2 are connected by an
angle-piece 4, and the upper end of the up- So

right 3 is connected to the center or angle of

the angle-piece 4 by an arm 5. At the junc-

tion of the angle-piece 4 and arm 5 there is

tapped a screw 6, passing downward through
both and having the lower end tapered to en- 85

gage a socket in the upper end of an upright
arbor or shaft 7, the lower end of which is

stepped in a suitable bearing 6' in the trian-

gular base underneath and in line with the

screw 6. Upon this shaft or arbor 7 there 90
are a number of record-supporting tables 8,

each having a central hub 9, projecting from
one face and fitting closely on said shaft.

Each table is held on the shaft by a thumb-
screw 10 entering a longitudinal groove 10' 95
in the shaft. The tables 8 may be disk-shaped,
as shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, or they may
consist of three radial arms disposed one hun-
dred and twenty degrees apart, as shown in

Fig. 4. 100
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In order that the record -tablets 11 used
upon the tables 8 may all agree in relative po-
sition for simultaneous reproduction, they are

each provided with an identically-located pe-

5 ripheral notch 12, into which a ringer 13 en-

gages, being adjustably secured in a bracket
14 on the under side of each table 8 in the

form shown in Fig. 3, so that different-sized

records may be used, or the finger may be
to integral with one of the arms of the form

shown in Fig. 4, as shown at 15. The pe-

ripheral notch 12, with the finger 13 engaging
the same, is a particularly accurate means of

locating the record-tablet in a definite posi-
f5 tion on the rotating table, since the notch in

the record-tablet would be located by making
such a notch in the edge of the matrix from
which the record-tablet is pressed out. There-
by the location of the notch with respect to

20 the record itself will be the same in any num-
ber of record - tablets made from the same
matrix. Such notch I call a "position-notch."

A number of tables 8, (six being shown in

the drawings,) each with a record-tablet in

25 place, are strung upon the shaft 7 and are se-

cured thereto by the thumb-screws 10, which
latter enter into the groove 10', and so deter-

mine the relative position circumferentially
upon the shaft. The distances between the

30 tables are determined by the hubs 9. The
shaft, tables, and record-tablets thus assem-
bled constitute a single compact structure
which may be placed into or removed as a

whole from the machine, the shaft fitting be-

35 tween the step-bearing 6' in the base 1 and
the screw 6, the latter being screwed down-
ward until its end engages the socket forward
in the upper end of the shaft. The shaft and
its tables may now be rotated by any suitable

4° source of power, and in the drawings, Fig. 1,

there is shown a pulley 16 on the lower end
of the shaft as a means for applying power.
Other means may be used, it only being neces-

sary that the driving mechanism be such that

45 the shaft may be readily placed into or re-

moved from the machine.
Secured to the upright 3 are a number of

arms 17, each projecting from a collar 18,

Hxed adjustably to the upright by a thumb-
50 screw. Adjustably fixed to each arm is a

socket 19, receiving the pintle of the fork 19'

of the usual universal joint of the swinging
arm 20 for carrying the amplifying-horn 21
and sound-box 22 of the ordinary commercial

55 gramophone. The horn is supported on the

curved cross-arm 21', as usual. The arms 17

and sockets 19 need not be adjustable. For
economy of space the arms 17, one for each
tableS, project alternately from opposite sides

60 of the upright 3 and the reproducer-heads and
amplifying-horns are arranged alternately on
either side of the said upright 3. The alter-

nate reproducer-stiles will therefore engage
the records from opposite edges, and the fin-

65 gers 13 are therefore arranged on correspond-

ingly opposite sides of the tables 8, so that
when the parts are all in place the stiles will

engage the record grooves all at the same
point.

The synchronous rotation of the several
tables being assured by the shaft 7 and the
identity of position of the record-tablets be-
ing assured by the fingers 13 or 15 engaging
the notches 12, it follows that if care be taken
to place the stile of each reproducer -head
upon the same line, but preferably the first

line of each record, an absolute coincidence of
all the reproductions must result. To facili-

tate the placing of the stile upon the first line of
the record, which is always a difficult and un-
certain procedure on account of the shallow-
ness and narrowness of the grooves, I make the
first or a part of the first turn of the groove
much deeper and wider than the remainder of
the spiral groove, so that it is clearly visible

to the unaided eye and will stand out promi-
nently as a mark which cannot be missed.
This widened and deepened portion of the
first line of the spiral groove I make by pref-

erence a smooth groove, containing no record,
and this guide -groove may, if desired, run
out into or near to the edge of the record-disk.
This construction is indicated in Fig. 4, on
which the record-groove proper is represented
diagrammatically by the spiral 11', while the
guide-groove is indicated by the heavier por-
tion ll

2
of the spiral which represents the case

where the record progresses from the outer
turns of the spiral inwardly; but when, as has
been proposed, the record progresses from the

inner turns of the spiral outwardly the guide-
groove is of course made to lead into the in-

nermost turn of the record -groove. Such
guide-groove is indicated in dotted lines at

ll
3
. An additional advantage of the deep

guide-groove is that it prevents the needle
from being shaken out and displaced into an-

other groove by the shock at the starting of

the machine. With a single gramophone
plate and reproducer such displacement of

the needle at the start frequently occurs, but
is there of no consequence, since at the worst
nothing is lost but asmall portion of the repro-
duction, while in a multiphone such accident
would be fatal, since thereby one needle might
come into engagement with one part of the

record while another needle or all the other
needles might be in engagement with another
part of the record, and thus the coincidence
of all reproductions which is absolutely neces-

sary would be lost.

In the apparatus described there is no dan-
ger of any of the records getting out of step

because of flexibility of connections for driv-

ing the tables.

I do not herein claim the gramophone-tab-
let shown and described, since the same is

claimed in my application filed as a division

hereof on February 1, 1905, Serial No. 243,705.

Having now fully described my invention,
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what I claim, and desire to secure by Letters

Patent, is

—

1. A multiphone comprising a number of

rigidly-connected supports for a like number
5 of identical gramophone record-tablets, means

for rotating said supports and tablets syn-

chronously about a common axis, and a num-
ber of sound-reproducers, one for each tablet,

and all adapted to be placed in and to main-
io tain the same operative relation to identical

parts of the records, substantially as described.

2. A multiphone comprising a number of

rigidly-connected supports for a like number
of identical gramophone record - tablets, ar-

15 ranged for rotation about a common vertical

axis, and a number of sound-reproducers, one
for each tablet, and all adapted to be placed

in and to maintain the same operative relation

to identical parts of the records, substantially

20 as described.

3. A multiphone comprising a number of

rigidly-connected supports for a like number
of identical gramophone record -tablets, ar-

ranged for rotation about a vertical axis and
25 provided with means for locating and main-

taining the several record-tablets in definite

relation to each other, and a number of sound-
reproducers, one for each tablet, all adapted
to be placed in and to maintain the same op-

30 erative relation to identical parts of the rec-

ords, substantially as described.

4. A multiphone comprising a shaft, a num-
ber of supports for identical gramophone rec-

ord-tablets, removably but rigidly mounted
35 upon said shaft for synchronous rotation, and

a like number of sound - reproducers each
adapted to be placed in and to maintain the
same operative relation to the same parts of

a record as all the others, substantially as de-

4° scribed.

5. A multiphone comprising a suitable

frame, a removable, vertical shaft mounted
therein, aseries of supports for identical gram-
ophone record-tablets, rigidly but removably

•45 secured on said shaft, and a like number of

sound-reproducers each adapted to be placed

in and to maintain the same operative rela-

tion to the same parts of a record as all the

others, substantially as described.

50 6. A multiphone comprising a suitable

frame, a removable vertical shaft mounted
therein, aseries of supports for identical gram-

bo

65

ophone record-tablets rigidly but removably
secured on said shaft, a corresponding series

of sound - reproducers arranged alternately 55
upon opposite sides of said shaft, and means
for establishing and maintaining the several

record-tablets indefinite relation to each other

and all in identical relation to the correspond-

ing reproducers, substantially as described.

7. An exchangeable element for a multi-

phone consisting of a shaft and a number of

supports for gramophone record-tablets, rig-

idly but removably secured upon said shaft,

substantially as described.

8. An exchangeable element for a multi-

phone consisting of a shaft and a number of

record-tablet supports rigidly but removably
secured thereon in definite relation to each
other, and means on each support for locating 7°

and maintaining a record-tablet in definite po-

sition thereon, substantially as described.

9. A-supporting-table for a gramophone rec-

ord-tablet having an adjustable stop for deter-

mining the position of record-tablets of dif- 75

ferent sizes on the said table, substantially as

described.

10. A supporting-table for a gramophone
record-tablet having a peripheral, radially-

adjustable stop for determining the position 80

of record-tablets of different sizes on said ta-

ble, substantially as described.

11. In a multiphone, the combination of a

number of supporting-tables each having a

stop for determining the position of a record-

tablet on the table, with an identical record-

tablet for each table and each provided with

a notch identically located in relation to the

same selected portion of the record-groove and
adapted for engagement by the stop, substan- 9°

tially as described.

12. The combination of a gramophone rec-

ord-tablet formed with a peripheral notch, with

a supporting-table for the tablet provided with

a stop for engagement with the notch in the

tablet, substantially as described.

In testimony whereof 1 have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub-

scribing witnesses.

JOSEPH SANDERS.

Witnesses:
F. T. Chapman,
Edwin S. Clarkson.
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WILLIAM SINKLEE DARBY, OF BERLIN, GERMANY, ASSIGNOR TO VICTOR
TALKING-MACHINE COMPANY, A CORPORATION OF NEW JERSEY.

RECORD FOR SOUND-REPRODUCING MACHINES.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 786,347, dated April 4, 1905.

Application filed January 12, 1905. Serial No. 240,723.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, William Sinkler Dar-
by, a citizen of the United States of America,
and a resident of Berlin, Germany, have in-

5 vented certain new and useful Improvements
in Records for Sound-Reproducing Machines;
and I do hereby declare that the following is

a full, clear, and exact description of the same.
This invention relates to improvements in

io record disks or cylinders for sound-reproduc-
ing machines, and has for its object the pro-
vision of certain means for determining the
correct speed at which said disks or cylinders

should revolve in order that the sound pro-

15 duced thereby will have the same pitch as the

sounds of the original voice or instrument
which are being reproduced therefrom.

Heretofore there has been some difficulty in

adjusting the speed of motors used in connec-
20 tion with sound-reproducing machines to cause

the disks or cylinders to rotate at the correct
speed required to give out the same number
of vibrations per second or pitch that consti-

tuted the original sounds when recorded. For
25 this purpose in some instances speed-indica-

tors in connection with governors for talking-

machine motors have been used; but such de-

vices are not susceptible of delicate adjustment
and, added to differences in the quality and

30 consistencies of the material forming the parts
of such governors, have varied greatly in dif-

ferent machines. By the use of the present
invention these objections have been avoided
in a simple, efficient, and accurate manner and

35 without in any way increasing the cost of
making a particular record and without com-
plicating the construction of the talking or
reproducing machine.
For a detailed description of one form of

4° my invention reference may be had to the fol-

lowing specification and drawing, forming a

part thereof, in which the figure of the draw-
ing shows a plan view of a record embodying
my invention.

45 In said drawing the numeral 1 denotes the
space covered by the main record - groove,
which contains the sound vibrations corre-
sponding to a particular selection.

2 denotes an auxiliary spiral groove which
contains the vibrations only of a particular note 50
or tone. The auxiliary groove 2 is preferably
separated from the main groove 1 by means
of a narrow blank space or gap 3.

In forming the original or master record in

accordance with this invention the record 1 55
of the voice or instrument is made in the usual
way, after which the recording instrument is

shifted slightly and caused to form a groove
while the original record is still rotating at

the same speed as when forming the groove 60

constituting the record of the voice or instru-

ment; but in forming the auxiliary groove
only one note or tone is sounded, and such
note or tone is a series of successive vibrations

caused by the sound produced by one key or 65

note of an instrument or one tone of a voice.

The instrument for forming the vibrations of

the auxiliary groove may be a reed diaphason.
the tuning-fork, the pitch-pipe, or other suit-

able standard instruments. The original or 70

master record is then reproduced or multiplied
in any of the usual ways for supplying dupli-

cates to the trade.

When the records are sold, a standard in-

strument having the same pitch as the instru- 75
ment used in forming the auxiliary record-

groove is supplied to the users of the machine.
By the aid of this instrument the user can
quickly and accurately adjust the speed of the

turn-table or cylinder motor, so that when the 80

stylus or needle of the sound-box is applied
to the auxiliary groove the sound produced
thereby is exactly of the same pitch as the
standard instrument. This may be accom-
plished in the usual manner of securing uni- 85

son when tuning a violin or other similar mu-
sical instrument. When perfect unison has
been secured between the sound produced by
the auxiliary groove and the standard tuning
instrument, the main record will be revolving 90
at the correct speed, and the reproducing ap-
paratus may then be shifted so as to traverse
the groove of said main record. It will thus
be seen that I have produced a very simple
means of determining the correct speed at 95
which a record should revolve, and it is obvi-
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ous that changes in form and arrangement of

parts may be made without departing from
the spirit and scope of my invention; but
What I claim as my invention, and desire to

5 protect by Letters Patent, is—
1 . In a record for talking-machines, the com-

bination with the main record-groove, of an
auxiliary record-groove comprising simple vi-

brations of definite pitch.

o 2. In a record for talking-machines, the com-
bination with the main record-groove, of an
auxiliary record-groove comprising simple vi-

brations of a key-note.

3. In a record for talking-machines, the com-
bination with the main record, of an auxiliary

record -groove comprising similar vibrations

of such a number per inch in the length of the

groove as will give a key-note of definite

pitch when the record is revolving at the cor-

rect speed.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
hand this 14th day of December, 1904.

WILLIAM SINKLER DARBY.
Witnesses:

S. W. B. MORTMAN,
E. H. Christensen.
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To all whom il m<iy concern:

Be it known that I, Claude M. Zellers, a
citizen of the United States, residing at Cleve-

land, in the county of Cuyahoga and State

5 of Ohio, have invented certain new and use-

ful Improvements in Foldable Trumpets or

Megaphones; and I do declare that the fol-

lowing is a full, clear, and exact description

of the invention, which will enable others
io skilled in the art to which it appertains to

make and use the same.
My invention relates to foldable trumpets

or megaphones; and the invention consists

in a trumpet or megaphone adapted to be
15 folded and unfolded and constructed and ar-

ranged substantially as hereinafter described,

and more particularly pointed out in the
claims.

Owing to the length and peculiar shape of

20 the ordinaiy trumpet or megaphone made in

one solid part, great inconvenience is expe-
rienced in packing, shipping, and handling,
and when carried by hand the article is espe-

cially cumbersome and awkward to hold. To
25 overcome these disadvantages, I have de-

signed and constructed a simple foldable de-

vice made of one piece of flexible material
which can be rolled into small compass when
not in use and unfolded and shaped to form

30 a trumpet or megaphone of the proper pro-
portions when desired for use.

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1

is a perspective view of my improved mega-
phone shaped and locked into form as in use.

35 Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the megaphone
partly rolled to shape to more clearly indi-

cate the locking relations of the fastening-

pieces. Fig. 3 is a plain elevation of the
blank or form flattened out and with the fas-

40 tening devices thereon.

In its simplest aspect the invention con-
sists of a single piece of fairly stiff and thick

cardboard A or like material having good
resonant qualities and adapted to be rolled

45 without breaking or creasing and shaped to

form a speaking - trumpet or megaphone
when rolled and interlocked for use. To this

cud a blank or form A is cut with parallel

sides 2 and with its front edge 3 curved out-

50 wardly the full width of the blank and its

rear edge incurved in part at 4 and with
straight inclined edges 5 at either side of

curved edge 4 leading to sides 2. This blank
so shaped will give, perfect circular openings
at opposite ends of proper size for mouth- 55
piece and sound -outlet, respective!}^, when
the blank is properly rolled into trumpet
shape, and the sides 2 provide overlapping
pieces which reinforce each other at the cen-

ter and make a stiff and durable tube. 60

To hold the tube in proper shape and form,

I provide, simple interlocking parts or devices,

which comprise in the present instance a

loop 6, secured upon the inner face of blank
A at the mouth end, into which loop a tongue 65

7, riveted upon the outer face of the blank,

is adapted to slip and hold the mouth end
closed and lock it against expansion or con-
traction. The opposite end of blank A is

also provided with a loop 8, mounted upon 70

the outer face of the blank at the upper right-

hand corner, and which loop is engaged by
a hook-shaped tongue 9, mounted upon the

opposite face and at the opposite side of the

blank A. Corner 10 of the blank is folded 75
and curls within the tube and is overlapped
by flap or corner 11, and a suitable separable

locking-button 12 and an eye or socket 13 are

provided foresaid respective corners to lock

the flap end 11 and round off the tube cen-

trally between its ends. A glove-fastener or

any other well-known fastening device may
beused for this purpose.

To assemble and form the tube, engage-
ment is first made between loop 6 and tongue 85

7, and then the opposite end of the bank is

curled around to fasten hook 9 and loop S to-

gether. The tendency of the blank when
rolled is to uncurl or spring outward, and this

keeps hook 9 in locking engagement with
loop S. Lap 1 1 is the last to be fastened and
the first to be opened.
Form A when flat is convenient for pack-

ing and shipping and economizes in space as

compared with a round package or article.

For convenience in canying by hand the

form is readily rolled into a small roll of the

same diameter end to end and reduced to

such dimensions and size as to be readily car-

ried in an outer coat-pocket.

80

90

"5
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i5

What I claim is

—

1. In megaphones or trumpets, a blank of

flexible material having parallel, side edges
and an outwardly-curved edge at one end
and an inwardly-curved edge at the opposite

end of less length of curvature than said out-

wardly-curved edge and providing angular-

shaped portions at each side adapted to over-

lap and brace the tube centrally when folded,

and fastening means at each side at the outer

and lower ends of the blank and at the outer
overlapping portion to hold the blank in

trumpet form when folded.

2. A foldable trumpet or megaphone con-
sisting wholly of a sheet or blank of flexible

material, like heavy paper or cardboard, and
formed with ends 3 and 4 curved on different

arcs and edges 2 and 5, respectively, at each

side providing angular-shaped side portions
10 and 11 adapted to overlap centrally be-
tween the ends when rolled in trumpet form,
loops and tongues secured separately at op-
posite sides and upon the opposite faces of

said blank at one end, loops and hooks secured
separately at opposite sides and upon the op-
posite faces of said blank at the other end,
and means to separably engage the, outer
overlapping side portion on the body of the
roll.

. In testimony whereof I sign this specifica-

tion in the presence of two witnesses.

CLAUDE M. ZELLERS.

Witnesses

:

R. B. Moser,
A. N. Moser.

25
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No. 786.449. Patented April 4, 1905.

United States Patent Office,

HARRY H. KUHN, OF MARSHALL, ILLINOIS.

TALKING-MACHINE ATTACHMENT.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 786,449, dated April 4, 1905.

Application filed September 19, 1904. Serial No, 225,063.

To cell whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Harry H. Kuhn, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Marshall,

in the county of Clark and State of Illinois,

5 have invented certain new and useful Improve-
ments in Talking- Machine Attachments, of

which the following is a specification.

This invention has relation to talking-ma-
chines, such as graphophones or the like, and

io embodies, essentially, a brush attachment
adapted to traverse the surface of the record
cylinder or disk used in connection with the

stylus of the machine in the production of the

sound.
t 5 The attachment is designed to be secured to

the supporting-arm which carries the stylus

or reproducer, and when in operative position

the brush preferably travels slightly in rear

of the stylus, passing over the entire surface
20 of the cylinder or disk, as the case may be,

keeping such surface perfectly clean and pre-

venting the accumulation of dust or similar

foreign matter, which might prevent proper
working of the talking-machine in a manner

25 readily apparent.
For a full description of the invention and

the merits thereof and also to acquire a knowl-
edge of the details of construction of the same
for effecting the result reference is to be had

30 to the following description and accompany-
ing drawings.
While the essential and characteristic fea-

tures of the invention are susceptible of modi-
fication, still the preferred embodiment of the

35 invention is illustrated in the accompanying
drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a perspective view showing the
invention applied to the talking-machine, the
adjacent parts of the latter only being illus-

4° trated. Fig. 2 is a plan view of the attach-

ment alone. Fig. 3 is a vertical sectional

view taken on the line X X of Fig. 2. Fig.

4 is a view similar to Fig. 3, the section being
taken about on the line Y Y of Fig. 2.

45 Corresponding and like parts are referred
to in the description and indicated in all the
views of the drawings by the same reference
characters.

It will be understood that the attachment
5° which comprises the invention may be used

upon any of the ordinary types of grapho-
phones, that illustrated in the drawings being
of the class in which the sound is reproduced
from a revoluble disk 1, such as is commonly
employed. The supporting-arm 2, which car- 55

ries the reproducer or stylus 3 and the mega-
phone 4, is movably mounted in the usual

manner in order that the stylus 3 may traverse

the disk 1 in the operation of the machine.
The attachment is secured to the supporting- 60

arm 2 by means of a clamp member 5, the lat-

ter being bifurcated, as shown at 6, so as to

readily receive the arm 2 in the portion 6 in

securing the attachment upon said arm. A
set-screw 7 is mounted in one end portion of 65

the clamp member, and the inner end of this

set-screw projects into the space formed by
the bifurcated portion 6 of the clamp member,
being adapted to engage the arm 2 positively

in order to rigidly position the attachment 7°

thereon.

In addition to the clamp member 5 the at-

tachment consists of a vertically-adjustable

arm 8 and a horizontally-adjustable arm 9. The
arm 9 is angularly adjustable relative to the 75

arm 8 and is mounted upon a lateral extension
10 at the lower end of the said arm 8. The
vertically-adjustable arm 8 is secured to the

end of the clamp member opposite that hav-
ing the set-screw 7, above described. Screws 80

11 or similar fastenings are used to secure the

arm 8 to the part 5 and the arm 9 to the ex-

tension 10, and spring-washers 12 of cupped
or concaved form in cross-section are inter-

posed between the heads of the fastenings 11 85

and the members 9 and 8 adjacent. The
washers 12 when the fastenings 11 are secured
thereagainst frictionally bind against the parts

9 and 8, so that when said parts are adjusted

by the pivotal movement thereof they will be 9°

held at any desired adjustment by the fric-

tional contact of the parts 12. The arm 9

extends forwardly from the extension 10 of the
arm 8, and the forward extremity of the arm
9 is widened, thus forming a head 13, carry- 95

ing the brush 14. The brush material is se-

cured in the head 13 in any suitable manner,
and such material is preferably camel's hair

or the like having requisite flexibility and
softness in order to prevent injury to the sur IOC
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face of the cylinder or the disk 1 over which
the brush travels. Vertical attachment of the
arm 8 enables this member to be so positioned
as to cause the brush 14 to bear with greater

5 or less pressure upon the disk 1, and the hori-
zontal movement of the arm 9 is advantageous
in that this arm may be fixed so as to bring a
greater or less amount of brush material into
contact with the part 1 as regards the width

io of the given track of the movement of the
brush upon said part 1. In other words, an-
gular attachment of the arm 9 will dispose the
brush 14 with the front portion or side por-
tion thereof directly in rear of the stylus 3,

*5 as may be found most desirable for the pur-
poses of the invention.

The attachment may be made of metal and
can be very cheaply manufactured.
Having thus described the invention, what

20 is claimed as new is

—

1. An attachment for talking -machines.,
comprising a clamp member adapted to be se-

cured to the reproducer-supporting arm of
the machine, a vertically -adjustable arm, a

25 second arm angularly adjustable relative to
the vertically -adjustable arm, and a brush
carried by the last-mentioned arm.

2. An attachment for talking - machines,
comprising clamping means, a vertically-ad-

justable arm carried by said clamping means,
a horizontal arm adjustable relative to the
vertically-adjustable arm, and a brush carried
by the said horizontal arm.

3. An attachment for talking -machines,
comprising a clamp device, a vertically-ad-

justable arm having a lateral extension, a
horizontally -adjustable arm mounted upon
the lateral extension aforesaid, and a brush
carried by said horizontal arm.

4. An attachment for talking -machines,
comprising a clamp member having a bifur-
cated portion to receive the supporting-arm
of the reproducer of the machine, means for
securing said clamp member in position, a
vertically-adjustable arm pivoted to one end
of the clamp member and having a lateral ex-
tension at its lower end, a horizontal arm piv-
oted to the lateral extension of the vertically-

adjustable arm, and a brush carried by the
horizontal arm and arranged to travel in rear
of the reproducerVf the machine.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature in

presence of two witnesses.

HARRY H. KUHN. [l. s.]

Witnesses:
Eva Kuhn,
Sidania Stewart.

3°
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SPECIFICATION forming' part of Letters Patent No. 787,001, dated April 11, 1905.

Application filed January 20, 1904. Serial No, 189,889,

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Joseph Sanders, a citi-

zen of the United States, and a resident of

Washington, in the District of Columbia, have

5 invented certain new and useful Improve-

ments in Compositions of Matter, of .which

the following is a specification.

My invention has reference to a new com-

position of matter which is particularly adapt-

io ed for the manufacture of sound-record tab-

lets which are designed to receive the im-

press of a sound-record matrix, whereby in

the tablet the sound-record appears either as

a groove of even depth, but laterally undu-

15 lating to represent the sound-waves, or as a

groove of varyingdepth, in which case the va-

riations of depth represent the sound-waves.

More particularly is the new material de-

signed for use in the formation of sound-rec-

zo ord tablets of"thegramophone type, and I have

found that gramophone-tablets made of this

material are particularly durable, that the re-

produced sounds which they yield are largely

free of the muffled quality which is so char-

25 acteristic of the sounds yielded by other rec-

ord-tablets, and that the scratching noises due

to the coaction of the style with the record

material become fainter by continued use,

whereas with other record-tablets they be-

come more and more intensified by continued

use.

Another important feature of my new com-
position of matter is that when used for a

sound-record tablet it is found that the fric-

tion between the style and the tablet is re-

markably less than with tablets heretofore

used and diminishes by continued use instead

of increasing by use, as is the case with other

sound-record tablets. Asa result of this prop-

40 erty of my composition of matter, sound-rec-

ord tablets made of the same do not cause the

style to drag.

In the accompanying drawing, which forms

a part of this specification, is shown a dia-

45 grammatic face view of a gramophone record-

tablet in the construction of which my new
composition of matter is designed to be used.

My new composition of matter consists of

an intimate mixture of an oxid or oxids of the

metals of the iron group, by preference the

natural oxid of iron, an animal or vegetable

fiber, such as cotton or wool flock or wood
fiber, and a resinous binding material, such

as shellac or rosin, or both, or other resins.

The" proportions of these ingredients may
vary considerably; but 1 have found that for

the production of sound-record tablets the fol-

lowing proportions yield excellent results,

namely: natural oxid of iron, thirty parts, by

weight; fiber, three and one-half parts, by
weight; resinous material, twenty parts, by
weight. These ingredients are marked on the

drawing; but, as will presently appear, I am
not confined to these specific substances or to

the use of all of them.

Instead of oxid of iron I may use an oxid of

manganese or an oxid of nickel, all of which

belong to the iron group of metals, or I may
use mixtures of any desired proportion of

these oxids; but I have found that the nat-

ural oxid of iron gives particularly good re-

sults.

The oxid of iron or other oxid is used in

finely -powdered condition, and the fiber is

also rather finely divided. These ingredients

are thoroughly mixed and kneaded together

with the application of heat until the whole

mass assumes the consistency of a rather stiff

dough. When thus thoroughly mixed and

kneaded, the mass is pressed, rolled, or other-

wise shaped into the desired form and allowed

to cool. At ordinary temperatures this mass

is \ci-y hard, but can he softened by moderate

heat sufficiently to receive a clear and sharp

impression from a gramophone-matrix.

Any suitable coloring-matter may be used

in connection with the ingredients which I

have named; but the oxids of the metals them-

selves may In 1 properly chosen to give quite a

variety of colors. Thus, for instance, when
the native oxid of iron alone is used the com-

position of matter will be reddish in color;

if manganese oxid (dioxid) alone is used, the

color of the composition of matter will be

very nearly black, while a mixture of these

two oxids will give intermediate colors.

I have found that 1 may dispense with the

use of flock and still secure in a great measure

5°
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the advantages which my composition has over
compositions heretofore used in the manufac-
ture of sound-record tablets.

I claim as my invention

—

5 1. As a material for sound-record tablets,

the composition of matter consisting of an oxid
or oxids of one or more metals of the iron group
and a resinous binding material, substantially

as described.
io 2. As a material for sound-record tablets,

the composition of matter consisting of nat-

ural oxid of iron and a resinous binding ma-
terial, substantially as described.

3. As a material for sound-record tablets,

15 the composition of matter consisting of nat-

ural oxid of iron and shellac, substantially as

described.

4. As a material for sound-record tablets,

the composition of matter consisting of an
20 oxid or oxids of one or more metals of the

iron group, fiber, and a resinous binding ma-
terial, substantially as described.

5. As a material for sound-record tablets,

the composition of matter consisting of natu-

ral oxid of iron, fiber, and a resinous binding
material, substantially as described.

6. As a material for sound-record tablets,

the composition of matter consisting of natu-

ral oxid of iron, fiber, and shellac, substan-

tially as described.

7. As a material for sound-record tablets,

the composition of matter consisting of natu-

ral oxid of iron, fiber, and a binder composed
of shellac and rosin, substantially as described.

8. A sound -record tablet consisting of a

body composed of oxid or oxids of one or more
metals of the iron group and a resinous bind-

ing material, and having a sound-record groove
formed in its surface, substantially as de-

40 scribed.

9. A sound -record tablet consisting of a

body composed of oxid or oxids of one or more

-5

3°

35

metals of the iron group, fiber, and a resinous
binding material, and having a sound-record
groove formed in its surface, substantially as 45
described.

10. A sound-record tablet consisting of a
body composed of natural oxid of iron and a
resinous binding material, and having a sound-
record groove formed in its surface, substan- 50
tially as described.

11. A sound-record tablet consisting of a
body composed of natural oxid of iron and
shellac, and having a sound -record groove
formed in its surface, substantially as de- 55
scribed.

12. A sound-record tablet consisting of a

body composed of an oxid or oxids of one or
more metals of the iron group, fiber and a res-

inous binding material, and having a sound- 60

record groove formed in its surface, substan-
tially as described.

13. A sound-record tablet consisting of a
body composed of natural oxid of iron, fiber

and a resinous binding material, and having 65

a sound-record groove formed in its surface,

substantially as described.
1-4. A sound-record tablet consisting of a

body composed of natural oxid of iron, fiber

and shellac, and having a sound-record groove 70

formecTTh its surface, substantially as de-

scribed.

15. A sound-record tablet consisting of a
body composed of natural oxid of iron, fiber

and a binder of shellac and rosin, and having 75

a sound-record groove formed in its surface,

substantially as described.

In testimony whereof I have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub-

__

scribing witnesses.

JOSEPH SANDERS.
Witnesses:

Jas. Wm. Ewart,
W. Hawke.
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No. 787,264. Patented April 11, 1905.

United States Patent Office,

JOSEPH E. BEATTY, OF HUNTINGDON, PENNSYLVANIA.

TALKING-MACHINE.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 787,264, dated April 11, 1905.

Amplication filed March 31, 1904. Serial No. 200,967.

To all whom it may concern:

Be itknown that I,Joseph Elliott Beatty,
a citizen of the United States, and a resident

of Huntingdon, in the county of Huntingdon
5 and State of Pennsylvania, have made certain

new and useful Improvements in Talking-Ma-
chines, of which the following is a specification.

My invention is an improvement in talking-

machines, being in the nature of an attach-
io ment for use on talking-machines, especially

relating to the employment of a violin as a

sound-box or reproducer by turning such in-

strument upside down and employing a spe-

-cial form of bridge carrying the needle or
15 stylus which operates in the record; and the

invention consists in certain novel construc-
tions and combinations of parts, as will be
hereinafter described and claimed.

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a perspective
20 view of the apparatus as in use. Fig. 2 is a

face view of the violin with the bridge and
needle or stylus holder in place. Fig. 3 is a
cross-section on about line 3 3 of Fig. 2. Fig.

4 is a perspective view of the holder. Fig. 5

25 is a detail perspective view of the needle-holder
and bridge. Fig. 6 is a perspective view of

the clevis for securing the needle-holder. Fig.

7 is a cross-section of the bridge and holder,

the needle being removed on about line 7 7 of

30 Fig. 5, and Fig. 8 is a detail cross-section on
about line 8 8 of Fig. 5.

The motor may be of ordinary form and
arranged in a box A, as shown, and the rec-

ord B may be of the ordinary construction,

35 that shown being a disk record revolving
about a vertical axis.

The violin C may be an ordinary violin hav-
ing a sounding-post O and having on the op-
posite side of its center from the sounding-

4° post C the scroll C', which may be cut out,

leaving a thin flange at C\ upon which rests

one end of the bridge D. which latter carries

the holder for the needle or stylus. This
bridge I) is of a special construction, being

45 provided with the holder E at a point between
its ends, having at one end or on one side of

the holder the short arm d and having on the
opposite side of the holder the relatively

longer arm <l', the latter resting upon the
5° scroll of the violin and the former, d, resting

approximately over the sounding-post, so the

vibrations transmitted to the bridge from
the record will be imparted to the long arm
dl of the bridge and will be transmitted

thence to the violin. I thus impart the vibra- 55

tions to the violin by one end of the bridge,

transmitting the vibrations to the thin scroll

on one side of the instrument, and the sound-
waves spreading from that part of the instru-

ment throughout the violin. This is impor- 60

tant, as by arranging the bridge to transmit
the vibrations to one side of the violin or from
one end only of the bridge I avoid any inter-

ference of sound-waves such as might result

from transmitting the vibrations from both 65

ends of the bridge to the body of the violin.

For securing the holder to the bridge I pre-

fer to employ the clevis Es

,
(shown in Fig. 6,)

being a plate bent into U form, slotted in its

crown at e
s
to receive the holder E, and hav- 7°

ing the depending legs E\ which extend on
opposite sides of and are secured to the bridge,

as shown in Fig. 5 of the drawings. In prac-

tice I locate the point of the needle in about
the line where the bow acts upon the strings 75

of the violin as ordinarily played.

The holder E for the needle or stylus is

elongated in a direction at a right angle to

the direction of the length of the bridge and
stands thus at a right angle to the bridge, be- 80

ing secured at its middle to the bridge, so it

will project equally on opposite sides of the

bridge in order that the needle may occupy
the same relation to the bridge when adjacent

to one end or the other of the holder in the 85

use of the invention. This holder is of a spe-

cial construction, being widened at its middle
and tapering thence toward its opposite ends,

so that if the needle F be placed in the holder

and rocked thence toward one or the other 9°

end of the holder the point of the needle will

be clamped in the outer end of the holder at

one side of the latter, while the butt of the

needle will be clamped at the inner end of the

holder at the opposite side of such holder, so 95

that the needle may be clamped both at its

inner and outer ends, and thus held firmly in

place, so it can be conveniently reversed, be-

ing held at either side of the holder, and being
when so held set at the proper angle or slant 10°
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necessary for use on the records of talking-
machines. By providing this novel construc-
tion for reversing the needle in its holder the
needle after being used on one side of a record

5 can be reversed in its holder and the repro-
ducer then shifted to the opposite side of the
center of the record, thus providing a fresh
point for use, as will be understood by those
skilled in the art. I prefer this form of holder

10 because it enables me to secure the needle or
stylus without the intervention of separate
clamping devices therefor, the holder being
so formed as to secure and clamp the needle
in the use of the invention.

J 5 For securing the violin I employ a holder
comprising a body G, which has at one side

a receiver for the neck of the violin, such re-

ceiver being tapered longitudinally to conform
to the taper of the violin-neck and undercut

20 transversely, so it will grip the neck of the vio-

lin when pushed down thereon toward the body
of the instrument, as will be understood from
the drawings. A swinging rod H is pivoted
at one end to the violin-holder at h and at

2 5 its other end at h' to the bracket A, which
extends from the motor -box, so the violin

may rock slightly up and down at h and may
swing at h' in following the record of the
talking-machine.

3° In securing the bridge I may employ a sin-

gle spring leading from the needle-holder to-

ward the neck and tailpiece of the violin, or
I may secure such bridge by the ordinary vio-

lin-strings, so the violin can be removed from
35 the talking-machine, a violin-bridge applied,

and the instrument be played in the ordinary
manner.
Having thus described my invention, what

I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters
40 Patent, is—

1. The combination of a talking-machine, a
violin having a sounding-post and a scroll on
the opposite side of the instrument from said

post, the bridge provided between its ends
45 with a needle-holder elongated transversely

the direction of length of the bridge and ta-

pering toward both ends whereby to clamp
the needle or stylus when the same is rocked
therein, the needle or stylus in said holder

5° and arranged to be reversed from end to end
therein, the said holder being located rela-

tively nearer one end of the bridge whereby
the bridge is formed with a short arm resting

approximately over the sounding-post of the
55 violin and with a relatively longer arm rest-

ing upon the scroll at the opposite side of the

instrument from said sounding-post, the vio-

lin-holder having a receiver for the neck of

the violin, said receiver being tapered longi-

tudinally and undercut transversely to prop- 60

erly grip the violin-neck, the swinging rod
pivoted at one end to the violin-holder, and
the bracket on the talking-machine to which
the other end of the swinging rod is pivoted
substantially as set forth. 65

2. A reproducer for talking-machines com-
prising a violin, a bridge thereon and a nee-

dle or stylus carried by the bridge to operate
in connection with a talking-machine record.

3. In a reproducer for talking-machines, a 7°

bridge provided between its ends with a nee-

dle-holder, the latter being located to one side

of the middle of the bridge whereby the bridge
is formed with a short arm at one end and
with a relatively longer arm at the other end 75

substantially as set forth.

4. The combination in an attachment for

talking-machines with a violin havingasound-
ing-post at one side of its center, and a scroll

at the opposite side of such center of a bridge 80

provided at one side of its middle with a
holder for the needle or stylus whereby there

is provided a short arm at one end of the

bridge resting over the sounding-post of the

violin and a relatively longer arm at the other 85

end of the bridge resting upon the scroll op-
posite the sounding- post to transmit vibra-

tions thereto in the operation of the device
substantially as described.

5. In a reproducer for talking-machines a 90

bridge provided between its ends with a nee-

dle-holder which is elongated in a direction at

a right angle to the direction of length of the

bridge substantially as described.

6. A bridge for talking-machines provided 95
between its ends with a needle-holder arranged
at a right angle to the direction of length of

the bridge and located to one side of the mid-
dle of the bridge whereby the bridge is formed
with a short arm at one end and with a rela- too

tivel.v longer arm at the other end substan-

tially as set forth.

7. In an attachment for talking-machines,

a holder for a violin comprising the body por-

tion having a seat for the neck of the violin, 105

such seat being tapered longitudinally and un-

dercut transversely, and a swinging rod piv-

oted to one end of the said body substantially

as set forth.

JOSEPH E. BEATTY.

Witnesses:
Solon C. Kemon,
Perry B. Turpin.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Delaware J. Hood, a
citizen of the United States, and a resident of

the city of Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvania,

5 have invented certain new and useful Improve-
ments in Devices for Handling Talking-Ma-
chine Needles, of which the following is a full,

clear, and complete disclosure.

The object of my invention is to produce a
io device which will obviate the necessity of with-

drawing talking-machine needles from boxes
or other receptacles in which they are placed
by means of the fingers.

In talking-machines of the disk type it is

15 usual and necessary to change the needle or
stylus- point after each selection has been
played, because of the fact that the points are

slightly worn or ground off and would more
or less injure a record-groove should the same

20 be used a second time to produce the same or
a different selection. Talking-machine nee-

dles being small and having a sharp end, they
are difficult to pick up singly by the fingers,

but when once held in the fingers may be easily

25 inserted into the stylus-bar. The device which
is the subject-matter of the present invention
overcomes this difficulty by depositing the nee-

dles separately in a shallow tray, from which
they may be easily removed.

30 Briefly, my invention comprises a magnet
movably mounted upon a suitable base or upon
the casing or cabinet of a talking-machine and
which is adapted to remove needles succes-

sively from a receptacle, also carried by said

35 support, and to deposit said needles in a suit-

able place or holder, so that they may be easily

grasped by the fingers.

For a full, clear, and exact description of

my invention reference may be had to the fol-

4° lowing specification, and to the accompanying
drawings, forming part thereof, in which

—

Figure 1 is a front elevation of my device,

showing the same in connection with a portion
of a casing for a talking-machine motor; and

45 Fig. 2, a longitudinal sectional view of the de-

vice as shown in Fig. 1.

Referring to the drawings, the numeral 1

indicates a portion of the casing for the talk-

ing-machine motor, said casing having a re-

cess 2 therein, which at its lower portion forms 50

a receptacle for the needle and communi-
cates with the interior of said casing, as indi-

cated at 3'. Within the recess 2 a magnetic
rod or pin 3 is located in such a manner that the

same may reciprocate vertically, said pin being 5 5

adapted to be retained in a raised position by a

collar 4 and coil-spring 5. Said rod 3 is pref-

erably magnetized for its whole length, but
may consist of two portions, one of which only
is magnetized. Within the recess 2 adjacent 60

its lower portion a curved spring 6 is provided
which has a notch or recess 7 at its lower end.

This spring is fastened to the inner wall of

said recess, and its lower notched end projects

into the path of the magnetic rod 3, so that 65

when said pin is in its raised position said

spring 6 will project slightly below its end.

The recess 2 in the casing 1 is covered in

any suitable manner; but at its lower end I

have shown a plate 7', having an opening 8 70

therein, to the loweredgeof which is attached

the shallow pan or receptacle 9. The open-
ing 3' in the casing 1 is adapted to cooperate
with a recessed block 10, so as to form a wedge-
shaped receptacle or hopper for the talking- 7s

machine needles, as indicated at 11.

In the operation of my device the recess or

hopper 11 in the block 10 is filled or par-

tially filled with talking - machine needles

which are to be used upon the sound-box in 80

the usual manner. These needles pass to the

lower part of the said hopper, and several of

them pass through the opening 3' into the
lower end of the recess 2, which in this posi-

tion are in alinement with the end of the 85

magnetic rod 3. When it is desired to ob-
tain a new needle, the magnetic pin or rod 3

is depressed until its end attracts one of said

needles, and said pin is then allowed to move
upwardly until the end of the spring 6 has 90

passed over the end of said magnetic pin,

thereby disengaging the needle therefrom
and at the same time giving it a slight im-
pulse outwardly, so that it will be deposited
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in the pan 9. The needle then may be easily

grasped by the fingers and placed within the

stylus-bar of the sound-box.
The spring 6 is preferably of brass or other

5 ordinary non-magnetic material, as are also the

other parts, excepting the rod or pin 3.

Changes may be made in the form, propor-

tion, and arrangement of my device without

departing from the spirit and scope of my in-

io vention. The magnetic portion of the device

may be made to reciprocate in any direction

which may suit choice or convenience and

also may be made in different forms which
will be substantially equivalents of that here-

15 in shown, so long as the reciprocating select-

ing feature is retained.

Having thus described my invention, what
I claim, and desire to protect by Letters Pat-

ent of the United States, is—
20 1. A device for handling talking-machine

needles, comprising a support, a magnetic se-

lector movably carried thereby and a recep-

tacle adjacentsaid support, which said selector

is adapted to enter to successively remove
25 needles therefrom.

2. A device for handling talking-machine

needles, comprising a support, a magnetic se-

lector movably carried thereby, a hopper ad-

jacent said support, and a receptacle adapted

30 to receive needles from said hopper, said se-

lector being adapted to enter said receptacle

and to successively remove needles therefrom.

3. A device for handling talking-machine

needles, comprising a support, a magnetic se-

35 lector movably carried thereby, a receptacle

fixed to said support with which said selector

is adapted to cooperate to successively remove
needles therefrom and means for detaching

needles from said selector.

40 4. A device for handling talking-machine

needles, comprising a support or casing, a

magnetic selector carried by said support and
adapted to reciprocate thereon, a receptacle

carried by said support and adapted to have

45 the needles removed therefrom by said selec-

tor, means for detaching needles from said

selector and a secondary receptacle adapted

to receive the needles when detached from
said selector.

50 5. A device for handling talking-machine

needles, comprising a support or casing, a

magnetic selector carried thereby and adapted

to reciprocate thereon, a hopper, a receptacle

having communication with said hopper and

55 adapted to be entered by said selector to re-

move needles therefrom, a stripper for said

selector, and a secondary receptacle adapted

to receive needles when detached from said

selector.

6. A device for handling talking-machine 60

needles, comprising a part having a wedge-
shaped recess, there being an opening in the

lower portion thereof, means located adjacent

said opening to receive needles therefrom, a

magnetic selector adapted to withdraw the 65

needles from said part, means for detaching
needles from said selector and a secondary re-

ceptacle adapted to receive said needles suc-

cessively when detached from said selector.

7. A device for handling talking-machine 7°

needles, comprising a support, a magnetic se-

lector carried thereby, and adapted to recip-

rocate thereon, a spring having one end in

contact with said selector so as to detach nee-

dles therefrom,- a receptacle for the needles, 75

which said selector is adapted to enter, so

that the needles are attracted and held there-

by and a secondary receptacle for the needles.

8. A device for handling talking-machine

needles, in combination with the casing of a 80

talking-machine, of a receptacle for said nee- •

dies, means to permit needles to be delivered

to the exterior of said casing, a magnetic se-

lector attached to said casing and adapted to

cooperate with said means to successively re- 85

move needles therefrom.

9. A device for handling talking-machine

needles, in combination with the casing of a

talking-machine, of a storage-receptacle for

said needles located within said casing, said 9°

receptacle having communication with the ex-

terior of said casing, means for receiving nee-

dles from said storage-receptacle, a magnetic

selector adapted to enter said receiving means
and raising needles therefrom, means for de- 95

taching needles from said selector and a sec-

ondary receptacle for receiving the needles so

detached.

10. A device for handling talking-machine

needles, in combination with a casing of a 100

talking- machine, of a needle -receptacle at-

tached thereto, a magnetized bar also attached

thereto and adapted to reciprocate thereon, a

spring for holding said bar in its inoperative

position, said bar being adapted to cooperate 105

with said receptacle to successively remove
the needles therefrom.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
hand this 3d day of July, A. D. 1903.

DELAWARE J. HOOD.

Witnesses:
Lewis H. Van Dusen,
Chas. K. Bennett.
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To aM whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Ernest Albert Ivatts,
engineer, a citizen of Great Britain, residing
at Paris, in the Department of the Seine,

5 France, have invented new and useful Im-
provements in and Relating to Phonographs
and the Like, of which the following is a speci-

fication.

The subject of this invention is a movable
io support for the sound-horns of phonographs

and like talking-machines.
The improved support is characterized by

the feature that it is capable of movement
and follows the movement of the diaphragm,

15 which movement is facilitated by the use of

a roller on a suitable part of the support. The
bad effect of a very long lever or arm on the
receiving or recording diaphragm is thus
avoided.

20 In the drawings forming part of this speci-

fication, Figure 1 is an elevation of the sup-
port shown applied to an ordinary phono-
graph, and Fig. 2 is apian view of the same.
The horn 1, to which is attached the dia-

25 phragm 2 or the cell containing the same,car-
ries a knuckle or the like joint or piece 3,

capable of permitting the adjustment of the
said horn in the vertical direction. The said

knuckle-joint is made of two parts pivoted to

30 each other, as shown, the upper part being-

secured or otherwise connected with the horn
and the other part being held either rigidly

or adjustably by screws or other convenient
devices in a hollow socket or holder 4, which

35 forms part of or is attached to the bar or rod
5. This bar or rod passes within a socket 6,

which is furnished with a set-screw, so that
the rod may be adjusted for the purpose of
lengthening or shortening the support. On

4° this bar is mounted a movable roller 7, run-
ning on the upper rail of the frame 8, fixed

in any suitable manner to the frame of the
phonograph. The upper bar of the frame 8
serves as a rail or runner to the roller 7 and

45 should always be parallel to the axis of the
record or like cylinder.

The bar 5 is adjustable in the end of the
frame 9 and practically forms a part thereof.

Said frame may have the special form indi-

cated by the drawings or may be of any other 50

form which allows of the movement of the
diaphragm in the middle of the frame in such
a way that the diaphragm engages easily with
the cylinder during its movements, and so that

the protection for the cylinder, stylus, and 55
diaphragm may be secured by making the dia-

phragm or the cell containing it rest in or on
one of the loops or sides 10 or 11 of this sup-
port.

A cap or the like 12,suitably formed, causes 60

the frame or support 9, and consequently the

horn, to move longitudinally of the cylinder.

The same is engaged by the traversing-screw
of the apparatus, the pitch of the screw be-

ing in agreement with the helices or grooves 65

of the cylinder. It will be plainly seen that

when the cap moves synchronously with re-

spect to the rotary movement of the cylinder
it carries with it the frame or support 9, the
bar 5, and the horn 1, and the effect of the 70

very long arm or lever formed by this last

and the vibrations caused by this displace-

ment are avoided as a result of the bar 5 be-

ing held and moved by the roller 7 on the rail

8. It follows, therefore, that the stylus of the 75
diaphragm will follow faithfully all the de-
tails of the grooves upon the record-cylinder

by reason of the elimination of all lateral vi-

brations common with supports now in use,

and the maximum correctness of rendering 80

can be thus obtained from the apparatus
without perversion of the recorded sounds.

It will be evident that the principle of this

support can be equally well applied to the re-

cording of sounds as to their reproduction. 85

Having now particularly described and as-

certained the nature of my said invention and
in what manner the same is to be performed,
I declare that what I claim is

—

1. A support for the horn of a phonograph 90
mounted for movement longitudinally of the
cylinder, the support being hollow for the
reception of the diaphragm, and having an
arm or extension thereon for the support of
the horn at its enlarged end. 95

2. A support for the horn of a phonograph
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mounted for movement longitudinally of the

cylinder, the support being hollow for the

reception of the diaphragm, and having an
arm or extension thereon for the support of

5 the horn at its enlarged end, and a bearing on
which said support rolls at a point interme-

diate its ends.

3. A support for the horn of a phonograph
mounted for movement longitudinally of the

io cylinder, the support being hollow for the

reception of the diaphragm, and having an

arm or extension thereon for the support of

the horn at its enlarged end, a roller carried

by said support at a point intermediate its

ends and a supporting-rail on which said roller

bears.

In testimony whereof 1 have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub-

scribing witnesses.

ERNEST ALBERT IVATTS.

Witnesses:
Hanson C. Coxe^,

Henry Danbery.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that we, Arthur J. Mundy
and JosiahB. Millet, citizens of the United
States, and residents of Boston, in the county

5 of Suffolk and State of Massachusetts, have
invented a new and useful Improvement in

Methods of Finding- the Direction of Sound,
of which the following is a full, clear, and ex-

act desci'iption, reference being- had to the ac-

companying drawings, forming a part of this

specification, in explaining its nature.

The invention relates to submarine signal-

ing—that is, to the making and receiving of

sound-signals in water; and it consists in a
method of ascertaining on a moving vessel

by means of sound-waves traversing the wa-
ter the direction which the source of such
sound-waves bears to the moving vessel. The
sound-signals may be communicated to the

20 water at any submerged point. The signals

may be of any character, and the sound-waves
communicated to the water radiate from the
signaling apparatus and are of a length de-

pendent upon the pitch of the fundamental
note of the signaling apparatus. Various
means have been devised for receiving on a

vessel at a distance from the submerged sig-

naling apparatus the vibrations of said sound-
waves.
The present invention relates to the method

of using said sound-receiving devices or any
sound-receiving devices upon a vessel while it

is in motion and so that the direction of the
signaling apparatus from the vessel may be
readily ascertained. This is accomplished by
employing two sound-receiving instruments,
one at either side of the vessel near the stern

or a similar pair near the bow, or both. When
a pair of receivers are thus located near the

4° stern, a slight swing of the vessel to port or
starboard will quickly interpose a maximum
of bulk between a signal which the vessel is

approaching and one receiver and quickly ex-

pose the other receiver. If the signal be

45 astern, then a swing of the vessel to port or
starboard will slowly interpose a minimum
of bulk between one.receiver and the signal
and slowly expose the other receiver. In

2 5

3°

35

other words, the portion of the vessel for-

ward of the sound-receiving instruments when 50

the signal is ahead or the portion of the ves-

sel aft of the sound -receiving instruments
when the signal is astern is by swinging the

vessel to port or starboard caused to be^so in-

terposed between one or the other of the 55
sound-receiving instruments and the source
of sound as to affect the degree or force of

the vibrations or sound-signals which it re-

ceivesand transmits. By com paring the force

or values of the sound vibrations or signals 60

received in any given position of the vessel

by both receiving instruments, one on either

side of the vessel, the direction of the signal-

ing-station is readily determined and the gen-
eral course of the vessel laid with relation 65

thereto. When the receivers are arranged
on the bow, a swing of the vessel exposes one
receiver slowly to a signal ahead and slowly
screens the other receiver therefrom by the

interposition of the bulk of the vessel. If 7°

the signal is astern, one receiver is quickly
screened from the signal by the turning of

the vessel, while the other receiver is as quickly
exposed thereto. For the best results two
receiving instruments should be placed on op- 75

posite sides of the vessel at least a little more
than one wave length of the dominant note
of the sound-signal from one end of the ves-

sel and about one wave length of said note

from the keel, the location depending some- 80

what upon the construction of the vessel itself

and the location of its machinery.
We will now describe the invention in con-

junction with the drawings forming a part of

this specification, wherein

—

85

Figure 1 represents in diagrammatic form
three positions of the vessel. Fig. 2 repre-

sentsthree positionsof a vessel equipped with
receiving instruments at the bow.
Any means for producing the submerged 90

signals in the water may be used, and any in-

strumentality upon the vessel for receiving
the signals from the water may be employed,
and we therefore have not thought it neces-

sary to indicate any special apparatus forac- 95
complishing this purpose, but have referred
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generally to patented apparatus that can be
employed, although we would not be under-
stood as confining ourselves to it.

It will be understood, of course, that it is

5 desirablethateachreceivinginstrumentshould
be so connected with an observation-point on
the vessel that the sounds from each shall be
received simultaneously or successively by the

observer.
io The diagram of Fig. 1 shows how the ves-

sel is swung to obtain the difference in values

of the sound-signals received by the two in-

struments from one side or the other and
whereby the difference in their respective

15 values between such points enables the direc-

tion of the point from which it emanates to

be in the first place ascertained and in the

second place to be followed, and this is true

likewise of Fig. 2.

20 Having thus fully described our invention,

we claim and desire to secure by Letters Pat-
ent of the United States

—

1. TMie method of ascertaining the direction

of a point from which submerged, sound-sig-

25 nals emanate, comprising the employing upon
a moving vessel of two sound-receiving instru-

ments placed upon the side of a vessel near

one end or the other thereof, but at a distance

therefrom of at least the wave length of the

30 dominant note of the sound to be received,

and causing said moving vessel to be turned
in one direction or the other whereby the re-

spective values of the two instruments in sev-

eral positions of the vessel may be compared
35 with each other and the direction of the

source of said sound-waves from the vessel be
ascertained.

2. A method of ascertaining the direction

of a point from which submerged sound-sig-

4° naling waves emanate, comprising the em-
ployment of one or more sound-receiving in-

strumentalities upon the side of a moving ves-

sel near its end, but a distance therefrom of

at least the wave length of the dominant note
of the sound to be received, and the turning 45
of said vessel with respect to the signaling-

waves to vary the effect, value or force of the

vibrations of such waves upon the receiving
instrument, as and for the purposes set forth.

3. A method of ascertaining the direction 50
of a point from which submerged sound-sig-

naling waves emanate, comprising the em-
ployment of one or more sound-receiving in-

strumentalities upon the side of a moving ves-

sel near its end, but a distance therefrom and 55
from the keel of the vessel of at least the

wave length of the dominant note of the sound
to be received, and the turning of said vessel

with respect to the signaling-waves to vary
the effect, value or force of the vibrations of 60

such waves upon the receiving instrument, as

and for the purposes set forth.

4. The method of ascertaining the direction

of a point from which submerged sound-sig-

naling waves emanate, comprising the em- 65

ployment of two sound-receiving instrumen-
talities upon the side of a moving vessel neat-

its end, but a distance therefrom of at least

the wave length of the dominant note of the

sound to be received, and the turning of the 7°

vessel in various positions with respect to the

signaling-waves to vary the effect, value or

force of the vibrations of such waves upon
the receiving instrumentalities until the said

effect is equal upon both instrumentalities and 75

the direction thereof determined, as described.
ARTHUR J. MUNDY. '

JOSIAH B. MILLET.
Witnesses to A. J. M.

:

George O. G. Coale,
M. E. Flaherty.

Witnesses to J. B. M.

:

Horace B. Gale,
Annie J. Converse.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Bentley L. Rinehart,
a citizen of the United States, and a resident

of Camden, State of New Jersey, have in-

5 vented certain new and useful Improvements
in Needle-Holding Devices for Sound-Boxes,
of which the following is a full, clear, and
complete disclosure.

My invention relates todevices for securing
io the stylus or needle within the stylus-bar of

sound-boxes of talking-machines and obviates

the use of auxiliary fastening devices, such
as thumb-screws and other similar means.
The object of my invention, broadly stated,

15 is to provide an automatic fastening and re-

taining means for the stylus or needle of a

sound-box whereby the needle may be simply
inserted in the socket of the stylus-bar and
will be retained therein while being placed on

20 the record and will be clamped firmly while
traversing the grooves of said record.

For a full, clear, and exact description of my
invention reference maybe had to the follow-

ing specification and to the accompanying
25 drawings, forming a part thereof, in which—

Figure 1 is a front elevation of a sound-box
having a portion thereof in section and show-
ing my improved needle-holding device ap-
plied thereto; Fig. 2, a central longitudinal

30 section taken on the line 2 2 of Fig. 1; Fig.

3, a view of the stylus-bar, partly in section,

with a needle held therein; and Fig. I, an end
view of the stylus-bar, showing the needle or
stylus in position therein.

35 In the drawings, the numeral 1 indicates

the sound-box tube, which has mounted upon
one end a supporting-plate 2. This is adapted
to receive the cylindrical portion of the sound-
box 3, which holds the diaphragm I in place

4° by suitable flanges.

The numeral 5 indicates the stylus -liar,

which is substantially of the well-known form,
but is preferably oval in shape instead of be-

ing cylindrical. The stylus-bar 5 is mounted
45 upon the sound-box by the spring-supporting

plate or strap 6 in the usual manner. The
stylus-bar projects through an opening 7 in

the rim of the sound-box and is connected at

its inner end with the diaphragm 4 by a suit-

able wire or other connection 8. 5°

The stylus - bar 5 instead of having the

usual cylindrical hole or socket is provided
with a socket which is slightly larger on one
diameter than on the other, the longerdiame-
ter extending in a plane parallel to that of the 55

diaphragm I. The shorter diameter of the

socket is very slightly greater than that of the

needle or stylus, and from this shorter diame-
ter the socket tapers slightly both ways trans-

versely, or, in other .words, the sides of the 60

socket converge toward the end of its longer
diameter. This construction forms a double-
wedge-shaped opening or socket running lon-

gitudinally of the stylus-bar and isof the same
size and shape throughout its length. It will 65

now be seen that when the stylus or needle 9

is inserted in the double-wedge socket and
the needle is brought into contact with the

record with sufficient force or pressure to pro-

duce the sound-waves in the usual manner the 7°

needle or stylus will be cramped within the

wedge-shaped opening or socket, the lower
part of the cylindrical portion of the needle

being forced upwardly and the upper end of

the needle being forced downwardly in the 75

opposite direction about the lower end of the

socket at a fulcrum, so that each of said por-

tions will be held firmly by the opposite ta-

pering or wedge-shaped sides of the socket.

This manner of holding the needle prevents 80

the needle or stylus from moving transversely

independently of the stylus-bar and obviates

any looseness which may be produced by the

I ransverse motion of the stylus-bar caused by
v ibrations due to the zigzag shape of the groove 85

of the sound-record. It is desirable that the

needle should be held ireposition after the same
has been inserted and before its point has been
brought into contact with the sound-record.
For this purpose I magnetize the stylus-bar 90
5, which is usually made of iron or steel.

The needle or stylus 9 also being made of

steel the lines of force of magnetization fol-

low both the needle and the stylus-bar, and
therefore hold the needle in position within 95
the socket. As soon as the needle is placed
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in contact with the record the cylindrical por-
tions thereof are forced into the respective

parts of the wedge-shaped socket and the mag-
netism becomes no longer necessary. When

5 it is desired to remove the needle from the

stylus-bar, all that is necessary is to disen-

gage the same from the wedge-shaped por-

tions of the socket, whereupon the needle may
be easily withdrawn.

10 I do not wish to be limited in the applica-

tion of my invention merely to records of the

zigzag type, for the same is also applicable to

those of the vertically-undulating form.
Having thus described my invention, what

r 5 I claim, and desire to protect by Letters Pat-
ent of the United States, is

—

1. A talking-machine having a stylus-socket

formed by fixed walls, said walls having a plu-

rality of clamping-faces situated on opposite
20 sides of, and at different points in, the length

of the socket, and adapted for frictional en-

gagement with opposite sides of the stylus at

different points only in its length by a lateral

movement of said stylus and adapted to hold
2 5 the stylus against yielding when reproducing,

and serving to operatively secure the stylus

within said socket independent of any other
securing means.

2. A talking-machine having a stylus-socket
3° formed by fixed walls, and a removable stylus

capable of lateral movement within said socket
to bring said stylus into frictional engagement
with the walls of the socket at a plurality of

independent points, whereby said stylus is

35 clamped by a lateral movement of itself, said

frictional engagement serving to clamp the

stylus against yielding when reproducing, and
serving to operatively secure said stylus with-

in said socket independent of any other means.
4° 3. A sound-box for talking-machines hav-

ing a stylus-socket provided with magnetic
means and mechanical means for holding a
stylus therein, said mechanical means serving

^to hold the stylus without yielding in a direc-

45 tion transverse to the diaphragm of the sound-
box.

4. A sound-box for talking-machines hav-
ing a stylus-socket provided with magnetic
means for holding a stylus inoperatively, and

5° mechanical means for holding the stylus op-
eratively within said socket without yielding

in a direction transverse to the diaphragm of

said sound-box.
5. A sound-box for talking-machines com-

55 prising a stylus-socket, magnetic means for

holding a stylus inoperatively within said

socket and mechanical means for holding the

stylus operatively within said socket without
yielding in a direction Iransverse to the dia-

6° phragm of said sound-box.
6. A talking- machine having a wedge-

shaped stylus-socket, the walls of said socket
being magnetized.

7. A sound-box for talking-machines em-
65 ploying a record having a.zigzag groove, said

sound-box having a stylus-socket formed by
fixed walls, said walls having clamping-faces
situated at different points in its length and on
opposite sides of the socket for frictional en-

gagement with a stylus to clamp the same 70
without yielding in a direction transverse to

the diaphragm of the sound-box.
8. In a talking-machine, a stylus-bar hav-

ing a wedge-shaped socket therein, which is

adapted to clamp the stylus or needle. 75
9. In a sound-box for talking-machines, a

stylus-bar having a socket therein, said socket
being formed at each end with a wedge-shaped
portion, said wedge-shaped portion at one end
being on the opposite side of the socket from 80

the wedge-shaped portion at the other end.

10. In a talking-machine adapted to repro-

duce from a horizontally-disposed flat record
having a record-groove with lateral undula-
tions in the sides thereof, a sound-box having 85

a stylus-socket, and a stylus in said socket,

the axes of said socket and stylus being at an
incline to said record when reproducing, the

end portions of said socket having clamping-
faces, frictionally engaging opposite sides of 90

said stylus, the frictional engagement between
said stylus and clamping-faces being main-
tained by the operative contact of the stylus

and record in reproducing, and serving to pre-

vent said stylus from yielding within said 95
socket in a direction transverse to the dia-

phragm.
11. In a sound-box for talking-machines, a

stylus-bar having a socket therein, the walls

of said socket approaching each other so as to 10c

clamp the needle therein without yielding in

a direction transverse to the diaphragm of the

sound-box.
12. In a sound-box for talking-machines, a

stylus-bar having a transversely wedge-shaped 105

socket therein, which is adapted to clamp the

stylus or needle.

13. In a sound-box for talking-machines, a

stylus-bar having a socket therein which is

double-wedge-shaped transversely and which no
is adapted to clamp the needle or stylus.

14. In a sound-box for talking-machines, a

stylus - bar having a transversely double-

wedge-shaped socket extending longitudinally

thereof, said socket being of substantially the r 1

5

same size throughout its length and adapted
to hold the needle or stylus therein by clamp-
ing the same at two points.

15. In a sound-box for talking-machines, a

stylus-bar of magnetic material having a*hee- 120

die-receiving socket therein, said stylus-bar

being magnetized to retain said needle in po-
sition within said socket, and means independ-
ent of said magnetic means for securing the

needle in operative position within said socket. 1 2 5

16. In a sound-box for talking-machines, a

stylus-bar having a socket therein, the walls

of said socket approaching each other so as to

clamp the needle therein without yielding in

a direction transverse to the diaphragm of the * 3°
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sound-box, said stylus-bar being magnetized

to retain said needle in position.

17. In a sound-box for talking-machines, a

stylus-bar having a transversely wedge-shaped

5 socket therein, which is adapted to clamp the

needle or stylus, said stylus- bar being mag-

netized to retain the needle or stylus in posi-

tion when not otherwise held.

18. In a sound-box for talking-machines, a

io stylus -bar having a transversely double -

wedge-shaped socket therein, which is adapted

to clamp the needle or stylus, said stylus-bar

being magnetized to retain the needle or sty-

lus in position when not otherwise held.

T5 19. In a sound-box for talking-machines, a

stylus - bar having a transversely double-

wedge-shaped socket extending longitudinally

thereof, said socket being of substantially the

same size and shape throughout its length and

20 adapted to hold the needle or stylus therein

by clamping the same at two points, said sty-

lus-bar being magnetized to hold the needle

or stylus in position when not otherwise held.

20.' A reproducer for talking- machines,

25 having a wedge-shape stylus-socket which is

adapted to clamp the stylus or needle.

21. A reproducer for talking - machines,

having a wedge-shape stylus-socket which is

adapted to clamp the stylus or needle, the

30 walls of said socket being magnetized.

22. In a talking-machine, a stylus-bar, hay-

ing a stylus-socket formed by fixed walls, said

walls being adapted to clamp a stylus without

elasticity by a lateral movement of said stylus,

35 and forming the sole means for holding a

stylus operative therein when reproducing.

23. A talking-machine, having a stylus-

socket formed by fixed walls which serve as

the sole means for holding a stylus operative

40 therein when reproducing, said walls being

adapted to clamp a stylus by a lateral move-
ment of the latter, the force holding said

stylus in position being due to the frictional

contact between the stylus and the socket-

45 wall when the stylus is in operative contact

with the record when reproducing.

21. A talking-machine adapted to repro-

duce from a flat record having a record-

groove with lateral undulations in the sides

thereof, having a stylus - socket formed by 5°

fixed walls, the axis of said socket being at an

incline to the record when reproducing,

whereby the axis of a stylus inserted therein

will also be at an incline to the record, the

.operative contact between the stylus and rec- 55

ord serving to wedge the stylus by a lateral

movement within said socket, and the fric-

tional engagement between the walls of said

socket and stylus serving as the sole means
for holding the stylus operatively therein. 60

25. In a reproducer for talking-machines, a

holder for the needle or stylus, having a wedge-

shape socket therein adapted to clamp said

needle or stylus.

26. In a reproducer for talking-machines, a 65

holder for the needle or stylus, having a wedge-
shape socket therein adapted to clamp said

needle or stylus, said holder being magnet-

ized.

27. In a reproducer for talking-machines, a 7°

holder for the needle or stylus which is ta-

pered toward both ends, whereby the needle,

when inserted in said holder and rocked to-

ward either end thereof, may be clamped at

its point end in the outer portion of one end 75

of the holder, and at its butt-end in the inner

portion of the opposite end of the holder, sub-

stantially as set forth.

28. In a reproducer for talking-machines, a

diaphragm, and a stylus-bar for vibrating the 8c

same, having a stylus-socket formed by fixed

walls, said walls being adapted to clamp a

stylus without elasticity by a lateral move-
ment of said stylus.

29. A sound-box for talking-machines, com- 85

prising a stylus-socket, means for holding a

stylus looseiy and inoperatively within said

socket, and independent means for holding a

stylus operatively within said socket.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my 9°

hand this 12th day of March, A. D. 1903.

BENTLEY L. RINEHART.

Witnesses:
Edw. W. Vaill, Jr.,

John F. Grady.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Walter H. Miller, a

citizen of the United States, residing at Or-
ange, in the county of Essex and State of New
Jersey, have invented a certain new and useful

Method of Tuning Phonograph-Cylinders, of

which the following is a description.

In making phonograph-records for sale it

is important that the masters from which du-
plicates are obtained should be secured at a
standard surface speed, which at the present
time with Edison records is about one hun-
dred and sixty-four revolutions per minute.
In this way when the reproducing-machine is

properly adjusted musical selections can be
reproduced in the exact key in which the origi-

nal music was played in order that the best

effects may be secured. If there is a rela-

tively small difference in the surface speed of
20 the masters, a perceptible variation in the key

of the reproduction is observed, and to secure
the best effect therefor a separate adjustment
of the reproducing-machine would be required
for each selection. Consequently it is com-

25 mercially important that the masters should
be obtained at the same surface speed, and it

is therefore necessary that some effective way
should be suggested by which the tuning of

any phonograph or other talking -machines
can be readily effected, whether for the taking
of the masters or for the reproduction of the
complete record.

My present invention presents a method of

this character which has been successfully
used in practice for some time.

Reference is hereby made to the accompa-
nying drawing, which illustrates a key-record
such as is herein described.

In carrying the invention into effect I first

40 take a standard phonograph, for example,
and adjust its regulating mechanism so that
its mandrel will turn at the desired speed.
This adjustment may be effected by timing
the mandrel-shaft in the usual way and by

45 carefully adjusting the regulating mechanism
until the desired speed is obtained. I now
place on this standard machine as so reg-
ulated an ordinary blank and record there-

on a certain selected sustained note—for in-

stance, B-flat—which may be produced by a 50
simple reed or in any other way. This note
as so recorded is preferably sustained at a
continuous volume and for a considerable
time and may occupy substantially the entire

record in order that the reproducer may be 55
engaged with the record at any point to sound
the standard note. The record so formed con-

stitutes a key by which the tuning of other
phonographs can be effected, and, if desired,

it may be duplicated in any suitable way to 60

obtain a large number of copies. When a
phonograph has to be tuned, whether for re-

cording or reproducing, one of the key rec-

ords or duplicates thereof is placed on the

phonograph and a reproducer engaged there- 65

with, so as to sound a single continuous note.

A reed keyed to the same pitch—for example,
B-flat—is now sounded, and the adjusting
mechanism of the phonograph is so regulated

as to bring the note sounded by the phono- 70
graph in exact equality with the note sound-
ed by the reed. When these two notes are

exactly the same, the speed of the phono-
graph will correspond exactly to the stand-

ard speed of the original phonograph. This 75
tuning can be effected with great accuracy,

owing to the delicacy of the ear, and with
great rapidity. Prior to my invention the

tuning of phonographs was effected by count-

ing the revolutions of the mandrel; but such 80

an operation was tedious and relatively un-

certain.

Having now described my invention, what
I claim as new therein, and desire to secure by
Letters Patent, is as follows: 85

1. The method of tuning phonographs or

other talking-machines, which consists in ad-

justing a recording -machine to a standard

speed, and then in recording on a blank oper-

ated by such talking-machine, a note of stand- 90

ard pitch sustained for a considerable time
without interference with other notes to there-

by obtain a key-record, as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

2. The method of tuning phonographs or 95

other talking-machines which consists in ad-
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justing a recording -machine to a standard
speed, then in recording on a blank operated

by such talking-machine a note of standard
pitch sustained for a considerable time with-

out interference with other notes to thereby
obtain a key-record, then in engaging a re-

producing device of another talking-machine
with the key-record, and in adjusting the lat-

ter talking-machine so that the pitch sounded

by the key-record corresponds with the origi- 10

nal recorded note, as and for the purposes
set forth.

Signed this 7th day of May, 1904.

WALTER H. MILLER.

In presence of

—

Frank L. Dyer,
Mina C. MacArthur.
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To all whom, it may concern:

Be it known that I, Julius Wellnee, a
citizen of the United States, residing at Phila-

delphia, in the county of Philadelphia and
5 State of Pennsylvania, have invented certain

new and useful Improvements in Sound-Re-
producing Machines, of which the following
is a specification.

This invention relates to that class of

to sound-reproducing machines wherein a sty-

lus in connection with a diaphragm is adapt-
ed to coact with a record-groove for the re-

production of sound.
The object of the invention is to provide a

15 simple and efficient construction and organi-

zation of mechanism whereby the stylus may
be automatically removed from its support
after the reproduction of a record and a new
stylus automatically substituted for the old

20 one.

With this object in view the invention
consists in the novel construction and com-
binations of parts which will be hereinafter

fully described and claimed.

25 In the drawings, Figure 1 is a plan view of

a sound-reproducing machine embodying my
invention. Fig. 2 is an elevation thereof.

Fig. 3 is a sectional detail of the bar for start-

ing the machine in motion and adjuncts as

30 on the line 3 3 of Fig. 1. Fig. 4 is an eleva-

tion of the sound-box and adjuncts. Fig. 5

is a sectional detail thereof as on the line 5 5

of Fig. 4. Fig. 6 is a detail as on the line 6 6

of Fig. 5, showing the stylus clamped. Fig.

35 7 is a sectional plan as on the line 7 7 of Fig.

2. Fig. S is a detail, in elevation, of one of

the levers for moving the sound-box. Figs.

9 and 10 are sectional elevations as on the line

9 10 of Fig. 9, Fig. 9 as seen from the dotted-
40 line and Fig. 10 as seen from the full-line ar-

row. Fig. 11 is a detail of Fig. 10 as seen
from the right-hand side of the latter.

1 designates the sound-box, 2 the stylus,

4 the rotatable turn-table, and 8 the record

45 supported thereon and rotatable therewith.

The record 8 is provided with the usual heli-

cal groove 11 or composition to be repro-
duced, and the sound-box is mounted on a

telescopic tube 12, so as to be radially mov-
~o able to permit the stylus to traverse the rec-

55

60

ord-groove and partially rotatable to permit
the stylus to be moved into and out of en-

gagement with said groove. The telescopic

tube is supported on a post 13, rising from
the bed-plate 14.

Suitably mounted on the sound-box 1 is

an arm 15, one end of which is connected
with the diaphragm 16 and the other end of

which is enlarged and provided with an open-
ing 17 for the reception of the stylus 2. Ex-
tending transversely through the enlarged
end of the arm 15 and one side of the opening
17 is a pin 18, provided with a notch 19, one
side of which is adapted to engage and re-

tain the stylus within the opening 17, as seen 65

in Fig. 6. The pin 18 extends outwardly be-

yond the arm 15 and is provided with an en-

circling spring 20, which, bearing against the

arm 15 and a head 21 on the end of the pin 18,

tends normally to maintain the side of the

notch 19 in engagement with the stylus 2.

The pin 18 is provided with a stop 22, which,
taking against the arm 15, limits the move-
ment of the pin 18 by the spring 20 when
there is no stylus within the opening 19.

Secured to the sound-box 1 is one end of a

spring 23, the other end of which extends to

and bears against the inner end of the stylus

2 when the stylus is within the opening 17, to

the end that when the pin 18 ismoved against 80

the action of the spring 20 to remove its pres-

sure from the stylus 2 said stylus will be
ejected by the action of the spring 23.

Pivoted to a bracket 24 on the sound-box
1 is a lever 25, having one of its ends ar-

ranged directly above the head 21 on the pin
18. The other end of the lever 25 is offset,

as at 26, and is adapted to be engaged by the

short end 27 of a lever 28, which is pivoted to

the sound-box, as at 29 a
. Secured to the

bracket 24 and the lever 25 are the respective

ends of a spring 29, which when the lever 25
is released from engagement with the arm 27
of the lever 28 is adapted to move the lever

25 into engagement with the head 21 and de-

press the pin 18 against the action of the

spring 20, the force of the spring 29 being
sufficient to overcome that of the spring 20.

The long end 30 of the lever 28 extends to a

position directly above the record 8 when the

70

7 5

85

90

95

100
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stylus 2 is in engagement with the groove 1

1

whereby when the sound-box is turned to

disengage the stylus 2 from the groove 1 1 the

long arm 30 of the lever 28 will engage the

5 record and be rocked to release its short end
27 from engagement with the lever 25 and
permit the spring 29 to move the lever 25 to

depress the pin 18, thereby freeing the stylus

2 and permitting its ejectment from the
io opening 17 by the action of the spring 23.

The turn-table is mounted on a shaft 31,

which is provided with a gear-wheel 32 in

mesh with a gear-wheel 33 on the driving-

shaft of a spring-motor 34, which tends nor-

15 mally to rotate the turn-table 4 and which
may be of any approved type. The shaft 31

is provided with a pulley 35, which is belted
with a pulley 36 on the upper end of a ver-

tical shaft 37. This shaft 37 carries a worm
20 38 in engagement with a worm - wheel 39,

which is mounted to rotate freely upon a
horizontal shaft 40. The hub of the worm-
wheel 39 carries a projection 41, to which is

pivoted a latch-lever 42. The inner end of

25 the lever 42 is by the action of a suitable

spring 43 held normally against the hub of a
cam 44, hereinafter referred to, which is fixed

to the shaft 40. The inner end of the lever
42 is provided with a notch 45, which is adapt-

30 ed to engage a projection 46 on the hub of

the cam 44, and thereby lock the shaft 40 to

rotate with the worm-wheel 39. The outer
end of the lever 42 is bent laterally, as shown
in Fig. 1 1 , and is provided in its edge with a

35 cam-groove 47, which during the rotation of

the shaft 40 is adapted to engage the lower
end of an arm 48, depending from a horizon-
tal rock-shaft 49 and also to engage the free

end of an arm 50, hereinafter referred to, in a
40 manner to move the notch 45 from engage-

ment with the projection 46. The arm 48 is

held normally in position by the tension of a
spring 51, engaging the bearing 52 of the
shaft 49, and a collar 53, secured to said shaft.

45 Bearing against the cam 44 is a roller 54 on
the free end of an arm 55, projecting from a
rock-shaft 56. Encircling the shaft 56 is a
spring 57, which engages the arm 55 and
tends normally to maintain the roller 54 in

50 engagement with the cam 44. Projecting
from the shaft 56 is an arm 58, which is con-
nected to a bar 59, adapted to be operated by-

hand to set the machine in motion, as will be
hereinafter explained.

55 The shaft 40 is provided with a crank-arm
60, carrying a projecting pin 61, which ex-
tends through and supports one end of a bar
62, the other end of which extends freely
through an opening in a lug 63, projecting

60 from the frame, to the end that when the
shaft 40 is rotated the bar 62 will be raised
and lowered and at the same time longitudi-
nally reciprocated. The bar 62 is arranged
to engage the under side of the free end of an

65 arm 64, the other end of which is pivoted to

a vertically-arranged shaft 65. Extending
through the upper portion of the shaft 65
and slidingly fitted thereto is a rod 66. The
lower end of this rod 66 rests upon the arm
64, and resting upon the top of the rod 66 is 70

a horizontal arm 67, one end of which is piv-

oted to an extension 68 on the upper end of

the shaft 65. Secured to the end of the arm
67 is a downwardly-extending member 69,

Erovided with an opening through which 75

eely extends a weighted arm 70, projecting

from the sound-box 1.

The lower end of the vertical shaft 65 is

provided with a bifurcated projecting arm
71, to which is fitted a block 72, pivoted to 80

an arm 73, projecting from a vertical shaft

74, to the end thatwhen the shaft 65 is rocked
the arm 73 will also be rocked. The arm 73
carries a projection 75, provided with a

curved end, which is arranged to be moved 85

back and forth beneath the arm 50, herein-

before referred to, when the arm 73 is moved.
One end of the arm 50 is horizontally pivoted

to a block 76, which in turn is vertically piv-

oted to a bracket 77 on the main frame. The 90

arm 50 rests normally upon the curved end
of the projection 75 and its other or free-

end extends through an opening in a plate

78, projecting from the main frame, the free

end of the arm 50 being arranged to engage 95
the cam-groove 47 in the lever-arm 41.

Pivoted to the main frame is a lever 79, the

upper end of which occupies a position adja-

cent to the arm 67 and the lower end of which
is arranged adjacent to a cam 80 on the shaft roo

40, whereby when the shaft 40 starts to ro-

tate the cam 80 will engage the lower end of

the lever 79 and cause its upper end to move
the arm 67 and therewith the sound-box 1 to

bring the stylus 2 to a position above the 105

outer portion of the record 8.

81 designates a magazine adapted to con-

tain a number of styluses arranged one above
the other, as shown in Fig. 4. This maga-
zine is supported by and projects upwardly no
from a bracket 83, which extends fixedly

from the post 13. The bottom of the maga-
zine 81 opens into a guideway 84, to which is

fitted a reciprocative plunger 85. The guide-

way 84 and plunger 85 are arranged in line 115

with the opening 17 when the sound-box is

in the normal or inoperative position, where-

by when the plunger is projected toward the

sound-box it will engage the lowermost sty-

lus in the magazine and project it into the 120

opening 17 against the action of the spring

23, and when the plunger 85 is retracted

the styluses in the magazine will fall by
gravity and the lowermost stylus will pass

into the guideway 84 in line with the plun- 125

ger 85 for a succeeding operation. The plun-

ger 85 is connected by a link 86 with one arm
of a bell-crank lever 87, which is loosely

mounted on a shaft 88, rising from the bed-

plate, and secured at its respective ends to 130
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the link 86 and bracket 83 is a spring 89,

which tends normally to move the plunger 85
toward the sound-box. The other arm of the

bell-crank lever 87 is connected to one end
of a rod 90, the other end of which is provided
with a pin 91, arranged within a slot 92 in the

bar 59, to the end that when the bar 59 is

moved outwardly by hand the end of the slot

92 will engage the pin 91 and operate the bell-

crank lever 87 in a manner to retract the
plunger 85, and when the bar is moved in-

wardly by the action of the machine the plun-
ger will be projected toward the sound-box 1

to automatically insert a stylus within the
opening 17.

Supported by the bracket 83 is one end of

a rod 93, which is arranged adjacent to the
lever 25. The other end of tins rod 93 is con-
nected by a link 94 to one arm of a bell-crank

20 lever 95, which is loosely mounted on the

shaft 88 and has its other end connected by a

rod 96 to the bar 59, whereby when said bar
is moved outwardly by hand the rod 93 will

engage and move the lever 25 against the ac-

25 tion of the spring 29 for a purpose hereinaf-

ter explained.

f The cam 44 is provided with a deep notch
! 97 and two other notches 98 and 99, and af-

ter the record upon the turn-table has been

3J0
reproduced the machine is automatically
brought to rest by the roller 54 engaging the

deep notch 97 and locking the parts against

further movement by the motor 34. When
the machine comes to rest, the parts occupy

iS the positions shown in the drawings, wherein
the roller 54 rests in the deep notch 97, the

notch 45 of the lever 42 is in engagement
with the projection 46, the lower end of the
arm 48 is in position to engage the inner end

40 of the cam-groove 47, and the sound-box oc-

cupies a position above and beyond therecord
8, the weighted arm 70 being raised to bring
the opening 17 in line with the plunger 85.

The operation of the machine may be

45 briefly described as follows: When it is de-
sired to start the machine in motion, the bar
59 is moved outwardly by hand. The first

movement of the bar 59 projects the rod 93
to move the lever 25 against the action of the

50 spring 29 and away from the head 21 on the

pin 18, thereby permitting the spring 20 to

move the pin 18 to engage and clamp the
stylus 2 within the opening 17, and at the
same time moving the offset 26 in the lever

55 25 into register with the short arm 27 of the

lever 28, which by the weight of its long arm
30 is moved into engagement with said off-

set to maintain the lever 25 out of engage-
ment with the head 21. By this time the

60 end of the slot 92 reaches the pin 91, which
through its connections retracts the plunger
85tobring its forward end rearwardly beyond
the styluses in the magazine 81, whereupon
the lowermost stylus drops into the guide-

65 way 84 in line with the plunger 85. During

the outward movement of the bar 59 the
shaft 56 is being moved thereby against the
action of the spring 57, and as the bar 59
reaches the limit of its outward movement
the roller 54 is disengaged from the notch 97 70
to permit the motor 34 to start the opera-
tion of the machine. Immediately follow-

ing the starting of the machine the outward
pull or pressure of the bar 59 is removed and
the spring 57 moves the roller 54 into engage- 75
ment with the notch 9$. Just as the roller

54 enters the notch 98 the cam-groove 47 in

the lever 42 engages the arm 48, and thereby
moves its notch 45 from engagement with
the projection 46, whereupon the shaft 40 re- 80

mains idle while the worm-wheel 39 is turned
a complete revolution to permit the turn-ta-

ble to acquire the desired speed before engag-
ing the stylus 2 with the groove of the record.

It will be observed that as the end of the 85
arm 48 traverses the groove 47 it is cammed
out of position to reengage the inner end of

the groove 47 and that when the lever 42
again meets the arm 48 the side of the lever

42 engages the arm 48 and moves the lat- 90
ter still farther out of position. Therefore
after the worm-wheel 39 has made a complete
revolution the spring 43 causes the lever

42 to ride over and engage its notch 45 with
the projection 46. This being done, the 95
shaft 40 is turned by the worm-wheel 39
about a half-revolution, thereby causing the
cam 80 to move the lever 79 to bring the sty-

lus to a position over the outer portion of the
record and causing the crank-arm 60 to lower 100

the bar 62, whereupon the arm 64, the rod 66,

and the arm 67 are lowered b}T gravity, and
the weighted arm 70 turns the sound-box 1

to engage the stylus 2 with the record away
from tin 1 groove thereof. It will be observed 105
that the bar 62 is provided with a curved
projection 82, which extends over the arm
64, and that the crank 60 not only lowers, but
also retracts, the bar 62 during the half-turn

of the shaft 40. This retraction of the bar no
62 causes the projection 82 to engage the arm
64 by friction, and thereby turn the shaft 65
until the arm 67, carried thereby, moves the
sound-box 1 inwardly to engage the stylus 2
with the outer turn of the groove of the rec- 1 15
ord, whereupon the shaft 65 ceases to be
turned by the projection 82, and the said
projection passes idly over the said arm.
After the shaft 40 has been turned a half-

revolution, as above stated, the roller 54 en- 120

gages the notch 99 to prevent further rota-
tion of the shaft 40, and at the same time the
groove 47 of the lever 42 engages the free end
of the arm 50 and rocks said lever to disen-

gage its notch 45 from the projection 46, and 125
thereby disconnect the shaft 40 from the
worm-wheel 39. We have now reached
what we term "the playing position"—that
is, the record-disk upon the turn-table 4 is

being rotated and the stylus 2 is traversing 130
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its groove to reproduce the composition in

the well-known manner, and at the same
time the stylus is moving toward the center

of the record. As the stylus 2 moves toward
5 the center of the record the arm 67 is moved

therewith in a manner to slowly turn the
shaft 65 and arm 71 to gradually move the

arm 73 and the curved end of its projection

75 in the direction indicated by the arrow in

o Fig. 7. As the curved end of the projection

moves in this direction it engages the arm
50 by friction and tends to maintain the lat-

ter in the position shown—that is, against

the wall of the opening in the plate 78. Dur-
ing each successive revolution of the worm-
wheel 39, while the composition is being re-

produced, the free end of the arm 50 engages
the lever 42 and prevents the notch 45 from
engaging the projection 46, and each time

?o the arm 50 engages the lever 42 it is cammed
to one side by the groove 47 and out of line

with the inner end of said groove; but before
the lever 42 again meets the arm 50 the lat-

ter is moved by the friction of the curved end
25 of the projection 75 to its normal position to

engage the inner end of the groove 47. Thus
the arm 50 is rocked back and forth during
the playing of the record. _After the stjdus

has reached the inner end of the groove of

30 the record-disk it ceases to move inwardly,
and consequently~~the ~ projection 75 also

ceases to move. Therefore when the arm 50 is

cammed to one side by the groove 47 it is not
returned to its normal position by the pro-

35 jection 75. Consequently the notch 45 of the
lever 42 is permitted to engage the projection

46 and lock the shaft 40 to rotate with the
worm-wheel 39 until the shaft 40 has been
given another half-revolution and returned to

40 itsorigmaTposit ion, asfollows : The first move-
ment of the shaft 40 causes the crank-arm 60 to

raise the bar 62, which raises the arm 64, the
rod 66, the arm 67, and the weighted arm 70,

thereby turning the sound-box 1 to disen-

45 ga»e the stylus 2 from the record 8 and at the
same time moving the long arm 30 of the le-

ver 28 into engagement with the record 8,

thereby rocking the lever 28 to disengage its

short arm 27 from the lever 25, which being
50 free will be moved by the spring 29 to de-

press the pin 18 and unclamp the stylus 2,

which will then be ejected by the spring 23.

This being done, the crank-arm 60 moves the
bar 62 longitudinally, thereby causing a

55 shoulder 62 a on the bar 62 to engage the arm
64 and turn the shaft 65 in a manner to cause
the arm 67, carried by the shaft 65, to move
the sound-box 1 outwardly to its original

position, whereupon the roller 54 engages the
60 deep notch 97 of the

-
cam 44 and locks the

/sEaFlT40, and perforce the entire machine,
against further movement. The arm 55 is

provided with a projection 55 a
, which when

the roller 54 enters the notch 97 is adapted
65 to engage a pin projecting from the shaft 49%

and thereby move the arm 48 to its original

position for reengagement by the lever 42.

When the roller 54 enters the notch 97 by the
action of the spring 57, the shaft 56 is rocked
and the arm 58 moves the bar 59 inwardly to 70
its original position, thereby permitting the
spring 89 to move the plunger 85 toward the
sound-box 1, and thus automatically insert

the opposing stylus into the opening 17.

Thus it will be seen that the parts come to 75
rest in their original positions for a succeed-
ing operation by the automatic action of the
machine itself.

I claim

—

1. In a sound-reproducing machine, the 80

combination with the rotatable record-sup-

port, rotating means therefor, the sound-
box and the stylus-support, of means for au-
tomatically inserting a stylus in the stylus-

support* 85
2. In a sound-reproducing machine, the

combination with the rotatable record-sup-

port, rotating means therefor, the sound-
box, the stylus and its support, of means for

automatically moving the stylus from its 90
support and means for automatically insert-

ing a new stylus in the stylus-support.

3. In a sound-reproducing machine, the

combination with the rotatable record-sup-

port, rotating means therefor, the sound- 95
box, the stylus and the stylus-support car-

ried by the sound-box, of means for auto-
matically moving the stylus from said sup-
port, and means under the control of the

movement of the stylus by the record-groove t 00

for automatically stopping the machine.
4. In a sound-reproducing machine, the

combination with the rotatable record-sup-

port, rotating means therefor, the sound-
box the stylus and its support, of means for 105

automaticallymoving the stylus from its sup-

port, means for automatically inserting a new
stylus in the stylus-support, and means un-
der the control of the movement of the stylus

by the record-groove for automatically stop- no
ping the machine.

5. In a sound-reproducing machine, the

combination with the rotatable record-sup-

port, rotating means therefor, the sound-
box, the stylus and its support, of means un- 1

1

5

der the control of the movement of the sty-

lus by the record-groove for automatically

moving the stylus from its support.

6. In a sound-reproducing machine, the

combination with the rotatable record-sup- 120

port, the sound-box and the stylus-support,

of a source of power to operate the machine,
means adapted to be operated to start the ma-
chine in motion, means for automatically in-

serting a stylus in the stylus-support, and 125

means for automatically stopping the ma-
chine.

7. In a sound-reproducing machine, the

combination with the rotatable record-sup-

port, the sound-box, the stylus and its sup- 130
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port, of a source of power to operate the ma-
chine, means adapted to be operated to start

the machine in motion, means for auto-
matically moving the stylus from its support,

5 and means for automatically stopping the

machine.
8. In a sound-reproducing machine, the

combination with the rotatable record-sup-

port, the sound-box, the stylus and its sup-
io port, of a source of power to operate the ma-

chine, means adapted to be operated to start

the machine in motion, means for auto-
matically moving the stylus from its support,

means for automatically inserting a new
15 stylus in the stylus-support and means for

automatically stopping the machine.
9. In a sound-reproducing machine, the

combination with the rotatable record-sup-
port, rotating means therefor, the sound-box

20 and the stylus-support, of means for auto-
matically inserting a stylus in the stylus-sup-

port and means for clamping the inserted

stylus.

10. In a sound-reproducing machine, the

25 combination with the rotatable record-sup-
port, rotating means therefor, the sound-box
and the stylus-support, of a magazine adapted
to contain a plurality of styluses and means
for automatically moving a stylus from the

30 magazine and into the stylus-support.

11. In a sound-reproducing machine, the
combination with the rotatable record-sup-
port, rotating means therefor, the sound-box
and the stylus-support, of a magazine adapt-

35 ed to contain a plurality of styluses, a recip-

rocative plunger adapted to engage one of

the styluses in the magazine and move it

into the stylus-support and means for auto-
matically operating the plunger.

40 12. In a sound-reproducing machine, the
combination with the rotatable record-sup-
port, rotating means therefor, the sound-box
and the stylus-support movable into and out
of operative position, of a fixed magazine

45 adapted to support a plurality of styluses ad-
jacent to the path traversed by the stylus-

support and means adapted to be operated to

move a stylus from the magazine and into

the stylus-support.

50 13. In a sound-reproducing machine, the
combination with the rotatable record-sup-
port, rotating means therefor, the sound-box
and the stylus-support movable into and out
of operative position, of a fixed magazine

55 adapted to support a plurality of styluses ad-
jacent to the path traversed by the stylus-

support, and means for automatically mov-
ing a stylus from the magazine and into the
stylus-support.

60 14. In a sound-reproducing machine, the
combination with the rotatable record-sup-
port, rotating means therefor, the sound-box
and the stylus-support movable into and out

of operative position, of a fixed magazine
adapted to support a plurality of styluses ad- 65

jacent to the path traversed by the stylus-

support, a reciprocative plunger adapted to

engage and move a stylus from the magazine
and into the stylus-support and means for

automatically operating said plunger. 70
15. In a sound-reproducing machine, the

combination with the rotatable record - sup-
port, rotating means therefor, the partially-

rotatable sound-box the stylus and its sup-
port, the sound-box being adapted to be 75
moved on its axis of rotation to move the
stylus into and out of engagement with the
record, of means for automatically moving
the stylus from its support when the sound-
box is turned to disengage the stylus from 80

the record.

16. In a sound-reproducing machine, the
combination with the rotatable record-sup-
port, rotating means therefor, the partially-

rotatable sound-box the stylus and its sup- 85

port, the sound-box being adapted to be
moved on its axis of rotation to move the
stylus into and out of engagement with the

record, of a clamping device to secure the
stylus to its support and means for automat- 90
ically operating said device to release the
stylus when the sound-box is turned to dis-

engage the stylus from the record.

17. In a sound-reproducing machine, the

combination with the rotatable record-sup- 95
port, rotating means therefor, the partially-

rotatable sound-box, the stylus and its sup-
port, the sound-box being adapted to be
moved on its axis of rotation to move the
stylus into and out of engagement with the too

record, of a clamping device to secure the
stylus to its support, means for automatic-
ally operating said device to release the sty-
lus when the sound-box is turned to disen-

gage the stylus from the record and means 105

for ejecting the stylus from its support when
released by the clutch device.

IS. In a sound-reproducing machine, the

combination with the rotatable record-sup-

port, rotating means therefor, the partially- no
rotatable sound-box, the stylus and its sup-
port, the sound-box being adapted to be
moved on its axis of rotation to move the
stylus into and out of engagement with the
record, of a clamping device to secure the 1

1

5

stylus to its support, a rocking lever adapted
to operate said device to release the stylus

and means for automatically rocking said le-

verwhen the sound-box is turned to disengage
the stylus from the record. 120

In testimony whereof I affix my signature

in presence of two witnesses.

JULIUS WELLNER.
Witnesses

:

A. V. Groupe,
Ralph H. Gamble.
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To all whom it may concern:

Beit known that I, Thomas A. Edison, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Llewel-
lyn Park, Orange, in the county of Essex and

S State of New Jersey, have invented a certain

new and useful Improvement in Processes of

Duplicating Phonograph-Records, of which
the following is a specification.

My present invention relates to an improved
o process for duplicating phonograph-records
from a matrix or mold, and particularly to the

production of an improved master from which
the matrices or molds are made.
The object of the invention is to produce an

original master carrying a cut record corre-

sponding accurately to sound-waves and free

from extraneous surface variations or dis-

turbances, so that no sound will be reproduced
other than that representative of the true rec-

ord. When a matrix or mold is made so as to

faithfully copy such a master, as I shall de-

scribe, the resulting duplicates obtained from
the matrix or mold by any well-known process

are superior to records as now made, whether
25 original or duplicate, in a number of respects

to be presently pointed out.

I find that in order to produce an absolutely
perfect master from which a corresponding
matrix or mold can be subsequently made it

30 is necessary to employ a material or substance
which is perfectly amorphous and without
crystallization, that is uniform in structure

at least for a sufficient depth within its sur-

face to receive the record, that has sufficient

adhesion to permit a substantially continuous
shaving to be cut by the recording device, and
that, finally, is of such a character as to be
readily cut by the recorder in order that the lat-

ter may form a perfectly smooth record, which
while representative of the true vibrations

shall not possess superfluous surface varia-

tions that at the present time and with pres-

ent materials produce scratching and other
extraneous sounds. When a material of this

45 character is employed from which to con-
struct the master, I find that owing to its rela-

tively soft character much less power is re-

quired to cut it, so that all of the sound-vi-

' brations will be recorded, even those repre-

senting the very weak overtones of musical 50

instruments, also that the depth of the rec-

ord can be considerably increased, so as to

thereby permit very loud sounds to be re-

corded without danger of the recorder vibrat-

ing clear of the surface, and finally that a 55

perfectly smooth record will be cut, even
when very deep, with a substantially continu-
ous chip, so as to entirely eliminate the

scratchy sounds now due to the mere cutting

of the present material. 60

Preferably the invention consists in the em-
ployment for the manufacture of the master
of a neutral or nearly neutral soap soluble in

alcohol and in hot water and by preference a

soda-soap and in the manipulation of this ma- 65

terial to put it into the required form for use

in receiving a sound-record.
Reference is hereby made to the accompa-

nying drawing, which illustratesdiagrammat-

ically the formation of a master-record ac- 7°

cording to one form of my invention.

In carrying the invention into effect I pre-

fer to proceed as follows: Any of the finer

qualities of the soaps of commerce are cut in

thin slices, and, if necessary, are dried. Some 75

of these soaps, like Pears's soap, for example,
contain so little water that a special drying is

not necessary. The dry sliced material is now
dissolved in ethyl alcohol maintained in a heat-

ed state by hot water— in a water-jacket, for 80

instance—until the alcohol is nearly saturated.

A small quantity of water is added to clear

the solution, which is then filtered through a

fine cloth in a funnel heated by a surround-
ing water-jacket. The filtered solution is now 85

heated in any suitable way until enough alco-

hol is evaporated to result in the production
of a viscous mass capable of being cast into

a blank by any of the well-known casting proc-

esses now used for manufacturing phonograph- 9c

blanks. These blanks may be either disk-

like or cylindrical or of other form, according
to the particular kind of records which are to

be made. The blank after it has become cool

is hard and firm enough to maintain its shape 95
under normal conditions, its hardness depend-
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ing upon the amount of water and alcohol re-

maining in the material. Blanks made in this

way are now turned roughly to their approxi-
mate desired size and are allowed to season in

5 a warm room for several days, during which
they become gradually harder, due to further

loss of alcohol and water. The blanks are

then ready for use after they have been turned
to the proper size for receiving the record.

io Phonograph - blanks made in this way are

transparent, perfectly amorphous, non-crys-

talline, and uniform in structure throughout,
and they are capable of receiving a record of

sound-vibrations whose track is perfectly pol-

15 ished. In these respects blanks or records

made as I now suggest are distinguished from
blanks or records made of the recording ma-
terial now universally used, since the latter

is not soluble in water, is very hard and semi-
20 crystalline, and results in the formation of a

record which on reproduction produces
scratchy and extraneous sounds in addition to

those constituting the record itself.

Phonograph-blanks produced as I suggest
25 are now used for receiving a sound-record

made in any suitable sound-recordingmachine,
either of the phonograph type, in which a rec-

ord of varying depth is formed, or of the
gramophone type, in which a sinuous record

3 C of substantially uniform depth is formed. In
the making of original records at the present
time, whether for use as masters or not, the
ordinary wax-like material is quite friable,

so that the material is removed by the re-

55 corderintheformof shortchips. The removal
of the material in this way makes the record-
groove quite rongh, and this roughness of
the record - groove is materially increased
if the recorder cuts too deeply into the ma-

4° terial. Consequently at the present time
very loud records are more scratchy than
softer ones. With my improved recording
material as used by me, owing to its relative

softness, the recorder cuts out a practically

45 continuous shaving and makes a perfectly
smooth track, and this is true even if the cut
of the record is quite deep. Consequently
by the use of the new material I am enabled
to employ recorders having, a diameter as low

50 .015 of an inch, whereby I am enabled, with
no increase in the power used, to cut a rec-

ord at least twice as deep as is now possible
with the recorders of standard size—namely,
about .040 of an inch in diameter.

55 The new material I find is too soft to per-
mit of direct reproduction by a reproducing
device, since the small waves will be imme-
diately obliterated by the reproducer. I

therefore use a record obtained as described
60 as a master from which to construct a matrix

or mold. To this end, therefore, 1 first pro-
vide the master with a conducting-coating,
preferably by a process of vacuous deposit,
as described in my Patent No. 713,863, dated

65 November 18, 1902. The coating thus formed

is extremely thin and is so uniform that it

follows all the variations of the record, how-
ever minute. Besides this a conducting-coat-
ing, if applied in this way, is so smooth and
polished that when incorporated in the record- 70

surface of the matrix or mold it will not of

itself produce any extraneous sound. Hav-
ing coated the master with a conducting-film,
I now electroplate copper thereon until a
layer of the desired thickness is secured, after 75
which the original master is removed either

by shrinking or dissolving it out. The ma-
trix or mold is now preferably backed up by
a protecting-shell and is used for the produc-
tion of duplicates in any well-known way, 80

formed of the usual hard, wax-like materials.

For instance, the matrix or mold can be em-
ployed for making duplicates by an expand-
ing process, as specifically described in my
Patent No. 713,209, dated November 11, 1902, 85

in which a blank is engaged loosely with a
matrix and expanded by heat and pressure to

take an impression therefrom, after which
the duplicates are contracted radially so as to

clear the record on the matrix, from which 9°

they are then removed, or in connection with
a casting process, as described in my Patent
No. 667,662, dated February 5, 1901, in which
molten wax-like material is introduced into a
mold and allowed to set therein, after which 95
the resulting duplicate is contracted, so as. to

clear the record on the mold, from which it

is then removed, or in connection with any
other desired process by which a duplicate
record can be obtained from a matrix or mold. IO°

In any event the duplicates so produced will

be superior to those made at the present time
from matrices or molds secured from masters
composed of the usual hard wax-like material
in the following respects: First, owing to the t0 5

amorphous, non -crystalline, and uniform
character of the master the record formed
therein will be free from extraneous sounds,
and this will also be true of the resulting du-
plicates; second, owing to the fact that the TI °

master is formed of comparatively soft ma-
terial the record made therein is more nearly
representative of the sound-vibrations than
is possible with harder materials, so that the

resulting duplicates will more faithfully re- IJ 5

produce the original sounds, including even
the finer overtones of musical instruments;
third, owing to the ease with which the ma-
terial can be cut the record formed in the

master can be made very deep, so that the re- [2°

productions obtained from the resulting du-
plicates will be correspondingly increased in

volume.
While I have described as the preferred ma-

terial one formed by the dissolving of a sol- I2 5

uble soap, by then clarifying the solution, and
by finally evaporating the solvent, it will be
understood that other soluble, amorphous,
non-crystalline, and uniform substances may
be employed either alone or in addition to i3°
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25

soap, by which harder or softer blanks can be
obtained.

Having now described my invention, what
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters

Patent, is as follows:

1. The process of making a phonograph-rec-
ord which consists in obtaining a mass of ex-

ceedingly soft material, hardening thesame un-
til it is hard enough to receive a polished surface

from a cutting tool or stylus, but is not hard
enough to be capable of reproduction, and re-

cording sound-waves therein while in the lat-

ter condition, substantially as set forth.

2. The process of duplicating sound-records

which consists in obtaining a mass of exceed-

ingly soft material, hardening the same until

it is hard enough to receive a polished surface

from a cutting tool or stylus, but is not hard
enough to be capable of reproduction, record-

ing sound-waves thereon while in the latter

condition to form a master, making a matrix
or mold from said master and finally in im-
pressing the negative record carried by the

matrix or mold in the surface of the desired

duplicates, substantially as set forth.

3. The process of making a phonograph-
blank, which consists in dissolving a water-
soluble soap in hot alcohol to saturation, in

then molding the blanks therefrom, and in

finally partially evaporating the solvent, sub- 3°
stantially as set forth.

4. The process of making a phonograph-
blank, which consists in dissolving a water-
soluble soap in hot alcohol to saturation, in

filtering the clear solution, in partially evap- 35
orating the solvent to form a viscous mass,
in molding the mass into shape, and in finally

partially evaporating the remaining solvent,

substantially as set forth.

5. The process of duplicating sound-records 4°

which consists in dissolving a water-soluble

soap in hot alcohol to saturation, molding a
phonograph-blank therefrom, partially evap-
orating the solvent from said blank, cutting a

record-groove therein to form a master, mak- 45
ing a matrix or mold from said master and
finally impressing a negative record carried

by said matrix or mold in the surface of the

desired duplicate, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this 50

30th day of January, 1903.

THOMAS A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
J. F. Randolph,
Frank L. Dyer.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that we, Walter H. Miller,
residing at Orange, and Alexander N. Pier-
man, residing at Newark, in the county of

Essex and State of New Jersey, citizens of the
United States, have invented a certain new
and useful Apparatus for Making Sound Rec-
ords or Blanks, of which the following is a de-

scription.

Our invention relates to improved appa-
ratus for making sound records or blanks, and
particularly of the type set forth in our Pat-

ents Nos. 726,966 and 726,967, dated May 5,

1903, in which a mass of fibrous material is

distributed through the wax -like substance
so as to make the resulting article of greatly
increased durability. In making records of

this type we first applied a layer of cotton-
batting to a tapered core, which was then in-

troduced into a mold, and a molten wax-like
material was then allowed to enter the space
between the core and the mold to impregnate
the fibrous material.

In carrying the process in question into

practice it was found that since the sheet of

fibrous material was of substantially the same
thickness throughout its application to a ta-

pered core resulted in a variation in the den-
sity of the fibrous mass, such density gradu-

30 ally increasing from the upper and smaller

end of the core toward the lower and larger

end thereof. This variation in the density of

the fibrous mass resulted in very considerable

variations in the distribution of the wax-like
material going into the make-up of the result-

ing articles. Thus where the record or blank
was thinnest there would be a relatively great
mass of fibrous material and a relatively small

amount of the wax-like material and at the
thickest end a relatively small amount of the

fibrous material and a disproportionately
large bulk of the wax-like substance. These
variations in the structure of the composite
article resulted in unequal expansion and con-

45 traction through the mass and made the pro-
portion of discards due to cracking objection-

ably large.

The object of our present invention is to

overcome this objection and to permit of the
manufacture of sound records and blanks 50
which shall be substantially uniform both in

bulk and in structure throughout their entire

mass. This will be so whether the improved
apparatus is used in the manufacture of com-
posite records of the type described in our 55
patents above referred to or whether the sound
records or blanks are of the usual type.

Furthermore, the improved apparatus per-

mits of the manufacture of sound records or
blanks wherein a minimum amount of mate- 60

rial is used, whereby the cost of production
will be correspondingly reduced.
To this end the invention consists in the

features hereinafter described and claimed.

In order that the invention may be better 65
understood, attention is directed to the ac-

companying drawings, forming a part of this

specification, and in which

—

Figure 1 is a sectional view of the improved
apparatus in its preferred form, and Fig. 2 a 70

front elevation of the core.

In both of the views corresponding parts

are represented by the same numerals of ref-

erence.

The base 1 is formed with the integral core 75

2 and is also provided with a rim 3, having a

tapered inner face for receiving a mold 4.

This mold is made in any suitable way, and
when duplicate sound-records are to be pro-

duced it is formed on its inner surface with 80

the negative representation of the sound-rec-

ord by any usual and well-known process.

When the apparatus is to be used for the man-
ufacture of blanks, a perfectly plain mold is

used. The core 2 for its main exterior por- 85

tion is of substantially the same diameter
throughout; but preferably it is very slightly

tapering toward its upper end, this taper be-

ing about five one -thousandths of an inch.

Above the main approximately cylindrical 90

portion the core is provided with a reduced
cylindrical portion 4', so as to form a collar 5

on the upper portion of the resulting molded
article, as will be obvious. The core 2 is

formed on its exterior face with one or more 95
spiral grooves 6 of gradually-increasing depth
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from the lower end upward. Preferably two
of these spiral grooves are employed to facili-

tate and expedite the removal of the core from
the molded article. The spiral groove or

5 grooves may actually extend into the reduced
cylindrical portion 4', as shown, to form one
or more very shallow ribs on the inner face

of the collar 5; but in the subsequent ream-
ing of the article these shallow portions will

io be trimmed off so that the finished article on
its inner surface will present a flat collar 5,

from which the rib or ribs extend spirally

downward. Above the reduced portion 4 the

core is formed with a cylindrical portion 6' of

15 less diameter, which acts as a shield to pre-

vent the cooling-water from flowing over the

top of the core. The core is preferably hol-

low, as shown, and secured within its upper
portion is a plug 7, into which is threaded a

20 rod 8, by which the apparatus may be manipu-
lated. The plug 7 is formed with openings 9

therein to permit the wax -like material or

cooling-water to freely enter the hollow core.

Mounted on the rod 8 is a disk 10, having a

25 depending flange 11, which fits around the

mold 4 so as to center the same with respect

to the core, as will be understood.
In operation the parts are assembled as

shown in Fig. 1, a layer of fibrous material

30 12 being preferably first wound loosely around
the core before the introduction of the mold
over the same, and the apparatus is then in-

troduced into a suitable molten mass of wax-
like material. Preferably the mold is first

35 elevated to permit the wax-like material to be
thoroughly impregnated with the wax, as we
describe in Patent No. 771,880, granted Oc-
tober 11, 1904. The mold is then returned to

its normal position, Fig. 1, thereby trapping
40 the molten wax-like material between the core

and the mold. This wax-like material also

surrounds the mold and enters the core, so that

the core and mold quickly reach the tempera-
ture of the wax-like material. Instead of fol-

45 lowing this procedure the mold may be slightly

lifted from the base 1 to permit the molten
wax-like material to enter the space between
the core and mold from the bottom, rising

slowly, so as to impregnate the fibrous mate-
50 rial and driving all air before it, as we de-

scribe in our Patent No. 726,967, before re-

ferred to.

After the wax-like material has entered the
space between the core and mold, so as to

55 thoroughly impregnate the fibrous material,
the apparatus is removed from the heating-
tank, and the core and mold are then prefer-
ably simultaneously chilled by jets of cold
water, so as to coagulate and solidify the mass.

60 The disk 10 is then removed, the rod 8 is un-
screwed from the plug 7, and the core 2 is

unscrewed from the cast article. The mold
12 is then allowed to further cool either arti-

ficially or by means of a water-jacket until the

cast article shrinks diametrically to an extent 65

to clear the surfaces, whereupon it is removed
and reamed on its interior and finished on its

ends, being then complete.

We do not claim herein the improved article

of manufacture resulting from the operation 70

of our apparatus, but will make the same the

subject of a separate concurrent application.

Having now described our invention, what
we claim as new, and desire to secure by Let-
ters Patent, is

—

75

1. A core around which a sound record or

blank is cast of substantially the same diame-
ter throughout and having a spiral groove
therein of gradually-varying depth, substan-

tially as set forth. 80

2. A core around which a sound record or

blank is cast of substantially the same diame-
ter throughout with a plurality of spiral

grooves therein of gradually-varying depth,

substantially as set forth. 85

3. A core around which a sound record or

blank is cast of a very slight taper throughout
its main portion and formed with a spiral

groove therein of gradually-varying depth,

substantially as set forth. 90

4. A core around which a sound record or

blank is cast having a very slight taper and
provided with a plurality of spiral grooves of

varying depth throughout, substantially as set

forth. 95

5. Apparatus for casting sound records or

blanks comprising a mold and a core within

the mold of substantially the same diameter
throughout and provided with a spiral groove
of varying depth throughout, substantially as 100

set forth.

6. Apparatus for molding sound records or

blanks comprising in combination a mold and
acore therein of substantially the same diame-
ter throughout and provided with a plurality 105

of spiral grooves of varying depth through-
out, substantially as set forth.

7. Apparatus for casting duplicate records

or blanks comprising in combination a core,

a base secured thereto, a rim carried by the no
base said rim having an inclined inner face

and a mold loosely seated on said base within

the rim and capable of being freely inserted

or withdrawn therefrom, substantially as set

forth. 115

This specification signed and witnessed this

24th day of December, 1903.

WALTER H. MILLER.
ALEXANDER N. PIERMAN.

Witnesses:
Frank L. Dyer,
Delos Holden.
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To all whom it maj/ concern:

Be it known that we,Walter H. Miller, re-

siding at Orange, and Alexander N. Pierman,
residing at Newark, in the county of Essex and

5 State of New Jersey, citizens of the United
States, have invented a certain new and useful

Sound Record or Blank, of which the follow-
ing is a description.

Our invention relates to improvements in
io sound records or blanks, and particularly of

the type described in our Patent No. 726,966,
dated May 5, 1903, in which the usual wax-
like article is intimately associated with a very
considerable mass of a fibrous material, so as

15 to result in the production of a record of
greatly-increased durability.

Heretofore some sound records or blanks
adapted for use on talking-machines of the
phonograph type have been formed on their

20 interiors with one or more ribsof substantially

the same depth throughout, and since such ar-

ticles are used on a tapered mandrel these ribs

or projections are of increasing diameter.
Consequently the thickness of the main por-

25 tion of such records or blanks has varied from
one end to the other. Owing to this varia-

tion in bulk of material, variations in tempera-
ture result in variations in expansion and con-
traction, and consequently the proportion of

3° discards due to cracking has been objection-
ably large. Furthermore, in the manufacture
of such duplicate, sound-records the thinner
portion of the record first contracts away from
the mold, while the thicker portion thereof is

35 still in contact with the mold, and consequently
opportunity is offered for longitudinal con-
traction of the record to result in some dis-

tortion of the record - groove, producing
"echoes. " The objections noted are even more

4° prominent in the manufacture of durable rec-

ords of the type described in our patent above
referred to, for the reason that in winding
sheets of fibrous material around a tapered
core the density of the fibrous material will

45 be much greater at the larger end of the core
than at the smaller end, and this permits a
disproportionately small amount of wax to
enter the make-up of the record at its thin

end compared to its thick end. Consequently
the liability of crackingdue to unequal expan- 50

sion or contraction is increased.

The object of our invention is to provide a
sound record or blank in which these objec-

tions are overcome; and to this end the inven-

tion consists of the features hereinafter set 55
forth and claimed.

In order that our invention may be better

understood, attention is directed to the accom-
panying drawings, in which—
Figure 1 is a sectional view of a composite 60

or durable record or blank embodying our
present improvements; Fig. 2, a cross -sec-

tional view on the line 2 2 of Fig. 1, and Fig. 3

an enlarged vertical sectional view of a dupli-

cate sound-record embodying the invention. 65

In all the views corresponding parts are rep-

resented by the same numerals of reference.

The record or blank 1 is cylindrical, or es-

sentially so, on its exterior, and is preferably,

although not necessarily, provided in its body 70

with a loose mass 2 of fibrous material, pref-

erably ordinary cotton-wool. On this inte-

rior the record is provided with one or more
ribs or projections of gradually-reduced thick-

ness throughout. When the projection is in 75
the form of a spiral rib, we preferably make
use of a plurality of such ribs,, so as to facili-

tate the manufacture, permitting the more
easy removal of the core from the cast arti-

cle. In Fig. 1 we show the record or blank 80

as being formed with two of such spiral ribs

of gradually-reduced depth throughout. The
exterior face 4 of the record or blank is com-
posed of wax-like material, being free from
fibrous substance which might interfere with 85

the reproduction. The interior projections 3

are also composed wholly of the wax-like ma-
terial due to the special procedure followed in

manufacture. At the upper end of the record

a collar 5 is formed, from which the spiral 90

ribs extend, as shown. We make use of this

collar, so as to give a good firm bearing to

thereby prevent the possibility of the interior

of the record being injured in forcing it tightly

on the mandrel of the phonograph. 95

It will be understood that when the fibrous
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material is omitted the record or blank will

be composed of wax-like material throughout;
but in every case the main portion of the rec-

ord or blank will be of practically the same
5 thickness at all points, the requisite tapering

of the bore being secured by reducing the

depth of the ribs or projections, as explained.

Having now described our invention, what
we claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters

10 Patent, is

—

1. A sound record or blank having a main
portion of substantially the same thickness

throughout and an interior spiral rib of gradu-
ally-reduced depth, substantially as set forth.

15 2. A sound record or blank having a main
portion of substantially the same thickness

throughout, and a plurality of interior spiral

ribs of gradually-reduced depth throughout,
substantially as set forth.

20 3. A sound record or blank having a main
portion of substantially the same thickness

throughout, an interior collar at one end of

said record or blank and a spiral rib extend-

ing interiorly of the record or blank from said

2 5 collarand of gradually-reduced depth through-
out, substantially as set forth.

4. A sound record or blank of substantially

the same thickness throughout, having an in-

terior collar at one end and a plurality of in-

3° terior spiral ribs extending from said collar

and of gradually-reduced depth throughout,
substantially as set forth.

5. A sound record or blank comprising a
main portion of substantially the same thick-

ness throughout, impregnated with a mass of 35
fibrous material of substantially the same den-
sity throughout and having interior ribs or
projections of gradually-reduced depth, sub-
stantially as set forth.

6. A sound record or blank comprising a 4°

main portion of substantially the same thick-

ness throughout, impregnated with a mass of

fibrous material of substantially the same den-
sity throughout, and having an interior spiral

rib of gradually-reduced depth, substantially 45
as set forth.

7. A sound record or blank comprising a

main portion of substantially the same thick-

ness throughout, impregnated with a mass of

fibrous material of substantially the same den- 50

sity throughout, and having a plurality of in-

terior spiral ribs of gradually-reduced depth,

substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

24th day of December, 1903.

WALTER H. MILLER.
ALEXANDER N. HERMAN.

Witnesses:
Frank L. Dyer,
Delos Holden.
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To all whom, it may concern:

Be it known that we, Walter H. Miller,
a resident of Orange,and Alexander N. Pier-
man, a resident of Newark, county of Essex,

5 State of New Jersey, citizens of the United
States, have invented certain new and useful

Improvements in the Art of Prod ucing Molded
Records or Blanks, of which the following is

a specification.

io Our invention relates to the production of

molded phonograph records and blanks, and
has for its object the provision of a process

whereby the records and blanks may be pro-

duced cheaply and may be removed from their

15 molds in the least possible time and with the

least possible injury thereto as regards the

surfaces of the said records and blanks.

In producing molded phonograph records

and blanks we have found it desirable to use

molds composed of a hollow core and a cylin-

drical matrix surrounding the same and sup-

ported thereby. This mold is introduced into

a suitable bath of molten material from which
the record or blank is to be formed and is

then removed therefrom and allowed to cool.

It is desirable in order that the records and
blanks may be removed from the mold with-

out injury to their surfaces that the mold be
chilled or cooled by the application of some
cooling medium, such as water. This causes

the record or blank to contract, so that the

core may be removed therefrom, and upon
further cooling the contraction is sufficient to

enable the record to be withdrawn longitudi-

35 nally from the mold without the least injury

to the record, which has been formed thereon
by the surface of the mold. The present ap-

plication relates to features whereby the said

process may be performed more readily with
4° greater economy and with less danger of in-

jury to the records or blanks than by any other

process heretofore known to us.

In the drawing which accompanies this

specification we have shown in sectional ele-

vation certain apparatus by means of which
our invention may be carried out.

In practicing our invention we prefer to use

a cooling device consisting of a cylindrical

20

25

3°

45

water jacket or tank 1, connected with a suit-

able water-supply by means of a pipe 2, hav-
ing a valve 3 and provided on its interior sur-

faces with numerous small apertures through
which jets of water may be discharged against

the exterior surface of the mold 5. The said

cooling device also comprises a vertical pipe

6, supplied with water from a pipe 7, con-

trolled by a valve 8. The top of the pipe 6

is provided with any suitable means 9 which
permit the discharge of the water against the

interior of the core 10 in the form of a spray
or jets 11. The mold 5 is supported by a lat-

eral extension from the core 10. The exte-

rior of the core is provided with a helical

groove 10
a
for producing a helical rib on the

interior of the record or blank. The core is

provided with an upwardly-extending rod 12,

whose upper end carries a ring 13. Sleeved
upon the rod 12 is a cap 14 for inclosing and
centering the upper portion of the mold 5.

In the use of a cooling device such as has
been described it is desirable that the heated
mold be subjected to the action thereof for a

definite time, which should not be too great

nor yet too small. We therefore make use
of a timing device by which the time during
which the mold is placed in the cooling device
may be indicated. This device, as shown,
consists of. a base 15, on which is mounted a

vertical rack 16, having a slot 17, in which
stops 18 and 19 are placed to limit the ex-

treme positions of the said rack. The rack is

normally held in its extreme upper position

by means of a spring 20, secured at one end
to the base 15 and at the other end to the rack
16. The lower end of the rack is bent to form
a hook for receiving the ring 13, carried by the
rod 12, whereby the rod, core, and mold may
be suspended from the rack 16. The weight
of these parts draws the rack 16 downward
against the action of the spring 20 until stopped
by the pin 18. This movement is made slow
and regular by means of a dash-pot 21, secured
to the base 15 and having a piston whose rod
22 is connected to the rack 16, as shown. The
time-indicator consists of a glass 23, contain- 95
ing sufficient sand or other material to indicate

5°

5 5

60

65

70

7 5

85

90
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the exact number of minutes or seconds dur-

ing which it is desired to have the mold and
core acted upon by the cooling device. The
timing-glass is capable of oscillation about a

5 horizontal axis, being secured to a pinion 24,

which meshes with the teeth of the rack 16,

the arrangement being such that the vertical

movement of the rack causes the pinion to

oscillate through an arc of one hundred and
io eighty degrees. Thus when the mold is hung

from the rack 16 the same is lowered, and at

the same time the glass 23 is oscillated through
an angle of one hundred and eighty degrees,

and the sand immediately begins to descend
1 5 into the empty compartment. As soon as the

upper compartment is emptied the operator
lifts the mold, removing the ring 13 from the

rack 16, and the rack is drawn to its upper
position by the spring 20. The timing-glass

20 23 is thus returned to its original position,

and the sand descends to the other compart-
ment, thereby providing for a repetition of

the operation upon another mold. The op-

erator then unscrews the rod 12 from the core

25 10 and places the latter upon the mandrel 25.

This mandrel is provided with one or more
pins 26, which engage slots or recesses in the

lower portion of the core. The mandrel and
core are then rotated by means of the shaft

3° 27 and hand-wheel 28, while the mold is held

against turning by the operator, with the

result that the core is unscrewed from the

record or blank contained in the mold. The
mold containing the said record or blank is

35 then passed along for further treatment.

This treatment consists in placing the mold
within a water-jacket 29 until the record or

blank is shrunk sufficiently to be removed
longitudinally from the mold without injury

4° to the surface thereof. The water-jacket 29
is supplied with a cooling medium from the
supply-pipe 30 and leaves the same through
an outlet-pipe 31. The outlet 31 is connect-

ed to the pipes 2 and 7 for supplying the cool-

ing device 1. Thus the cooling medium is 45
used when at its lowest temperature in the

water-jacket 29 for cooling the partly-cooled

mold and then passes to the cooling device 1

for treating the hot molds. By this means
we use the water or other cooling medium in 50

the most efficient manner and are able to re-

duce the quantity required.

In practicing our invention we do not de-

sire to limit ourselves to the use of the struc-

ture illustrated, as our invention may be prac- 55
ticed with any apparatus which is adapted
thereto.

What we claim, and desire to secure by Let-
ters Patent, is

—

1. The process of removing molded phono- 60

graph records or blanks from their molds
which consists in using a common cooling me-
dium which is first applied to the partly-

cooled mold, and then to the matrix of the

hot mold, substantially as set forth. 65

2. The process of removing molded phono-
graph-records from their molds, which con-

sists in using a common cooling medium which
is first applied to the partly-cooled mold, and
then to the interior of the core of the hot 7°

mold, substantially as set forth.

3. The process of removing molded phono-
graph records or blanks from their molds,

which consists in using a common cooling

medium, which is first applied to the partly- 75

cooled mold, and then simultaneously to the

matrix and core of the hot mold, substantially

as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

7th day of May, 1904.

WALTER H. MILLER.
ALEXANDER N. HERMAN.

Witnesses:
Mina C. MacArthur,
Frank L. Dyer.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Peter Weber, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Orange,
in the county of Essex and State of New Jer-

5 sey, have invented a certain new and useful

Improvement in Phonographic Recorders, of

which the following is a description.

My invention relates to improvements in

phonograph - recorders in which the dia-

io phragm carrying the stylus is hi turn sup-
ported and carried by a casing movable by
gravity, so as to engage the stylus with the
blank, and has for its object to improve the
manner of pivotally mounting the diaphragm-

15 casing on the body of the device.

The invention consists in the features here-
inafter described and claimed.

In order that the invention may be better
understood, attention is directed to the ac-

20 companying drawings, forming part of this

specification, and in which

—

Figure 1 is a vertical sectional view of a re-

corder embodying one form of my invention,
and Fig. 2 a bottom plan view thereof.

In the above views corresponding parts
are represented by the same numerals of ref-

erence.

The body 1 is of the usual form, being pro-
vided with the usual neck or bore 2 and the
depending annulus or flange 3. This flange

is cut away at 4 4 4 to form lugs 5 5, through
which a straight pivot-pin 6 may be passed

* from either side. This provides for a very
simple and cheap mode or manufacture. Piv-

35 oted on the pin 6 is a lug 7, which is secured
to a disk-like casing 8 by soldering or other-

wise. The casing 8 is made of sheet metal
preferably stamped in one piece and at its

center is formed with an opening having a

40 beaded rim 9. A weighted tube 10 is prefer-

ably employed, restmg at its lower end on the
bead 9 to form a ball-and-socket joint and at

its upper end engaging the bore 2, so that the
tube is capable of vertical movement with re-

45 spect to the body 1 and always exerts the de-

shed weight upon the stylus. In the pre-
ferred form the casing 8 is provided with a
metallic washer 11, on which rests the dia-

phragm 12, made usually of glass or mica.
This diaphragm is held in position on the 50
washer 11 by a plastic sealing 13 of wax
or similar material. Cemented to the dia-

phragm 12 is a rib 15, formed with an inte-

gral web 16, constituting a socket for receiv-

ing the recording-stylus 17. The rib ispref- 55
erably also formed with flat integral wings 18,

which are cemented in place to the diaphragm
at or near its center, whereby a Yerj firm and
rigid support is offered for the stylus. The.
rib 15 being cemented to the diaphragm 60

throughout its length and running from the
center to the periphery of the diaphragm
serves to stiffen the diaphragm sufficiently to

prevent objectionable buckling thereof with-
out interfering in any way with -the sensi- 65
tiveness of the diaphragm for recording or-

dinary sounds.
Having now described my invention, what

I claim as new, and desire to secure by Let-
ters Patent, is as follows: 70

1. In a phonograph-recorder, the combi-
nation with a body having a depending flange

formed with cut-away portions to constitute

a lug, of a casing pivoted to said lug, a dia-

phragm carried by said casing, and a record- 75
ing-stylus coimected to the diaphragm, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. In a phonograph-recorder, the combi-
nation with a body having a depending flange

formed with cut-away portions to form a 80

pah of lugs, of a casing pivoted between said

lugs, a diaphragm carried by said casing, and
a recording - stylus connected to the dia-

phragm, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this 85

4th day of February, 1903.

PETER WEBER.
Witnesses

:

Harry F. Miller,
W. J. Buehler.
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No, 790,546, dated May 23, 1905.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Albert C. Wiechers,
a citizen of the United States, and a resident

of the borough of Manhattan, city, county,

5 and State of New York, have invented certain

new and useful Improvements in Sound-Con-
ductors for Talking-Machines, of which the

following is a specification.

My invention relates to sound-conductors
10 for talking-machines, such as are employed

for conveying the sound from the vibrating

diaphragm to the amplifying horn. Inas-

much as a joint has to be provided in this con-

ductor, in view of the fact that the repro-

15 ducer is loosely mounted, so as to follow the

record in its movements, considerable diffi-

culty has been experienced owing to the rat-

tling of the metallic parts at the joint, and
even when metallic parts are avoided the prac-

20 tical results hitherto have not been satis-

factory.

The object of my present invention is to

improve the joint between that part of the

sound -conduit which is connected with the

25 horn and the part of the conduit leading to

the reproducer. The joint provided by my
invention allows the reproducer to swing
freely in a horizontal plane and also allows it

to swing freely in that vertical plane which
passes through the reproducer and the adja-

cent portion of the sound-conduit. Any other

vertical movement of the reproducer and
sound-conduit is, however, prevented.

In the accompanying drawings 1 have illus-

trated a specific embodiment of my invention.

Figure 1 is a side elevation of a talking-

machine sufficient to explain my invention.

Fig. 2 is a sectional plan on line 2 2 of Fig.

1. Fig. 3 is a sectional elevation on line 3 3

of Fig. 1. Fig. 4 is a sectional elevation on
line 4 4 of Fig. 3. Figs. 5 and 7 are sectional

elevations of two other forms of my inven-

tion; and Figs. 6 and 8 are sectional plans on
line 6 6 of Fig. 5 and line 8 8 of Fig. 7, re-

45 spectively.

A indicates a portion of the stationary

frame of the machine, to which a bracket B
is secured by means of a set-screw C, the said

5°

55

65

70

bracket carrying a socket D, upon which is

fitted the tubular end E' of the amplifying-
horn E. The horn therefore is stationary,

but may, if desired, be adjusted to point in

one direction or another. The lower portion
of the socket D has a spherical curvature, as

indicated at D', and is centrally apertured at

the bottom to receive a spherically-rounded
tubular bearing member F, which is rigidly

secured to the upper end of the sound-con-
ducting tube F', said upper end of the tube
being normally vertical. The opening in the 6c

bottom of the socket D is, however, large

enough to allow the bearing member F and
the tube F' to swing, thus permitting of

an up-and-down movement of the tube F'.

This tube at its free end carries the repro-

ducer G, of any suitable construction, which
reproducer is adapted to cooperate with the

record H', carried on the rotary record-sup-

port H. In the normal position the sound-
conducting tube F' may rest against a fork I,

projected from the bracket B and having a

lining J of soft material. In order that the

tube F' may swing only up and down without

any lateral movement, such as would bring

the diaphragm of the reproducer out of its 75
vertical position, I provide the bearing mem-
ber F with two lugs F2

, extending upwardly
therefrom and adapted to engage, a ledge D2

within the socket D. These lugs will allow

the bearing member F to swing vertically 80

only in a plane corresponding to that of the

reproducer-diaphragm—that is, the lugs F2

should be so arranged that a line or diameter
connecting them in a horizontal plane will be

at a right angle to the plane of the repro-

ducer-diaphragm. The reproducer can thus

follow the record in all of its movements, yet

the diaphragm will always be kept in a ver-

tical position, or, in other words, at a right

angle to the surface of the record, and at the

same time a tight joint is obtained which con-

ducts the sound uniformly well irrespective

of the movement of the bearing member F.

In the form of construction illustrated by
Fig. 5 the bearing member / is provided at 95

the upper ends of the lugs/'
2 with pins/3

,

85

90
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projecting outwardly into an angular groove
d 2

in the socket d. This construction obvi-

ously has the same functions and advantages
as the one first described, and, moreover, in

5 this case one lug/2

, with its pin/3

, will be
sufficient. -y

As indicated in Fig. '&, the movable mem-
ber fits over the stationary member instead

of into the same. The construction is other-
10 wise very similar to that shown in Fig. 5, the

stationary member having a spherically-

curved end D3 and a cylindrical portion D\
provided with an annular groove D°, adapted
to receive pins F3 upon lugs F\ projected

J 5 from the spherically-curved portion F5
of the

movable member. In this case also it will be

sufficient to employ one lug and pin, although
the provision of two is preferable.

In each of the constructions shown the joint
2c consists of two members, one stationary and

the other movable, said movable member
having a connecting portion which normally
is in axial alinement with the adjacent por-

tion of the stationary member. The movable
25 member is capable of swinging up or down in

a plane parallel to that of the diaphragm of

the reproducer, or, more strictly speaking,
parallel to the plane of the stylus G', so that

whatever movement the tube F' performs the
3° said stylus will always have its end in a plane

perpendicular to that of the record H'.

The lugs F2

, f2
, or F\ which extend adja-

cent to the cylindrical portion of the station-

ary member, should not be too close to the

35 said surface; but some play should be allowed.
In fact, it is not necessary nor even intended
that the said lugs should engage the cylin-

drical surface. The operative portion of the

said lugs is their end where they engage the
4° flange D2

in the construction illustrated by
Figs. 1 to 4, or, in the construction illustrated

by Figs. 5 and 6, the lugs serve only as sup-
ports for the pins f3 F3

, these pins perform-
ing the same function as the ends of the lugs

45 F2
in the form of construction first described.
Various modifications may be made with-

out departing from the nature of my inven-
tion.

What I claim as new, and desire to secure
5° by Letters Patent, is

—

1. A sound-conductor for talking-machines,
comprising a stationary member having a cy-
lindrical portion and a portion of spherical
curvature, in combination with a movable

55 member connected with the reproducer and
having a portion of spherical curvature en-
gaging the corresponding portion of the sta-

tionary member, said movable member hav-
ing a projection adjacent to the cylindrical

portion of the stationary member, and the lat- 6o

ter being formed with a surface forming a

stop or abutment for said projection to re-

strict the swinging of the movable member to

a predetermined direction.

2. A sound-conductor for talking-machines, 65

comprising a stationary tubular member and
a movable tubular member, the latter being
connected with the reproducer, each of said

members being formed with curved engaging
surfaces forming a joint and the movable 70

member being also formed with projecting

portions which restrict the swinging of the
movable member to a predetermined direc-

tion.

3. A sound-conductor for talking-machines, 75
comprising a tubular stationary member and
a tubular movable member connected with the

reproducer, said members being provided
with engaging surfaces which allow the mov-
able member to swing in a predetermined 80

plane, the movable member being also pro-

vided with projections arranged to follow its

movement and to engage a corresponding sur-

face on the stationary member, to restrict the

swinging of the movable member to a prede- 85

termined direction relatively to its first-named

plane of motion.

4. A sound-conductor for talking-machines,
comprising a stationary tubular member and
a movable tubular member having their adja- 90
cent portions in substantial alinement, the said

members being connected by a joint allowing
the movable member to swing about the axis

of its connecting portion, and said movable
member being also provided with portions 95
engaging the stationary member and allowing
the said movable member to swing in only one
of the planes perpendicular to that of its first-

mentioned movement.
5. A sound-conductor for talking-machines, 100

comprising a stationary member and a mov-
able member, the connecting portions of which
are substantially in axial alinement and are
provided with spherically -curved engaging
surfaces, the movable member being provided 105

with a projection engaging a limiting-surface

on the stationary member to keep the mov-
able member from swinging in any plane ex-

cept one of those which are perpendicular to

the plane of its movement about its connect- no
ing portion.

In testimony whereof I have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub-

scribing witnesses.

ALBERT C. WIECHERS.
Witnesses:

John Lotka,
John A. Kehlenbeck.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Louis P. Valiquet, a
citizen of the United States of America, and
a resident of the borough of Bronx, city,

5 county, and State of New York, have invent-

ed certain new and useful Improvements in

Sound-Boxes, of which the following is a speci-

fication.

My invention relates generally to talking-
io machines, and more particularly to the con-

struction and mounting of sound-boxes em-
ployed in connection therewith.

The object of the invention is to adapt the

sound-box for use in connection with a straight

15 horn by forming the elbow in part with one
member of the sound-box casing and at the

same time centering the sound-box-support-
ing arm relatively beneath the horn, so that

the various parts are more nearly balanced,
20 more compact, and present a neat and finished

appearance.
The preferred form of apparatus embody-

ing my invention is illustrated in the accom-
panying two sheets of drawings, throughout

25 the several views of which like reference-nu-
merals indicate corresponding parts.

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a sectional

view of the sound-box, taken on the line s' s'

of Fig. 2. Fig. 2 is a view in rear elevation.

3° Fig. 3 is a view in elevation,showing the sound-
box mounted on a talking-machine; and Fig.

4 is a cross-sectional view thereof, taken on
the line s

6
s
6 of Fig. 3.

Referring to the drawings, 1 represents the

35 front or annular member of the sound-box
casing, the same being internally flanged to

provide a seat 2 for the diaphragm 3, which
/

[
is mounted thereon between, gaskets 4 4. of

rubber or other materiaL in the usual manner.
4° ^ThlTstylus-arm 5 has one end waxed or other-

wise phonetically connected to the diaphragm
and the opposite end socketed to receive the

needle 6, which is secured therein by the set-

screw 6
a

. The stylus-arm is fulcrumed in the

45 ring member of the casing to vibrate in the
usual manner in opposition to a retractile or

centering spring. (Not shown.)
The rear member or back of the casing 7 is

flanged, as at 8, to form a telescoping con-

nection with the front member and is cast in 50
one piece with a tubular elbow 9, which is

split at its outer end and provided with a set-

screw 10, working in lugs 11, to serve as a
clamp in securing a horn or trumpet 12 in po-
sition. The members of the sound-box cas- 55
ing are secured together by screws 13 13.

(Shown in Fig. 2 and indicated by dotted lines

in Fig. 1.) An opening or socket 14 and set-

screw 15 are also provided in the back mem-
ber to receive and clamp the free end of a rod 60

16, which supports both the sound-box and
lower end of the horn. This rod is connect-

ed by a universal joint 17 with a fixed sup-
porting-arm 18, extending outward from the

motor-box 19 of the machine. 65

In use the sound-box is mounted on the free

end of the rod 16, which is squared or other-

wise formed to fit into the socket or opening
14 thereof and is secured by the set-screw 15.

The horn is connected by having a terminal 70

nipple thereof clamped in the tubular elbow
extension of the sound-box casing and is cen-

tered above the supporting-arm 18 and the

rod 16 in an approximately Y-shaped rest 16
a

.

In operation, as the diaphragm vibrates un- 75

der the action of the stylus-arm, &c, such vi-

brations are transmitted by the body of air in

the chambers in the rear of the diaphragm to

the column of air within the horn.

Some of the main advantages of rayinven- 80

tion are as follows: By having the elbow con-
nected directly with the casing of the sound-
box the parts are simplified and the sound-
conducting passage made much more even and
uniform throughout its length. The parts are 85

also much more definitely and securely held in

position and balanced, while at the same time
the arrangement allows quick and free ad-

justment, thereby insuring greater accuracy
in the placing of the sound-box and the stylus- 90

bar in their operative positions.

It will be understood that I do not wish to

limit myself to the exact detail construction

and arrangement shown, as various changes
may be made without departing from the spirit 95

and scope of my invention. All such changes,

however, I consider obvious and immaterial

variations of form and not of substance and
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still within the meaning of the present inven-
tion.

Having, therefore, described my invention,

I claim

—

1. In a sound-box for talking-machines, a
casing, an elbow rigidly connected thereto,

the outer end of said elbow being split and
means for drawing the split portions of said

elbow together.

2. In a sound-box for talking-machines, a
casing, an elbow rigidly connected thereto,

means for clamping the outer end of said elbow
about the end of an amplifying-horn and a

socket also carried by said casing and adapted
to adjustably receive the end of the sound-
box-supporting arm.

3. In a sound-box for talking-machines, a
casing, an elbow integrally connected thereto,

means for clamping the outer end of said elbow

about the end of an amplifying-horn, an in-

dependent socket carried by said sound-box
adapted to adjustably receive the end of the

sound-box-supporting arm.
4. In a sound-box for talking-machines, the

combination with a casing having an integral

elbow, means for clamping said elbow about
the end of an amplifying-horn or other sound-
conveying means, an integral projection also

carried by said casing having an opening there-

in adapted to receive the sound-box-support-
ing arm and means for adjustably clamping
said arm within said opening.

Signed at New York, N. Y., this 21st day
of September, 1903.

LOUIS P. VALIQUET.
Witnesses:

J. E. Pearson,
M. G. Crawford.

25
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To all whom it may concern

:

Be it known that I, Gabor Konigstein, a
citizen of the United States, residing in the
city and county of San Francisco and State of

5 California, have invented new and useful Im-
provements in Gramophone Attachments, of
which the following is a specification.

My invention relates to an attachment which
is designed for use in conjunction with the

io movable arms of gramophones or talking-ma-
chines; and it is especially designed to pro-
tect the diaphragm and its attachments from
injury.

My invention consists of the parts and the

1 5 constructions and combinations of parts which
I will hereinafter describe and claim.

Figure 1 shows application of my improved
attachment. Fig. 2 is a sectional view of

diaphragm and ring. Fig. 3 is a perspective
20 view of my attachment. Figs. 4 and 5 are

modified forms of same.
In the present drawings I have only shown

a sufficient portion of the machine to illus-

trate the attachment of my device.

25 The fixed arm A has the arm2s\viveledand
turnable upon it. At the outer end of this

arm 2 is the U-shaped arm 3, which is swiv-
eled and freely turnable transversely to the
end of the arm 2. The free end of the arm

30 3 carries the ring 4, within which ring is the

diaphragm 5 and the socket or support 6 for

the needle or stylus which follows the undu-
lations of the record-disk when the machine
is in operation. The inner end of the socket

35 6 has a light fragile connection 7 between
itself and the center of the diaphragm 5, and
through this connection the articulate or other
sounds are transmitted. This apparatus is

subject to injury on account of its delicate

40 nature, and especially in careless handling,
as the arm 3, carrying the ring 4 and the at-

tached parts, is frequently turned upward and
backward to rest upon the arm 2 when not in

use and thrown forward and downward, so

45 that the stylus will engage with the record-
disk, when it is to be used. In effecting these

movements there is danger that the operator
will carelessly touch and disarrange the deli-

cate transmitting mechanism, and for the pur-
5° pose of protecting these parts from such injury

5 5

60

65

and at the same time allowing a free passage
of sounds I have shown a cylindrical cap, as

at 9, adapted to inclose the ring 4, this cap
having bars, perforations, reticulations, or
other form of opening 10 sufficient to permit
the free passage of tones, at the same time
being sufficient to prevent any accidental con-

tact with the delicate interior portions. This
cylindrical cap may be independent of the

ring 4 and adapted to fit over it, as shown,
and in this case it may carry upon one side a

cushion, as at 11, which when the arm 3 is

turned back will rest upon the arm 2 and pre-

vent injury to this arm, which for convenience
is usually made of very thin light metal.

This ring may also carry a sleeve 12, within

which is a reciprocating spring-pressed plun-

ger, the shank 13 of which is turned down-
ward and carries upon its lower end a cush-

ion, as at 14, of such a character as to prevent 7°

the stylus or needle from striking the record-

disk when the arm 3 is first turned down to

bring the stylus into proper position.

It will be understood that the cap-shaped

member or grill is preferably a mere attach- 75

ment made independent of the usual sound-

box, and therefore is capable of being fitted

to boxes now in use. It forms no permanent
part of the box, and it can be removed at any
time without disarranging the component 80

parts of the box.

Having thus described my invention, what I

claim, and desire to secure by Letters Patent,

is

—

1. The combination in a gramophone, of a 85

sound-box com prising a transmitting-disk and
a stylus and support therefor, and an attach-

ment removably fitted to the box and serving

as a protection for the stylus said attachment
provided with openings to permit the passage
of sound-waves.

2. The combination with a sound-box hav-
ing a stylus, a diaphragm and stylus-support,

of a cap-shaped grill removably fitted to the

box and serving as an attachment therefor,

and as means for protecting the stylus-support
without obstructing the passage of the sound-
waves.

3. The combination with a sound-box hav-
ing a stylus, a diaphragm and a stylus-support,

90

95

TOO
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of a shiftable cap-shaped attachment remov-
ably fitted to the box to serve as a protector
for the stylus, said attachment having open-
ings for the passage of sound-waves, and hav-
ing cushion means for further protecting the
stylus from sudden shock.

4. In a machine of the character described,
a sound-box including a diaphragm, a stylus

and a stylus-support, in combination with a

readily-removable covering placed in front
of the stylus-support to protect the same from
injury said covering made perforate to permit
the passage of sound-waves.

5. A readily-attachable and removable cap-
shaped member adapted to fit the sound-box
of a gramophone, said member serving to pro-
tect the stylus-support of the box and being
made perforate to permit the free passage of
sound-waves.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set

my hand in presence of two subscribing wit-

nesses.

GABOR KONIGSTEIN.
Witnesses:

Alfred A. Enquist,
S. H. Nourse.

15
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To all wlbOTYb it may concern:
Be it known that I, Henry C. Miller, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Water-
ford, Stat.e of New York, have invented new

5 and useful Improvements in Sound-Boxes,
of which the following is a specification.

This invention relates to improvements in

sound-boxes for talking-machines.
The object of the invention is to provide a

io sound-box with a working and a sympathetic
diaphragm, in combination with a yielding
stylus mounted in bearings having means for

automatically taking up wear at the bearing-
points and means fixing the take-up means

ik after it is set, the purpose of such construc-
tion being to reduce the scraping sound so
prevalent with sound-boxes, as well as to

give accurate inflections and articulations

and regulate the sound produced.
20 Many other objects and advantages will be

hereinafter referred to and be particularly
pointed out in the claims.

In the drawings, Figure 1 isaside elevation,

partially in section, of a sound-box opera-

25 lively related to a talking-machine and rec-

ord. Fig. 2 is an edge view of my improved
sound -box. Fig. 3 is a vertical section of

the same on the line 2 2, Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is

a detail vertical section of the bearings for

30 the needle -carrying bar. Fig. 5 is an edge
view of the needle-carrying bar and stylus.

Fig. is a face view of the same. Fig. 7 is a.

horizontal section on the line 1 1, Fig. 1, the
sounding-bar and stylus being omitted. Fig.

35 8 is a face view of the working diaphragm.
Fig. 9 is a section of the same. Fig. 10 is a
face view of a sympathetic diaphragm. Fig.

11 is a section of the same. Figs. 12, 13, and
14 are face views of various sizes of reducing-

40 washers. Fig. 15 is a detail section of one of

the washers having a rubber face. Fig. 16 is

a diagrammatic view showing the vertical

yielding of the stylus.

The same numerals refer to like parts in all

45 the figures.

1 indicates a sound-box of preferred shape,
open at its ends and formed with an opening
4 in its periphery. Extending radially from
the periphery of the sound-box are two lugs

50 5 and G, one being split and having a screw 7

and the other being threaded at 8 to receive

a threaded bearing 9. The lug 5 has a barrel

10, in which works a bearing 11, and between
its head and the top of the barrel is a spring
12. The opposing faces of the bearing 10 55
and bearing 9 are provided with seats 14 and
15, respectively. Around the outer edges of

one side of the sound-box are openings 16,

from which project threaded pins 17, en-

gaged by nuts 18. 60

On the inside of the box and approxi-
mately opposite opening 4 is a seat 19 to re-

ceive a working diaphragm 20, the latter be-
ing preferably slightly thickened at about its

center. The diaphragm 20 rests on a thin 65
yielding, preferably rubber, washer 21 and
against its opposite side bears a rubber ring

22, having a notch 23 adjacent the opening
4. A sympathetic diaphragm 24 rests on I

the ring 22, and against the opposite side of 70

the diaphragm 24 is a washer 25, provided
with rubber facings. A cover-plate 26, hav-
ing a flange 27 and perforations 28, serves

to hold the parts together. The flange 27
fits within the sound-box and against the 75

washer 25, the perforations 28 engaging the

pins 17, and the nuts 18 hold the parts to-

gether. The nuts permit the operator to

regulate the compression between the cover-
plate 26 and the parts within the sound-box. 80

By tightening the nuts the vibrations of the

two diaphragms may be increased or de-
creased. An opening 30 is formed in the
cover-plate 26, and from this opening extends
a sound-tube 31. 85

32 indicates a needle - bar provided with
conical bearing-points 33 and 34, one of which
fits in the opening 14 and the other fits in the
opening 15. The joints formed between the
points and their bearings are such that they 90
will yield slightly under pressure, as will be
explained hereinafter. Extending from the

bar 32 is the stylus 35, consisting of a flat

piece of yielding material forked to form two
arms 36 36, the inner adjacent ends of which 95
are contracted to firmly bear against oppo-
site sides of the working diaphragm 20. Ex-
tending in opposite direction from the nee-

dle-bar 32 and in alincment with the center

of the stylus and the working diaphragm is a 10c
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projection 37, having an opening 38 to re-

ceive a needle 39, the latter being held hi

place by a set-screw 40.

According to my invention it is of the ut-

5 most importance to accomplish the desired

results that the needle 39 be in direct axial

alinement with the working diaphragm and
the sounder, inasmuch as the sound-vibra-
tions are concentrated and focused at the

io center of the sound-box. That these sounds
may be reheved of the harsh and unnatural
sounds the stylus is mounted to yield in

transit over the sound-waves of the record,

and by reason of the pivotal mounting the

15 stylus may vibrate horizontally and follow

the irregular sound-waves, the working dia-

phragm yielding sufficiently. This move-
ment insures all of the reproductions of the
numerous horizontal irregularities of the

20 sound-waves on the record. By positioning

the stylus and its needle to yield in aline-

ment with the sound-waves obstructions and
unusual depressions in the path of the waves
which now create the scraping sound do not

25 reflect unnatural sounds and tones to the

sound-box.
As seen in the diagrammatic illustration

shown in Fig. 15, it will be seen that when an
unusual depression or obstruction occurs in

30 the sound-wave the stylus will yield suffi-

cient to prevent the scraping sound being
conveyed to the diaphragm. This yielding

of the stylus takes up the scraping sound,
and the latter is prevented from being repro-

35 duced in the sound-box. The parts of my
device are so related at the joints as to allow
of the stylus yielding to such a degree as will

enable me to accomplish the desired results.

The actual yielding movement of the stylus

40 is extremely small ; but to illustrate it clearly

I have greatly exaggerated 'it in the dia-

phragm. The forks of the stylus are so ad-
justed that where they contact with the dia-

phragm they are yieldingly held thereto, so

45 that when the stylus yields the contact with
the diaphragm does not become broken or
displaced. Furthermore, the specific ar-

rangement of the mountings of the needle-
bar permits the operator to take^ up the wear

50 at the bearing-points to prevent the sound
incident to the rattling of the parts being re-

flected to the sound-box. For instance, if

the bearings of the needle-bar should become
worn, as they frequently do, the screw 7 is

55 released and the spring 10 forces the plug 11

toward the needle-bar with sufficient pres-
sure to produce the best residts, whereupon
the screw 7 is tightened and the machine is

ready for use. This adjustment is of the
60 greatest importance, since it allows of an in-

experienced operator adjusting and setting

the stylus with relation to the working dia-

phragm and at the same time the yielding
tendency of the stylus is not interfered with.

Those familiar with sound-boxes are fully 65
acquainted with the unnatural and harsh
sounds produced when a single diaphragm is

used, and I have found that this objection-
able feature can be readily overcome by
gathering and reflecting the sounds to a sym- 70
pathetic diaphragm. It is therefore the pur-
pose of the diaphragm 24 to receive the
sounds reflected from the diaphragm 20, and
as it is unobstructed by contact at its center
the sounds are gathered and neutralized, 75
which results in the emitting of a blended
harmonious reproduction of the sound-waves
in the horn. The diaphragm 24 acts as a re-

lay and intensifies the sound produced by the
diaphragm 20, resulting in a rich, sweet, and 80

natural reproduction. Should a record be
used which has a low pitch and yet the speed
of the machine be approximately right and
it is desired to increase the pitch in certain or

both sides of the working diaphragm 20, a 85

pair of washers 50 will be placed adjacent the
said diaphragm, as shown in Fig. 7. These
washers have yielding surfaces 51 and are

used in pairs of the same size and are fur-

nished in sets ranging preferably from the 90
size shown hi Fig. 12 to that shown in Fig. 14.

Obviously if a pair of washers (shown in Fig.

12) be placed each side of the diaphragm 20
the pitch of the sound will be greatly in-

creased, whereas if a low pitch be required 95
the washer having the smaller surface (shown
in Fig. 14) would be used.

In applying the various washers to pro-

duce the best natural sound and effects the
cover 26 is removed and the parts are sepa- 100

rated and the desired pair of washers are in-

serted, and by increasing or decreasing the
tension of the nuts 18 the sound is regulated

to suit the " ear" of the hearer. The mount-
ing of the needle-bar readily permits of its 105

proper adjustment when the washers are

used.

The sympathetic diaphragm being housed
intermediate the opening of the sound-tube
and the working diaphragm, the blended no
and harmonious sounds are carried to the
horn and distributed.

As shown in dotted lines at 52 in Fig. 7, a

series of sympathetic diaphragms may be
employed, if desired, one reflecting and blendr |

jc 1 s

ing the sound from the other.

For convenience the sound-box is applied
to the arm 53 of the talking-machine by a set-

screw 54.

In changing the washers to suit the varying 120

circumstances it is obvious that the use of

tools to gain access to the sound-box is en-

tirely dispensed with, as it is only necessary
to release the cover and fit the washers and
then adjust the nuts accordingly. 125

What I claim as new is

—

1. A sound-box comprising a casing
formed with an opening, a working dia-
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phragm, a sympathetic diaphragm spaced
from the working diaphragm, the opening in

the casing communicating with the space
formed between the two diaphragms, and a

5 stylus-lever passing through the opening and
contacting with the working diaphragm.

2. A sound-box comprising a casing, a dia-

phragm, a stylus-lever in contact with the

diaphragm, trunnions projecting from the
io stylus-lever, a fixed bearing to receive one of

the trunnions, a movable bearing having
means to normally force it toward the other
trunnion, and means for fastening the mov-
able bearing after it has been set.

15 3. A sound-box comprising a casing, a dia-

phragm, a flat spring - stylus lever which
yields in two right - angular directions, the
stylus-lever being in contact with the dia-

phragm, and adapted to move at right an-
20 gles thereto under the influence of a sound-

record independently of said two yielding
movements.

4. A sound-box comprising a casing, a dia-

phragm and a fork-shaped stylus-lever, the
25 forks of which yield toward or from each

other and embrace and contact with oppo-
site sides of the diaphragm, and means sup-
porting the stylus-lever in relation to the dia-

phragm.
30 5. A sound-box comprising a casing, a dia-

phragm, a yielding fork-shaped stylus-lever
which yields in two right-angular directions,

the forks of the stylus-lever embracing and
contacting with opposite sides of the dia-

35 phragm, and means supporting the st}dus-

lever in relation to the diaphragm.
6. A sound-box comprising a casing, a

working diaphragm, a sympathetic dia-

phragm spaced from the working diaphragm,
40 a fork-shaped stylus-lever, the forks of which

yield toward or from each other and embrace
and contact with opposite sides of the work-
ing diaphragm, one of the forks passing
through the opening in the casing and into

45 the space between the two diaphragms, and
means supporting the stylus-lever in relation

to the diaphragm.
7. A sound-box comprising a casing, a dia-

phragm, a stylus-lever having opposite bear-

50 ing-points, a slidable bearing which receives

one of the bearing-points, means tending to

force the slidable bearing toward the stylus-

lever, and means for holding the slidable

bearing in tixed position after the forcing

55 means force it out.

8. A sound-box comprising a casing, a dia-

phragm, a stylus-lever which yields toward
or from the plane of travel, bearings at oppo-
site points to support the stylus-lever, spring-

60 actuated means for taking up wear at the

bearing-points, and means for holding said
means after it has been set.

it. A sound-box comprising a casing, a dia-

phragm, a fork-shaped stylus-lever which

yields toward or from the plane of travel, the 65
forks yielding toward or from each other,

bearings at opposite points to support the
stylus-lever, spring-actuated means forcing

the bearings closer together, and means hold-
ing the forcing means after being set. 70

10. A sound-box comprising a casing, a
diaphragm, a yielding horizontally-pivoted
stylus-lever yieldingly contacting with the
diaphragm, means under pressure for taking
up wear at the pivotal points of the stylus- 75
lever, and means fastening the take-up means
after it has been set.

11. A sound-box comprising a casing, a
diaphragm, a stylus-lever in contact with the
diaphragm, trunnions projecting from the 80

stylus-lever, bearings which receive the trun-
nions, means normall}7 exerting pressure in

line with the trunnions to decrease the dis-

tance between the bearings, and means re-

taining the fixed distance between the bear- 85
ings after having been set.

12. A sound-box comprising a casing, a
cover-plate formed with an opening for the
exit of sound, a working diaphragm, a piv-
ot ally-mounted stylus-lever hi touch with 90
the working diaphragm, a sympathetic dia-

phragm, means adapted to be interposed in

the sound-box to increase or decrease the
pitch of sound, means under pressure bear-
ing against one of the pivots of the stylus- 95
lever to take up wear, and means for fasten-

ing the take-up means after it has been set.

13. A sound-box comprising a casing, a
diaphragm, a seat therefor, a washer sur-

rounding each side of the outer edge of the. 100

diaphragm, each washer extending beyond
the seat toward the center of the diaphragm,
means holding the washers and diaphragm in

position, and a stylus-lever contacting with
the diaphragm. 105

14. A sound-box comprising a casing, a
diaphragm, a stylus-lever contacting with
the diaphragm, a needle-bar with which the
stylus-lever is connected, a trunnion at each
end of the needle-bar, bearings for the trim- no
nions, one of said bearings being spring-ac-

tuated, and means holding the spring-actu-

ated bearing after it is set.

15. A sound-box comprising a casing, a
diaphragm, a stylus-lever, bearings at oppo- 115

site points to support the stylus, one of said

bearings being spring-actuated, means hold-
ing the spring-bearing after it has been set,

and a needle-holder in line with the center of

the stylus-lever. 120

16. A sound-box comprising a casing, a
diaphragm, a stylus-lever which is forked at
one end and has formed on its forks contact-
points which yieldingly engage the center of

the diaphragm, a needle-bar from which the 125

stylus-lever projects, a needle-holder pro-
jecting from the needle-bar, the center of

said needle-bar being in line with the center
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between the stylus-lever contact-points, and
means for taking up wear of the needle-

holder.

17. A sound-box comprising a casing, a

5 working diaphragm, a seat for the dia-

phragm, a pivotally-mounted yielding forked
stylus-lever having, contacts on adjacent
faces of the forks, and two washers, one of

said washers being placed on each side of the
io diaphragm and extending beyond the seat

therefor.

18. A sound-box comprising a casing, a
diapnragm, a fork-shaped stylus-lever, the
forks of the stylus-lever yieldingly engaging

1 5 opposite sides of the diaphragm, and a needle-
holder attached to the stylus-lever.

19. A sound-box comprising a casing, a
working diaphragm, a seat therefor, a washer
surrounding each side of the outer edge of

20 the working diaphragm, each washer extend-
ing beyond the seat and toward the center of

the working diaphragm, a sympathetic dia-

phragm spaced from the working diaphragm
and a stylus-lever contacting with the work-
ing diaphragm. 25

20. In combination, a sound-box, a stylus-

lever, means adjusting the stylus-lever to

take up wear at the supporting-points, and
means fastening the adjusting means after it

has been adjusted.
. 30

21. In combination, a sound-box, a stylus-

lever, bearings projecting from the sound-
box to support the stylus-lever, one of said

bearings being split and carrying an adjust-
ing means wnich acts on the bearing of the 35
stylus-lever, and means for tightening the
split bearing after the adjusting means has
been set.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature
in presence of two subscribing witnesses.

HENRY C. MILLER.
Witnesses

:

Wm. F. Palmer,
Francis A. Martin.
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To all whom it may concern:

Beit known that I, Henry C. Miller, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Water-
ford, in the county of Saratoga and State of

5 New York, have invented new and useful Im-
provements in a Combined Stand and Horn
for Talking-Machines, of which the following
is a specification.

This invention relates to improvements in

io a combined stand and horn for a talking-ma-
chine.

Talking-machines nowin use employ a horn
extending out from the sound-box, which is

large, unsightly, and frequently takes up so

15 much room that it is in the way. I have
found that it is not essential to extend the

horn from the machine and have therefore
constructed a cabinet on which the talking-

machine is placed and utilize the interior of
20 the cabinet to accommodate a horn and a de-

flector to distribute the sound. The object of

combining these two elements is to economize
space and at the same time provide means for

utilizing a large horn without projecting it

25 out from the talking- machine, as practiced

with machines of this type now in use.

A further object of this invention is to pro-

vide a stationary horn in a cabinet with an
adjustable exit that the sound may be directed

30 to an audience at any angle.

Other objects and advantages will be here-
inafter referred to and be particularly pointed
out in the claims.

In the drawings, Figure 1 is asectional view

35 of the preferred form of my invention. Fig.

2 is a top plan view with the cover removed.
Fig. 3 is a detail transverse vertical section

of the means employed for supporting the

pipe leading from the talking-machine to the
4° horn and,the connection between the pipe and

horn. Fig. -I is a vertical sectional view of a

modified form of my invention. Fig. 5 is a
plan view of the same. Fig. 6 is a vertical

section of a different modification. Fig. 7 is

45 a similar view of a further modification. Fig.

8 is a plan view of the modification shown in

Fig. 7.

The numeral 1 indicates a cabinet composed
of sides 2, top or support 3, and legs -4. The

50 top 3 is cut out to receive a talking-machine

5, which may be of any well-known type, and
connected to the sound-box is a tube 5

a
, hav-

ing the outer end 5
h
turned down. An open-

ing 6 is formed in the top 3 opposite the talk-

ing-machine, and straddling the opening is a 55
yoke 7, fastened in place by screws 8, and
provided at about its center with a vertical

opening 9, the center of said opening being
coincident with the center of the opening 6.

A smaller yoke 10 is swiveled to the yoke 7 by 60

a bolt 7
a
passing through the opening 9, and

at the terminals of the yoke 10 are alined

openings 11 11 to receive pointed screws 12

12, which receive lock-nuts 13 13. The points
of the screws 12 bind the turned-down end 5

1

' 05

of the tube 5
a
to fasten the latter to the yoke

10. This construction permits the tube to

turn horizontally, the screw 7
a
being the piv-

otal connection. A weight 15 is mounted on
a rod extending from the tube to counter- 7°

balance the tube and the sound-box.
16 indicates a horn made conical, its smaller

end 17 fitting in the opening 6 and its larger

end or mouth extending to the bottom of the

cabinet 1. A suitable packing is interposed 75

between the turned-down end 5
b
of the tube

5
a and the upper end 17 of the horn. Obvi-

ously the purpose of the packing is to pre-

vent the escape of sound at this point.

Connected to the bottom of the cabinet and 80

communicating with the horn is arranged an
adjustable flexible sound-deflector 20. The
deflector may be secured -to the bottom of the

cabinet in any suitable manner, but prefer-

ably by a spring-roller 20", and at its front end 85

is a bar 21, having connected to it an arm 22,

provided with an opening 23. Adjacent the

arm is a bracket 24, fastened to the cabinet
and formed with an opening 25. A set-screw

26 passes through the openings 23 and 25 to 90

set the mouth of the deflector at a convenient
angle. By making the deflector of flexible

material it can be rendered adjustable with-

out the necessity of making joints, &c, which
would retard the sound-waves. 95
The spring- roller 20" is of the usual type

and can be used to roll the deflector under the

cabinet when not in use.

While I have described one form of means
for holding the deflector after it has been ad- 10c
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25

3°

justed, I desire it to be distinctly understood
that it is in no wise intended as a limitation.

28 indicates a cover hinged to the cabinet

to shield the talking-machine.

5 In operation the talking-machine is started

and the sound passes through the tube 5
a
to

the horn 16, thence to the deflector, and out

to the atmosphere. The sound striking the

deflector is thrown out into the atmosphere
io in a soft blended tone. The "brassy" sound

so prevalent with talking -machine horns is

almost entirely removed.
By swiveling the tube at one end, as de-

scribed, the end of said tube and the horn are

always retained in alinement.
In the modification shown in Figs. 4 and 5

the horn 16 and its connection with the talk-

ing-machine are the same as in Figs. 1 to 3;

but the deflector is made in the form of a con-

cavo-convex disk 30, and a space 31 is formed
between the bottom of the horn and the disk

for the exit of sound. The disk is formed
with a central hole which relieves a standard

32, depending from the bottom of the cabi-

net, the disk being secured to the standard by
a set-screw 33, so that the volume of sound
emitted through the space 31 can be quickly
and conveniently controlled.

In the form of my invention shown in Fig.

6 a concavo-convex disk 35 is located inside

the cabinet 1, and the sound passes to the at-

mosphere through opening 36, covered with
net or fine gauze 37. In many instances this

construction gives decidedly satisfactory re-

35 suits; but by reason of it not having an ad-
justable deflector the sound cannot be regu-
lated.

From the foregoing it will be seen that I

have provided a simple and neat stand for a
4° talking -machine and have also arranged a

convenient means for accommodating the
horn. Such a construction, as before stated,

absolutely removes the unsightly and awk-
ward appearance of the horn extending from
the talking-machine. Furthermore, by pro-
viding the adjustable deflector the range,
tone, and volume of sound is under perfect
control of the operator.
In Figs. 7 and 8 I have provided the horn

39 with four branches 40, 41, 42, and 43, a
branch passing through an opening in each
side of the cabinet and forming a deflector.

The area of the branch tubes about equals the
area of one of the big horns shown in Fig. 1,

55 so that the sound produced is equal in vol-
ume to the preferred form.
What I claim as new is

—

1. In combination, a casing having a sup-
port for a talking-machine, legs supporting

6o the casing and forming a space at the bottom
of the casing, a horn extending downwardly
below the support and terminating to dis-

charge sound in the space, and a deflector at

the bottom of the horn, the horn being in-

65 closed by the casing.

45

5°

2. In combination, a casing having a sup-
port for a talking-machine, a horn extending
downwardly below the support, a deflector at

the bottom of the horn, the horn being in-

closed by the casing, a tube adapted to com- 7°

municate with the talking-machine and the

upper end of the horn, and a swiveled connec-
tion at the end of the tube which communi-
cates with the horn, said connection compris-
ing a stationary standard, a yoke connected 75

to the tube and swiveled to the standard.

3. In combination, a casing having a sup-
port for a talking-machine, legs supporting
the casing and forming a space at the bottom
of the latter, a horn extending downwardly 8o

below the support and terminating to dis-

charge sound in the space, and a deflector at

the bottom of the horn and mounted in the

space, a tube adapted to communicate with a

talking-machine, the tube and horn being in- 85

closed in the casing.

4. In combination, a casing having a sup-

port for a talking-machine, a horn inclosed

by the casing, and a flexible deflector at the

mouth of the horn/ 90

5. In combination, a casing having a sup-

port for a talking-machine, a horn inclosed

by the casing, a flexible deflector at the mouth
of the horn, and means for adjusting the de-

flector. 95
6. In combination, a casing having a sup-

port for a talking-machine and a space formed
below7 the casing, a horn inclosed by the cas-

ing and extending downwardly to the bottom
of the casing, and an adjustably-mounted de- 100

flector in the space and adjacent the mouth of

the horn.

7. In combination, a casing having a talk-

ing-machine support, a cover over the sup-

port to form a separate compartment for the 105

talking-machine, a horn depending from the

support, a tube above the support and adapted
to communicate with a talking-machine and
the horn, the horn being inclosed within the

casing below the support, and a deflector at no
the mouth of the horn.

8. In combination, a casing, a support in

the casing, a horn projecting through an open-
ing in the support, a tube communicating with

a talking-machine and the horn, a hanger, a 115

yoke secured to the tube, and swiveled con-

nection between the yoke and hanger, the horn
being inclosed in the casing.

9. In combination, a casing, a support for

a talking-machine, a horn within the casing, 120

and extending downwardly toward the bot-

tom of the same, a flexible deflector at the

bottom of the casing and communicating with

the mouth of the horn, and means for adjust-

ing the mouth of the deflector. 125

10. In combination, a stand for a talking-

machine, a horn within the stand, a flexible

deflector adjacent the exit of the horn, and
means for folding the deflector when not in use.

11. In combination, a stand for a talking- 130
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machine, a horn inclosed within the stand, a

flexible deflector at the mouth of the horn,

means holding the deflector open, and means
for folding the deflector when not in use.

12. In combination, a stand for a talking-

machine, a horn inclosed within the stand with

its mouth at the bottom of the latter, a flexi-

ble deflector under the stand and opposite the

mouth of the horn, means holding the deflec-

tor open, and spring-actuated means for fold- 10

ing the deflector under the stand.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature in

presence of two subscribing witnesses.

HENRY C. MILLER.

Witnesses:
Wm. F. Palmer,
Alonzo Knappen.
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40

lo aii whom, it may concern:

Be it known that 1, George Abbott Man-
waring, of Bayonne, county of Hudson, State
of New Jersey, have invented a new and use-

5 ful Improvement in Talking-Machines, which
invention is f idly set forth in the following-

specification.

By my invention I provide for continuous
sound-records and practically continuous re-

10 productions of the same, the length of any
record depending, of course, upon the. amount
that can be placed upon the available surface
of the record-tablet. Heretofore, in practice

at least, this has been limited to sounds that

15 would occupy but about five minutes or gen-
erally less time. By my invention I am en-

abled in a convenient manner to make records
practically continuous through hours.

The invention consists in providing a mag-
20 azine carrying the record-receiving material,

successive portions of which are presented to

the action of the recorder intermittently as

each previous portion has been filled with a
record. The most convenient form consists

25 of a record-receiving strip of flexible material
wound upon a drum or roller, and preferably
this drum is carried by a revolving support
that passes under the recorder. The support
in question may be either cylindrical or of

30 other shape; but for clearness 1 will describe
a flat turn-table.

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a side view of
one form of my invention. Fig. 2 is a plan
of the same, the sound-box being removed.
Fig. 3 is a sectional view of the roller contain-

ing a strip of the record-receiving material;

and Fig. 4 is a portion of such strip, on a re-

duced scale, showing a succession of spiral

records.

A is a motor of any convenient form, such
as now used for disk graphophones.
B is the vertical shaft rotated by the motor,

and C is a turn-table carried thereby and
shown in Fig. 2 as rectangular. This 'turn-

45 table is rotated in operative relation with any
suitable sound-box D that is fed radially

across the table in any well-known manner.
E represents a drum, carried by depending

brackets e beneath one edge of the turn-table

C, and F is a similar drum supported in the 50

same manner beneath the opposite edge of

the table. These drums may be provided
with a pawl and ratchet to prevent their trav-

eling backward. One of the drums, as F, is

provided with a handle F'. Wrapped on the 55
drum E is a roll of flexible recording material

G, which is carried across the upper surface

of the table C and connected to the drum F.

When the machine is operated, the turn-

table revolves, carrying with it the magazine 60

E and the exposed portion of the recording
material G; the sound-box is gradually feci

(radially) across the material G, preferably

by means of a thread revolving shaft N and
the half-nut P, and produces a sound-record 65

thereon. When the recording-tool has readied
its limit of effective movement inward to the

center of the table C, it is lifted upward to

disengage from the recording material G and
(by means of the handle F8

or otherwise) the 70

record already made is rolled around the drum
F, and the succeeding portion of the record-
ing material G is exposed upon the top of the

turn-table, whereupon the sound-box and its

stylus are moved back to the outer edge of 75
the table and a second spiral record is com-
menced. This procedure may be carried on
as long as desired or until the entire roll of

flexible recording material G has been ex-
hausted. 80

It will sometimes happen from one cause or
another that the recording-surface G will not
lie perfectly flat or smooth upon the turn-ta-

ble C. I may obviate this by the following
device: M M represents a series of orifices in 85

the upper face of the turn-table C, uniting with
a common duct Q, which in turn is connected
with some device (a fan or the like) for secur-

ing a partial vacuum. The result is a suction

exerted at these orifices M M which holds the 90

exposed portion of the flexible recording ma-
terial G flat and smooth upon the turn-table.

In practice a practically continuous dicta-

tion may be recorded insuccessivespirals upon
a strip of flexible recording material which 95
may be as long as convenient. Again, when
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a particular record has been completed the '

portion of the strip containing it may be torn

off and applied to a reproducing-machine or

filed away for future reference. In reproduc-
ing the strip is arranged on a similar machine,
care being taken to center each spiral upon
the turn-table and a reproducing sound-box
being used in place of a recording device.

Modifications of my invention will at once
suggest themselves, and parts of the invention

may be used to the exclusion of other parts

without in any way departing from the spirit

of my invention.

Having thus described my invention, I

claim

—

1. The combination of a revolving support
in operative relation with a recording or re-

producing device, a magazine traveling there-

with and carrying a flexible recording mate-
20 rial continuous portions of which are succes-

sively and intermittently exposed upon said

table to the action of said recording or repro-

ducing device.

2. The combination of a revolving support
in operative relation with a recording or re-

producing device, a magazine traveling there-

with carrying a flexible recording material

continuous portions of which are successively

and intermittently exposed upon said support
30 to the action of said recording or reproducing

device, and suitable means for holding said

flexible recording material smoothly upon said

support.

3. The combination of a revolving support,

35 a magazine traveling in fixed relation thereto,

a recording material carried by said magazine
and having a portion thereof extending over
said support, and means for successively pre-

senting at intervals different continuous por-

4° tions of said material upon said support.

25

4. The combination of a revolving support
in operative relation with a recording or re-

producing device, and a magazine traveling

therewith carrying a continuous sound-record-
ing material. 45

5. A turn-table carrying two oppositely-

disposed rollers for presenting successive por-
tions of a continuous sound-recording mate-
rial.

6. A turn-table carrying two oppositely- 50
disposed rollers for presenting successive por-
tions of a continuous sound-recording mate-
rial and means for intermittently substituting

such successive portions.

7. The combination of a revolving support 55
in operative relation with a recording or re-

producing device, a magazine traveling there-

with and carrying a flexible recording mate-
rial in the form of a strip, and means for in-

termittently presenting successive continuous 60

portions of said strip to the action of the re-

cording or reproducing device, the revolution

of said support serving to present the exposed
surface of said recording material to the usual

action of said device. 65

8. The combination of a revolving support
in operative relation with a recording or re-

producing device, a magazine traveling there-

with and carrying a sound-recording material

in the form of a continuous strip rolled up 70

within said magazine, and means for inter-

mittently presenting successive portions of

said strip.

In testimony whereof I have signed this

specification in the presence of two subscrib- 75

ing witnesses.

GEORGE ABBOTT MiNWARING.
Witn esses:

C. A. L. Massie,
R. L. Scott.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Charles L. Hibbard,
a citizen of the United States, residing at

Orange, in the county of Essex and State of

5 New Jersey, have invented certain new and use-

ful Improvements in Sound - Modifiers, of

. which the following is a specification.

In using phonographs and similar talking-

machines for commercial purposes, such as
io the dictation of letters and other documents

and also in using such machines for the study
of a language, it is customary for the person
listening to the phonographic reproduction of
the sound-records of the said letters or lessons

15 to use ear-tubes leading from the reproducer
of the instrument. It is found, however,
that frequently the sounds given out by the

reproducer are so powerful as to produce an
unpleasant effect upon the listener, especially

20 one whose sense of hearing is very acute. It

is for this reason desirable that means be pro-

vided whereby the sounds thus given out by
the reproducer mechanism may be modified
or reduced in intensity or volume. It is also

25 desirable that such means shall be so con-
structed as to be capable of being readily at-

tached to or detached from a talking-machine
and preferably that it shall be capable of be-

ing readily connected with or disconnected
30 from the ear-tubes which are in common use;

also, that it shall be so designed as to be ca-

pable of ready and delicate adjustment, where-
by the volume of sound may be adapted to

any particular ear.

35 My invention has for its object the provi-
sion of a device having the characteristics

above set forth.

Reference is hereby made to the accompa-
nying drawings, illustrating one form of de-

40 vice in which my invention may be embodied,
in which

—

Figure 1 is a plan; Fig. 2, a side elevation;

Fig. 3, a section on the line 3 3 of Fig. 1, and
Fig. 4 a section on the line 4 4 of Fig. 1.

45 The same numerals of reference are used
to indicate corresponding parts in the several

views.

The device as preferably constructed con-
sists of a tubular structure comprising a hol-

low base 1, cylindrical in form and of such in- 50
ternal diameter as to snugly fit upon the up-
wardly - projecting neck of reproducers in

common use in talking-machines. In the up-
per portion of the hollow base is fixed a tube
2, leading upwardly therefrom and whose up- 55
per end 3 is curved forward, as shown, so that

the sound-waves will be directed forward. It

is also obvious that a flexible connection can be
fitted thereon and lead upward to the ears

without danger of stopping or constricting 60

the passage for the sound-waves.
Within the tube 2 is fitted a plug 4, pro-

vided with an air-passage 5, preferably of
small diameter. Transversely of the passage
5 is located a screw 6, threaded in the block 65

4 and having a milled head 7 for convenience
in turning. This screw extends entirely

across the passage 5 when in its extreme in-

ner position, thus entirely closing the said

.

passage and cutting off the sound-waves com-
pletely. By turning the screw so as to move
the same outward the passage 5 is opened to

any desired extent, whereby the volume of
sound which reaches the ears of the listener

may be correspondingly modified or regulated
from nothing to the full volume of sound
given out by the reproducer.

Various modifications in the proportions
and arrangement of parts will be apparent to

those skilled in the art.

What I claim as new, and desire to secure by
Letters Patent, is as follows:

1

.

As a new article of manufacture, a sound-
modifier comprising a hollow base adapted to

be fitted upon the neck of a talking-machine 85
reproducer, a reduced tubular portion in com-
munication with said hollow base, and a regu-
lating-valve, substantially as set forth.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a sound-
modifier comprising a hollow base adapted to 90
be fitted upon the neck of a talking-machine
reproducer, a reduced tubular portion having
its upper end curved forwardly and its lower
end in communication with said hollow base,

70

7 5

80
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and a regulating-valve, substantially as set
forth.

3. As a new article of manufacture, a sound-
modifier comprising a hollow base adapted to

5 be fitted upon the neck of a talking-machine
reproducer, a reduced tubular portion in com-
munication with said hollow base, a plug hav-
ing an air-passage therethrough and a screw

threaded into said plug across said air-passage,
substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this
18th day of March, 1905.

CHARLES L. HIBBARD.
Witnesses:

Delos Holden,
Frank L. Dyer.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that 1,Frederick Myers, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at New York,
in the county of New York and State of New

5 York, have invented certain new and useful

Improvements in Phonographs; and I do de-

clare the following to be a full, clear, and exact
description of the invention, such as will enable
others skilled in the art to which it appertains

10 to make and use the same.
My invention relates to improvements in

phonographs, using the term to include all in-

struments which reproduce articulate speech
and other sounds, my invention relating par-
ticularly to means for permitting the horn to

be turned in any required direction and for

disposing the sound-box or device used in

connection with the disk or record for record-
ing or reproducing articulate speech and other
sounds immediately adjacent to the inner end
of the horn to prevent loss of volume of the
sound between the sound-box and horn.

My invention consists in the construction
and combination of devices hereinafter de-
scribed and claimed.

One object of my invention is to provide in

apparatus of the class described a pivoted horn
which may be turned in any direction and a
sound -box -carrying element movable at an

30 angle to the plane of movement of the horn
and across the intake of the latter.

A further object is to combine with a mov-
able arm a horn -intake carried thereby, a
sound-box carrier movable with the arm and
also movable independently of and in a plane

perpendicular to the plane of movement of

said arm, and a sound - box carried by the

sound-box carrier positioned thereby in op-

erative relation to the horn-intake and mov-
able with the carrier transversely with refer-

ence to the horn-intake.

A further object is to combine a movable
supporting element having a tubular elbow
forming the intake of and a pivotal support

45 for and connection with a horn, a sound-box
carrier connected to said element for move-
ment therewith and also for movement in a

different plane independently thereof, and a

5°
souncl-Dox carried by said carrier positioned

thereby in operative relation to and movable

therewith across the intake of said tubular

elbow.
A further object is to provide, in combina-

tion with a pivoted arm movable in a hori-

zontal plane, a horn-intake carried thereby, a 55
sound-box carrier pivoted to the arm and mov-
able therewith and also movable independ-
ently thereof in a vertical plane, a sound-box
carried by the sound-box carrier positioned

thereby in operative relation to and movable 60

in a vertical plane across the horn-intake, and
means carried by said arm to raise the sound-

box carrier and sound-box and support them
in a raised position.

A further object of my invention is to pro- 65

vide improved means for carrying the horn
and sound-box, which means is adapted for

pivotal movement and also for angular move-
ment with respect to its pivot and toward and
from the disk or other record. 70

A further object of my invention is to pro-

vide an improved pivoted arm for carrying
the horn and the sound-box, means to lock

the arm at the limits of its pivotal movement,
and means to release it, said releasing means 75

being operative by the movement of the arm
at an angle to its pivot.

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is

an elevation of a phonograph embodying one
form of my invention. Fig. 2 is a top plan 80

view. Fig. 3 is a detail sectional view taken
on the plane indicated by the line a a of Fig.

1. Fig. 4 is a similar view taken on the plane

indicated by the line h I of Fig. 1.

My invention is here shown in connection 85

with the form of phonograph or sound record-

ing and reproducing instrument known as the

''Victor talking-machine," which uses a re-

volving record-disk, (indicated at A.) I will

have it understood, however, that my inven- 90

tion is adapted for use also in connection with
other forms of instruments of this class, and
1 do not limit myself in this particular.

In accordance with the embodiment of my
invention here shown I provide a bracket- 95
arm 1, which is dctachably secured to one side

of the case B of the instrument by screws 2.

At the outer end of the bracket-arm 1 is a ver-

tically-disposed tubular enlargement 3, hav-
ing in its upper end a transverse notch 1. A *oc
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vertical pivot - pin 5 has its lower portion

passed through the vertical bore of the en-

largement 3, is provided with a sleeve 6, se-

cured thereto by a pin 7, which sleeve bears

5 on the upper end of the said enlargement 3,

and has a depending flange 8, which enters the

notch 4 and serves to prevent the pivot-pin

from turning. A nut 9, having a milled head,

is screwed on the lower portion of the pivot-

io pin and bears against the under end of the en-

largement 3.

At the upper end of the sleeve 6 and clasped

thereto or formed therewith is a cup-shaped

device 10, having a vertical circular flange 11,

15 concentric with the pivot-pin 5, which flange

on the side opposite the box or case B is re-

cessed, as at 12. At the ends of the said re-

cess are depending notches 13.

The form of horn and sound-box carrying

20 element here shown is an arm 14, which com-
prises an inner section 15 and an outer sec-

tion 16, detachably connected together by a

joint IT and a bolt 18. The said joint and bolt

effect a rigid connection between the two sec-

25 tions, as will be understood, and enable them
to be readily taken apart, so that the carrying-

arm may be compactly disposed for the pur-

pose of storage and transportation. The inner

end of the section 15 of said carrying arm or

30 element is forked, as at 19, and provided with

an upper arm 20 and a lower arm 21, which

are respectively provided with eyes 22 23.

The eye 22 is circular in form to receive the

reduced upper end portion 24 of the pivot-

35 pin 5, and the eye 23, through which also the

pivot -pin passes, is elongated, as shown in

Fig. 5. This construction of the carrying

arm or element enables it to move pivotally

and to also move vertically or at an angle with

40 reference to its pivot, the extent of the said

angular movement being limited by the length

of the elongated pivotal eye 23, as will be

understood. On the under side of the carry-

ing arm or element at its inner end and piv-

45 otally connected thereto, as at 25, is a detent

26, which has an outwardly-extending arm 27,

provided with an opening 28, which clears

the pivotal pin 5, and having at its outer end
on its under side a cam 29, which extends

50 downwardly therefrom and the inner side of

which is inclined substantially at an angle of

forty-hve degrees, as shown, and is adapted

to coact with the opposing flange 11 of the

cup 10, as hereinafter stated. The said de-

55 tent 26 is further provided on its under side

with a depending key 30, which extends into

and travels in the recess 12 of the cup device

10 and coacts with the stops formed by the

ends of the said recess to limit the pivotal

60 movement of the carrying arm or element 15.

Furthermore, the detent 26, by reason of its

gravitating action, drops the key 30 into the

notches at the extreme limits of the pivotal

movement of the carrying arm or element 15

65 to lock the same, as will be understood.

At the outer end of the carrying-arm sec-

tion 16 is mounted a wheel or roller 31. The
same operates on a segmental track 32, which
is concentric to the pivot-pin 5 and is de-

tachably secured on the box or casing B by 7°

screws or other suitable devices 33, which
pass through supporting-lugs 34, with which
said segmental track is provided. The car-

rying-arm 15 extends across and over the

record-disk A and moves from near the cen- 75

ter to a point slightly without the periphery
thereof at one side. A tubular elbow 35,

which forms, in effect, the intake of the horn,

extends from one side of the carrying arm or

element 14 and is upturned vertically at its 80

outer end, as at 36. The horn 37 for ampli-

fyingthe sound, and which may beof any suit-

able construction, is provided at its inner end
with a cylindrical portion 38, which is bent

to form a downwardly-extending elbow and 85

is telescopically fitted on the vertical portion

36 of the elbow 35. Thereby the horn is piv-

otally mounted and is enabled to be turned in

any desired direction. It will be understood

that there is an opening through the carry- 90

ing-arm 14, with which the bore of the elbow
35 communicates.
The sound-box 39 is indirectly carried by the

carrying element 14. It is here shown as

provided with a tubular projection 40, adapt- 95
eel to fit in an opening 41 near the outer end
of an arm 42, which is pivotally connected to

the section 15 of the carrying arm or element

14, as at 43. The said pivot 43 is at some
distance from the inner end of the arm 42, so 100

that the latter is formed with a projection 44.

The element which I herein designate as the

"sound- box" is, generically speaking, the

means which coacts with the record or disk for

making recordsor for reproducingsound. It 105

may be of any suitable construction, as spe-

cifically it is no part of my present improve-
ment, and I do not desire to limit myself in

this particular, as within the scope of the ap-

pended claims any form of sound-box or no
record-making or sound-reproducing means
may be employed in connection with my in-

vention. By thus securing the sound-box to

the arm 42 the same is disposed immediately
adjacent the inner end of the horn, as isclearly 1

1

5

shown in the drawings, so that there is no
loss in the volume of the sound between the

sound-box and the inner end of the horn.

Since the sound-box is carried by the arm
42, which is pivotally connected to the car- 120

rying-arm 14, it follows that the sound-box
is movable independently ot'the said carrying-

arm and transversely with reference to the

intake of the horn, so that it is adapted to

play vertically, as may be required to enable 123

it to adapt and adjust itself to inequalities in

the surface of the recording-disk A. Such
disks are rarely ever exactly true or plane.

By thus enabling the sound-box to move in-

dependently of the horn-carrying arm, which 130
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also indirectly carries the sound-box, the lat-

ter is enabled to adapt itself to the exact con-

dition of the surface of the record-disk, and
hence I obtain superior results.

5 To enable the sound-box to be moved up-
wardly from the record or disk and to be main-
tained in an elevated position out of operative
relation thereto, I provide a lever 45, which
is disposed on one side and is pivofcally con-

io nected to the section 15 of the arm or carry-

ing implement 14, as at 46, and has an inclined

extension or cam 47 at its lower end, which en-

gages the upper side of the extension 44 of

the pivoted arm 42. A stop-stud 48 main-

15 tains the said lever normally in the position

shown in Fig. 1. By turning the said lever

in the direction of the arrow indicated in the

said figure its cam 47, by engagement with
the extension 44 of the arm 42, lifts the outer

20 end of the latter, which directly carries the

sound-box, so as to lift the latter and main-
tain the same in elevated position. Stop-stud
40 limits the movement of the said arm 42.

By the provision of -the stop-notches 13 and
Z5 detent 26, hereinbefore described, the pivoted

arm 14, which carries the horn and the sound-
box, is locked when it is pushed to its extreme
limitof movement in one direction or the other
and held in place while the record or disk is

30 being changed or a new pin provided for the
sound-box. By provision of the pivoted arm
14 with the elongated eye 23, which adapts
the said arm for angular as well as pivotal

movement, the outer end of the arm may be

35 lifted to some extent by taking hold of it, to

enable the operator to move the arm pivotally

and set the pin or needle of the sound-box or
record-engaging device at any desired point
on the record. It will be understood that by

40 thus lifting the outer end of the arm 14 the
inclined face of the cam 29 is caused to en-
gage the flange 11 of the cup device 10, so as

to raise the detent 26 and disengage its key
30 from the recess 12, thus permitting piv-

45 otal movement of the arm to any desired ex-

tent. The provision of the arm 42 with the
opening 41 and the construction of the sound-
box with the projection 40 enables the sound-
box to be readily attached to the arm 42, and

50 hence to the arm 14, and detached therefrom
at will.

I do not desire to limit myself to the pre-

cise construction and combination of devices
hereinbefore described, as modifications may

55 be made therein without departing from the
spirit of my invention.

Having thus fully described my invention,

what 1 claim as new, and desire to secure by
Letters Patent, is

—

60 1. In apparatus of the class described, the
combination of a supporting element movable
in a horizontal plane, a horn-intake carried

thereby, a sound-box carrier connected to said

elementand movable independently thereof in

65 a vertical plane, a sound-box carried by the

sound-box carrier, positioned thereby in op-
erative relation to and movable vertically

across the horn-intake, and means carried by
the said supporting element, to raise the sound-
box carrier and the sound-box and support the 7°

same in a raised position, substantially as de-

scribed.

2. In apparatus of the class described, a piv-

oted horn and sound-box carrying element
movable also at an angle to its pivot, and means 75
to lock the said element at the limits of its piv-

otal movement, said means releasing said ele-

ment when the latter is moved in one direc-

tion angularly with reference to its pivot.

3. In apparatus of the class described, a piv- 80

oted horn and sound-box carrying element,
in combination with a stop device, and a de-
tent controlled by the movement of the said

carrying element and coacting with the stop

device to lock the said carrying element at the 85
limits of its movement.

4. In apparatus of the class described, the
combination of a pivot and a fixed stop device
having stop -notches, a horn and sound-box
carrying element mounted on the pivot and 90
also movable angularly with reference there-

to, and a gravity-detent, carried by said piv-

oted carrying element, coacting with the stop-

notches of the stop device to limit the pivotal

movement of the said carrying element, and 95
caused to disengage the said stop-notches by
an angular movement of the said carrying
element in one direction.

5. In apparatus of the class described, a piv-

oted horn and sound-box carrying arm, hav- 100

ing means to lock it at the limits of its pivotal

movement, and means to release it, operated
by a movement of the arm at an angle to its

pivot.

6. In apparatus of the class described, a piv- 105

oted arm movable in a horizontal plane, a horn-
intake carried thereby, a sound - box carrier

pivoted to said arm and movable therewith
and also movable independently thereof in a

vertical plane, a sound-box carried by the no
sound-box carrier, positioned thereby in op-
erative relation to and movable in a vertical

plane across the horn-intake, and means, car-

ried by said arm to raise the sound-box car-

rier and sound-box and support them in a 115

raised position, all in combination, substan-
tially as described.

7. In apparatus of the class described, the

combination of a movable supporting clement
having a tubular elbow forming the intake of 120

and pivotal support for and connection with
a horn, and a sound-box movable with said

supporting element, and positioned in oper-
ative relation to and independently movable
across the intake of the said elbow, substan- 125

daily as described.
S. In apparatus of the class described, the

combination of a movable supporting element
having a tubular elbow forming the intake of

and a pivotal support for and connection with 13°
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a horn, a sound-box carrier connected to said

element for movement therewith and also for

movement, in a different plane, independently

thereof, and a sOund-box carried by said car-

rier, positioned thereby in operative relation

to and movable therewith across the intake of

said tubular elbow, substantially as described.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set

my hand in presence of two subscribing wit-

nesses.

FREDERICK MYERS.
Witnesses:

T. M. Bleakley,
E. H. McCrum.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Alex Fischer, a sub-
ject of the Emperor of Austria-Hungary, re-

siding at 38 and 39 Bolliter Square Buildings,

5 London, E. O, England, have invented a cer-

tain new and useful Improvement in Phono-
graphs, of which the following is a specifica-

tion, reference being had therein to the ac-

companying drawings.
io My invention relates to improvements in

movable joints used in connecting the repro-
ducer or recorder of a phonograph to the trum-
petorsoundingdevice; and theobjectof my in-

vention is to obtain a sound-proof joint which
15 will be free from causing any secondary me-

tallic noises when recording, such as the grat-

ing noise so frequently observed when repro-
ducing phonographic records, and to obviate
the necessity of disturbing the arrangement

20 of the joint when changing from recording to

reproducing, and vice versa, as necessitated

by other constructions. I attain these objects

by the mechanism illustrated in the accom-
panying drawings, in which

—

- 25 Figure I is an outside view of the joint;

Fig. II, a cross-section of the same on the line

V W; Fig. Ill, a cross-section on the line X
Y; Figs. IV and V, different views of the col-

lar to be used when recorder is employed.
3° Si milar letters refer to similar parts through-

out the several views.

A represents the cylindrical end of the joint,

to which the trumpet or sounding device may
be attached by suitable means, preferably by

35 a piece of rubber tubing.

B' B2
represent the outside casing of the

joint, consisting of two halves held rigidly

against the circular face-plate P of A by four
screws s' .r s

3
.s-

4

, and which is rigidly attached
4° to the sliding carriage of the phonograph by

means of thumb-screws. H represents the
socket for one of these screws.

C represents the movable trumpet-shaped
part of the joint, to which the reproducer or

45 recorder may be attached.

D is the concave rim of A; E, the convex
lip of C.

' F represents the flaring rim of the outer
casing B' B2

.

G' G2
represent grooves in B' and B2

, re- 5°

spectively.

V b
2
represent steel balls moving in the

grooves G' G2 and the cups provided in the

ends of trunnions t' f, respectively.

R represents a collar, which may be fas- 55

tened on B over C when recording, by means
of thumb-screw S, preventing the side motion
of C by the coulisses N' N\ fastened to R.

Z represents the common center of the con-

cavity of rim D and the convex lip of E, as 60

also of the grooves G' G2
.

The movable sound-proof joint, the object

of my invention, is constructed on the gen-

eral principle of a ball-and-socket joint. This

joint consists of part A, to which the trumpet 65

or sounding device may be attached in any
suitable manner, rigidly connected to the cas-

ing B' B2 by means of screws s'-s\ which again

is suitably fastened to the sliding carriage of

the phonograph. The moving partC of this 7°

joint consists of a trumpet-shaped tube, which
within its limits may move in any direction

and whose lip E is fitted closely in the hollow

rim of the face-plate P of A. The outer cas-

ing consists of two equal halves B' and B2
. 75

Fig. Ill shows the cross-section of the joint

with B' removed. It is necessary to have the

casing constructed in this manner in two parts

for the proper adjustment of the ball-bearings

in their corresponding grooves. 80

Part C is provided with trunnions t' f, the

ends of which are shaped as ball-sockets to

receive steel balls V Z>
2
, respectively, to act as

bearings. These balls are adapted to move
in the groove's G' G2

,
provided in the outer 85

casing B' B2
and concentric both with the

concavity D in face-plate P of A and the con-

vex rim E of <N, thus making a movement in

any direction possible. When the apparatus

is to be used for recording, an up-and-down 90

movement alone is permissible, and the collar

R is in this case slipped over the end of C and
fastened on the casing B' B2 by means of the

thumb-screw S, thus preventing a side move-
ment of C by means of the side plates or cou- 95

lisses N' N 2
, which reduce the opening of the

collar to the exact outside diameter of 0.

A joint constructed as above is practically
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sound-proof and avoids all secondary metal-
lic sounds caused by other kinds of construc-
tion.

What I claim as my invention, and desire to

5 secure by Letters Patent, is

—

1. A tubular connection between the sound-
box and horn consisting of a tubular casing",

a tubular mouthpiece connected to one end
thereof and having a concave inner rim, a ta-

i o pering tube within said casing having a convex
end engaging said concave rim, and ball-bear-

ing devices between the tapering tube and the
i

casing permitting universal movement of said

tapering tube within said casing.

2. A tubular connection between a sound- 15

box and horn, comprising a tubular casing, a
tube within said casing having normally a
universal movement therein, and a removable-
means on said casing having means to limit

the movement of said tube to a movement in 20

one plane.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature in

presence of two witnesses.

ALEX FISCHER.

Witnesses:
Edward William Cox,
Annie F. Richardson.
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To nil whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Thomas H. Macdonald,
a resident of Bridgeport, Connecticut, have
invented a new and useful Improvement in

5 Sound-Reproducers, which invention is fully

set forth in the following specification.

This invention relates to the construction

of sound-reproducers for use with sound-rec-
ords of the laterally -undulating type. In

io such reproducers the stylus and its carrying-
bar constitute a lever of the first-class ful-

crumed to the diaphragm box or casing. The
improved reproducer may, however, be used
with sound-records of the vertically-undulat-

15 ingtype. Itisimportantthatthestylus-bar be
attached to the casing by a rigid connection,

loose joints, which give rise to rattling noises

in operation, being avoided. To this end the

stylus-arm has usually been attached to the
20 casing by means of a flat spring or springs,

which make a rigid connection, while per-

mitting the limited vibration of the stylus-

bar. In some cases the stylus-bar has been
mounted to rock on a knife-edge or on cen-

25 ters, being held firmly thereon by spring-

pressure exerted on one or on both sides of

the axis of oscillation at points relatively re-

mote to said axis. In all such constructions

it is manifest that the stylus-bar in vibrating

30 has not only to actuate the diaphragm, but has

to overcome spring-pressure in its movement
in one or both directions. Study of the op-
eration of such instruments shows that they

cause undue wear upon the records and that

35 while giving good and full reproductions of

loud fundamental tones do not render well the

finer shades of sound represented by the over-

tones. The explanation is that the overtones
which give " quality " or "tone color " to the

40 sounds are represented in the sound-record by
very minute irregularities or undulations.

A stylus drawn with considerable power and
speed along these undulations must be able to

vibrate with minimum resistance and friction

45 in order to respond to them. The resistance

of the stiff spring or springs above referred

to prevents such responsiveness, and hence
these finer irregularities are inadequately re-

produced and with relatively little wear are
obliterated. 50

The present invention consists in a stylus-

mounting which secures the requisite rigidity

with minimum friction and resistance. To
thisend the stylus-bar (or a rock-bar to which
it is rigidly attached) is supported on steel 55
centers brought to a fine point, so that fric-

tion is practically eliminated, which centers

are held to their bearings by pressure exerted
in the plane of the axes of the centers, offer-

ing very slight resistance to the vibration of 60

the stylus-bar and diaphragm in either direc-

tion. This pressure may be obtained by a
.

spiral spring or springs in the plane of the

centers. A spring of this kind while giving
all the pressure desired in the line of its axis 65

is free to oscillate laterally, and hence offers

little, if any, resistance to the rocking of the

lever. In lieu of spiral springs rubber tub-

ing or cushions may be used: but metal
springs are preferred. This pressure can be 7°

made as great as necessary to insure that the
bar is not unseated. This construction is radi-

cally different from that wherein thestylus-bar

rocks upon a knife-edge or centers in a plane
parallel to that of the stylus-bar and is held 75

on its bearings by spring-pressure. In such
case the vibi;ation causes a side movement
upon the knife-edge, to oppose which a heavy
spring-pressure is necessary, and this spring-

pressure opposes the vibration of the dia- 80

phragm, to a greater or less extent obliterat-

ing the overtones. Furthermore-, the spring
(if one be used) has a tendency after the lever

is thrown off its center to carry it still farther

off, so that generally two springs are used, one 85

working in opposition to the other.

In the present invention the lever-arm is

simply fulcrumed on the centers (or knife-

edge) on one side and on spiral springs on
the other, the axes of the centers being at 90

right angles with (instead of parallel to) the

stylus-arm.

This construction serves, further, to keep
the diaphragm perfectly neutral, there being

no stress in either direction. 95

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is
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an elevation looking toward the diaphragm
of a reproducer constructed in accordance

with the invention. Fig. 2 is a cross-section

on line x x, Fig. 1; and Fig. 3 is a side view.

5 1 represents the diaphragm-casing, 2 the

sound-conveying tube, and 3 the diaphragm.
The stylus bar or lever 4 is attached at one
end to the diaphragm in any suitable way.
At the other end it is rigidly attached to a

io projection 5 of rock- bar 6.

7 is the continuation of the stylus-bar, hav-

ing the usual socket to receive the stylus

and the set-screw 8 to hold it in place.

Parts 4, 5, 6, and 7 constitute one solid

15 piece. Rock -bar 6 is balanced on pointed

centers 9 on a block 10, which is an extension

of the diaphragm-casing, bar 6 being pro-

vided with conical seats 11, Fig. 2. The
seats 11 have a greater angle than centers 9,

20 the latter being, say, sixty degrees and the

former forty-five degrees. Block 10 is also

drilled to receive two screws 12, which pass

loosely through holes in bar 6, the axes of

the screws 12 and of the centers 9 being all

25 in the same plane and being at right angles
• to the stylus-bar 4. Between the heads of

screws, pins, or post 12 and bar 6 are com-
pressed coiled springs 13, which press the bar
firmly upon its centers. Owing to the form

30 and location of these springs, the pressure

necessary for this purpose is secured without
putting any stress on the diaphragm or mate-
rially opposing its vibration. Where the

spring is attached at one side of the line of

35 oscillation, the above-mentioned disadvan-

tages result, and, moreover, the stylus -bar
has a tendency to pivot where the spring is

attached and unseat itself from its fulcrum,
causing a side movement thereon and gradu-

4° ally loosening and wearing the bearing. In
the construction herein shown the tendency
of the spring-pressure is always to set the

centers more firmly in their seats. The con-
struction is that of a lever fulcrumed on one

45 side upon the centers and on the other side

upon coil-springs.

It will be seen from Fig. 2 that the points

of centers 9 and the bearings of springs 13
are all in the same line and that this line,

50 which is the axis of oscillation of the stylus-

bar, also intersects the axis of the extension
7 of the stylus-bar. It will also be seen that
this line of oscillation is in the plane of the
diaphragm 3, so that in normal conditions the

55 neutrality of the latter is preserved and it is

in the best condition to respond to the vibra-

tions transmitted from the record. It will

further be seen that the axes of the centers

9, springs 13, and screws 12 are all in the
6c same plane, (represented by line x x, Fig. 1,)

which plane passes through the axis of oscil-

lation of the bar and is transverse to the plane
(represented by line 25, Fig. 1) in which the
stylus-bar oscillates. The springs therefore

65 exert pressure in said plane a?a? to tension the

centers. In the particular embodiment shown
in the drawings said plane, as well as the axis

of oscillation of the stylus-bar, are both trans-

verse to the axis of the stylus.

There is in the entire mounting a very 70

slight resistance other than the inertia of the

diaphragm to oppose the small vibrations rep-

resenting the overtones, the absence of which
renders the reproduction thin and unmusical.

The advantages of the construction may be 75

in great part realized by substituting a knife-

edge for the centers, and other modifications

may be made without departing from the

spirit of the invention.

What is claimed is

—

80

1. In a sound - reproducer, a stylus - bar
mounted to oscillate on an axis transverse to

the axis of the stylus, and means for exerting
pressure in a plane of said axis of oscillation

transverse to said stylus to tension said bear- 85

ing of said bar.

2. In a sound-reproducer, a stylus bar or

lever fulcrumed on centers and means for ex-

erting pressure to tension said centers, said

pressure being exerted in the plane of the axes 90

of the centers, and the plane of the axes of

said centers being transverse to the plane of

oscillation of said bar.

3. In a sound - reproducer, a stylus - bar
mounted to oscillate on an antifriction-bear- 95
ing, means for exerting spring-pressure in a

plane of the axis of oscillation of said bar to

tension said bearing, said plane being trans-

verse to the axis of the stylus.

4. In a sound-reproducer, the combination 100

with the diaphragm, of a stylus-bar mounted
to oscillate upon an antifriction -bearing, a

coiled compression-spring for holding the bar
on said bearing, the axis of said coiled spring

being substantially in a plane of the axis of 105

oscillation of said bar transverse to the bar
at the bearing.

5. In a sound-reproducer, the combination
with the diaphragm, of a stylus-bar mounted to

oscillate upon centers, and a coiled compres- no
sion-spring for holding said bar on its centers,

the axis of said spring being substantially in

the plane of the axes of said centers, and a pin

or post encircled by the spring, said pin or

post having a head or projection against which 115

one end of the spring bears in holding the bar
on its centers and the axis of said pin or post

being substantially in said plane of the axes

of the centers.

6. In a sound-reproducer, a stylus bar or 120

lever fulcrumed on centers and held thereon

by spring-pressure exerted in the plane of the

axes of the centers, which plane is transverse

to the axis of the stylus.

7. In a sound - reproducer, a stylus - bar 125

mounted to oscillate on an antifriction-bear-

ing and held thereon by spring-pressure ex-

erted in the plane of the axis of oscillation,

said plane being transverse to the axis of the

stylus. 130
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8. In a sound - reproducer, a stylus - bar

mounted to oscillate upon an antifriction-bear-

ing, and held thereon by coiled compression-

springs whose axes are in the plane of said

5 bearing.

9. In a sound-reproducer, the combination

with the diaphragm, of a stylus-bar fulcrumed

upon centers at right angles to the axis of _ the

stylus, and held upon said centers by spring-

io pressure exerted in the plane thereof.

10. In a sound-reproducer, the combination

of a stylus-bar rigidly connected to a rock-bar

having conical seats, pointed centers engaging

said seats, and compression-springs holding

15 said bar upon said centers, the axes of com-

pression of said springs being in the plane of

said centers.

11. The combination with the stylus-bar,

of a mounting therefor comprising a rock-bar

20 to which said stylus-bar is rigidly attached,

said rock -bar having conical seats, pointed

centers engaging said seats, the taper of said

centers being more acute than that of the seats,

and coiled springs pressing said bar upon said

centers, the axes of said springs being in the# 25

plane of oscillation of said bar.

12. The combination with the stylus-bar,

of a mounting therefor comprising a rock-bar,

pointed centers upon which said bar is seated,

and coiled springs holding said bar against 3°

said centers, the points of the centers and the

bearings of the springs against the bar being

in the same plane.

13. The combination of the diaphragm, the

stylus -bar carrying a stylus, centers upon 35

which said bar is mounted to rock, and springs

pressing said bar against said centers and act-

ing in the plane of oscillation, said centers be-

ing in a line which intersects the axis of the

stylus. .
4°

In testimony whereof I have signed this

specification in the presence of two subscrib-

ing witnesses.

THOMAS H. MACDONALD.

Witnesses:
A. B. Keough,
M. A. Fogo.
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To all ivhom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Edward N. Dickerson,
of the city, county, and State of New York,
have invented a new and useful Improvement

5 in Record -Cylinders for Phonographs, of

which the following is a specification.

My present invention relates to record-cyl-

inders for phonographs and similar sound re-

cording or reproducing instruments, and es-

io pecially in such instruments to means for

positively engaging the recording -cylinder
with its support in such manner that it may
be readily placed in operating position and
removed therefrom. Besides this the inven-

ts tion contemplates providing the recording-
cylinder of such an instrument with a start-

ing-point for the stylus which shall guide and
direct the stylus into the sound-record when
the instrument is used to reproduce sounds

20 previously recorded, and when the cylinder
is used for the first time to receive a sound-
record the placing of the stylus in the start-

ing-point insures that the stylus shall be prop-
erly started to make a sound-record.

^5 In the drawings I have illustrated a form
of record cylinder and support embodying
my invention.

In the said drawings, Figure 1 is a side ele-

vation of the mandrel of a phonograph sup-

30 porting the record-cylinder, this latter being
shown in section. Fig. 2 is a side elevation

of a record - cylinder, partly broken away.
Fig. 3 is a view of the record-cylinder look-

ing at the wider end opening. Fig. 4 is an

35 end view of the record-cylinder and mandrel
seen when looking in the direction opposite
to that of Fig. 3. Fig. 5 is a transverse sec-

tion along line 5 5 of Fig. 1, and Fig. 6 is a

view showing a modification of my invention.

4° Like figures of reference refer to like parts

throughout the several views of the drawings.
Referring to the drawings in detail, 1 rep-

resents a mandrel for supporting the record-

cylinder, which mandrel is suitably supported

45 in the phonograph apparatus and is provided
with a plain tapering surface.

2 represents the record-cylinder, which is

made of the usual wax or paraffin composi-
tion and is provided with a tapering inner sur-

50 face conforming to the shape of the mandrel.

Upon the mandrel at the narrow end there-

of is a stop 3, inclined to the surface thereof,

engaging in a recess 4, similarly inclined on
the inner surface of the record - cylinder.

While the stop and the recess are shown with 55
parallel sides, they may be formed with the
sides inclined to or from each other for a part

or the whole of their length to facilitate the

engagement of the stop with the recess. On
the outer surface of the record-cylinder, com- 60

mencing at a point directly or approximately
over the stop 3, the record-cylinder is pro-

vided with a groove 5, gradually tapering to-

ward the surface of the cylinder. This groove
is for the purpose of receiving the stylus and 65

serving as a starting-point therefor. When
the cylinder is placed in position to receive a
record, the stylus is placed in the groove
(which may be colored to emphatically dis-

tingush it from the rest of the cylinder) and 7 C

the instrument set in operation to receive the

sound-record. When it is desired to repro-

duce this record, the recess or groove is plainly

apparent to the eye, and the stylus-point be-

ing placed therein and the instrument set in 7;

operation the groove guides the stylus-point

into the line of indentations constituting the

sound-record, and thus obviates all difficulty

in finding the starting-point of the sound-rec-

ord and placing the stylus therein, hence pre- 8'

eluding all possibility of injuring the sound-

record by misplacing the stylus-point. This
groove may be comparatively short, as shown
in Fig. 2, but I prefer to make it as shown in

Fig. 6, since in this way it may be readily dis- 85

tinguished at whatever point of revolution

the cylinder may be. By placing the stop 3

in definite relation to the starting-point 5 it

is plain that an indication of position either

upon the mandrel 1 or upon the shaft will 90

readily indicate the proper starting-point for

the stylus in case it is desired to start the same
at the commencement of the -deeper groove.

It is plain that so far as the guiding-groove
is concerned this invention is applicable as 95
well to spirally-grooved plates as to spirally-

grooved cylinders.

What I claim as my invention, and desire to

secure by Letters Patent, is

—

1. A sound-record tablet provided with a 100
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sound-record groove, and a wider stylus locat-

ing and guiding groove merging into the start-

ing end of said record-groove.

2. A sound-record tablet provided with a

5 sound-record groove and a wider and deeper

stylus locating and guiding groove merging
into the starting end of said record-groove.

In testimony whereof I have signed my
name to this specification in the presence of

two subscribing witnesses.

E. N. DICKERSON.
Witnesses:

W. Laird Goldsborough,
H. Contant.
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To all luhom it ma]/ concern,:

Be it known that I, Nelson C. Durand, a
citizen of the United States, residing at Scran-
ton, in the county of Lackawanna and State
of Pennsylvania, have invented new and use-

ful Improvements in Means for Locating Mat-
ter Engraved on the Records of Sound-Repro-
ducing Apparatus, of which the following is a

specification.

My invention relates to a means or device

to facilitate the ascertainment of the position

or location of any desired sound—such as a

word, phrase, or other succession of words

—

upon the record of a sound-reproducing ap-
paratus, to the end that repetitions of desired

sounds or of words may be had quickly and
distinctly unassociated with sounds or words
which the user does not desire to hear re-

peated.

My invention is intended particularly for

use in connection with records containing
courses of study—for example, language-les-

sons—and in the following specification will

be described as applied to such use, although
it will be understood that I do not restrict my
invention to any particular use, but claim it

for all the various uses for which it may be
adapted.

In the instruction of languages or words or
30 phrases of languages by the use of sound-re-

producing apparatus the lessons are spoken
by a professor of the language to an appa-
ratus and graved on master -records, and a

course of language - lessons covers approxi-

35 mately about twenty-five records. From the

master- records numerous other records are-

produced and are sent to students of the lan-

guage and repeated to them by a sound-re-
producing apparatus, making up a system by

4° which great results have been secured, since

the student has his instructor always present
and may have the lessons repeated as often as

he may desire. Very often the student will

desire to hear repeated some word or words
45 or a passage with respect to the proper pro-

nunciation or formation of which he is in

doubt quickly and without having first to listen

5°

55

65

70

to sounds, words, or phrases other than that

in which he is for the time being interested

in order that he may hear just the sound or
sounds repeated to him quickly and distinctly

and unassociated with other sounds. This de-

sirable result it is the object of my invention
to secure, and with such object in view the in-

vention consists in a means or appliance suit-

ably associated with a sound-reproducing ap-
paratus and bearing suitable indicia corre-

sponding to like indicia associated in a guide
(such as a dictionary or lexicon) with the va-

rious sounds, words, or succession of words .60

engraven on the records.

I claim my invention generically and spe-

cifically as hereinafter set forth.

In the accompanying drawings, illustrating

my invention, wherein I have shown it as em-
bodied in connection with a well-known type
of sound - reproducing apparatus provided
in a known manner with what is called "re-
peating attachment," but to which type of
apparatus or to repeating attachments my in-

vention is not restricted, Figure 1 is a plan

view of a sound-reproducing apparatus asso-

ciated with which is my improved index-scale.

Fig. 2 is a front elevation. Fig. 3 is a view
similar to Fig. 2, showing the position of the 75
parts when the repeating attachment has been
actuated for the purpose of setting back the

stylus to a position to repeat matter which
has just immediately preceding been spoken
by the apparatus. Fig. 4 is a sectional view.

Fig. 5 is a detail perspective of my improved
index-scale. Fig. 6 is a view of a guide, such
as a lexicon or dictionary, having indicia cor-

responding with the indicia of the index-
scale associated with the sounds, words, or
succession of words engraven on the records.

In the said drawings the reference-numeral
1 designates the record-holder of a sound-re-
producing apparatus, 2 the speaker-arm, and
3 the stylus.

4 designates the speaker-arm-lifter bar of a
known type of repeating attachment, which is

journaled in suitable brackets 5, carried by the

framework of the apparatus, and 6 a thumb-

80

35

90
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lever by which said bar 4 may be rocked. The
bar 4 is provided on one edge with teeth 7,

which coact with teeth 8 on the speaker-arm
to set said speaker-arm back in position to re-

5 peat that which has just been spoken before
the thumb-lever is depressed and the bar 4
rocked to lift the speaker-arm and stylus from
the phonographic record.

The repeating attachment and souncl-repro-

:o ducing apparatus generally are known and
need not to be further described, as they form
no part of my invention and are illustrated

merely to show one operative embodiment of

my invention.

E5 In this illustrated embodiment the numeral
9 designates an index-scale, which, as shown,
is adjustably and detachably connected to the

apparatus by means of clips 10, which fit about
the journal-rod 11 of the lifter-bar 4. It may

20 be otherwise associated with the sound-repro-
ducing apparatus or repeating attachment,
and, as will be understood, may be used in

connection with apparatus not provided with
a repeating attachment, and may be fixedly

25 or adjustably connected with the apparatus.
This index-scale 9 is provided with suitable

indicia 12, that shown consisting of letters

—

for instance, from "a" to "u." It may also

be, and preferably is, provided with leader-

30 lines 13 to facilitate the positioning of the
stylus opposite any given indicia. When the

index-scale is arranged to be detachably con-
nected to the phonograph apparatus, it is ca-

pable of adjustment with relation to the rec-

35 ords arranged upon the holder 1 and will be
provided with a pointer 14, the point of which,
to secure greater accuracy, will be brought
into coincidence with the commencement of
the engraved lines on the record, so that the

40 indicia of the scale will constitute an exact
index with respect to the matter engraven in

the record. This is desirable in that fre-

quently the engraving of one record does not
begin at exactly the same place thereon as the

45 engraving on others, at times there being
slightly more unengraved margins on some
records than on others. By providing for ad-
justability of the index-scale said scale may
be adjusted with the greatest nicety to the en-

50 gravings on any given record. While desir-

able, however, it may not be indispensable,
because any difference in point of commence-
ment of engraving on different records is very
slight, and satisfactory results are secured

55 even though the index-scale be not adjust-
ably arranged.
The reference - numeral 15 designates a

guide—for instance, a lexicon or dictionary or
of other description—in which all the sounds,

60 words, or phrases or other succession of words
are contained in regular succession according
to their engraved relation on a record, and as-

sociated with these various sounds or words
are indicia 16, corresponding to the indicia oh

65 the index-scale, there being a fixed relation

between such indicia. In practice each rec-

ord in a course of language-lessons, of which,

as stated, there are approximately twenty-
five, is numbered consecutively from "1" on
throughout the series of records. The guide 70

in addition to the indicia 16 will have com-
bined therewith a number of the record on
which a given sound, word, or phrase or other
succession of words will be found, as indicated

at a. In the illustrated example of guide or 75
lexicon the arrangement of words in said guide
accords with or follows in succession the

words engraven on a given record—say rec-

ord No. 15. This, it will be understood, is

but a simple example set out for simplicity. 80

Where a complete lexicon or dictionary alpha-

betically arranged is made use of, the order
of words may or may not bear the same in-

terrelation that is sustained by the word or

words of any given cylinder or cylinders; but 85
it may be that, for example, the French word
"mais" will be upon one cylinder and the

word "parler" upon a different cylinder, as

indicated by the numerals "15" and "7" ap-

pearing opposite to those words in the illus- 90
trated guide. This, however, is but an exten-

sion of the more simple idea of arrangement
shown in the guide and does not differ in any-
wise in principle.

In preparing my invention for use a suitable 95
mode of procedure would be as follows: A
record will be introduced into a sound-repro-
ducing apparatus and the index-scale 9, if it

be a detachable one, adjusted thereto and the

operation of the apparatus commenced. As ico

each sound or word or phrase or other suc-

cession of words is spoken by the instrument
the position of the stylus with relation to the

engraving on the record and the indicia on
the scale is observed in any suitable way, as by 105
means of the edge of the speaker-arm 2, and
the sound or word or phrase or other succession
of words are written down, and an indicia char-

acter corresponding with that on the index-

scale with which the edge of the speaker-arm no
registers as the sound, word, phrase, or suc-

cession of words is enunciated is placed in

front of or in other suitable relation thereto,

and the number of the cylinder is also noted,

as indicated at 16 and a in Fig. 6 of the draw- 115
ings, and the guide 15, whether it be a text-

book or lesson-book or lexicon or dictionary
or of other character, may be compiled or ar-

ranged from this data. There will thus be had
a guide for each cylinder having the sounds 120

or words contained on the cylinder and in the
same relation and having arranged in connec-
tion therewith indicia corresponding to that

on the index-scale, so that at any time the
student may desire to hear repeated clearly 125

and distinctly, for instance, the French word
"parler" he will see from the guide that said

word is on cylinder No. 7 and at point ' n,"

and having this knowledge he can quickly in-

troduce cylinder No. 7 into the phonographic 130
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apparatus and adjust the stylus at a point on
the record corresponding to point " h " on the

index-scale, and the instrument will speak the
1 word "parler" quickly and without running

5 over the entire engraving on the record, as

was necessary prior to my invention.

Having thus fully described the invention,

what is claimed as new is

—

1. A device for locating the position of mat-
io ter engraved on the record of a sound-repro-

ducing apparatus, consisting of a scale-index

provided with indicia corresponding to indicia

contained in a guide, and provided also with
means whereby it may be adjustably connected

15 to the apparatus.
2. A device for locating the position of mat-

ter engraved on the record of a sound-repro-

ducing apparatus, consisting of a scale-index

provided with indicia corresponding to indicia

20 contained in a guide, and provided with means

whereby it may be detachably and adjustably

connected to the apparatus.

3. A device for locating the position of mat-
ter engraved on the record of a sound-repro-

ducing apparatus, consisting of a scale-index 25

provided with a pointer and with indicia cor-

responding to indicia contained in a guide.

4. A device for locating the position of mat-

ter engraved on the record of a sound-repro-

ducing apparatus, consisting of a scale-index 3°

provided with indicia corresponding to indicia

contained in a guide provided with means for

detachably connecting said scale-index to the

apparatus, and provided also with a pointer.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my 35

hand in presence of two subscribing witnesses.

NELSON C. DURAND.
Witnesses:

David Coate,
S. P. Alle.
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To all whom II may concern:
Be it known that I, Earl Leon Crabb, a

citizen of the United States, residing at In-

dianapolis, in the county of Marion and State

5 of Indiana, have invented new and useful

Improvements in Repeating Attachments
for Phonographs, &c. ; and I do declare the
following to be a full, clear, and exact de-
scription of the invention, reference being

io had to the accompanying drawings, and to

the letters and figures of reference marked
thereon, which form a part of this specifica-

tion.

This invention relates to machines of va-
15 rious styles having the characteristics of

phonographs for reproducing sounds: and
the invention has reference particularly to

attachments that are adapted to be connect-
ed to the machines for the purpose of en-

20 abling them to automatically repeat what
the records thereon may contain.

Objects of the invention are to provide re-

peating attachments for phonographs, &c,
that may be applied to the machines by the

25 users thereof, as well as by the various pho-
nograph dealers, and which attachments
may be quickly removed from the machines
when not wanted for use.

A further object is to provide repeating at-

30 tachments adapted to be connected to pho-
nographs without requiring alterations or
machine-work on the phonographs in order to

accommodate the attachments; and a still

further object is to provide attachments
35 which with slight modifications may be

adapted to be constructed as permanent parts
of the phonographs.
The invention consists in a phonograph at-

tachment comprising improved apparatus
40 for elevating the reproducer-arm of the ma-

chine from its guide and moving a movable
device carried by the arm upon the guide of

the arm for holding the arm from the guide,
in an improved device for withdrawing the

45 movable device from the guide of the arm
and in improved apparatus for returning the
reproducer from the terminal end of the ma-
chine to the starting-point thereof; and the
invention consists, further, in the novel parts

50 and in the combinations and arrangements

of parts, as hereinafter particularly de-

scribed and claimed.

Referring to the drawings, Figure 1 is a

top plan of a phonograph having the im-

provement applied thereto; Fig. 2, a front 55

-elevation of the machine and. the improve-
ment connected therewith; Fig. 3, a frag-

mentary top plan showing a part of the im-

provement in connection with a part of the

phonograph; Fig. 4, an end elevation of the 60

upper parts of the phonograph and the im-

provement connected therewith; Fig. 5, a

transverse sectional view of the upper parts of

the phonograph and parts of the improve-

ment connected therewith on the line A A in 65

Fig. 1 ; Fijr. 6, a view similar to Fig. 5, except

that the reproducer and connections are ele-

vated, as when returning in order to repeat

the record; Fig. 7, a rear perspective view of

one of the several parts of the attachment: 70

Fig. S, a perspective view of another one of

the parts of the attachment; Fig. 9, a per-

spective view of the main portion of still an-

other one of the parts 01 the attachment;
and Fig. 10, a fragmentary top plan showing 75

parts of the phonograph and improvements
in connection therewith, the reproducer of the

machine being in a returning position.

Similar reference characters in the several

figures of the drawings designate correspond- 80

ing parts or features.

The repeating attachment is illustrated in

connection with a popular type of phono-
graph, to which the attachment may be most
conveniently connected, and the parts of the 85

phonograph to which the improvements re-

late will be particularly referred to herein,

it being understood that other parts of phono-
graphs not pointed out are well known and
need no description in the present case. 90
The phonograph shown herein comprises,

as constructed and sold, a case a for the mo-
tor mechanism, and a lid h, covering the case

a and extending beyond the sides and ends
thereof. A crank c is provided for winding 95
the motor-spring. On the top of the lid h a

base (7 is secured thereto and supports a cyl-

inder B, on which a record e is placed to be
rotated thereby, the base also supporting a

guide /', on which is slidingly mounted a re- 100
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producer-arm- g, carrying an integral head C
as a part thereof, in which a reproducer is

mounted, the latter being adapted to have a
horn connected therewith. The arm g is

5 provided with a controller comprising a head
h, which is an integral part with the head C
and part of the reproducer-arm, and having
a shoulder i and lips j and 1c forward of the

shoulder and extending below the plane there-
io of and supporting a pin which may slide for-

wardly and rearwardly, the pin as supplied
with the machine having a head at the outer
end thereof. In order to apply the present
improvement, the pin with the head has been

15 discarded and a plain guide-pin D without a
head, comprising a part of the invention, has
been substituted therefor and provided with
a stop-pin 1 between the lips j and l\ Other
parts of the phonograph comprise a guide-

20 bar m , that is attached to the base d for guid-
ing the reproducer ; a feed-screw n, mounted
also on the base d; a nut p, carried by the

base of the arm g and adapted to yieldingly
engage the feed-screw, and a set-screw q, at-

25 tached to the reproducer-head C for locking
the reproducer therein.

A part of the invention comprises a base E,
having a binding-screw F, (.omitted in Fig.

9,) adapted to rest on the top of the lid a at

30 the left-hand end thereof, the base having a

lip r extending under the edge of the lid and
also having a sboe 11 to protect the lid against
the screw when the base is clamped fast to

the lid, as it must be when used, as shown.
35 A pillar G is attached to the base E and is

curved so as to extend beyond the plane of

the end of the lid, the top of the pillar being
provided with a sheave H ( not shown in Fig.

9) for guiding a cord 12, that is connected to

4° the set-screw q and supports a weight 13 be-
low the sheave, the weight causing the arm g
to be drawn toward the left-hand end of the
cylinder B when the feed-nut p is discon-
nected from the feed-screw n. If desired,

45 however, in lieu of the weight and cord a

coiled spring may be connected to the pillar

G and to the screw q, as will be obvious.
In order to disconnect the feed-nut p from

the feed-screw n for the purpose of returning
50 the reproducer after it shall have traversed

the record and also in order to place the in-

ner end of the guide-pin D upon the guide
bar m, so that the reproducer cannot drag on
the record while returning, a double-acting

55 device is provided for elevating the head ~h

t

and also for pushing the pin D inward upon
the giiide-bar m, and it comprises a stand I,

that is attached removably to the projecting
front edge of the lid a nearly opposite to the

60 smaller end of the cylinder B, the stand hav-
ing a base s on the lid and a lip t, extending
under the edge of the lid, and a suitable se-

curing device, as a binding-screw J and shoe
u therefor, or an eccentric K, mounted on a

65 flange v of the lip t by means of a pivot w, the

eccentric provided with a shoe x, supported
by the lip t. A bar-shape spring L is sup-
ported by the stand I in an inclined position

near the rear side thereof, and the top of the
stand is provided with a flange-guide y, ex- 70
tending toward the spring L. A supplemen-
tal guide 14 is secured to the flange-guide of

the stand, and its top is inclined to the plane
of the base of the stand and also oppositely

to the spring L. A guide M is attached, by 75
means of a shank M', to the front of the stand
I and extends obliquely beyond the more ele-

vated end of the guide 14, and preferably it

is slightly yielding, so as to compensate for

inaccurate adjustment of the stand I on the 80

lid b. The proper adjustment is such that

when the pin D is drawn quite forward its

outer end portion may engage the top of the
spring L and the under side of the flange-

guide y and then ride on the guide 14 and be 85
pushed back b}' the guide M, so as to engage
the top of the guide-bar m while the repro-

ducer is returning to the starting-point.

In order to draw the pin D forward from
engagement with the guide-bar m, and thus 90
permit the shoulder i to descend sufficiently

to insure engagement of the nut p with the

screw n, a guide-base N, provided with a

binding-screw O (not shown in Fig. S) and
having a lip 15, is secured removably to the 95
left-hand end of the guide-bar m, the base N
supporting a guide P, that has a stem 16 se-

cured to the base, the guide P extending ob-
liquely across the top of the guide-bar m in

the path of the inner end of the pin D, so as 100

to serve as a wedge-like guide to force the pin

forwardly from the guide-bar in while car-

ried by the head h in its returning movement.
A stop-collar Q is applied to the guide /

and secured adjustably thereto by a screw 105

17, the collar being provided with a rubber
cushion R to be engaged by the base of the

arm g when returned forcibly by the weight
13 to the starting-point. The collar serves

as a gage that may be adjusted along the no
guide /'to suit different records the positions

of which may vary on the cylinder B. Other
suitable forms of gages and cushion-stops

may, however, be obviously employed in case

there is not sufficient space in some machines 1
1

5

for the collar Q on the guide/.

It will be understood that the cord 12 (or

a spring) may be connected to any other suit-

able part than the screw q to accomplish the

same result herein described, the base E may 1 20

be modified so as to be attached to the base
d, the stand I may be adapted to be attached
to the base d or to the guide-bar m, and the

base N may be modified, if desired, so as to

be suitably attached to the base d. Also 125

the form of the guide P may be variously

modified.

In case the head h of the reproducer-con-
troller does not have the lips j and h, support-
ing the controller guide-pin D, which are ab- i.;o
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sent in some phonograph instruments, the

pin D will be connected to the head h by
means of suitable attachable devices.

In practical use, all parts of the attach-

5 ment having been placed in position on the

machine, as described, the machine maybe
started in the customary manner, the shoul-

der i being placed upon the guide P or upon
the guide-bar m and the contact-piece X in

to engagement with the record e . If the shoul-

der i be upon the guide P, it will drop onto
the guide-bar m while the head h progresses

toward the right-hand side of the machine.
The record will be completed as usual. Figs.

1 5 1 and 2 indicate that the record has been par-
tially traversed by the reproducer. A fur-

ther advance of the reproducer would cause
the outer end portion of the pin D to ride upon
the spring L and also engage the under side

20 of the flange-guide y, as in Fig. 5, the guide y
preventing the premature elevation of the
pin D by the spring L and causing the spring

to be deflected somewhat, as indicated in

dotted lines in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3 the pin D
25 is shown as having advanced nearly to the

end of the guide ?/, and after arriving at the

end of the guide the spring L would force the
pin D upwardly, and therewith the head h

and its supports and connections, which
3c movements would disconnect the nut /) from

the screw n, and simultaneously the weight
13 would draw the reproducer and its arm
and connections toward the left-hand side of

the machine, the pin D riding upon the guide

35 14 to its end, at which point the guide M
woidd force the pin D inward, as in Fig. 10,

so that its inner end would be above the

guide - bar m and would descend thereto in

its movement with its carrier, and then the

40 return movement of the reproducer would
continue with the guide-pin D upon the

guide-bar m, as in Fig. 6, thus holding the
contact-piece X from the record and the nut

p clear of the screw n. Further return
movements will bring the inner end of the

pin D in contact with the guide P and will be
forced thereby forwardly until disengaged
from the top of the guide-bar m, when the
head Ji will descend until stopped by the
shoulder i upon the guide-bar in, the nut p
at the same time being carried into engage-
ment with the screw », the cushion R stop-

ping the return movement without jar. All

parts being again in proper positions, the re-

55 producer will again advance and repeat the
record, and the repetitions will occur while
the motor furnishes the necessary power.
The guide-pin D may be manipulated by
hand when required in case of the machine

60 being used without repeating.

Having thus described the invention, what
is claimed as new is

—

1 . A repeating attachment including a
movable guide-pin, a stand provided with a

4 5

50

70

75

85

90

movable spring-pressed arm for elevating the 65
pin, a guide for carrying the pin, and means
for moving the pin.

2. A repeating attachment including a

stand provided with a movable spring-

pressed arm and having a flange - guide ex-

tending beyond the body thereof toward the

arm, and a guide supported by the stand and
extending obliquely above the flange-guide

beyond an end thereof.

3. A repeating attachment for phono-
graphs including a movable guide-pin car-

ried by a part that is fixed to the reproducer-
head of the instrument, movable means in

the path of the pin serving by means of the

pin to elevate the reproducer, a guide gaging 8c

the action of the movable means, a device for

actuating the movable means, a guide receiv-

ing the pin after having been elevated by the

movable means, and a guide in the path of

the outer end of the elevated pin serving to

move the pin longitudinally inward upon the

reproducer guide-bar of the instrument.
4. A repeating attachment, for phono-

graphs that have each a reproducer guide-

bar, including a movable guide-pin carried

by a part that is fixed to the reproducer-head
of the instrument, means for elevating the

pin above the plane of the top of the guide-

bar, means for pushing the pin upon the top
of the guide-bar, means for drawing the pin 95
along the top of the guide-bar and returning
the reproducer, and a fixed guide for return-

ing the pin to its normal position and thereby
enabling the reproducer to engage the record

of the instrument. 100

5. A repeating attachment for phono-
graphs including a portable pillar secured de-

tachably to the lid of the phonograph-case
and provided with means for automatically
drawing the reproducer of the instrument to- 105

ward the pillar, a portable stand secured de-

tachably to the lid and provided with means
for elevating the reproducer at the end of the

record of the instrument, means for support-
ing the reproducer clear of the record while no
being drawn toward the pillar, and a portable

base secured detachably to the reproducer
guide-bar and provided with means cooper-

ating to depress the reproducer to the record

at the end of the return movement of the re-

producer toward the pillar.

6. In a phonograph, the combination with
a traveling reproducer-arm, and a fixed re-

producer guide-bar normally guiding the re-

producer-arm, of a spring-pressed movable
arm for elevating the reproducer-arm, a sup-
plemental guide for temporarily guiding the

elevated reproducer-arm independently of

the guide-bar, means for returning the repro-

ducer-arm, movable means interposed be-

tween the guide-bar and the reproducer-arm
cooperating to temporarily guide the repro-

ducer-arm, and a guide arranged obliquely to

JI 5

I2 5
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the guide-bar cooperating to remove the mov-
able means from between the guide-bar and
the reproducer-arm.

7. In a phonograph, the combination with
5 the head of the reproducer-arm, the guide-
pin movable in the head, and the reproducer
guide-bar, of a supplemental guide situated
in a plane above the plane of the guide-bar,

means for elevating the guide -pin onto the
io supplemental guide, and a guide extending

obliquely to the reproducer guide-bar for

forcing the guide-pin from the supplemental
'guide onto the reproducer guide-bar.

8. In a phonograph, the combination with
15 the head of the reproducer-arm, the guide-

pin movable in the head, and the reproducer
guide-bar normally guiding the head of the
reproducer-arm, of means for elevating ami
moving the guide-pin onto the reproducer

20 guide-bar and lifting the head of the repro-
ducer-arm from the guide-bar, a guide ex-
tending obliquely to the reproducer guide-
bar for moving the guide-pin from the repro-

ducer guide-bar and permitting the head of

25 the reproducer-arm to descend to the repro-
ducer guide-bar, and means for drawing the
head of the reproducer-arm toward the ob-
liquely-extending guide.

9. In a phonograph, the combination with
30 the reproducer-arm, the guide-pin movable

in the head of the reproducer-arm, and the
reproducer guide-bar normally guiding the
reproducer-arm, of means for elevating and
moving the guide-pin onto the reproducer

35 guide-bar and lifting the head of the repro-
ducer-arm from the guide-bar, a guide ex-
tending obliquely to the reproducer guide-
bar for moving the guide-pin from the guide-
bar and permitting the head of the repro-

40 ducer-arm to descend to the guide-bar, a pil-

lar, and means connected to the reproducer-
arm cooperating with the pillar and nor-
mally drawing the head of the reproducer-
arm toward the obliquely-extending guide

45 and forcibly into contact therewith.

10. In a phonograph, the combination
with the case-lid, the reproducer-arm mount-
ed above the lid, the guide-pin movable in
the reproducer-arm head, and the reproducer
guide-bar mounted above the lid and nor- 50
malh' guiding the reproducer-arm, of a re-

peating attachment comprising a pillar se-

cured detachably to the edge of the lid and
provided with a sheave, a cord connected to

the reproducer-arm and extending over the 55
sheave, a weight attached to the cord, a
stand secured detachably to the edge of the
lid and provided with a spring-pressed arm
in the path of the guide-pin and provided
also with a supplemental guide and a guide 60

disposed obliquely to the reproducer guide-
bar, and a base secured detachably to the re-

producer guide - bar and provided with a
guide extending obliquely to the guide-bar
in the path of the guide-pin. 65

11. In a phonograph, the combination
with a reproducer-arm carrying a reproducer,
a guide-bar on which the reproducer-arm is

guided in operation, means for moving the
reproducer-arm on the guide-bar in one direc- 70
tion, means for moving the reproducer-arm in

an opposite direction, and a movable device
mounted on the reproducer-arm, of a support
secured detachably to a suitable part of the
phonograph, means mounted on the support 75
cooperating to automatically place the mov-
able device between the guide-bar and the re-

producer-arm, automatic means cooperating
to displace the movable device from between
the guide-bar and the reproducer-arm, and a 80

support for the automatic means secured de-
tachably to a suitable part of the phono-
graph.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature
in presence of two witnesses.

EARL LEON CRABB.

Witnesses

:

Wm. H. Payne,
E. T. Silvius.
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To all whom it may conce?*n:

Be it known that I, Thomas H. Macdonald,
of Bridgeport, Connecticut, have invented a
new and useful Improvement in Sound-Repro-
ducers, which invention is fully set forth in the

following specification.

This invention relates to sound-reproducers
of the general form described in application

filed April 17, 1903, Serial No. 153, 143, where-
in the stylus-carrying arm oscillates on pivot-

points. These pivot -point reproducers are

now used with "zigzag"—that is, laterally

undulating — sound - records; but they are

found also to give superior reproductions
with records of varying depth.

In the application referred to above the in-

vention is embodied in a reproducer whose
stylus arm or support is fulcrumed on one
side upon a knife-edge or pointed centers and
on the other side upon coiled compression-
springs. These springs can be made to press

very firmly in the direction of their axes,

while offering a very slight resistance to the

oscillations of the diaphragm. This repro-
ducer is therefore very responsive to the over-

tones, which give richness and quality to

sounds.

One object of the present invention is to

construct a reproducer wherein the pressure
which holds the stylus-bar will be exerted en-

tirely in the plane of its axis of oscillation.

When spiral springs are brought to bear di-

rectly upon the rocker-bar, the spring-pres-

sure extends to each side of the center of os-

cillation a distance equal to the radius of the

spring. Although the resistance offered to

oscillation in such construction is very slight,

it is (in some cases, at least) advantageous to

eliminate it.

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is

a plan view, Fig. 2 a longitudinal section,

and Fig. 3 a cross-section, of a reproducer
constructed in accordance with the invention.

Figs. 4 and 5 are detail views in section at

right angles to each other, illustrating a mode
of pivoting the stylus-bar. Figs. 6 and 7 are

details in plan and section, respectively, show-
ing'another mode of pivoting the stylus-bar.

The casing 10, diaphragm 11, gaskets 12,

bar or lever 14, attached to the diaphragm,
and rock-bar 15,' which is virtually a part of

bar or lever 14, and the continuation 17 of

the bar or lever 14, having a socket for re-

ceiving the stylus 18, and a set-screw 19 for
holding the stylus in place are or may be sub-
stantially as heretofore made and as described
in my aforesaid application. The bar 15 is

fulcrumed on one side upon the pivot-points

20, whose axes are at right angles to the dia-

phragm, as in my former application. On
the other side the rock-bar is also fulcrumed
upon pivot-points 21, these pivot-points be-
ing pressed toward the bar 15 by means of
springs 22. The points 20 and 21 are all in

the same plane, or, in other words, the axes
of the pivot>points are all in the same plane,

represented by the line 50, Fig. 1. Conse-
quently the pressure is confined to the axis of
oscillation of the bar or lever represented by
line 51, Fig. 3, passing through all of the
points. Furthermore, it follows that the
bearings of points 20 and 21 are all in the
same plane, which is transverse to the plane
of oscillation of the stylus-bar. The plane
of oscillation of the stylus-bar is represented
by the line 52, Fig. 1. Inasmuch as the an-
gle of these sockets is greater than that of

the centers 20 21, the bearings are only on
the extreme points, and the bar has freedom
of oscillation within a limited but ample
radius.

As shown in the drawings, the pivot-points

21 are supported in brackets 23, which are

part of the frame of the reproducer, and the

springs 22 are shown as coiled compression-
springs, pressing at one end against the
bracket 23 and at the other against a collar

24 on the pivot-points 21. These details are
of course immaterial. The pivot-points 21

may be displaced against the pressure of the

springs to remove the stylus-bar. In Figs.

4 and 5 another mode of applying the clamp-
ing-pressure is illustrated. The movable piv-

ots 25 (in this case knife-edges, which are the
equivalents of points, though points are pre-

ferred) are formed on a piece of steel tubing.

In this tubing 26 are several saw-cuts 27, al-

ternately from opposite sides, which give re-

silience longitudinally to the tube. A screw
28 presses the tubes or spring pivot-supports

against the bar 15.

In Figs. 6 and 7 is shown a modification of

the construction of Figs. 1, 2, and 3. The
pivot -points 29 are in this instance hook-
shaped, so that the shanks extend to the op-

posite side of the bar from the points. This
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construction has the additional advantage that

the pivot-supports, besides being movable,
can be simply turned to one side, thereby re-

leasing the stylus-bar.

In Figs. 1, 2, and 3 the stylus is shown as

curved downward—that is, transversely to the
plane of the diaphragm—this form being con-
venient for use with records of varying depth.
A straight stylus can be inserted in the socket,

and, indeed, no change in the reproducer is

necessary to change it from one to the other
form of record. It is necessary only to sup-
port it in that position relatively to the rec-

ord in which it will operate most efficiently.

What is claimed is

—

1. In a sound-reproducer, a stylus bar or
lever fulcrumed on centers on both sides and
firmly held between said centers, the axis of
oscillation of the bar being transverse to the
axes of the centers.

2. In a sound-reproducer, a stylus bar or
lever fulcrumed on centers and held thereon
by pressure exerted solely in the plane of the
axes of said centers, the axis of oscillation of
the bar being transverse to the axes of the
centers.

3. In a sound-reproducer, a stylus bar or
lever fulcrumed on centers whose axes are
transverse to the axis of oscillation of said

bar or lever, and held thereon by yielding
pressure exerted solely in the plane of the
axes of said centers.

4. In a sound-reproducer, a stylus-bar ful-

crumed on one side upon fixed pivot-points
and on the other upon removable pivot-points
the axis of oscillation of the bar being trans-

verse to the axes of the pivot-points.

5. The combination with the stylus-bar of
a pivotal support therefor consisting of pivots
on each side of the bar, the axes of said cen-
ters being all in the same plane and trans-
verse to the axis of oscillation of said bar.

6. The combination with the stylus-bar of
a pivotal support therefor consisting of piv-
ots on each side of the bar, the bearing-points

of said pivots being all in the same plane trans-

verse to their axes.

7. The combination with the stylus-bar of
a pivotal support therefor consisting of pivots
on each side of the bar, one or more of said

pivots being integral with a support which is

resilient lengthwise of the axes of the pivots.

8. The combination with the stylus-bar of
a pivotal support therefor consisting of pivots
on each side of the bar, one set of the pivots
having hook-shaped shanks and being pressed
against the bar by yielding pressure, so that
they can be turned aside to release the bar.

9. In a sound-reproducer, the combination
of a diaphragm, a stylus-bar attached at one
end to the diaphragm, an antifriction-bearing
upon which said bar is fulcrumed, means for
holding the bar on its bearing with yielding
pressure, and a stylus carried by said bar and
curved transversely to the diaphragm.

10. In a sound-reproducer, a stylus bar or
lever fulcrumed on centers, and means for ex-
erting pressure to tension said centers, said

pressure being exerted solely in the plane of
the axes of the centers, said plane being trans-

verse to the plane of oscillation of said bar.

11. A sound-reproducer comprising a sty-

lus-arm, a support, pivot-points between said

arm and support, and tensioning means for
exerting tension only in a plane of said pivot-

points transverse to the axis of the stylus.

12. In a sound -reproducer, a stylus bar or
lever mounted to oscillate upon antifriction-

bearings, means for exerting spring-pressure
solely in a plane of the axis of oscillation of
said bar to tension said bearings, said plane
being transverse to the plane of oscillation of
said bar.

In testimony whereof I have signed this

specification in the presence of two subscrib-
ing witnesses.

THOMAS H. MACDONALD.
Witnesses:

A. B. Keough,
C. A. GlBNER.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, John Sutherland, a
citizen of the United States of America, and
a resident of the city of Seattle, in the county
of King and State of Washington, have in-

vented certain new and useful Improvements
in Echo-Distance Meters, of which the follow-

ing is a specification.

My invention relates to improvements in

time- indicating mechanisms, whereby they
may be employed to directly indicate the dis-

tance to any sound-reflecting or echo-produc-
ing surface. I have therefore called my in-

vention an "echo-distance meter," as the time
of its operation depends upon the production
of a sound and the receipt of an echo thereof,

the time elapsing between the two being, as

is well known, determined by the distance

to the sound - reflecting or echo- producing
su rface.

The object of my invention is the produc-
tion of a device of this character which will

indicate distances directly without necessity

for any calculations.

My object is, further, to generally simplify
and improve such devices.

The scope of my invention will be particu-

larly pointed out in the claims.

In the drawings I have shown my invention

embodied in the form which is now preferred

by me.
Figure 1 is a face view of my device, parts

of the frame and casing being broken away
to clearly show the operating mechanism.
Fig. 2 is a sectional view on a plane at right

angles to that of Fig. 1, the parts being in

the starting or zero position, or the same as

Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a face view of the principal

operating parts in operating position. Fig. 4

is a similar view showing the parts in reset-

ting position. Fig. 5 shows a means by which
the starting of the indicating parts may be
initiated by the same means as is employed
to initiate the production of the sound. Fig.

6 is a face view of the dial or scale and the

pointer or indicator. Fig. 7 shows diagram-
matically the means by which the sound-pro-
ducing mechanism and my echo-distance meter
may be connected to be operated by the same
act.

It has long been the custom of navigators
to judge of their position when navigating
along the coast or upon inside waters in a fog

or at night when visual indications were not
available by frequently sounding their whistle

and listening for an echo from the coast.

The greater the distance to the coast or any ob-

ject which would produce an echo the greater
the time which would elapse before the echo
would be heard. By this expedient it has

been possible for a person of sufficient ex-

perience to judge approximately of the dis-

tance from the echoing surface. The accuracy
of this estimate has always been uncertain
and it required great experience to estimate
the distance with any approximation to truth.

By the use of my invention it is possible for

any one to tell the distance to the echo-pro-

ducing surface with great accuracy and with-

out any calculation.

The operation of my invention depends upon
the well-known fact that if the time consumed
in the travel of sound between two points be

known the distance between these points may
be determined.
The principal feature of my invention con-

sists in the combination of a timing mechan-
ism, preferably a stop-timing mechanism, with
a scale so proportioned to the timing mechan-
ism that the distance corresponding to the time

consumed in the travel of the sound one way
may be read directly without any calculation.

The mechanism illustrated and which I will

now describe is not the only mechanism which
may be employed to carry out my invention,

but it is the mechanism which is now preferred

by me.
The indicator is a pointer or hand 1, mount-

ed upon a shaft 3, and the scale is laid out on
a dial-plate 2. This pointer-shaft 3 also car-

ries a pinion 4 and a heart-cam 6. The tim-

ing mechanism may be of any suitable type.

That shown is actuated by springs 7 through
gears and pinions 8, 9, 10, 11, 20, 13, and 12.

The shaft of wheel 12 carries gear 19, which
meshes with pinion 18, secured to an escape-

ment-wheel 14, which is controlled in its ac-

tion by an escapement 15, balance-wheel 16,

and spring 17. Wheel 12 meshes with a pin-

ion 5, which is movable to engage with and
be disengaged from the pinion 4, carried by
the shaft 3 of the pointer 1.

Pinion 5 is carried by an arm 21, pivoted at

25, the pinion-shaft being held against the

side of the arm by spring 22 and the pinion

in yielding engagement with the wheel 12 by
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spring 23. This permits the shifting of the

pinion along the arm 21, which is necessitated

by its shifting into and out of engagement
with the pinion 4 on the pointer-shaft. It is

evident that the shaft of pinion 5 may be
mounted in a slot in arm 21. The arm 21 is

held toward pinion 4 by spring 24.

Shaft 3 carries a heart-cam 6. An arm 26,

pivoted at 29, has a tooth 27, adapted when
pressed against the heart-cam to turn the cam
and pointer back to the zero or initial position

from any other position it may occupy.

Spring 28 furnishes the actuating force for

this work.
The position and action of levers 21 and 26

are controlled by a cam - wheel 30. This
wheel is in the form of a disk with notches or

teeth at intervals. A ratchet-wheel 31 is se-

cured to wheel 30 and is engaged by pawl 32,

carried by arm 33, pivoted at 37. Wheel 31

has three teeth to one tooth of wheel 30. Arms
21 and 26 have each a single tooth 35 and 36,

respectively adapted to engage with the sur-

face of wheel 30 and drop into its teeth.

These teeth are so that in the normal or zero

position, or that shown in Fig. 1, the tooth 36
on arm 26 lies in a tooth of wheel 30, the tooth

27 engaging the heart-cam to hold the pointer

set in zero position and tooth 35 of arm 21 is

out of the tooth in wheel 30, thus holding the

pinion 5 of the timing mechanism out of en-

gagement with the pinion 4 on the pointer-

shaft. In the next position, or that of Fig.

3, tooth 35 drops into a tooth of wheel 30,

thus moving the pinion 5 into engagement
with pinion 4 and starting the movement of

the pointer. At the same time tooth 36- is

lifted out of the tooth in wheel 30, thus re-

leasing the pointer-shaft to permit its turn-

ing. In the next position tooth 35 has been
lifted out of the tooth in the wheel 30, thus
separating pinions 4 and 5 and stopping the

forward motion of pointer 1. A slight fric-

tion device, such as a spring 38, bearing upon
the pointer-shaft or other member connected
therewith, serves to hold the pointer in posi-

tion where it is released. The next position
is that first described. These successive po-
sitions are shown, respectively, in Figs. 1, 3,

and 4. These positions are secured by single
tooth advances of the toothed wheel 31, caused
by depressions of the pawl -arm 33. This
may be secured by various means. One means
consists of a reciprocating plunger 39, which
slides in a guide at one edge of the casing, and
a guide-bracket 41 within the casing. This
plunger is normally projected by a spring, as
the flatspring40. Outside the casing it is pro-
vided with a head 42, which is convenient for
engagement by the hand for reciprocation of
the plunger. Within the casing this plunger
has a side projecting pin 43, which moves in

the plane of the pawl lever or arm 33, so that
when the plunger 39 is reciprocated the pin
43 swings the arm 33 downward, and with it

the pawl 32, thus actuating the ratchet-wheel

31, to thereby shift the position of the arms
21- and 26 and the parts controlled thereby.
To complete the cycle of the parts, three re-

ciprocations of the plunger 39 are required.
In addition to the. plunger for operating

the device I have provided a mechanism by
which the starting of the pointer may be se-

cured by the same act as that which produces
the sound. How this may be done I have
shown in Figs. 5 and 7. Fig. 7 shows the
connections diagrammatically. A represents
the echo-distance meter, and 45 the whistle, in

this case chosen as the source of the sound
which is to produce the echo. A cord 46 is

provided with a handle 44, conveniently lo-

cated to the hand of the operator. The cord
46 extends through suitable guides to the
whistle-lever and is connected with a second
cord or branch cord 47, which leads to the
echo -meter through suitable guides, as 48
and 49. The cord or chain- 47 leads within
the casing of the device and through a guide,

as 50, and then about the periphery of a piv-

oted wheel or reel-like device consisting of

the arms 52 and 53 and the pins 51. The
inner end of this cord is secured to the wheel,

as by fastening it to one of the pins 51. When
the cord is pulled, the wheel will be revolved,

and the pin 55, which projects from the under
side of the wheel in the position shown in Fig.

5, will be caused to engage the swinging arm
56. Arm 56 carries a pin 57, which engages
the end of the arm 58 which is tixedly secured
to the shaft 59, which carries an arm 60 upon
its other end. Arm 60 is so placed as to en-

gage the pawl lever or arm 33, so that when
the arm 60 is thrown down it forces down the

pawl-lever and its pawl and moves the ratchet-

wheel 31 one tooth -space. , This secures a

synchronous operation of the whistle and the

echo -distance meter. The stopping of the

pointer must, however, be done by hand. The
return of the wheel 52 to its normal position

may be secured by the use of a spring 54, se-

cured to its shaft. Upon the return of the

wheel the pin 57 strikes the end of the arm
56 and swings it back. This arm is loosely

pivoted upon the shaft 59 and can swing back
freely without affecting the shaft or the arm
58. The pin 55 will therefore pass under and
past the arm 56 without moving the shaft 59.

There are of course many other ways by
which the same result may be obtained. In
Fig. 1 are shown the two shafts 61 upon which
the two springs 7, which actuate the mechan-
ism of my device, are mounted. These are

provided with square ends, as is common in

all forms of clock-gears, so that they may be
readily engaged by a key to wind them up.

They are also provided with ratchet-wheels
62 and pawls 63.

In Fig. 6 I have shown a form of dial which
I prefer to use with my device. This dial has
four scales upon its face, the outer one indi-
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eating the seconds of elapsed time since the

device was started; the next, the statute miles

to the surface from which the sound was re-

flected; the next, the same distance in nautical

miles, and the inner the distance in meters.

In laying out these scales the distance must
be half that corresponding to the time elapsed,

as the sound travels outward and back, and
the actual distance traversed by the sound is

twice that to the sound-reflecting surface.

By use of my device it is possible for the

navigator to tell with great accuracy the dis-

tance to any echo-producing surface at once
and without making any calculations.

Having thus described my invention, what
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters

Patent of the United States of America, is

—

1. An echo - distance meter, comprising a

timing mechanism, a starting and a stopping
mechanism, and a scale adapted to translate

the indications of the timing mechanism di-

rectly into terms of distance to the sound-re-
flecting surface.

2. An echo - distance meter, comprising a

timing mechanism, a starting and a stopping
mechanism, a resetting mechanism, and a scale

adapted to translate the indications of the tim-
ing mechanism directly into terms of distance

to the sound-reflecting surface.

3. An echo-distance meter, comprising an
indicator, means for operating said indicator

at a regular time rate, means for starting and
stopping said indicator at will and a scale

adapted to translate the movement of said in-

dicator into terms of distance to the sound-
reflecting surface.

4. An echo-distance meter comprising an
indicator, means for operating said indicator

at a regular time rate, means for starting and
stopping said indicator at will, means for re-

setting said indicator at zero, and a scale adapt-
ed to translate the movement of said indicator

into terms of distance to the sound-reflecting
surface.

5. An echo -distance meter, comprising a

timing mechanism, means for producing a
sound, means for starting the timing mechan-
ism, a common actuating means for both said

mechanisms, a stopping mechanism, and a

scale adapted to translate the indications of
the timing mechanism directly into terms of
distance to the sound-reflecting surface.

6. An echo -distance meter comprising a
stop-timing mechanism, and a scale adapted
to translate the indications of said mechanism
directly into terms of distance to the sound-
reflecting surface.

7. An echo-distance meter comprising an
indicator, a scale adapted to translate the in-

dications directly into terms of distance to the
sound-reflecting surface, and means for pro-

ducing relative movement of said indicator

and scale at a uniform rate and for the de-
sired time.

8. An echo-distance meter comprising an
indicator, a scale adapted to translate the in-

dications directly into terms of distance to

the sound-reflecting surface, and means for

producing relative movement of said indicator

and scale at a uniform rate and for the de-

sired time, and means for setting said indicator

and scale at zero.

9. An echo -distance meter comprising a
stop-timing mechanism, a rotative member,
means whereby the movement of said rota-

tive member may be made to start the stop-

timing mechanism, and means for connecting
said rotative member with an operating mem-
ber for a signaling device.

10. An echo-distance meter comprising a
stop-timing mechanism, a signal-producing
mechanism, and a common starting member
for both said mechanisms.

11. An echo-distance meter comprising a
stop-timing mechanism, a rotative member
adapted to start said stop-timing mechanism,
asignal-producing mechanism, and a cord con-
nected with said rotative member and the sig-

nal-producing mechanism to start both mech-
anisms simultaneously.

12. An echo-distance meter comprising a

stop-timing mechanism, a whistle, and a com-
mon member for starting both of said devices.

13. An echo-distance meter comprising a

stop-timing mechanism, a whistle, and a com-
mon member for starting both of said devices
and means for independently stopping the

stop-timing mechanism.
Signed at Seattle, Washington, this 28th

day of October, 1904.

JOHN SUTHERLAND.
Witnesses:

Ernest B. Herald,
Walter C. McKay.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas H. Macdon-

ald, of Bridgeport, Connecticut, have in-

vented a new and useful Improvement in
Phonic Apparatus, which invention is fully

set forth in the following specification.

This invention relates to means for record-
ing and reproducing sounds, and particularly

to means of the kind wherein frictional force
is employed to actuate a diaphragm or other
secondary vibrating means, the sonorous vi-

brations being employed to modify such fric-

tional force and to mold it, so to speak, into
sound-waves. Apparatus of this type is de-
scribed in United States Patent No. 678,566,
granted July 16, 1901, to Daniel Higham,
and in my pending United States application
Serial No. 237,857, filed December 21, 1904.
The object of the present invention is to

furnish mechanism for carrying out in a prac-
tical wa}T the invention set forth in the patent
to said Higham and constitutes an improve-
ment upon the structure described and
claimed in my aforesaid application.

The improvements constituting the inven-
tion will be understood from the following
description and drawings accompanying this

application, in which

—

Figure 1 is a side elevation, partly in broken
section, of so much of the apparatus as re-

lates to the said improvements. Fig. 2 is an
enlarged sectional view of a detail thereof.

Fig. 3 is a cross-section on the line 3 3 of Fig.

2. Fig 4 is a broken sectional detail. Fig.

5 is a transverse section on the line 5 5 of Fig.

1, showing in the dotted outlines some of the

operating parts of the machine; and Fig. 6 is

a sectional detail showing a different position

of the parts from that shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

Referring to the drawings, 1 indicates a
vibratory diaphragm

2
which may be a dia-

phragm either of a recorder or a reproducer,

here shown as that of a reproducer. This dia-

phragm is mounted in the usual or amr suitable

way in the head 2, supported on the usual car-

riage 3 , which carnage is capable of slidmgmo-
tion from left to right, and vice versa, on the

support 4, being propelled by a screw or any
suitable means in the manner well understood
by those familiar with talking - machines

—

such, for example, as the well-known grapho-
phone.

5 is an arm projecting upward from the

framework of the machine and has mounted
thereon gearing 6, whose function will be
hereinafter explained.

Rigidly mounted on the arm 5 and project-
ing from the side thereof is a sleeve 7, within
which is a sleeve 8 capable of rotation within
the sleeve 7, but without any other move-
ment relative thereto, the sleeve 8 being re-

tained in position in sleeve 7 by means of a
washer 9, secured to one end of said sleeve 7,

and a gear-wheel 10, secured to the other end,
as will be understood from an inspection of
Fig. 2. Mounted within the revolving sleeve

8 is a third sleeve 1 1 , which is free to revolve
with sleeve 8 and also to slide longitudinally
therethrough. The sleeve 11 is provided
with two longitudinally-extending grooves
12 and 13, which are engaged by lugs or pro-
jections 14 and 15, here shown in the form of

screws passing through the walls of the sleeve

8 and entering the grooves 12 and 13. On
the interior of the sleeve 11 are formed
grooves 16 and 17, extending longitudinally
of the sleeve for nearly its entire length. A
shaft 18, having an enlarged globular end 19,

is flexibly secured to the interior of the sleeve

11 by a pin 20, passing through the globular
end 19 of the shaft, the ends of the pin pro-
jecting outward beyond the globular portion
of said shaft and engaging in grooves 16 and
17, as will be understood from an inspection
of Figs. 2 and 3, the construction being such
that the shaft may be turned in a vertical

plane around or on the pin 20, and at the
same time is capable of a longitudinal sliding

motion within the sliding sleeve 1 1

.

Mounted upon a part 21, supported by the
carriage 3, (see Fig. 1,) is a stirrup 22, piv-
oted at 23 to the part 21, said stirrup 22 af-

fording a swinging bearing, as at 24, for the
shaft 18. Secured on the outer end of the
shaft 18 is a weight 25, while a friction-roll

26 is secured to the outer end of the shaft ad-
jacent to the weight 25, which roll is engaged
by the friction-shoe 27, the stirrup-bearing

for the shaft, the weight, the roll, and the
shoe being substantially of the character
shown and described in my aforesaid appli-

cation.

Referring to Fig. 5, 28 is a suitable tablet

having a sound-record formed thereon, and
29 is a stylus-bearing lever resting upon said

tablet and connected by the link 30 to the
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friction-shoe 27, which shoe is connected to

the diaphragm 1 by a suitable link 31.

The construction of the whole is such that
when the driving-sleeve 8 is propeUed by the
gearing 10 the sliding sleeve 11 is caused to

revolve with it by reason of the engagement
of the lugs 14 and 15 in the longitudinally-

extending grooves 12 and 13 in said sleeve.

The revolution of the sliding sleeve 11 im-
parts similar revolution to the shaft 18 by
reason of the engagement of the ends of the

pin 20 in the longitudinally-extending grooves
16 and 17 on the interior of the sliding sleeve

11. The sleeve 11, however, while being
compelled to revolve with the sleeve 8 is free

to slide longitudinally therethrough, and like-

wise the shaft 18, while being compelled to

revolve with the sleeve 11, is free to telescope

or slide longitudinally within said sleeve. By
reference to Figs. 1 and 2, in which the car-

riage is shown at its extreme right-hand po-
sition, it will be seen that the shaft 18 pro-

jects outward for its entire length be}rond the

sliding sleeve 11 and that this latter sleeve

projects outward from the revolving or driv-

ing sleeve 8. If now the carriage be returned
from its right-hand to its left-hand position,

the globular portion 19 of said shaft, together
with the pin 20, will slide along through the

sliding sleeve 11 until the globular portion 19

reaches the extreme left-hand portion of the

sleeve, as shown in Fig. 6, when the shaft will

engage the closed end of the sleeve and thence
forth during the rest of the movement to the

left both the shaft and the sleeve wiU slide

together, the sliding sleeve 1 1 moving through
the sliding sleeve 8 until the parts reach the

position shown in Fig. 6. The parts being in

this position, if the carriage is again placed in

connection with the driving-screw and the
other mechanism for propelling it from left

to right along the support 4 and the driving-

gear 6 placed in operation the driving-sleeve

8, sliding sleeve, 11, and the shaft 18 will all

revolve together, and the shaft 18 will be
drawn from left to right through the sliding

sleeve until it reaches the right-hand end of

said sleeve, when, the pin 20 engaging the
ends of the grooves 16 and 17 in said sleeve,

it will pick up the sleeve 11, and the sleeve

will then be caused to slide longitudinally

through the driving-sleeve 8 to the position

shown in Fig. 2. From a study of this opera-
tion it will be seen that the shaft 18, together
with the weight 25 and the friction-roll 26,

will all be free to rise or fall, as the case may
be, moving around the joint formed by the
globular portion 19 with the sliding sleeve 11

and that the weight of aU of these parts upon
the shoe 27 will remain constant no matter
what the position of the carriage 3 on its sup-
port 4 may be.

It has been found that in the construction
shown in my previous application where the
bearing of the shaft within the driving-sleeve

has been a constantly-changing one, owing
to the sliding of the shaft through the sleeve,

the weight bearing upon the friction-shoe

has been a constantly - varying quantity
owing to the increase or decrease of the length
of the shaft supporting the friction roll and
weight. This gave a varying action to the

friction device, which has been found unde-
sirable. By the present construction, how-
ever, the weight bearing upon the friction-

shoe is the same at all times, with the result-

ing improvement in the action of the parts.

In some cases the sliding sleeve 1 1 , which
forms the connection between the driving-

sleeve 8 and the shaft 18, might be omitted,

the shaft being flexibly connected so as to

slide longitudinally within the driving-sleeve

8. In this case, however, the shaft when in

the extreme left-hand position projects for a
considerable distance to the left of the frame
portion 5 of the machine, resulting in an in-

convenient and unsightty appearance, where-
as by the present construction the sliding

sleeve 11 never projects but a very short dis-

tance to the left of the frame 5, this project-

ing position being shown in Fig. 6.

What is claimed is

—

1. In a phonic apparatus, the combina-
tion of a primary and a secondary vibrating

means with an intermediate friction means
including a friction roll and shoe, a shaft

canying said roll, a carriage supporting the

entire weight of said shaft and roll, and
means for revolving said shaft.

2. In a phonic apparatus, the combina-
tion of a primary and a secondary vibrating

means, an intermediate friction means in-

cluding a friction roll and shoe, means for re-

volving said roll, and a carriage supporting
said roll and the parts directly connected
thereto, the weight of said roll and connected
parts on said carriage being constant.

3. In a phonic apparatus, the combina-
tion of a primary and a secondary vibrating

means, with an intermediate friction means
including a friction roll and shoe, a shaft car-

rying said roll, a carriage supporting the en-

tire weight of said roll and shaft and a sliding

connection between said shaft and a station-

ary part of the machine.
4. In a phonic apparatus, the combina-

tion of a primary and a secondary vibrating

means, with an intermediate friction device

including a friction roll and shoe, a movable
carriage, a shaft carrying said roll and hav-
ing one bearing on said carriage, a revolving

sleeve on a stationary part of the machine,
with which sleeve said shaft turns and to

which it is slidably and pivotally connected.

5. In a phonic apparatus, the combina-
tion of a primary and a secondary vibrating

means, with an intermediate friction device

including a friction roll and shoe, a movable
carriage, a shaft carrying said roll and hav-
ing one bearing on said carriage, a revolving
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sleeve on a stationary part of the machine,
longitudinally - extending grooves in said

sleeve and lugs on said shaft engaging said

grooves.

6. In a phonic apparatus, the combina-
tion of a primary and a secondary vibrating
means, with an intermediate friction device

including a friction roll and shoe, a movable
carriage, a shaft carrying said roll .and hav-
ing a swinging bearing on said carriage, a re-

volving sleeve on a stationary part of the
machine, longitudinally - extending grooves
in said sleeve and lugs on said shaft engaging
said grooves.

7. In a phonic apparatus, the combina-
tion of a primary and a secondary vibrating
means, with an intermediate friction device
including a friction roll and shoe, a movable
carriage, a revolving element carrying said

roll and having a yielding bearing on said

carriage, driving mechanism for revolving
said element, and a jointed connection be-
tween said element and said driving mech-
anism.

8. In a phonic apparatus, the combina-
tion of a primary and a secondary vibrating
means, with an intermediate friction device
including a friction roll and shoe, a movable
carriage, a bearing on a stationary part of

the machine, a revolving sleeve turning in

said bearing, a jointed element carrying said

roll slidably connected to said sleeve but re-

volving therewith, and a yielding bearing
for said element on said carriage.

9. In a phonic apparatus, the combina-
tion of a primary and a secondary vibrating
means, with a friction device including a
friction roll and shoe, a movable carriage

supporting one of said vibrating members, a
shaft carrying said roll and yieldingly sup-
ported on said carriage, driving mechan-
ism for said shaft, and a flexible joint be-
tween the shaft and said mechanism.

10. In a phonic apparatus, the combina-
tion of a primary and a secondary vibrating
means, with an intermediate friction device
including a friction roll and shoe, a movable
carriage supporting one of said vibrating
members, a revolving shaft carrying said

roll and yieldingly supported on said car-

riage, a revoluble sleeve on a stationary part
of the machine, said shaft being flexibly and
slidably connected to said revolving sleeve.

11. In a phonic apparatus, the combina-
tion of a primary and a secondary vibrating
means, with an intermediate friction device
including a friction roll and shoe, a movable
carriage supporting one of said vibrating
members, a shaft carrying said roll and yield-

ingly supported on said carriage, a revolving
driving -sleeve on a stationary part of the
machine, a second sleeve slidably mounted
within said driving - sleeve but connected
thereto so as to revolve therewith, and a slid-

ing connection between said shaft and said

second sleeve.

12. In a phonic apparatus, the combina-
tion of a primary and a secondary vibrating
means, with an intermediate friction device
including a friction roll and shoe, a movable
carriage supporting one of said vibrating
members, a shaft carrying said roll and yield-

ingly supported on said carriage, a revolving
driving-sleeve on a stationary part of the
machine, a second sleeve slidably mounted
within said driving - sleeve but connected
thereto so as to revolve therewith, and a
flexible connection between said shaft and
said second sleeve.

13. In a phonic apparatus, the combina-
tion of a primary and a secondary vibrating
means, with an intermediate friction device
including a friction roll and shoe, a movable
carriage supporting one of said vibrating
members, a shaft carrying said roll and yield-

ingly supported on said carriage, a revolving
driving-sleeve on a stationary part of the
machine, a second sleeve slidably mounted
within said driving -sleeve but connected
thereto so as to revolve therewith, and a slid-

ing and flexible connection between said

shaft and second sleeve.

In testimony whereof I have signed this

specification in the presence of two subscrib-

ing witnesses.

THOMAS H. MACDONALD.
Witnesses

:

A. B. Keough,
C. A. Gibner.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, John F. Ott, a citizen

of the United States, residing at Orange, in

the county of Essex and State of New Jersey,

have invented a certain new and useful Im-
provement in Machines for Shaving Sound-
Records, of which the following is a specifi-

cation.

My invention relates to machines for shav-
ing phonographic cylinders or other sound-
records; and my objects are to provide a sim-
ple and compact device for the purpose, one
capable of efficient, rapid, and perfect opera-
tion and wherein finally generation of dust,

chips, and shavings of wax outside of the
machine is overcome.
The improved machine has been designed

particularly for use in establishments where
a large number of records require to be
shaved—as, for instance, in offices using pho-
nographs for commercial purposes.

Generally stated, the invention consists in

providing a mandrel or other support for the

record with a shaving-knife arranged to be
moved into engagement with the record,

means for rotating the mandrel or other sup-
port at a high speed, and a fan or blower for

directing the wax, chips, shavings, or dust
produced in operation into a suitable recep-

tacle for the purpose, from which they may
be subsequently removed, all as will be more
fully hereinafter described and claimed.

In order that the invention maj^ be better

imderstood, attention is directed to the ac-

companying drawings, forming part of this

specification, and in which—
Figure 1 is a plan view of the complete ma-

chine with the operating-handle removed

:

Fig. 2, a front view, partly in section; Fig. 3,

a section on the line 3 3 of Fig. 2 looking to-

ward the right; Fig. 4, a section on the line

4 4 of Fig.. 2 looking toward the left, and
Fig. 5 a sectional view on the line 5 5 of

Fig. 3.

In all of the above views corresponding
parts are represented by the same numerals
of reference.

The box or cabinet 1 is formed with a hori-

zontal partition 2, below which is a sliding

drawer 3, having an outlet -opening 4, cov-

ered by a screen or gauze 5. This drawer is

also provided with a vertical gauze or perfo-

rated partition 6, through which the air

passes from the fan and by which a consider-

able proportion of the larger shavings wall

be separated from the air.

Located over an opening in the top of the

cabinet or case 1 is a plate 8, carrying the
bearings for the operative parts. Mounted
in bearings 9 9 on this plate is a shaft 10,

which carries the mandrel 11, over wliich is

inserted the record to be shaved. The free

end of this mandrel is supported b}^ an end
bearing 12, carried b}" a pivoted gate 13 in

the usual manner. Secured to uprights 14
on the plate 8 is a stationary back rod 15, on
wliich is slidably mounted a sleeve 16: Se-

cured to this sleeve by a clamping-screw 17

is an arm 18, which straddles the mandrel
and slides at its front end along the usual
front bar 19. A weight 20 or its equivalent
may be carried by the front end of the arm
18, so as to keep the shaving-knife in its

proper engagement with the record. This
knife, as shown particularly in Fig. 3, is com-
posed of a sapphire cutting-tool 21, carried

on the end of a rod 22, passing through a

split sleeve 23 and connected to a guide-pin

24, working in an opening in said sleeve to

prevent the shaving-knife from turning axi-

ally. The shaving-knife is locked in any de-

si red position of adjustment by a screw 25

for clamping the two portions of the split

sleeve on the rod 22, said screw being oper-

ated by a linger-piece 26.

The mandrel 1 1 is rotated at a high speed
by any suitable arrangement of power-trans-
mission device. In the specific form of the

invention illustrated I mount a main shaft.

27 in bearings 28, depending from a plate 8,

and engage a removable handle 29, with the

shaft to rotate the latter. The shaft 27 car-

ries a pulley 30, which through a belt 31

drives a small pulley 32 on a counter-shaft

33. This counter-shaft carries a pulley 34,

(see Fig. 2.) which drives through a belt 35
t ( > t lie small pulley 36 on the mandrel-shaft 10.

In order to feed the shaving-knife length-

wise of the record to properly shave the same,
I make use of a relatively coarse-threaded
feed-screw 37, with which engages a feed-

nut carried on a spring-arm 39, screwed to

the sleeve 16. When the arm IS is elevated

to lift the shaving-knife from the record, the

nut 38 will be disengaged from the feed-

screw", so as to permit the shaving-knife to be
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slid back to its starting position. The move-
ment of the arm 18 axially with respect to
the back rod 15 is limited by a finger 40 en-
gaging a shoulder 41 on the plate 8. The
feed-screw 37 is rotated in any suitable way

—

as, for instance, by a belt 42, extending be-
tween pulleys 43 and 44 on the shaft 10 and
feed-screw 37, respectively.

In order to dispose of chips, shavings, and
wax dust in the operation of the device, I ar-

range an open trough 45 lengthwise of the
mandrel 1 1 and immediately below the path
of the shaving-knife. This trough at its

lower end communicates with a conduit 46,

leading to a small centrifugal fan 47, whose
discharge-outlet 48 communicates with an
opening in the partition 2 immediately be-
hind the screen 6 in the drawer. The fan 47
in operation produces a suction immediately
adjacent to the shaving-tool, so that any
particles of wax removed thereby will be
drawn into the fan and be discharged into

the back portion of the drawer 3. The air

escapes through the screens 5 and 6 and de-

posits the wax particles in the drawer, which
can be cleaned out from time to time, as re-

quired. The fan 47 is operated in any suit-

able way—as, for instance, by a belt 49, ex-
tending between pulleys 50 and 51 on the fan-
shaft and counter-shaft 33, respectively.

In operation the record or blank to be
shaved is placed on the mandrel 11 and the

knife engaged therewith and locked tightly

in place. The handle 29 is now turned so as

to rotate the mandrel at a high speed—:say

about two thousand revolutions per minute

—

whereby a very effective and perfect shaving
operation will take place, as will be under-
stood. In this operation all particles of wax
will be sucked down and deposited in the
drawer 3, so as to thereby overcome one of

the most serious objections to shaving-ma-
chines as now constructed, since in such
prior machines the particles of wax not only
soon cover all the working parts, but be-
come distributed throughout the room in

which the shaving is effected.

Having now described my invention, what
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Let-
ters Patent, is as follows:

In a shaving-machine, the combination
with a support for a sound-record or blank
and a shaving-knife movable longitudinally

with respect to said support, of means for ro-

tating said support, a suction-tube compris-
ing an inlet adjacent to the rotating support
and knife and at least equal in width to the

distance traveled by the knife, a receptacle,

and a discharge to the atmosphere, a fan for

creating an air-draft through said suction-

tube, and a screen for preventing the escape
to the atmosphere of particles drawn through
the suction - tube into the receptacle, sub-
stantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

22d day of June, 1903.

JOHN F. OTT.
Witnesses

:

Frank L. Dyer,
Arthur W. Baldwin.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Enoch J. Rector, a citi-

zen of the United States, and a resident of

Parkersburg, in the county of Wood and State

of West Virginia, have invented a certain new
and useful Improvement in Phonographs, of

winch the following is a specification.

One object of the present invention is to at-

tach a phonograph to and operate the same by
the driving-belt of the ordinary sewing-ma-
chine or the like.

Another object is to simplify and improve
the construction and operation and to reduce
the cost of manufacture of the phonograph.
Other objects will appear hereinafter.

One form of the invention is illustrated in

the accompanying drawings, forming- part

hereof, in which

—

Figure 1 is an end elevation of a sewing-ma-
chine and phonograph attached thereto. Fig.

2 is a plan view, partly in section, of the pho-

nograph. Fig. 3 is an end elevation of the same,
partly broken away to show more clearly cer-

tain parts; and Fig. 4 is a front elevation of

the same, also partly broken away.
Referring to the drawings, the reference-

numeral 1 marks a sewing-machine end frame,

and 2 the table. 3 marks the usual treadle; 4,

the usual belt driven from said treadle, and 5

the usual fly-wheel driven by the belt. Inas-

much as the sewing-machine is a well-known
article, its details need not be more particu-

larly described; but it may be remarked that

the sewing mechanism is and preferably
should be clisconnectible in order that the noise

of running the same may be avoided when the

phonograph is in use.

The reference 6 denotes a base-board which
is adapted to be placed on the table 2, and 7
marks a spring-clamp for holding the board
and phonograph in position on the table.

The reference 8 denotes a sheet-metal frame-
work preferably stamped out of one piece

and bent into shape and locked together by
lugs 9 to form a rigid construction.

10 denotes a rod or shaft which, by prefer-

ence, is fixed in and projects at one end be-

yond the box-like part of the frameworks, and
11 designates a tie-rod for holding the box-
like part rigidly together in addition to the

lugs 9, or the shaft 11 may rotate and form
an axis for members of the train of gears
hereinafter mentioned.
The rod or shaft 10 forms a support for the

record-holder and its driving -gear. The

holder shown in the drawings consists of leaf-

springs 12, which have their ends made fast

in the gear 13 and have their outer surfaces
curved to fit the inside of the hollow record
and which have their middle portions formed
into loops 14, united by straight parts 15. The
parts 15 are connected by a screw or pin 16
with the end of the shaft 10 and rotate on said

screw or pin when the said rod or shaft 10 is

fixed, and the like is true of the gear 13 in

such case. The looped ends of the holder-

springs are, by preference, of greater diame-
ter than the holder is where the springs are
bent to connect them to the gear 13—that is,

the holder is of greater diameter at the end
thereof farthest from the gear 13. The
springs compress as the record 17 is slid on.

The described holder gives a firm grip on the

record at all times and prevents the same from
working loose, while permitting of its ready
removal at any time.

The gear 13 and record-holder are driven
from the belt 4 by means of a belt-pulley 18,

the shaft 19, to which the pulley is fast, and
the pinion 20, which is fast on the shaft 19
and which meshes with the gear 13. The
speed of the gear is controlled and varied by
the following devices: A disk 21, loose on the

shaft 19, is connected by leaf-springs 22 to a
collar 23, fast on the shaft 19, and weights 24
are fastened to the springs 22, so as to bend
said springs and move the disk 21 along. the
shaft 19 whenever the speed of the shaft 19
rises beyond a given rate, and a brake device
is provided against which the disk 21 is drawn
by the weights, said brake being marked 25.

The brake 25 is carried by an arm 26, which
is held between the shaft 10 and the frame 8,

and the position of the brake 25 may be va-

ried by means of a screw 27, which has a

groove 28 therein which engages with the arm
26. By turning the screw 27 the position of

the arm 26 may be varied, thus varying the

point at which the weights bring disk 21 into

contact with the brake 25.

The speaker or reproducer 29 is mounted on
a tubular elbow 30, which is pivotal ly con-

nected by a hollow ball-and-socket joint 31 to

a carrier 32. A pin-and-slot connection 33,

between the members of the ball-and-socket

joint, allows the speaker to rise and fall in or-

der to put on and take off records. The car-

rier 32 slides on a guide 34, which is sleeved

on the feed-screw 35 and which is held from
rotating by a rib 36 on the base of the frame
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8 and a cooperating lug 37 on the carrier. The
carrier 32 is also provided with a point 38,

which is adapted to engage with the thread of

the screw 35 to connect the guide and screw,
and so to cause the screw to move the guide
and carrier along. The reference 39 denotes
a horn connected frictionally with the carrier

32. The screw 35 is driven from the gear 13
by a reducing-train 40. When it is desired
to run the speaker back, the carrier 32 is lifted

until the point 38 is disengaged from the screw
35, when the guide and carrier may be slid

back.

What I claim as new, and desire to secure
by Letters Patent of the United States, is

—

1. A phonograph having its holder formed
of springs fixed to a driving-gear.

2. A phonograph having its record-holder
formed of leaf-springs fixed at the end to a
driving-gear and looped inward and connected
with the axis of said gear.

3. In a phonograph, a driving-gear, a shaft
on which said gear rotates, and a record-holder
formed of leaf-springs fixed to said gear and
looped inward and rotatably connected with
the shaft, in combination.

4. In a phonograph, a record-holder con-
sisting of leaf-springs, a gear to which said

springs are made fast, a shaft carrying said

gear, and means for connecting said springs
with said shaft, in combination.

5. In a phonograph, a drive-shaft, a belt-

pulley fast thereon, a drive-belt touching said

pulley at one point only, a record-holder geared
to said shaft, and an automatic brake device,

in combination.
6. The combination of a treadle-driven belt,

a driven pulley to which said belt is practically

tangent, and a phonograph driven thereby,
with a brake device interposed between the
belt and record-holder.

7. The combination of a driving-belt, a
driven pulley to which said belt is practically

tangent, and a phonograph driven thereby,

with an automatic brake device for regulating
the speed of the phonograph.

8. In a phonograph, a belt-driven shaft, a
collar fast on said shaft, a disk loose on said

shaft, springs connecting said collar and disk,

weights carried by said springs, and an ad-

justable brake normally disengaged from and
against which said weights draw said disk, in

combination with a record-holder actuated by
said shaft.

9. In a phonograph, the combination with a
feed-screw, a guide sleeved on said screw, and
a reproducer -carrier slidable on said guide
transversely to and adapted to be engaged
with said screw.

10. In a phonograph, the combination wTith

a feed-screw, a guide sleeved on said screw, a
carrier movable on said guide transversely to

and connectibleand disconnectibletoandfrom
said screw, and a reproducer pivotally con-

nected with said carrier.

11. In a phonograph, the combination of a
feed-screw, a guide sleeved thereon and mov-
able therealong, means for preventing rock-

ing motion of said guide on said screw, a car-

rier slidable on said guide and thereby con-

nective and disconnectible to and from said

screw, and a reproducer pivotally connected
with said carrier.

12. In a phonograph, the combination of a
frictionally-driven shaft, adisk movable along
and rotating with said shaft, weights for mov-
ing said disk along said shaft, and a brake
normally disengaged from and against which
said weights draw said disk, with a record-

holder actuated by said shaft.

Signed at New York, in the county of New
York and State of New York, this 23d day of

May, A. D. 1904.

ENOCH J. RECTOR.

Witnesses:
Frank Ryall,
Richard W. Barkley.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, JohnC. Dunton, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Grand
Rapids, in the county of Kent and State of

Michigan, have invented certain new and use-

ful Improvements in Feed Mechanism, of

which the following is a specification.

My invention relates to improvements in

feed-screws; and its especial object is to pro-

vide a feed-screw that will at stated distances

operate a lever to disconnect its bearing end
from a given point of contact and also to re-

verse the motion and direction of the feed

when desired. I attain these objects by the

mechanism illustrated in the accompanying
drawings, representing the feed-screw applied

to a compound record-phonograph as being
well designed to illustrate the operation of

the screw, and in which

—

Figure 1 is a plan of the phonograph, show-
ing the application of the screw. Fig. 2 is an
end elevation of the same. Fig. 3 is an en-

larged plan of the feed-screw, the reverse-

screw, the rocker-shaft, and the lever in con-

nection with a section of a compound record-

roller. Fig. 4 is the same turned up edge-

wise to show the action of the feed-screw upon
the lever. Fig. 5 is an end elevation of the

machine, showing an enlarged view of the pawl
and the hub of the actuating-lever; and Fig.

6 is a- side elevation of the machine disman-
tled of everything except the rocker-shaft and
its attachments, the trip-rod, the pawl, and
the ratchet-wheel.

Similar letters refer to similar parts through-

out the several views.

In the accompanying drawings, A repre-

sents the supporting-frame of a phonograph.
B represents compound record-rollers hav-

ing divisions b at given distances apart, the

space between each pair of these divisions rep-

resenting the full length of a complete rec-

ord, by which means several complete records

may be placed upon one roll, and the neces-

sary object to be attained is to carry the point

h of the reproducer H up and over the divi-

sions b without necessarily stopping the travel

of the lever or reproducer-holder G, and for

this purpose I have invented the screw D,
having enlargements d directly opposite each

division b on the record -roll B, the screw-

thread being continuous over these enlarge-

ments, so that the lever G continues to be
carried longitudinally of the feed-screw as

long as the knife g is engaged by the screw-
threads of the feed-screw, whether upon the

body of the screw or climbing up or down
over the enlargements.
With a phonograph built simply as above

described it will be readily conceived that

the reproducer will be carried the entire

length of the record-roll, being carried over
each division b as it approaches it, thus ex-
hausting the entire set of records without
stopping; but to utilize the feed-screw to the
best advantage I have arranged a trip by
means of which the machine may be stopped
as the lever is being carried over the enlarge-
ments d, or may, upon reaching the end of

the rolls, be reversed and the reproducer
H carried back to the place of beginning
on the record-rolls, as follows: In applying
this feed-screw to a phonograph I have pro-
vided the variable feed-screw D, the rocker-
shaft E, upon which the lever G is mounted
by means of the slide G', so that it may be
easily carried longitudinal of the rocker-shaft,

and a reverse-screw F, all parallel with the

record -roll B. To stop the machine, or at

least the travel of the reproducer H as the
lever G is carried upon the enlargements d
of the feed-roll D, I attach a lever M to one
end of the rocker -shaft E and arrange for

carrying and holding it securely either side

of the perpendicular by a link N, pivoted to

the end of the lever M and the opposite end
connected with a spring, as P, so that the
lever M will be firmly held either in the po-
sition of the solid lines or of the dotted lines

in Fig. 2, as the case may be, thus carrying
and holding the reproducer to or from the

record, as may be desired and as indicated

in Fig. 2. To stop the machine as the lever

is carried over by the knife g (shown in dotted

lines in Fig. 3) climbing the enlargements d
on the feed-screw, I have provided a ratchet-

wheel K and a pawl O, pivoted to the frame
in position to engage the same, so that it can-

not turn when the reproducer H is in the posi-

tion shown by the solid lines in Fig. 2; but the
pawl is thrown out of engagement with the

ratchet when the lever M and the reproducer
are thrown to the opposite position by the
hub of the lever pressing it back, as indicated

by the dotted lines, as shown in Fig. 5, so that

the ratchet may revolve and allow the wheel
J to revolve, and with it the feed-screw D,
which transmits motion to the return feed-
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screw F through the medium of the chain I

or other suitable mechanism, and when the

slide Gr' is carried to the end of the rocker-

shaft E after having traversed the entire

length of the record-roll the slide coming in

contact with the pin or other suitable catch,

as r on the trip-rod B, may carry the end of

the rod to position to hold the pawl from en-

gaging the ratchet-wheel K, as shown in Figs.

5 and 6, so that when the lever G is carried

over and the knife is thrown from contact

with the feed-screw D, so that the other end
engages the return feed-screw F, the lever

and reproducer will be carried back to the

opposite end of the rocker -shaft, when con-

tact with the pin / will disengage the pawl
O by withdrawing the trip-rod B from behind
it and allow it to again engage the ratchet-

wheel K and stop the machine.
The carriage C is designed to carry several

of the record-rolls Band may be moved to and
from the reproducer H by the screw Q or any
other suitable mechanism.
The lever Gr carries the reproducer H at one

end, and the horn of the machine may be car-

ried at the other end, though I do not deem
it necessary to show the horn for the purpose
of this invention.

While it is possible to cut the screw-thread
of the feed-screw D of equal depth both upon
the body of the screw and over the enlarge-

ments d, I find it much less difficult to cut

them so that the bottoms of the threads will

be uniform the entire length of the screw-
that is, the screw-threads, or rather the fur-

rows between the threads, are cutdeepenough
in the enlargements, so that the diameter of

the metal at the bottom of the furrows will

be uniform regardless of the diameter of the

outer edges of the threads.

While so elaborate a description of the mech-
anism of the phonograph is not necessary to

render the action of the feed-screw plain, as

the feed-screw is designed for other lines of
mechanism, I deem it desirable for a clear un-
derstanding of its application not only to the

phonograph, but to other machines as well.

C represents the track upon which the car-

riage C is supported, and L represents a mo-
tor for driving the several parts of the phono-
graph, the same being represented as con-
nected by a belt with the gear-wheel J, which
is secured to the feed-screw D and is coupled
to drive the ratchet-wheel K, and n ?i are stops
for the lever M, preventing it from passing
beyond the desired position when being actu-

ated by the variable feed-screw D and the
spring P and link O.
Having thus fully described my invention,

what I claim as new, and desire to secure by
Letters Patent of the United States, is

—

1. In a machine having movable parts, a
feed-screw shaft having enlargements at in-

tervals, the shaft and the enlargements being

uniformly threaded, as described and for the

purpose set forth.

2. A machine having movable parts com-
prising a feed - screw shaft having enlarge-

ments at intervals, both the shaft and the en-

largements being uniformly threaded, and a

lever and knife to engage and be actuated by
said feed-screw, substantially as and for the

purpose set forth.

3. A machine having movable parts com-
prising a feed-screw shaft having enlarge-

ments at intervals, both the shaft and the en-

largements being uniformly threaded, a

rocker-shaft in position to engage the feed-

screw shaft, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

4. A machine having movable parts com-
prising a feed-screw shaft having enlarge-

ments at intervals, the shaft and the enlarge-

ments being uniformly threaded, a rocker-

shaft, a sliding lever on said rocker-shaft in

position to engage the feed-screw shaft, and
a lever, a link and a spring connected to hold

said rocker-shaft to position, substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

5. A machine having movable parts com-
prising a feed-screw shaft having enlarge-

ments at intervals, the shaft and the enlarge-

ments being uniformly threaded, a rocker-

shaft, a lever slidingly mounted on said shaft

and engaging the feed-screw shaft, an actuat-

ing-lever, a link and a spring connecting the

rocker -shaft and the machine, and driving
mechanism connected with the machine, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

6. A machine having movable parts com-
prising a feed-screw shaft having enlarge-

ments at intervals, the shaft and the enlarge-

ments being uniformly threaded, a rocker-

shaft, a lever slidingly supported on the

rocker-shaft, in position to engage the threads

on the feed-screw shaft an actuating-lever, a

link and a spring connecting with the rocker-

shaft and the machine, a reverse-feed-screw

shaft, and driving mechanism, substantially

as described.

7. A machine having movable parts com-
prising a feed-screw shaft having enlarge-

ments at intervals, the shaft and enlargements
being uniformly threaded, a return-feed-screw

shaft, a rocker-shaft between the feed-screw

shaft and the return-feed-screw shaft, a lever

slidingly supported on the rocker-shaft and
arranged to alternately engage the feed-screw

shaft and the return-feed-screw shaft a lever,

link and spring for actuating the rocker-shaft,
1

driving mechanism, and a pawl and a ratchet-

wheel connected therewith, substantially as

shown and described.

8. A machine having movable parts com-
prising a feed-screw shaft having enlarge-

ments at intervals, said shaft and enlarge-

ments being uniformly threaded, a return-

screw-feed shaft, a rocker-shaft between the
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feed-shaft and the return-feed shaft, a lever

slidingly mounted on the rocker-shaft to al-

ternately engage the feed-screw shaft and the

return-feed-screw shaft, a lever, a link and a

spring connected to actuate the rocker-shaft,

driving mechanism, a ratchet-wheel and a

pawl connected therewith, the pawl actuated

by the rocker-shaft, a trip-rod parallel with

the rocker-shaft and in the line of travel of

the pawl, and trips on the trip-rod in position

to engage the lever on the rocker-shaft, sub-

stantially as shown.
Signed at Grand Rapids, Michigan, Novem-

ber 22, 1904.

JOHN C. DUNTON.
In presence of

—

Georgia E. Cilley,
Ithiel J. Cilley.
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To all whom it mat/ concern:

Be it known that I, Albert L. Irish, of To-
ledo, county of Lucas, and State of Ohio, have
invented certain new and useful Impix>ve-

ments in Sound-Reproducers; and I do hereby
declare that the following- is a full, clear, and
exact description of the invention, which will

enable others skilled in the art to which it ap-

pertains to make and use the same, reference

being had to the accompanying drawings, and
to the figures of reference marked thereon,

which form part of this specification.

My invention has reference to a sound-re-

producer for talking-machines; and it has par-

ticular reference to improvements in the de-

tails of construction whereby the various parts

may be assembled with increased facility and
with a greater degree of precision than has

been attained heretofore in the art.

In carrying out my invention I provide
means whereby the pivoted arm of the re-

producer, adapted to connect with the dia-

phragm of the instrument, may be turned
upon its pivotal connections completely out
of the way of the operator while the dia-

phragm is being placed in position or is be-

ing removed therefrom for the purpose of ef-

fecting repairs. By means of my improved
construction the pivoted arm may be effect-

ively adjusted upon its pivots and its proper
alinement for connection with the. diaphragm
insured before its final connection therewith

is accomplished.
In the construction of my reproducer I have

entirely eliminated the employment of springs

of any character whatever, the resulting con-

struction comprising a minimum number of

parts and combining simplicity, durability,

and effectiveness.

In the fulfilment of my invention I employ
the novel combination, arrangement, and de-

tails of construction hereinafter shown, de-

scribed, and claimed.

In the accompanying drawings, illustrative

of my invention, Figure 1 is a front face view
of a sound - reproducer embodying my im-
proved construction. Fig. 2 is a rear view of

the same. Fig. 3 is a transverse section there-

of.

Referring to the details of construction, 1

indicates the shell of the reproducer, adapted
to hold the mica disk or diaphragm 2 about
its marginal edges in the usual manner, the

shell being provided with a shoulder 3 to sup-

port the same in proper position. The dia-

phragm is held in contact with the shoulder
by means of a split ring 4, adapted to be
forced into .the shell and by its resiliency en-

gage the inner walls thereof.

5 is the usual hollow cylindrical extension
upon the shell, adapted to connect with the
horn of the talking - machine. Projecting
outwardly at one side of the shell and extend-
ing beyond its periphery are two parallel sup-
ports 6 and 7, disposed apart and adapted to

pivotally support an arm 8 between them.
The means for pivoting the arm comprise
conically-pointed screws 9, extending through
the supports 6 and 7 and arranged in line

with each other, with the pointed ends pro-

jecting into the space between the supports,

and oppositely-disposed extensions or trun-

nions 10 upon the arm 8, provided with con-

ical recesses adapted to receive the pointed
ends of the screws 9.

11 represents lock-nuts upon the screws 9,

adapted to contact with the outer faces of the
supports 6 and 7 and lock the screws against

rotation after they have been properly ad-

justed.

12 is a rearwardly-extending socket integral

with the arm 8, the same being provided with
the usual axial perforation and set-screw to

secure the usual pointed pin in position therein.

13 is an inwardly-extending recess in the

shell between the arms 6 and 7, adapted to

permit the unobstructed turning of the arm
8 upon its pivotal connection at right angles
to the plane of the diaphragm to permit the

arm to assume a position perpendicular to the

diaphragm.
The advantages of my improved construc-

tion will be apparent upon assembling the
various parts in proper adjusted relation to

each other. In performing this operation the
arm 8 is mounted between the extended sup-
ports 6 and 7, the same being properly ad-

justed by manipulating the pointed screws 9,

the nuts 11 being then turned to lock the
screws against rotation. When thus sup-
ported, the arm 8 may be readily swung about
upon its pivotal connections in a plane trans-

verse to the plane of the diaphragm, taking
the position in full lines, Fig. 3. The dia-

phragm may now be placed in position in the

initial assembling of the parts, or the same
may be conveniently removed should it become
necessary to replace the same. The placing
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of the diaphragm in position is accomplished
without in the least interfering with the ad-

justment of the arm 8. It is to be observed
that the pivoted arm 8 may be adjusted in a
transverse direction upon its pivotal connec-
tion by manipulating the screws 9 so that

the proper registry of the free end of the arm
with the center of the diaphragm is readily

accomplished, the connection with the dia-

phragm being usually effected by providing
a central aperture therethrough through
which a screw 14 engages the end of the op-
erating-arm.

It will be seen from the foregoing descrip-

tion that a sound-reproducer constructed in

accordance therewith will be extremely sim-
ple, that the parts thereof may be readily ad-

justed with relation to each other, and that

the placing or replacing of the diaphragm is

accomplished with facility and despatch and
without disturbing the adjustment of the other
parts of the instrument.

Having described my invention, what I

claim, and desire to secure by Letters Patent
of the United States, is

—

In a sound-reproducer, a shell provided with
extended parallel supports and inclosing a dia-

phragm, adjusting-screws having cone-shaped
ends extending inwardly from said supports,

and an arm connected at one end with the dia-

phragm and provided on opposite sides with
recesses adapted to receive the cone-shaped
ends of the adjusting-screws, said shell having
an inwardly-extending recess between the par-

allel supports to permit said arm to be turned
to assume a position perpendicular to the dia-

phragm substantially as described.

In testimony that I claim the foregoing as

my own I affix my signature in presence of two
witnesses.

ALBERT L. IRISH.
Witnesses:

D. B. Potts,
Carl H. Keller.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Charles J. Eichhorn,
a citizen of the United States, residing at

Newark, in the county of Essex and State of

New Jersey, have invented certain new and
useful Improvements in Amplifying-Horns

;

and I do hereby declare the following to be
a full, clear, and exact description of the in-

vention, such as will enable others skilled in

the art to which it appertains to make and
use the same, reference being had to the ac-

companying drawings, and to numerals of ref-

erence marked thereon, which form a part of

this specification.

The objects of this invention are to secure
greater stiffness and strength in an amplify-
ing-horn at the smaller end thereof where it

is coupled to a talking-machine, recording-
machine, or similar apparatus or device, it

being understood that such horns are usually
attached and supported at their smaller end,

the large end projecting in a horizontal di-

rection away from the bearing or support to

which the horn is secured.

Other objects are to enable the horns to be
manufactured with greater facility and ease,

to present a neat finish at the extremity, and
to secure improved effects in the reproducing
operations.

The invention consists in the improved
amplifying - horn and in the arrangements
and combinations of parts of the same, all

substantially as will be hereinafter set forth,

and finally embraced in the clauses of the
claim.

Referring to the accompanying drawings,
in which like numerals of reference indicate

corresponding parts in each of the several fig-

ures, Figure 1 is a side elevation of the im-
proved amplifying-horn. Fig. 2 is a detail

plan of the smaller end thereof on an en-

larged scale. Fig. 3 is a section taken
through fine x of Fig. 2, and Fig. 4 is a sec-

tion taken through line y of Fig. 3.

In said drawings, 5 indicates the small tu-

bular end of my improved horn. 6 is the
flaring body thereof, which may be the frus-

tum of a cone, and 7 indicates the bell end of

the horn.
Heretofore the said small end of the horn

has been made cylindrically tubular, as

shown, after the sheet metal has been bent
into approximately conical form and the lon-

gitudinal edges thereof connected or jointed.

This has been done by pressing the metal in-

ward by means of dies or formers at points
a little back or away from the smaller ex-
tremity of said flaring part, so as to form a
shoulder 8 and so that the metal instead of

being flaring, as at the beginning of the proc-
ess, is cylindrical and is adapted to fit closely

and properly upon or into the speaker-tube
of the talking - machine or in connection
with a large horn, so as to properly receive
the rubber tube commonly employed in con-
necting said horn with the machine.
To secure greater stiffness and strength at

the small end and at the same time to secure
the desired residt without materially increas-

ing the cost, I form the flaring body and cy-
lindrical end with a longitudinal seam at one
side, as indicated at 9, the said seam being
formed by bending the edges of the metal so
that they interlock one edge with the other,

as indicated in Fig. 4, the interlocking thick-

ness of metal producing a rib of quite solid

metal which gives increased strength and ri-

gidity to the horn, especially where it is need-
ed, to enable said small end to sustain the
weight of the larger end.

In my improved construction the project-
ing rib is disposed by the tools employed in

manufacturing it, so that at the body of the
horn the said rib projects inward from the
walls of the flaring body, as indicated in Fig.

4, while in the tubular or cylindrical smaller
end 5 the said rib projects outwardly from
the outer walls of said cylindrical portion. I

thus secure increased strength of the tubular
part where the supporting strain is brought
upon the horn; but where the said horn is

prominently in sight the outer surface is

smooth, because of the projection of the rib

being on the inside. Thus the said horn is

rendered more sightly and neat hi its appear-
ance, as well as strong, and, furthermore, be-
cause of the outer projection of the rib the
cylindrical part is made smooth on the inside,

and the speaker-tube may fit within the said

cylindrical part with greater neatness and
nicety of adjustment and with greater firm-

ness and security. To still further increase

the strength of the smaller end of said horn,

especially when the flaring body and small
cylindrical end of one integral piece are of

thin sheet metal, such as conduces to light-

ness and convenience hi handling, I reinforce

the said cylindrical part by means of an in-
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ternal thimble or bracing-shell 13. (Shown
more clearly in Figs. 3 and 4.) Said shell

comprises a seamless tube which is inserted

closely within the smaller cylindrical end
against the interior walls thereof, and I lock

the said tube within said smaller end by
pressing outward the inner or forward end,

as at 14, the pressing being accomplished by
means of a spinning process or pressure pro-

vided by tools in any suitable manner. The
opposite end of the said tube, shell, or thim-
ble is turned outward and forward over the

rear extremity of the smaller end, as at 15,

thus giving neatness of finish to the extrem-
ity of the horn and avoiding the sharp and
more or less ragged edges heretofore com-
monly provided in all horns of this class.

To enable the inner end of the bracing-

shell to fit close against the flaring sides of

the body 6, where said body connects with
the cylindrical smaller end, I have formed a
notch 16 in the flaring inner extremity of

said shell to receive the rib. The said rib ly-

ing in said notch also serves to prevent the

bracing-shell from turning within the smaller

end.

Having thus described the invention, what
I claim as new is

—

1. The improved horn, herein described
comprising a flaring body and a cylindrical

small end integral with said body, and a tu-

bular shell inserted within said cylindrical

small end, the inner end of said shell being
turned outwardly into flaring body and the

opposite end being turned outwardly and
forwardly over and around the extremity of

said cylindrical small end, substantially as set

forth.

2. The improved horn herein described
comprising a flaring body and a cylindrical

small end, a shoulder being formed interiorly

at the junction of the cylindrical and flaring

walls, and a tubular shell extending at one
end into the flaring body and thereat being
bent outwardly against said shoulder and at

the opposite end projecting out from said

cylindrical small end and being outwardly
bent to engage the rear extremity of said

small end substantially as set forth.

3. The improved horn having a longitudi-

nal seam formed by turning and interlocking

the opposite edges of said horn, said horn
having a cylindrical small end and a flaring

large end, the said longitudinal rib project-

ing outward at the cylindrical part and in-

ward at the flaring part, substantially as set

forth.

4. The improved horn having a longitudi-

nal seam formed by turning and interlocking

the opposite edges of said horn, said horn
having a cylindrical small end and a flaring

large end, the said longitudinal rib project-

ing outward at the cylindrical part and in-

ward at the flaring part, and a shell or thim-
ble inserted in said small cylindrical end and
having its forward end notched and pressed

outward against the flaring sides of the horn,

substantially as set forth.

5. The improved horn having a longitudi-

nal seam formed by turning and interlocking

the opposite edges of said horn, said horn
having a cylindrical small end and a flaring

large end, the said longitudinal rib project-

ing outward at the cylindrical part and in-

ward at the flaring part, and a shell or thim-
ble inserted in said small end and having a
notched forward end, into the notch of

which the said rib lies and having an out-

wardly and forwardly curved rearward end
covering the extremity of the said cylindrical

small end of the horn, substantially as set

forth.

In testimony that I claim the foregoing I

have hereunto set my hand this 27th day of

May, 1904.

CHARLES J. EICHHORN.

Witnesses:
Charles H. Pell,
Russell M. Everett.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Charles J. Eichhorn,

a citizen of the United States, residing at

Newark, in the county of Essex and State of

New Jersey, have invented certain new and
useful Improvements in Amplifying-Horns

;

and I do hereby declare the following to be a
full, clear, and exact description of the in-

vention, such as will enable others skilled in

the art to which it appertains to make and
use the same, reference being had to the ac-

companying drawings, and to figures of refer-

ence marked thereon, which form a part of

this specification."

The objects of this invention are to secure
greater strength and rigidity at the large end
of the horn, more particularly in what are
known as " flower-horns," whereby said horns
will be better able to maintain their flower
shape while in transportation and in use.

Heretofore flower-shaped horns have had
their projecting petals at the large end of the
horn project beyond the termination of the
ribs by which the sections of the horn have
been held together. Thus the said petals,

made from thin sheet material, were lacking

in stiffness and were very easily bent, par-
ticularly when the horn stood upon its large

end, as indicated in Figure 1 of the drawings,
the bending and indenting of the weak petals

greatly marring the appearance of the horn,

so that it became unmarketable in the hands
of the retail dealer. By my construction I

secure a flower-shaped horn which is mate-
rially stronger to resist downward pressure.

Referring to the accompanying drawings,
in which like numerals of reference indicate

corresponding parts in each of the several

figures, Fig. 1 is a side elevation of my im-
proved horn, and Fig. 2 is a plan of one of the
longitudinal sections thereof, and Fig. 3 is an
enlarged section of the same taken at fine x,

In said drawings, 5 5 indicate the sections

of the horn, which individually are flaring in

plan and at their large ends are made con-
cave, as at 6. The longitudinal edges 7 of

said sections are also concave, so that when
said sections are joined together the horn
will be given the desired flaring and regularly

scalloped shape at the edge of the large end,

resembling a flower.

The sections 5 5 are joined together at their

longitudinal edges by doubling the overlap-
ping edges to form thick longitudinal ribs 8

8 8, which extend to the points of greatest

projection of the petals. Thus the ribs 8 8

come in contact with the ground while the
center parts of the sections are raised from
the ground, and so are protected from bend-
ing or indentation.

Having thus described the invention, what
I claim as new is

—

1. The improved horn herein described,

comprising a series of longitudinal sections

joined together at their longitudinal edges,

said longitudinal edges being concaved in

plan and the large end edges of said sections

being also concave, the joints of the said

horn projecting beyond the center portions
of the ends of said sections.

2. The improved horn herein described
comprising longitudinal sections joined to-

gether at their longitudinal edges, the said

longitudinal edges overlapping and being
doubled together to form ribs, and the said

ribs extending, at the large end of the horn,
beyond the centers of the ends of the said sec-

tions and being adapted to take the weight
of the horn when the latter stands upon its

large end.

In testimony that I claim the foregoing I

have hereunto set my hand this 8th day of

June, 1905.

CHARLES J. EICHHORN.
Witnesses

:

Charles H. Pell,
Clement Beecroft.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Herbert S. Mills, a
citizen of the United States, residing- at Chi-
cago, in the county of Cook and State of Illi-

nois, have invented a new and useful Improve-
ment in Phonographs, of which the following
is a specification.

My invention relates more particularly to

means for supporting the stylus proper in

the form of an attenuate length of wire on
the reproducer of the type of phonograph or
analogous instrument under different names,
employing for the record a rotary disk, the

degree of attenuateness of the wire, which is

of uniform or substantially uniform thinness
throughout, being such as to cause it to pre-

sent always to the record-grooves an ade-

quately fine point as it wears away with use
by frictional contact with the grooves. This
fine wire is too yielding to adapt it for use
without support, since by undue bending in

traversing the record it mars the reproduc-
tion and renders it indistinct. For support-
ing the wire I have provided a species of

rigid clamp on the reproducer, the function
of which is to hold the wire in a manner to

permit protrusion thereof at one end to the

desired short distance beyond the clamp for

engagement with the record and to hold the
wire throughout the remainder of its extent
so firmly and uniformly as to render it prac-

tically an integral part of the rigidly stable

clamp, and thus prevent any independent vi-

bration or movement of the wire which would
tend to mar or.destroy its stylus action.

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is

a broken view showing in side elevation the
reproducer of the class of instrument herein-

before specified equipped with my improve-
ment and in operative position relative to the
record-disk; Fig. 2, a perspective view show-
ing one jaw of my improved clamp project-

ing from the bracket of the reproducer which
carries the vibration-transmitting finger; Fig.

3, a similar view of the other jaw of the
clamp, and Fig. 4 a section taken at the line

4 on Fig. 1 and viewed in the direction of
the arrow.
A denotes a disk-record, and B the repro-

ducer-head of a known type of phonograph.
On the bracket C, which is fastened, as usual,

to the edge of the reproducer-head and car-

ries the transmitting contact -finger D, is

formed a flat jaw a, shown beveled at y to-

ward the end on the edge which comes adja-

cent to the record -surface and also shown

beveled correspondingly on the opposite edge
for the sake of symmetrical appearance. A
groove b is formed in the longitudinal center
of the face of the jaw a to extend from the
outer end thereof, (shown as an apex because
of the beveled edges,) the depth of the groove
being preferably about one-half the thickness
of the wire E, forming the stylus proper.
The companion jaw a', which is shown to be
of the same shape as the jaw a to cooperate
therewith and form the clamp F, fits at its

butt-end against a shoulder d on the face of
the bracket C and carries a screw e to enter
a screw-hole e' in the jaw a for securing the
jaws flatwise together with a springf inter-

posed between them and shown to be pro-
vided on the jaw a. The purpose of the spring
is to tend to separate the jaws when their fas-

tening-screw e is loosened for the purpose
hereinafter explained in the event of their
surfaces adhering together.

With the jaws a and a! secured together
they clamp the wire E in its groove so firmly
and uniformly between them as to render it

solid with the clamp and preclude the possi-
bility of any movement of the extent of wire
between the jaws, while the protruding sec-

tion thereof permits the point to engage the
record-surface. As the protruding section,

which need not project more than about one
thirty-second of an inch beyond the clamp,
wears down with use the jaws may be sepa-
rated by loosening the screw e to permit the
wire to be drawn out far enough to compen-
sate for the wear, when the jaws are to be
fastened together again, or the same opening
of the jaws sufficiently exposes the entrance
end of the groove to facilitate the introduc-
tion into place in the clamp of a new wire E
to be fastened in position as described. If it

is not intended that the user shall have op-
portunity to draw out the wire to compensate
for wear on the point, but that a new one shall

be substituted for the old when worn down
in its initial setting, the replacing to be left

to a repairer, the screw may be immovably
secured by means of solder or otherwise, re-
quiring the use of a suitable tool for opening
the jaws.

In practice I have used a single setting of
the stylus-wire in the clamp several hundred
times in a music-producing phonograph of the
type herein represented without deterioration
in the sound- of the instrument. In fact, my
device seems to improve the tone quality of
the instrument by rendering it more meilow
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and softer, the latter quality being particu-

larly desirable in a coin-operated phonograph,
for which connection I have more especially

devised my improvement.
What I claim as new, and desire to secure

by Letters Patent, is

—

1. In combination with the reproducer-head
of a phonograph, a clamp comprising a flat-

faced jaw connected with said head to project

therefrom and containing in its face a longi-

tudinal groove extending to its outer extrem-
ity to receive the attenuate wire forming the

stylus, and a companion jaw removably fas-

tened flatwise on said first-named jaw to hold
said stylus rigidly in place with one end pro-

trudingly presented to the record.

2. In combination with the reproducer-head
of a phonograph, a clamp comprising a flat-

faced bevel -edged jaw connected with said

head to project therefrom and containing in

its face a longitudinal groove extending to

the extremity of the bevel to receive the at-

tenuate wire forming the stylus, and a bevel-

edged companion jaw removably fastened

flatwise on said first-named jaw to hold said

stylus rigidly in place with one end protrud-
ingly presented to the record.

3. In combination with the reproducer-head
of a phonograph, a clamp comprising a flat-

faced bevel -edged jaw connected with said

head to project therefrom and containing in

its face a longitudinal groove extending to the

extremity of the bevel to receive the attenu-

ate wire forming the stylus, a bevel -edged
companion jaw removably fastened flatwise

on said first -named jaw to hold said stylus

rigidly in place with one end protrudingly
presented to the record, and a spring compres-
sible between said jaws tending to separate
them.

4. In combination with the reproducer-head
of a phonograph, a bracket on said head a

clamp comprising a jaw forming an integral

part of the bracket from which it projects and
provided with a beveled edge and a longitu-

dinal groove extending to its outer end to re-

ceive the attenuate wire forming the stylus

proper, and a jaw secured on said first-named

jaw to clamp said wire rigidly in place.

5. In combination with the reproducer-head
of a phonograph, a bracket thereon a stylus

composed of an attenuate wire, and a clamp
on the head-bracket comprising a flat-faced

metal jaw, provided with a shoulder on its

face side, bevel-edged toward its outer end
and containing a longitudinal groove in which
said wire lies to project at one end beyond
said jaw, and a removable flat-faced metal jaw
conforming to said first-named jaw and fitting

against the shoulder thereon, and means for

securing the jaws together to hold said wire
rigidly between them.

HERBERT S. MILLS.
In presence of

—

L. Heislar,
J. H. Landes.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, George W. Gomber, a
citizen of the United States, residing at Con-
yngham, in the county of Luzerne and State of

Pennsylvania, have invented certain new and
useful Improvements in Tablet-Carriers for

Talking-Machines; and I do hereby declare the
following to be a full, clear, and exact descrip-

tion of the invention, such as will enable others
skilled in the art to which it appertains to make
and use the same.
My invention relates to phonographs, and

more particularly to a tablet-carrier for talk-

ing-machines whereby a plurality of tablets

or mandrels are grouped together in one ma-
chine so that any preferred one of said tab-

lets may be readily moved into cooperation
with the reproducer; and my invention con-
sists of certain specified details of combina-
tion and construction of parts, the preferred
form whereof will be hereinafter set forth,

and pointed out in the claims.

The main object of my invention, among
others, is to provide a simple" form of carrier

adapted to hold any preferred number of
tablets or tablet-receiving mandrels within a

minimum amount of space.

Other objects will be hereinafter presented,

and attention is called to the accompanying
drawings, which are made a part of this ap-
plication, and in which

—

Figure 1 shows a front elevation of my
talking-machine complete. Fig. 2 is a simi-

lar view, on a slightly-enlarged scale, a portion

of the casing being shown in section. Fig.

3 is a horizontal section of my machine, taken
on the median line -of my tablet-carrier. Fig.

4 is a perspective detail view of one of the man-
drel-carrying arms of my magazine.

Referring to the numerals on the drawings,
1 indicates the rear of the casing, while 2 and
3 designate the sides thereof, the front por-

tion of the upper section of the casing being
preferably of glass, as designated by the nu-

meral 4, while the lower part of the casing 5

may be made of any preferred material and
adapted to contain the motor, as will be ob-

vious.

Inasmuch as the claims hereunto appended*
are predicated upon the specific form of carrier

illustrated and such modifications and substi-

tutes thereof as fairly fall within the purview
of my invention, I deem it unnecessary to

dwell at any length upon the cooperating ac-

cessories of the tablet-carrier—as, for instance,

the speaker or the motor—and means for

mounting said parts in their operative posi-

tions.

My tablet-carrier may be likened unto a
wheel with a plurality of radiating arms or
spokes, to which latter are operatively con-
nected the tablet-mandrels and means for ro-

tating the same from a common source of
power. While, therefore, my tablet-carrier

may comprise a hub-section, I have in the pres-

ent instance shown a suitable piece of sheet

metal 6, which is rotatably mounted upon a
suitable axle or support, as indicated by the
numeral 7, said axle or shaft 7 being properly
connected to the casing in any preferred way
so that the forward free end thereof will pro-
ject outward in a horizontal plane to be re-

ceived by an aperture in the carrier-plate or
hub 6, it being understood that the carrier is

so mounted upon the shaft that it may be
freely rotated thereon in either direction, as

by means of the band-wheel 8, secured to a
sleeve-like extension of the hub or plate, said

wheel being placed in communication with a
belting leading to any suitable means (not

shown) of preferably manual actuation.

In the present instance it will be observed
that the periphery of the plate or carrier-body
6 is cut away at intervals, so as to form the

radially-disposed arms or extensions 9, and,

as illustrated in Fig. 4, the outer ends of said

arms are bent at right angles to form the

bearing bracket or seat 10, and a correspond-
ing bracket or bearing seat 11 is struck up
from the material of the plate to form the in-

ner support for the bearing -sleeve 12, the

extreme ends of the bearing-seats 10 and 11

being fashioned and properly bent so as to

provide the set-screw seats 13 for accommo-
dating the set-screws 14, whereby said sleeve

is locked in place. It is obvious, however,
that these bearing-seats may be independently
formed and suitably connected with the car-

rying wheel or disk in any preferred way, as

by rivets; but this construction is not shown
in the drawings. By striking up the inner

bearing 11 from the plate an opening 15 is

formed, and this opening is utilized to ac-

commodate the periphery of the gear 16, which
is secured to the shaft 17, operatively mounted
in the sleeve 12, the outer end of said shaft

being of sufficient length to receive any pre-

ferred form of mandrel, as clearly shown, a
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locking-collar and cooperating set-screw 18

and 19, respectively, being disposed upon the

shaft 17 at the outer end of the sleeve 12,

whereby said shaft will be held against longi-

tudinal movement. Inasmuch as the plurality

of gears 16 (there being one for each mandrel,

as will be observed) are thus disposed so that

they will be moved in a common radial path

around the axial center of the carrier 6, it

follows that a common driving-gear 20 may
be employed to actuate all of said gears as

they are successively brought into mesh there-

with. 1 therefore mount the common driver

20 upon a suitable shaft 21, having bearings

in supporting-brackets 22, secured to part of

the casing, while the opposite end of the shaft

or any intermediate part thereof may be pro-

vided with the driving-wheel 23, placed in

connection with the motor, as by belting,

sprocket-chain, or the like. (Not shown.)
In Figs. 2 and 3 it will be observed that a

speaker (designated by the numeral 21) is op-

eratively mounted upon a suitable carrier 25,

connected to a convenient part of the casing,

and that said speaker is disposed in direct

communication with the horn 26, or a flexi-

ble tube 27 may be employed to form the

connecting-link between said parts, as pre-

ferred. It is therefore obvious that any suit-

able means may be employed to cooperate
with the adjusting-wheel 8 to rotate the car-

rier in either direction, and thus bring any
preferred tablet on the carrier into coopera-
tive relationship with the reproducer or

speaker 24, and I deem it unnecessary to spe-

cifically set forth any means for accomplish-
ing this result, reserving for a future appli-

cation or applications such specific means
which I may decide to adopt for this purpose
or for better carrying out other operations
of the machine.
What I claim as new, and desire to secure

by Letters Patent, is

—

1. In a phonograph a carrier adapted to

carry a plurality of tablets, each of the tab-

lets being disposed with its axis radiating

from the axis of the carrier.

2. A tablet-carrier having a plurality of ro-

tatable mandrel-receiving spindles, radiating

from a common center and traveling in a com-
mon path when the carrier is rotated, as and
for the purpose set forth.

3. A tablet-carrier consisting of a disk or
wheel like member 6 having a plurality of ro-

tating arms radiating from a common center
and traveling in a common path when the car-

rier is rotated, as set forth.

4. A tablet-carrier comprising a wheel hav-
ing a plurality of rotatable tablet-receiving

mandrels, the axes of which radiate from a
common point and are designed to move in a
common path as set forth.

5. A tablet-carrier having a plurality of ro-

tatable mandrel-receiving spindles radiating

from the periphery of the carrier and disposed

to move in the same path when the carrier is

rotated as set forth.

6. In a phonograph, a carrier for tablets

having a plurality of spindles, the axes of

which radiate from a common center, each
spindle having suitable bearings in the car-

rier and means whereby they may be driven
from a common source of power as set forth.

7. A tablet-carrier comprising a disk; means
to rotatably mount the same and' a plurality

of rotatable mandrels on the disk the axes on
the mandrels radiating from the disk and ad-

ditional means to rotate all of said mandrels
from a common source of power, as set forth.

8. In a machine of the character specified,

a carrier for tablets; a plurality of extensions
each extension having a rotatable spindle

mounted thereon and adapted to carry a tab-

let, the axes of the spindles radiating from a
common center, as set forth.

9. A tablet-carrier for phonographs com-
prising a hub and a plurality of spoke-like

members radiating from the hub each spoke-
like member being adapted to rotate and carry
a mandrel thereon whereby all the mandrels
will be moved in a common path when the

hub is rotated, the axes of the mandrels radi-

ating from the same point as set forth.

10. A rotating carrier for tablets having a
plurality of radiating rotatable tablet-receiv-

ing mandrels, the axes of which radiate at any
preferred angle to the axis of the carrier as

set forth.

11. In phonographs or talking-machines, a
carrier adapted to hold a plurality of rotatable

tablets, said carrier consisting of a disk-like

member or hub 6, the axes of the tablets on
the carrier radiating therefrom and being dis-

posed at any desired angle relative to the

axis of the carrier as and for the purpose set

forth.

12. In a machine of the character specified,

a tablet-carrier; consisting of a disk-like plate

6; a plurality of bearing-seats struck up from
the plate and arranged in pairs; a sleeve se-

cured to each pair of said seats; a shaft rota-

tably mounted in said sleeve and designed to

receive upon its extended end a tablet-man-

drel and means to rotate said shaft and addi-

tional means to rotate the carrier in either di-

rection whereby the tablets on the mandrels
will be moved in a common radial path as and
for the purpose set forth.

13. In a phonograph, a tablet-carrier adapt-
ed to hold any desired number of tablets and
consisting of a plate or disk 6; integral bear-

ing-seats struck up near the edge of said plate;

rotatable shafts operatively mounted in said

seats and adapted to receive on their outer
ends a tablet-mandrel; means to successively

or selectively rotate said shafts as set forth.

14. In a phonograph a tablet-carrier adapt-

ed to hold any desired number of tablets and
consisting of a plate or disk like member 6;

bearing-seats carried by said plate; radial ro-
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tatable shafts operatively mounted in said

seats and adapted to receive on their outer
ends a tablet-mandrel, and means to succes-

sively or selectively rotate said shaft as and
for the purpose set forth.

15. In a phonograph a carrier rotatably

mounted in position and provided with a plu-

rality of rotatable tablet-mandrels the axes of

which radiate from the periphery of the car-

rier, all of said mandrels being disposed to

travel in the same radial path and having their

axes at an angle to the axis of the carrier as

set forth.

16. In a phonograph a tablet-carrier having
a plurality of rotatable mandrels disposed to

travel in a common radial path; the axes of

the mandrels radiating at any preferred angle
to the axis of the carrier as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

17. In a phonograph a carrier adapted to

carry a plurality of tablets in a common radial

path, each of the tablets being disposed with
its axis radiating at an angle to the axis of

the carrier as set forth.

In testimony whereof I have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub-

scribing witnesses.

GEORGE W. GOMBER.
Witnesses:

W. H. Jennish,
C. W. ROBBINS.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Edward L. Aiken, re-

siding at 643 Springdale avenue, East Orange,
in the county of Essex and State of New Jer-

5 sey, have invented a certain Repeating At-
tachment for Phonographs, of which the fol-

lowing is a description.

My invention relates to improvements in

repeating attachments for phonographs or
io other talking-machines, adapted either for the

pui'pose of repeating a selection indefinitely

or for use in combination with any appropri-
ate form of coin-operated mechanism for con-
trolling the motor, whereby when the selec-

15 tion has been once reproduced by the prepay-
ment of a coin the reproducer will be re-

turned to the starting position to permit suc-

cessive reproductions.

The object of my invention is to provide a
20 device for the purpose which shall be effect-

ive and positive in its operation, of but few
parts, capable of being readily attached to

standard types of phonographs and other talk-

ing-machines, and which when applied will

25 not in any way affect the operation of the de-

vice or prevent the reproducer from being
fully raised to permit the records to be changed
or the reproducer to be repaired or removed.
At the same time the device provides for sim-

3c pie and effective adjustment whereby the re-

producer may be caused to engage or be dis-

engaged from the record immediately before

and after the selection has been reproduced.
My invention has more particularly for its

35 object the provision of means whereby the

members which cooperate to raise the repro-

ducer or diaphragm - carrier may obtain a

broad bearing or contact surface for the lift-

ing operation.

40 In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is

a plan view showing a part of the main shaft,

feed-screw, part of the back rod, sleeve,

spring-arm, and feed-nut of a phonograph
with my present improvements applied there-

45 to; Fig. 2, a front view of the same; Fig. 3,

a sectional view on the line 3 3 of Fig. 1,

showing the repeating mechanism out of op-

eration, as when the reproducer is in engage-
ment with the record; Fig. 4, a correspond-

50 ing view showing the repeating mechanism
in operation. Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 are

detail views of the lifting and return mech-
anism.

In all of the above views corresponding
parts are represented by the same numerals 55
of reference.

The phonograph is provided with the usual

bed-plate 1, on which is mounted in suitable

bearings (not shown) the main shaft 2, which
carries the usual mandrel and which for a part 60

of its length is cut with a fine screw-thread to

feed the reproducer lengthwise of the record.

The usual stationary back rod 3 is shown, on
which is mounted the usual sleeve 4, arranged
to slide on said rod and carrying the repro- 65

ducing devices. (Not shown.) Secured to the

sleeve 4 are the usual diaphragm-carrying arm
4
a and spring-arm 5, can'ying the nut or nuts

6, engaging the threaded portion of the main
shaft 2, all as is common in this art. The sleeve 70

4, together with the arm 4
a
, may be termed the

'

' diaphragm-carrier.

"

In applying my improved repeating attach-
ment to a phonograph I make use of a small

compact base 7, which by means of screws 8, 75
engaging slots 9, is removably and adjustably

secured to the bed -plate 1. The base 7 is

provided with two bearings 10 10, in which
is mounted a return-shaft 11, having a coarse-

pitch return-screw 12. The return-shaft 11 80

is driven from the main shaft 2 by any ap-

proved gearing; but I preferably use two
spur-gears 13 13, mounted on the two shafts,

respectively, engaging together, as shown.
Secured to the sleeve 4 by a split collar 14 is 85

an arm 15, having a bend at its center, so that

it projects over in front of and substantially in

line with the spring-arm 5. Pivoted at the

downwardly-projecting free end of the arm
15 is a lifting and return dog, the special 90

form, proportions, construction, and opera-

tion of which are shown in Figs. 3 to 10, ex-

clusive. This lifting-dog comprises a block

16, having two ears 17 and 18 at the sides, by
means of which the dog is pivoted to the arm 95
15. The upper face of the block 16 is formed
on two angles, (see Figs. 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9,)

whereby the dog will be capable of moving
between the extreme positions, which are de-

termined by the engagement of one or the 100

other of the angular faces with the bottom
end face of the arm 15. One of these ex-

treme positions is shown in Fig. 4, the other

extreme position being somewhat beyond the

normal position of the parts shown in Fig. 3. 105

The under side of the block 16 is formed with
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a rib 19 of the proper size and at the correct

angle to engage the thread of the return-shaft

12. The ear 18 is provided with a downwardly
and rearwardly extending tail 20, by means

5 of which the dog will be disengaged from the

return-screw, as will be explained. Extend-
ing out from the side of the tail 20, at its up-

per portion, is a small lug or projection 21,

whose under face partakes of the same curve
io as the tail 20, as shown. Mounted on the re-

turn-screw 12 is a disk 22, having a screw 23,

whose inner end bears upon a small key 24,

engaging the thread of "the return-screw, so

that by rotating the disk it may be adjusted

15 longitudinally of the return -screw, and by
tightening the screw 23 the disk may be se-

curely locked in any position of its longitu-

dinal adjustment.
In order to elevate the arm 15 and swing

20 the dog to engage it with the return-screw
when the record has been reproduced, I pro-

vide the disk 22 with a pin or projection 25,

which normally

—

i. e., when the parts are in

the position shown in Fig. 3—travels in a path
25 encircling the path of thelug21. Toillustrate

this, I show in Fig. 3 the pin 25 and in dotted
lines the path which it transcribes relatively

to the lug 21. In order to trip the dog and
determine the position at which the repro-

30 ducer shall again engage the record, I pro-
vide an inclined arm 26, arranged in the path
of the tail 20, and said arm is formed inte-

grally with a rod 27, passing through a sleeve

28, secured to the base 7 and engaged by a

35 set-screw 29, so that the position of the curved
arm or cam 26 may be adjusted.

When the reproducer is in engagement with
the record and the instrument started, the
feed -nut 6 will be in engagement with the

4° threaded portion of the main shaft 2, and the
lifting-dog by its weight will hang in the po-
sition shown in Fig. 3 immediately behind
the return-screw 12, but out of engagement
therewith. Consequently the phonograph

45 will operate in the usual way to effect the re-

production, the return- shaft being rotated
continuously. As the reproducer approaches
the end of the record the lug 21 will in being
slowly moved toward the disk 22 be gradually

50 overlapped by the pin 25, which for a num-
ber of revolutions will encircle said lug. (See
Figs. 3 and 6.) When, however, the pin 25
engages the tail 20, the dog will be moved
rearwardly to its limit, (see Fig. 7,) where-

55 upon the upward movement of the pin 25 will

lift the arm 15, so as to elevate the nut 6 from
the feed-screw and the reproducer from the
record. This feature is of great importance,
for the reason that the forward feed of a pho-

60 nograph-carriage as commercially construct-
ed

—

i. e., the pitch of the feed-screw— is only
one one-hundredth of an inch. Consequently
the first contact of the rotating member and
traveling member cannot be more than one

one-hundredth of an inch in width and may 65

be anything less. Under ordinary conditions

this width of contact is not sufficient to ac-

complish the lifting in a reliable manner, be-

cause as soon as the feed -nut is lifted from
the feed-screw the carriage frequently slides 70

back, so that the lifting members are sepa-

rated and the carriage falls, and this difficulty

becomes much worse as soon as the parts be-

come even slightly worn. An exceedingly
narrow bearing-surface will, however, be suf- 75
ficient to swing the dog on its pivot, because
there is practically no resistance to such mo-
tion. The change 01 position of the dog
throws a wide bearing-surface into the path
of the rotating projection just before the lift- 80

ing operation and renders it impossible for

the carriage to fall. By reason of the circu-

lar path transcribed by the pin 25 the latter

not only elevates the arm 15, but before leav-

ing the lug 21 swings the dog forwardly (see 85

Fig. 8) until the rib 19 is brought above the

return - screw, so as to be engaged by the

thread of the screw immediately after the pin

leaves the lug 21. By reason of the rotation

of the return-screw 12 the dog will be main- 90

tained in the position shown in Fig. 4 with

the rib 19 in engagement with said screw.

In this position the return-screw moves the

parts rearwardly at a rapid rate, owing to

the coarseness of the pitch of the return- 95
screw, until the tail 20 of the dog engages
the cam 26, whereupon the dog will be swung
rearwardly, disengaging the rib 19 from the

return-screw and permitting the feed-nut 6

and reproducer to again engage the feed- 100

screw and record, respectively. By longitu-

dinally adjusting the disk 22 on the return-

screw in the manner explained the pin 25
will always bear a definite relation to the

thread of the screw, so that immediately af- 105

ter the pin leaves the lug 21 the rib 19 will

be engaged by the thread of the screw. In
this way the return movement of the screw
will move the dog sufficiently away from the

disk 22 by the time the pin 25 once again ap- "o
proaches the tail 20 as to clear the parts, so

that the pin 25 will not strike the said tail.

If, on the other hand, this adjustment was not

effected, there would be the danger of the

rib not being engaged by the thread of the 115

return-screw soon enough to start the return

movement before the pin 25 again engaged
the tail 20.

Having now described my invention, what
I claim as new therein, and desire to secure 120

by Letters Patent, is as follows:

1 . In a repeating attachment for talking-ma-

chines, the sound-box and means for support-
ing and progressively moving the same when
in its operative position, in combination with 125

a return feed-screw and means for elevating

the sound-box, comprising a rotating mem-
ber, and a member traveling with the sound-
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box toward said rotating- member and pro-

vided with a contact-surface of progressively-

increasing width, substantially as set forth.

2. In a repeating attachment for talking-ma-

5 chines, the sound-box and means for support-
ing and progressively moving the same when
in its operative position, in combination with
a return feed-screw and means for elevating
the sound-box comprising a projection rotat-

io ing in a plane and a projection extending in

the direction of said progressive movement
and traveling with the sound-box toward said

plane, said projections normally moving in

paths which do not intersect, whereby said
z 5 projections are permitted to overlap, one of

said projections being so pivoted that when
moved on its pivot, its new path intersects

the path of the other projection, substantially

as set forth.

20 3. In a repeating attachment for talking-ma-
chines, the combination with the diaphragm,
carrier, feed-nut, feed-screw and return-screw-
of a dog secured to said carrier by a pivot par-
allel to said return-screw and provided with a

2$ contact-surface of increasing width and means
which engages said dog and oscillates it, and
which then engages the wider portion of said

dog presenting a substantially greater over-
lap and raises the sound-box carrier, substan-

30 tially as set forth.

4. In a repeating attachment for talking-ma-
chines, the combination with the diaphragm-
carrier, feed-nut, feed-screw and return-screw,
of an arm secured to the carrier, a dog piv-

35 oted to said arm, a lug carried by said dog
and means rotating with the feed-screw for

successively engaging said dog, and lug, sub-
stantially as set forth.

5. In a repeating attachment for talking-ma-
4° chines, the combination with the diaphragm-

carrier,feed-nut, feed-screw and return-screw,
of an arm secured to the carrier, a dog piv-

oted to said arm, a disk carried by the return-
screw and adjustable in line with the thread

thereof, and a projection on said disk cooper- 45
ating with said dog to raise the carrier, sub-
stantially as set forth.

6. In a repeating attachment for talking-ma-
chines, the sound-box and means for progress-

ively moving the same when in its operative 50
position, in combination with a return feed-

screw and means for elevating the sound-box,
comprising a rotating member and a member
traveling with the sound-box toward said ro-

tating member, said traveling member being 55
provided with a contact-surface having one
portion so placed that it overlaps the rotating

member during more than one revolution
thereof, whereby a substantial bearing-surface
is obtained for the lifting operation, andhav- 60

ing another portion so placed as to intersect

the path of said rotating member and thereby
initiate the lifting operation, substantially as

set forth.

7. In a repeating attachment for talking-ma- 65

chines, the sound-box and means for support-
ing and progressively moving the same when
in its operative position, in combination with
a return feed-screw and means for elevating

the sound-box, comprising a rotating member, 70
and a member traveling with the sound-box
toward said rotating member, one of said mem-
bers being provided with a contact-surface

having one portion so placed that it overlaps
the other member during more than one revo- 75
lution of the rotating member, whereby a sub-
stantial bearing-surface is obtained for the

lifting operation, and having another portion
so placed as to intersect the path of the other
member, and thereby initiate the lifting op- 80

eration, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

9th day of June, 1904.

EDWARD L. AIKEN.

Witnesses:
Frank L. Dyer,
Mina C. MacArthur.
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To all whom, it may concern:

Be it known that I, Felix A. Milette, a

citizen of the United States, residing- in Laco-
nia, in the county of Belknap and State of

5 New Hampshire, have invented a new and
Improved Attachment for Phonographs, of

which the following is a specification.

This is a device or attachment adapted to

be applied to phonographs or similar machines
io for producing sound.

The invention has for its object to provide

an attachment whereby the operating mech-
anism of the phonograph will be stopped when
the reproducer reaches the end of the record,

15 or, in other words, at the end of the tune,

speech, or piece reproduced by the phono-
graph.
Much annoyance has been experienced, es-

pecially in establishments where many pho-
20 nographs are exhibited, by reason of the fact

that the phonograph may reach the end of the

tune or speech when the attendant is at a dis-

tance, and hence cannot stop it, especially as

the sounds produced at the end of the tune or

25 speech are exceedingly unpleasant. By means
of my attachment the phonograph will stop

automatically at the end of the tune without
requiring to be touched by any one.

The nature of the invention is fully de-

30 scribed below and illustrated in the accompa-
nying drawings, in which—

Figure 1 is a front elevation of a phono-
graph with my attachment applied thereto,

portions of the front wall and top of the case

35 and of the base-plate being broken out. Fig.

2 is a front elevation of a sufficient portion of

the mechanism to illustrate my invention in

position, the case having been removed and a

portion of the base-plate being broken out.

40 Fig. 3 is a plan view of a portion of a phono-
graph with my invention applied thereto.

Fig. 4 is an enlarged plan and horizontal sec-

tion in detail of my invention in position on
the base-plate, portions being shown of some
of the adjacent parts of the phonograph.
Fig. 5 is an enlarged vertical section taken

on line 5 5, Fig. 4. In Figs. 1, 3, 4, and 5 the

parts are in the position assumed when the

brake is oft' and the phonograph is in opera-

tion. In Fig. 2 the parts are in the position

assumed when the brake is set against the

brake-wheel and the operating mechanism of

the phonograph stopped.

Similar characters of reference indicate cor-

responding parts. 55
a represents the box or case containing the

actuating mechanism of a phonograph, said

mechanism being constructed substantially as

usual, h is the ordinary base-plate supported
by the case and supporting, by means of a suit- 60

able frame c, the record-cylinder d. e repre-

sents the arm supporting the reproducer ./'and

traveling on the rod g, said reproducer rest-

ing on the track h. All these parts are con-

structed and operate as usual. 65

A base or block i is secured by a set-screw

/ or other suitable means to the forwardly-
extending vertical end h! of the track h, and
said base supports a vertical post or standard
/•, which has integral with it or mounted on 70

its upper end the hollow head or circular box
/, provided on its outer side with the horizon-

tal hole m, Figs. 4 and 5. Supported by and
having its bearings in said box is a stud ?i,

provided with the annular groove oand with- 75
in this groove with a substantially radial notch
or recess/;. Rigid on or integral with this

stud is the downwardly-extending arm q, piv-

otally connected at its outer end with one end
of a link r, the opposite end of said link be- 80

ing pivotally connected with a clamp consist-

ing of two members s and t, the member s be-

ing directly connected with the link r and
the member t being connected by a spring u

with the base or block I. Clamped between 85

the two members s and t by means of the bolt

v and nut w, said bolt extending through the

members, is the upper end of the brake-lever
,/. This brake-lever is pivoted at// to a bracket
or hanger 2, extending down from a station- 90
ary portion of the frame 1 of the machine.
The brake-lever is provided with the ordinary
brake-shoe 2, which when it is pressed against

the disk or brake-wheel 3 stops the actuating
mechanism in the ordinary and well-known 95
manner. It will be understood that the brake-

lever ./, brake-shoe 2, and brake-wheel 3 are
not novel in this invention. 6 represents a
horizontally-disposed U-shaped rod provided
with the parallel arms or members 7 and 8 of 10c

unequal length. The member 7 extends into

the hole m in the box 1 and is provided at its
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end with a horizontal locking-pin 9, adapted
to enter the notch p. The member 8 extends
through a horizontal hole in the solid portion

of the box, and a spiral spring 10 is disposed

5 around said member between the box and the

pin 11.

The common practice at present is to start

the machine by swinging the upper end of

the brake-lever x toward the left by hand,

io thus releasing the brake-wheel, as in Fig. 1,

and when the reproducer reaches the right-

hand end of the record on the cylinder and
the operator begins to hear the unpleasant
sounds which are produced by the machine at

15 the end of a tune he grasps the brake-lever

and swings its upper end toward the right,

stopping the machine. Of course if he is at

a distance from the phonograph, or engaged,
the sounds continue until the reproducer

20 reaches the end of the cylinder. By means
of my attachment the brake-lever is locked

in an open position—that is, out of engage-
ment with the wheel 3—while the tune is being
played and is released automatically and set

25 against the wheel 3 as soon as the tune is fin-

ished.

In practical operation when the brake-lever

is in the position indicated in Fig. 1—that is,

swung toward the left with the brake-wheel

30 free to rotate— the locking-pin 9 lies in the

notch j), as indicated in Figs. 4 and 5, and the

brake-lever is thus locked out of engagement
with the brake-wheel. The reproducer hav-

ing been drawn toward the left end of thecyl-

35 inder, as it moves toward the right it con-

tinues to travel until it reaches the right edge
or end of the record on the cylinder, when the

projection 12 strikes the end of the member
8 of the bent rod 6, pushes it against the power

40 of the spring 10, and withdraws the pin 9 on
the end of the member 7 from the notch p.

This releases the stud n and allows the spring

u to pull the clamp s t toward the right, with
the effect that the brake-lever x is set against

45 the brake-wheel by the power of the spring

u, as indicated in Fig. 2, while the link /

swings the outer end of the arm q toward the

right and rotates the notched portion p of the

stud // upward away from the pin 9. (See

50 Fig. 2.) Thus the tune is stopped as soon as

the reproducer reaches the right end or edge
of the record, that being the moment when the

member 8 of the bent rod 6 is struck. To re-

lease the brake-lever for the purpose of allow-

55 ing the machine to repeat the tune, it is swung
toward the left by the operator pulling the

lower end of the arm q in the same direction

and rotating the stud?? until its notch p is op-

posite the locking -pin 9, when said pin is

60 drawn into the notch by the spring 10 and

the- brake thus locked in an open position,

the parts being in the position illustrated in

Figs. 1, 3, 4, and 5.

Having thus fully described my invention,
what I claim, and desire to secure by Letters 65
Patent, is

—

1. The herein -described improved attach-

ment for phonographs and analogous ma-
chines, comprising a stud or shaft and means
for supporting the same; a locking-rod nor- 70
mally in engagement with and locking said

stud, said rod being in the path of the repro-
ducer; mechanism rigidly secured to the brake-
lever; and mechanism intermediate of the

brake-lever and the stud, whereby the disen- 75
gagement of the locking-rod from the stud
causes the brake-lever to swing and set the

brake, stopping the machine, substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

2. The herein -described improved attach- 80

ment for phonographs and analogous ma-
chines, comprising the stud n provided with
the notch p; a supporting-post in which said

stud has its bearings; the bent rod 6, 7, 8, the
member 8 thereof extending into the path of 85

the reproducer, and the member 7 extending
normally into the notch on said stud; mech-
anism connecting the stud and the brake-le-

ver; and a spring intermediate of the brake-
lever and the stationary support for the stud, 90
whereby as the bent rod yields to the repro-
ducer, the stud is unlocked and rotated and
the lever is swung toward the stud, thus set-

ting the brake, substantially as and for the

purpose set forth. 95
3. The herein -described improved attach-

ment for phonographs and analogous ma-
chines, comprising the standard Tc; the hollow
head or box / provided with the hole m; the
stud // in said box, said stud being formed 100

with the annular groove and the notch p in

said groove; the arm q rigid with said stud; a

clamp adapted to be secured to the upper end
of the brake - lever; mechanism connecting
said arm and clamp; a spring connecting the 105

clamp with the standard; and the U-shaped
rod 6 provided with the arms or member 7
and 8, the member 7 being provided with a

pin 9 which is held normally in engagement
with the notch on the stud by a suitable no
spring, and the member 8 being supported
and located in the path of the reproducer, for

the purpose set forth.

In testimony whereof I have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub- 1 1

5

scribing witnesses.

FELIX A. MILETTE.
Witnesses:

Earl L. Sargent,
George H. Smith.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Louis T. Prudon, a citi-

zen of the United States, and a resident of
North Bergen, in the county of Hudson and

5 State of New Jersey, have invented a new and
Improved Attachment for Phonographs, of

which the following is a full, clear, and exact
description.

My invention relates to an attachment for
i° phonographs and similar instruments, said

attachment being in the nature of a gage for

stopping the carriage of a phonograph at any
desired point in order to make repetitions of

a record without repeating portions of the
*5 record which precede the part that it is de-

sired to repeat.

The invention comprises a convenient at-

tachment for this purpose, means for adjust-

ing it roughly, and means forgiving it a fine
20 adjustment after the rough adjustment is

made.
Reference is to be had to the accompanying

drawings, forming a part of this specification,

in which similar characters of reference indi-
2 5 cate corresponding parts in all the figures.

Figure 1 is a diagrammatic view of a phono-
graph, showing a preferred form of my in-

vention applied thereto. Fig. 2 is a sectional

view of the attachment through the center of
3° the adjusting-rod, and Fig. 3 is a transverse

section of the same.
The device may be applied to any kind of a

phonograph orgraphophone, and consequently
1 have conventionally illustrated one having a

35 carriage a and a stationary rail //. Upon this

rail may be mounted at any point a bracket

c, designed to be fixed to the rail by a screw
d. The bracket is provided with a flange c\

designed to project over the rear of the rail

4° in order to furnish a guide and assist in hold-

ing it in fixed position. The bracket is pro-

vided with a hubc a

, having a longitudinal pas-

sage for receiving a sleeve e. This sleeve is

designed to be placed longitudinally with re-

45 spect to the rail and to be secured at any de-

sired point in the hub by means of a screw/'.

This affords a rough adjustment for the de-

vice.

The inside of the sleeve is screw-threaded,
5° either throughout its length or merely at one

end, and receives a rod g, provided with screw-
threads t/' for engaging the screw-threads on
the interior of the sleeve. The rod passes

through the sleeve longitudinally and is pro-

vided with a stop A on one end and with a 55

thumb-nut g
2 upon the other. It will be clear

that the turning of the nut cf will result in a

minute adjustment of the rod with respect to

the sleeve and that consequently the rod is

capable of two adjustments on the bracket o, 6o

which itself can be adjusted to any desired

position upon the rail.

The operation of the device is as follows:

As the carriage moves along with respect to the

rail from the left to right the bracket is moved 65

up to any convenient point and fixed to the

rail by means of the screw d. The sleeve e

and rod g are preferably located at this time

in their extreme left-hand position. Then as

the carriage continues to move the sleeve e 7°

can be moved along with it and adjusted to any
convenient position which the operator con-

siders as being near to the point at which the

portion of the record to be reproduced will

commence. Then the nut g
2
is manipulated 75

to keep the stop h in contact with a portion

of the carriage, and as soon as the desired

part of the record commences to reproduce

this fine adjustment is stopped. ' After the

record is completed the carriage is returned 80

until it strikes the stop /1, and then the ma-
chine can be started with the certainty that

the record desired will be reproduced.
Having thus described my invention, I claim

as new and desire to secure by Letters Patent— 85

1. The combination with a phonograph hav-

ing a movable carriage and a stationary rail,

of a stop adapted to be placed in the path of

the carriage, and means for mounting the

stop upon the rail said means comprising a 9°

bracket adapted to be secured to the rail in

any desired position.

2. An attachment for phonographs, com-
prising a bracket adapted to be adjustably

mounted in stationary position upon the frame 95

of the machine, and a stop movably mounted
upon the bracket.

3. An attachment for phonographs, com-
prising a bracket adapted to be mounted in

stationary position upon the frame of the ma- IO °

chine, a stop movably mounted upon the

bracket, and two independent means for ad-

justing the position of the stop with respect to

the bracket.

4. An attachment for phonographs, com- io 5

prising a bracket adapted to be secured to a

machine, said bracket having a hub, a sleeve

mounted in said hub, a rod passing through
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said sleeve and provided with a stop, and
means for adjusting the position of said stop
with respect to the bracket.

5._ An attachment for phonographs, com-
5 prising a bracket, means for securing the
bracket at any desired position along the
length of the phonograph, said bracket be-
ing provided with a hub having a passage lon-
gitudinally placed with respect to the direc-

10 tion of travel of the carriage of the phono-
graph, a sleeve mounted in said passage, a
screw for securing said sleeve in any desired
position with respect to the hub, a rod pass-
ing through said sleeve, said rod and sleeve

15 being provided with screw-threads for afford-

ing an adjustment to the rod, and a stop on
the rod located in the path of travel of the
carriage.

6. A phonograph attachment comprising a
stop located in the path of the carriage of the
phonograph, and having three devices for ad-
justing it in one direction.

In testimony whereof I have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub-
scribing witnesses.

LOUIS T. PEUDON.
Witnesses:

Thomas White,
Henry Prudon.

20
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that we, John H. B. Conger
and Charles J. Eichhorn, citizens of the

United States, residing at Newark, in the

5 county of Essex and State of New Jersey, have
invented and produced a new and original Im-
provement in Means for Connecting Ampli-
fying-Horns to Talking-Machines; and we do
hereby declare the following to be a full, clear,

io and exact description of the invention, such as

will enable others skilled in the art to which
it appertains to make and use the same, ref-

erence being had to the accompanying draw-
ings, and to numerals of reference marked

15 thereon, which form a part of this specifica-

tion.

This invention relates more particularly to

the attachment of amplifying -horns to the

sound-boxes or speakers of talking-machines,
20 although it obviously may be utilized in any

other similar connections; and the objects of

the invention are to secure a tight-fitting joint

without looseness or rattling, to enable the

same to be quickly and easily connected or
25 disconnected, to obtain a simple and inexpen-

sive construction, and to secure other advan-
tages and results, some of which may be here-

inafter referred to in connection with the de-

scription of the working parts.

3° The invention consists in the improved con-

nection for phonograph-horns and the like and
in the arrangements and combinations of parts

of the same, all substantially as will be here-

inafter set forth, and finally embraced in the

35 claim.

Referring to the accompanying drawings,

in which like numerals of reference indicate

corresponding parts in each of the several

figures, Figure 1 is a side view of our im-
40 proved device connected to a horn, and Fig.

2 is a plan of the same. Fig. 3 is a cross-

section upon line x, Fig 2; and Figs. 4 and 5

are detail sectional views of modified construc-

tions of the fastening means.

45 In said drawings, 1 indicates a phonograph
or amplifying horn having its small end re-

duced and tapered, as at 2, and 3 is a connect-

ing-piece of our improved construction. Said

connecting-piece may be either elbow-shaped,

50 as shown, or straight, as is common in the

art, and is adapted at its one end, as 4, to be

connected to the sound-box or speaker of a

talking- machine in any suitable and well-

known manner. The opposite end 5 of the
connecting-piece 3 is slightly flared and made 55
of proper size to slide on the end 2 of the
horn, although it will be understood that it is

not practicable in manufacturing large quan-
tities cheaply to make the fit so exact that it

will not with continued use become or wear 60
loose, so that in jostling or other movement
to which it is liable the connection may be-
come inadvertently disconnected. It is to se-

cure a more perfect connection of the elbow-
piece to the horn and one which will be per- 65
manently free from looseness or dislodgment
for which our invention is particularly in-

tended.

The connecting-piece 3 is made of two lon-

gitudinal sections, each forming a half of the 70
tubular piece and having at its edges radial
flanges to be interfolded with the correspond-
ing flanges of the other section, as shown at
14 in Fig. 3, to connect the two sections and
hold them together as a single piece. The 75
flanges of the two sections when they are
folded together form longitudinal ribs 14 14
upon the connecting -piece at diametrically
opposite sides, and which ribs, it will be un-
derstood, greatly increase the rigidity or 80

strength of the connecting- piece at those
points, as will be referred to hereinafter.

In the interior walls of the connecting-piece

3, preferably about half-way between the ribs

14 14 and at the flared end 5, which is adapted 85
to receive the horn, we provide a tapered
groove 13, larger at its outer end, which lies

at the end edges of the horn and gradually
tapering or being reduced inwardly to a point.
Upon the outer wall of the horn end 2 is 90
formed a longitudinally-tapered rib or projec-
tion 12, which is larger at the inner portion
of the horn end 2 or adjacent to the body of
the horn and tapers toward the extremity of
the horn, ending in a point. This rib is 95
adapted to enter the groove 13 of the connect-
ing-piece and with a wedging effect so as to
take up any looseness between the horn end
and mouth of the connecting-piece. To ac-
complish the same purpose as the rib 12 and 100

groove 13, which have been described, we
may employ the set-screw shown at the oppo-
site side of the connection and illustrated
more particularly in Fig. 4. Here a threaded
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perforation is formed in the end 5 of the con-

necting-piece, through which works a set-

screw 6, adapted at its inner end to abut against

the wall of the extremity 2 of the horn. Pref-

5 erably a socket or seat 10 is provided to re-

ceive the extremity of the set-screw, and ob-
viously in either case by turning up said set-

screw any looseness between the horn and
connecting-piece will be taken up.

io Preferably both the set-screw and the rib-

and-groove construction are employed on the

same connecting-piece, being located at dia-

metrically opposite points, as shown, and half-

way between the ribs 14 14. It will be un-
15 derstood, however, that either one may be

employed alone, and where they are both em-
ployed the set-screw may project through the

wali of the horn end, if desired, either loosely

through a hole 9, as in Fig. 3, or screwing
20 into a threaded perforation 11, as in Fig. 5.

In this latter case, however, the set -screw
serves only as a stop to prevent longitudinal

separation of the end piece and horn, whereas
in the preferred construction it performs the

2 5 function of such a stop in addition to its pri-

mary function of wedging.
In use it will be noted that when a horn

and connecting -piece are slid together the

wall of the connecting-piece being thin and
3° flexible to a considerable extent would yield

to the shape of the horn end, except at the

points where the two ribs 14 14 extend longi-

tudinally. These two points will press rig-

idly against the horn end at opposite sides

35 thereof, even though the walls of the con-
necting-piece intermediate of said ribs are
loose or standing away from the outer sur-

face of the horn end. Obviously, therefore,

without means for taking up any such exist-

4° ing looseness the connection might be tight

only at the diametrically opposite points
where said ribs 14 lie, so that there could be
more or less rocking or lost motion in a plane
at right angles to the plane of said ribs. If,

45 however, such means as the set-screw 6 or
rib and groove 12 13 be employed at one side

of the connection between the ribs, it will take
up all looseness on that side, and, furthermore,
act sufficiently on the diametrically opposite

5° side to take up more or less completely the
looseness there. We prefer, however, to use
such take-up means on both sides of the con-
nection, so as to secure the most rigid and
firm connection possible. Furthermore, by

55 using both such means, one a rib and groove
and the other a set-screw, there is an element of
cooperation between them in that the rib and
groove serves to guide or aline the parts in

connecting, so that the set-screw will prop-
60 erly enter its seat, and at the same time each

of them independently exercises its primary
wedging function.

In order to secure suitable thickness of the
walls of the perforation for the set-screw in

the connecting-piece, a boss may be formed, 65

either by pressing up the metal of the con-
necting-piece, as at 7, Fig. 4, or by applying
an extra piece 8, as shown in Fig. 5.

While a connecting-piece, made of drawn
tubing or all in one integral piece, might be em- 70

ployed without the take-up means described,

it will be understood that the conditions are

very different with a connecting-piece joint-

ed longitudinally at diametrically opposite
points, such as we use. Here there are formed 7 5

opposite lines in the walls of the connecting-
piece which are rigid or unyielding, while the

intermediate parts of the walls of the con-
necting-piece are flexible to a considerable

extent, and, as above stated, therefore when 80

slid on the end of a horn these two diametric-
ally opposite points engage unless, indeed, the

connecting-piece is made with infinite pre-

cision, and therefore the rocking described is

possible and must be prevented. 85

Having thus described the invention, what
we claim as new is

—

•

The combination of a tubular connecting-
piece comprising two longitudinal sections

joined at their edges by radial interfolded 90

flanges which form exterior longitudinal ribs

upon the connecting-piece, the said connect-

ing-piece being adapted at one end to receive

the end of a horn and having at one side in-

termediate of its said longitudinal ribs an in- 95
terior tapered groove whose large end lies at

the end edges of the connecting-piece and
which tapers longitudinally inward, said end
of the connecting-piece having in its walls

opposite said groove a set-screw working in IO°

said perforation, and a horn having at its end
adapted to enter the connecting-piece a seat

to receive said set-screw and also having an
exterior tapered rib whose large end lies next
the body of the horn and which tapers out- I0 5

ward toward the extremity of the horn, said

tapered rib being adapted to enter the said

tapered groove of the connecting-piece with a

wedging effect and to also guide or center the

said seat for the set-screw with respect to said 1 10

set-screw.

In testimony that we claim the foregoing we
have hereunto set our hands this 14th day of

August, 1903.

JOHN H. B. CONGER.
CHAELES J. EICHHORN.

Witnesses:
Russell M. Everett,
Charles H. Pell.
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lo cilL whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Conrad Hilgenberg,
a citizen of the United States, residing at 96
Twenty-fourth Place, in the city of Chicago,

5 count.y of Cook, and State of Illinois, have
invented a new and useful Improvement in

Gramophones, of which the following is a

specification.

My improvement relates to that part of the
io gramophones described as the "reproducer"

and the connections with that part and the

horn.
The object of my invention is to provide a

cheap and simple device by which one or more
t5 horns may be attached to the ordinary gramo-

phone for the purpose of increasing the sound
and improving the tone of the instrument.

The manner in which I accomplish this object

is described in the following specification and
20 illustrated in the accompanying drawings, in

which

—

Figure 1 is a perspective view of the gram-
ophone with my device attached. Fig. 2 is

an enlarged view, partly in section, of my
device attached to the gramophone. Fig. 3

is a detail view of a conical box forming part

of my device. Fig. 4 is an inside plan view
of the box shown in Fig. 3.

In the drawings, A indicates the ordinary
gramophone - box, containing the operative

mechanism supporting the disk B. This box
also supports a bracket (not shown) carrying
an arm C, having a ring D. In this ring the

box F, containing the reproducing mechan-
35 ism, is adjustably held. The arm C also sup-

ports adjustable arms E, which are adapted

to support the horns N. The conical box G
is flanged to fit tightly on the periphery of

the box F and is recessed at J and K to ad-

mit the projecting mechanism of the repro- 4°

ducer. The box G is extended at G' and is

thereby adapted to support a tube H. The
tube H is constructed with a part I at right

angles to the length of the tube and adapted
to support an elbow M. The end of the tube 45

is also adapted to support another elbow.

The two elbows thus supported and connect-

ed are adapted to each support a horn N.
The several parts herein described are

adapted to be slipped together and discon- 50

nected easily and quickly, the stop -pin L
limiting the adjustment of the box G on the

box F and the adjustment of the arms E and
suspension-wire O regulating the positions

of the horns in relation to each other. 55

What I claim as new, and desire to secure

by Letters Patent, is

—

The combination with a gramophone of the

kind described, of a device consisting of a

conical box G having recesses J and K, a 60

stop-pin L and extension G'; a tube H hav-

ing a projection I, said tube being adapted to

fit the extension G' of the box G; and el-

bows M adapted to fit the part I and the end
of the tube H, and to support the horns N; 65

and supporting-arms E and suspending-wire

O, substantially as described and for the pur-

poses specified.

CONRAD HILGENBERG.
Witnesses:

Julius Rubinstein,
Thomas J. Morgan.
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To all whom it may concern:

BeitknownthatI, George Webster, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Christi-

ana, in the county of Lancaster and State of

5 Pennsylvania, have invented certain new and
useful Improvements in Phonographs, of

which the following is a full, clear, and exact
description, reference being had to the accom-
panying drawings, of which—

io Figure 1 is a plan view of as much of an
Edison phonograph as is necessary to illus-

trate my invention, which is shown applied

thereto. Fig. 2 is a section on line x x, Fig.

1. Fig. 3 is a view similar to Fig. 2, but
15 showing the cam on the worm-shaft in the

position of having just elevated the arm which
carries the reproducing devices and the lower
end of the rod carried thereby in engagement
with the screw-thread of said worm -shaft.

20 Fig. 4 is a section on line y //, Fig. 1. Fig.

5 is a detail of the lower end of the arm 13

and the rod 12 carried thereby, showing the

lower end of the latter in engagement with
the shorter slot in said arm. Fig. 6 is a

25 similar view to Fig. 5, but showing the rod

12 rotated to engage the longer slot of the

arm 13.

The object of this invention is to provide a

simple and efficient device for phonographs
30 whereby the record may be readily caused to

be repeated in whole or in part.

The invention resides in a novel combina-
tion of mechanism, as hereinafter described

and particularly pointed out.

35 In the accompanying drawings 1 have shown
my invention as. applied to the well-known
Edison type of phonograph. 1 is the driven
shaft of such machine, having the screw-
threaded portion 1% which shaft carries the

4° cylinder 2, that receives the record-cylinder

3. 4 is the rock-sleeve that carries the arm 6,

upon the free end of which within the annu-
lar opening 6

a
is the usual reproducing de-

vice. (Not shown.) The rock -sleeve 4 is

45 adapted to slide on the usual guide-bar 5 and
also carries the arm 7, having a partial screw-
thread on the under side of its free end to

engage the screw-thread part of shaft 1.

In carrying out my invention I mount upon
50 the shaft 1 a gear 8 and journal in the frame

of the machine a shaft 9 parallel with and op-

posite the cylinder 2 and having a screw-
thread 9

a and a gear 10 engaging the gear 8.

Shaft 9 has secured thereto a cam 11, whose
55 function will hereinafter appear. For con-

venience the shaft 1 will be referred to as the
''main shaft" and shaft 9 as the "repeater-
shaft."

Connected to the arm 6 is a rod 12, that

passes freely through an arm 13, that is fixed 60

to arm 6. The lower end of this rod is bent
to form a limb 12

a
, that projects through an

end slot 14 in the bar, and the free end 12
b
of

said limb is upturned and is adapted at a pre-

determined point in the advance movement 65

of arm 6 to engage the screw-thread of the

repeater-shaft 9, as and for a purpose herein-

after explained. In the present instance the

upper end of said rod is pressed upwardly by
a fiat spring 15, that is fastened to the exten- 70

sion 6
lj

of arm 6, the rod passing freely through
the spring and a pin 16 being driven trans-

versely through the end of the rod projecting

beyond the spring. This spring serves to

maintain the limb 12
a
of the rod against the 75

upper wall of the slot 14, yet permitting a
slight yielding of said rod under certain con-

ditions hereinafter explained. The arm 13
has a projection or, preferably, a small roller

17, against which at a certain time in the out- 80

ward movement or advance of the arm 6 the

before -mentioned cam 11 is adapted to im-
pinge and force upwardly said arm 13, and
consequently the rod 12 and arm 6.

A plate 18 is mounted on a rock-shaft 19, 85
pivoted to lugs or projections 20 of the frame
of the machine. The tendency of this plate

by reason of its gravity is to bear against a
horizontal bar 21 of the machine-frame, which
bar forms a stop for limiting the movement 90
of the plate in that direction, as seen in Fig.

3. The inner end of this plate has an out-

wardly-inclined or cam projection 22. When
the arm 6 is raised, (at which time the sound-
reproducing device carried thereby is out of 95
engagement with the record 3 on cylinder 2
and the screw-threaded portion of arm 7 is also

out of engagement with the screw-thread l
a

of shaft 1,) the upper edge or end of the ver-

tical part of plate 18 will take under the end 100

of arm 6, while the outwardly-inclined or

cam projection 22 will extend beyond the line

of said end of the arm, as clearly seen in Fig.

3. When, however, the arm 6 is in position

in which the reproducing device is in engage- 105

ment with the record, the said plate will oc-

cupy the position shown in Fig. 2, ready to

drop to the position of Fig. 3 as soon as the

arm 6 is again raised.

Having described the construction of my in- no
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vention, (omitting details relating to certain

adjustments hereinafter described,) I proceed
to explain the mode of operation thereof as

follows: When the arms 6 and 7 are advanc-

5 ing and the reproduction of a record is tak-

ing place, the free end 6
C
of the bar 6 is slid-

ing upon the frame-bar 21, as in Figs. 1 and
2, at which time the upturned end 12

b
of the

limb 12
a
of rod 12 is out of engagement with the

io thread of the repeater-shaft and the plate 18

is in the outward position. As seen in Fig.

2, the arm 6 has arrived at a point in its ad-

vance movement when the roller 17 of arm 13

is brought opposite the cam 11 on the repeater-

15 shaft. As the latter continues its rotation

said cam will contact with the roller, and so

force up the arm 13, thereby carrying the up-
turned end of the rod 12 into engagement with
the screw-thread of the repeater-shaft and at

20 the same time raising the arm 6, and so carry-

ing the reproducing device out of contact with
the record as also the arm 7 out of the thread of

the rotating shaft 1. The raising of the arm
6 permits plate 18 to drop back by its gravity

25 against the bar 21 and the upper edge to take

under the end of said arm, as in Fig. 3. The
end of rod 12 being in the thread of the re-

peater-shaft and the latter rotating in a di-

rection opposite to that of the main shaft and
30 the free end of arm 6 now resting upon the

plate 18 and sliding on the top edge of the

latter will be caused to travel back until it

finally passes off the said edge and drops
against the cam projection 22, thus forcing

35 the plate to the outward position, the arm 6

finally resting upon the bar 21, as in Fig. 2.

The descent of said arm 6 disengaging the

upturned end of rod 12 from the screw-thread
of the repeater-shaft and at the same time en-

40 gaging the screw-thread portion of arm 7 with
the complementary portion of shaft 1 and the

reproducingdevice with the record-cylinder 3,

the machine proceeds in the usual way until

cam 11 again throws up the arm 6, as before.

45 If it should happen that when the latter move-
ment takes place the upturned end of rod 12
be not in position to instantly enter the screw-
thread of the repeater-shaft, it will be held

against the plane surface of the latter until

50 the screw-thread comes in line with said end
of the rod, when the latter will be carried into

the thread by the stress of the spring 15.

It is sometimes desirable to repeat only a
part of the record. To do this I provide two

55 adjustments, one of which for, so to say, cutting
out the first part of the record and the other
the end portion thereof. To effect the former,
I make the plate 18 longitudinally adjustable,

which is done by making it slidableupon the
60 rock-shaft 19 and using a set-screw 23 to lock

it in the proper position to which it is adjusted.

To effect the second adjustment, I secure the
cam 11 adjustably to the repeater-shaft by
mounting said cam on a sleeve 24, Figs. 1 and

65 4, that is longitudinally slidable upon said

shaft and fixable at any point, said sleeve hav-
ing a slot 25, through which passes a binding-
screw 26, that is screwed into said shaft.

I remark that it is not absolutely essential

that the rod 12 be used, although much pref- 7 C

erable, as a yielding projection from the arm
13 could be provided to engage the screw-
thread of the repeater-shaft a r the required
time—that is, when said arm 13 is elevated by
the cam 11 on said shaft. An advantage, how- 7 5

ever, in using said rod 12 results from the fol-

lowing arrangement: As in the present in-

stance a portion of the limb 12
a
of rod 12 ex-

tends beneath the repeater-shaft and it being
sometimes necessary to throw back the arm 80

6 or if it be desired that the end 12
b
shall not

engage the thread of the repeater-shaft when
the arms 13 and 6 are elevated by the cam 11

I make in the end of the arm 13 a slot 27
shorter than slot 14 and at right angles there- 85

to, as seen in Figs. 5 and 6. By pressing down
the rod 12, the spring 15 permitting it to yield

sufficiently to carry limb 12
a below slot 14,

and giving the rod a quarter-turn and then re-

leasing the pressure the said limb 12
a
enter- 90

ing the slot 27 will then be out of line with
the repeater-shaft and will be maintained in

that position.

Havingthusdescribed my invention, I claim

as new and desire to secure by Letters Patent— 95
1. In a phonograph, the combination with

the rotatable record-carrying shaft, and the

arm carrying the reproducing device, the

screw-threaded repeater-shaft geared with the

first-mentioned shaft, the rod connected to said 100

arm and adapted to engage the screw-thread
of the repeater-shaft; the cam on the latter

shaft adapted to engage a projection on said

arm and to elevate the latter at a predeter-

mined point in its advance movement; the 105

rock-plate adapted to engage under said arm
when the latter is elevated by said cam, and
having the end cam incline whereby said arm
is caused to automatically throw said plate out

of said engaging position at a predetermined no
point, substantially as set forth.

2. In a phonograph, the combination with

the rotatable record-carrying shaft and the

arm carrying the reproducing device, of the

screw-threaded repeater-shaft geared with the 115

first-mentioned shaft, said arm having a part

adapted to engage the screw-thread of the re-

peater-shaft; the cam on the latter shaft adapt-

ed to engage a projection on said arm, and to

elevate the latter at a predetermined point, 120

the plate adapted to automatically engage un-

der said arm when the latter is elevated by said

cam, means for automatically throwng said

plate out of said engaging position at a prede-

termined point, together with means for effect- 1 25

ing adjustments of said cam longitudinally of

the repeater-shaft, substantially as set forth.

3. In a phonograph, the combination with

the rotatable record-carrying shaft and the

arm carrying the reproducing device, of the 130
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screw-threaded repeater-shaft geared with the

first-mentioned shaft, said arm having a part

adapted to engage the screw-thread of the re-

peater-shaft; the cam on the latter shaft adapt-

ed to engage a projection of said arm, and to

elevate the latter at a predetermined point,

the plate adapted to automatically engage un-

der said arm when the latter is elevated by
said cam, means for automatically throwing

said plate out of said engaging position at a

predetermined point, together with means for

effecting longitudinal adjustments of said

plate, substantially as set forth.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto af-

fixed my signature this 6th day of April, A. D.
1904.

GEORGE WEBSTER.
Witnesses:

J. A. Harrar,
J. D. Harrar.

i5
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Richard B. Smith, a

subject of the King of Great Britain, and a

resident of Darling-hurst, Sydney, Colony of

5 New South Wales, Australia, have invented
a new and Improved Sound- Amplifier for

Phonographs, of which the following is a full,

clear, and exact description.

This invention relates to improvements in

io devices for amplifying sounds from phono-
graphs or like machines, an object being to

provide a reproducer comprising a plurality

of diaphragms so arranged as to be acted u pon
- synchronously, whereby the sounds from the

* 5 several diaphragms will be so blended as to

be emitted from the sound-horn as a single

sound, and much more distinct than is possible

with the ordinary reproducer.
I will describe a sound-amplifier for phono-

20 graphs embodying my invention and then
point out the novel features in the appended
claims.

Reference is to be had to the accompanying-
drawings, forming a part of this specification,

25 in which similar characters of reference indi-

cate corresponding parts in all the figures.

Figure 1 is a side elevation of a sound-am-
plifier for phonographs with a portion of the

casing removed. Fig. 2 is a sectional view
30 of a portion thereof carrying the record-

points. Fig. 3 is an end view thereof. Fig.

4 is a perspective view of one of the weights
employed. Fig. 5 is a modification diagram-
matically illustrated, and Fig. 6 shows another

35 modification.

Referring to the drawings, 1 designates
the casing, that maybe cylindrical, as shown,
or of any other desired form. In one end of

the casing 1 is a holder 2, having a diaphragm
4° 3, and in the opposite end is a holder 4, hav-

ing a diaphragm 5. Arranged at right an-

gles to the holders 3 4 is another holder 6,

which extends through an opening in the

casing- wall and supports a diaphragm 7.

45 The covers of the several diaphragm-holders
are respectively provided with short tubes 8

9 10, from which branches are designed to

lead to the sounding-horn of the phonograph.
Connected by means of posts 11 with the

50 casing 1 is a base-plate 12, which is shown
substantially in the form of a ring and sup-
ports in its lower portion cross-bars 13 14.

The record-points for the three diaphragms
are indicated at 15 16 17. The point 15 is

pivoted between fingers 18, extended down- 55
ward from a plate-like weight 19, designed to

hold the point 15 yieldingly in contact with a
cylinder 20. The inner end of this weight 19
is bifurcated, and the two members are
mounted to swing on a pin 21, supported in 60

lugs 22 on the cross-bar 13. The weight 19

is prevented from moving too far downward
toward the record-cylinder by means of a link

23, designed to engage with a hook 24. From
the part of the point 15 extended inward from 65

its downwardly-extended end a wire 25 ex-

tends into the casing 1 and connects one arm
of an angle-lever 26, the other arm of said

angle-lever having a link connection 27 with
the diaphragm 3. The point 16 is mounted 7°

to swing in a frame 28, pivoted to the cross-

bar 14, and from the end of the point 16 op-
posite its downwardly-turned end a wire or
rod 29 extends to a connection with the dia-

phragm 7, and mounted to swing in the holder 75
for this diaphragm 7 is a ring-like weight 30,

which has a rod connection 31 with the frame
28, and thus this weight serves to yieldingly
hold the point 16 against the cylinder. The
point 17 is mounted to swing in a frame 32, 80

pivoted to lugs 33, and also pivotally con-
nected to this frame is a weight 34, which
has swinging connection with the hook 23 or
with the opposite side of the plate 22. From
the outer end of the point 17 a wire or rod 35 85
extends and connects with one arm of an an-
gle-lever 36, the other arm of which has a
a link connection 37 with the diaphragm 5.

In the operation the several points will be
placed in the same channel or groove in the 90
record-cylinder, so that when the cylinder is

rapidly rotated the several points will be op-
erated altogether, and consequently impart
like vibratory motion to the several dia-

phragms. 95
In Fig. 5 I have diagrammatically shown

four diaphragm-holders 38 39 40 41, all hav-
ing connections, substantially as before de-
scribed, with the points.

Instead of the weight 34, mounted as'de- 100

scribed, I may employ a weight 38, pivoted to

one of the postsll and having link connection
39 with the frame 32, as indicated in Fig. 6.

Having thus described my invention, I claim
as new and desire to secure by Letters Pat- 105

ent

—

1. A sound-amplifier for phonographs com-
prising a plurality of record-engaging points,
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a plurality of diaphragms certain of said dia-

phragms being arranged with their faces par-

allel, and another one arranged at right angles

thereto, a single casing in which the several

5 diaphragms are arranged and connections be-

tween the engaging points and the diaphragms.
2. A sound-amplifier for phonographs com-

prising a plurality of record-engaging points

arranged substantially in a straight line, acas-
10 ing, a plurality of diaphragms supported in

the casing, one being arranged at right angles

to the others connections between the dia-

phragms and the points, and means for yield-

ingly holding the points against the record.

15 3. A sound-amplifier for phonographs com-
prising three record-engaging points arranged
in a row, a casing, diaphragm -holders ar-

ranged in opposite walls of said casing, dia-

phragms in said holders, angle-levers having
20 connection with the diaphragms, rods con-

necting said angle-levers with their actuating-

points, a holder arranged in the cylinder at

substantially right angles to the first-named

holders,a diaphragm in said last-named holder,

and a rod connection between said diaphragm 25

and one of the points.

4. A sound-amplifier for phonographs, a cas-
ing, holders removably placed in opposite ends
of said casing, a holder removably arranged
in the upper portion of the casing at right 30
angles to the first-named holders, diaphragms
in the holders, record - engaging points ar-

ranged substantially in a straight line and
weighted, angle-levers having their vertical

portions connected to the end diaphragms, 35
connections between the horizontally-disposed

portions of said angle -levers and record -en-

gaging points, and a connection between the

horizontally-disposed diaphragm and the cen-

tral record-engaging point. 4°

In testimony whereof I have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub-

scribing witnesses.

RICHARD B. SMITH.

Witnesses:
Jno. M. Ritter,
C. R. Ferguson.
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TALKING-MACHINE.
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Application filed October 20, 1904. Serial No, 229,218.

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Richard A. Anthony,

a citizen of the United States, and a resident
of the borough of Manhattan, city, county,

5 and State of New York, have invented a new
and useful Improvement in Phonographs,
Gramophones, and Similar Machines or Ap-
paratus Known Generally as "Talking-Ma-
chines," of which the following is a descrip-

io tion, reference being had to the accompany-
ing drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 illustrates an elevation, partly in

vertical section, of the invention. Fig. 2
illustrates an elevation of that which is shown

t5 in Fig. 1 seen from the right. Fig. 3 illus-

trates a detail of construction. Figs. 4 and 5
illustrate vertical sectional views of modified
constructions.

In machines of the class stated the horns
20 as heretofore made have been of a gradually-

tapering contour having a bell-shaped mouth
somewhat resembling the body part and bell

of an ordinary cornet. Tone-waves or at-

mospheric vibrations in their passage through
25 a horn so shaped are by their impingement

against the conical sides of the interior de-
flected from side to side of the horn at angles
other than those which would project them
in parallel lines straight from its mouth, with

30 the result that the tone-waves or atmospheric
vibrations to a greater or less extent, at least,

cross one another, thus interfering with and
tending to break up the uniform rythmic
motion of the pulsations. Thus the sound

35 or tone when it reaches the ear of an auditor
is more or less confused or pulsatory. This ef-

fect in a talking-machine is objectionable, be-
cause there words, intonations, accents, and
verbal peculiarities or individualities should

40 be not only audible, but clearly distinguish-

able, and the crossing of the vibrations above
alluded to tends to break up and confuse the
vibrations, so that the quality of the tone
produced is partially and in some cases

45 wholly destroyed, and the spoken words are
frequently not distinguishable nor the voice
or tone of the person speaking recognizable.

Under my invention I materially alter the
shape or contour of the horn, giving to it the

50/ general shape of a parabola, and I locate the
diaphragm or tone-producing device of the
instrument in or near what is called the

\ "focus" of the parabola, so that the tone-

waves projected by it impinging upon the in-

terior walls of the parabola are deflected 55
thereby at such angles that they pass in par-

allel lines directly forward out from the
mouth of the horn.

Referring now to the mechanical construc-
tion of the invention, I illustrate the essential 60

parts only. The details may be arranged in

a great variety of forms. Indeed those shown
by me are examples only of many ways in

which the apparatus may be constructed. I

therefore do not limit myself in any particu- 65

lar so far as details of construction are con-
cerned.

Referring to Figs. 1, 2, and 3, A represents
the horn of the parabolic form described. B
is the diaphragm, which may be supported
by a frame B', which in turn may be sup-
ported in any suitable manner—as, for ex-
ample, by tightly-stretched fine wires C C,

which are soldered or otherwise attached to

the interior of the horn. D is the diaphragm-
needle. E is an arm supported by the horn,

as shown, provided with a sleeve F for a pur-
pose hereinafter described, through which the
needle passes and in which it moves. G is

the turn-table or disk or in a cylinder ma-
chine the cylinder. H is a box or casing con-
taining the motor. I is a spindle having a
worm J cut thereon, and K is a stud or nut
attached to the horn, which has a worm-
thread cut in it to engage with the worm J.

L L are the supports for the horn. M is any
suitable base for the entire apparatus. N N
are two tracks or suitable surfaces resting

upon the supports L L. are rollers,

(there may be two on each side of the horn,)

which rest lightly on the surfaces N N for the
support of the horn, needle, and diaphragm.

I prefer to make the stud or nut K as shown
in Fig. 3—that is to say, open at the bottom
and having the worm-threads cut in its up- 95.

per arc only, so that when it is desired to "run
the horn back," as it is called, its front end
may be lifted until the threads of the worm
J and the nut K are separated, whereupon
the horn and attached parts may be quickly 1 00

moved to any desired position.

The operation is obvious. A suitable mo-
tor inclosed within the casing H rotates the

turn-table G and at properly-regulated speed
likewise turns the worm-shaft I upon its axis, 105

so that as the needle D makes its transit

70

75

80

85

90
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through the grooves, depressions, &c., on the

face of the turn-table the horn will likewise

by corresponding movement be carried for-

wardly or rearwardly, as required.

5 In Fig. 4 I show a modified construction in

which the diaphragm is supported on the end
of a tube P, which is attached to the rear end
of the horn. Under this construction all vi-

brations from the rear side of the diaphragm
i o are cut off by the tube P and do not form part

of the volume of sound projected forwardly
through the horn, those which are thrown off

by the front side of the diaphragm only be-
ing projected outwardly toward the audience.

15 In Fig. 5 I show still another modification,

in which the rear end of the horn is removed,
as shown. In other words, the parabola is

truncated. The diaphragm in this construc-
tion is or may be supported by tightly-

20 stretched wires connected with the frame of

the diaphragm and with the sides of the horn,

as shown. In this construction the vibra-

tions which are thrown off by the rear side of

the diaphragm pass outwardly through the

25 open space in rear thereof and are dissipated

in the air and do not conflict with those that

are thrown forwardly and projected from the
mouth of the horn, as stated.

In small or light apparatus it will not al-

30 ways be necessary to employ the worm and
coacting parts, because if the" horn be piv-

oted, as usual in light apparatus, the impinge-
ment of the needle in the irregularities upon
the face of the turn-table will afford sufficient

35 power to automatically move the horn and
attached parts, and to aid hi this result I may
provide the sleeve F with such appliances as

will aid the needle in so doing.

Having described my invention, I claim

—

40 1. In sound-projecting apparatus a horn
having the interior contour of a parabola and
a diaphragm or tone - producer immovably
fixed at practically the focus thereof.

2. In sound-projecting apparatus a horn
45 having the interior contour of a parabola, the

rear end of which is closed, and a diaphragm
or tone-producer immovably fixed within the
horn at practically the focus thereof.

3. In a sound-projecting apparatus a horn
having the interior contour of a parabola, and 5

o

a diaphragm immovably fixed at practically

the focus thereof, and means whereby the
horn and its attached parts may be positively
moved relative to the turn-table or cylinder.

4. In sound-projecting apparatus a horn 55
having the interior contour of a parabola, a
diaphragm located at practically the focus of

the parabola, and means to support the same,
no part of which is in advance of the dia-

phragm. 60

5. In sound-projecting apparatus a horn
having the interior contour of a parabola, a
diaphragm located at practically the focus of

the parabola, and means, such as fine wires,

for fixedly supporting the diaphragm-frame 65
within the horn.

6. In sound-projecting apparatus a horn,
the interior surface whereof in advance of the
diaphragm or focus has the contour or out-
line of a parabola and a diaphragm or tone- 70
producer located at or near the said focus.

7. In sound-projecting apparatus a dia-

phragm or tone-producer located within the
horn and means to prevent the vibrations
from the rear side of the diaphragm entering 75
the horn.

8. In sound-projecting apparatus a horn
having the general interior outline or contour
of a parabola, a diaphragm or tone-producer
located at or near the focus thereof and a tu- 80

bular support for the diaphragm which pre-

vents the vibrations projected by the rear
side of the diaphragm from entering the horn.

In testimony whereof I have signed my
name to this specification in the presence of 85
two subscribing witnesses.

RICHARD A. ANTHONY.
Witnesses

:

Phillips Abbott,
F. M. Donsbach.
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
FRANK N. FOSTER, OF GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN, ASSIGNOR OF TWO-

FIFTHS TO W. CLAUD PRICE, OF GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN.

GRAPHOPHONE-MODULATOR.

No. 799,898. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Sept. 19, 1905.

Application filed December 19, 1904 Serial No, 237,432,

To (ill whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Fraxk N. Foster, a

citizen of the United States, residing at
Grand Rapids, in the county of Kent and

5 State of Michigan, have invented certain new
and useful Improvements in Graphophone-
Modulators ; and I do hereby declare the fol-

lowing to be a full, clear, and exact descrip-
tion of the invention, such as will enable oth-

io ers skilled in the art to which it appertains
to make and use the same.
My invention relates to improvements in

devicesfor modulating the sound of a grapho-
phone; and its object is to provide a simple,

15 cheap, and effective device that may be
readily attached to the sound-box of the
graphophone as ordinarily constructed and
to provide the device with various new and
useful features hereinafter more fully de-

20 scribed, and particularly pointed out in the
claims.

My invention consists, essentially, of a
suitable support adapted to be readily at-

tached to the sound-box of a graphophone, a
25 yielding member mounted on said support

and adapted to yieldingly engage the stylus-
bar of the graphophone, and means for ad-
justing the tension of said member to vary
the tension of the disk, whereby the action of

30 the sound - producing mechanism may be
more or less modified at pleasure and where-
by the device may be readily and quickly
applied and detached, as occasion requires,

as will more fully appear by reference to the

35 accompanying drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a front elevation of the sound-
box of a graphophone with my device at-

tached thereto; Fig. 2, a plan view of the
same, and Fig. 3 a perspective detail of my

40 device detached.
Like numbers refer to like parts in all of

the figures.

1 represents the sound-box of a grapho-
phone as usually constructed; 2, the vibrat-

45 ing disk thereof; 3, the bar which vibrates
the disk. My device consists of a suitable
clamp or support 4, having a yielding curved
middle portion and provided with rearwardly-
bent portions 5 adapted to embrace the op-

50 posite sides of the sound-box 1 and inwardly-
turned ends 6 to engage the rear of the sound-
box, whereby a detachable support is pro-
vided that will yieldingly engage the oppo-

site sides of the sound-box and extend trans-
versely across the front of the same. 55

7 is a flexible member consisting of a strip

of suitable material secured at one end to the
support 4 and extending at its free end oppo-
site the stylus-bar 3 and provided at this end
with a suitable elastic pad 8 to yieldingly en- 60

gage saul bar. This member 7 is provided
with a suitable means of adjusting its ten-

sion, preferably consisting of a thumb-screw
9, extending through a threaded opening in

the support 4 and engaging the said member. 65

P>3r turning this screw more or less pressure of

the pad 8 will be brought to bear upon the
bar 3, and thus its vibration is more or less

restricted and the tension of the disk 2 va-
ried as occasion may require, the effect being 70
to modify the action of the sound-producing
mechanism of the graphophone at pleasure
by adjusting the screw 9.

It is obvious from the foregoing descrip-

tion that this device is readily attached to 75
the sound-box of the graphophone as usually
constructed and quickly adjusted to vary and
modify the operation of the sound-producing
mechanism thereof.

Having thus fully described my invention, 80

what I claim, and desire to secure by Letters

Patent, is

—

1. A modulator for a graphophone com-
prising a support adapted to yieldingly em-
brace a sound-box and extend across the 85

front of the same, a yielding member at-

tached to said support at one end and pro-

vided with an elastic pad at the other end
adapted to engage the stylus-bar of the
graphophone, and an adjusting-screw in the 90
support and engaging said member.

2. The combination of a support compris-
ing a curved middle portion embracing end
portions and inwardly-turned ends, a flexible

member attached at one end to the support, 95
an elastic pad on the other end of said mem-
ber, and an adjusting - screw extending
through a threaded opening in said support
and engaging said elastic member.

3. The combination of a support having 100

opposing and yielding portions to embrace
the opposite sides of a sound-box and adapt-
ed to extend across the front of said box, an
elastic pad to yieldingly engage the stylus-

bar of the same, and means for adjusting the 105

pressure of said pad against said bar.
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4. In combination with a graphophone

sound-box having a stylus-bar, a detachable

support extending wholly across the front of

the sound-box, a yielding member attached

5 to the support and engaging the stylus-bar of

the sound-box, and means for adjusting the

yielding member.
5. The combination of a support having

opposing members adapted to embrace the

io sound-box of a graphophone, a flexible mem-

ber mounted on the said support, an elastic

pad on said flexible member to engage a

stylus-bar, and means for adjusting the ten-

sion of the flexible member.
In testimony whereof I affix my signature

in presence of two witnesses.

FRANK N. FOSTER.
Witnesses

:

Luther V. Motjlton,
Georgiana Chace.

15
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
CYRUS C. SHIGLEY AND SHERMAN H. PAXTON, OF HART, MICHIGAN.

RECORD-ROLL FOR PHONOGRAPHS.

No. 800,331. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Sept. 26, 1905.

Application filed November 9, 1903. Serial No, 180,450.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that we, Cyrus C. Shigley and
Sherman H. Paxton, citizens of the United
States, residing at the village of Hart, county

5 of Oceana, State of Michigan, have invented
certain new and useful Improvements in Rec-
ord-Rolls for Phonographs, of which the fol-

lowing is a specification.

This invention relates to improvements in
10 record-rolls for phonographs.

The main object of this invention is to pro-
vide an improved record-roll for phonographs
which will produce a loud, distinct, and full

tone, which is simple in structure, econom-
J 5 ical to produce, and durable in use.

Further objects and objects relating to
structural details will definitely appear from
the detailed description to follow.

We accomplish the objects of our invention
20 by the devices and means described in the

'

following specification.

The invention is clearly defined and pointed
out in the claims.

A structure embodying the features of our
2 5 invention is clearly illustrated in the accom-

panying drawings, forming a part of this

specification, in which

—

Figure 1 is a central longitudinal sectional

view through our improved phonograph rec-

3° ord-roll, the mandrel-shaft E being shown in

full lines. Fig. 2 is a detail cross-sectional

view of the structure appearing in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 is a side elevation view of the mandrel-
sleeve. Fig. 4 is an end elevation view of

35 the mandrel-sleeve D looking from the right

of Fig. 3.

In the drawings similar letters of refer-

ence refer to similar parts throughout the

several views.

4° Referring to the drawings, the cylindrical

shell A is formed of celluloid or other suit-

able composition adapted to receive and re-

tain a phonographic record. This shell A is

comparatively thin and is preferably pro-

45 vided with inturned flanges at each end. The
shell A is provided with a backing B, of some
suitable plastic material, preferably plaster-

of-paris, which may be readily poured or

cast and is adapted to set or harden at an
50 ordinary temperature.

The core C, which is made of wood or suit-

able fiber, is of such a size as to leave con-

siderable space between it and the walls of

the shell to receive the backing material.

55 The core C is also shorter than the shell A,
so that its ends are inclosed by the backing-

material B. (See Fig. 1.) The core is

mounted upon the mandrel-sleeve or tubeD,
which projects at both ends. The mandrel-
sleeve D is slitted at one end, as at d, and is 60

crimped to cause it to grip upon the mandrel
or shaft E, which is of even diameter from
end to end, except that it is provided with
suitable bearing-pivots at each end.
Our improved phonograph record-roll is 65

particularly adapted for use on phonograph-
machines, such as is illustrated in Letters
Patent of Cyrus C. Shigley, issued May 5,

1903, No. 727,002. The same is, however,
adapted for use in other machines. 70

In assembling our improved record-roll the
record is first made upon the shell A. The
mandrel-sleeve is then placed in the core C
and the shell suitably centered about the
same. The plastic backing material B is then 75
poured or cast about the core. This secures
the core and the mandrel-sleeve in position,

and forms a backing for the thin shell A,
which is solid and uniform.

Plaster-of-paris is, as before stated, prefer- 80

ably used for the backing B. This material
may be readily poured and is comparatively
light in weight. The core C is preferably
made of wood, although other materials, such
as fiber, may be used and satisfactory results 85

be secured.

Our improved record-roll is very econom-
ical to produce and is durable in use.

•

We have illustrated and described our im-
proved phonographic record-roll in detail in 90

the form preferred by us. We are, however,
aware that it is capable of considerable varia-

tion in structural details without departing
from our invention, and we desire to claim the
same specifically as illustrated, as well as 95
broadly.

Having thus described our invention, what
we claim as new, and desire to secure by Let-
ters Patent, is

—

1. In a phonographic record, the combina- 100

tion of an outer shell of celluloid or other

suitable material having inturned flanges at

its ends; a mandrel -sleeve having one end
thereof crimped and slitted; a core of wood
or other suitable material on said mandrel- 105

sleeve; a suitable plastic material molded or

cast within said shell about said core; and a
mandrel-shaft E, all coacting for the purpose
specified.

2. In a phonographic record, the combina- fio

tion of an outer shell of celluloid or other
suitable material; a mandrel -sleeve having
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one end thereof crimped and slitted; a core

of wood or other suitable material on said

mandrel -sleeve; a suitable plastic material

molded or cast within said shell about said

core; and a mandrel-shaft E, all coacting for

the purpose specified.

3. In a phonographic record, the combina-
tion of an outer shell of celluloid or other

suitable material having inturned flanges at

its ends; a mandrel-sleeve; a core of wood or

other suitable material on said mandrel-sleeve;

and a suitable plastic material molded or cast

within said shell about said core, all coacting

for the purpose specified.

4. In a phonographic record, the combina-
tion of an outer shell of celluloid or other

suitable material; a mandrel-sleeve; a core of

wood or other suitable material on said man-
drel-sleeve; and a suitable plastic material

molded or cast within said shell about said

core, all coacting for the purpose specified.

5. In a phonographic record, the combina-

tion of an outer shell of celluloid or other
suitable material having inturned flanges at

its ends; a suitable core adapted to receive a 25

mandrel therethrough centrally arranged in

said shell; and a plastic material molded or
cast within said shell about said core, for the
purpose specified.

6. In a phonographic record, the combina- 30

tion of an outer shell of celluloid or other
suitable material; a suitable core adapted to

receive a mandrel therethrough centrally ar-

ranged in said shell; and a plastic material

molded or cast within said shell about said 35
core, for the purpose specified.

In witness whereof we have hereunto set our
hands in the presence of two witnesses.

CYRUS C. SHIGLEY.
SHERMAN H. PAXTON.

Witnesses:
S. A. Shufelt,
Venus Handy.
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
THOMAS A. EDISON, OF LLEWELLYN PARK, NEW JERSEY, ASSIGNOR TO

NEW JERSEY PATENT COMPANY, OF ORANGE, NEW JERSEY, A COR-
PORATION OF NEW JERSEY.

PHONOGRAPH-RECORD AND METHOD OF MAKING THE SAME.

No. 800,800. Specification of Letters Patent.

Application filed June 29, 1904. Serial No. 214,650.

Patented Oct. 3, 1905.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Llewellyn
Park, Orange, county of Essex, and State of

5 New Jersey, have invented a certain new and
useful Improved Phonograph - Record and
Process of Making the Same, of which the fol-

lowing is a description.

My invention relates, first, to an improved
io phonograph-record, whether of the cylinder

or disk type, in which a plurality of inde-

pendent record -grooves are formed in the re-

cording-surface, whereby it becomes possible

to secure a plurality of phonographic repro-
15 ductions from the same record, and, second,

to an improved process for producing such
records.

In an ordinary phonograph-record the avail-

able space in which the record -groove may
20 be formed is one one-hundredth of an inch in

width, and in this space the very shallow rec-

ord-groove is cut by a circular recording-
tool (actuated by the diaphragm) of about
four one-hundredths of an inch in diameter.

2 5 I find that by properly reducing the diameter
of the recording-tool it becomes practically

possible to cut as deep a record-groove as that

now formed in a space whose width is only half

or even one-quarter as great as that now util-

3° ized, or from about one two-hundredths to one
four-hundredths of an inch. 1 am therefore en-

abled to form on a record-surface two or more
complete record -grooves, any one of which
may be engaged by a proper reproducer-stylus

35 of small diameter, so that a reproduction from
any record-groove can be secured. In this

way without increasing the size of the records
and without changing the reproducing -ma-
chines, except to the extent of using a repro-

40 ducer-stylusof reduced diameter, I am enabled
to make use of multiple records with the ob-
vious commercial advantages incident thereto.

The improved process consists, in cutting
the plurality of record-grooves in the record-

45 ing material either simultaneously or succes-

sively, and it involves a preferred preliminary
adjustment of the recording tool or tools in

order that the records may not conflict or in-

terfere with one another, but may be entirely
5° independent, so that the reproducer -stylus

may be engaged with any one of them through-
out the entire reproduction. A record formed
in this way can be used directly on a repro-

ducing-machine, or it may be obviously du-
plicated by any suitable process and any num- 55

ber of copies obtained therefrom, care being
of course observed that the pitch of each rec-

ord-groove shall correspond with the feed-

screw of the phonograph, so that the repro-

duction may be perfect throughout. 60

In order that the invention may be better

understood, attention is directed to the accom-
panying drawings, forming a part of this speci-

fication, and in which—
Figure 1 is a side elevation, on an enlarged 65

scale, of a cylindrical phonographic record

embodying my present improvements and
showing the formation of two complete record-

grooves thereon greatly exaggerated ; and Fig.

2, a detail elevation, on the same scale, of a 70

part of this record, illustrating the process

of making the same.
In the views corresponding parts are repre-

sented by the same numerals and letters of

reference. 75
The duplex records are formed on a blank

1, which is of the usual recording material.

This blank is somewhat longer than those

ordinarily employed, so as to provide a clear

space at the left of the line X X on which the 80

proper adjustment may be secured. The
recorder 2 is of smaller diameter than those

ordinarily used, one of a diameter of .020 of

an inch being shown, with which a sufficiently

deep record can be formed «in a space only 85

one two-hundredths of an inch in width.

Obviously by reducing the diameter of the

recording-tool the depth of the record may
be increased. Preferably the recorder is en-

gaged with the blank 1, which is then rotated 90

to form a smooth groove a in a space at the

left of the line X X, and when this line is

passed the recording-diaphragm will be sub-

jected to the effect of sound-waves to form a

complete record-groove a' on the blank. Ob- 95
viously between the record-groove so formed
a blank space will be left in which one or
more record-grooves may be cut. After the
record-groove a' has been formed the recorder
is again engaged with the blank at the left of 100

the line X X to form a smooth groove b. The
position of this groove with respect to the

groove a may be observed under the micro-
scope and the recorder adjusted until the
groove b is located exactly between the groove *°5

a, so that when the line XX is passed a com-
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plete record - groove V may be cut in the
blank. It will be evident that if three or
more record-grooves are desired these opera-
tions will be correspondingly modified, neces-

5 sitating, of course,the employment of a smaller
recording-tool. After the desired records are
formed on the blank the latter is cut off at the
line X X and may then be used in a reproduc-
ing -machine, or it may be employed as a

10 master from which duplicate copies may be
secured by any known process. Records of
this sort are capable of use on standard pho-
nographs, it being only necessary to make
use of a reproducing-stylus of a sufficiently

15 small diameter. It is desirable that the mate-
rials used for making duplex records of this

kind should be harder than the materials
which are at present employed for this pur-
pose, and I prefer, therefore, to use the origi-

20 nal record as a master from which duplicate
copies in celluloid or other hard material can
be secured. By making the record s very hard
a small reproducing-stylus can be made use of
without undue wear.

2 5 While I prefer to form a record-groove in

the way described by first cutting one groove
in the blank and then adjusting the recorder
and then cutting a second record-groove alter-

nately arranged with respect to the first record-
3° groove, it will be understood that two or more

diaphragms may be used actuating separate
recording-tools, which diaphragms are simul-
taneously subjected to the different sound-
vibrations, whereby all of the record-grooves

35 may be formed simultaneously on the blanks.
Having now described my invention, what

I claim as new therein, and desire to secure by
Letters Patent, is as follows:

1. As a new article of manufacture, a sound-
4° record tablet carrying on its surface a continu-

ous sound-record extending around the axis
of said tablet a plurality of times and an in-

dependent sound - record lying between the
windings of said first-named record and ex-

45 tending about the axis of said tablet a plural-

ity of times, substantially as set forth.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a cylin-

drical sound-record tablet carrying on its sur-

face a continuous sound - record extending
5° around the axis of said tablet a plurality of

times and an independent sound-record lying
between the windings of said first-named rec-

ord and extending about the axis of said tablet

a plurality of times, substantially as set forth.

3. As a new article of manufacture, a sound- 55
record having an extended portion carrying a

plurality of continuous alternately-arranged
grooves and on its main portion, a continuous
extension of such grooves, alternately ar-

ranged representative of sound - vibrations, 60

substantially as set forth.

4. The process of making duplex sound-rec-

ords which consists in cutting in the face of a

blank tablet a continuous sound-record groove
extending around the axis of said tablet a plu- 65

rality of times, and an independent sound-rec-
ord groove between the windings of said first-

named record-groove and extending about the
axis of said tablet a plurality of times, sub-

stantially as set forth. 7°

5. The process of makingduplex sound-rec-

ords which consists in cutting in the face of a
blank cylindrical tablet a continuous sound-
record groove extending around the axis of

said tablet a plurality of times, and an inde- 75
pendent sound-record groove extending about
the axis of said tablet a plurality of times,

substantially as set forth.

6. The process of making duplex sound-rec-

ords, which consists in cutting a sound-record 80

groove on a blank cylinder with a space be-

tween the groove, and in then cutting one or

more continuous sound-record grooves on the

space presented between the first groove, sub-

stantially as set forth. 85

7. The process of makingduplex sound-rec-
ords, which consists in cutting a smooth groove
on a blank cylinder, and in then subjecting

the cutting-stylus to the action of sound-waves
to cut a sound-record on the cylinder as a con- 90

tinuation of the smooth groove, then in ad-

justing the recorder to cut a smooth groove
on the blank in the space presented between
the first smooth groove, and finally in subject-

ing the recorder to sound-vibrations to cut a 95
second sound-record on the blank in the space

presented between the first record-groove,sub-
stantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

24th day of June, 1904.

THOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses 1

Frank L. Dyer,
Anna R. Klehm.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Peter Weber, a citizen

of the United States, residing- at East Orange,
in the county of Essex and State of New Jer-

5 sey, have invented a certain new and useful

Improvement in Phonographic Recorders,
(Case B,) of which the following is a descrip-

tion.

My invention relates to various new and
io useful improvements in phonographic record-

ers; and my object generally is to simplify
the construction and improve the operation
of such devices.

In order that the invention may be better

15 understood, attention is directed totheaccom-
panyingdrawings, forming part of this specifi-

cation, and in which

—

Figure 1 is a vertical sectional view of one
form of the device, and Fig. 2 a section on

20 line 2 2 of Fig. 1.

In the above views corresponding parts are

represented by the same numerals of refer-

ence.

Referring to Figs. 1 and 2, the body 1 of
2 5 the recorder may either be a plain disk or be

hollowed out interiorly to form a flange 2 for

the purpose of lightness.

3 represents the compensating weight,

which in the present instance also performs
3° the function of a diaphragm-carrier, and to

this end the weight 3 is in the form of a disk,

having a peripheral flange 4 and receiving a

diaphragm 5, held in place in any suitable

way by means of cement 6. Secured to the

35 flange 4 at one side is a light, preferably
aluminium, arm 7, carrying the recording de-

vice 8 at one end and connected centrally to

the diaphragm by a link 9, cemented or other-

wise secured in place. The compensating
4° weight 3 is pivoted atone side to a pivot-block,

comprising a head 10 and a shank 11, which
extends up through a chamber 12 in the flange

2 and receives above the disk 1 an adjusting-

screw 13 for adjusting the compensating
45 weight with respect to the phonogram-blank.

A spring 14 in the chamber 12 normally exerts

a downward stress on the head 10. At its

other end the compensating weight is provided
with a finger 15, working between guides 16,

5° so that that end of the weight can vibrate
vertically, but will be locked against lateral

movements. The compensating weight 3 is

provided at its center with an orifice 17, sur-

rounding which is a socket 18 for receiving

the spherical head 19 of a tube 20, which is 55
adjustably movable within the usual neck 21,

to which the speaking-tube is connected. The
head 19 is larger than the bore of the neck
21, so that it cannot be withdrawn there-

through. 60

The operation of devices embodying my
present improvements will be readily under-
stood. The mass of the compensating weight
causes the recording device to engage to the

proper depth in the composition of the blank. 65

Any eccentricities or variations in diameter
of the blank will result in the compensating
weight, diaphragm, and recording device be-

ing moved vertically up or down. The com-
pensating weight will not, however, respond 7°

to the rapid vibrations of the recording de-

vice under the effect of the sound-waves; but
so far as such vibrations are concerned it re-

mains inert, as is now the case with devices of

this type wherein such compensating weights 75

are employed.
While I prefer to use my present improve-

ments in connection with a phonographic
recording device, it will be understood that

the recording-tool 8 can be removed and a 80

reproducer substituted therefor, and there-

fore in the succeeding claims I shall refer to

a recording or reproducing tool generally as a
"stylus."
Having now described my invention, what I 85

claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters
Patent, is as follows:

1. In a device of the class described, the
combination with a body having an ascending-

neck, of a disk pivotally connected to said body 90
and situated below said body, said disk being
formed with a central opening, a rounded
socket surrounding said opening, a diaphragm
carried by said disk, a stylus connected to said

diaphragm and a tube having a lower end 95
rounded to fit said socket, said tube resting on
and supported by said socket with its upper
end extending into said neck, substantially as

set forth.
' 2. In a device of the class described, the 100

combination of a body having a depending
flange and an ascending neck, of a disk piv-

oted to said body with a universal joint, a dia-

phragm carried by said disk, a stylus connect-
ed to said diaphragm and a tube, leading from i°5

the disk into the space inclosed by said neck,
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and means for vertically adjusting said uni-

versal joint, substantially as set forth.

3. In a device of the class. described, the

combination of a body having a depending

5 flange and an ascending neck, of a disk piv-

oted to said body with a universal joint, a dia-

phragm.carried by said disk, a stylus connect-

ed to said diaphragm and a tube leading from
the disk into the space inclosed by said neck,

to a nut for elevating such universal joint and a

spring for depressing the same, whereby ver-

tical adjustment thereof may be effected, sub-

stantially as set forth.

4. In a device of the class described, a dia-

15 phragm-support consisting of a disk having a

peripheral flange, a central aperture and a

socket surrounding said aperture, in combina-

tion with a diaphragm secured to said support

within the said flange, substantially as set

20 forth.

5. In a device of the character described,

the combination with a body having an ascend-

ing neck, and a diaphragm-support pivoted to

said body, said support having a central aper-

25 ture and a rounded socket surrounding said

aperture, of a tube whose upper end extends

into said neck and whose lower end engages

said socket, said lower end being greater in

diameter than the bore of said neck, whereby
30 the tube is secured against withdrawal, sub-

stantially as set forth.

6. In a device of the character described,

the combination with a body having an ascend-

ing neck, and a diaphragm-support pivoted to

said body, said support having a central aper- 35

ture and a rounded socket surrounding said

aperture, of a tube whose upper end extends

into said neck and whose lower end engages
said socket and means for preventing the with-

drawal of said tube through said neck, sub-

stantially as set forth.

7. In a device of the character described,

the combination with a body having an ascend-

ing neck, and a diaphragm-support pivoted to\

said body, said support having a central aper-

ture and a rounded socket surrounding said

aperture, of a tube whose upper end extends

into said neck, and whose lower end is pro-

vided with a bearing-surface rounded on sub-

stantially the same curve as said socket and 50

engages the same, substantially as set forth.

8. In a device of the character described,

the combination of a body, a vertically-adjust-

able pivot-block carried thereby, a diaphragm-
support pivoted to said pivot-block on a hori- 55

zontal axis and a diaphragm carried by said

support, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

30th day of January, 1901.

PETER WEBER.

Witnesses:
Harry E. Miller,
J. H. Moran.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Albert Conze, a sub-

ject of the King' of Prussia, German Em-
peror, residing in Berlin, Germany, have in-

5 vented an Improvement in Sound-Regulators
for Gramophones, Phonographs, and Like In-

struments, of which the following is a speci-

fication.

Heretofore the rendering of selections of

io instrumental or vocal music by gramophones,
phonographs, and like instruments has been
accompanied by peculiar incidental screeching

sounds, as well as the disagreeable scratching

noise made by the point of the reproducer;

15 and the object of my invention is the elimi-

nation of these unseemly sounds and noises

as far as this is possible.

In carrying out my invention I employ a

regulator or muffler placed in the horn or

20 megaphone of the gramophone or phono-
graph, means for adjusting the regulator to

any desired position within the horn, and
means for supporting and maintaining the

regulator in any adjusted position, all of

25 which will be hereinafter more specifically

set forth.

The drawing represents an elevation of a

gramophone, the horn of which is fitted with

my improved regulator.

30 Referring to the drawing, a designates the

horn or megaphone of a gramophone or simi-

lar instrument. Within the horn a I employ
a regulator or muffler b, preferably a sphere

or spherical in form and made of felt, leather,

35 cork, or other suitable material. The regu-

lator b is secured by any suitable connection

to one end of a rod <?, extending beyond the

mouth of the horn and through a suitable

bearing fixed in the upper end of a support-

40 rod d, mounted adjustably in the tripod or

other holder <?. The rod c is adjustable in the

bearing through which it passes and may be

maintained in any adjusted position by means
of a set-screw or otherwise, as may be found

45 expedient.
The relative position of parts hereinbefore

described is such that in adjusting the regu-

lator b the movements of the rod c are in the

central longitudinal line or axis of the horn a,

50 so that in all positions, except when the regu-

lator may accidentally be in contact with the

interior walls of the horn, there will be an

annular space of varying degree between the

exterior of the regulator and the interior

walls of the horn, and it will be manifest 55
that, depending upon the distance of the regu-
lator from the walls of the horn, a greater or

lesser muffling of the sound will be effected

with a correspondingly greater or lesser elimi-

nation of the disagreeable sounds aforesaid. 60

The volume of sound produced by different

records varies, some being moderate in ex-

tent and some very loud and harsh, and this

condition will require the adjustment of the

regulator b to deliver an acceptable and modu- 65

lated tone, the regulator being differently posi-

tioned for different records for rendering tones
of substantially corresponding volume.

I do not limit myself to the precise form of

the regulator b or to the materials of which 70

the same is made or the manner of making,
as the same may be varied without departing
from my invention.

I claim as my invention

—

1. In a gramophone and like instruments 75

and in combination with the horn thereof, a

regulator placed within the said horn, means
for adjusting said regulator to any desired

position within the horn, and means exterior

to the horn for supporting and maintaining 80

said regulator in any adjusted position.

2. In a gramophone and like instruments

and in combination with the horn thereof, a

spherical regulator within said horn, a rod to

one end of which the regulator is secured, a 85

bearing in which the rod is movable longitu-

dinally of the horn, means for holding the

rod in any position in said bearing, and a

support for said bearing.

3. In a gramophone and like instruments, 90

and in combination with the horn thereof, a

spherical regulator within said horn, a rod to

one end of which the regulator is secured, a

bearing in which the rod is movable longitu-

dinally of the horn, means for holding the 95

rod in any position in said bearing, and a

vertically-adjustable tripod-support carrying-

said bearing at its upper end.

Signed by me this 3d day of March, 1905.

ALBERT CONZE.

Witnesses:
Johannes Hein,
WoLDEMAR HaUPT.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I,Wilhelm Asam, residing

at Murnau, Bavaria, Germany, have invented
certain new and useful Improvements in Pho-

5 nographs; and I do hereby declare the follow-

ing to be a full, clear, and exact description of
the invention, such as will enable others skilled

in the art to which it appertains to make and
use the same.

io This invention relates to the registering and
reproduction of sounds, and has for its object
the reproduction of softer tones—such, for in-

stance, as the human voice in ordinary con-
versation—or to faithfully register the sounds

15 of a softer-toned instrument playing in an
orchestra.

In connection with the reproduction of

sounds as hitherto usually accomplished the
sensitiveness and accuracy of the reproducing

20 instrument, and consequently the faithfulness

of reproduction, are impaired by the fact that

the pin or stylus connected with the vibrating
membrane is charged with the work of trans-

ferring the vibrations to a blackened plate or

25 of impressing them in a soft mass. In order
to insure the requisite delicacy of operation
necessary to the faithful reproduction of the

softer tones, the membrane must be relieved

of the work of itself performing the indenta-

30 tions. This object may be attained by the aid

of photography; but in the attempt to do so

it is essential, first, that the vibrations be ob-
tained in the form of the very finest lines, and,

second, that these lines be then converted into

35 impressions in a suitable mass by means of a
further process, such as photographic bas-

relief and photogravure. The photographing
of sound-waves for this purpose has been here-

tofore attempted with greater or less success;

40 but the methods employed have usually been
open to the objection that the resultant lines

are not of a sufficient degree of fineness and
delicacy to constitute a satisfactory graphic
representation of sound-waves.

45 Generally speaking, the present invention is

based upon the fact that if a very fine and
light lever is mounted with one end connected
to the vibrating membrane and its other end
disposed in front of a very thin slot in a sta-

50 tionary wall behind which a light-sensitive

film is moved that portion of the sensitive film

lying in the shadow of the vibrating lever will

represent in the form of a white negative line

the exact expression of the vibration of the

55 membrane. Since in this case the direct rays

of light come into play and the lever and slot

are made as fine as is possible, the fineness of
the phonogram is correspondingly accurate in

the finest details. As a support to the light-

sensitive film adrum or disk is advantageously 60
used, to which is imparted a rotary movement
and simultaneously a progressive axial move-
ment, whereby the white sensitive line upon
the surface of the film is in the form of a con-
tinuous spiral of sound-waves. The employ- 65
ment of a disk facilitates the subsequent con-
version of the photographed lines into the
depressed sound-lines of the phonograph or
gramophone disk. The fact, however, that
the speed of the disk must be accommodated 70
to the decreased circumference near the center
of the disk renders it difficult to utilize all of
the space thereon, and consequently the use of
a drum as a support is preferred, since the
spirals on the drum are of the same size, and 75
consequently a uniform speed of rotation may
be maintained.
In order that the invention may be readily

understood, reference is made to the accom-
panying drawings, in which is shown frag- 80
mentarily an embodiment of the invention
which is specially adapted for the accurate
reproduction of sound-waves from the mem-
brane of the speaking apparatus by means of
photography. 85

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a perspective
sectional view of one embodiment of the inven-
tion. Fig. 2 is a top plan of the diaphragm
and lever. Fig. 3 is a detail showing the ar-

rangement of the light-apertures. Fig. 4 is a 90
side view of a modification, and Fig. 5 is atop
plan of Fig. 3.

In the form of apparatus shown in Figs. 1

and 2 a rotary drum or disk provided with
a light-sensitive surface h is caused to rotate 95
in a light-tight case a and as close as possible
to one wall cof saidcase. By meansof apulley
d or other suitable well-known mechanism an
even rotary movement is given to the drum
or disk about its axis. The drum is also si- 100

multaneously moved in a direction longitudi-
nally of the shaft e, which is grooved, as shown,
by the unwinding of a chain f from the spool
r/, the said chain being guided over a top guide-
rollf and attached to a slide-block h, adapted 105

to slide on a guide-rod h' . The said block h

carries an arm with a roll i, which extends
under and carries the weight of the roll or
drum h. Thus as the block descends the drum
b will be gradually lowered. Any suitable i T <"
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mechanism may be employed for driving the

pulley d and for operating the chain f. The
driving mechanism should be regulated to im-
part to the drum between seventy and one

5 hundred revolutions per minute. At the point

where the drum is nearest to the wall c the lat-

ter is provided with a rectangular opening k.

(Shown in dotted lines in Fig. 3.) Inside the

case this opening is covered by a light-proof

io plate I, having a very fine slot m. By a suit-

able arrangement of micrometer-screws this

slot may be adjusted with great accuracy and
fineness. A light lever 7 is pivoted at 8 ad-

jacent to the speaking apparatus and in such

15 relation thereto that one of its arms rests

loosely upon the membrane n upon the sound-

bell p, while the other end of the lever is bent
horizontally, being formed as a fine wire 9.

The relation of the end of the lever to the

20 case is such that the wire 9 extends directly

across the narrow slot m.
The membrane must be very sensitive and

may be of any desired material. It is ad-

vantageously made of the finest india-rubber

25 or of an organic skin, such as fish-bladder.

The lever carrying the wire 9 is very accu-

rately balanced on the membrane and may be
connected to the same by means of a drop of

wax. Instead of a membrane the receiving-

30 surface of a telephone may be provided with

the lever and the sound-waves might be pho-
tographed in this manner.
As the membrane vibrates under the influ-

ence of sound-waves its movement is trans-

35 mitted by means of the lever to the wire 9,

the shadow of which falls upon the light-sen-

sitive surface b and leaves a negative impres-
sion, as a spiral wavy line, upon the sensi-

tive surface, which corresponds faithfully

40 with the vibrations of the membrane.
Instead of arranging the wire 9 as shown

in Figs. 1 and 2 the end of the lever may be
upturned and forked, as shown in Figs. 4 and

5, and the wire 9 arranged to extend between
45 the two forks of the lever to serve the pur-

pose of wire 9, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the

manner of operation and the result in either

case being the same.
The source of light should be intense and

50 of small area—such, for instance, as a lime-

light or an electric-arc light, if direct sun-
light is not available—and may be admitted
through a lens r, advantageously mounted in

the wall t of a casing adjoining the case a and
55 containing the sound-bell and lever.

I claim as my invention

—

1. In an apparatus for reproducing sound-
waves, the combination, with a sensitized sur-

face, and an inclosure therefor provided with
60 a light-admitting aperture movable relative

to the sensitized surface, of a sound-recording
membrane or diaphragm, and means connected
with the diaphragm for intercepting the rays
of light passing through said aperture oppo-

site the point where the record is to be repro- 65

duced.
2. In an apparatus for reproducing sound-

waves, the combination, with a sensitized sur-

face, means for rotating the same, and an in-

closure therefor provided with a light-admit- 70
ting aperture, of a sound - recording dia-

phragm, and means connected with the dia-

phragm for intercepting that portion of the
rays of light passing through said aperture
opposite the point where the record is to be 75
reproduced.

3. In an apparatus for reproducing sound-
waves, the combination, with a sensitized sur-

face, means for imparting to the said surface

a rotary and longitudinal movement, and an 80

inclosure for said surface provided with a
light-admitting aperture, of a sound-recording
diaphragm, and a lever pivoted in such rela-

tion thereto that one arm will rest upon the
diaphragm and move therewith and the other 85

end will intercept that portion of the light-

rays passing through said aperture opposite
the point where the record is to be reproduced.

4. In an apparatus for reproducing sound-
waves, the combination, with a cylindrical sen- 90
sitized surface, means for imparting to said

surface a rotary movement and a movement
longitudinally of its axis, and an inclosure for

said sensitive surface provided with -a narrow
light-admitting slot, of a sound-recording dia- 95
phragm, and a lever pivoted adjacent to the

diaphragm with one end resting thereon and
the other end extending across the slot in such
manner as to intercept a portion of the light-

rays passing therethrough opposite the point 100

where the record is to be reproduced.
5. In an apparatus for reproducing sound-

waves, the combination, with acylindrical sen-

sitized surface, means for imparting to said

surface a rotary movement and a movement 105

longitudinally of its axis, and an inclosure for

said sensitive surface provided with a narrow
longitudinal light-admitting slot, of a sound-
recording diaphragm, a lever pivoted adjacent

to the diaphragm with one arm resting thereon 1 10

and the other end extending perpendicularly
to the sensitive surface and terminating in a

fine filament extending across the slot in such
manner as to intercept that portion of the
light-rays passing therethrough opposite the 115

point where the record is to be reproduced.
6. The method of reproducing sound-waves,

which consists in transferring the same by
means of photography from a vibrating dia-

phragm to a sensitive surface in the form of 120

a negative line.

7. The method of reproducing sound-waves,
which consists in transferring the same by
means of photography from a vibrating dia-

phragm to a sensitive surface in the form of t 2 5

an unexposed line corresponding to the vibra-

tions of the diaphragm and bounded on both
sides by an exposed area.
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8. The method of reproducing sound-waves,
which consists in transferring the same by
means of photography from a vibrating dia-

phragm to a sensitive surface in the form of
a spiral wavy unexposed line corresponding
to the vibrations of the diaphragm and bound-
ed on each side by an exposed area.

In testimony whereof I affixmy signature in

presence of two witnesses.

WILHELM ASAM.
Witnesses:

Clara I. Parker,
Walter E. Bowman.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Robert Law Gibson, of

the city and county of Philadelphia and State

of Pennsylvania, have invented an Improve-
5 raent in Sound-Boxes for Talking-Machines,

of which the following is a specification.

My invention has reference to sound-boxes
for talking-machines; and it consists of certain

improvements which are fully set forth in the
io following specification and shown in the ac-

companying drawings, which form a part

thereof.

Heretofore it has been customary to pro-

vide the stylus lever or bar of a sound-box of

15 a talking-machine, such as a gramophone, with

a socket to receive a stylus or needle point,

and to clamp the stylus by a set-screw having
a milled head with which to turn it. The ob-

jection to this has been that it is difficult to
20 operate the screw because of its small size and

location, the milled head cuts and abrades the

finger and thumb, causing them to become
sore, the clamping of the stylus is slow and
uncertain, and there is constant liability of

2 5 losing the screw, as by constant use it becomes
worn and loose.

It is the object of my present invention to

provide a suitable cam-clamp for the stylus-

lever which shall overcome the above-speci-

3° fied objections.

My invention in its preferred form compre-
hends the provision of the socket end of the

stylus-lever with a transverse rotary or rock-

ing cam-shaft, terminating in an operating-

35 arm by which it may be rocked. It further

consists of a spring acting to rotate the cam-
shaft for normally forcing it into clamping
position upon the stylus or needle.

My invention also embodies details of con-
4-> struction which, together with the features

specified above, will be better understood by
reference to the drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a plan view of a sound-box pro-

vided with my stylus-clamp. Fig. 2 is a trans-

45 verse sectional view on the line A A of Fig.

1. Fig. 3 is a side elevation of part of the

sound-box, showing the stylus-clamp. Fig. 4

is a cross-section, enlarged, on the line B B of

Fig. 2; and Fig. 5 is a section on the line CC
5° of Fig. 4 looking to the right.

a is the socket-head on the stylus-bar d and
is provided with the usual socket b for the

stylus or needle c.

/"is a rocking shaft journaled in the head

55 a transversely to the socket and near the outer

end. This shaft is provided with a cam or

clamping portion e adjacent to the socket,

which when the shaft is turned slightly in one
direction will be moved with the socket. The
shaft projects beyond the head a at one end 6o

and is provided with a finger- piece a, by which
the shaft may be rocked. A spring i holds the

shaft normally in clamping position

—

?'. e.,

with the flattened or cam portion e project-

ing into the socket. A small pin A extends Ion- 65

gitudinally in the head below the cam portion

e on one side of the socket and acts as a stop

to limit the movement of the shaft under the

action of the spring when there is no stylus

or needle in the socket. 7°

A needle may be inserted by pressing upon
the arm g with the thumb of one hand, and
thereby rocking the shaft f to move the cam
portion e out of the socket, then inserting the

needle with the fingers of the other hand, and 75

finally releasing the piece g. The spring i

will then rock the shaft back and cause the

cam portion e to press upon the shank of the

needle and clamp it firmly in the socket.

To prevent wearing away of the cam por- 80

tion, its edge may be slightly rounded. The
needle will be released by simply pressing

back the piece g to open the clamping-jaw
or cam portion e. If no needle is inserted,

the jaw or cam portion will be arrested by the 85

pin h.

I prefer to arrange the clamping-shaft near

the outer end of the head c/, so that the needle

will be clamped near the point.

The essential feature of my invention in its 9°

specific form is the rotary or rocking cam-
shaft to clamp the stylus or needle point when
combined with a spring to move it into clamp-

ing position; but I do not confine myself to

any specific form of cam-clamp for the stylus, 95

as it will be apparent to those skilled in the

art that an adjustable cam-clamp adapted for

the purpose of and capable of performing the

functions of my invention may be made in

many ways as modifications of my invention. 100

Therefore, while I prefer the construction

shown as being excellently adapted for the

requirements of my invention, I do not limit

myself to the details thereof.

What 1 claim as new, and desire to secure 105

by Letters Patent, is

—

1. A sound-box for a talking-machine hav-

ing its stylus-lever provided with an aperture

for receiving the stylus and combined with a

rotary cam-clamp for holding the stylus in the no
stylus-lever consisting of a transverse cylin-

drical shaft having a portion of its body inter-
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mediate of its ends cut away to form a sub-

stantially flat cam-surface to grip the stylus.

2. A sound-box for a talking-machine hav-
ing its stylus-lever provided with an aperture

5 for receiving the stylus and combined with a

spring-actuated rotary cam-clamp for holding

the stylus in the stylus-lever consisting of a

transverse cylindrical shaft having a portion

of its body intermediate of its ends cut away
io to form a substantially flat cam-surface to

grip the stylus.

3. A sound-box -for a talking-machine hav-

ing its stylus-lever provided with an aperture
for receiving the stylus and combined with a

15 rotary cam-clamp arranged transversely to

one side of the aperture in the stylus-lever

for holding the stylus in the stylus-lever con-

sisting of a transverse cam-shaft journaled in

the stylus-lever and means to impart a rotary
20 motion to the shaft projecting outwardly

away from the plane of the diaphragm and
stylus-lever.

4. A sound-box for a talking-machine hav-
ing its stylus-lever provided with an aperture

25 for receiving the stylus and combined with a
rotary cam-clamp for holding the stylus in the

stylus-lever consisting of a rotary cam-shaft
journaled in the stylus-lever and having an ex-

tended handle, and a spring to rotate said shaft
3° normally into gripping position.

5. A sound-box for a talking-machine hav-
ing its stylus-lever provided with an aperture
for receiving the stylus and combined with a

rotary cam-clamp for holding the stylus in the

35 stylus-lever consisting of a rotary cam-shaft
journaled in the stylus-lever and having an ex-

tended handle, a stop to limit the extent of

rotation of the shaft, and a spring to normally
rotate said shaft into gripping position.

4° 6. In a sound-box for talking-machines, a

stylus-lever having a socket for receiving the

stylus combined with an adjustable transverse
shaft journaled in the stylus-lever and flat-

tened to form a cam-clamp for clamping the

45 stylus in the socket and having at one end a

laterally-extending arm by which to rock it.

7. In a sound-box for talking-machines, a

stylus-lever having a socket for receiving the
stylus, combined with a transverse rocking
cam-shaft of small diameter whereby the axis 50

of the shaft is in close alinement with the
clamping edge of the cam-shaft so as to im-
part a strong gripping action upon the stylus,

a spring constantly acting to rotate the cam-
shaft to grip the stylus, and an outwardly-ex- 55
tending arm to rock the shaft against the ac-

tion of the spring to release the stylus.

8. In a sound-box for talking-machines, a

stylus-lever having a socket for receiving the

stylus combined with an adjustable cam-clamp 60

for clamping the stylus in the socket consist-

ing of a transverse shaft/ having the flattened

portion c journaled in the end of the stylus-

lever across the socket and provided with a

projecting portion to rock said shaft. 65

9. In a sound-box for talking-machines, a

stylus-lever having a socket for receiving the

stylus combined with an adjustable cam-clamp
for clamping the stylus in the socket consist-

ing of a transverse shaft/ having the flattened 7°

portion e journaled in the end of the stylus-

lever across the socket and provided with a

projecting portion to rock said shaft, and a

pin A to hold the shaft in position against lon-

gitudinal movement and limit its rocking or 75

rotary movement.
10. In a sound-box for talking-machines, a

stylus-lever having a socket for receiving the

stylus combined with an adjustable cam-clamp
for clamping the stylus in the socket consist- 80

ing of a transverse shaft./ having the flattened

portion e journaled in the end of the stylus-

lever across the socket and provided with a

projecting portion to rock said shaft, a stop
to limit the rocking of the shaft, and a spring 85

to rock the shaft into clamping position.

In testimony of which invention 1 hereunto
set my hand.

ROBERT LAW GIBSON.
Witnesses:

Ernest Howard Hunter,
R. M. Kelly.
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No. 802,135. Specification of Letters Patent.
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To ail whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Niles Bryant, a citizen

of the United States, residing in the city of
Battlecreek, county of Calhoun, State of Michi-

5 gan, have invented certain new and useful

Improvements in Phonographic Records, of
which the following is a specification.

This invention relates to improvements in

phonographic records.

io My improved phonographic record is par-

ticularly adapted for the use of piano-tuners
or tuners of musical instruments, although it

is desirable for use in other relations.

The main object of this invention is to pro-

15 vide an improved phonograpic record by the
use of which a tone may be sustained for any
desired period.

Further objects and objects relating to

structural details will definitely appear from
20 the detailed description to follow.

I accomplish the objects of my invention by
the devices and means described in the follow-

ing specification. The invention is clearly de-

fined, and pointed out in the claims.

25 A structure embodying the features of my
invention is clearly illustrated in the accom-
panyingdrawing, which is a plan view thereof.

Referring to the drawing, my improved
phonographic record is illustrated in the form

30 of a disk A. The disk is provided with a cen-

tral opening A' to receive the shaft or arbor
of the machine on which it is to be used. A
phonographic record is made on this disk,

consisting of a series of concentric tone-cir-

35 cles or circles of indentations or undulations
produced phonographically, each circle being
made by a single or sustained tone. In the

record I hare illustrated there are thirteen of

these tone-circles, representing what is known
40 to musicians as the "equal temperament "-

that is, thirteen notes within the scope of one
octave. Piano-tuners usually lay the tem-
perament within the octave F, in the middle
of the keyboard, beginning with the note

45 called "'middle C, r which is first tuned to a

tuning-fork or a pitch-pipe. F below middle

C is then tuned, not to a perfect fifth, but
slightly sharp, until there result three beats

in five seconds. Next, the fourth below mid-
50 die C, which is G, is tuned slightly flat until

there results one beat per second. All the

fourths and fifths must be toned likewise,

slightly flat or imperfect. By so doing the

result is a perfect octave when the tempera-

55 ment is finished. This is necessary in order

to produce harmony in the octaves when com-

pletely tuned. This method of tuning re-

quires a delicate musical sense and the most
careful attention and skill. My invention in*

eludes the whole temperament so equalized as 60

to give the operator an absolute guide. By
placing the phonographic reproducer in the
proper tone-circle any tone may be sustained
for an indefinite period, so that the user may
give his entire attention to the proper adjust- 65

ing of the instrument which is being tuned.
While I have illustrated a record adapted

to produce thirteen tones, as F, F#, G, G#,
A, A#, B, C, Ctf, D, D#, E, and F, this num-
ber, it is evident, may be increased as desired; 70

but for the purpose of a guide in tuning in-

struments it is all that is required.

In order that the tone may be sustained as

perfectly as possible and with as slight a break
as possible, in making the record the record- 75
ing device is checked just before it reaches
the point at which it was started in the circle,

as if it overlapped it would produce an imper-
fect tone. The ends of the tone-record lines

are joined by guiding-grooves, as «, for the 80

reproducer-stylus, which grooves are shown
considerably exaggerated in this drawing, so
that the same may clearly appear.

With my improved record-roll a tone can
be produced and sustained at an even pitch as 85
long as may be desired. This is of course of
very great advantage in tuning instruments
and is of advantage in other relations, as will

readily appear.
I have illustrated and described my im- 90

proved phonographic record in a disk form.
It is evident that it is applicable to the well-

known form of cylindrical record-rolls, and
other modifications will readily appear to

thoseskilled in the art to which the invention 95
relates. I wish to remark that I desire to

claim my invention specifically in the form
illustrated as well as broadly.

Having thus described my invention, what
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 100

Patent, is

—

1. As a new article of manufacture, a pho-
nographic-record tuning-disk having a record
thereon consisting of a series of thirteen con-
centric circles of indentations or undulations, 105

each circle constituting a record of a sustained
note different from the others, said tones com-
prising an equal temperament.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a pho-
nographic-record tuning-disk having a record no
thereon consisting of a series of concentric

circles of indentations or undulations, each
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15

circle constituting a record of a sustained note
different from the others.

3. As a new article of manufacture, a pho-
nographic tuning-tablet having a record there-

on consisting of a series of thirteen lines of

indentations or undulations, the ends of each
line being joined by a groove, each line con-

stituting a record of a sustained note different

from the others, said tones comprising an
equal temperament.

4. As a new article of manufacture, a pho-
nographic tuning-tablet having a record there-

on consisting of a series of lines of indenta-

tions or undulations, the ends of each line be-

ing joined by a groove, each line constituting

a record of a sustained note different from the

others.

5. As a new article of manufacture, a pho-
nographic tuning-tablet having a record there-

on consisting of a series of thirteen lines of

indentations or undulations, the ends of each
line being joined, each line constituting a rec-

ord of a sustained note different from the

others, said tones comprising an equal tem-
perament. 25

6. As a new article of manufacture, a pho-
nographic tuning-tablet having a record there-

on consisting of a series of lines of indenta-

tions or undulations, the ends of each line be-

ing joined, each line constituting a record of 30

a sustained note different from the others.

7. As a new article of manufacture, a pho-
nographic-record tuning-disk, the record of

which consists of a line of indentations or un-
dulations constituting a record of a sustained 35
note, the beginning and end of which line are

in proximity, whereby the record can be re-

peated indefinitely.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
hand and seal in presence of two witnesses. 4°

NILES BRYANT, [l. s.]

Witnesses:
Fred W. Erwin,
Edwin F. Edmonds.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Charles L. Hibbard, a
citizenoftheUnited States, residingatOrange,
in the county of Essex and State of New Jer-

5 sey, have invented certain new and useful

Improvements in Phonograph-Recorders, of
which the following is a specification.

My invention relates to recorders which
comprise a cutting-stylus, preferably in the

io form of a small cylinder having a circular

cutting edge, which stylus is held in a socket
formed usually of light flexible metal, such
as aluminium. In recorders of this type as

heretofore made the metal socket-piece has
iS been provided with a flat portion, which

is secured to the lower surface of the dia-

phragm by shellac or other adhesive material.

This structure is defective, for the reason
that the stylus-holder is extremely likely to

20 become detached from the diaphragm, since

it occupies an exposed position and is not se-

curely held.

My invention has for. its object the pro-
vision of a recorder of this type which will

2 5 be cheap and easy to manufacture and which
will be free from the defect pointed out.

Reference is hereby made to the accompany-
ing drawings, in which the same reference-

numerals indicate corresponding parts in the
3° several views, of which

—

Figure 1 is a plan view of the diaphragm
which I prefer to use in the construction of

the recorder. Figs. 2, 3, and 4 are plan, side

elevation, and front elevation, respectively,

35 of the diaphragm and stylus-holder in their

assembled relations. Fig. 5 is a section on
the line 5 5 of Fig. 2.

The diaphragm 1 may be of any suitable

material, such as glass or mica, circular in
4° form, and provided with a perforation 2.

This perforation is preferably situated eccen-

trically, for the purpose which will appear
later. The periphery of the diaphragm is

provided with a projection 3, as shown, which
45 is usually in line with the perforation 2 and

the center of the disk, as shown in Fig. 1,

although not necessarily so. The stylus-

holder 4 is formed by bending a thin sheet

of a flexible metal, such as aluminium, to form
5° a socket 5, a vertical web of two thicknesses

6 6, and lateral wings 7 7. In practice it is

found that owing to the exposed position of

the stylus accidental blows caused by care-

less handling tend to force the stylus out of

the socket 5 and between the two thicknesses 6. 55

In order to prevent this, I unite the said thick-

nesses by means of a suitable solder 9. The
thickness of the solder is greatly exaggerated
in Figs. 4 and 5. In practice the webs 6 are

pressed closely together, and the solder is 6o

sweated in. In order to provide means for

securing the stylus-holder to the diaphragm,
the webs 7 are slitted, as shown in Fig. 2, to

form integral tongues 8, which are passed
through the aperture 2 and bent into the 6 5

positions shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The holder

is thus provided with a flat surface on each
side of the diaphragm and is firmly clamped
thereto. Shellac or other cement applied

between both sides of the diaphragm and the 7°

holder secures the holder more firmly and
prevents any possible lateral movement.
When in its operative position, the holder is

preferably situated so that the cutting edge
of the stylus will be in line with the axis of 75

the diaphragm. For this reason the perfora-

tion 2 is eccentric thereto, the degree of eccen-

tricity depending upon the location of the se-

cu ring-tongues 8. In order that the stylus-

holder may be readily placed in such position So

as to bring the stylus in line with the center

of the disk, the projection 3 is provided as a

gage or alining -stop. Preferably this pro-

jection is in line with the center of the dia-

phragm and the perforation 2, so that after the 8 5

tongues 8 of the diaphragm-holder are passed

through the opening the holder may be posi-

tioned by means of the projection 3 before it

is secured to the diaphragm by means of ce-

ment. (See Fig. 2.) The projection 3 and the 9°

end of the stylus-holder may then be cut off,

so that the diaphragm will be a perfect circle.

Having now described my invention, what I

claim as new therein, and desire to secure by
Letters Patent, is

—

95

1. As a new article of manufacture, a talk-

ing-machine diaphragm consisting of a circu-

lar disk having an eccentric perforation and a

peripheral projection, substantially as set

forth.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a talk-

ing-machine diaphragm consisting of a circu-

lar disk having an eccentric perforation and a

peripheral projection in line with said perfora-

ioo
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tion and the center of the disk, substantially

as set forth.

3. In a phonograph-recorder, a diaphragm
having a perforation, a stylus-holder formed

5 of flexible metal and comprising a socket, a

flat portion resting against said diaphragm

and an integral tongue passing through said

perforation and bent parallel to said dia-

phragm, substantially as set forth,

io 4. In a phonograph-recorder, a diaphragm,

a stylus-holder secured thereto and consisting

of a piece of flexible metal bent to form a

socket, a web of two thicknesses and a pair of

laterally-projecting wings, said wings being

slit to form fastening -tongues, substantially 15

as set forth.

5. In a phonograph-recorder, a diaphragm,
a stylus-holder secured thereto and consisting

of a single piece of flexible metal passed

through said diaphragm and having portions 20

bearing against both faces thereof, substan-

tially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

10th day of February, 1905.

CHARLES L. HIBBARD.
Witnesses:

Frank L. Dyer,
Anna R. Klehm.
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Application filed March 13, 1905, Serial No, 249,695,

Patented Oct. 31, 1905.

To all whom, it may concern:

Be it known that I, Alfred E. Thomas, a
citizen of the United States, and a resident of
Milwaukee, in the county of Milwaukee and

5 State of Wisconsin, have invented certain new
and useful Improvements in Tone-Softening-
Devices for Graphophonesand Like Talking-
Machines; and I do hereby declare that the
following is a full, clear, and exact descrip-

io tion thereof.

My invention has especial reference to de-
vices for muffling or softening the tone of

graphophonesand like talking-machines; and
it consists in certain peculiarities of construc-

15 tion and combination of parts, as will be fully

set forth hereinafter in connection with the
accompanying drawings, and subsequently
claimed.

In the said drawings, Figure 1 is a view in

20 elevation of a portion of a graphophone with
my device applied thereto, partly in section

on the line 1 1 of Fig. 2. Fig. 2 is an inner
end view of the elbow or socket which re-

ceives the horn of the instrument with my
25 device in place therein.

Referring by numerals to the said draw-
ings, 1 represents the elbow -socket for the
horn of the instrument, which in practice ex-

tends along and is supported by the arm or

30 bar 2, (shown in section in Fig. 1,) both of
which are of the ordinary construction, the
horn being secured in the said socket by a set-

screw 3. 4 designates the needle-holder, from
which rises an arm 5, secured by screw 6 to

35 the diaphragm 7, (usually of mica,) which re-

ceives and transmits the sound -vibrations.

The diaphragm-case 8 terminates on the inner

side in a metallic tube 9, which is slipped

through a bore in the arm or bar 2 and then
40 into a rubber tube 10 in the lower arm of the

elbow -socket 1, all the foregoing being the

old and well-known construction of devices

of this class, with which the sound-vibrations

are very loud and often harsh and to soften

45 which is the object of ray improvement, which
will next be described.

11 designates a bearing inserted in the

elbow-socket and formed with a longitudinal

screw-threaded bore, through which is passed
5° the shank 12, screw-threaded adjacent to its

outer end for engagement with said threaded

bore in the bearing, the latter being of suffi-

cient length to insure the proper centering of

said shank, which preferably has a milled

thumb-piece 13 at its outer end and a small 55
knob 14 at its inner end, and over said knob
a thimble of soft or crude rubber 15 is slipped,

the said knob keeping the thimble in place.

When it is desired to soften or muffle the
sound-vibrations, the shank 12 is screwed in- 60

ward until the soft-rubber thimble 15 bears
against the screw 6, and by a further turn of

the said shank in the screw-threaded bearing
11 the said thimble wdl press against the dia-

phragm 7 and still further deaden the vibra- 65

tions and soften the tone, and if a louder tone
is at any time desired the shank 12 is turned
in the reverse direction to wholly or partly

withdraw the soft thimble 15 from contact

with the screw 6 and diaphragm 7, so that this 70
regulation of tone is at all times under the

control of the operator, without stopping the

instrument, by a simple turn of the thumb-
piece 13 in the direction desired.

Having thus described my invention, what 75
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters

Patent, is

—

1. In a graphophone or like talking-machine,

the combination with the elbow-socket which
receives the horn, and the diaphragm con- 80

nected to said socket, of a screw -threaded
bearing extending into said elbow-socket, a

shank passed through said bearing, and a soft-

rubber thimble on the inner end of said shank
for contact with said diaphragm, at the de- 85

sired times.

2. The combination with the horn-receiving
elbow-socket, and the diaphragm of a graph-
ophone or like talking-machine, of a screw-
threaded bearing extending into the elbow- 90

socket in line with the center of the diaphragm,
a shank passed through said bearing, and
screw-threaded adjacent to its outer end for

engagement with the threads in said bearing,

and having a knob or projection on its inner 95
end, and a soft-rubber thimble fitted on said

inner end of said shank for contact as desired,

with said diaphragm, for softening or regu-

lating the tone of the sound-vibrations thereof.

3. The combination with the horn-receiving 100

elbow-socket and the diaphragm of a grapho-
phone or like talking-machine, of a longitu-
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dinally-movable shank extending through the

lower arm of said elbow-socket, and bearing a

soft-rubber thimble at its inner end for con-

tact at desired times with the inner surface of

the said diaphragm for softening or regulat-

ing the tone of the sound-vibrations thereof.

In testimony that I claim the foregoing I

have hereunto set my hand, at Milwaukee,
in the county of Milwaukee and State of Wis-
consin, in the presence of two witnesses.

ALFRED E. THOMAS.
Witnesses:

H. G. Underwood,
George Felber.
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DESIGN FOR A HORN FOR PHONOGRAPHS.

No. 37,661. Specification for Design. Patented Nov. 14, 1905.

A—' Nation filed April 6, 1905. Serial No, 254,227. Term of patent 7 years.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Francis M. Murphy,
a citizen of the United States, residing- at Jer-
sey City, in the county of Hudson and State
of New Jersey, have invented a new, original,
and ornamental Design for a Horn for Pho-
nographs, of which the following is a specifi-
cation, reference being had to the accompa-
nying drawings, forming a part thereof, in
which

—

Figure 1 is a side elevation, and Fig. 2 is

a front view, of a horn for phonographs, show-
ing my new design.

I claim

—

The ornamental design for a horn for pho-
nographs, as shown.

FRANCIS M. MURPHY, [l. s.]

Witnesses:
William Hoter,
Theodore V. Frost.
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE,
ARTURO CAMILO PICCININI, OF BUENOS AYRES, ARGENTINA.

MEMBRANE OF GRAPHOPHONES, &c.

No. 804,264. Specification of Letters Patent.

Application filed August 15, 1904. Serial No. 220,848.

Patented Nov. 14, 1905.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Arturo Camilo Pio
cinini, a citizen of the Argentine Republic,
and a resident of Buenos Ayres, in the Prov-

5 ince of Buenos Ayres, Argentine Republic,
have invented certain new and useful Improve-
ments in Graphophones, of which the follow-

ing is a specification.

My said invention relates more particularly
io to the sound-box casing or diaphragm-support

and to the stylus-support.

The objects of the invention are to provide
an extremely simple and effective form of cas-

ing or diaphragm-support which may be pro-

15 duced at an extremely low cost, and also one
in which a multiplicity of parts is avoided,
and, further, to provide an extremely simple
and efficient stylus-support which may be
readily assembled and quickly and accurately

20 adjusted while the graphophone is in opera-

tion.

With these and other objects in view the
invention includes the various features of
construction and arrangement of parts here-

25 inafter described, and particularly pointed out
in the claims.

The invention is illustrated in the accom-
panying drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a side elevation of the dia-

30 phragm-casing. Fig. 2 is a central vertical

section thereof. Fig. 3 is a top plan view,

and Fig. 4 a bottom plan view, of the same.
Figs 5, 6, and 7 are respectively a side ele-

vation, an end view, and a top view of the

35 preferred form of stylus-support. Figs. 8,

9, and 10 are similar views of a modification

thereof. Figs. 11, 12, and 13 are like views
of still another form. Figs. 14, 15, and 16

are similar views of a further modification.

4° Figs. 17, 18, and 19 are like views of a fifth

form, and Figs. 20, 21, and 22 are similar

views of a sixth form.

In the various figures the same or like parts

are designated by the same reference-nu-

45 merals.

Referring first to the casing, (shownin Figs.

1 to 4, both inclusive,) the ordinal 1 designates

the diaphragm-casing, which is made of a

single piece of sheet metal, having a lower
5c tubular portion for connecting with the re-

ceiver and an upper enlarged portion of cir-

cular shape with substantially flat lower an-

nular wall 3 and inwardly-extending oppos-
ing flange 5. The vertical peripheral wall

55 between is slotted, as at 2, for one -half

the circumference to permit the insertion of

the diaphragm, which is clamped between
rubber or like clamping-rings (not shown)
which lie between the opposing walls 3 and
5. At the back of the casing are located two 60

lugs or projections which serve to pivotally

connect the stylus-support, the latter having
a lug 21, provided with recesses 20, designed
to be engaged by screws threaded through
the lugs 6. The stylus-support—as shown in 65
Figs. 5, 6, and 7, for example—has an arm
13, which extends inward over the diaphragm-
casing and has a downwardly-turned end pro-
vided with a small plate or shoe 14, which is

designed to coincide with and be secured 70
directly to the center of the diaphragm. On
the side of the stylus-support opposite the
arm 13 is a projecting member 16, to which
the needle or stylus is designed to be con-
nected by a set-screw 12. 75
From the lower part of the stylus-sup port

extends an arm 15, which carries at its lower
end a block 18, having a threaded opening
through which passes a thumb-screw 9. The
forward end of this thumb-screw is unthread- 80

ed, so as to enable it to turn freely in a hori-

zontal passage in a lug or projection 8, ex-
tending from the lower rear side of the dia-

phragm-casing. The screw 9 is held against

longitudinal displacement in the lug 8 by a 85
set-screw 10, threaded through the lower end
of the lug and the end of which engages an
annular groove 11 in the thumb-screw 9. It

will thus be seen that by turning the thumb-
screw 9 the block or part 18 will be caused to 90
travel along the thumb -screw and conse-

quently the arm 13 and stylus correspond-
ingly adjusted.

The forms of stylus-support shown in the

various modifications operate in the manner 95
just described and differ only as to details.

For instance, in the form shown in Figs. 8, 9,

and 10 the portion 21
a
, which forms the piv-

otal connection, is in the shape of a bar which
is connected by a small bracket 19 with the 100

part 16. In this form the threaded block or

part 18
a

, through which the thumb -screw
passes, is pivotally connected to the part 21

a
,

as shown at 22. In the form shown in Figs.

11, 12, and 13 the part 16
b

is formed as a di- 105

rect extension of the arm 13, and the part 20b

is connected to the under side of the part 16
b

by pins 19
b and to the part 18

b by hinge-joint

21
b 22b

. In the form shown in Figs. 14, 15,

and 16 the portion 21° terminates in two arms, no
between which the block or section 18° is held

by small screws 22°. The forms shown, re-
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spectively, in Figs. 17, 18, and 19 and Figs.

20, 21, and 22 differ only slightly in the shape
of the parts 13 and 16 and their manner of

connection with part 21.

5 Having thus described my invention, what
I claim is

—

1. In combination, a diaphragm-casing com-
prising a cylindrical portion and enlarged
upper portion, the bottom of the enlarged

io portion being in a plane at right angles to the

cylindrical portion and the top of said en-

larged portion being bent to form an inwardly-
extending flange lying in a plane parallel to

the bottom thereof so as to form upper and
1 5 lower opposing walls between which the edges

of the diaphragm is clamped and a lateral in-

serting-opening in the wall of the enlarged
portion between said upper and lower walls.

2. In combination the diaphragm-casing;
20 having a downwardly-projecting portion con-

nected thereto, a stylus - carrying member
pivotally connected to said casing, and hav-
ing a downwardly-projecting portion, and a

thumb-screw carried by said portion and en-

gaging with the portion projecting from the 25

casing for regulating the position of the stylus-

carrying member substantially as described.

3. In combination, the diaphragm-casing,
the stylus -carrying member pivotally con-
nected thereto, a downwardly-projecting part 30
carried by said stylus - carrying member, a
single thumb-screw carried thereby and a con-

nection between the end of the screw and a
part on the diaphragm-casing.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my 35
hand in presence of two witnesses.

ARTURO CAM1LO PICCININI.
Witnesses:

I. C. Miller,
W. M. Kuehne.
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
GABOR KONIGSTEIN, OF SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

ATTACHMENT FOR TALKING-MACHINES.

No. 804,477. Specification of Letters Patent.

Application filed September 15, ] 904* Serial No, 224,524,

Patented Nov. 14, 1905.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Gabor Konigstein, a
citizen of the United States, residing in the

city and in the county of San Francisco and
5 State of California,have invented new and use-

ful Improvements in Attachments for Talking-
Machines, of which the following is a specifi-

cation.

My invention relates to an attachment which
io is especially designed for use upon the mov-

able arms used in gramophones or talking-ma-

chines and which arms are swiveled and turn-

able, so that the points carried thereby con-

form to the movements of the disks by which
15 the audible sounds are transmitted.

It comprises combinations of parts and de-

tails of construction, which will be more fully

explained by reference to the accompanying
drawings, in which

—

20 Figure 1 shows the application of my im-
provement, the novel parts being indicated in

full lines. Fig. 2 is an end view of my im-
provement. Figs. 3 and 4 are side views of

same. Fig. 5 shows a modification of my in-

25 vention.

In the present drawings I have only shown a

sufficient portion of the machine to illustrate

the attachment of my devices.

A is a fixed arm, and 2 is an arm swiveled and
30 turnable thereon. At the outer end of this

arm is the U-shaped arm 3, which is swiveled
and freely turnable transversely to the end of

the arm 2. The free end of the arm 3 carries

the ring 4, within which is the needle-carrying

35 socket 5, so placed that when the arm 3 is

turned about its swivel so as to engage the rec-

ord-disk the stylus or needle carried in the

socket 5 will rest upon the disk, and through
the connections common to this class of ma-

40 chine and not here further described the sounds
will be transmitted when the disk is revolved

with relation to the contacting point. Consid-

erable difficulty is experienced in the opera-

tion of this class of machines, because when a

45 disk is to be removed or for other reason it is

desirable to disconnect the pin it is necessary to

turn the swivel-arm 3 about its turnable sup-

port and swing it back upon the top of the arm
2. When the disk is in place, this swiveled

50 arm is turned to allow the point to rest upon
the disk, as before described ; but it frequently

happens that this freely-turnable arm will slip

from the fiugers, and if the point drops upon
the disk it will break the latter or spoil the

55 matter which is carried by the disk, and when

turned the other way it often drops upon the
light tubular arm 2, with the result that the
latter will be indented and defaced. It is the

object of my invention to prevent such acci-

dents, and in order to effect this I form a ring 60

6, which has such interior diameter that it

will clasp about the rear portion of the ring

4 and may be secured by a thumb -nut or
equivalent fastening, as at 7, so that it is

clamped firmly upon the ring 4. 65

At one side the ring 6 carries a tubular
socket 8. 9 is a stem slidable in this socket
and normally pressed outward by a spring, as

at 10. Upon the end of the stem 9 is a head
11, which carries a rubber roller or equivalent 70
soft buffer, as at 12. This buffer is extended
downward with relation to the surface upon
which the point 5

a
rests, and by reason of its

extension if the turnable arm should slip or
be allowed to drop the rubber would first 75
strike the plate and prevent a severe contact

of the point 5
a
therewith. As soon as the ap-

paratus is in motion, however, the pressure
against the buffer 12 will be sufficient to com-
press the spring 10 and allow the stem 9 to 80

retract into the sleeve or support 8 sufficiently

to allow the point 5
a
to properly engage the

channels of the disk. Upon the opposite
side of the ring 6 is a buffer 13, which is so

placed that when the swivel-arm 3 is turned 85
backwardly, as previously described, this

buffer will rest upon the top of the arm 2 and
will prevent any defacing of said arm by rea-

son of the accidental dropping of the swivel-

arm thereon. 90
In the usual construction of these devices

it is customary to turn the swivel-arm 3 by
taking hold of the ring 4; but this is some-
what awkward and on account of its size it

often causes the dropping of the device, as be- 95
fore stated. 14 is a handle of any suitable

description projecting from the side of the

ring and in such position as to be easily

grasped by the operator, and by the use of

this handle such accidents as herein described 100

may be largely prevented.

In Fig. 5 I have shown a modified and in

many ways a preferred form of my attach- *

ment, since it is designed to prevent the arm
3 being thrown forward violently to cause 105

such a compression of the cushion as would
even then allow the point or stylus 5

a impinging
injuriously on the record-disk. Accordingly
in this case the stem 9', carrying the cushion
12', is slidable in a sleeve 8', arranged to one no
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side rather than radially, as in Fig. 2, of the
ring 6'. An expansion-spring 10' operates
between a flange on the inside of- the sleeve

and a collar 15 on the stem to retract the stem,

5 and the latter carries a pin 16, movable in a
V-shaped cam-slot 17 in the sleeve to control

the movement of the stem. The upper end
of the stem may be provided with a suitable

finger-hold 18 to allow its being easily oper-
io ated. In practice when it is desired to throw

the arm 3 forward preparatory to playing a

piece the stem is first pushed outward, com-
pressing spring 10' and slightly turning the

stem to cause pin 16 to engage in the shorter

15 portion of slot 17. This insures the buffer-

cushion 12' coming in contact with the record-

disk in advance of the stylus, so that no matter
how carelessly or violently the arm is thrown
over the sharp metal point cannot injure the

20 record. When the cushion rests on the rec-

ord, a slight turning movement of the stem
by the handle 18 releases the pin, and the
spring will act to withdraw the cushion and
allow the stylus to engage the record. Each

25 time a record is changed or the arm 3 is lifted

the stem is turned to project the cushion out-

ward, and again after the return of the arm
to its operative position over a record the

cushion is thrown and held out of commission
30 in the manner described.

It is obvious that various other changes and
modifications may be made without departing
from the principle of the invention, and I do
not wish to be understood as limiting myself

35 to the specific construction here shown and
described.

Having thus described my invention, what
I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat-
ent, is

—

40 1. In a machine of the character described,

the combination of a sound-box movable to-

ward and from the record and provided with
a stylus, and means' operative to engage the

record for holding the stylus out of operative

45 engagement therewith said means being shift-

able about the axis of the sound-box to dis-

engage the record and permit the latter to be
engaged by the stylus.

2. A talking-machine having in combina-
50 tion a sound-box movable toward and from

the record, and provided with a stylus, arms
by which the sound-box is supported, a de-
vice attached to the sound-box and a yielding
member carried by the device and engageable

55 with the record to hold the stylus out of op-
erative engagement therewith, said device
shiftable about the box as an axis to disen-
gage the record and permit the latter to be
engaged by the stylus.

60 3. The combination with a talking-machine,
theswiveled and turnable arm thereof, of elas-

tic cushions or buffers carried by the free

end of the turnable arm and adapted to con-
tact respectively with the disk and with the

65 swiveled arm substantially as described.

4. In a talking-machine having a swiveled
arm and a point-carrying arm loosely turn-
able about the outer end of said swiveled
arm, a ring detachably secured to said outer
end, cushions carried by said ring, one of 70
which rests upon the swiveled arm when the
turnable part is thrown back and the other
upon the disk when it is turned to direct the
point upon the disk.

5. In a talking-machine, a horizontal swiv- 75
eling arm a second arm swiveled and turn-
able about the outer end thereof, said arm
having a head and a point carried thereby,
a two-part hinged ring having a clamping-
screw by which it is secured upon the head, 80

cushions carried by said ring, one of which
is adapted to rest upon the disk and protect
said disk from the point, and the other to

rest upon the arm when the head is thrown
back, and a handle carried by said ring where- 85

by the movements of the arm and head are ef-

fected:

6. In a talking-machine, a horizontal swiv-
eling arm, a second arm swiveled and turn-
able about the outer end thereof, a head, and 90

a point carried by said liead, a record-disk
with which said point contacts, a yielding
cushion carried by said head and resting upon
the disk previously to the contact of the point
therewith. 95

7. In a talking-machine, a freely-movable
head and point carried thereby, a record-disk
upon which the point is adapted to rest, a
tubular sleeve projecting from the head and
diagonal with relation to the point, a spring- i°o

pressed stem slidable in the sleeve and a yield-

ing cushion carried by said stem.
8. In a talking-machine, the combination

with a record-disk, a stylus and the support
thereof, of a stylus-support adapted for at- 105

tachment to the sound-box and shiftable about
the same as an axis, and resilient cushion on
the stylus -support arranged to engage the

record-disk in advance of the stylus.

9. In a talking-machine, the combination no
with a record-disk, a stylus and the support
thereof, said support attachable to and turn-

able concentric with the sound-box of a re-

silient cushion on the stylus-support arranged
to engage the record-disk in advance of the 115

stylus, and means for moving and retaining

said cushion to allow the impingement of the

stylus with the disk.

10. In a gramophone, the combination with
the record, the stylus and the stylus-support, 120

said support attachable to and turnable con-

centric with the sound-box of a spring-pressed

cushion carried by the stylus-support and ar-

ranged to engage the record in advance of the

stylus. I2 5

11. In a gramophone, the combination with
the record, the stylus and the stylus-support,

said support attachable to and turnable con-

centric with the sound-box of a spring-pressed

cushion carried by the stylus-support and ar- * 3°
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ranged to engage the record in advance of the

stylus, and means to disengage the cushion to

allow the stylus to operate on the record.

12. In a machine of the character described,

5 the combination of a record, a sound-box
movable toward and from the same and pro-

vided with a stylus, a member mounted on the

outside of the sound - box and provided with
cushion means for holding the stylus out of

io operative engagement with the record, said

member shiftable about the box as an axis to

disengage the record and thereby to permit
the engagement of the stylus with the record.

13. A gramophone having in combination
15 a record, a stylus to operate thereover, a sty-

lus-support, said support attachable to and
turnable concentric with the sound-box and
cushion means carried by the support and
adapted to contact with the record to hold the

20 stylus out of contact with the record, or to al-

low it to engage said record.

14. In a gramophone, the combination with
the record-disk, the stylus and a stylus-sup-

port, attachable to the ordinary sound-box and
turnable about the same as a center of means 25

carried by the support to limit the movement
of the stylus toward the record, said means
including a spring-pressed stem movable in

guides on the support, and means for holding
the stem at different positions in said guides. 30

15. In a gramophone, the combination with
the record-disk, the stylus and a stylus-sup-

port, attachable to the ordinary sound-box and
turnable about the same as a center of means
carried by the support to limit the movement 35
of the stylus toward the record, said means in-

cluding a normally retracted spring-pressed

part and means for projecting and holding
said part in advance of the stylus.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 4°

my hand in presence of two subscribing wit-

nesses

GABOR KONIGSTEIN.
Witnesses:

Alfred A. Enquist,
S. H. Nourse.
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
JOHN ISAKSON, OF CLINTON, MONTANA.

PHONOGRAPHIC INSTRUMENT.

No. 804,604. Specification of Letters Patent.

Application filed August 22, ] 904. Serial No, 221,E

Patented Nov. 14, 1905.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, John Isakson, of Clin-

ton, in the county of Missoula and State of

Montana, have invented a new and Improved
5 Phonographic Instrument, of which the fol-

lowing is a full, clear, and exact description.

This invention relates to an instrument that

reproduces sounds in accordance with the de-

sire or wish of the performer and in anycom-
io bination that is desired.

The invention further provides a means for

increasing or diminishing the volume of sound
issuing from the instrument, in conjunction
with a complete manual device for manipu-

15 lating keys to give the desired tone effect.

The invention is illustrated in the accom-
panying drawings, in which—

Figure 1 is a cross-section of the instru-

ment. Fig. 2 is a view of a little more than
20 half of the instrument with the back board re-

moved, and Fig. 3 is a view of a modification

of the arrangement of the horns.

In the drawings, 10 is a casing of a suitable

configuration, and it has journaled therein a

25 shaft 11, on which is a pulley ll
a

, thatcan be
driven by means of the belt 12 and the wheel
13. It will be understood that this method
of communicatinga rotary motion to the shaft

11 can be displaced by any well-known means
30 of operation.

On the shaft 11 are arranged a series of disks

or records 17, that are arranged to have on
their periphery a reproducing-surface em-
bodying one tone or note or sound. If dc-

35 sired, this series of disks can be dispensed with
and one cylinder may be employed with the

reproducing -grooves at equidistant points

on its periphery, as will be understood. In
line with each of the reproducing-grooves is

40 arranged a key-lever 18, pivoted, as at 19, and
having a spring 20 arranged to hold it nor-

mally in place. A reproducer 21 is secured

to each key-lever, and it will thus be seen
that by the pressure on the key its repro-

45 ducer will be thrown into contact with the re-

prod ucing-groove on its respective record and
emit that particular note or sound. A series

of pipes 23 lead from the reproducers to the
horns or trumpets 24, these horns being piv-

50 oted, preferably, in a structure, such as 22, to

permit an adjustment, so that the sound can
be directed. A valve 25 is preferably placed

at the small end of each horn or trumpet, and
each valve is connected with the other by a

55 rod 26. A cord or connection 27 can lead to

a lever or pedal 28. This pedal is conven-

iently placed, preferably, where it can be op-
erated by the knee of the performer. It will

be seen that by the operation of this pedal 28
the valve can be opened to any desired extent 60

or allowed to close, and in that way the volume
of sound is regulated.

In Fig. 3 I show a modification where a
series of horns are employed connecting each
individual reproducer with a horn. The horns 05
or trumpets are staggered so that they can
be fitted in and are pivoted at 29, rocking up
and down as the key is released or depressed.

It will be evident that I have devised an in-

strument that can give musical reproductions 70
if each of the records 17 is adapted to give
the sound of a particular note in the scale.

For instance, we would employ twelve records

for each chromatic scale of one octave. The
instrument might be made the full seven and 75
one-third octave, and it will be obvious that

in this way a performer on the instrument
could reproduce anything in the musical line

that he desired without having any former
performance necessary to the reproduction. 80

Each of the records might have a pair of

grooves for the reception of a pair of styli,

these grooves being adapted to reproduce
tones an octave apart whereby the pressure
on one key would produce two notes, one an 85

octave above the other, and in this way the

volume of sound would be increased.

The records could be taken off and replaced
to bring in reproductions of other instru-

ments, such as wind instruments or string 90
instruments, or they might be placed on the
shaft in combination, some reproducing one
instrument and some another, and in this way
furnish a more varied set of tones.

Having thus fully described my invention, 95
I claim as new and desire to secure by Letters
Patent

—

A phonographic instrument comprising a

series of records, means for revolving the
records, a reproducer arranged in line with 100

each record, manually-operated means con-
nected with each reproducer to throw it in

engagement with each record, sound-direct-
ing devices, flexible connections between each
reproducer and the sound-directing means, 105

a valve arranged in each sound-directing de-

vice, and means to simultaneously operate
the valves.

JOHN ISAKSON.
Witnesses:

J. Alan Andrew,
Irming Ehirt.
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
ELMER FLETCHER, OF INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.

REPEATING DEVICE FOR PHONOGRAPHS.

No. 804,714. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Nov. 14, 1905.

Application filed November 11, 1904. Serial No, 232,313.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Elmer Fletcher, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Indianapo-
lis, in the county of Marion, State of Indiana,

5 have invented certain new and useful Improve-
j

ments in Repeating Devices for Phonographs,
of which the following is a specification.

This invention relates to repeating devices
for phonographs whereby the recorder and

io reproducer is returned to its initial position

after it has completed its operative movement.
The object of the invention is to provide

improvements in apparatus of the character
described, as will be hereinafter set forth.

15 In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is

a top plan view of an apparatus embodying
my invention. Fig. 2 is an end view of the
apparatus shown in Fig. 1 looking in the di-

rection of the arrow. Fig. 3 is a section on
20 the line 3 3 of Fig. 1 looking in the direction

of the arrow. Fig. 4 is a central vertical sec-

tion of the clutching means for connecting the
driving means with the recorder and repro-
ducer to return it to its starting position, and

25 Figs. 5 and 6 aredetailsof the clutching means
shown in Fig. 4.

Referring to the drawings, the apparatus
comprises a frame A, in which is rotatably sup-
ported a cylinder B, upon the surface of which

30 is carried the record or upon which the record
is to be formed. Adapted to engage with the

surface of the cylinder in a well-known man-
ner is a recorder and reproducer, (not shown,)
carried in the usual hinged bracket C. Means

35 are also provided for moving the bracket C in

one direction, so that the stylus of the repro-

ducer and recorder is in contact with the cyl-

inder B. Means are also provided for mov-
ing the bracket in the other direction and dis-

40 engaging the stylus from the cylinder and the

means which was employed to drive it in the

opposite direction.

The apparatus will now be described in de-

tail.

45 Rotatably supported in the frame A is a
shaft 1, carrying a worm 2, which is fixed to

the shaft, and the cylinder B, which is also

fixed to the shaft. To permit the removal of

this shaft, the end 3 of the frame A is hinged
50 at 4, so that it may be swung out of the way

and the shaft withdrawn from that end of the

apparatus. Engaging with the worm 2 is a
section 5 of a nut fixed to an arm 6, which is

preferably a spring, to hold the nut in engage-

55 ment with the worm. The arm 6 is fixed to

a sleeve 7, which may turn upon a rod 8, fixed

to the frame A. Also fixed to the sleeve 7 is

the bracket C, before described. Fixed to the
shaft 1 is a pulley 9, which may be driven from
any suitable source of power, having an L- 60

shaped projection 10, which is laterally wedge-
shaped. Loosely mounted upon the shaft 1

is a pulley 11, having a projection comprising
two parts 12 and 25, which are separated by
a slot 13, the part 12 being higher than the 65

part 25, as shown. The lateral edge 19 of the
part 25 is wedge-shaped, as shown. This pro-

jection is adapted to engage with the projec-

tion 10 upon the pulley 9 to connect the pul-

ley 11 with the source of power. Upon the 70

pulley 11 is wound acord 14, which after pass-

ing over suitable guide-pulleys is secured to

one end of a lever 15, pivoted to the bracket
C near its front end and having a cam projec-

tion 16, adapted to engage with the top of a 75
longitudinal bar 17. The end of the lever to

which the cord is secured is normally forced
outwardly by a coiled spring 18, so that the

projection 16 is moved into a position whereby
the bracket C is permitted to keep its lowest 80

position, so that the stylus of the recorder and
reproducer may come in contact with the sur-

face of the cylinder B and also that the nut-
section 5 may engage with the threads of the
worm 2. If, however, a pull is exerted on the 85
cord 14, the projection 16 is thrown down-
wardly and coming against the bar 17 raises

the bracket C, thereby removing the stylus of

the recorder and reproducer from contact with
the surface of the cylinder B, and through 90
the sleeve 7 and arm 6 raises the nut-section

5 out of engagement with the worm 2.

Pivoted upon the frame A at 20 is a lever

21, carrying fixed rods 22 and 23, one of

which is adapted to engage with the arm 6 at 95
one end of its travel, while the other rod is

adapted to engage with said arm near the

other end of its travel. The end of the lever

21 engages with the pulley 11, so that this

pulley is shifted along the shaft 1, according 100

to the movement of the lever, and is thus

shifted into engagement with the driving-

pulley 9 to raise the recorder and reproducer
out of engagement with the surface of the

cylinder and the nut-section 5 out of engage- 105

ment with the worm and return the bracket
C to its initial position when it has reached
the end of its travel, and therefore the arm 6

has come against the bent end of the rod 23.

The end of the lever 21 which engages the no
pulley is preferably forked, as shown, so that

the pulley is engaged on opposite sides, where-
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by binding of the pulley upon the shaft, as

would be the case if the pulley were engaged
on one side only, is prevented. When the

bracket C has reached its initial position, the

5 arm 6 comes against the bent end of the rod

22, thereby shifting the pulley 11 out of en-

gagement with the pulley 9, when the stylus

will again be permitted to come in contact

with the surface of the cylinder B and the

io nut-section 5 to engage with the worm.
The operation may be briefly described as

follows: The parts being in the positions as

shown, the bracket C, and with it the repro-

ducer and recorder, the stylus of which is in

15 engagement with the surface of the cylinder

B, is moving toward the right, being driven

by the nut-section 5, which is in engagement
with the worm 2, driven by the pulley 9.

Upon nearing the end of the right-hand
20 travel the arm 6 comes in contact with the

bent end of the rod 23, thereby drawing the

pulley 11 toward the pulley 9, so that the lat-

eral wedge-shaped edges of the projection 10

and part 25 overlap each other, thereby caus-

25 ing engagement of the pulley 9 with the pul-

ley 11, when the turning of the pulley 11 will

exert a pull upon the cord 14, which will op-

erate, as before described, to raise the repro-

ducer and recorder and the nut-section 5 out of

30 engagement. The wedge-shaped edges of the

projections are knife-edges. Generally the

pitch of the worm is one one-hundredth of an
inch or less, and consequently the overlapping
of the projections would be very slight and

35 uncertain if means were not employed which
would increase the overlapping of the pro-

jections beyond that which would occur from
the shifting of the lever by the screw after

the ends of the projections had come into the

40 same plane. With the present apparatus it

will be seen that the pull upon the cord trans-

mitted through these overlapping projections

will cause them on account of their wedge
shape to draw the pulleys 9 and 11 more

45 closely together, until finally the projection

10 will rest against the part 12 of the projection

on the pulley 11, when the engagement be-

tween the pulleys will be secure. The sleeve

7 and its connected apparatus having been
50 thus moved to the left, near the end of its

travel the arm 6 will come against the bent
end of the rod 22, thereby pushing the pul-

ley 11 away from the pulley 9, when the pro-
jection 10 will pass through the slot 13 and

55 the pulleys become disengaged from each
other. The apparatus will then be in readi-

ness for a repetition of the movement toward
the right.

Without being limited to the precise con-
60 struction shown and described, what I claim

is

—

1. In a phonograph, the combination with a
reproducer and recorder, of means for driving
said reproducer and recorder, and connect-

65 ing means between said driving means and

said reproducer and recorder such that the
driving effort tends to more securely connect
said reproducer and recorder with said driv-

ing means, substantially as described.

2. In a phonograph, the combination with a 70

reproducer and recorder, of means for driving
said reproducer and recorder, projections con-
nected to said driving means, and projections

connected to said reproducer and recorder and
overlapping the projections connected to said 75
driving means, the whole being so construct-

ed and arranged that the driving effort tends
to increase the overlapping of said projec-

tions, substantially as described.

3. In a phonograph, the combination with a 80

reproducer and recorder, of means for driving
said reproducer and recorder, wedge-shaped
projections connected to said reproducer and
recorder, wedge-shaped projections connected
to said driving means, and means for causing 85
said projections to overlap each other near
the end of the travel of said reproducer and
recorder, substantially as described.

4. In a phonograph, the combination with a

reproducer and recorder, of a worm engaging 90
with said reproducer and recorder, means for

driving said worm, laterally- wedge-shaped
projections connected to said worm, laterally-

wedge-shaped projections connected to said

reproducer and recorder, and means for dis- 95
engaging said reproducer and recorder from
said worm and causing the overlapping of the

wedge-shaped edges of said projections near
the end of travel of said reproducer and re-

corder, substantially as described. 100

5. In a phonograph, the combination with a
reproducer and recorder, of means for driving
said reproducer and recorder, wedge-shaped
projections connected to said driving means
and said reproducer and recorder, and a slot 105

in one of said projections whereby the pro-

jection engaging therewith may pass out-

wardly to disengage said reproducer and re-

corder from said driving means, substantially

as described. no
6. In an attachment for reversing the move-

ment of a reproducer on a phonograph, a feed-

shaft and record-mounting drum, means for

rotating the said shaft, a carriage movably
mounted and in close proximity to the record 115

and provided with a reproducer, rotatable

means movably mounted on the feed-shaft,

shift means pivotally mounted and adapted to

engage the rotatable means on the feed-shaft,

and means on the carriage for contacting the 120

shift means so that the rotatable means on the

feed-shaft may be longitudinally moved on
the latter.

7. In an attachment for reversing the move-
ment of a reproducer on a phonograph, a feed- 125

shaft and record-mounting drum, means for

rotating the shaft, a carriage movably mount-
ed in close proximity to the record and pro-

vided with a reproducer, a collar rotatably

and movably mounted on the feed-shaft, shift 13°
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means pivotally mounted ancT engaging the
collar, and means on the carriage for engag-
ing the shift means, so that the collar may be
longitudinally moved on the feed-shaft.

5 8. In an attachment for reversing the move-
ment of a reproducer on a phonograph, a feed-
shaft and record-mounting drum, means for
rotating the said shaft, a carriage movably
mounted in close proximity to the record and

io provided with a reproducer, a collar rotatably
and movably mounted on the feed-shaft and
provided with circumferentially - disposed

grooves, shift means pivotally mounted and
engaging the grooves in the collar, and means
on the carriage for engaging the shift means 15

and operating to move the collar longitudi-
nally on the feed-shaft.

In testimony whereof I have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub-
scribing witnesses.

ELMER FLETCHER.
Witnesses:

L. Gower,
L. Seebert.
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To all whom it may concern-

Be it known that I, John H.Van Mater, a
citizen of the United States, residing at Atlan-
tic Highlands, in the county of Monmouth and

5 State of New Jersey, have invented certain

new and useful Improvements in Acoustic
Diaphragms for Recording and Reproducing
Sound and Speech; and I declare the follow-

ing to be a description thereof.

io My invention relates to an improved for-

mation of acoustic diaphragms for recording
and reproducing sound-waves and the man-
ner of using the same.
The principal objects sought to be accom-

15 plished by my invention are the inclination to

a central point of the waves of sound pro-
duced by the vibrations of an acoustic dia-

phragm and the steadying of the vibratory
action of the diaphragm when in use. The

20 first of these objects I secure by a novel con-
formation of the face of the diaphragm, and
the second object is effected by a central

spring which acts as a governor for the dia-

phragm, all of which will hereinafter be more
25 particularly set forth.

Other points of my invention will be set

forth in the following specification and ap-
pear in the di'awings.

Figure 1 is a plan or face view of the dia-

30 phragm. Fig. 2 is a central cross-section of

Fig. 1 on line ;/ x, and Fig. 3 shows a cross-

section of the diaphragm-holder with the dia-

phragm in place.

In thedrawings,Arepresents the diaphragm,

35 which I prefer to make of thin metal, although
other materials may be used.

B represents the holder in which the dia-

phragm is located for use.

The main portion or body of the diaphragm
40 is formed into a spiral ridge <7,beginning near

the center and gradually widening until it ter-

minates near the circumference at h. Between
its circumference and the outer termination
of the spiral ridge or corrugation the dia-

45 phragm forms a concentric flat ring c, which
is tilted or inclined at an angle to the plane of

its face. The spiral ridge a is formed so that

it is highest at its longitudinal center; but the

sides are different in form. On its outer face

50 the spiral ridge or corrugation a descends in

a convex curve to the plane of the diaphragm,
as shown at d, while on the inner side it is

concave, as shown at e.

It will be observed that when the diaphragm
55 is made of a thin sheet of metal or other mate-

rial by stamping or turning it up on a former
the corrugation or spiral ridge a will present
a concave surface toward the center on both
sides.

C is a pin secured to the center of the dia- 60

phragm and extending through a hole/in the
cross-bar g, which is secured to the retaining-

ring h of the diaphragm-holder B. The end
i of the pinC is intended to be connected with
any of the various styles of recorders or re- 65

producers. (Not shown.)
Around the pin C and resting on the dia-

phragm is a spring s-, which bears against the
diaphragm with sufficient pressure to steady
it. Where the diaphragm is of small size, 70

the spring s may be dispensed with, the dia-

phragm resting on the supports at its circum-
ference only. The spring s

j may bear at one
end against the cross-bar g and good results

be obtained. On the under side of the cross- 75

bar g is a metal plate /;, which is secured at

one end o to the cross-bar, the other end rest-

ing on the spring s. A thumb-screw r is set

through the bar g and bears on the plate p to

regulate the pressure of the spring on the 80

diaphragm. The regulating-plate p is either

forked or pierced at its free end where it

rests on the spring s, so as not to bind on the

pin C. On the inside of the holder B is a

cushion l\ on which the flat rim of the dia- 85

phragm rests, and is held in place by the im-
pinging thereon of the retaining-ring h of the
holder.

When made and used in this way, the dia-

phragm may be of any desired size and quite 90

thin, as the spiral corrugation or ridge a will

tend to stiffen it inside of the outer flat rim c,

and the spring s takes up any tendency to

limpness.

I have described the preferred way of con- 95
structing and using my device; but various
modifications may be employed without de-
parting from the spirit of my invention. For
instance, where the inner face of the corru-

gation or ridge a is concave in form ad van- 100

tage is obtained where the corrugation is

even concentric as well as spiral, and again
where the spiral form of ridge is used great

benefit is secured even when the inner face

thereof is not concave. 105

The design in making the inner face of the

corrugation concave is to reflector centralize

the sound-waves. By forming the inner side

of the ridge concave and the outer convex
both sides of the diaphragm will have the in- no
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ner face of the corrugations concave when the

disk is of thin material and pressed or turned
up. I do not, however, wish to limit myself
to a diaphragm composed of a disk which is

5 pressed or turned up, as a diaphragm one side

of which is flat and the other formed with a

spiral wave on its face will accomplish bene-
ficial results irrespective of the form of the

side of the diaphragm receiving the impact
io of the sound-waves.

The cushion It on which the diaphragm rests

may be solid and made of leather or even soft

wood, if desired.

I claim

—

15 1. An acoustic diaphragm for reproducing
or recording sound, comprising a 'disk with
an operative surface in the form of a spiral

ridge commencing near its center and termi-

nating near its circumference, substantially
20 as shown and described.

2. An acoustic diaphragm for reproducing
or recording sound, comprising a disk with
an operative surface in the form of a succes-

sion of circling ridges, the inner face of such
2 5 ridges being concave, substantially as shown

and described.

3. An acoustic diaphragm for reproducing
or recording sound, comprising a disk with
an operative surface in the form of circling

3° ridges the inner sides of which are concave
and the outer face thereof convex, substan-

tially as shown and described.

4. An acoustic diaphragm for the record-

ing or reproduction of sound comprising a

35 disk having an operative surface com posed of

a spiral ridge beginning near the center and
terminating near the circumference, said

spiral ridge having its inner side concave and
the outer side convex substantially as shown

40 and described.

5. An acoustic diaphragm for the purposes
described, comprising a disk of thin metal
having stamped or spun therein and there-

through a spiral ridge beginning near the cen-

ter and terminating near the circumference, 45
substantially as shown and described.

t>. An acoustic diaphragm for the record-
ing or reproduction of sound, having an op-
erative surface comprised of a spiral ridge
and an outer plain rim turned at an angle to 50
its face, substantially as shown and described.

7. In apparatus for recording and trans-

mitting sound, an acoustic diaphragm, held
at its circumference in a holder, a cross-bar
diametrically spanning said holder, an actu- 55
ating-pin secured to the center of the dia-

phragm adapted to connect with the usual cut-

ter or reproducing tool, and a spiral spring
surrounding the actuating- pin between the
cross-bar and diaphragm, said springexerting 60

pressure between the face of the diaphragm
and the cross-bar substantially as shown and
described.

8. In apparatus for recording and trans-

mitting sound, an acoustic diaphragm, held 65

at its circumference in a holder, a cross-bar
diametrically spanning said holder, an actu-

ating-pin, secured to the center of the dia-

phragm, adapted to connect with the usual

cutter or reproducing tool, a spiral spring 70
surrounding the actuating-pin, between the
cross-bar and diaphragm, said spring exert-

ing pressure between the face of the dia-

phragm and the cross-bar and means for vary-
ing the pressure exerted by said spiral spring 75
on the diaphragm substantially as shown and
described.

9. In apparatus for recording and repro-
ducing sound, an acoustic diaphragm having
a central pin and surrounding spring com- 80

bined with a holder having means for retain-

ing the spring under tension against the cen-

ter of the diaphragm, substantially as shown
and described.

JOHN H. VAN MATER.
Witnesses:

John E. Foster,
Frank W. Reiter.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Richard A. Anthony, a

citizen of the United States, and a resident in

the borough of Manhattan, city, county, and
State of New York, have made certain new and
useful Improvements in Sound-Conveying Ap-
paratus, of which the following is a specifica-

tion, reference being had to the accompanying
drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 illustrates an elevation of a so-

called
'

' talking-machine " of the cylinder ty pe,

embodying my invention, furnished with a

"reproducer." Fig. 2 illustrates a vertical

sectional view of a reproducer combined with
my improved horn. Fig. 3 illustrates a ver-

tical sectional view of a "recorder " combined
with my improved horn. Fig. 4 illustrates a
detail showing a face view of the reproducer.
My present invention relates to improve-

ments and additions to that for which I filed

an application for Letters Patent of the United
States on the 20th day of October, 1904, said

application being known as Serial No. 229,218,
to which I refer for a general description of

the physical laws governing that and likewise

this present invention. The apparatus now
to be described is adapted to a much larger

range of use, attendant with much more ex-

tended and important results, than were at-

tainable under my former invention, for which
application for patent was filed as aforesaid.

Referring now to the drawings, A repre-
sents the box or casing containing the motor
mechanism, &c. , for the instrument. B is the

35 usual belt or other power-transmitting mech-
anism. C C represent the transmission-gear
for the movement of the horn and coacting
parts. D is the shaft for the cylinder bearing
the record, as is well understood. These parts
are or maybe of any preferred construction,
and, as is well known in this art, a disk may
be substituted for the cylinder, if desired, ap-
propriate changes being made in certain of
the parts.

E is the main traveling frame, which sup-
ports the recorder or reproducer, as the case
may be. It also carries the horn, which, how-
ever, if large, is sometimes additionally sup-
ported at or near its outer end.
F (see Fig. 2) is the non-oscillating part of

the diaphragm-frame.

70

75

G is the pivoted oscillating portion of the
reproducer, its axis being shown at H.

I is the pivoted point-carrier, which is ful-

crumed at J to the oscillating part G and 55
which is at its other extremity provided with
the link or transmitting-rod K, which is con-
nected centrally with the diaphragm-L, where-
by the impulses are transmitted to the dia-

phragm at or near its center. 60
M is my improved horn. It is preferably,

although not necessarily, made of metal, such
as aluminium, silver, tin, copper, or other
suitable metal. It is unimportant, however,
so far as this invention is concerned, of what 65
material the horn may be made. That which
is of consequence is its interior contour—that
is to say, it must be of such shape as that
when the invention is used for making records
the sound waves or vibrations entering the
large mouth of the horn shall impinge upon
its side and be deflected therefrom to its focus
at or near the smaller end of the horn, on or
near the ordinates of which focus the horn is

truncated or cut off. This focal end of the
horn is then placed as near the center of the
diaphragm of the recorder as the oscillation

or vibration of the diaphragm will permit,
and the sound-waves will then be collected

and concentrated upon the diaphragm, and 80

likewise, per contra, when the invention is

used for reproducing the sound-waves gener-
ated by the diaphragm will enter the horn at
its truncated focal line and be projected for-

wardly and uniformly therefrom in the re- 85
verse direction from that in which the sound-
waves would be received in record-making in

a horn of the same shape.

Upon referring now to the drawings, it will

be found that the apparatus above described 90
has been therein illustrated. Fig. 2 shows
the apparatus provided with a reproducer and
is therefore adapted for projection. The horn
M is in the instance illustrated shown as of
paraboloid form. It may be ellipsoid, semi- 95
ellipsoid, or hyperboloid, depending upon the
special circumstances of its use, as will be
fully understood by those familiar with the
laws governing the deflection of sound. It is

rigidly connected to an annular part N, which 10c

fits over a like part O on the frame F of the
reproducer. Itmay be permanently attached
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thereto by threads or otherwise, but prefer-

ably by slip-joint, as shown.
The focus of the horn is at P, and, as illus-

trated, it has been truncated on that line and

5 the focus lies close to or on the diaphragm,
a slight space, as shown, being provided to

permit of vibration.

In Fig. 3 the record-making, devices are

illustrated in conjunction with my invention

—

io that is to say, Q represents the stationary

part of the recorder, coinciding with the part

F of the reproducer, as shown in Fig. 2. R
is the oscillatory part of the recorder, piv-

oted at S, which in this case carries the dia-

15 phragm T and the cutting-point U, which is

suitably supported and attached at approxi-

mately the center of the diaphragm, as shown.
The horn M is in this case also of paraboloid

form, the same as shown in Fig. 2, and is

20 attached to an annular cylindrical device V,
which in all substantial respects is the same
as the part N (shown in Fig. 1) and makes
a slip -joint connection with the projecting

cylindrical part of the non-oscillatory frame

25 Q of the recorder. In this case, however, the

terminal portion W of the horn is severed

from the main body thereof on approximately
the line Y, and this little terminal part is con-

nected to the oscillating diaphragm-frame E
30 by means of an underlying interlocking de-

vice, as follows: On the back of the frame is

a two-angled annular structure a, and upon
the sides of the cut-off terminal W of the

horn near its truncated end or parameter is

35 an annular curved projecting rib I, which in-

terlocks with the two -angled annulus a in

such manner that there is sufficient freedom
of movement in the joint to permit the sev-

ered terminal W to slide forwardly and rear-

40 wardly in substantially the axial line of the

horn as the diaphragm-frame oscillates, and
to aid in this operation the interior cylin-

drical surface c is made of very slightly

greater diameter than the exterior diameter

45 of the severed terminal W at its larger end,

(indicated by the line Y,) so that the lower arc

of the severed terminal resting upon and
guided by the said interior cylindrical sur-

face will slide smoothly and evenly back and
50 forth. In order that as little power as possi-

ble may be consumed in effecting this move-
ment of the said terminal part, I prefer to

make it of thin metal, if metal be employed.
It will be observed that the severed termi-

55 nal W of the horn is truncated at or near its

focal plane, the same as in the other case, and
that the focus is located as nearly as prac-

ticable upon the diaphragm of the recorder.

The operation of the apparatus from what
60 has already been stated is obvious. When

the instrument is used for making the records,

the sound-vibrations entering at the large open
mouth of the horn impinge against its interior

surface and are deflected therefrom to its fo-

cus, where they are collected and concen- 65

trated, and since, as stated, this focus is placed
in close proximity to the center of the dia-

phragm the impulses thus concentrated go
directly thereto, resulting in the production
of a well-defined clear good record adapted 70

to reproduce with fidelity and clearness the
sound-waves, tones, accents, &c, of the origi-

nal. So, also, when the invention is used for

reproducing (whether from a record made by
the employment of my invention or otherwise) 7 5

the reproduced sound or tone waves are thrown
off from the diaphragm immediately at the

focus of the horn and from the focus are pro-

jected against its interior walls and deflected

therefrom outwardly from the mouth of the 80

horn.

It will be obvious to those who are familiar

with this art that modifications may be made
in the detail of construction of the apparatus,
whether the invention be employed for re- 85

producing or record-making, without depart-

ing from the essentials of the invention. I

therefore do not limit myself to such details.

It will be obvious also that the essential ele-

ment in the invention

—

i. e., the horn the in- 90

terior surface whereof diverges in curved
lines from its axis and which is truncated at

or near its focal plane—is adapted to benefi-

cial employment in sound-conveying appara-

tus or devices generally. 95
I claim

—

1. For the purpose stated a horn the interior

surface whereof throughout its length di-

verges in curved lines from its axis and which
is truncated at or near its focal plane and a too

diaphragm the center of which is substan-

tially coincident in location with the focus of

the horn.

2. In apparatus of the class stated a horn
the interior surface whereof throughout its 105

length diverges in curved lines from its axis

and which is truncated at its focal plane, and
a yieldingly-supported diaphragm combined
together so that the focus of the horn and the

face of the diaphragm are substantially coin- no
cident in location.

3. In apparatus of the class stated a horn
the interior surface whereof throughout its

length diverges in curved lines from its axis

and which is truncated at its focal plane, and 115

an oscillating diaphragm, the part of the horn
in which the focal plane is located being at-

tached to and moving with the diaphragm.
4. In apparatus of the class stated a horn

the interior surface whereof throughout its 120

length diverges in curved lines from its axis

and which is truncated at its focal plane and
an oscillating diaphragm, the part of the horn
in which the diaphragm is located being de-

tached from the rest of the horn and adjust- 125

ably connected with the diaphragm, so as to
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automatically adjust itself relative to the axis
of the horn as the diaphragm oscillates.

5. In apparatus of the class stated a horn
the interior surface whereof throughout its

length diverges in curved lines from its axis
and which is truncated at its focal plane and
a diaphragm having materially greater diam-
eter than the truncated end of the horn, the
two being combined together so that the focus

of the horn and the center of the diaphragm 10

are substantially coincident in location.

In testimony whereof I have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub-
scribing witnesses.

RICHARD A. ANTHONY
Witnesses:

F. M. Dousbach,
Louis Lazarowitz.
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To coll whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, George W. Gomber,
a citizen of the United States, residing at

Conyngham, in the county of Luzerne and
5 State of Pennsylvania, have invented certain

new and useful Improvements in Mandrels;
and I do hereby declare the following to be a
full, clear, and exact description of the inven-
tion, such as will enable others skilled in the

io art to which it appertains to make and use
the same.
My invention relates to mandrel construc-

tion; and my object is to provide a tablet-

holding mandrel for talking-machines of that
15 variety wherein a cylindrical tablet is em-

ployed to carry the record.

The device is substantially similar to that

described and claimed by me in an applica-

tion filed on September 20, 1901, Serial No.
20 75,919; in a renewal application filed bv me

on May 28, 1903, Serial No. 159,213, and in

a ii application filed on January 14, 1904, Se-
rial No. 189,058.

The essential feature of novelty involved
25 in my invention is the provision of a reliable

supporting medium for the tablet, the parts

of which are so constructed and combined as

to yieldingly receive the mandrel until the

latter is forced home thereon and at the same
30 time afford a positive or unyielding form of

support for the tablet and truly center the

same around the axial plane of the mandrel-
shaft.

Other objects and advantages will be here-

35 inafter clearly set forth, reference being had
to the accompanying drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a perspective view of my inven-
tion complete ready for use, showing part of

the supporting-shaft or axle therefor. Fig.

40 2 is an (Mid view of my improved tablet-man-
drel, showing the tablet in position thereon,

said view being taken from the left side of

Fig. 1 . Fig. 3 shows the opposite end of my
mandrel from that presented in Fig. 2. Fig.

45 4 is a view in perspective of one of the spring-

arms of my mandrel removed. Fig. 5 is a

sectional view of part of my mandrel, taken
on line 5 5 of Fig. 3. Figs. 6, 7, and S show a

modified form of construction. Fig. 9 shows
50 a perspective view of centering-disk or end

section. Fig. 10 is a perspective view of an-

other modified form of construction. Fig.

11 is a section through a portion of said modi-
fication. Fig. 12 is a section on line 12 12,

Fig. 11; and Fig. 13 is a perspective view of 55
. another modified form.

Referring to the numerals of the drawings,

1 indicates the axle or mandrel - shaft, the

mandrel proper being adjustably mounted
thereon, as will be hereinafter more clearly 60

specified.

What may be termed the "body portion'
-

of my improved mandrel comprises the end
sections 2 and 3, held in permanent relation-

ship to each other in any preferred way, as by 65

being rigidly secured to the ends of the rods

4, it being understood that any preferred

number of said rods may be employed to in-

sure that the said end sections will be perma-
nently united. Each of said end sections is 70

substantially disk-like in form, being readily

blanked out of any suitable variety of sheet

metal. The section 3 is designed as the inner

or larger end of the mandrel in cases where the

mandrel is conical in form and is provided at 75
regidar intervals with the notches 6, designed

to receive a contiguous part of the radially-dis-

posed spring arms or members 7 . My purpose
is to connect each of the spring-arms 7 to the

innerend section 3 , so that the outerends there- 80

of will rest against the periphery of the end sec-

tion 2 when the tablet is placed thereon . Ob-
viously the spring members 7 maybe connect-
ed in a great variety of ways to the inner end
section 3 and may be limited in the outer 85

movement of their free ends by any preferred

devices which will place each of the free ends
in connection with the outer end disk, and
the following-described construction is there-

fore representative of any preferred means 90
which may be employed to secure and hold
the spring-arms in proper cooperative rela-

tionship to both of the end sections. It will

be observed that the inner end section 3 is

provided with a plurality of radially -dis- 95
posed slots 8, located equidistant from each
other and from the central aperture in which
the shaft 1 is disposed, the office of said slots

being to receive the inwardly-directed angu-
lar branch or extension 9, the length of said 100

extension being sufficient to dispose the ex-

treme end or terminal 10 directly against the

inner face of the disk 3 at a point between the
inner end of the slotted opening 8 and the di-

ametrical shaft-receiving aperture, as more 105

clearly illustrated in Fig. 4. The opposite or

free end of each of the spring-arms or ex-

pansible members 7 is of sufficient length to
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extend beyond the end section 2, said free

end being bent upon itself to provide the in-

wardly-directed finger or branch 11, the ex-
treme inner end of which is adapted to enter

5 and play within one of the radial slots 12,

formed in the end section 2 near the outer
edge thereof. It therefore follows that when
the fingers 11 are entered each in its respec-

tive slot 12 the outer ends of the expansible
i o or spring members 7 will be circumscribed in

their outer movement. It is further obvious
that the inner movement of each of the ex-
pansible or spring members 7 will be con-
trolled or limited by contacting with the pe-

i s riphery of the end sections 2, and since the
aperture provided for the shaft 1 in the end
section 2 is truly concentric with the pe-
riphery thereof all of the outer ends of the
spring members 7 will, when brought in con-

20 tact with the edge of the end section 2, be
disposed in the same circumferential plane
extending around the axial plane, thereby in-

suring that the tablet upon the mandrel will

also be concentric with said axial plane. It

25 may be stated that the inner bore of a tablet

as now commonly constructed is slightly

conical, and I further compensate for this

formation by forming the inner end section 3

of slightly greater diameter than the outer
30 end section 2, though it is obvious that this

arrangement may be reversed or both of the
end sections may be made the same in size.

Any suitable means may be provided for

removably securing my mandrel in position

35 upon the shaft, as a simple form of spring
member 13, secured to one of the end sec-

tions and provided with an extension 14, the
extreme end of which is adapted to engage
and bear against a contiguous part of the

40 shaft 1, as fully illustrated in Fig. 1 und
other views.

In illustration of the fact that the expan-
sible spring members 7 may be variously
shaped and secured in cooperative relation-

45 ship with the end sections 2 and 3 attention
is called to Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9, wherein it will

be observed that the spring members 7,which
are designed to directly engage the inner face
of the bore of the -tablets, are formed of a

50 longer section of spring -wire than is em-
ployed in forming the spring-arm illustrated

in Fig. 4, such wire being bent upon itself, as
indicated by the numeral 15, the section 7 be-
ing designed to rest in one of the recesses 6,

55 while the extension 16 is passed through one
of the slots 8 in the end section 3, while the
extreme end of the section 16 is provided
with a hook-like terminal 17, which latter is

designed to be passed through the slot 12 in
60 the outer end section 2, said hook engaging

the extreme inner end of said slot, thereby
leaving sufficient room for tree play of the
finger 11 in the outer portion of the slot, said
finger being designed, as hereinbefore stated,

65 to limit the outward movement of the outer

end of the expansible member or spring-arm
7. The office performed by the hook-termi-
nal 17 is obviously to prevent a casual in-

ward movement of the spring-arms 7 relative

to the end sections of the mandrel. It will 70
thus be apparent that only the spring-arms
of my mandrel wiU come in contact with the
tablet, inasmuch as the recesses 6 are only of

sufficient depth to hold said arms in proper
position relative to the periphery of the end 75
section 3, there preferably being no recesses

upon the end section 2. By thus providing
means to set up a frictional engagement be-
tween my mandrel and its supporting-shaft 1

,

in this instance consisting of a tension-finger 80

14, my mandrel, it is obvious, may be readily

moved longitudinally in either direction upon
its concentrically-disposed supporting-shaft,
so as to dispose the tablet upon the mandrel
in true relation to the recorder or repro- 85
ducer, an important and valuable desidera-

tum, inasmuch as some records are started
very near the end of the tablet, while others
are started a considerable distance from the
end, and as the point of beginning of the rec- 90
ord is very clear the operator may quickly
dispose the tablet at the proper point and in-

sure that no appreciable interim of rotation
of the tablet wiU follow before reproduction
of the record begins. 95
By reference to Figs. 1, 2, and 6 of the

drawings it will be observed that the outer
ends of the expansible members 7 normally
He out of contact with the periphery of the
outer end section, thus permitting a slight 100

inward movement of each of said expansible
members incident to the placing of the tablet

in position upon my mandrel, and, as before
stated, when the expansible members are

thus moved inward they will all be disposed 105

the same distance away from the center of

the mandrel and insure that the tablet upon
the mandrel will be truly or concentrically

rotated. It wiU thus be obvious that a tab-
let may be quickly disposed upon or removed 1 10

from my improved mandrel and that since

the tablet is engaged only at certain points
all liabilty of cracking and consequent de-
struction of the tablet incident to the contrac-
tion and expansion of the mandrel or tablet 115

is wholly removed. My improved mandrel
will therefore be found to be absolutely safe

for use in connection with a tablet of the
most delicate or fragile character, and, more-
over, the mandrel, with the tablet thereon, 120

may be bodily and longitudinally moved to

attain a perfect adjustment.
It will be understood that the relative size

of the end sections 2 and 3 will determine the
character or size of the cone-shaped mandrel 125

and that when the free ends of all of the
spring members 7 are pressed inward against
the outer edge of the disk or end section 2

said spring members will be disposed so as to

present a cone-like receiver or mandrel for 130
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the conical bore of the tablet. It is obvious,
however, that should it be desirable to have
a tablet with a cylindrical bore instead of

having said bore conical in form, as is now
5 common, then the end sections 2 and 3

should be substantially the same size, and
the tablet will thus be held in place by means
of the tensile property of said spring mem-
bers. In the use of tablets having a conical

io bore it is of course important to form the
disk sections 2 and 3 so that a true cone will

be produced when all of the free ends of the
spring members are forced inward against
the contiguous edge of the smaller disk,

15 thereby positively seating the free end of

each spring member in a secure and reliable

manner, and thereby holding both ends of

the tablet in a position that will be true with
respect to the axis of the mandrel.

20 The parts of my mandrel, it will be ob-
served, may each be readily manufactured or
formed, as by the simple operation of stamp-
ing or bending, and said parts quickly assem-
bled each in its respective operative position,

25 and while I have described the preferred con-
struction and combination of parts I desire

to comprehend such substantial equivalents
and substitutes as may be regarded as falling

fairly within the scope of my invention.

30 Among these other modifications are those
illustrated in Figs. 10 to 13. The construc-
tion shown in Figs. 10, 11, and 12 consists of

end disks 18 and 19, which are permanently
connected by rods 4, placed at suitable inter-

35 vals. Circular apertures 20 are formed with-
in disk 19 and receive S-shaped extensions 21

of spring-arms 22. The ends of the exten-
sions 21 bear on the inner face of disk 19.

The other ends of the rods 22 are U-shaped
40 and extend beyond disk 18. These U-shaped

portions loosely engage apertures 23, formed
in disk 18. By reason of the peculiar for-

mation of extensions 21 the same force their

arms 22 laterally, so that they are held nor-

45 mally spread apart. In view of the fact,

however, that the U-shaped portions of the
arms are fitted loosel}7 within apertures 23
said arms can be partly contracted when a
tablet is placed upon the mandrel. In Fig.

50 13 I have shown end disks 24 and 25 con-
nected by a sleeve 26, adapted to receive the
mandrel-shaft. Spring-arms 27 are secured
to disk 24 by means of screws 28 entering
eyes 29, and these spring-arms extend a con-

55 siderable distance past disk 25 and are re-

curved, the ends thereof projecting through
apertures 30 in disk 25 and being capable of

moving longitudinally therein. Arms 25 are

normally spread apart, but can be drawn to-

60 gether by contracting the recurved portions
thereof.

What I claim as new, and desire to secure

by Letters Patent, is

—

,1. A tablet -mandrel comprising suitable

end sections, means to secure said sections in 65

operative relationship, in combination with a

plurality of spring-like tablet-engaging de-

vices properly secured to the inner end sec-

tion and limited in their inner and outer
movements by devices carried by the outer 70

end section and cooperating with the free end
of said spring, all combined substantially as

specified and for the purpose set forth.

2. A tablet-mandrel comprising a disk-like

inner and outer end section, devices adapted 75

to operatively secure said sections in perma-
nent relationship with each other, a plurahty
of radially- disposed spring members 7 car-

ried by the inner end section and extending
into engagement with the outer end section, 80

aU combined substantially as -specified and
for the purpose set forth.

3. In tablet -mandrels, the combination
with a suitable shaft of a pair of disk-like end
sections, a rod or rods firmly connecting said 85

disks together and holding them in perma-
nent union, a plurality of tablet -engaging
members 7, means to secure the inner ends of

said members rigidly in union with the inner

disk-like end section and additional means to 90
so connect the outer end of each of said mem-
bers with the outer disks, the said outer ends
will be free to move inward when the tablet

is disposed over them, all substantially as

specified and for the purpose set forth. 95
4. The herein - described tablet -mandrel

comprising a pair of disk-like end sections 2

and 3 having a central aperture designed to

receive the actuating -shaft, a clamping-
spring 15 carried b}^ one or both of said end 100

sections, in combination with a plurality of

rods 4 rigidly connecting the end sections to-

gether, a plurality of tablet-engaging spring

members" 7 each bent upon itself to provide
the inwardly-directed branch 10 adapted to 105

take through a slot 9 in the inner disk, and
each having upon its free end a hook 12 de-

signed to reach through and engage the lower
edge of its individual slot 1 1 provided in the

outer head, each spring member 7 also hav- no
nig an anchormg-terminal 14 formed bybend-
ing the free end of the main section upon
itself to provide the loop 13, said terminal be-
ing designed to also reach into engagement
with the slot 1 1 and thereby limit the outer 115

travel of the spring though permitting a free

inward movement thereof when the tablet is

disposed in position, all combined substan-
tially as specified and for the purpose set

forth. 120

5. A tablet-mandrel comprising suitable

end sections, means to secure said sections in

operative relationship, hi combination with a
plurality of tablet-engaging devices properly
secured to one of said end sections, said tab- 125

let-engaging devices being limited at their

free ends hi then inner and outer movements
by the outer end section.
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6. A mandrel having suitable end sec-

tions, and elastic connecting devices engag-
ing the end sections.

7. A mandrel having suitable end sec-

tions, and elastic connecting devices engag-
ing the end sections and bodily movable at

all points therebetween.
8. A mandrel having suitable end sec-

tions and expansible devices carried by one
io end section and limited in their inner and

outer movement by the other end section, as

set forth.

9. A mandrel comprising a plurality of

spring-arms carried by one end, and suitable

15 means at the other end adapted to seat the
free ends of said arms whereby they will be
limited in their inner movement and when
seated will lie in common circle having its

center in the axial plane of the mandrel, sub-
20 stantially as specified and for the purpose set

forth.

10. A mandrel having at one end a plu-
rality of tablet - engaging devices and pro-
vided with means at the other end to limit

the inner movement of the free ends of said
devices, whereby said free ends when moved
inward will find a common radius around the
axial plane of the mandrel, as set forth.

11. A mandrel having a plurality of tablet-

engaging spring-arms and also having means
to limit the inward movement of said arms
whereby they will all be seated equidistant
from the axial plane of the mandrel as set

forth.

12. A mandrel for talking-machines adapt-
ed to hold a tablet in true cooperative rela-

2 5

3°

3 5

tion with the recorder or reproducer, said

mandrel comprising a plurality of spring-

arms adapted to enter the bore of the tablet,

and a centering device for both ends of said 40
arms for disposing both the inner and outer
ends equidistant around a common center, as

and for the purpose set forth.

13. A mandrel having a plurality of elastic

tablet-receiving devices secured at one end, 45
and means adapted to dispose said devices

around a common center when the mandrel
is seated.

14. A mandrel having suitable end sec-

tions, and elastic connecting devices engag- 50
ing the end sections and adapted to move
bodily along lines radiating from the center
of the mandrel.

15. A mandrel having suitable end sec-

tions and bodily-movable devices carried by 55
one end section and limited in their inner and
outer movement by the other end section.

16. A mandrel comprising a plurality of

bodily-movable spring-arms carried by one
end, and suitable means at the other end 60

adapted to seat the free ends of said arms
whereby they will be limited in their inner
movement and when seated will lie in a com-
mon circle having its center in the axial plane
of the mandrel. 65

. In testimony whereof I have signed my
name to this specification in the presence of

two subscribing witnesses.

GEORGE W. GOMBER.
Witnesses

:

Harry F. Gomber,
Ervin Gomber.
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No. 805,076. ' Specification of Letters Patent.
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Patented Nov. 21, 1905.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Samuel Kershaw, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Lowell,
in the county of Middlesex and Common-

5 wealth of Massachusetts, have invented a cer-

tain new and useful Improvement in Repeat-
ing Attachments for Talking -Machines, of

which the following is a specification.

This invention relates to repeating attach-
io ments for talking-machines, such as phono-

graphs and graphophones.
The object of this invention is to return the

speaker or reproducer instantly to the starting-

point of the record after each reproduction

15 of the record until the motive power is ex-

hausted or until the motor is stopped by the

usual means in order to give a continuous
reproduction of a musical record to accom-
pany dancing, marching, or other rhythmical

20 movements of the body or limbs.

The improvement herein described allows

the beginning and ending of the reproduction

to be made at any desired points on the rec-

ord, so that, if desired, the usual "announce-
25 ment" at the beginning of the record may be

omitted in the repetition, or any desired part

of the record may be used alone.

Other devices which return the reproducer
to the starting-point are coin-controlled and

30 do not repeat the record until another coin is

placed in the coin-slot or else occupy too

much time in making such return to allow of

their being used for any purpose that requires

a practically continuous performance. Such
35 devices are usually a part of the machine and

built into the same frame with the other parts,

the whole constituting a special machine capa-

ble of no other use.

The attachment herein described is easily

4° separable from the talking-machine and does
not prevent the ordinary uses of the latter.

In the accompanying drawings, on two
sheets, Figures 1 and 2 are respectively a

front elevation and a plan of a phonograph
45 with my improved attachment applied there-

to; Fig. 3, a vertical transverse section on the

line 3 3 in Fig. 7 of a part of the attachment-
frame, the escapement, and the pinion ro-

tary therewith; Fig. 4, a left-end elevation of

5° the phonograph and my attachment; Fig. 5,

a front elevation of said attachment; Fig. 6,

a vertical section on the line 6 6 in Fig. 5 of

the spring-winding spindle, showing a right-

end elevation of the other parts of the attach-

ment; Fig. 7, a vertical section on the line 55
7 7 in Fig. 5 from front to rear of said at-

tachment; Fig. 8, a left-end elevation of the

upper part of the phonograph and of the at-

tachment, showing the reproducing -arm of

the phonograph raised by the lifter; Fig. 9, 60

the lifter, partly in central longitudinal sec-

tion, showing in plan the spindle, spring, and
gear fast on the lifter; Fig. 10, a longitudi-

nal vertical section on the line 10 10 in Fig.

11 of a part of the frame of the attachment, 65
showing in rear elevation parts of the sliding

bar and lever of the escapement; Fig. 11, a
vertical transverse section of a part of the at-

tachment-frame on the line 11 11 in Fig. 5,

showing parts of the escapement; Fig. 12, a 70
vertical section on the line 12 12 in Fig. 9 of

the barrel and spindle and a left-end eleva-

tion of the lifter-spring.

The phonograph is represented as having a
mandrel A, provided with a fast pulley a, 75
adapted to be connected by a belt a! to any
suitable motor. The mandrel supports a rec-

ord R and has a screw a
2
, the revolution of

which causes a diaphragm or reproducer B to

travel lengthwise of said record, said repro- 80

ducer being secured to the reproducer-arm b

of a tubular carrier b' , which slides on a guide-
rod C and has another arm b'\ the free end of
which supports a nut //, which rests upon the
screw a

2 when the phonograph is in operation, 85
the front or free end of the reproducer-arm
being then supported by a straight edge D,
which is parallel with the axis of the mandrel
A and with the guide-rod C. The above-named
parts are of the usual construction and opera- 90
tion.

To return the diaphragm or reproducer to

the starting-point, the front end of the repro-
ducer-arm is lifted and pushed to the left in

Figs. 1 and 2, the raising of said arm raising 95
the nut b

s out of engagement with the screw
a

2 and then replaced upon the straight edge
D, causing said nut to reengage said screw.
To return the diaphragm to the starting-

point, I use a spring E or equivalent device, 100

the same being represented as a spiral spring
connecting the carrier b' with a part of the
phonograph - frame at the left of said car-,

rier, so that said spring is stretched by the
feed movement of the carrier and draws said T05

carrier back in a second or less time, when the
reproducer-arm is raised and supported, as

hereinafter described.
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It is important that the carrier should re-

turn to the exact point desired in order that

the reproducing-point of the diaphragm may
engage exactly the beginning of the record or

5 the beginning of the part to be repeated. I

use a stop, which may be a collar F, surround-
ing the guide-rod C and held at any desired

point by a radial set-screw,/, which turns in

said collar against said rod, as shown in Figs.
to 1 and 2; but I prefer to use an arm or post f',

supported on the frame G of the attachment,
Fig. 2, in which post turns a horizontal screw
F', the point of which carries a buffer/ 3

, of

felt, leather, rubber, or similar material,

1 5 against which the reproducer-arm h may strike

in the return movement of the carrier V , the
last-named device being more easily and ac-

curately adjustable and being removable with
said attachment-frame. The frame Gf of the

20 attachment consists of two posts g g'', con-

nected by a suitable base g
2

. When the at-

tachment is in use, it may be secured to the

base H or frame of the phonograph in any
convenient manner. In Figs. 1, 2, 4, and 8

25 the frame G is represented as provided with
arms g

3
g*, each of which extends to the back

of the base H and has two upward projections

g
h
g

6
, arranged at a suitable distance apart to

receive between them said base H, so that the

30 weight of the phonograph will hold the at-

tachment steadily in place on the table i or
top of the motor-case I. A horizontal spin-

dle J is journaled in the posts g g' and may
be turned by grasping and turning a milled

35 head /secured thereto.

The lifter, which raises the reproducer at

the end of the reproduction and disengages
the nut from the screw, comprises a barrel or
hollow cylinder K, rotary on the spindle J, a

40 helical spring k, arranged in said barrel and
having one end secured to said barrel at k'',

and having at the other end a hook k2
, which

engages a projection f on the side of the spin-

dle J. The spindle J, Figs. 9 and 12, passes

45 through central holes h3 £4 inheads£5
/t;

6
of the

barrel K, the head h6
nearest the head / hav-

ing a radial slot k1
to allow the projection /'

to pass through said head X:
6 and engage the

hook If. When the spindle is turned to wind
50 up the spring h, said spindle is prevented from

turning in the opposite direction by a spring-
retaining pawl /

2 on the post g\ which en-
gages a ratchet-wheel /

3
, fast on said spindle.

The barrel K is long enough to fill the space
55 between the posts g g' without binding. The

barrel K is provided with a plurality (four
are shown) of rests kH

, arranged at equal an-
gular intervals from each other, each having
a straight edge or surface, on which an ex-

60 tension N (hereinafter described) of the repro-
ducer-arm b may slide to the starting-point
when said arm is raised. These rests are rep-
resented as each formed of a single wire, the
body of which is parallel with the axis of said

65 cylinder, the end portions of said wire being

bent at right angles at k9 k10 and driven ra-

dially into the heads k° l
fi of the barrel K. A

gear ku is fast on the barrel K, concentrically

therewith, and engages a pinion /, which turns

on a horizontal stud I', secured to the post g. 7°

Rotary with the pinion I is a spider L, hav-
ing as many arms 7

2
as there are rests k* on

said barrel, said arms /
2 being of an even num-

ber and the opposite arms lying in the same
plane with each other, but in a different plane 75

from the next arms, or, at least, the free ends
of successive arms lie in two different planes,

the alternate free ends in the same plane. The
unwinding of the spring k tends to turn the

cylinder K, gear k11
,
pinion I, and spider L in 80

the directions indicated by adjacent arrows.

A bar M is arranged to slide on studs or

screws m, which pass through slots m' in said

bar into the posts g g', the length of said slots

limiting the movement of said bar. Said bar 85

M is provided with a notch m2 on its upper
edge of a width and depth sufficient to allow

the free end of one of said arms I
2
to pass

freely through said notch, and the sliding of

said bar. in one direction brings said notch 9°

into position to allow the arms I
2
of one plane

to pass down through it; but immediately af-

ter one of said arms passes through said notch

the next-following arm being in another plane

strikes the top of said bar outside of said 95

notch and prevents the further rotation of

said spider and of the pinion, gear k
11

, and
barrel K. When said bar M is pushed in the

other direction, the arm resting on said bar

passes down through said notch and the fol- ] °°

lowing arm strikes on the top of said bar.

As represented, the pinion /has half as many
teeth as the gear k11

, so that every time one
of the four arms I

2
passes through the notch

m2
the barrel makes one-eighth of a revolu- I0 5

tion. The bar M and the spicier L thus form
an escapement.
To the reproducer-arm b I attach an exten-

sion N by any convenient means, as by the

cap-screw n, Fig. 2, said extension consisting IID

of a rod or wire having at its front end a loop

n\ and a lever O, pivoted at on the base g
of the frame Gr, extends up through said loop

n! and is swung alternately in one and the

other direction by the operative and return IT 5

movements of the reproducer. The lever O
swings between two studs PF, which are ad-

justable in the horizontal slot m 3
of the es-

capement-bar M, each stud consisting, Fig.

11, of a pin p, arranged in said slot and hav- I2 °

ing a flange p between its ends and a nut p2

,

also provided with a flange p
3
, so that when

the nut is turned on the threaded front end
portion of said pin the bar M is pinched be-

tween the two flanges and the pin is prevent- 125

ed from moving on said bar. The part of the

pin p within the slot m3
is preferably rectan-

gular and fills said slot vertically to prevent
said pin from turning iu said slot. The ex-

tension N is bent downward between its ends 13°
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to form a horizontal bearing n
2 upon a rest

¥ of the barrel K when said rest is in a ver-

tical position, Fig. 8, and at the ends of the

bearing n
2
are inclines nz

n* to insure the lift-

; ing and lowering of said extension without
jar by the rests.

When the studs P P' are properly adjusted
and the moving diaphragm has reached the
end of the record, the lever O strikes the stud

> P' and moves the escapement-bar to the right,

allowing one arm of the spider or scape-wheel
L to pass through the notch m 2

, and the bar-

rel turns enough to bring a rest k* vertically

under the extension N, raising the repro-
15 ducer-arm h and lifting the nut If out of the

screw a2
, whereupon the spring E instantly

draws the reproducer-carrier back to the start-

ing-point, and at the same time the lever O,
striking the stud P, throws the bar M to the

20 left and allows another eighth of a revolution
of the barrel, letting the reproducer-arm b

fall and said nut ¥ again to engage said

screw a2
.

I claim as my invention—
25 1. The combination of a barrel having rests

or parallel straight edges arranged at equal
angular distances from each other, means of

turning said barrel on its axis, a scape-wheel
driven by said barrel and adapted to permit

30 at each operation of said wheel the turning of
said barrel an angulardistance measuringone-
half of the angular distance between adjacent
rests, a release or escape piece, connecting
means arranged to be moved by the operative

35 movement of the reproducer-arm of a talking-

machine, to release said wheel and to e.ffect

the movement of said barrel and the raising

of said arm, with said arm and means for pro-

ducing said operative movement thereof.

4° 2. The combination of a barrel having rests

or parallel straight edges arranged at equal
angular distances from each other, means of

turning said barrel on its axis, a scape-wheel
driven by said barrel and adapted to permit

45 at each operation of said wheel the turning of

said barrel an angulardistance measuring one-

half of the angular distance between adjacent

rests, a release or escape piece, connecting
means arranged to be moved by the return

5° movement of the reproducer-arm of a talking-

S5

machine, to release said wheel and to permit
the movement of said barrel and the lowering
of said arm, with said arm and means for pro-
ducing said return movement thereof.

3. The combination of a barrel having rests

or parallel straight edges arranged at equal
angular distances from each other, means of

turning said barrel on its axis, a scape-wheel
driven by said barrel and adapted to permit
at each operation of said wheel the turning of 60

said barrel an angular distance measuring
one-half of the angular distance between ad-

jacent rests, a release or escape piece, a lever

arranged to be moved by the operative move-
ment of the reproducer-arm of a talking-ma- 65

chine, to release said wheel and to effect the

movement of said barrel and the raising of

said arm.
4. The combination of a barrel having rests

or parallel straight edges arranged at equal 70

angular distances from each other, means of

turning said barrel on its axis, a scape-wheel
driven by said barrel and adapted to permit
at each operation of said wheel the turning of

said barrel an angular distance measuring one-

half of the angular distance between adjacent

rests, a release or escape piece, a lever ar-

ranged to be moved by the return movement
of the reproducer-arm of a talking-machine,

to release said wheel and to permit the move- 80

ment of said barrel and the lowering of said

arm.
5. The combination of a barrel provided

with projecting straight edges parallel with
the axis of said barrel and at equal angular in-

tervals from each other, means of rotatingsaid
barrel, a scape-wheel, an escapement-piece,
connecting means between said escapement-
piece and the reproducer-arm of a talking-

machine and adjusting devices whereby a 90
movement of said arm a predetermined dis-

tance in either direction will release said es-

capement.
In testimony whereof I have affixed my sig-

nature in presence of two witnesses.

SAMUEL KERSHAW.
Witnesses:

Albert M. Moore,
Ludger A. Nicol.

7 5
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Charles R. King, a citi-

zen of the United States, and a resident of New
York, in the county of New York and State
of New York, have invented certain new and
useful Improvements in Sound-Modifiers for
Talking-Machines, of which the following is a
specification.

The object of my invention is to provide an
> attachment or device for reproducers of talk-

ing-machines which will modify the sound-
waves produced by the diaphragm and im-
prove the tone and render more distinct the
words spoken and dampen the non-musical

15 waves usually heard in such instruments; and
to this end my invention consists in the con-
struction, arrangement, and combination of
parts, all as hereinafter described.

In the accompanying drawings, to which
20 reference is made and which form a part of

this specification, Figure 1 is a sectional ele-

vation of a reproducer for talking-machines
having my invention applied thereto. Fig. 2
is an enlarged plan view of the sound-modi-

25 fier removed. Fig. 3 is a sectional elevation

of the same, and Fig. 4 is a like view showing
a modification.

In the drawings, 2 designates the diaphragm
of a talking-machine reproducer, and 3desig-

30 nates the tube thereof, to which a tube mega-
phone, horn, or sound-conveyer may be at-

tached in the usual or any desired way.
4 designates the sound or wave modifier,

held, preferably, about one-half inch from the

35 diaphragm; but I do not limit myself to any
specific location. As here shown, it is held

in the tube 3 and is in the general form of a

cone with its apex toward the diaphragm.
The base is formed with marginal recesses

4° forming outside wave or sound passages 5.

Through this is formed a wave or sound pas-

sage 6, preferably diverging from the apex
to the base, as shown clearly in Figs. 3 and 4.

A slight convexity 7 is formed in the outer

45 surface of the modifier which terminates at

a shoulder 8; but this shoulder may be omit-

ted, if desired, the convexity 7 then coalescing

directly with the rounded end 9. In the form
shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3 a transverse passage

50 10 is formed through the modifier, and one
or more strands 12 of wire or other suitable

material are held in said passage crossing the

central sound-passage 6, the said strands act-

ing to take up and neutralize the non-musical
sound-waves projected from the diaphragm. 55

In the form shown in Fig. 4 I have shown a

second transverse passage 13 at right angles

to the passage 10 and in which like strands

14 are held, which still further take up and
modify the waves produced by the diaphragm, ^o

I prefer to form the modifier with a hole 15

or other suitable device by which it can be
conveniently removed from the tube 3, as

shown in Fig. 4, and in this form I construct

the modifier with a collar 16, which forms a 65

shoulder 17 for retarding or abruptly deflect-

ing the sound-waves coming from the central

or most active part of the diaphragm.
Having thus described my invention, what

I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 7°

Patent, is

—

1. A sound-modifier for talking-machine re-

producers the same being constructed in ta-

pering form with a passage through it and
formed with a base which fits the sound-pas- 75

sage leading from the reproducer, said base

being formed with marginal recesses, substan-

tially as described.

2. A sound-modifier for talking-machine re-

producers, the same being constructed in ta- 80

pering form with a tapering passage through
it and formed with a base which fits the sound-
passage leading from the reproducer, said base

being formed with marginal recesses, substan-

tially as described. 85

3. A sound-modftier for the reproducers of

talking-machine, the same being constructed

in tapering form and with a longitudinal pas-

sage through it and having one or more
strands crossing said longitudinal passage, sub- 9°

stantially as described.

4. A sound or wave modifier for talking-

machines constructed in conical form and hav-
ing side passages formed therein and formed
with a conical longitudinal passage and pro- 95
vided with one or more transverse strands

held in said longitudinal passage, substantially

as described.

CHARLES R. KING.
Witnesses:

H. Albertus West,
M. J. Mahony.
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SOLOMON FARB, OF NEWARK, NEW JERSEY, ASSIGNOR, BY DIRECT AND
MESNE ASSIGNMENTS, OF ONE-FOURTH TO MARCUS L. MENDELSSOHN,
OF NEWARK, NEW JERSEY, AND ONE-HALF TO EDISONIA COMPANY,
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RETURNING DEVICE FOR PHONOGRAPHS.

No. 805.417. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Nov. 21, 1905.

Application filed December 31, 1904, Serial No. 239,184.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Solomon Farb, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at Newark,
in the county of Essex and State of New Jer-

5 sey, have invented certain new and useful Im-
provements in Returning Devices for Phono-
graphs; and I do hereby declare the following
to be a full, clear, and exact description of the

invention, such as will enable others skilled

10 in the art to which it appertains to make and
use the same, reference being had to the ac-

companying drawings, and to figures of refer-

ence marked thereon, which form a part of

this specification.

15 This invention has reference to improve-
ments in phonographs and similar sound-re-
producing machines; and the present inven-

tion has for its principal object to provide with
machines of such character a returning device

20 or means for automatically raising the sound-
reproducer and its stylus from its operative
contact with the record at the end of the rec-

ord and then returning the said sound-repro-
ducer and its stylus and the usual engaging
device or nut of the machine to their normal
initial or starting positions without stopping
or interfering with the operating mechanism
of the phonograph or similar apparatus to

again cause the sound-reproducer and its stylus

to be once more brought in its operative en-

gagement with the beginning or forward end
of the record.

The said invention consists, primarily, in

the novel returning device or means herein-

35 after more particularly specified; and, fur-

thermore, this invention consists in the novel
arrangements and combinations of devices and
parts, as well as in the details of the construc-

tion of the same, all of which will be fully de-

40 scribed in the following specification and
then finally embodied in the clauses of the
claim, which are appended to and which form
an essential part of this specification.

The invention is clearly illustrated in the

45 accompanying drawings, in which—
Figure 1 is a plan or top view of a phono-

graph and a top or plan view of the automatic
returning device embodying the principles of

my present invention, the sound-reproducer
50 and its stylus being shown in their normal

initial positions about to be moved into opera-

tive contact with the record. Fig. 2 is a front

70

75

view of the upper framework of the phono-
graph, the operating shaft or spindle and a

record thereon, and the sound-reproducer, said 55
view also showing in front elevation the upper
portion of the usual casing upon which the
said parts of the phonograph are placed, and
a side view of the said automatic returning
device, with a yielding post of the said return- 60

ing device connected with the oscillating

frame of the sound-reproducer shown in its

normal initial or starting position. Fig. 3 is

a similar view of the said parts, showing the

said sound-reproducer and the said yielding 65

post in their forwardly-traveling relation with
the record during contact or engagement of
the stylus with the reproducing-surface of the
record. Fig. 4 is a front view of portions of
some of the parts represented in said Figs. 1,

2, and 3 and a front view of the said sound-
reproducer and automatic returning device,

showing the relative positions of the sound-
reproducer and the said yielding post of the
returning device at the end of the record; and
Fig. 5 is a similar view of the same parts,

showing the sound-reproducer in its raised po-
sition from the surface of the record and the
relative arrangement of the parts of the yield-

ing post of the returning device while return- 80

ing to their normal initial or starting positions

at the beginning or forward end of the record.

Fig. 6 is a transverse vertical section taken
on line 6 6 in said Fig. 3 looking in the direc-

tion of the arrow x, and Fig. 7 is a similar 85

section taken on line 7 7 in said Fig. 5 look-

ing in the direction of the arrow y.

Similar characters of reference are employed
in all of the said above-described views to in-

dicate corresponding parts. 90
Referring now to the said several figures,

the reference character 1 indicates any usual

form and construction of phonograph or simi- •

lar apparatus, comprising the usual box or
casing 2, in which the motor or driving mech- 95
anism is arranged and upon which is supported
and secured, by means of the usual screws
4, the phonograph-base 3. Suitably secured
upon the said base or plate 3, by means of
the usual lugs 5 and screws 6, is the frame- 100

work 7 of the phonograph, provided with the
suitably -disposed bearings 8 and 9 and 10
and 11. Between the said bearings 8 and 9 is

rotatively arranged the main shaft or spindle
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12, which is provided upon a portion thereof

with an enlarged cylindrical member 13, upon
which the usual record 14 is arranged and
held in the well-known manner. The remain-

5 ing portion of the said main shaft or spindle

is provided with a screw-thread 15, as shown.
Suitably secured between the bearings 10

and 11 is a back rod or guide 16, upon which
is pivotally and slidably arranged in the usual

io manner the part 18 of the oscillating frame
17, to which is affixed the usual sound-repro-

ducer 19. The longitudinal sliding movement
of the said oscillating frame 17 and its parts

18 in the forward direction, which causes the

15 operative engagement of the stylus of the

sound - reproducer with the surface of the

record 14, is caused by the engagement of

the usual screw-threaded contacting device or

nut 20 with the screw-thread 15 of the main
20 shaft or spindle 12, said device or nut 20 be-

ing connected with the part 18 of the oscillat-

ing frame 17 by means of the usual arm or

bar 21, all of which is clearly illustrated in

Fig. 1 of the drawings. The said sound-re-

25 producer 19 is secured in the usual ring-

shaped holding part or member 22 of the os-

cillating frame 17, and the said part or mem-
ber 22 is provided with the usual forwardly-
projecting lug or extension 23.

30 The above-described features and parts are

all old and well known and form part of the

usual phonograph construction.

Coming now to the automatic returning de-

vice or means embodying the principles of

35 my present invention, the same comprises in

general two main parts—namely, a track-

plate and a yielding post—all constructed and
arranged substantially in the manner to be
presently described. The said track-plate con-

4° sists, essentially, of a raised portion 24 of

approximately the same or somewhat greater
length than that of the cylindrical member
13, the said portion 24 being connected at its

one end by means of an offset 25 with an end
45 member or portion 26 and at its other end by

means of an inclined part 27 with another
end member or portion 28, substantially as

illustrated in the several figures of the draw-
ings. The said raised portion 24 of the track-

50 plate is provided at a suitable point near the
offset 25 with a suitably-shaped depression 29,

preferably of the configuration shown in Figs.

2 to 5, inclusive. The said track- plate, as

will be clearly evident, may be struck up from
55 sheet metal, or it may be cast, or the several

parts thereof may be made in separate pieces
and then suitably secured together. That the
track -plate may be suitably secured in its

fixed position upon the said base or plate 3
60 the end portion or member 26 is provided with

a suitable slot 30, and the other end portion
or member 28 is provided with a suitable slot

31, which slots 30 and 31 are arranged, re-

spectively, about the shanks of one of the

65 screws 4 and a screw 6, in the manner shown

more particularly in Fig. 1 of the drawings,
when said screws have been slightly loosened
and then tightened up again to secure said

track-plate in its fixed position upon the said

base or plate 3. Thus it will be clearly seen 70

that the track-plate can be securely affixed in

its operative position upon the said base or

plate 3 without the employment of additional

fastening devices or without the necessity of

drilling additional screw-holes in thesaid base 75
or plate 3. It will be understood, however,
that the said track-plate may be otherwise con-

structed and may be secured in place by fas-

tening means other than those herein shown.
The yielding post of the returning device 80

comprises two arms or members 32 and 33,

which are suitably connected in the manner
of a hinge by means of a pin 34. The lower
arm 32 is formed with a tongue 35, which ex-

tends into the lower and slotted end portion 85
of the upper arm 33, substantially as illus-

trated, the said upper arm 33 having a sharp
and downwardly-extending inclined edge 36,

against which are forced correspondingly-
formed edges 37 upon the lower arm 32 under 90
certain conditions, as will hereinafter appear,

by the action of a spring 38. The said spring
38 is suitably secured at its lower end upon
the side of the lower arm 32 and has its upper
end portion 39 in bearing contact with the 95
side of the upper arm 33. In this manner
the two arms 32 and 33 are suitably connected
so that they will yield in one direction at their

hinged connection, in the manner of an elbow,
when pressure is applied to the one side, in 100

the present case the left side, of the connected
arms, but will form practically a rigid post

when the pressure is exerted upon the oppo-
site side of the said connected arms. The
upper end portion of the said upper arm 33 105

is suitably secured, by means of a screw 40 or
other fastening means, to the previously-men-
tioned projection 23 of the oscillating frame
17, and the lower and preferably bifurcated

end portion 41 of the said lower arm 32 has no
a pin 42, upon which is arranged a suitable

roller or wheel 43, adapted to be brought in

rolling contact with the upper surfaces of the

various parts of the track -plate hereinabove
described. Encircling the said back rod, bar, t 15

or guide 16, upon that portion thereof between
the bearing 11 and the oscillating frame 17, is

a coiled spring 44, as clearly illustrated in

Fig. 1 of the drawings and for the purpose to

be presently described. 120

Having in the above set forth the general
arrangements and combinations of the various

devices and parts, I will now briefly describe

the operations of the same.
In their normal initial positions all the de- 125

vices and parts are in their relatively inactive

positions. (Indicated in Figs. 1 and 2 of the

drawings.) Now suppose the driving mech-
anism of the phonograph to have been wound
up in the usual manner and a record 14 to 130
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have been slipped upon the cylindrical re-

ceiving portion or member 13 of the main
shaft or spindle 12. By throwing over the

starting-lever 45 from right to left the spin-

5 die or shaft 12 begins to revolve, and the
sound-reproducer 19 and its stylus are moved
from left to right in operative contact with
the reproducing -surface of the record 14.

The tension of the spring 38 is such that during
io thisforwardmovementof the oscillating frame

17 in the usual manner and the parts connected
with said frame the said spring 38 will yield

against the exerted pressure, thereby causing
the lever-arm 32 of the yielding post to assume

15 an angular or tilted position,(indicatedinFigs.

3 and 6of the drawings,) the roller or wheel 43
first riding up the incline 27 and then rolling

along the raised portion 24 of the track-plate

until the sound-reproducer 19 has reached the
20 end of the record, when the said wheel or roller

43 will have suddenly passed into the depres-
sion 29 of the track-plate, thereby permitting
the spring 38 to act and bringing the said lower
arm 32 once more in straight vertical aline-

25 ment with the upper arm 33, as clearly rep-

resented in Fig. 4 of the drawings. Immedi-
ately the stylus of the sound-reproducer 19 and
the feeding or actuating device 20, respec-

tively, are raised by the straightened - out
3° members or arms 32 and 33 of the yielding

post from their operative engagement with
the record 14 and the said screw-thread 15 of

the main shaft or spindle 12, as illustrated in

Fig. 7 of the drawings, and the previously-

35 compressed spring 44, which is now free to

act, and its coils in assuming their normally
distended relation to each other automatically

force all the movable parts in the direction of

the arrow y in Fig. 5 to their normal initial

40 or starting positions (shown in Figs. 1 and 2

of the drawings) without having stopped or

interfered with the rotary motion of the spin-

dle or shaft 12. As soon as the parts have
thus been forced back to their normal initial

45 positions the device 20 is again actively

brought into its engagement with the screw
15 of the shaft or spindle 12, because of the

yielding post being once more located in front

of the incline 27, and the forward movement
5° of the sound -reproducer and contact of its

stylus with the record again take place in the

manner previously described. In this man-
ner a reciprocatory movement of the parts

back and forth can be produced automatically

55 as long as desired and until the power is shut
off by throwing the lever 45 back into its for-

merposition. (Indicated in Fig. 2of thedraw-
ings.)

The tensions of the various springs 38 and
60 44 are made to suit the existing conditions, as

will be clearly evident, and the tension of the

spring 38 is such that it will not interfere with
the forward movement of the sound-repro-

ducer 19, the arm 32 yielding to the pressure

65 exerted, but said spring 38 acting to produce

a practically rigid connection of the arm 32
with the arm 33 by engagement of the edge
37 of the one arm with the corresponding
edges of the other arm during the return
movement of the parts, and thus sufficiently 7°

raising the sound-reproducer 19 and its stylus

above the surface of the record that the latter

will not become damaged by improper con-
tact of the parts.

The simplicity of the construction of the 75

parts of the returning device and the ease and
readiness with which said device can be at-

tached in its operative position to existing

phonographs and similar apparatus are evi-

denced from the foregoing description of my 80

invention and will not be further dwelt upon
at this time.

I am fully aware that many changes may be
made in the arrangements and combinations
of the devices and parts, as well as in the de- 85

tails of the construction of the same, without
departing from the scope of my present in-

vention. Hence I do not limit my invention

to the exact arrangements and combinations
of the devices and parts as described in the 90

foregoing specification and as illustrated in the

accompanying drawings, nor do 1 confine my-
self to the exact details of the construction of

any of the said parts.

Having thus described my invention, what 95
I claim is

—

1. In a phonograph, or other similar appa-
ratus, the combination, with the shaft or spin-

dle provided with a record-receiving means,
and a forwardly-moving oscillating frame and 100

sound-reproducer, of a returning device ar-

ranged and constructed to permit the forward
operative engagement of the stylus of the
sound-reproducer with a record, but at the

end of the record raising said sound-repro- 105

ducer and its stylus from engagement with
the record and automatically returning the
movable parts to their normal initial or start-

ing positions, said returning device compris-
ing a pair of connected arms adapted to as- no
sume a yielding relation during the forward
movement of the sound - reproducer, and a

rigid relation during the return movement of

said sound -reproducer, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth. 115

2. In a phonograph, or other similar appa-
ratus, the combination, with the shaft or spin-

dle provided with a record-receiving means,
and a forwardly-moving oscillating frame and
sound-reproducer, of a returning device ar- 120

ranged and constructed to permit the forward
operative engagement of the stylus of the

sound-reproducer with a record, but at the

end of the record raising said sound-repro-
ducer and its stylus from engagement with 125

the record, and a compression-spring for re-

turning the movable parts to their normal
initial or starting positions, said returning
device comprising a pair of connected arms
adapted to assume a yielding relation during 13°
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the forward movement of the sound -repro-
ducer, and a rigid relation during the return
movement of said sound-reproducer, substan-

tially as and for the purposes set forth.

5 3. In a phonograph, or other similar appa-
ratus, the combination, with the shaft or spin-

dle provided with a record-receiving means,
and a forwardly-moving oscillating frame and
sound-reproducer, of a returning device ar-

io ranged and constructed to permit the forward
operative engagement of the stylus of the

sound-reproducer with a record, but at the

end of the record raising said sound-repro-
ducer and its stylus from engagement with

15 the record and automatically returning the

movable parts to their normal initial or start-

ing positions, said returning device compris-
ing a pair of pivotally - connected arms, a

spring on one of said arms having another
20 portion in yielding contact with the other

arm, said arms being adapted to assume a

yielding relation during the forward move-
ment of the sound-reproducer, and a rigid re-

lation during the return movement of said
2 5 sound-reproducer, substantially as and for the

purposes set forth.

4. In a phonograph, or other similar appa-
ratus, the combination, with a shaft or spindle

provided with a record-receiving means, and
3° a forwardly - moving oscillating frame and

sound-reproducer, of a returning device ar-

ranged and constructed to permit the forward
operative engagement of the stylus of the
sound-reproducer with a record, but at the

35 end of the record raising said sound-repro-
ducer and its stylus from engagement with
the record, and a compression-spring for re-

turning the movable parts to their normal
initial or starting positions, said returning

4° device comprising a pair of pivotally -con-

nected arms, a spring on one of said arms
having another portion in yielding contact
with the other arm, said arms being adapted
to assume a yielding relation during the for-

45 ward movement of the sound-reproducer, and
a rigid relation during the return movement
of said sound-reproducer, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

5. A returning device for phonographs and
5° other similar apparatus, comprising, in com-

bination, with the main framework and a for-

wardly-moving oscillating frame carrying a

sound-reproducer and its stylus, a track-plate

provided with a raised portion, and a yield-

55 ing post comprising a pair of hinged arms,
one of said arms being secured to said oscil-

lating frame, a roller attached to the lower
end of said other arm, said roller being ar-

ranged in rolling engagement with said track-
6° plate, said arms being arranged that during

the forward movement of the parts the said

sound-reproducer and its stylus will be in oper-

ative contact with a record, but at the end of

the record said arms raising the said sound-
65 reproducer and its stylus from the surface of

the record, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

6. A returning device for phonographs and.

other similar apparatus comprising, in com-
bination, with the main framework and a for- 7°

wardly-moving oscillating frame carrying a
sound-reproducer and its stylus, a track-plate

provided with a raised portion, and a yield-

ing post comprising a pair of hinged arms,
one of said arms being secured to said oscil- 75

lating frame, a roller attached to the lower
end of said other arm, said roller being ar-

ranged in rolling engagement with said track-

plate, said arms being arranged that during
the forward movement of the parts the said 80

sound-reproducer and its stylus will be in oper-

ative contact with a record, but at the end of

the record said arms raising the said sound-
reproducer and its stylus from the surface of

the record, and means for returning the said 85

sound-reproducer and its stylus and said yield-

ing post to their normal initial positions, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

7. A returning device for phonographs and
other similar apparatus comprising, in com- 90

bination, with the main framework and a for-

wardly-moving oscillating frame carrying a

sound-reproducer and its stylus, a track-plate

provided with a raised portion, and a yield-

ing post comprising a pair of hinged arms, 95

one of said arms being secured to said oscil-

lating frame, a roller attached to the lower
end of said other arm, said roller being ar-

ranged in rolling engagement with said track-

plate, a leaf-spring secured at one end to the 100

lower one of said arms, said spring having its

opposite end in engagement with the upper
one of said arms, said arms being arranged
that during the forward movement of the

parts the said sound-reproducer and its stylus 105

will be in operative contact with a record, but

at the end of the record said arms raising the

said sound-reproducer and its stylus from the

surface of the record, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth; IIQ

8. A returning device for phonographs and
other similar apparatus, comprising, in com-
bination, with the main framework and a

forwardly-moving oscillating frame carrying

a sound-reproducer and its stylus, a track- 115

plate provided with a raised portion, and a

yielding post comprising a pair of hinged

arms, one of said arms being secured to said

oscillating frame, a roller attached to the

lower end of said other arm, said roller be- 120

ing arranged in rolling engagement with said

track-plate, a leaf-spring secured at one end
to the lower one of said arms, said spring hav-

ing its opposite end in engagement with the

upper one of said arms, said arms being ar- 125

ranged that during the forward movement of

the parts the said sound-reproducer and its

stylus will be in operative contact with a

record, but at the end of the record said arms
raising the said sound - reproducer and its 139
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stylus from the surface of the record, and
means for returning the said sound-reproducer
and its stylus and said yielding post to their

normal initial positions, substantially as and
5 for the purposes set forth.

9. A returning device for phonographs, and
other similar apparatus comprising, in com-
bination, with the main framework and a for-

wardly-moving oscillating frame carrying a
io sound-reproducer and its stylus, a track-plate

consisting, essentially, of a raised portion 24
provided with a depression 29, an offset at

one end of said portion 24 and an incline 27
at the other end thereof, end portions con-

iS nected respectively with said offset and said

incline, means in engagement with said end
portions for securing said track-plate in po-
sition, and a yielding post connected with
said oscillating frame, said post having its

20 lower end in movable engagement with the
incline and the raised portion of the track-

plate, said post being arranged that during
the forward movement along the said raised

portion 24 the sound-reproducer and its stylus
2 5 will be in operative contact with a record, but

when the said post enters said depression 29
said post raising the said sound-reproducer
and its stylus from the surface of the record,

substantially as and for the purposes set

30 forth.

10. A returning device for phonographs,
and other similar apparatus, comprising, in

combination, with the main framework and a
forwardly-moving oscillating frame carrying

35 a sound-reproducer and its stylus, a track-

plate consisting, essentially, of a raised por-
tion 24 provided with a depression 29, an off-

set at one end of said portion 24 and an in-

cline 27 at the other end thereof, end por-
4° tions connected respectively with said offset

and said incline, means in engagement with
said end portions for securing said track-

plate in position, and a yielding post con-
nected with said oscillating frame, said post

45 having its lower end in movable engagement
with the incline and the raised portion of the

track-plate, said post being arranged that

during the forward movement along the said

raised portion 24 the sound-reproducer and
5° its stylus will be in operative contact with a

record, but when the said post enters said

depression 29 said post raising the said sound-
reproducer and its stylus from the surface of

the record, and means for returning the said

55 sound - reproducer and its stylus and said

yielding post to their normal initial positions,

substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

11. A returning device for phonographs and
6° other similar apparatus comprising, in com-

bination, with the main framework and a for-

wardly-moving oscillating frame carrying a

sound-reproducer and its stylus, atrack-plate

consisting, essentially, of a raised portion 24
°5 provided with a depression 29, an offset atone

end of said portion 24 and an incline 27 at the
other end thereof, end portions connected re-

spectively with said offset and said incline,

means in engagement with said end portions
for securing said track-plate in position, and 70
a yielding post comprising a pair of hinged
arms, one of said arms being secured to said

oscillating frame, a roller attached to the
lower end of said other arm, said roller be-
ing arranged in rolling engagement with the 75
incline and the raised portion of the track-
plate, said arms being arranged that during
the forward movementof the parts the sound-
reproducer and its stylus will be in operative
contact with a record, but when said roller 80

enters said depression 29 said arms raising

the said sound-reproducer and its stylus from
the surface of the record, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

12. A returning device for phonographs and 85

other similar apparatus comprising, in com-
bination, with the main framework and a for-

wardly-moving oscillating frame carrying a

sound-reproducer and its stylus, atrack-plate
consisting, essentially, of a raised portion 24 90
provided with a depression 29, an offset at one
end thereof, end portions connected respec-

tively with said offset and said incline, means
in engagement with said end portions for se-

curing said track -plate in position, and a 95
yielding post comprising a pair of hinged
arms, one of said arms being secured to said

oscillating frame, a roller attached to the

lower end of said other arm, said roller be-

ing arranged in rolling engagement with the 100

incline and the raised portion of the track-

plate, said arms being arranged that during
the forward movementof the parts the sound-
reproducer and its stylus will be in operative

contact with a record, but when said roller 105

enters said depression 29 said arms raising

the said sound-reproducer and its stylus from
the surface of the record, substantially as and
for the purposes set forth.

13. A returning device for phonographs and no
other similar apparatus comprising, in com-
bination, with the main framework and a for-

wardly-moving oscillating frame carrying a

sound-reproducer and its stylus, atrack-plate

consisting, essentially, of a raised portion 24 115

provided with a depression 29, an offset at one
end of said portion 24 and an incline 27 at the

other end thereof, end portions connected re-

spectively with said offset and said incline,

means in engagement with said end portions 120

for securing said track-plate in position, and
a yielding post comprising a pair of hinged
arms, one of said arms being secured to said

oscillating frame, a roller attached to the

lower end of said other arm, said roller be- '25

ing arranged in rolling engagement with the

incline and the raised portion of the track-

plate, a leaf-spring secured at one end to the

lower one of said arms, said spring having
its opposite end in engagement with the up- 130
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per one of said arms, said arms being ar-

ranged that during the forward movement of

the parts the sound-reproducer and its stylus

will be in operative contact with a record, but

5 when said roller enters said depression 29

said arms raising the said sound-reproducer
and its stylus from the surface of the record,

substantially as for the purposes set forth.

14. A returning device for phonographs and
i° other similar apparatus comprising, in com-

bination, with the main framework and a for-

wardly-moving oscillating frame carrying a

sound-reproducer and its stylus, a track-plate

consisting, essentially, of a raised portion 24
15 provided with a depression 29, an offset at one

end of said portion 24 and an incline 27 at the

other end thereof, end portions connected re-

spectively with said offset and said incline,

means in engagement with said end portions
20 for securing said track-plate in position, and

a yielding post comprising a pair of hinged
arms, one of said arms being secured to said

oscillating frame, a roller attached to the

lower end of said other arm, said roller being
25 arranged in rolling engagement with the in-

cline and the raised portion of the track-plate,

a leaf-spring secured at one end to the lower
one of said arms, said spring having its oppo-
site end in engagement with the upper one of

30 saidarms,said arms being-arranged thatduring
the forward movement of the parts the sound-
reproducer and its stylus will be in operative

contact with a record, but when said roller

enters said depression 29 said arms raising

35 the said sound-reproducer and its stylus from
the surface of the record, and means for re-

turning the said sound - reproducer and its

stylus and said yielding post to their normal
initial positions, substantially as and for the

4° purposes set forth.

15. In a phonograph or similar apparatus,
the combination, with a revolving shaft pro-

vided with a record - receiving means, of a

back rod or guide 16, an oscillating frame
45 slidably arranged on said rod, a sound-repro-

ducer and stylus on said oscillating frame,
means for raising said frame and said sound-

reproducer and stylus above the surface of
the record, and a spring encircling said rod
or guide for returning said frame and its 50
parts to their normal initial positions, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

16. In a phonograph or similar apparatus,
the combination, with a revolving shaft pro-
vided with a record - receiving means, of a 55
back rod or guide 16, an oscillating frame
slidably arranged on said rod, a sound-repro-
ducer and stylus on said oscillating frame,
means for raising said frame and said sound-
reproducer and stylus above the surface of 60

the record, consisting of a pair of hinged and
spring-controlled arms, one of which is at-

tached to said oscillating frame, and a spring
encircling said rod or guide for returning said

frame and its parts to their normal initial po- 65

sitions, substantially as and for the purposes
set forth.

17. In a phonograph or similar apparatus,
the combination, with a revolving shaft pro-

vided with a record - receiving means, of a 70

back rod or guide 16, an oscillating frame
slidably arranged on said rod, a sound-repro-
ducer and stylus on said oscillating frame,
means for raising said frame and said sound-
reproducer and stylus above the surface of 75
the record, consisting of a pair of hinged and
spring-controlled arms, one of said arms be-

ing attached to said oscillating frame, and a
roller connected with the other of said arms,
a track - plate upon the framework of the 80

phonograph, said track-plate being provided
with a raised portion upon which said roller

rides, and a spring encircling said rod or

guide for returning said oscillating frame and
its parts to their normal initial positions, sub- 85

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

In testimony that I claim the invention set

forth above I have hereunto set my hand this

29th day of December, 1904.

SOLOMON FARB.

Witnesses:
Fredk. C. Fraentzel,
Marcus L. Mendelssohn.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Robert Head, a citizen

of the United States, residing at the city of

New York, borough of Brooklyn, county of

5 Kings, and State of New York, have invented
certain new and useful Improvements in Pho-
nograph Reproducing Sound Boxes or Horns;
and I do hereby declare the following to be a
full, clear, and exact description of the same.

io My invention relates to improvements in

phonographs, wherein I seek to provide novel
means for reproducing sounds which are free

from objectionable harsh metallic notes and
tones, such as are commonly secured by ordi-

1 5 nary machines of this class. I also aim to dis-

pense with that part of the ordinary machine
commonly known as the " reproducer," which
usually consists of a metallic body or sound-
box and a pliable diaphragm confined or held

20 therein, whereby I am able to materially
cheapen the cost of manufacture.
The invention is susceptible of embodiment

in one form of construction in such manner
as to produce a machine at much less cost

25 than those heretofore made and that is well

adapted for use as an advertising novelty; but
of course my invention may also be manufac-
tured to meet the demands for a better or
higher grade of machine.

3° Broadly speaking, my invention consists of

a phonograph member which combines in one
and the same structure a sound box or horn
and a reproducer, so that this member may be
aptly termed a "reproducing sound box or

35 horn."
I have found that a sound box or horn made

of a non- metallic substance, such as stiff

paper or other material, with a stylus at-

tached or connected to a section thereof at

4° such a point as will afford the necessary ten-

sion or pliability, is well adapted to reproduce
sounds from a record of any suitable nature,

either a cylindrical record or a disk record,

the tapering form of the horn materially am-
45 plifying the sound-waves produced by the vi-

bration of said section of the horn or trumpet.
According to this form of the invention the

stylus, preferably of a non-metallic nature, is

united directly to a portion of the conical

5° sound box or horn near the closed apex there-

of and to a part of said box or horn which is

under the required tension or which has the

necessary pliability to enable it to return with
the stylus quickly to the original condition

subsequent to deflection by the undulations in 55

the record, whereby the vibrating section or

member and the stylus are actuated by the

high points or hills of the record and are re-

turned to normal positions by the pliability

of said section or member when the stylus 60

travels in the depressions or valleys of the

record.

The invention is also susceptible of embodi-
ment in various other forms of construction;

but in all forms of my reproducing sound box 65

or horn the stylus and the vibratory member
or diaphragm are preferably made of non-
metallic materials in order to avoid the harsh
metallic tones and the objectionable grating
sounds. A paper sound box or horn with a 7°

glass stylus has been found to give exceed-
ingly good results; but of course I do not de-

sire to limit myself to these particular mate-
rials.

In another form of construction I employ 75

a conical sound box or horn with a pliable

section or diaphragm forming an integral part

of the structure located at or close to the closed

end thereof, said pliable section or diaphragm
being vibrated by a stylus in contact with a 80

record, and said stylus being connected either

directly to the vibratory diaphragm or

through the instrumentality of intermediate
devices. These devices may be employed for

several purposes, such as for amplifying the 85

vibrations of the diaphragm or to enable the

reproducing sound box or horn to be used in

connection with a disk record or a cylindrical

record or to provide for the expeditious in-

terchange of one stylus-pin for another. 90
Although 1 have stated that the reproduc-

ing sound box or horn may be made of paper
or other non-metallic materials, it is to be un-
derstood that by using a vibrating diaphragm
or section of mica or other pliable material I 95
may employ a metallic horn the active sound-
producing part of which is made of said pli-

able diaphragm or section. In some cases a

metallic horn with a thin-metal vibratory dia-

phragm or section may be used, the broad fea- 100

ture of the invention consisting of a repro-

ducing sound box or horn having a vibratory
portion, section, or diaphragm with which is

associated a stylus that is effective in giving
pulsations thereto without the employment of 105

an ordinary reproducer.
Further objects and advantages of the in-

vention will appear in the course of the sub-
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joined description, and the actual scope of the
invention will be defined by the annexed
claims.

Reference is to be had to the accompanying
5 drawings, forming a part of this specification,

in which like characters of reference are used
to indicate corresponding parts in all the fig-

ures.

Figure 1 is a side elevation of my improved
to sound box or horn for phonographs, the same

being shown in cooperative relation to a pho-
nograph-cylinder and a suitable supporting-
stem. Figs. 2 and 3 are views in bottom plan
and side elevation, illustrating another embod-

*5 iment of the invention. Figs.4and 5 are views
in side elevation and in end elevation, respec-
tively, of a further embodiment of the inven-
tion. Fig. 6 is a side elevation of another
form of construction. Figs. 7 and 8 are views

2C in side and end elevation, respectively, of a
still further modified construction.

In the form of construction shown by Fig.
1 the sound box or horn is represented in the
form of a cone which is closed at the apex, as

25 at «, and open at the mouth. The sound-box
may be of any desired size and capacity, the
same consisting of a cone closed at one end;
but, as shown by the several figures of the
drawings, this conical sound-box is extended

3° into a horn of any desired size and capacity.
I prefer to make the sound-box of non-metal-
lic material, the same being made, preferably
although not essentially, of stiff paper or card-
board bent into a conical form and having

35 overlapping edges, the latter being united or
fastened by any suitable devices, such as the
ball-and-socket fasteners indicated at a'.

These fastenings detachably unite the edges
of the horn or sound-box and enable the ma-

4° terial to be shipped either in a rolled or in a
flat condition.

In connection with the conical sound box
or horn A, 1 employ a stylus, (indicated at B,)
the same being connected with a part of the

45 sound-box that is under the required tension
or which has the necessary pliability to en-
able vibrations to be given thereto by the
movement of the stylus as it follows the un-
dulations in the record. In the form of con-

50 struction shown by Fig. 1 this stylus is united
in a suitable way directly to one side of the
sound box or horn near the closed end or
apex thereof, whereby that part of the horn
or sound-box to which the stylus is attached

55 is adapted to have vibrations imparted thereto
in a way to serve as a diaphragm, thus en-
abling the sound box or horn to reproduce of
itself the sound-waves, the latter being in-

creased in volume as they flow through the
60 sound box or horn. I have found that the

good results are obtained by fastening or at-

taching the stylus to the conical sound-box at

a short distance from the closed apex thereof;
but this stylus must not be located too close

65 to the apex a of the sound-box, nor must it

be located too far toward tll6 Open end or
mouth of the soitnd-box. I prefer to employ
a non-metallic stylus, and it has been found
that a stylus made of glass or other similar

material gives excellent results. Said stylus 70
may be united directly to a vibratory section

or part of the sound-box by a sealing mate-
rial; but it is evident that the particular fas-

tening adopted may be modified within cer-

tain limits. 75

The reproducing sound-box shown by Fig.

1 is especially designed for use in connection
with cylindrical records, the position of which
is indicated at C. Of course the horn is

mounted to project over the cylindrical rec- 80

ord in order that the weight of the horn may
be imposed on the record, and thus keep the

stylus B in engagement with the grooved or

channeled working surface of said record.

It is to be understood that the record has ro- 85

tary movement given thereto by any suitable

type of mechanical device; but as the means
for supporting and rotating the record do not

form a part of my invention I have not con-

sidered it necessary to illustrate and describe 9°

the same in detail herein.

As before indicated, the sound box or horn
A is adapted to be mounted by suitable de-

vices which permit the sound-box to turn on
a vertical axis as the stylus follows the groove 95

or channel in the record, and in Fig. 1 I have
indicated a simple device adapted to support

said sound-box. A vertical stem or spindle

D passes through a slot a
2

in the lower side

of the sound-box, and the upper end of this IO°

spindle has a shoulder and tenon, the latter

being indicated at d and shown as fitting in

an opening in the upper side of the sound-

box. The weight of the sound - box at its

open mouth rests on the shoulder of the spin- io 5

die, and the slot a2
in the lower side of the

sound-box permits the latter to turn on the

tenon r/as the stylus B travels along the record.

In the forms of construction shown by Figs.

2 to 8, inclusive, I have shown a sound-box IIQ

having vibratory diaphragms, preferably of

non- metallic nature, and forming parts of

metallic horns, and with these diaphragms are

associated different forms of stylus which are

combined with devices that enable the sound- J x 5

box to be used in connection either with cy-

lindrical records or disk records.

In Figs. 2 and 3 a sound-box E is provided

near its closed apex with an openings, which

is covered by a diaphragm F, the latter being I2 °

of curvilinear form and united to the sound-

box in a way to place it under tension. I pre-

fer to make this diaphragm F of mica or other

non-metallic material, said diaphragm being

located in one side of the horn. The stylus i 2 5

B' is attached to an arm Gr, the latter being

located on the under side of the sound-box
and having one end pivoted, as at g, to the

said sound-box E, while its other end is united

in a suitable way, as at g', to the diaphragm J 3°
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P. In this form of construction I prefer to

employ a non-metallic stylus and a non-metal-

lic diaphragm, although these parts may be
made of metal,, if desired.

5 In Figs. 4 and 5 there is shown a form of

sound box or horn that is adapted for use in

connection with a disk record, the latter being

adapted for rotation on a vertical axis, while

the cylindrical record C rotates on a horizon-
io tal axis. : In the construction shown by said

figures the sound-boxH is preferaby of conical

form, closed at its apex, and made, preferably,

of non-metallic material, such as mica, al-

though other materials may be used. This
iS conical sound-box is extended into or united

with a horn A', which may be of metal or
other material. An arm I is attached to the

horn, and on this arm is hung or pivoted a

vibratory arm J, the latter being united to

20 the conical sound-box H at the point indicated

at/. This vibratory arm depends below the

sound-box H, to which it is united, and at its

lower part said arm is provided with means
which enables a stylus B2

to be removed and
2 5 replaced by afresh stylus easily and quickly.

This supporting and holding means is in the

form of a clamp K, having spring-fingers l\

the latter extending in opposite directions.

These fingers are spaced or separated a short
3° distance on a diagonal line, and on one side of

the uppermost finger is a curved ledge h. In
fitting.a stylus-pin B2

in a clamp or holder it

is placed in the diagonal space between .the

fingers for the blunt end or heel of said pin

35 to engage with the curved shoulder //, and
this pin is then turned to press it into engage-
ment with the fingers k, the latter yielding to

the passage of the pin and the heel of said

pin riding against the curved shoulder/', which
4° shoulder limits the endwise movement of the

pin in the holder and determines its position

therein. The fingers of the holder confine the

pin firmly in place; but when it is desired to

remove the pin it is only necessary to press
45 it in the reverse direction, thereby disengag-

ing it from the fingers Z' and enabling the op-
erator to lift the pin out of the holder with
ease.

A simple form of sound-box is shown in Fig.
5° 6 of the drawings, wherein a vibratory section

or part F' of non-metallic material forms a
vibratory diaphragm and an integral part of

a conical sound-box, such as A2
. This vibra-

tory section F' is circular in cross-section and
55 tapered lengthwise, the same being united to

the parts A2
cf of the conical sound box or

horn, the part a* forming the closed apex of
said sound-box. This vibratory section F' is

of mica or similar material, and' it is united
6° in any appropriate way to the other parts of

the sound-box. The stylus B3
is of glass or

other non-metallic material, and it is shown
as being united directly to the vibratory dia-

phragm F', although said stylus may be con-
6 5 nected with said diaphragm by either of the

devices disclosed in this application or by any
suitable means.
A sound-box A3

of another form of con-
struction is represented by Figs. 7 and 8,

wherein a small end a5
is cut off and left open, 7°

as shown. This open end of the sound-box is

closed by a flexible diaphragm L, the same
being of non-metallic material, such as mica,
and attached in a suitable way to the body of

the sound-box. A lug m extends rearwardly 75

from the sound-box, and to it is pivoted an
angle-lever M, one end of which is attached, as

at m\ to the diaphragm L, while theother arm
is equipped with a stylus B\ the latter being
attached to ride on a cylindrical record C. 8o

In each form of construction heretofore
shown and described the stylus follows the

undulations in the record when the latter is

rotated, and vibratory movement is imparted
by the stylus to the diaphragm or vibratory 85

section of the sound-box. The vibration of

the diaphragm or other part or section of the

sound-box reproduces the sound- waves, which
are amplified in volume as they flow through
the horn. 9°

I prefer to make the sound-box and the sty-

lus of non-metallic materials for the purpose
of overcoming the harsh metallic tones which
are commonly produced by ordinary instru-

ments or machines having metallic diaphragms 95

and a metallic stylus.

The several devices heretofore described

contemplate the use of various forms of sound-
boxes, either of which may be equipped with
means to adapt it for use on a disk record or 10 °

on a cylindrical record. 1 also contemplate
the provision of a sound box or horn with
two styli, one of which is adapted for use on
a disk and the other on a cylinder, thereby
enabling a single horn to be used at will and io 5

without change or modification in its structure

on either kind of record. One such embodi- ,

mentof the invention is shown by Figs. 4 and
5, wherein a stylus for a disk is indicated at

B\ while theother stylus is designated at O. It IIQ

is to be understood that a sound-box equipped
as described may be used by simply changing
its position to bring one or the other stylus

into service with the proper kind of record.

Having thus described my invention, what JI 5

I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat-
ent, is

—

1. In a phonograph, or similar machine, a
reproducing-horn having a stylus attached di-

rectly thereto. I2 °

2. In a phonograph, or similar machine, a
reproducing-horn closed at one end, and a sty-

lus connected directly to a vibratory part of

said horn.

3. In a phonograph, or similar machine, a I2 5

reproducing-horn having a vibratory part and
a stylus connected directly to said vibratory

part.

4. A phonograph reproducing device, hav-
ing a curvilinear vibratory member, a part of i3°
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said member being composed of a different

material from the main body thereof, and a
stylus connected with said vibratory part.

5. A phonograph reproducing device, hav-

5 ing a vibratory member, a part of said mem-
ber being composed of a different material
from the main body thereof, and a stylus at-

tached directly to said vibratory part.

6. A phonograph sound-reproducer, a part
io of which is a curvilinear surface forming a vi-

bratory diaphragm, and a stylus attached rig-

idly and directly to said diaphragm.
7. A phonograph-horn having a curvilinear

surface which forms a vibratory member, and
15 a stylus projecting directly from the member

and adapted to impart vibrations thereto.

8. A phonograph-horn having a non-metal-
lic vibratory part or member continuous with
the horn and composed of a different material

20 from the main body of the horn, and a stylus

adapted to impart vibrations to said part or
member.

9. A phonograph-horn, having a non-metal-
lic stylus attached directly to a side wall of

25 said horn.

10. A phonograph diorn, having a non-me-
tallic vibratory part located in the side of the

horn, and a non-metallic stylus connected di-

rectly to said part.

30 11. Areproducing-horn, a part of said horn
being under tension, and a stylus attached di-

rectly to said part under tension.

12. A phonograph reproducing device, the
diaphragm of which is a curvilinear surface,

35 and a stylus secured directly to said curvilin-

ear surface.

13. A phonograph reproducing device, the

diaphragm of which is a conical surface, and
a stylus projecting from said surface and

4° adapted to impart vibrations directly thereto.

14. A phonograph reproducing device con-

. sisting of a flexible horn and a stylus for im-
parting vibrations directly to said horn.

15. A phonograph reproducing device com-

prising a paper horn, having a stylus connect- +5

ed directly to the same near one end thereof.

16. A phonograph reproducing device com-
prising a non- metallic horn, having edges
united along a longitudinal seam or joint, and
a stylus secured directly to a part of the horn 50
laterally of the seam or joint.

17. A phonograph reproducing device com-
prising a non-metallic horn united detachably
at its edges, and a stylus for imparting vibra-

tory movement directly to a part of the horn. 55
18. A phonograph reproducingdevice com-

prising a horn, having a vibratory section in

one side thereof, and a stylus for vibrating the

section.

19. A phonograph reproducingdevice com- 60

prising a horn, having a vibratory diaphragm
made of a different material from the body of

the horn and extending around the same, and
a stylus for vibrating the diaphragm.

20. A phonograph reproducingdevice hav- 65

ing a vibratory curvilinear diaphragm at one
end composed of a different material from the

main body thereof, and a stylus attached rig-

idly to the diaphragm.
21. A phonograph-reproducer, having a vi- 7°

bratory conical member made of a different

material from the body thereof, and a stylus

for imparting vibrations to said member.
22. A sound-reproducer, comprising a horn

having a stylus rigidly attached to the mate- 75

rial of said horn and projecting therefrom in-

termediate its ends.

23. A sound-reproducer comprising a horn
made of flexible material, and a stylus at-

tached directly to said flexible material and 80

projecting therefrom intermediate of its ends.

In testimony whereof I have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub-

scribing witnesses.

ROBERT HEAD.
Witnesses:

Jas. H. Griffin,
Edwtn Walker.
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
EDWIN WALKER, OF ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA.

COMPOSITE SOUND-PRODUCER.

No. 805,600. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Nov. 28, 1905.

Application filed September 14, ] 904. Serial No. 224,466.

To all ivhom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Edwin Walker, a

citizen of the United States, residing at Erie,

in the county of Erie and State of Pennsyl-

5 vania, have invented certain new and useful
Improvements in Composite Sound - Pro-
ducers, of which the following is a specifica-

tion.

The ordinary phonograph, as is well known,
io comprises as essential elements thereof a

record, a sound-reproducer for receiving vi-

brations from the record and creating sound-
waves, and a horn or trumpet for collecting

and disseminating the sound-waves thus pro-

15 duced.
The object of my invention is the produc-

tion of an instrument embodying therein or
capable of performing the joint functions of

the sound-reproducer and horn of such a
20 phonograph. In other words, I produce a

. single instrument which serves the dual pur-
pose of the reproducer and horn. I am en-

abled thereby to not only dispense with the
costly reproducer now employed, but to pro-

25 duce a much simpler and more economical
machine, and yet one giving excellent results.

In accomphshing the object of my inven-
tion I employ what might well be termed a
"vibrating horn"—that is, one composed of

30 flexible material—and attach thereto a stylus,
the material of both the horn and stylus be-
ing preferably non-metallic, whereby I am
enabled to eliminate the metallic sound usu-
ally present in phonographs.

35 The invention will be more fully under-
stood from the following detailed description
thereof, taken in conjunction with the ac-

companying drawings, wherein

—

Figure 1 is a perspective view of my inven-

40 tion. Fig. 2 is a modified form thereof in

side elevation; Fig. 3, an end view of Fig. 2

in the direction of the arrow; Figs. 4 and 5,

further modifications with parts of the horn
broken away; Fig. 6, a section on line 6 6 of

45 Fig. 4; Fig. 7, a section on line 7 7 of Fig. 5;

Fig. 8, a section on line 8 8, Fig. 2 ; Fig. 9, a
detail view showing the horn of Fig. 1 with
an open end, and Fig. 10 a detail view show-
ing a horn with its upper edge formed with a

50 lapped joint.

The simplest type of my invention is

shown in Figs. 2 and 3 and is made by fold-

ing any suitable material into substantially

envelop form, closing one end thereof 10,

5 5 leaving the other end 1 1 open, and preferably
slightly compressing the side walls 12 12, so

as to produce a horn having substantially the
cross-sectional shape illustrated in Fig. 3,

this being approximately egg-shaped, al-

though this particular shape is not material. 60
In Fig. 10 I have shown a horn with a

slightly-rounded upper surface made by lap-
ping the edge of one wall 12' over the edge of

the other wall 12'.

Near the closed end 10 and preferably from 65
one to three inches from the end I attach
thereto a stylus 13, preferably of non-me-
tallic material, such as glass. The particu-
lar manner of attaching the stylus to the
horn forms no part of this invention; but 70
such attachment may be accomplished mani-
festly in various ways, such as by cementing
or riveting the stylus to the material of the
horn.

In the construction shown in Fig. 1 the up- 7 5
per and lower edges of the horn diverge so as
to produce an enlarged end 14. The plane
of the other end 14' in my preferred form is

inclined at an acute angle 15 to the bottom
edge of the horn, and this end may be closed by 80
a flat covering or piece, as shown in Fig. 1, by
an angular piece, as shown in Figs. 4 and 6,

or by a curved surface, as shown in Figs. 5
and 7. One function of this closure is to as-

sist in holding the horn in the desired cross- 85
sectional form.
The form of horn shown in Fig. 2 may

have its end inclined also, as indicated by
the dotted line 18, which end may be pro-
vided with any type of closure heretofore de- 90
scribed. While 1 prefer to have the end
near the stylus closed, as described, I can get
very good results by allowing it to remain
open, as shown by 14 a in Fig. 9. Further,
while I prefer to have the end remote from 95
the stylus open, yet, if it is desired to soften
the tone of the instrument, this result may
be accomplished by closing said end.

In Fig. 1 I have indicated the phonograph-
record at 18 and the rod for supporting the 100
end of the horn at 19. In Fig. 1 1 have illus-

trated a plurality of styluses applied to the
horn, and in practice I find it advantageous
to place the first one about an inch from the
end, the second one about an inch and a quar- 105
ter from the first, and the third about an inch
and a quarter from the second. I find that
the volume and pitch of the sound varies ac-
cording to the shape of the horn and the loca-

tion of the st)dus, the stylus nearest the end no
of the horn generally producing the loudest
tones. Experience has shown that with
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some records the best results are secured by
utilizing the first stylus, while other records
work better with one of the other styluses.

It will be obvious that the several styluses

5 may be so positioned that each will produce
a pitch of a separate or different octave.

The horn may be made of any flexible ma-
terial, preferably non-metallic, as stiff paper,
celluloid, cfec, but I have obtained very supe-

10 rior results by employing a quality of paper
known in the trade as "press-board." If de-

sired, the closure at the stylus end of the
horn may be made of thinner material from
that composing the body of the horn.

15 An instrument constructed as described
is not only economical and simple, but pro-

duces clear, smooth, full, and well-rounded
tones in contradistinction to the cramped,
rasping, and metallic tones emanating from

20 the ordinary phonograph. Furthermore, my
instrument sends out its tones in all direc-

tions, whereas in the present machines the
sound is emitted mainly from the open mouth
of the horn and along lines substantially par-

25 allel with the axis thereof.

As another important commercial advan-
tage of my invention I may state that a flexi-

ble horn of the shape specified is easily

packed for shipment, and this is an item of

30 very considerable importance, as the metal-
lic horn usually employed must be packed
with great care to prevent injury thereto.

While I have described the best form of

my invention, it will be understood that

35 many changes and additions may be made
therein both as to shape and material with-
out departingfrom the spirit thereof, and I re-

serve the right to make any and all of such
variations.

40 Having thus described my invention, what
I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat-
ent, is

—

1. A composite sound-producer having a
horn of flexible material, the cross-sectional

45 form of said horn, substantially throughout
its entire length having a base of greater cur-

vature than its top and a stylus attached to

the base of the horn.
2. A composite sound-producer having a

50 flexible horn approximately egg - shaped in

cross-section throughout its entire length,
one end of said horn being closed, and a sty-

lus attached to the under side of the horn and
near the closed end thereof.

55 3. A composite sound-producer having a
horn of flexible material, said horn being ap-
proximately egg-shaped in cross-section for

substantially its entire length and having one
end thereof larger .than the other, and a sty-

60 lus attached to said horn, intermediate the
ends thereof.

4. In a composite sound-producer a horn,
the plane of one of the ends of which is in-

clined at an angle to the plane of the other
65 end, and a stylus connected with said horn.

5. A horn having one of its ends in a plane
inclined at an angle to the longitudinal axis

of the horn, and a stylus connected with said

horn.

6. A horn having one of its ends in a plane 70
inclined at an angle to the longitudinal axis

of the horn, and a closure for said inclined end.

7. A horn having one of its ends in a plane
inclined at an angle to the longitudinal axis

of the horn, and a flexible closure for said in- 75
clined end.

8. A horn having one of its ends in a plane

inclined at an angle to the longitudinal axis

of the horn, and a flexible closure for said in-

clined end, parts of which closure occupy dif- 80

ferent planes.

9. A composite sound-producer having a
horn composed of flexible material and one
of the ends of which is in a plane inclined to

the longitudinal axis of the horn and a stylus 85

intermediate the ends of the horn.

10. A composite sound-producer having a

horn composed of flexible material, and a
plurality of styluses attached to said horn
and in substantially the same longitudinal 90

plane.

11. A composite sound-producer having a

horn composed of flexible material and a plu-

rality of styluses intermediate the ends of the

horn attached thereto and in substantially 95
the same longitudinal plane.

12. A composite sound-producer having a

horn composed of flexible material, said horn
having a less area in cross-section above the

horizontal plane of its longitudinal axis than 100

the area below said plane for substantially

the entire length of the horn, said horn be-

ing closed at one end.

13. A composite sound-producer having a

horn composed of flexible material, said horn 105

having a less area above the horizontal plane

passing through its axis than below said

plane, said horn being closed at one end and
having a stylus attached to said horn.

14. A composite sound-producer compris- no
ing a horn, the body of which is made of thin

press-board, one end of said horn being in a

plane inclined at an angle to a horizontal

plane passing through the axis of the horn,

and a stylus -attached to the horn near said 1
1

5

inclined end.

15. A sound-reproducer provided with a

plurality of styluses in substantially the

same plane.

16. A sound-reproducer adapted for end- 120

wise movement, and provided with a plu-

rality of styluses in substantially the same
plane.

17. A sound-reproducer composed of flexi-

ble material and provided with a plurality of 125

styluses, the latter being attached to said

flexible material.

18. A flexible sound-reproducer having a

plurality of styluses located at different

points longitudinally of the reproducer. 130
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19. A composite sound-producer consist-

ing of a flexible horn having a plurality of

styluses, located in different positions inter-

mediate its ends.

5 20. A composite sound-producer compris-
ing a flexible horn, having a plurality of sty-

luses located at different positions longitudi-

nally of the horn.
21. A composite sound-producer compris-

io ing a horn composed of flexible material and
having a less area above the horizontal plane
passing through its axis than below said
plane, the material of the horn being lapped
at the upper edge thereof.

22. A composite sound-producer compris- 15

ing a horn composed of flexible material and
having a less area above the horizontal plane
passing through its axis than below said

plane, the sides of the horn being arched in

cross-section from the upper edge to the base 20

thereof.

In testimony whereof I have signed my
name to this specification in the presence of

two subscribing witnesses.

EDWIN WALKER.
Witnesses

:

Jas. H. Griffin,
H. I. Bernhard.
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
GEORGE FEIST AND FRANK KRETZER, OF NEW YORK,. N. Y.

PHONOGRAPH ATTACHMENT.

No. 805,787. Specification of Letters Patent.

Application filed April 5, 1905. Serial No. 253,967.

Patented Nov. 28, 1905.

To all ivhom it may concern:

Be it known that we, George Feist, resid-

ing in the borough of the Bronx, New York
county, and Frank Kretzer, residing in the

5 borough of Queens', Queens county, in the city

and State of New York, citizens of the United
States, have invented certain new and useful

Improvements in Phonograph Attachments,
of which the following is a full, clear, and ex-

ro act specification.

Our invention relates to improvements in

machines for transmitting or reproducing
sound; and the same has for its object more
particularly to provide a simple, inexpensive,

15 and efficient apparatus which may be readily

applied to a machine intermediate the repro-

ducer and the horn, whereby the disagreeable

scratching or rasping sound now produced in

machines of this character may be entirely ob-

20 viated or overcome, the sound rendered clearer

and free from objectionable metallic qualities,

and the character of the sound greatly im-
proved.
To the attainment of these ends our inven-

25 tion consists in the novel details of construc-

tion and in the combination, connection, and
arrangement of parts hereinafter more fully

described and then pointed out in the claims.

In the accompanying drawings, forming
30 part of this specification, wherein like numer-

als of reference indicate like parts, Figure 1

is a side view, on an enlarged scale, of an ap-

paratus constructed according to and embody-
ing our invention. Fig. 2 is a central verti-

35 cal section of the same. Fig. 3 is a side view,

partly in section, showing a portion of a sound-
reproducing machine with my apparatus ap-

plied thereto; and Fig. 4 is a central vertical

section illustrating a modified construction.

40 In said drawings, 10 designates a phono-
graph of usual construction having a repro-

ducer 11, provided upon its upper side with a

centrally-disposed tubular extension 12, which
is ordinarily adapted to receive and hold a

45 horn. 13 denotes our apparatus, which is dis-

posed intermediate the reproducer 11 and the

horn 14.

The apparatus 13 consists of two hollow
semispherical sections 15 15',made, preferably,

50 of brass, which are secured together at their

meeting edges by seaming the same, as shown,
or in any other convenient manner, the two
sections 15 15' when thus united forming a

hollow spherical body.

5 5 From the top of the upper semispherical sec-

tion 15 extends a tubular section 16, which is '

secured to said spherical section 15 at its cen-

ter and which may be made integral there-

with or separate therefrom and thence se-

cured thereto in any of the well-known ways, 60

and 16'denotesasimilar tubular section which
depends from the center of the semispherical
section 16' and has an enlarged top portion 17
where the same is joined to the under side of

the semispherical section 16', the said enlarged 65

portion 17 forming upon the inner surface of

the tubular section 16', where it unites there-

with, a shoulder 18.

Within the spherical body portion formed
by the sections 16 16' is disposed a deflector con- 70

sisting of a short hollow tubular portion 19, the

lower end of which is firmly socketed and se-

cured within the enlarged portion 17 of the tu-

bular section 16', while its inner surface or wall

forms, together with the inner surface of the 75
tubular section 16', a smooth unbroken sur-

face of uniform diameter. The upper end of
said tubular portion, which extends upwardly
within the spherical body to about the middle
thereof, is provided with a conical top or head 80

20, and the side of said tubular portion 19, in-

termediate its conical head or top and the up-
per edge of the enlarged portion 17 of the tu-

bular section 16', is provided with two rows
of lateral circular openings 21. 85

In the modification illustrated at Fig. 4 the
apparatus is constructed as hereinabove de-

scribed and illustrated at Figs. 1 to 3, inclu-

sive. In the present construction, however,
the interior of the spherical body 25, which 9°

is made of brass or other suitable material, is

provided with a lining consisting of two cor-

responding semispherical sections 26 26, com-
posed of lead or other relatively soft material,

which conform exactly to the inner surface 95
of the semispherical sections forming the body
25 and are provided with circular openings
27 27, which register with the interior diam-
eter of the tubular portions 28 28', respec-

tively, extending from the upper and lower too

surface of the spherical body portion 25. Se-

cured in the tubular portion 28' and extend-
ing upwardly into the body portion 25 is a

deflector 29, constructed as hereinabove de-

scribed. 105

In operation the sound as it issues from the

reproducer will pass into the tubular section
16' of the apparatus, thence into the deflector,

where the same will strike against the inner

surface of the conical head 20 and be deflected no
and issue through the lateral side openings 21

in said deflector. Hereupon the sound will
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be reflected against and from the inner sur-

face or wall of the spherical body portion 15
of the apparatus and thence pass therefrom
through the tubular section 16 and into the

5 contracted portion of the horn 14 and after

passing through the horn issue from its mouth.
By means of our apparatus the sound is so

retarded and reflected that the harshness or

rasping occurring in instruments not provided
io with the same is obviated and a pure musical

and non-metallic sound thereby insured. By
the use of a relatively soft lining within the

spherical body 25, as illustrated at Fig. 4, the

tone qualities in instances, for example, where
15 the tones of the brass instruments are sought

to be reproduced will be materially enhanced.
Without limiting ourselves to the precise

details of construction, which may be varied

within the scope of the invention, what we
20 claim, and desire to secure by Letters Patent,

is

—

1. An apparatus for the purposes specifled,

comprising a hollow body, means for attach-

ing the same to a sound-reproducing appa-
25 ratus and a horn, a tubular portion closed at

one end arranged in said hollow body, and
openings in said tubular portion, substantially

as specified.

2. An apparatus for the purposes specified

30 comprising a hollow body, means for attach-

ing the same to a sound-reproducing appa-
ratus and a horn, a tubular portion closed at

one end, extending into said hollow body from
the receiving end thereof, and openings in

35 said tubular portion, substantially as specified.

3. An apparatus for the purposes specified

comprising a hollow body, tube-sections se-

cured thereto and communicating with the in-

terior of said hollow body, and a tubular por-
40 tion closed at one end arranged in said hollow

body, and communicating with one of the

tube-sections, and openings arranged in said

tubular portion, substantially as specified.

4. An apparatus for the purposes specified

45 comprising a hollow spherical body, tube-sec-

tions secured thereto and communicating with
the interior of said hollow body, and a tubu-
lar portion closed atone end arranged in said

hollow spherical body and communicating
50 with one of said tube-sections at its junction

with the hollow spherical body, and apertures
arranged in said tubular portion, substantially

as specified.

5. An apparatus for the purposes specified

55 comprising a hollow, spherical body, tube-sec-
tions secured thereto opposite to each other,

and communicating with the interior of said
hollow, spherical body, and a tubular portion
secured at one end to one of said tube-sections,

60 and extending into said hollow, spherical
body, and provided at its inner end with a
conical top, and lateral openings, substantially
as specified.

6. An apparatus for the purposes specified

comprising a hollow spherical body consisting 65

of two corresponding semispherical sections

united at their edges, tube-sections extending
from the top and bottom of said spherical body
and communicating with the interior thereof,

and a tubular portion secured at one end with- 70
in one of the tubular sections aforesaid and
extending into said hollow spherical body,
said tubular portion being closed at its upper
end and provided with openings in its side be-

low said closed upper end, substantially as 75
specified.

7. An apparatus com prising a hollow, spher-

ical body consisting of two corresponding
semispherical sections united at their meeting
edges, tube-sections secured to and extending 80

outwardly in opposite directions from said

hollow, spherical body, and communicating
with the interior thereof, a deflector arranged
within said hollow, spherical body consisting

of a tubular portion secured at its lower end 85

to one of the tubular sections extending out-

wardly from said hollow spherical body, and
its other end extending upwardly into said

hollow, spherical body, said tubular portion

having a conical head or top, and lateral open- 90

ings in its side below said conical head or top,

substantially as specified.

8. An apparatus for the purposes specified,

comprising a hard hollow, spherical body, a

relatively soft lining therefor, tube-sections 95
secured to and extending outwardly in oppo-
site directions from said hollow, spherical

body, and a deflector arranged within said hol-

low, spherical body, and communicating di-

rectly with one of the tubular sections thereof, 1 00

substantially as specified.

9. An apparatus for the purposes specified

comprising a hollow, spherical body consist-

ing of two corresponding semispherical metal

sections united at their meeting edges, a lining 105

for said hollow, spherical body consisting of

two corresponding semispherical sections,

composed of a relatively softer metal, and con-

forming in shape to the interior surface of said

hollow, spherical body, two sections secured no
to said hollow, spherical body, and communi-
cating with the interior thereof, and a deflector

disposed within said hollow, spherical body
consisting of a tubular portion secured at its

lower end within one of the tubular sections 115

aforesaid, said tubular portion having a con-

ical head or top and circular openings in its

side below said head or top, substantially as

specified.

Signed at the city of New York,in the county 1 20

and State of New York, this 9th day of Feb-
ruary, 1905.

GEORGE FEIST.
FRANK KRETZER.

Witnesses:
CONKAD A. DlETERICH,
Joseph G. Quinn, Jr.
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
JULIUS H. LUTZ, OF NEW YORK, N. Y., ASSIGNOR TO VICTOR TALKING
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TALKING-MACHINE ATTACHMENT.

No. 805,923. Specification of Letters Patent.

Application filed January 19, 1905. Serial No. 241,732.

Patented Nov. 28, 1905.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Julius H. Lutz, a citi-

zen of the United States, and a resident of the

borough of Manhattan, city, county, and State

5 of New York, have invented certain new and
useful Improvements in Talking-Machine At-
tachments, of which the following is a specifi-

cation.

My invention relates to machines commonly
io known as "talking-machines," and has for its

object to provide a simple and efficient device

for supporting the sound-conductor which is

usually employed for conveying the sound
from the vibrating diaphragm to the ampli-

15 fying-horn; and the objector my invention is

to so arrange the said support that the repro-

ducer may freely swing in a horizontal plane

and at the same time to permit a vertical

movement of the said reproducer to follow any
20 up-and-down movement or wabbling of the

record and to always maintain the said re-

producer in correct position in relation to the

record. With my device it is also possible

to readily and easily remove the sound-con-

25 ductor, together with the reproducer, from
the machine.
Other objects of invention will appear

from the detailed description, and the fea-

tures of novelty will be pointed out in the ap-

30 pended claims.

Referring to the drawings, which illustrate

a specific embodiment of my invention, Fig.

1 is a side elevation of so much of a talking-

machine as is necessary to explain my inven-

35 tion. Fig. 2 is a sectional view of the same
on line 2 2 of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a horizontal

section on the line 3 3 of Fig. 1. Fig. 4 is a

plan view of a portion of the sound-conduct-

ing tube. Fig. 5 is a perspective view of the

40 supporting- bracket, and Fig. 6 is a detail

view of another form of joint.

A represents a portion of the talking-ma-

chine, which is provided in a convenient loca-

tion—as, for instance, on one side—with a

45 socket B, into which is adapted to project one
end of the bracket C, the said bracket C be-

ing secured in position in the socket B by
means of a set-screw B'. The bracket C at

its upper or free end is bent into a substan-

50 tially horizontal flange, as shown at C, the

said portion C being provided with a neck or

projection D, upon which is adapted to be

placed the end of the am plifying-horn E. The
sound-conducting tube F carries at its one

end the reproducer G, which cooperates with 55
the sound -record H, which may be of any
suitable construction and may be driven in

any convenient manner. The tube F is bent
into a substantially upright portion F', said

upright portion F' being split at its upper 60

end to receive and accommodate a rounded
member I', having a spherically-convexed sur-

face I, which cooperates with a corresponding
concave surface D' on the portion C of the
bracket C. At the bend of the tube are lo- 65

cated lugs F 2

, between which extends an eyelet

J, provided with a rounded stem J', project-

ing into a member C2
of the bracket C. A

pivot K extends through the lugs F2 and the

eyelet J, thus forming a hinge which permits 70

the reproducer and the tube F to swing in a

vertical plane, the stem J' serving as a pivot

to permit the reproducer to swing in a hori-

zontal plane. The curve 1' and the curve D'
are each struck from the center of the pivot 75
K, so that the tube F is free to swing in a ver-

tical plane to a certain extent without break-
ing the connection between said tube F and
the amplifying-horn E. It will be noticed

that the diameter of the upright portion F' of 80

the tube F is smaller than the diameter of the

projection D and of the amplifying-horn E, so

that there are no obstructions to the free pas-

sage of the sound from the tube through the

horn to the outside air. 85

The member C2 may be provided with a re-

duced angular portion a, which fits into a slot

b of the bracket C, .so that the said member
C2

is adjustable upon said bracket C, being
held in any position by a thumb-screw c, screw- 90

ing upon a screw-threaded stem d of the mem-
ber C2

, as clearly shown in Fig. 5. With this

construction it is not necessary for the parts

to be made as accurately as would be the case

if this member C2 were not adjustable. 95
The rounded mem ber I and the tube F might

be made in one section instead of separately,

as shown.
To prevent the reproducer and the tube from

dropping too far when the record is not in 100

position or when the tube and reproducer are

swung aside, I provide a stop L, which abuts

against the member C2 and prevents the said

tube F and reproducer from dropping too far.

In order to secure a proper engagement of 105

the stop L with the edge of the bracket mem-
ber C2

in their position of said stop, the said

edge is given the shape of an arc of a circle,
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the center of which is upon the axis of the

vertical stem J'. (See Fig. 3.)

When it is desired to remove the tube F and
the parts attached thereto,together with the re-

5 producer G, frora the machine, the said tube
F is swung at substantially right angles to the

position shown in Fig. 1 and then tilted up
until the upright portion F is free from the

portion C, whereupon the tube F, with at-

io tached parts, may be easily lifted from the

member C2
until the stem J' is free from said

member C2 and then completely removed.
When it is not desired to make the tube F,

the lugs F2
, and the stop L in one piece, I may

15 provide a separate device, such as illustrated

in Fig. 6. In this case the collar M is sprung
around the tube F, near the bend thereof, and
secured in position by the thumbscrew N, it

being understood that the band O snaps around
20 the upright portion F' of the tube F. The

lugs F2
, the stem J', with the eyelet J, and the

pivot K, are secured to this band O and also

fastened to the collar M. The stop or lug L
in this case is also secured to or forms part of

25 the collar M. This device is easily adjustable

upon the tube and affords an efficient substi-

tute when for any reason it is not convenient

or desirable to make the tube F, the lugs F2

,

and stop or lug L in one piece.

3° It will be seen that with my device as de-

scribed the reproducer is free to swing in a

horizontal plane, the stem J' acting as a pivot,

and is also free to swing in a vertical plane

upon the pivot K, while at the same time the

35 reproducer is held upright and is prevented
from wabbling, and thus losing in efficiency.

Various modifications may be made without

departing from the nature of my invention.

While the drawings show the member C2

adjustable vertically on bracket C, such ad- 40
justable construction is not absolutely neces-
sary, and the member C2 may form a rigid
part of the bracket, if desired.

I claim as my invention and desire to secure
by Letters Patent— 45

1. An attachment for talking-machines com-
prising a stationary support or bracket having
a spherically-concaved surface with a central
aperture for the escape of the sound, a sound-
conducting tube provided at one end with a 50
spherically - convexed member arranged to

swing adjacent to said concave surface, a re-

producer at the other end of said tube, a ver-

tical stem or spindle pivoted to a member of
said bracket, said member having an edge con- 5 5

centric with said stem, and said tubehavinga
stop adapted to engage said edge, and a hori-

zontal pivot connecting said stem with said

tube.

2. An attachment for talking-machines com- 60

prising a stationary member having a spher-
ically-concaved surface and an aperture there-

in for the escape of the sound, a sound-con-
ducting tube, a spherically-convexed member
adjustably fitted on one end of said tube adja- 65

cent to said convexed surface, a reproducer
carried by the other end of said tube, and a

universal joint for supporting said tube.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set

my hand in the presence of two subscribing 7°

witnesses.

JULIUS H. LUTZ.

Witnesses:
John Lotka,
John A. Kehlenbeck.
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To all whom it inay concern:

Be it known that I, Julius Jetter, a citizen

of the United States, and a resident of Cam-
den, New Jersey, have invented certain Im-

5 provements in Sound -Boxes for Sound Re-
cording and Reproducing Machines, of which
the following is a specification.

My invention consists of certain improve-
ments in connection with the sound-box of

io graphophones or phonographs or other sound
recording and reproducing machines, more
commonly known as "talking-machines," the
object of my invention being to improve the
character of sound produced by an improved

l 5 arrangement of certain details of construction
of the sound-box, the stylus -lever and its

mounting, and the manner of mounting the
diaphragm.
My invention is fully shown in the accom-

20 panying drawings, in which—
Figure 1 is a front elevation of a sound-box

made in accordance with my invention. Fig.
2 is a sectional view of the same, taken on the

line a a, Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is an elevation of the
2 5 box, showing the stylus-carrying mechanism;

and Figs. 4 and 5 are enlarged sectional views
of part of Fig. 2.

In the drawings, 1 represents one part, sub-
stantially an annular ring, and 2 the other

30 part, substantially a cap-piece, of the sound-
box of a sound recording and reproducing
machine. The cap-piece has a flange 3, fitting

into said annular ring, which is constructed
to receive it, the two parts being held together

35 by screws 4. The annular ring is provided
with an internal annular groove or recess 5

(clearly shown in Fig. 4) for a purpose to be
described. The parts 1 and 2 are beveled at

6 and 7, respectively, such beveled portions
4° flaring outwardly from the groove or recess

5 when the parts are fitted together.

A tubular extension 8 may be provided to

which the usual horn may be attached, and
this extension may be screwed into the part 2

45 of the sound-box casing and held by means of

a lock-nut 9 or applied in any other suitable

manner.
The diaphragm of the sound-box is indicated

at 10, and this is substantially equal in diam-
50 eter to the interior of the annular ring 1. In

mounting this diaphragm I provide an insu-

lating-washer 11, which engages the edge of

the same, and thereby prevents contact of said

diaphragm with any portion of the sound-box
casing. The washer may be of any suitable 55

material and may comprise simply a tube of

sufficient length to encircle the diaphragm and
split, so as to engage the edge of the same.
This washer when in place fits and is rela-

tively retained by the annular groove or re- 60

cess 5 of the ring 1, as clearly shown in Fig.

4. The diaphragm is held in place by the

contact of the flange 3, carried by the cap-

piece 2, said flange engaging the washer in

line with the peripheral edge of the diaphragm, 65

the latter being thereby positively confined

against lateral movement and thoroughly in-

sulated from the metal of the sound-box.

The stylus-lever is indicated at 15 and is

connected to a plate 16, secured k> the periph- 7°

ery of the annular ring 1, the latter being
flattened at 17 for the purpose. The stylus-

lever is bent, as shown, and its portion 18 is

connected to the plate 16 by means of a spring

19, having ends 20, which are confined by 75

screws 21, the central portion of said spring

being secured to the extension 18 of the sty-

lus-lever by means of a screw 22. The spring

may be of any character desired; but I have
shown one having curved extensions engaged 80

by the screws 21. This portion 18 of the

stylus-lever is fulcrumed in line with the dia-

phragm, its under surface beinggroovedat23
for the engagement of the points 24, carried

by the plate 16. By alternately tightening 85

and loosening the screws 21 the tension of the

stylus-lever with respect to the diaphragm
may be regulated as desired. The opposite

end 25 of the stylus-lever is bent at right an-

gles to its general length and is passed 9°

through the diaphragm. This end is thread-

ed at 26, as shown, and nuts 27 and 28 are ap-

plied to the same, so as to confine it posi-

tively to the diaphragm and at the same time

permit adjustment. 95

The stylus-point is shown at 30, and this is

carried by a stem 31 and secured to said stem
by a clamping member or sleeve 32. The
stem 31, receiving the stylus-point, is split at

33, and as the clamping member 32 is screwed 100

over the same after the stylus-point has been
inserted the parts of the stem are pressed to-

gether, holding said stylus-point firmly in

place.

It will be noticed that the washer I have ^5
provided embraces the edge of the diaphragm,
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so that there is no danger of the latter com-
ing in contact with the metal of the sound-
box. The means I provide for retaining such
diaphragm engage said washer in line with

5 the peripheral edge of the diaphragm, leav-

ing the greater part of the washer free, and
I bevel the meeting parts of the sound-box
adjacent to the washer. By this means the
diaphragm is retained firmly in place; but its

io movements due to the vibration of the stylus-

lever are freer, as the washer may give later-

ally, its greater part being unconfined by the
sound-box.
Having thus described my invention, I claim

1 5 and desire to secure by Letters Patent

—

1. A sound-box for sound recording and re-

producing machines, comprising a ring hav-
ing an internal annular groove or recess, a
cap-piece fitting said ring and secured there-

20 to, a diaphragm held between said ring and
cap-piece, and a washer for the peripheral edge
of said diaphragm, the outer edge of said

washer being disposed in the annular groove
or recess of the ring.

25 2. In a sound-box for sound recording1 and
reproducing machines, the combination with a
ring and a cap-piece forming the sound-box,
the former having an internal annular groove
or recess, of a diaphragm, and a washer em-

30 bracing the edge of said diaphragm, said

washer having a portion fitting the internal

annular groove or recess.

3. In a sound-box for sound recording and
reproducing machines, the combination of a

35 ring forming one portion of the box, said ring
having an internal annular groove or recess,

a cap-piece forming the other portion of the
box, a diaphragm held between said members,
a washer embracing the edge of said dia-

40 phragm, and a flange carried by the cap-piece
and arranged to engage said washer in line

with the peripheral edge of the diaphragm,
the outer edge of said washer fitting said in-

ternal annular groove or recess.

45 4. A sound-box for sound recording and re-

producing^ machines, comprising a ring hav-
ing an internal annular recess, said member
being beveled outwardly from said recess, a
cap-piece fitting said ring and secured there-

50 to, said cap-piece having a beveled engaging
rim, a diaphragm held between said parts, and
a washer for said diaphragm, also confined
between said parts and extending into the in-

ternal annular recess of the ring.

55 5. In a sound-box for sound recording and
reproducing machines, the combination of a

ring forming one portion of the box and hav-
ing an internal annular recess, a cap -piece
forming the other portion of the box and fit-

60 ting said ring, a diaphragm held between said

members, the latter being beveled outwardly
from said diaphragm, an insulating- washer
embracing the edge of said diaphragm, said

washer having its outer portion disposed with-

65 in the internal annular recess of the ring, and

a flange carried by the cap-piece and arranged
to engage said washer in line with the periph-
eral edge of the diaphragm.

6. In a sound-box for sound recording and
reproducing machines, the combination of a 70

ring forming one portion of the box and hav-
ing an internal annular groove, a cap-piece
forming the other member of the box and hav-
ing a beveled flange fitting said ring, a dia-

phragm confined between said parts, and a 75
washer embracing the edge of said diaphragm
and adapted to rest in the groove of the ring,

the flange of the cap - piece engaging said

washer in line with the peripheral edge of the
diaphragm. 80

7. In a sound-box for sound recording and
reproducing machines, the combination of a
ring forming one member of the box and hav-
ing an internal annular groove or recess, a
cap-piece forming the other member of the 85

box and having a flange fitting said ring, a

diaphragm confined between said parts, and a
washer embracing the edge of said diaphragm,
the outer edge of which washer rests in the

annular groove of the ring, the flange of the 9°

cap-piece engaging said washer in line with
the periphery of the diaphragm, and said

flange and ring being beveled or flared out-

wardly from the annular groove or recess to

permit movement of the washer due to the 95
undulations or vibrations of the diaphragm.

8. In a sound-box for sound recording and
reproducing machines, the combination of a
ring forming one member of the box and hav-
ing an internal annular groove or recess, a 100

cap-piece forming the other member of the

box and having a flange fitting said annular
ring, a diaphragm confined between said parts,

a washer' embracing the edge of said dia-

phragm, the outer edge of which washer rests 105

in the annular groove of the ring, the flange

of the cap-piece engaging said washer in line

with the periphery of the diaphragm, and said

flange and ring being beveled or flared out-

wardly from the annular groove or recess to IIQ

permit movement of the washer due to the

undulations or vibrations of the diaphragm, a
stylus-lever connected to the outer surface of

the box at one end and to the diaphragm at

the other, pivot-points mounted on the casing IT 5

in line with the diaphragm and engaging the

stylus -lever, and an adjustable spring ar-

ranged between the stylus-lever and the cas-

ing whereby said lever may be rocked on said

points to increase or diminish the tension on I2 °

the diaphragm.
9. In a sound-box for sound recording and

reproducing machines, the combination of the

box proper, a stylus-lever connected thereto,

a diaphragm, said stylus-lever having an in- x 25

tegral bent and threaded end passed through
the diaphragm, and nuts engaging said thread-

ed end and disposed on both faces of the dia-

phragm to lock the stylus-lever thereto.

10. In a sound-box for sound recording and 13°
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reproducing machines, the combination of a
ring having an inner beveled surface, a cap-

piece having an inner beveled surface, and a
diaphragm confined between said parts, said

diaphragm being confined at its periphery ad-

jacent to said beveled portions, the latter per-

mitting undulations or vibrations of said dia-

phragm.
11. In a sound-box for sound recording and

reproducing machines, the combination of a
ring having an inner beveled surface and an
internal annular groove or recess, a cap-piece

having an inner beveled surface, a diaphragm
confined between said parts, and a washer for

said diaphragm held by said parts, the beveled
portions of the members composing the box
being so disposed as to permit expansion of

the washer due to the undulations or vibra-

tions of the diaphragm, and the outer edge of

said washer fitting within the internal annular
groove or recess of the sound-box.

In testimony whereof I have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub-

scribing witnesses.

JULIUS JETTER.
Witnesses:

Murray C. Boyer,
Jos. H. Klein.

'5
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Victor H. Rapke, a citi-

zen of the United States, residing at 1661
Second avenue, in the borough of Manhattan,

5 in the city, county, and State of New York,
have invented a new and useful Improvement
in Talking-Machines, of which the following
is a specification.

This device relates to that class of devices
10 variously known as "phonographs" and

"talking-machines;" and the objects of my
improvements are to arrange the horns used
with such instruments in a novel manner,
whereby an improved result is attained, and

15 to provide certain supporting and intercon-

necting devices to promote efficiency in the

operation of the apparatus.
In the course of my experiments with ma-

chines of the above -noted character follow-
20 ing endeavors to improve the quality of the

sound reproductions therefrom I have dis-

covered that by arranging the sound-magni-
fying horn in manner to discharge the sound-
waves upwardly instead of following the usual

25 practice of directing the horn toward the

audience the result achieved is that a greatly-

improved quality of sound finally reaches the

audience.

The manner in which I account for the im-

30 proved effect is that the sound-waves ascend

to the ceiling of the room in which the ma-
chine is operated, which reflects said sound-
waves downwardly as from a sounding-board,
they being evenly diffused in their descent

35 and losing that harshness incident to their

delivery in a direct, and therefore more con-

centrated bombardment.
Furthermore, in prosecuting my endeavors

to improve the operation of these devices I

40 have devised means adapted for use with a

record - making apparatus as well as with a

reproducing- machine, whereby the contact-

ing stylus may bear against the record with
exactly that degree of pressure requisite to

45 produce the best results, and whereby the

effects of external or foreign vibrations are

nullified.

With the above-noted objects in view the

leading features of my invention may be
50 briefly characterized as follows: first, the

provision of means whereby a sound-magni-
fying horn may be supported in an approxi-
mately upright position from a phonograph
or talking-machine; second, supporting means

55 for a horn of a phonograph or talking-ma-

chine whereby such horn is sustained in an
approximately upright position and is capa-

ble of universal movement in a horizontal

plane at its lower end; third, in a phonograph,
a hollow tubular connection between the horn 60

and sound-box capable of yielding without
imparting a tensional retarding influence to

the sound -box in the horizontal movement
of the latter; fourth, means for tensionally

supporting a horn and attached sound-box 65
from a talking-machine and adjustably coun-
terbalancing the major portion of its weight;
fifth, tensionally-supported means for guid-
ing a suspended horn in its traverse over a
disk; sixth, a connection between a horn and 70
sound-box and guiding means therefor of a

character avoiding the employment of joints

and angles in the sound-passage.
In the drawings accompanying this applica-

tion, Figure 1 is a front view of a phonograph 75
with a horn supported in an upright position.

Fig. 2 is a side elevation thereof. Fig. 3 is a
detail of a horn-supporting bracket. Fig. 4
is a side view of a disk-machine with a horn
supported in an upright position. Fig. 5 is a 80
plan view of the disk thereof, showing dia-

grammatically the course of the stylus there-

over. Fig. 6 is a front view of Fig. 4. Fig.

7 is a detail plan view of the universal sup-
port for the horn. Fig. 8 is a similar view 85
showing the adjustable contacts. Figs. 9 and
10 are respectively side and plan views of said

adjustable contacts. Fig. 11 is a detail of a
flexible hollow coupling between a horn and
sound-box. Fig. 12 is a detail of a tensional 90
guide for a horn.

In Figs. 1, 2, and 3 I have illustrated my
invention as applied to the support of a horn
for a phonograph, and I will first describe the
parts used in connection therewith. In said 95
views the letter A indicates the case of the
phonograph, B the frame which supports the
cylindrical record C in the usual manner, and
D the sound-magnifying horn. In order that
the horn may be supported in an approxi- 100

raately upright position above the record and
rendered capable of universal movement in a
substantially horizontal plane atits lower end,
I provide sustaining means as follows: E indi-

cates a hollow post which extends upwardly 105

from the frame B or from some other rigid por-
tion of the apparatus. In the example indi-

cated it is seen as entered within the boss h in

place of the usual pivot used for the gate 1/ and
for convenience serving the function of such no
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pivot. It may, however, be connected to a

bracket, as If, which can be conveniently at-

tached to the frame B. Entered within the

hollow post E is a rod e, that extends up-

5 w.ardly therefrom and is capable of adjust-

ment vertically, whereby the height of said

rod may be regulated. Projecting horizon-

tally from said rod e at its upper end is a

semicircular member £, within which is piv-

£o otally mounted a ring £, while an inner ring

£ is pivoted within the ring e\ as seen. Suf-

ficient clearance exists between the rings £
£ and the semicircular support e to permit
said rings to swing vertically and independ-

15 ently. By this means an upright body sup-

ported within the inner ring is capable of

universal movement, as is evident.

The assemblage of rings and their external

pivotal supports referred to comprises what
20 I term a "universal support," and it is dis-

posed and held above the record substantially

in the vertical line thereof, whereby when the

horn, as D, is introduced within the inner

ring £ it by means of an upper enlarged por-

25 tion of the wall of said horn rests within said

ring, and its lower contracted end, to which
the sound-box F is attached, is held in suit-

able position with relation to the cylinder C,

whereby the reproducing-stylus f, that ex-

30 tends from said sound-box, is in contact with

the cylinder.

In order that horns of different sizes may
be accommodated with and held by the sup-

port aforesaid, I place three or more bowed
35 spring-like pieces £ at equidistant points With-

in the ring e
s
, said pieces being secured at one

end, as by rivets £, and at their opposite ends

having slots £, by which they may slide upon
stud; The tension of the pieces £ enables

40 them to stand out to support a horn of rela-

tively small diameter, while they may be con-

tracted in receiving a larger horn.

As the stylus f travels from end to end of

the cylinder C, it is necessary that means be

45 provided permitting the stylus to maintain its

contact with the cylinder when the horn is

moved out of its upright position, because in

such movement a rigid terminal point of the

horn would describe an arc causing the stylus

50 to leave the surface of the cylinder. Hence
I have provided, as a connection between the

horn and the sound-box, a flexible hollow

coupling, as G, this coupling possessing the

function of flexibility in a mechanical manner
55 instead of as an inherent quality of the mate-

rial employed. Thus I have shown the coup-

ling G as composed of a corrugated or bel-

lows-like tube of flexible material, whose wall

is capable of expanding and contracting with-

60 out stretch of the material of which the coup-

ling is composed. Should an ordinary rubber
tube be employed in place of this bellows de-

vice, the material thereof would contract at

one side while expanding at its opposite side

65 when swaying tangentially to its normal axis,

and the tension or resistance thereby set up
would be imparted to the contact between the
stylus and the cylinder, thereby interfering

with the correct translation of the sound-vi-
brations in process. 70

In order to avoid the danger of interfer-

ence with the quality of the sound-waves pass-

ing through the hollow coupling G through
the presentation of the broken or corrugated
surface of the bellows-like formation, I may 75
provide a section of straight flexible tubing,

as g, which is slidably inserted within said

coupling, as seen, and which forms a passage
having an unbroken wall while being capable
of yielding in consonance with the movements 80
given the bellows without exerting any drag-
ging or retarding effect.

In adapting my improvements for use in

conjunction with a disk-machine, wherein it

is necessary to provide different means con- 85
trolling the movement of the horn with rela-

tion to the record, because with this style of

instrument the sound-box is carried by the

horn, I have found it desirable to provide
means while supporting the horn in an up- 90
right position to counterpoise the major part

of the weight of the horn, thereby regulating
to a nicety the degree of weight with which
the reproducing-stylus bears against the disk.

I have also found it necessary with this style 95
of apparatus to provide means compensating
for the undulatory movement of the disk while
rotating to avoid changes in the degree of con-

tact of the stylus with the record while the

latter is moving under the former in the afore- 100

said undulatory or wave-like fashion.

I have, further, found it necessary to pro-

vide means enabling the reproducing-stylus,
while moving radially with respect to the disk,

to maintain an even contact therewith in de- J05

scribing the arc incident to the pivotal man-
ner in which the horn is supported above the

disk.

In carrying out these improvements I pro-

vide a hollow standard, as H, which is sup- no
ported from the case as by a bracket-arm A
or otherwise in a suitable manner and from
which my aforesaid universal support extends
horizontally. In this instance the universal

support is connected with a slide, as A', which 115

is located within the hollow standard H, the

latter acting as a slideway therefor. The
slide A' is supported by a coiled spring A2

,

which is located within the hollow standard
H and mounted upon a stop, as A3

. A threaded 1 20

stem A*, having a thumb-nut A , serves to ad-

just the tension of the spring. In this man-
ner the spring A2 may be tensionally adjusted

to the requisite degree for supporting the

weight of the horn, which is mounted in the 125

universal support aforesaid, thereby enabling
the lower end of the horn having the sound-
box I and stylus i to rest upon the disk J with
just that degree of pressure which is desir-

able. A guide-arm K is pivotally connected 130
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at one end to the standard H and at its oppo-
site end is provided with a seat for the horn.

By means of this guide-arm the oscillatory

movement of the horn and reproducing-stylus

5 with respect to the disk is limited to an arc

concentric with the pivotal connection be-

tween the guide-arm K and the standard H.
The course of the stylus in traversing the disk

J is clearly shown in Fig. 5. When the

ic needle is following this course, the horn,
which is in a substantially upright position,

the needle being at an outer point upon the
disk, would sway upwardly, causing the stylus-

point to leave the disk in describing an up-

15 ward arc. Therefore I preferably incline the

horn (somewhat in the manner indicated in

dotted lines in Fig. 4) when the stylus is upon
the starting or outer point upon the disk.

Therefore as the horn sways, causing the

20 stylus to travel inwardly, it also tends to as-

sume a vertical position, (shown in full lines

in Fig. 4,) this tendency enabling the stylus

to maintain contact with the disk throughout
its entire course across the disk.

25 In the practice of these instruments the
disk J while rotating undulates or has a wave-
like up-and-down motion. Hence if the horn
were supported rigidly the stylus would ex-

ert pressure upon the disk with a varied de-

30 gree of force in consequence of the presenta-

tion to it of the moving disk-surface in a se-

ries of different horizontal planes, or if this

undulatory movement were excessive the disk-

surface would intermittently make contact

35 with and leave the point of the stylus. By
reason of the tensional support given the horn,

however, the stylus is thereby yieldingly sup-
ported upon the disk and is enabled to rise

and fall with the corresponding undulatory

40 movement of the disk in this rotation.

The arm K is pivoted, as at k', to a collar

k2
, that is rotatably supported by the stand-

ard H, said arm K being tensionally support-
ed in contact with the under side of the horn.

45 This tensional support consists of a spiral

spring ks
, connected at one end with the up-

per surface of arm K near its fulcrum, and
the other end of said spring being fastened to

the bracket h or to some rigid point tangen-

50 tially above the arm K in manner to exert an
upward and sidewise tension to draw said arm
(and with it the horn and stylus) toward the

outer or starting point of the disk.

The sidewise tension referred to is of a mod-
55 erate character, it being only required to

swing the horn clear of the record on the disk

when said horn has been moved to free the

stylus from contact therewith, the main pur-

pose of this exercise of spring tension being
60 to prevent the horn from accidentally swing-

ing inwardly when the instrument is not in

use, as in such act the stylus might injure the

record.

As before stated, the tension of the spring

k3 may be varied, whereby said spring forms 65

a cushion capable of exactly absorbing all for-

eign vibrations or jars, which would other-

wise cause the stylus to rebound sharply and
create a false sound.
As will be observed by a reference to Figs. 70

4 and 6, the horn there shown is. connected
with the sound-box without the intervention
of any movable parts, and the sound-passage,
starting from the diaphragm to the outlet, is

devoid of sharp angles, all of which tend to 75
break up the sound-waves and detract from
that purity of emitted sound which is so de-

sirable. In my improved apparatus aforesaid

there is no joint in the passage, and but a sin-

gle gradual curve exists in the lower end of 80

the horn, near its point of connection with the
sound-box. This peculiar construction is .

largely responsible in the attainment of the

perfect results developed by this machine.
Having described my invention, I now de- 85

clare that what I claim is

—

1. In a phonograph or talking-machine, a
frame therefor, a standard extending up-
wardly therefrom, a universal support ex-
tending horizontally from said standard, and 90
a horn sustained in an upright position from
said support.

2. In a phonograph or talking-machine, a
frame therefor, a standard extending up-
wardly therefrom, a universal support ex- 95
tending horizontally from said standard, a
tensional device between said standard and
support, and a horn sustained in an upright
position from said support.

3. In a phonograph or talking - machine, 100
means sustaining the horn thereof in an up-
right position, said means comprising a num-
ber of concentric members, separately pivoted
in manner to allow the universal movementof
the horn horizontally. 105

4. In a phonograph or talking -machine,
means pivotally supporting the horn thereof
near its outer end, and a hollow connection
between the contracted end of said horn and
the sound-box, characterized by the ability to no
yield with the movement of the sound-box
without exercising tension between the united
members.

5. In a phonograph or talking- machine,
means pivotally supporting the horn thereof 115
near its outer end and a hollow, flexible, bel-

lows-like connection between the horn and
sound-box.

6. In a phonograph or talking -machine,
means pivotally supporting the horn thereof 120

near its outer end, a hollow, flexible, bellows-
like connection between the horn and sound-
box, and a straight flexible tube slidably fit-

ted within said connection.

7. In a talking-machine, a vertically-dis- 125

posed horn therefor having a sound-box at its

contracted end, and tensionally-held means to

guide said sound-box over the record.
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8. In a talking- machine, a vertically -dis-
posed horn therefor having a soivnd-box at its

contracted end, tensionally - held means to
guide said sound-box over the record, and ten-
sional means to retract said sound-box when
it has completed its traverse over the record.

9. In a talking -machine, a vertically-dis-

posed horn therefor having its lower- end
curved laterally, and a sound-box attached

thereto, together with a guide-arm, pivoted to
swing horizontally, and bearing tensionally
against the under surface of said lower end of
the horn, to guide the sound-box over the
record.

VICTOR H. RAPKE.
Witnesses:

F. W. Barker,
R. A. Etherson.

y
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To all whom it may concern.

Be it known that I, Frank Paul Pfleger,
a citizen of the United States, and a resident
of El Paso, in the county of El Paso and

5 State of Texas, have invented a new and Im-
proved Indicator, of which the following is a
full, clear, and exact description.

The object of the invention is to provide a
new and improved indicator more especially

to designed for use on phonographs, music-
boxes, and like instruments and arranged to

permit the user of the instrument to quickly
adjust the speed-regulating device of the in-

strument according to the proper time in

1 5 which a certain piece of music is to be per-

formed.
The invention consists of novel features

and parts and combinations of the same,
which will be more fully described herein-

20 after and then pointed out in the claims.

A practical embodiment of the invention
is represented in the accompanying drawings,
forming a part of this specification, in which
similar characters of reference indicate cor-

25 responding parts in both views.

Figure 1 is a sectional side elevation of a
phonograph provided with the improvement,
and Fig. 2 is a sectional plan view of the

same on the line 2 2 of Fig. 1.

30 The governor-bar A of a speed-regulating

device of a phonograph, music-box, or like

instrument is engaged bj" the usual regulat-

ing-screw B, screwing in a nut C, fixed to the

cover D of the casing E of the instrument.

35 When the operator turns the regulating-

screw B, the governor-bar A is swung up or

down, according to the direction in which
the regulating-screw B is turned, and con-
sequently the speed of the instrument is

40 changed.
The regulating-screw B, as illustrated in

Figs. 1 and 2, is provided, besides its usual

screw-threads, with gear-teeth B' in mesh
with a segmental gear-wheel F', forming part

45 of a pointer F, mounted to turn at F 2 and in-

dicating on a graduation G' on a dial G, se-

cured to the cover D and preferably forming
part of the nut C, as indicated in the draw-
ings. Now it is evident that when the regu-

50 lating- screw B is turned its gear -teeth B'
cause the segmental gear-wheel F' to turn to

move the pointer F along the graduation G',

which latter is preferably provided with grad-
uation-marks numbered consecutively, as

plainly shown in Fig. 2. 55
The time in which the piece of music is to

be played is indicated on the record, and this

time is preferably marked by a numeral cor-

responding to one of the numerals of the

graduations G'. When the operator places 60

the record in the machine, it is only necessary
for him to turn the regulating-screw B until

the pointer F indicates on the same numeral
of the graduation G' which is marked on the
record. 65

It is evident that the records may be
marked and the graduation G' may be corre-

spondingly arranged on the instrument by
the manufacturers; but, if desired, the user

of the instrument may mark the records ac- 70

cording to the time and as indicated by the

graduation G'. It is also evident that the

graduation G' and the marks made on the
records may be other than numerals as long
as they correspond to cause the instrument 75
to turn the record at the speed required for

playing the piece of music according to the

time in which it is written.

Having thus described my invention, I

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 80

Patent

—

1. An indicator comprising a screw- rod
having gear -teeth formed directly on the

threaded portion thereof, a pointer mounted
to swing and having segmental gear' in mesh 85

with the said screw-rod gear-teeth, and a dial

on which indicates the pointer.

2. In an indicator of the character de-

scribed, a screw-rod for operating the speed-
regulating device of a phonograph or like hi- 90
strument, said screw-rod having gear-teeth

formed directly on the threaded portion

thereof, a nut in which the screw-rod works,

a dial formed integrally with the nut, and a
pointer mounted on the dial and having a seg- 95
mental gear meshing with the teeth of the

screw-rod.
In testimony whereof I have signed my

name to this specification in the presence of

two subscribing witnesses.

FRANK PAUL PFLEGER,
Witnesses

:

George Pence,
H. J. Darwood.
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To all whoin it may concern:

Be it known that I, William Haveeman, a
citizen of the United States, residing at Cleve-
land, in the county of Cuyahoga and State of

5 Ohio, have invented a certain new and useful
Improvement in Phonographs, of which the
following is a full, clear, and exact descrip-

tion, reference being had to the accompany-
ing drawings.

io The object of this invention is to provide a
phonograph which shall give a very large vol-

ume of sound and shall direct the sound to

different parts of the room, so that the phono-
graph may better serve, for example, to en-

15 tertain an audience or furnish music for danc-
ing.

To this end 1 have devised a phonograph
having a plurality of reproducers associated

with a plurality of horns and all operating
20 from a single stylus. By this means the vol-

ume of sound is very greatly increased and it

may be directed to several points, as desired.

The drawings clearly illustrate my inven-
tion.

25 Figure 1 is a perspective view of the phono-
graph complete. Fig. 2 is a side elevation of

the reproducer, together with a horn and its

support. Fig. 3 is a side elevation, partly
cross-sectional, of my reproducer, having two

3° reproducing-disks. Fig. 4 is a bottom view
of the same. Fig. 5 is a view showing the
attachment of the reproducer to the support-
ing-arm.

In the drawings, A represents the box of an
35 ordinary phonograph, on the top of which is

rotatably mounted the record, which may be
a disk B. The usual crank C and other usual

appurtenances may be mounted on the box.
Carried by the box also is a supporting-

4° bracket E. At the outer end of this bracket
is pivoted an arm F, which at its inner end
carries the reproducer. The arm F is pivoted
in a clip or clevis which is swiveled in the sup-

port E.

45 The reproducer shown comprises a multiple

sound-box H, carrying two diaphragms J and
two exit-tubes A near the centers of these dia-

phragms. Two horns K rest near their outer

ends on a yoke-piece L, carried by the arm F.

5° The inner ends of these horns are connected
with the tubes h by means of flexible elbows P.

Between the tubes h of the reproducer is a
shank portion ft of the sound-box H, which
may be movably held to the arm F by a thumb-

55 nut Q, which clamps it into a fork carried by
the arm. On the under side of this shank ft

is a recess in which is set and held a light

bar N. This bar is of light enough construc-

tion to be bent out of its position slightly;

but it is preferably not light enough to con- 60

stitute a flexible leaf-spring in the ordinary
sense. The bar N, as shown, is round where
it is clamped in the opening, and beneath this

it is flattened at??,. Beneath the flattened por-

tion the bar carries a head n', into which is 65

set the stylus-point n
2
. The point is clamped

in place by a set-screw n
s
. Extending from

the head n' to the centers of the two dia-

phragms J are pieces of metal n\ which may
be of steel about the size of No. 16 or No. 18 7°

wire. As shown, these two pieces of metal

n* after leaving the head pass outwardly a

short distance and then are bent toward the

disks and then are turned across them and
finally near their ends are turned upward to 75

the diaphragms and suitably secured thereto.

This course of these connecting-rods /i* has

been found in practice to be very efficient; but
some other shape may answer as well.

By means of two disks the vibration of the 8c

stylus -point is caused to produce twice as

much sound, and by having two horns this

sound is employed to better advantage, since

it is directed over a greater area. I do not

intend to limit myself herein to the employ- 85

ment of just two reproducers and horns or the

exact arrangement of parts shown, for it is

evident that by a simple extension of my
mechanism the single stylus could be made to

vibrate more than two diaphragms, the sound 9°

of which could be carried by a corresponding
number of horns. Changes in construction

and mechanical modifications will also occur
to those skilled in this art, and these are in-

cluded within my invention. 95

Having thus described my invention, I

claim

—

1. In a phonograph, the combination, with
means for rotating the record, of a pair of re-

producers, a common stylus for both the re- I0 °

producers, a pair of horns corresponding to

the two reproducers, and a pivoted arm carry-

ing the reproducers and supporting the horns.

2. In a phonograph, in combination, a re-

producer comprising a multiple sound-box and io 5

a plurality of diaphragms carried thereby,
tubular extensions on the sound-box above the

diaphragms, a stylus carried by the sound-box
between the diaphragms, a connection from
the stylus to the under sides of the various no
diaphragms, a shank for said sound-box, a piv-

oted supporting-arm to which said shank is
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secured, a support on said arm for horns, and
a plurality of horns resting on said support
and connected at their small ends with the
tubular extensions of the sound-box.

5 3. In a phonograph, in combination, a piv-
oted arm, a multiple sound-box removably
clamped to the forward end of the arm, a plu-
rality of diaphragms for said sound-box, a
stylus-support projecting downward from the

io sound-box between the diaphragms thereof,

a connection leading from such support to the
center of each diaphragm, and a stylus car-
ried by the support.
In testimony whereof I hereunto affix my

signature in the presence of two witnesses.

WILLIAM HAVERMAN.
Witnesses:

Albert H. Bates,
N. L. Bresnau.
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To all ivhom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Daniel Higham, of

Bridgeport, Connecticut, have invented a
new and useful Improvement in Phonic Ap-

5 paratus, which invention is fully set forth in

the following specification.

This invention relates to phonic apparatus
employing an intermediate friction mechan-
ism between a primary and a secondary vi-

io brating means, such as shown in my United
States Patent No. 678,576, of July 16, 1901,
and in m}' allowed United States application
filed December 12, 1904, Serial No. 236,609.

In apparatus of the character indicated it

15 has been found that under certain conditions
there is a disagreeable squeaking noise result-

ing from the action of the friction-shoe upon
the revolving friction device which tends to a
greater or less extent to detract from the per-

20 fection of the operation of the apparatus, and
particularly is this true when the apparatus
is one emplo3^ed in the reproduction of re-

corded sounds. In practice one of the pre-
ferred forms of friction apparatus consists of a

25 revolving friction-roll having a peripheral V-
shaped groove, in which groove there rests a
friction-shoe having surfaces contacting with
the sides of the V-shaped groove. I have
discovered that when the friction-shoe bears

30 evenly and uniformly upon the opposing sur-

faces of the V-shaped groove the squeaking
noises are much diminished, but that when
for an}7 reason the friction between the shoe
and one side of the .groove is increased over

35 that of the friction between the shoe and the
other side of the groove the squeaking is

much increased. This increase may be
caused by the presence of particles of grit or

dust upon the friction device or may be due
40 to the lack of uniformity in the composition

of the material constituting the friction-roll

or the manner in which the friction-shoe is

held on the roll. The tendency of the fric-

tion-shoe to ride up on one side of the groove
45 results in a side-to-side movement of the fric-

tion-shoe in the groove and the production of

objectionable noises.

The object of the present invention is to

produce a friction device for use in apparatus
50 of the character mentioned which shall be so

constructed as to avoid the objectionable
noises referred to. I have discovered that if

the angle of inclination of the sides of the V-

shaped groove is given a certain determined
relation to the coefficient of friction between 55
the shoe and the material constituting the

friction -roll this side-to-side movement of

the shoe will be avoided and the noises re-

sulting therefrom avoided. Generally stated,

the angle of inclination of the sides of the V- 60

shaped groove should be one whose tangent
is approximately equal to the coefficient of

friction existing between the shoe and the
material constituting the friction - roll. I

have also found that by giving the link which 65
receives the pull of the shoe a proper position

or inclination the said noises may be further
diminished, while a still further diminution is

obtained by an escape pocket or outlet for

dust that accumulates between the shoe and 70

friction-roll. It is also beneficial to make
one shoe - section of the compound shoe
slightly wider than the friction-roll and one
slightly narrower.
The invention will be best understood by 75

reference to the accompanying drawings, in

which

—

Figure 1 is a side elevation of friction-

wheel and jointed friction-shoe in operative
position. Fig. 2 is a plan view of Fig. 1. 80

Fig. 3 is a vertical section of Fig. 1 on the line

3 3 of said figure. Fig. 4 is a diagrammatic
view serving to illustrate one part of the in-

vention, and Fig. 5 is a broken detai.l

Referring to the figures of the drawings, 1 85
is a friction-roll of suitable material, as am-
ber, revolved in the direction of the arrow by
means of a shaft 2, driven from any suitable

source of power. (Not shown.) The shoe,

here shown as in two sections 4 and 5, rests 90
in the V-shaped groove 6 and has one of its

members 5 in operative relation, through the
link 7, with the primary vibratory means 20
and its other member in operative relation,

through the link 8, with the seconda^vibra- 95
torv means 14.

The two sections 4 and 5 of the friction-

shoe are flexibly connected together in the
following manner: A lever 9, fulcrumed at

10, is connected to the rear end of shoe-sec- 100

tion 4 by a link 11, pivdtally joined to the
shoe-section 4 and to the lever 19, while a
link 12 is also pivotally connected to the le-

ver 9 and the forward end of shoe-section 5,

the link 1 1 being preferably shorter than link 105
12 and being also connected to the lever 9 at
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a point nearer the fulcrum 10 than is the link

12. By connecting the shoe-sections in this

way comparatively short sections, each some-
what less than one-third of the circumfer-

5 ence of the friction-roll 1, may be employed
without decreasing the volume of the repro-
duced sounds. Furthermore, there is a great
tendency for the different portions of a long-

extended shoe composed of two parts con-
io nected by a simple link to synchronize and

set up squeaking sounds which lend an un-
natural tone to the reproduction, and by in-

directly connecting the sections in the man-
ner indicated one of the shoe-sections has a

15 slightly greater amplitude of vibration than
the other, and this tendency to synchroniza-
tion is avoided. It has also been found that
with this construction the coefficient of fric-

tion at the friction-surface need not be so
20 high to secure the desired volume of the re-

produced sounds, and the tendency to
squeaking is further reduced for tins reason.

It has been found best to have the links 8
occupy such a position with respect to the

25 shoe-sections 4 that a line 13 drawn through
the point where said link is connected to the
shoe-section and through the point where it

is attached to the secondary vibrating mem-
ber 14 will be tangent to the bottom of the

30 V-groove 6 at a point approximately midway
between the ends of said shoe-section. By
thus arranging the parts the squeaking noise
is reduced to a minimum. The same rela-

tion is maintained between the link 12 and
35 its shoe-section 5.

In some cases the material, as amber, of

which the friction-roll is composed, has fine

particles of dust rubbed up by the action of
the shoe on the roll, and this dust is liable to

40 and does collect near the rear end of the shoe-
sections and unless provision is made to
avoid it gives rise to squeaking noises of the
character mentioned. For the purpose of

eliminating the squeaking due to this cause
45 each of the shoe-sections 4 and 5 is slightly

cut away at the rear end of the friction-face

thereof, as indicated at 15 and 16. (See
Figs. 1 and 5.) By "rear" end of the shoe-
sections is meant that end where the friction-

50 roll passes from under the shoe-section. This
cut-away part is preferably located just in
front of a line drawn through the pivot-
points of the link 11 for shoe-section 4 and
link 7 for shoe-section 5, as indicated in Fig.

555, though, if desired, it maybe just in front of

a radial line passing through the center of the
roll and the point where the link 11 is con-
nected to the shoe-section 4 or the link 7 to
the shoe-section 5, as shown in Fig. 1. This

60 cut-away space in the shoe-sections affords a
place of lodgment for the dust where it will

not interfere with or modify the character of

the friction between the shoe and roll, and
hence eliminates the squeaks due to this

65 cause.

70

80

85

It hasbeen found that by inclining the sides

of the V-shaped groove 6 at a proper angle a
squeak which sometimes takes place at the
rear end of the friction-shoe may be elimi-

nated. This squeak is due to a side-to-side

vibration of the rear end of the shoe, caused
by the tendency of the shoe to ride up one in-

cline or the other. I have found that this is

avoided by making the incline steep enough
so that the shoe cannot be sustained upon the 75
incline. Too steep an incline, however, is

detrimental to sensitive action of the shoe,

and it is therefore important to have the in-

cline only sufficiently steep to overcome this

tendency. The correct angle bears a certain

relation to the coefficient of friction at the
friction contact between the shoe and roll

and can be readily obtained in the manner
shown in Fig. 4, in which the dotted lines rep-

resent a portion of the outline of a friction-

roller of any suitable material, as of amber.
Let A B be a line drawn from the bottom of

the V-shaped groove perpendicular to the
axis of the friction-roll and B C a line perpen-
dicular to the line A B at B, the length of A 90
B being in proportion to the length of B C as

the coefficient of friction between the shoe
and the roller is to one—that is, assuming, for

example, that the coefficient of friction be-
tween the shoe and the material constituting 95
the roll is .60 then the length of the line A B
is .60 of the length of the line B C. Connect
points A and C by the line A C. The angle of

inclination of the line A C will be the desired

angle of inclination of the sides of the V- to

shaped groove. Draw the line A D parallel

to B C and drop the line C D perpendicular
to A D. Then the line C D wdl be the tan-

gent of the angle CAD, which is the angle of

inclination of the sides of the V-shaped groove.
Now since the line A B represents the coeffi-

cient of friction between the shoe and the roll

and the line C D is the tangent of the angle of

inclination it will be seen that the coefficient

of friction existing between the shoe and the

roll is equal to the tangent of the angle of in-

clination of the sides of £he groove.
While theoretically the tangent of the an-

gle of inclination should be equal to the coef-

ficient of friction between the shoe and the

roll, it will be understood, of course, that in

practice this relation may be slightly depart-
ed from, it being only essential that approxi-
mately the relation specified should exist. It

will also be understood that with the employ-
ment of different substances for the friction-

rol] or the shoe, or both, different coefficients

of friction would exist and that there would
therefore necessarily result a different angle
of inclination for the sides of the groove.

In friction apparatus of this character it

has been heretofore proposed to use a sec-

tional shoe with the links thereof suitably con-
nected together, and I have found that the

best results are secured by having the section

i°5

"5

120

125

30
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of the shoe which is connected to the primary
vibrating element somewhat narrower than
the V-shaped groove in the friction-roll,while
the shoe-section connected to the secondary

5 vibrating element should be wider than the
V-shaped groove in the friction-roll. By this

means, and particularly in the case of the shoe-
section which is wider, I avoid the squeaking
noises which result from the rubbing of the

10 sharp edges together. This construction is

clearly illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 and need
not be further described.

By combining a friction-roll having a V-
shaped groove whose faces are inclined at the

15 proper angle, as hereinbefore described, with
a sectional friction-shoe, one at least of whose
elements is broader than the V-shaped groove
and by indirectly connecting the sections of
the friction-shoe together in the manner here-

20 in indicated, and having the links which ex-
tend from the forward end of the shoe-sec-
tions lying approximately in a line tangent
to the friction-roll at or about a point mid-
way of the respective sections and employing

25 the cut-away pockets adjacent to the rear
ends of the sections, as herein described, I

have found it possible to very largely elimi-

nate the objectionable squeaking noises re-

ferred to.

30 What is claimed is

—

1. In a phonic apparatus employing fric-

tion in the manner described, a friction-roller

having inclined surfaces, a friction-shoe con-
tacting with and guided by said surfaces, the

35 tangent of the angle of inclination of said sur-
faces being approximately equal to the coeffi-

cient of friction between said shoe and roller

when said coefficient is expressed in terms of

the angle.

40 2. In a phonic apparatus employing fric-

tion in the manner described, a friction-roller

having a peripheral V-shaped groove and a
friction-shoe having bearing in said groove,
the sides of the V-shaped groove having an

45 angle of inclination whose tangent is approxi-
mately equal to the coefficient of friction

when said friction is expressed in terms of the
angle.

3. In a phonic apparatus employing fric-

50 tion in the manner described, a friction-roller

having inclined surfaces, a friction-shoe con-
tacting with said surfaces, the angle of incli-

nation of each of said surfaces being equal to

the acute angle at the base of a right-angle

55 triangle whose altitude bears the same rela-

tion to its base that the coefficient of friction

between the roller and shoe does to one.

4. In a phonic apparatus employing fric-

tion in the manner described, a friction-roller

60 having a V-shaped groove in its periphery, a
friction-shoe having bearing in said groove,
the angle of inclination of the sides of said

groove being equal to the acute angle at the
base of a right-angle triangle whose altitude

65 bears the same relation to its base that the

coefficient of friction between the roller and
shoe does to one.

5. In a phonic apparatus, the combination
of a friction-roller having a peripheral groove,

a friction-shoe bearing in said groove, a por- 70

tion of said shoe being broader than said

groove, and primary and secondary vibrating
elements in operative relation with said shoe.

6. In a phonic apparatus, the combination
of a friction-roll having a peripheral groove, 75
a sectional friction-shoebearing in said groove
one of the sections of said shoe being broader
than said groove and one narrower, and pri-

mary and secondary vibrating elements in

operative relation with said shoe. 80

7. In a phonic apparatus, the combination
of a friction-roller, a friction-shoe bearing
thereon, said shoe having a cut-away space
or dust-pocket formed in its friction-face and
primary and secondary vibrating elements in 85

operative relation with said shoe.

8. In a phonic apparatus, the combination
of a friction-roller, a sectional friction-shoe

bearing thereon, a flexible coimection be-
tween the shoe-sections, said connection con- 90
sisting of a suitably-fulcrumed lever with
links pivotally connected thereto and to the
shoe-sections, and primary and secondary vi-

brating elements in operative relation with
said shoe. 95

9. In a phonic apparatus, the combination
of primary and secondary vibrating elements,

a friction-roller, a friction-shoe section bear-
ing on said roller and having its rear end in

operative relation with said primary vibrat- 1 00

ing element, a second friction-shoe section

bearing on said roller and having its front

end in operative relation with the secondary
vibrating element, a lever fulcrumed in prox-
imity to the adjacent ends of said shoe-sec- 105

tions, and link connections between said le-

ver and the adjacent ends of said shoe-sec-

tions.

10. In a phonic apparatus, a friction-roller,

a sectional friction-shoe bearing thereon, a no
primary vibrating element in operative rela-

tion with one end of said shoe, a secondary
vibrating element, and a flexible connection
between said secondary element and the
other end of said shoe, said connection ex- 115
tending approximate^ along a line tangent
to the friction-roller at a point approximately
midway of the length or the shoe-section to

which it is connected.
11. In a phone apparatus, the combination 12c

of a primary and a secondary vibrating ele-

ment, a friction-roller, a sectional friction-

shoe bearing on said roller, a link connection
between the front end of one shoe-section and
said secondary vibrating element, said link 125
connection extending along a line approxi-
mately tangent to said friction-roller at a
point substantially midway between the ends
of said shoe-section, a lever pivoted in prox-
imity to the adjacent ends of the shoe-sec- 130
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tions, links connecting said lever to said shoe-
sections, the link connected to the rear shoe-
section extending along a line approximately
tangent to the roller at a point substantially

5 midwaybetween the ends of said section, and
operative connections between the primary
vibrating element and said last-named shoe-
section.

In testimony whereof I have signed this
specification in the presence of two subscrib- j o
ing witnesses.

DANIEL HIGHAM.
Witnesses

:

A. B. Keough,
C. A. GlBNER.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Clinton J. Kurtz, a
resident of Salem, in the county of Marion
and State of Oregon, have invented certain

5 new and useful Improvements in Repeating
Mechanism for Phonographs; and I do hereby
declare the following to be a full, clear, and
exact description of the invention, such as

will enable others skilled in the art to which
io it appertains to make and use the same.

My invention relates to an improved repeat-

ing mechanism for phonographs and the like,

the object of the invention being to provide
improved means which will compel the re-

15 producer to automatically return to the start-

ing end of a record and continuously repeat
the same record until the apparatus is stopped
or runs down.
With this object in view the invention con-

20 sists in certain novel features of construction
and combinations and arrangements of parts,

as will be more fully hereinafter described,and
pointed out in the claims.

In the accompanying drawings. Figure 1 is

25 a plan view illustrating my improvements.
Fig. 2 is an end view, partly in section. Fig.

.3 is a front elevation, and Fiys. 4, 5, and 6

are enlarged views of details of construction.

1 represents the main supporting-plate, and
30 2 is the well-known form of, rotary record-

carrying cylinder turned by gearing 3, which
also turns the feed-screw 4 at one side, and
said gearing is driven by any suitable form of

motor in the box 5, on which the plate 1 and
35 mechanism are supported.

6 is a rod on which the sliding reproducer-
frame 7 is hinged, and said frame at one side

of rod 6 is provided with an arm 8, having a

finger or fingers to engage the screw 4 and
4° feed the reproducer-frame along. The other

end of the reproducer-frame 7 has a lug 9,

sliding on a guide-bar 10, and carries at its

free end a roller 11, the pintle 12 of which
projects through the bifurcated lower end of

45 frame 7.

My improved guide-frame attachment 13
comprises a sheet-metal frame having its base

portion 14 resting on bed-plate 1, and clamp-
ing-tongues 15 are provided at one side at the

50 ends to clamp over the bar 10 and securely
hold the frame in position. At the other
edge of the base portion 14 a vertical plate

16 is provided and cut away at its center to

give free access to the starting and stopping
lever 17. Clamping-tongues 18 are provided 55
on the outside of plate 16 at its upper portion

and are adapted to clamp and adjustably se-

cure in position a frame 19, comprising the
horizontal straight portion 20, having a lat-

eral flange 21, forming a guide bar or track 60

for the return movement of roller 11, as will

more fully hereinafter appear. A laterally-

projecting bolt 22 is secured in the end of

frame 19, and a lifting and tripping dog 23
ispivotally secured on the bolt 22. This dog 65

comprises a bowed strip of metal perforated
at its ends to receive the bolt and one end
having a tooth or shoulder 24, and a spring-
wire 25 is coiled around bolt 22, bears at one
end beneath frame 19, and at its other end 7°

bears against dog 23, normally tending to

throw the same to an approximately vertical

position and move a curved tongue 26, se-

cured to one side thereof, up to the track 21.

A rod 27 is secured to dog 23 and is adapted 75

to be held down by the reproducer-frame and
hold the dog and tongue 26 depressed, and
when in this position a spring-catch 28, secured
to frame 19, holds the dog 23 in set position,

as the spring-catch 28 has a shoulder formed 80

between its ends to engage the tooth or shoul-

der 24 until released by the reproducer-frame
moving against the upper end of the spring-

catch.

A bracket 29 is secured to the gear-casing 85

30 at one end of the device and is provided at

one end with an arm 31, having an opening
which affords a bearing for one end of a shaft

32, the other end of said shaft being supported
in the end of a bell-crank lever 33. A fric- 9c

tion-roller 34 is secured on the shaft 32, and
a spring 35, bearing against the lever 33,

presses the roller 34 against the drive-pulley

36 at the end of cylinder 2; but a long arm 37

is secured to the reproducer-frame, and when 95
the latter is moving along and reproducing
the record this arm 37 will depress the lever

33 and hold the roller 34 out of operation.

When the reproducer-frame reaches the end
of its movement and is elevated by the dog 100

23, as will be hereinafter pointed out, the arm
37 will move away from the lever 33 and per-

mit spring 35 to hold the roller 34 in contact

with the drive-pulley 36, so as to be driven

thereby. A string 38 is secured at one end 105

to a pin 39 on the reproducer-frame and at its
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other end to shaft 32, so that when the latter

is turned by roller 34 the cord will be wound
on the shaft and the reproducer-frame moved
back to its starting-point.

5 The operation of my improvements is as

follows: As the reproducer-frame is moved
along the record the roller 11 moves below
track 21 and the arm 37 depresses lever 33
and holds the roller 34 out of operation, per-

io mitting the cord 38 to unwind from shaft 32

as the reproducer-frame moves along. When
the reproducer-frame reaches the end of the

record, the roller 11 will move beyond the

track 21, and the reproducer - frame will

t 5 push the spring-catch 28 out of contact with
the shoulder or tooth 24, and the spring 24
will throw the dog to an upright position.

. The curved tongue 26 will engage the roller

11 and elevate the same and the reproducer-
20 frame, lifting the reproducer out of contact

with the record. This lifting also moves the

arm 37 out of engagement with the lever 33,

and the spring 35 moves the roller 34 against

the drive-pulley 36. The rotation of the lat-

25 ter then drives roller 34 and shaft 32, wind-
ing cord 38 thereon and pulling the repro-

ducer-frame back to its starting-point. As
the reproducer-frame moves back to its start-

ing-point the roller 11 will run on track 21

30 and hold the reproducer out of contact with
the record and also hold the fingers of arm 8

out of engagement with feed-screw 4, and the

reproducer-frame will force the rod 27 down-
ward and set the dog 23. When the repro-

35 ducer-frame reaches its starting-point, roller

11 will fall from the end of track 21, permit-

ting the arm 8 to engage feed-screw 4, and
arm 37 will throw roller 34 out of contact with
the pulley 36, and the operation above de-

40 scribed is repeated indefinitely or until the

motor gives out.

It will be seen that with my improvements
the parts can be adjusted to suit varying
lengths of record, and slight changes in the

45 form of' the attachments can be made to fit

other forms of phonograph, and hence I do
not restrict myself to the precise details set

forth, but consider myself at liberty to make
such slight changes and alterations as fairly

50 fall within the spirit and scope of my inven-
tion.

Having fully described my invention, what
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters
Patent, is

—

55 1. In an apparatus of thecharacterdescribed,
the combination with a movable reproducer-
frame, of means for lifting the reproducer-
frame when at the end of the record and move
it out of engagement with its driving mechan-

60 ism, a track to guide the return of the repro-
ducer-frame in its elevated position, a friction-

roller normally held out of operation by mech-
anism on the reproducing-frame, and a spring
adapted when the reproducer -frame is ele-

65 vated, to move the friction-roller into opera-

tion to move the reproducer-frame back to its

starting-point.

2. In an apparatus of the character described

,

the combination With a movable reproducer-
frame, of means for lifting the reproducer- 70
frame when at the end of the record and move
it out of engagement with its driving mechan-
ism, a track to guide the return of the repro-

ducer-frame in its elevated position, a return-
ing mechanism, means normally tending to 75
throw the returning mechanism into opera-
tion, an arm on the reproducer-frame nor-
mally holding the return mechanism out of
operation when the reproducer-frame is in its

operative position and releasing the returning 80

mechanism and permitting it to operate when
the reproducer-frame is elevated.

3. The combination with a phonograph, of a
shaft, a cord connecting the shaft with the re-

producer-frame, a friction-roller on the shaft, 85

a lever connected with the shaft, a spring bear-

ing against the lever and normally pressing
the friction-roller into engagement with the
cylinder-drive pulley, an arm on the repro-
ducer-frame engaging the lever and holding 90
the roller out of operation when the repro-
ducer-frame is moving in one direction and
reproducing the record, means for elevating

the reproducer-frame at its end of movement
permitting the roller to operate and wind the 95
cord on the shaft and pull the reproducer-
frame back to its starting-point, and a track

guiding the return of the reproducer-frame
in an elevated position.

4. The combination with a phonograph, of a 100

roller on one end of the reproducer-frame, a
frame, comprising two members adjustably

secured together, a track on one of said mem-
bers beneath which track the roller moves in

one direction, a tripping and elevating dog 105

mounted on one end of the frame, a spring
constructed to throw the dog to elevate the

roller to a level with the top of the track, a

spring-catch holding the dog in set position

until released by the reproducer-frame, means no
for drawing the reproducer-frame back to its

starting-point with the roller moving along
the top of the track, and a rod on the dog
disposed under and moved by the reproducer-
frame in its returning movement to set the 115

dog.
5. An attachment for phonographs, compris-

ing means for elevating the reproducer-frame
when the latter is at the end of its movement,
a track to guide the return of the reproducer- 12c

frame and hold it elevated, a shaft, a cord
connecting the shaft with the reproducer-
frame, a roller on said shaft, means on the

reproducer for holding the roller out of op-
eration when the frame is moving in one di- 125

rection and releasing the same when the frame
is elevated, permitting the cord to be wound
on the shaft and the frame drawn back to its

starting-point.

6. Anattachmentforphonographs,compris- 130
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ing means for drawing the reproducer-frame
back to its starting-point, a spring normally
tending to throw said means into operation,

means for elevating the frame when at the

5 end of its forward movement, means for guid-
ing the frame back to its starting-point and
holding it elevated, and means on the repro-

ducer-frame normally engaging the returning
mechanism and holding it out of operation

while the reproducer is moving in a direction io

to reproduce the record.

In testimony whereof I have signed this

specification in the presence of two subscrib-
ing witnesses.

CLINTON J. KURTZ.
Witnesses:

a. o. condit,
Ray Smith.
















